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Recent researchers have been drawn to the analysis of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals in order to confrm the disease and
severity range by viewing the EEG signal which has complicated the dataset. Te conventional models such as machine learning,
classifers, and other mathematical models achieved the lowest classifcation score. Te current study proposes to implement a
novel deep feature with the best solution for EEG signal analysis and severity specifcation. A greedy sandpiper-based recurrent
neural system (SbRNS) model for predicting Alzheimer’s disease (AD) severity has been proposed. Te fltered data are used as
input for the feature analysis and the severity range is divided into three classes: low, medium, and high. Te designed approach
was then implemented in the matrix laboratory (MATLAB) system, and the efectiveness score was calculated using key metrics
such as precision, recall, specifcity, accuracy, and misclassifcation score. Te validation results show that the proposed scheme
achieved the best classifcation outcome.

1. Introduction

AD is a neurological malfunction identifed by debilitation
of analytic functions and amnesia [1]. Tis is mainly due to
the unusual increase of protein around brain cells [2]. AD is
often considered as a usual aging process and afects older
people more than younger ones [3]. In humans, AD signs are
increased confusion and loss of learning ability and memory
[4]. Generally, AD is categorized into three stages based on
its symptoms and efects [5]. In the beginning stage (mild
AD), the sign of AD is most commonly amnesia [6], which
does not change a person’s daily life. Te next phase is
considered moderate AD [7], which is recognized by in-
creased confusion and difculty in learning [8]. In this
phase, patient’s dependence on the other people increases
[9]. Te third stage is severe AD, which is characterized by
the entire debilitation of individual [10]. Te early identi-
fcation of AD is important in the case of mild AD and
moderate AD [11, 12]. Detecting this disease is quite difcult
because signs like amnesia are often considered as usual
aging signs [13]. Moreover, the imaging and signal analysis
system has been introduced in the digital feld to analyze the

AD severity range with the help of artifcial intelligence (AI)
[14, 15]. Hence, several neural models and classifers were
implemented to fnd the AD severity rate in the early stages
without the requirement of high resource usage [16].

Generally, disease detection is done by large testing and
eliminating the other disease cases [17]. Neurological testing,
physiological and psychological examination, and blood test
help to detect AD [18]. Te basic Alzheimer’s disease de-
tection with AI is represented in Figure 1. Perform brain
scans, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI), or positron emission tomography
(PET), to support an Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis or rule
out other possible causes for symptoms. Psychological
testing such as mini-mental state testing and image tech-
niques based on AI were developed to detect AD [19]. Still,
they faced several demerits such as inaccurate disease
classifcation, high error rate, and so on [20]. Tus, the
researchers paid attention to AD detection techniques based
on the analysis of EEG signals [21]. Here, the brain’s reading
is recorded using electrodes directly by 10–20 electrode
systems [22]. AD diagnosis based on EEG signals provides
early detection and accurate disease classifcation [23].
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Recently, many researchers tried to detect AD in the early
stage by identifying changes in the synchrony of EEG signals
[24]. However, the diagnosis is not accurate in the case of
single synchrony [25]. In addition, for the EEG signal-based
AD severity analysis, diferent and several brain samples are
taken from one person [26].Tis has helped to fnd the brain
neuron movements based on their actions and emotions.
Te EEG-based AD detection technique is used as a tool to
diagnose AD early for a huge number of people [27].

To overcome the demerits faced by these techniques, a
highly efcient and accurate AD detection was presented in
this paper using EEG signals [28, 29]. In addition, a novel
deep network has been executed by incorporating the op-
timal solution for detecting disease range. Also, in the
designed model, the noise removal function is executed in
the hidden phases that have aforded the fnest noise feature
tracking and neglecting. Te present noises were eliminated
properly in the fltering stage, so the algorithm complexity
was minimized, and the classifcation score was maximized.
Finally, a comparison assessment was conducted to check
the improvement score in analyzing the AD severity range.

Te current research is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the existing works in detail. Te problem related to
analyzing the AD EEG signal is defned in Section 3. Te
proposed scheme and the solution of the problem are
mentioned in Section 4. Te proposed model’s outcome is
discussed in Section 5, and research arguments are con-
cluded in Section 6.

2. Related Works

Some of the recent works related to AD detection are de-
scribed below.

Saf and Saf [27] developed a technique by using Hjorth
parameters to diagnose AD in its early stage.Tis model uses
diferent fltering techniques such as empirical mode de-
composition and discrete wavelet transform to flter the
errors in the brain signals. Also, the K-nearest neighbor

algorithm was applied to classify the diseases. In past de-
cades, diferent neuropsychological testing based on mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) was developed to diagnose
AD. Tus, Murugan et al. [28] developed a MRI-based
convolutional neural network model to classify and detect
AD accurately.Tis model is highly efcient in detection and
classifcation of diseases. But, they did not provide accurate
AD detection in case of a large population.

Te interface between the features of EEG signal and AD
is not clarifed in existing detection models. Terefore, Li
et al. [29] presented a novel technique to establish the re-
lationship between AD detection and EEG signal which
presents latent parameters in 3D phase and also provides
high classifcation efciency. However, the computational
cost is high in this model. Deepa and Chokkalingam [30]
presented an optimized VGG-16 framework to classify AD
using arithmetic optimization which uses MRI-based images
for disease classifcation. Here, the AD was classifed as mild,
moderate, and severe. Moreover, the computational com-
plexity and cost are reduced in this technique. However, the
experimental outcome of this technique for a large pop-
ulation does not provide efcient classifcation.

Recently, EEG signals have been widely used in medical
felds to diagnose the disease in its early phase. Hence,
Cejnek et al. [31] designed a model to detect mild AD based
on EEG records. Tis technique uses an adaptive flter to
preprocess the recorded EEG dataset. In predictive function,
the linear NN technique with gradient adaption is used. Tis
technique is validated by testing the data of AD patients.
However, it does not attain high sensitivity and accuracy.

3. AD System Model and Problem Description

Usually, the disease forecasting process using signaling data
is more complicated because of the feature variations in the
minute level. Hence, the normal classifcation and signal
analysis model has required more resources to fnd the
feature variation and to identify the disease signal. In many

Imaging or
signal analysis

Equipment
AD feature analysis Feature

extraction

Finding disease
Region or signalClassification

Alzheimer
severityDetection

Figure 1: Basic Alzheimer detection using AI.
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cases, the algorithm complexity has been recorded because
of signal analysis delay. Tese issues have motivated this
work toward presenting an optimized deep neural system for
EEG signal analysis and disease signal feature classifcation.
Te disease that was considered for validating the developed
model is AD [32].

Analyzing the brain signal is the foremost topic in the
medical industry to detect and treat diferent kinds of dis-
eases. Especially, analyzing the EEG signal and identifying
the disease features and their severity range are highly
complicated because of the noisy unbalanced data. Te
problems analyzing in EEG signal are described in Figure 2.

Brain EEG signal
SbRNS

Pre-processing

Feature analysis

Severity analysis of
disease signal

Performance assessment

Figure 3: Proposed SbRNS architecture.

AD EEG signal
Signal noise

filter

Feature analysis

Wrong prediction Severity analysis

Performance
validation

Poor accuracy

Less filtering rate, high
computation and resources

usage

Few features are
mined because of data

complexity

Figure 2: AD system model with problem.
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A novel sandpiper-based recurrent neural system (SbRNS)
has been introduced for predicting Alzheimer’s disease in an
earlier stage using EEG signal. Primarily, the EEG signals
were collected and trained to the system and then the
preprocessing function was activated to flter the present
noise in the trained datasets. Consequently, the feature
analysis was performed, and the disease features were
extracted and then the severity range was measured. Finally,
the key parameters were estimated and compared with the
other schemes.

4. Proposed Methodology

Te proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. In the
feature analysis steps, the required features were traced and
mined based on the specifcation of 0th class and 1st class.

Here, the signal pixels were analyzed and traced for the
0th class features and then the extraction was done. Con-
sequently, the disease specifcation and severity range

estimation were performed. Finally, the comparison analysis
helped to measure the performance enhancement by the
developed scheme.

4.1. Proposed SbRNS Design. Te planned model has fve
diferent phases that includes data importing, error fltering,
classifcation module, optimal phase, and output phase. Te
data importing process is executed in the training phase of
the initial layer. Noise elimination function is performed in
the second phase hidden layer. Feature analysis and the
severity level identifcation are processed in the third clas-
sifcation phase, and then the classifcation phase parameters
are tuned by the optimal layer. In the fourth layer, the
optimal phase sandpiper ftness is utilized. Finally, the se-
verity forecasting outcome is recorded in the ffth layer,
output phase.

Te proposed scheme functions on the basis of the
sandpiper approach [33] and recurrent neural scheme [34].

Training EEG
data

Layer 1: input
phase

Layer 3:
classification

Layer 2:
Hidden layer

Noise Filtering

Feature Analysis

Layer 4:
Optimal

phase

Sandpiper

Classification
outcome

Layer 5:
output

Figure 4: Layers of SbRNS.
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Tese layers are elaborated in Figure 4. Here, the reason for
incorporating the sandpiper function in the recurrent neural
classifcation phases is to earn the fnest severity forecasting
score.

4.2. Preprocessing Model. Te function preprocessing is
designed to eliminate the training faws from the trained
sets. Tis process tends to gain the fnest accurate severity
analysis score and less computational complexity. Moreover,
the data importing process has been processed by (1). Here,
the AD brain EEG signal dataset is determined as be, dataset
training function is determined as F(be), and the n number
of EEG signals is described as 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , n:

F be(  � be 1, 2, 3, 4, · · · , n{ }. (1)

Te data training function is performed in the input
phase of the novel SbRNS. After training the data, the
function preprocessing is activated in the hidden phase to
eliminate the noise features.

J be(  � be(q, a) − be(a)


, (2)

where J represents the preprocessing variable, q represents
the normal features in the database, and the noise features
are described as a. Te noise features that are present in the
trained database are removed by the preprocessing process
that is represented as be(q, a) − be(a).

4.3. Feature Analysis. Te output of the preprocessing layer
is earned as the error-free data. Ten, those data are con-
sidered as the input of the feature analysis process. Fore-
casting the disease or severity range in the entire data is
difcult and has maximized the computational complexity.
Considering this problem, the process feature analysis has
been executed to track and extract the present features in the
trained sets.

F
∗

be(  � Z −
y be( 

max
 , (3)

where the AD signal features are described as Z and F∗

determines the feature analysis variable. Te process of
feature extraction is indicated in (3). Here, Z represents the
0th class. In this, the 0th class features are traced and mined.
Also, the unwanted features y are neglected because y falls
under the 1st class. In (3), max denotes the maximum
possible iterations. Tis feature analysis process is executed
by the ftness of sandpiper.

4.4. Classifcation Module. After the feature analysis func-
tion, the severity range of the AD has been predicted in the
form of low, high, and medium. Te analyzed features Z are
categorized under the 0th class and then AD range is
specifed as high severity; if Z falls under the 1st class, then it
is medium severity. If Z is not falling under classes 0 and 1,
then it is specifed as low severity.

D
∗

be(  �

if(Z � 0), high,

if(Z � 1), medium,

else, low,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(4)

where D∗ represents the classifcation parameter. Hence,
based on the “if” condition, the severity of the AD is specifed
as high and medium. Te classifcation process is valued in
(4).

Te defned formulation of the novel SbRNS is repre-
sented in Algorithm 1. By processing each step of SbRNS
algorithm, the EEG signal was analyzed, and the severity
score was forecasted. In addition, the fow of the steps in
executing the present scheme is elaborated in Figure 5.

5. Results and Discussion

Te discussed model is executed in the MATLAB pro-
gramming platform and processed in Windows 10 platform.
Initially, the EEG signal of AD is gathered from the standard
site and taken as the input of the MATLAB system. Te
parameter specifcations are indicated in Table 1.

In addition, the EEG signal processing framework
functions in the ratio of 75 : 25, i.e., training 75% and testing
25%. Te class that has been considered in the severity
specifcation is low, medium, and high.

Te ability of the model in specifying the severity range is
described through the validation, and the graphical repre-
sentation is given in Figure 6. Te validation graph has
reached 100% accuracy range that described the exact
prediction, and the loss is very low.

To measure the working range of the proposed design, a
few diferent test samples are considered that are normal

Start

EEG signal importing

SbRNS

Noise feature filtering

Feature analysis

Severity classification

If (Z=0)

high medium

Performance validation

Stop

// Robustness checking

Yes No

// condition checking

// classification phase

// mining the meaningful signal features

//Enabling the pre-processing process

// design of the projected model

// dataset training

Figure 5: Flowchart of proposed SbRNS.
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signal, low AD signal, medium AD signal, and high AD
signal. Here, the normal signal is also considered for this
experiment to check the working rate of the presented
design. Te results of the forecasted normal brain signal are
shown in Figure 7.

Diferent EEG signal samples were tested. Te outcomes
of medium AD, high AD, and low AD are indicated in
Figures 8–10.

5.1. Performance Validation. Recall validation is an evalu-
ation of the sensitivity range in classifying the severity
categories. Also, it has provided the stability range of the
executed model in classifying the disease range in the
presence of false prediction and actual prediction. Tus, if a
system has recorded a good recall measures, it is better in
severity specifcation. Te recall is was formulated as

recall �
true positive

false negative + true positive
. (5)

To measure the positive values in the severity prediction,
the precision metrics were valued. Hence, this has aforded
the actual forecasting outcome in severity range specifca-
tion. Te precision parameter is defned as

Precision �
true positive

false positive + true positive
. (6)

Te exactness of severity specifcation is determined as
accuracy. Hence, the gained accuracy has verifed the ro-
bustness of the designed approach in specifying the Alz-
heimer severity range. Te accuracy is defned as

accuracy �
exact  forecast
total  forecast

. (7)

Te mean efciency of the severity classifcation process
has been found in the F-measure validation. Te summation
and product of the recall and precision have described the F-
score, which is indicated as

FValue � 2 ×
recall × precision
recall + precision

. (8)

Te metrics specifcation was estimated to assess the
negative scores in predicting the AD severity range as
follows:

specificity �
true negative

false positive + true negative
. (9)

Here, the specifcity score was determined by only taking
into account negative classifcations, i.e., a true negative and

start
{
int be � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n;
//initializing the EEG signal data
Preprocessing ()
{
intj, q, a;
//initialing the fltering parameters
j⟶ remove a(be)

//Eliminating the noise features
}
Feature analysis ()
{
intZ, y;
//activating the feature analysis variables
F∗ ⟶ Z(be)

//meaningful signal features were traced and extracted
}
Severity Classifcation ()
{

f(Z � 0)

{
High severity
}elseif(Z � 1)

{
medium
}else (low)
//hence, the severity of the AD has been measured

}
}
Stop

ALGORITHM 1: SbRNS.
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a false positive. Hence, the overall validation of the devel-
oped novel SbRNS was described in dual phases that are with
and without incorporating the sandpiper ftness solution in
the recurrent model, which is graphically defned in Fig-
ure 11. Before applying the sandpiper model in the recurrent
system, the recorded specifcity score was 98%; after adding
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Figure 7: Normal EEG signal. Table 1: Details of execution parameters.

Parameter specifcations
Programming language MATLAB
Version R 2020 b
Operating system Windows 10
Dataset type AD signal
Signal type EEG
Total EEG signals 11500
Objective Severity range prediction
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Figure 8: Classifed medium severity AD.
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the sandpiper function in the classifcation phase of the
recurrent system, 99.5% of recall was recorded.

5.2. ComparisonAssessment. Te conventional schemes that
have been taken used to validate the designed model are the
extreme intelligent model (EIM) and K-nearest model
(KNM) [35]. Besides, the presented approach is measured in
dual phases that are before and after applying the optimi-
zation model.

Te EIM has attained a precision score as of 99.69% and
specifcity of 99.6%; the approach KNM has earned a
specifcity rate as of 95.7% and precision of 96.7%.Moreover,
before incorporating the sandpiper ftness, the presented
scheme SbRNS has recorded the specifcity score as of 99.3%

and precision of 99.6%. After applying the ftness solution of
sandpiper function model, 99.8% precision and 99.9%
specifcity were reported.

Te F-measure and accuracy rate gained by the scheme
EIM are 98.9% and 98.7%, respectively; the approach KNM
has gained an accuracy score of 98.1% and F-score of 98.3%.
In addition, before performing the sandpiper function, the
recorded F-score is 99% and accuracy is 99%. Furthermore,
after executing the sandpiper model, the recorded F-score is

Table 2: Comparison assessment.

Comparison statistics
Precision (%) Specifcity (%) F-measure (%) Accuracy (%)

EIM 99.69 99.6 98.9 98.7
KNM 96.7 95.7 98.3 98.1
SbRNS (B.O) 99.6 99.3 99 99
SbRNS (A.O) 99.8 99.9 99.5 99.8
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Figure 9: Classifed high severity AD.
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99.5%, and the exactness score is 99.8%. Te statistics before
and after the optimization are shown in Figure 12.

By comparing the recent scheme, the present approach
has earned the best outcome in classifying the disease se-
verity range. Tis has verifed the efectiveness of the de-
veloped model in EEG signal analysis. In addition, after
incorporating the sandpiper, the highest performance was
recorded. It is clearly seen that the need of the optimal model
in severity specifcation is highly recommended. Te as-
sessment of accuracy and F-measure is revealed in Figure 13.
Also, the overall comparison assessment is described in
Table 2.

5.3.Discussion. Te validated parameters have described the
profcient score of the designed model. Te working per-
formance of the proposed model is described by estimating
all classifcation metrics that are precision, specifcity, F-
score, accuracy, recall, and error validation that are detailed
in Table 3.

In this case, the metrics error was examined in order to
examine the falling score of the designed approach. As a
result, the earned misclassifcation score is only 0.1% per-
cent, which is a very low and negligible state. Tis described
the efcacy of the devised scheme.

6. Conclusion

A novel SbRNS has been implemented in the MATLAB
framework for the classifcation of AD severity ranges using
EEG signals, and the severity analysis procedure was carried
out. Te current SbRNS has a maximum severity forecast

range of 99.8% when compared to other conventional ap-
proaches, and the classifcation rate was increased by 1%.
Te recorded sensitivity rate is 99.9%. In comparison to
previous approaches, the specifcity score has increased by
0.6% in comparison to earlier methods. Te novel SbRNS
was able to attain an extremely low error rate of 0.1%.
Furthermore, when compared to the conventional recurrent
neural model before applying the sandpiper function, the
present SbRNS improved performance by 1% to 2%. As a
result, the designed method is the a necessary scheme for
EEG signal analysis and severity range prediction; however,
it is not applicable to other application datasets. Creating a
tuned hyper-parameter model will provide the best classi-
fcation and feature analysis results in the future.
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Te development of new technologies based on electronic intelligent images is a very active research and promotion of new
technologies in recent years. Tis article mainly summarizes the basic concept, development, and technology of electronic
intelligent imaging technology, as well as the research, promotion, and application of electronic intelligent imaging technology in
clinical treatment. It especially emphasizes the practicality and application of electronic intelligent imaging technology in the
current clinical operation process and conducts a meta-analysis of the current mesorectal excision, so as to provide more scientifc
and professional guidance for clinical surgery.Te results of themeta-analysis showed that 3291 documents were initially obtained
and duplicate documents were deleted by searching for keywords in mesocolon excision. We excluded 2399 subjects and articles
whose interventions did not meet the inclusion criteria of this study after reading the title and abstract. Ten, we obtained 892
papers that may meet the inclusion criteria through preliminary screening. We further optimized the search strategy based on
selection criteria and data integrity fltering principles and fnally determined 111 references. 100 articles that did not meet the
requirements were excluded, and 11 articles were fnally included for meta-analysis. Medical imaging can efectively improve the
therapeutic efect of mesocolon excision and reduce the occurrence of complications. Terefore, it is very important to combine
medical intelligent images for preoperative evaluation, and the development of the combination of surgical treatment andmedical
images should not be underestimated in the future.

1. Introduction

With the development ofmedical imaging technology, people
combine clinical treatment in diferent felds with medical
imagingmore closely [1].At the same time, the combinationof
medical imaging and surgical diagnosis and treatment can
efectively improve the postoperative rehabilitation efect and
quality of life of patients [2]. Te purpose of this study is to
make statistics on the postoperative complications of patients
undergoing mesocolon excision and analyze the treatment
diferences between laparoscopic and open surgery.We try to
help medical personnel better performmesocolon surgery, so
as to better develop medical plans.

Total mesocolectomy (TME) was frst proposed by a
professor head of the United Kingdom in 1988 and gradually
developed into a mature surgical treatment scheme. It is

believed that rectal cancer surgery should not only remove
the focus but also comprehensively remove the diseased
tissues including lymph nodes, so as to improve the reha-
bilitation efect of patients [3]. With the development and
wide application of TME, the surgical efect of rectal cancer
has been signifcantly improved. Like rectal cancer, lymph
nodemetastasis is the frst metastasis of colon cancer. A large
number of clinical studies have shown that fully resecting
regional lymph nodes can signifcantly improve the prog-
nosis and quality of life of patients [4, 5].

Te appearance of laparoscopic surgery has further
improved the treatment efect of related surgery. Laparo-
scopic surgery has been applied in Russia since 1901. China
successfully completed the frst laparoscopic surgery in 1991.
In 1901, Ott, a gynecologist in Petersburg, Russia, made a
small incision in the front wall of the abdomen, inserted a
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speculum into the abdominal cavity, and refected the light
into the abdominal cavity with a head mirror to examine the
abdominal cavity. In the same year, German surgeon Kelling
inserted a cystoscope into the abdominal cavity of the dog
for examination and called this examination laparoscopic
endoscopy. In 1938, the Hungarian surgeon Veress intro-
duced an air injection needle, which can safely make
pneumothorax; During pneumoperitoneum, the needle tip
can be prevented from damaging the viscera under the
needle [6]. Te idea of making pneumoperitoneum with a
compromise safety puncture needle is generally accepted
and has been used up to now. Kalk, a German gastroen-
terologist, invented a lens system with a direct forward
squint of 135° and frst advocated the use of double trocar
puncture needle technology in 1929 [7]. Relevant research
found that nearly 1/3 of gynecological operations in the
Cedars snai Medical Center in Los Angeles were diagnosed
or treated with laparoscopy.

Tis article reviews the concept, development, research,
and application of mesocolon excision and laparoscopy.
Meta-analysis was used to analyze the complications of
patients after mesocolon excision in China, especially the
practical application efect of laparoscopy in surgical
treatment. Te auxiliary treatment of medical imaging
technology can reduce the infammation of patients to a
certain extent. Advanced laparoscopic technology can re-
duce the external trauma during the operation and improve
the operation quality to a certain extent.

In order to analyze and summarize the application of
mesocolon excision in clinical practice in China, we searched
all relevant nursing disciplines in China National Knowledge
Network (CNKI) and web of science. Meta-analysis articles
were retrieved from the establishment of the database to
August 2022, and the retrieved documents were analyzed.
Finally, a total of 892 articles were included in the analysis.
By deleting duplicates, a total of 111 articles were included in
the analysis, accounting for 12.44% of the total included
articles. Trough the fnal screening, a total of 11 articles
were obtained. Improve the quality of literature screening by
increasing the year of analysis. However, the number of
high-quality meta-analysis articles is relatively small. On the
one hand, meta-analysis can be widely used in the evaluation
of clinical surgical results. On the other hand, Chinese
clinical workers should make better use of the best evidence
and write high-quality articles.

2. Decision Tree Algorithm and Laparoscopic
Image Technology

2.1. Decision Tree Algorithm. Te current sample set is di-
vided into two subsample sets by decision tree algorithm
using binary recursive segmentation technology. Generally,
according to specifc segmentation rules, select specifc at-
tribute values as branch points, divide the data set into two
subsets and repeat this process [8]. When the current subset
satisfes the specifed segmentation end rule, the growth of
the tree stops. After the decision tree is established, the path
from the root to the leaf node corresponds to some cor-
responding logic and rules.

2.1.1. Growth of Decision Tree. In this article, the sample set
divided by the CARTalgorithm refers to themicroarray data.
Te root node is the sample to be divided in the entire
microarray dataset, where each gene is the attribute to be
selected. And the bifurcation node of the tree is a selected
attribute value, and the leaf nodes of the tree represent the
class to which the tester belongs [9]. Te growth process of
the decision tree is the construction process of the classifer.

(1) Error Index. Te error index is used to quantify the
performance of tree node d branch samples from diferent
classifcation problems. Te error index of this classifcation
tree is often called a mixed subfunction [10].

In the classifcation tree, the most famousmixture degree
function is the Gini index. Te Gini index is the most
popular and most commonly used division rule, and it can
be used well for data containing noise [11]. In the CART
algorithm, Gini’s indicator is often the default division in-
dicator, because its performance is often the best. It can be
used as an error indicator to generate a tree, and it is defned
as follows:

ϕ(H) � − 
L≠1

hKhn � 1 − 
L

L�1
hL

2
. (1)

Among them 
L
L�1 hL � 1, the collection of microarray

data samples to be classifed can be regarded as the nodes of a
classifcation tree, and the mixing degree function φ (H) is
used to express the mixing degree index of the tree node d,
which is

M(d) � ϕ(h1, h2, hL). (2)

When L� 2, M (d) ∈ [0, 1/2], the smaller its value, the
more the two types of samples in the tree node D sample set
tend to be one type of sample, that is, the purer.

(2) Te Rule of Division. If the mixed order function used to
calculate the cost of the node is selected, each time the tree
grows, the best branch value that divides the sample in the
node into the smallest cost will be found [12]. In the binary
tree constructed by the CART algorithm, the amount of
change in the degree of mixing caused by the branch is as
follows:

ΔM(d) � M(d) − hlM(dl) − hrM(dr), (3)

d is the node that is forking;M (d) is the degree of mixing of
node d; M (dl) and M (dr) are the mixing degree of left and
right branch nodes respectively; hl and hr are the per-
centages of left and right bifurcated samples in node d,
respectively. For the bifurcation of each inner node d, taking
the one with the largest amount of change in the degree of
mixing among all possible bifurcation modes of d [13].

(3) End of Division. If one of the following conditions is met,
the sample segmentation will be stopped:

First, when the samples contained in a certain node
belong to the same category, it is already the purest, and
the segmentation is stopped
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Second, when there are no remaining attributes as the
basis for sample division, stop the division
Tird, the user sets the maximum depth of the tree in
advance to directly limit the growth of the tree and stop
the segmentation

2.1.2. Pruning of Decision Tree. Te pruning process of the
decision tree aims tofnd the optimal tree partition and reduce
the model overftting by improving the generalization per-
formance of the decision tree. Tis is an efective means to
ensure that the generated classifcation tree canmatch the new
data through appropriate training. Terefore, there needs to
be a way to stop the growth of the tree at an appropriate time,
which is the so-called prepruningmethod [14]. Among them,
one is to set themaximumdepthof the tree to directly limit the
growthof the tree, and theother is to set theminimumnumber
of records contained in each node. Te model stops splitting
when the number of records in the node is less than this value
[15]. Te opposite of prepruning is the postpruning method
that allows the tree to grow fully and then prunes it later. For
the fully grown tree, selectively pruning upwards to obtain a
pruning sequence of a candidate subtree. Ten, using an
independent test data set or cross-validation method to
identify the subtree with the lowest error classifcation rate
from these candidate subtrees as the best subtree [16].

(1) Defnition of Pruning. Generally, a tree can be represented
by S, and the subtree whose root node is s is represented by
Ss, then the pruned subtree Ss3 is shrunk into an end point s3.
Te pruned tree can be represented as S − Ss3, and
S − Ss3 ⊂ S, usingS to represent the set of endpoints in the
tree S, and the number of corresponding endpoints is S. Te
defnition of tree S impurity index is

M(S) � 
s∈S

M(s). (4)

M(S) is the index of mixing degree of tree node s.
When pruning a decision tree, it needs to pass a cost

complexity test frst. Te cost complexity test is defned as
follows:

Mδ(S) � M(S) + δ|S|. (5)

In the formula, Mδ(S) is the linear combination of the
cost M(S) of the tree and its complexity. For each given
value of δ, the corresponding cost complexity test can always
fnd a minimum subtree S (δ):

Mδ(S(δ)) � minMδ(S)
S⊂Smax

. (6)

(2) Principle of Pruning. Te main idea of gradual pruning:
assuming that the tree S has N end points, that is, constantly
looking for smaller and smaller tree sequences [17]. θ is the
penalty cost of each node: a number that starts from 0 and
increases.When θ � 0, there is no penalty for the nodes of the
tree, and the cost complexity is measured by the tree that has
not started pruning. When θ is increased to a large value, the
penalty cost for misclassifcation can be almost ignored in

the cost complexity measure, and the minimum tree ob-
tained is the smallest and simplest tree, that is, there is only
one node [18].

Temethod of fnding the next minimum tree of the tree
S is: for each internal node n of the tree S, the value of θ of the
next tree S-Ss needs to be obtained, denoted as θ s.Tis value
represents the ratio of the change in the error index before
and after the pruning of the current tree to the change in the
number of endpoints:

θs �
M(s) − M Ss( 

−1
. (7)

In the pruning process of the decision tree, multiple
candidate tree sequences will be obtained. To choose the
optimal scale tree, it canbemeasuredby twomethods [19].Te
simplest is to use new sample data to split the candidate tree so
that it is easy to pick the tree with the smallest error test.

2.2. Laparoscope. With the development of modern medical
technology, laparoscopy, as an extension of doctors’ eyes and
hands, has reached the state of “omnipotence” [20]. Lapa-
roscopic treatment can efectively detect abdominal in-
fammation, ulcers, and benign and malignant tumors. In
addition, through laparoscopic adjuvant treatment, the lo-
cation and scope of organ lesions can be located, and bi-
opsies and color painted specimens can be performed. It can
not only efectively diagnose diseases, but also carry out
targeted treatment [21].

In the process of obtaining the laparoscope, the 3D scene
of the objective world needs to be projected onto the 2D
image plane of the camera [22], and this projection can be
explained by image conversion. Figure 1 shows a coordinate
system related to 3D space scene imaging.

Te image coordinate system generally performs image
processing in the pixel coordinate system of the image ar-
rangement to indicate the position of the image pixels in the
image arrangement, as shown in Figure 2. Te projection
coordinates of the image plane may perform an image
processing process by converting the image coordinate
system in the imaging process [23].

If the same-order coordinates of a specifc pointm in the
world coordinate system and the camera coordinate system
are X Y Z U 

N and x y z u 
N, respectively, the

following relationship exists:

x
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z

u
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. (8)

M is an orthogonal arrangement of 3∗3 units, and n is a
3∗1 translation vector of the image plane coordinate system.

Te pixel coordinates of the computer image coordinate
system are pixel units. Assuming that the origin of the image
plane coordinate system is in the computer image coordinate
system, the origin coordinates can be expressed as (a0, b0).
In the computer image coordinate system, it is usually as-
sumed that the physical size of each pixel of the x′-axis and
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the y′-axis is fx′, fy′. Te relationship between the co-
ordinates (a, b) of any pixel in the image of the computer
image coordinate system and the corresponding coordinates
F (a, b) in the image plane is as follows:

a �
x′

fx′
+ a0, (9)

b �
y′

fy′
+ b0. (10)

Using secondary coordinates, equations (9) and (10) can
be expressed as follows:

a

b

u
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

1
fx′

0 ao

0
1

fy′
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0 0 u
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x′

y′

u

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (11)

Te inverse equation of (11) can be expressed as follows:

x′

y′

u
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fx′ 0 −aofx′

0 fy′ −b0fy′

0 0 u
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a

b

u

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (12)

2.2.1. Imaging Model. Te conversion between a three-di-
mensional scene and a two-dimensional scene is the most
commonly used technology in imaging systems. In the
process of converting three-dimensional images into two-
dimensional images, most of them will choose to use per-
spective projection transformation and orthogonal projec-
tion transformation [24]. People tend to use perspective
projection transformation rather than orthogonal projection
transformation in real scenes. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of perspective projection inverted imaging
geometry.

As the most commonly used imaging model, perspective
projection usually reverses the image when performing
perspective projection. In order not to produce an inverted
image during perspective projection, the image plane will be
placed in front of the projection center most of the time.
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of perspective pro-
jection geometry.

In Figure 4, the line of sight RO1 from the point R (a, b,
c) of the 3D scene, the vertical line RO3 from the point R (a,
b, c) to the z-axis, and O1R1 form a triangle.Te line of sight
TO3 of point T (a′, b′) on the image plane, the vertical line
from point T (a′, b′) D to the z-axis, and the z-axis form a
triangle. Tese two triangles are similar triangles, from
which the perspective projection equation is obtained:

a′
a

�
b′
b

�
d

c
. (13)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of perspective projection inverted imaging geometry.
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Te position of the 3D scene point in the image plane is
given by the following equation:

a′ �
d

c
a,

b′ �
d

c
b.

(14)

In the formula, (a, b, c) represents the coordinates of the
scene point R in the camera coordinate system, and (a′, b′)
represents the coordinates of the Tpoint in the plane image.

Te above-mentioned projection relationship can be
expressed by a homogeneous coordinate equation, and the
specifc expression is as follows:

c

a′

b′

u
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. (15)

If equations (8) and (12) are substituted into (15), the
relationship between the coordinates of the 3D scene point R

y

O1

X

d

O2

T

R

O3 z
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Image plane

3D scene point

Optical axis

Figure 3: Optical fow and splicing.
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of perspective projection geometry.
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represented by the world coordinate system and the coor-
dinates of the projection point T in the computer image
coordinate system can be obtained:

z
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b

u
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. (16)

Among them, E is called the projection matrix.

2.2.2. Mosaic of Endoscopic Images. Generally speaking, the
splicing of endoscopic images mainly includes several steps
of endoscopic image acquisition, image preprocessing, im-
age registration, reprojection model selection, and image
fusion [25].

(1) Manifold Stitching. Figure 3 shows the general process of
endoscopic image stitching.

If the displacement of two adjacent images is small,
the two images can be regarded as the relationship
of afne motion, so there is the following calculation
formula:

a

b
  �

xi − xi−1

yi − yi−1
  �

m + nxi + vyi

z + axi + byi

 . (17)

Ten, the transformation relationship between image
Ti−1 and image Ti is

Ti−1 � MiTi, (18)

where Mi is

Mi �

1− n −v −m

−a 1− b −z

0 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

cosθ∗sx −sinθ∗shx fx

sinθ∗shy cosθ∗sy fy

0 0 u

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (19)

According to Figure 5, to achieve cutting, it needs to fnd
the line X (x, y)� 0 perpendicular to all optical fows. Since
the normal vector ofX (x, y) is perpendicular toX, we can get
the following equation:

zM
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zM

zy
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⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
� L

a

b

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � L

m + nx + vy

z + ax + by

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (20)

When v � a, the solution of M can be obtained from
equation (20) as follows:

0� M(x,y) � mx + zy +
n∗x2

2
+(v + a)x∗y +

b∗y2

2
+ Y.

(21)

3. Method

3.1. Search Strategy. Te computer searches the web of sci-
ence and CNKI. Te search period is from the establishment
of the database to August 2022. Te search adopts the
combination of free words and subject words and uses the
literature tracking method to fnd relevant literature. Te
search terms in the English database include “mesocolon
excision” and “laparoscopy”; Te search terms in the Chinese
database include “mesocolon excision,” “laparotomy” and
“laparoscopy.”

3.2. Literature Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Te
inclusion criteria are as follows:① the study design type is a
randomized controlled trial or quasirandomized controlled
trial. ② Te study subjects in the literature were patients
with mesocolon excision. ③Te surgical methods used by
the experimental group in the literature include laparoscopic
assisted treatment and Da Vinci intelligent robot assisted
④ the outcome indicators include the number and situation
of postoperative complications.

Exclusion criteria are as follows:① documents without
full text, incomplete information or unable to extract data.
② Duplicate publication. ③ Minutes of meeting.

3.3. Literature Screening andDataExtraction. Two reviewers
independently screened the preliminary literature strictly
according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. After
excluding the trials that obviously did not meet the inclusion
criteria, the full text of the potentially relevant literature was
analyzed. Te latter two reviewers cross-checked the results
of the included studies and decided on the divergent studies

Other ways to obtain literatures 
(n = 2087) 

After removing duplicate documents 
(n = 892) 

Web of Science Database search 
literatures (1204) 

Final inclusion of literature (n = 11) 

Exclude documents (n = 100) 
Non-RCT (n = 15) 
Irrelevant to the subject (n = 38) 
The research object does not 
match (n = 47) 

Remaining documents after reading 
the title and abstract (n = 111) 

Figure 5: Document retrieval process.
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through discussion or with the third investigator. For those
with incomplete reports of included literature information,
they can be supplemented by contacting the authors.

3.4.Meta-Analysis. Tis study used RevMan5.3 software for
meta-analysis. Meta-studies generally have heterogeneity,
which can be divided into methodological heterogeneity,
clinical heterogeneity, and statistical heterogeneity. Te
heterogeneity of methods is caused by diferences in research
design and quality. Clinical heterogeneity is caused by
diferences in participants, interventions, and endpoint in-
dicators. Statistical heterogeneity is based on data and
overlaps with the confdence interval between studies.
Correlation, the degree of coincidence is large, and the
heterogeneity is small, on the contrary, the heterogeneity is
large. If meta-analysis includes studies with large hetero-
geneity, it will reduce the credibility of the conclusions. At
the same time, the existence of heterogeneity among various
studies determines the choice of the combined efect size
model.

4. Results

4.1. Literature Search Results. Te preliminary inspection
obtained 3291 documents. After reading the title and ab-
stract, 2399 articles whose subjects and interventions did not
meet the inclusion criteria of this study were excluded, and
111 papers that might meet the inclusion criteria were
obtained through preliminary screening. After reading the
full text and tracing the references of the included docu-
ments, no other documents related to this study were found.
Further reading was screened according to inclusion and
exclusion criteria and data integrity. 100 articles were ex-
cluded and 11 articles were included for meta-analysis. Te
document retrieval process is shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Quality of Included Studies. Te methodological quality
evaluations of the included 11 studies were all B-level.

4.3. Meta Analysis Results. Tis study analyzed the appli-
cation efect of laparoscopy in mesocolon excision and the

Table 1: Main features of the study.

Author (Year)/Country Design Type of study
Number of patients
in the laparoscopic

group

Number of patients
in the open surgery

group

Bias risk
grade

Bian (2020)/China RCT Randomized trial 40 40 B
Chao (2022)/China RCT Randomized trial 60 60 B
Cui (2017)/China RCT Randomized trial 85 85 B
Fan (2017)/China RCT Randomized trial 40 40 B
Lin (2022)/China RCT Randomized trial 30 30 Be
Quan (2017)/China RCT Randomized trial 47 43 B
Shen (2020)/China RCT Randomized trial 45 78 B
Sun (2018)/China RCT Randomized trial 50 50 B
Wang (2019)/China RCT Randomized trial 51 51 B
Yu (2018)/China RCT Randomized trial 102 116 B
Zhang (2017)/China 2-Arm RCT Randomized trial 26 26 B

Bian 2020

Study or Subgroup Laparotomy
Events Total WeightLaparoscope

TotalEvents
0.60 [0.15, 2.34]

Chao 2022 0.33 [0.11, 0.98]
Cui 2017 0.55 [0.29, 1.03]
Fan 2017 0.50 [0.13, 1.86]
Lin 2022 0.75 [0.18, 3.07]
Quan 2017 0.29 [0.11, 0.71]
Shen 2020 0.19 [0.03, 1.47]
Sun 2018 0.17 [0.02, 1.33]
Wang 2019 0.18 [0.04, 0.78]
Yu 2018

3
4

12
3
3
5
1
1

1

2
25 0.86 [0.55, 1.35]

Zhang 2017

5
12
22
6
4

16
9
6

11
33
6 0.17 [0.02, 1.29]

Total (95% Cl)
Total events 60 130

40
60
85
40
30
47
45
50
51

102
26

576

40
60
85
40
30
43
78
50
51

116
26

619

4.0%
9.5%

17.4%
4.8%
3.2%

13.2%
5.2%
4.8%
8.7%

24.5%
4.8%

100.0% 0.49 [0.37, 0.65]

Favours Laparoscope Favours Laparotomy
0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Risk RatioRisk Ratio
M-H. Fixed. 95% CIM-H. Fixed. 95% CI

Heterogeneity: chi2 = 13.23, df = 10 (P = 0.21); 12= 24% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 5.02 (P < 0.00001)

Figure 6: Meta-analysis forest plots expressed in ≤60 years old and >60 years old.
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postoperative complications of patients with two surgical
methods.

4.4. Teoretical Knowledge. Eleven studies evaluated the
application efect of virtual reality technology at the theo-
retical knowledge level. Te results showed that the het-
erogeneity of the included studies was low (P � 0.21,
I2� 24%), so the fxed efect model was adopted. Te
comprehensive results showed that compared with open
surgery, the use of laparoscopy can efectively reduce the
probability of postoperative complications [Z� 5.02, 95% CI
(0.37, 0.65), P< 0.01].

4.5. Satisfaction Survey. Te evaluation process of surgical
efect is based on certain clinical indicators or the quality of
life of patients after surgery.Te occurrence of postoperative
complications can efectively judge the quality of surgery.
We used meta-analysis to make statistics on the literature
used in this article. Te results are shown in Table 1.

4.5.1. Analysis of Experimental Results. A meta-analysis of
11 articles was performed, showing laparoscopic and open
surgery in 90 patients, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the funnel chart results of 11 meta-an-
alyses. Te funnel chart results show that the distribution of
the literature in this study is balanced and the reliability of
the results is high.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

5.1. Advantages of Laparoscopic Surgery. Trough meta-
analysis, this study concluded that laparoscopy and elec-
tronic imaging technology can be fully combined with
surgical clinical treatment, which can efectively improve the
quality of life of patients. Modern clinical treatment should
pay attention to the development and application of medical
imaging technology, especially the diagnosis and treatment
of complex surgery. Terefore, the clinical medical college
should increase the investment in emerging technologies.
Te organic combination of electronic imaging technology

and clinical practice can play an important role in the future
clinical surgery practice.

5.2. InfuenceofLaparoscopicTreatment onClinicalOperation
Efect. Generally speaking, electronic intelligent imaging
technology is currently a relatively active technology, and
clinical practice makes the future development of this
technology full of vitality. Although signifcant results have
been achieved in the practical application, there is still a
more general gap between the requirements of clinical ap-
plication. Te development of this technology in China is
relatively late, but with the gradual attention of relevant
departments to virtual reality technology, the development
of the Da Vinci surgical robot will be more prominent in
clinical medicine, which will bring new development op-
portunities for future clinical treatment. At the same time,
this meta-analysis has the following limitations: the number
of studies included is small and the sample size is small. Te
results of the meta-analysis still need to be further verifed by
more large sample multicenter studies.
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Objective. Tis study attempts to build a big data platform for disease burden that can realize the deep coupling of artifcial
intelligence and public health. Tis is a highly open and shared intelligent platform, including big data collection, analysis, and
result visualization. Methods. Based on data mining theory and technology, the current situation of multisource data on disease
burden was analyzed. Putting forward the disease burden big data management model, functional modules, and technical
framework, Kafka technology is used to optimize the transmission efciency of the underlying data. Tis will be an efcient and
highly scalable data analysis platform through embedding embedded Sparkmlib in the Hadoop ecosystem. Results. With the
concept of “Internet +medical integration,” the overall architecture design of the big data platform for disease burden man-
agement was proposed based on the Spark engine and Python language. Te main system composition and application scenarios
are given at four levels: multisource data collection, data processing, data analysis, and the application layer, according to
application scenarios and use requirements. Conclusion. Te big data platform of disease burden management helps to promote
the multisource convergence of disease burden data and provides a new path for the standardized paradigm of disease burden
measurement. Provide methods and ideas for the deep integration of medical big data and the formation of a broader
standard paradigm.

1. Background

Te explosive prosperity of Internet of things technology
and artifcial intelligence has promoted profound changes in
the industry worldwide [1]. Information resources are
gradually becoming one of the most essential strategic re-
sources.Tis large-scale, fast-growing, diverse data structure
and multidimensional value density data set is often called
big data [2]. How to identify and extract the key features of
information in a timely, accurate, and efcient manner from
the data ocean and conduct rapid analysis has become one of
the hot issues [3, 4].

Tere are many positive explorations in the construction
of big data platforms in many felds around the world. A
study from Spain explored the construction of a social media

big data platform, which can monitor early signs of de-
pression in 2020 [5]. In the feld of transportation, some
scholars have realized the dynamic benefts of monitoring of
trafc violations through a big data platform [6]. Moreover,
the education big data platform achieved the informational
management of student courses and efectively improved the
teaching quality in the feld of education [7]. Some scholars
have built a big data platform based on the lambda archi-
tecture and applied it in the energy feld to realize the visual
monitoring of residential power consumption and efec-
tively improve energy utilization efciency [8]. Not only
that, but the big data platform based on the lambda ar-
chitecture can also dynamically monitor and analyze marine
activities and integrate various parameters [9]. In addition to
it, cloud computing technology provides new solutions and
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computing potential for the storage and management of
large-scale data, relying on the scientifc Earth big data
platform [10].

Big data has wider application scenarios and development
potential in the feld of medical research. Te United States
promotes the opening and sharing of big data to the medical
industry to realize technological innovation. Tis is a strategic
plan to encourage multinational pharmaceutical enterprises to
deeply explore the hidden application value in the massive
medical information by implementing the “big data research
and development plan” [11]. On this basis, multinational
pharmaceutical enterprises try to achieve accurate drug de-
velopment by deeply integrating big data technology with
precision medicine [12]. Tese highly personalized precision
treatment schemes have provided great help to further com-
plete the “human genome project” [13]. In 2015, the United
States proposed to establish a global open cancer genomics
database and named it the “moon landing project” for cancer
[14]. Te United States has realized the construction of local
full-coverage medical big data through 12 electronic case data
centers, 9 medical data centers, and 8 biological information
databases in 2018 [15]. Meanwhile, Korean doctors have ob-
tained a large amount of data to implement precisionmedicine
by creating a big data platform for cancer [16]. Te application
of big data medical platforms can reduce neonatal mortality
and disability rates efectively [17]. Tis is a rapidly developing
trend in medical big data research around the world.

China has introduced a series of favorable policies to
promote technological development and the industrial
landing of big data. In 2016, China issued guiding opinions on
promoting and standardizing the application and develop-
ment of big data in health care, aiming to promote the
“healthy China 2030” plan to realize the medical mode of
“Internet +” for the whole industry chain [18]. Meanwhile,
policymakers respond to national strategic needs by inno-
vating the talent training mode and strengthening the talent
training of cross-disciplinary felds such as artifcial intelli-
gence and big data. In the “13th fve-year plan” for the de-
velopment of national population health informatization in
2017, it is clearly pointed out that the health care big data
service system in 2021, which is composed of regional medical
big data centers and supporting clinical data analysis centers,
will be initially established and issued by the China Health
Commission [19]. Te “14th fve-year plan” for national
informatization in 2021 further emphasizes the exploration of
the application efect of artifcial intelligence in intelligent
clinical assistant diagnosis and treatment, intelligent public
health service, and artifcial intelligence-assisted drug research
and development, and emphasizes the key role of the con-
struction of a scientifc research big data platform in the
development of big data [20]. Codelot, the national life big
data platform, was established in Shenzhen with strong policy
support and can provide various functions, including gene
detection, biological information analysis, and data mining.
Chinese scholars have developed a medical imaging platform
that relies on cloud computing technology to enhance the
diagnostic efciency of obstetric imaging [21].Temedical big
data platform has also played an active role in the rapid gene
diagnosis of the digestive department in clinical practice [22].

Disease burden data has the characteristics of high ca-
pacity, rapid growth, diverse types, and low value density
[23]. Some scholars have examined a lot of high-quality
research in the feld of disease burden [24–26]. Terefore,
the technological breakthrough of big data in disease burden
research is very important. At present, the research on
disease burden focuses more on manual analysis using
machine learning algorithms. Of course, there is a lack of
research on the intelligent extraction of massive medical data
[27]. At present, there are few unifed big data platforms for
disease burden research. Hadoop architecture provides us
with inspiration and ideas for our research based on Java and
Python languages [28].

Tis study attempts to solve the following problems from
the perspective of artifcial intelligence: (1) the big data
platform for disease burden is designed and created based on
the Hadoop distributed computing framework. (2) Optimize
the calculation efciency and accuracy based on the Spark
engine in the traditional distributed computing framework.
(3) We try to realize the visual design of the analysis results
in order to provide an analysis paradigm for the related
research on disease burden in the future.

2. Methods

Tis study attempts to build a big data platform for disease
burden analysis based on the Spark engine, which can
achieve the whole process of data dynamic capture, storage,
analysis, detection, and visual output in disease burden
analysis. It can further optimize the efciency of machine
learning algorithms by embedding Spark into Hadoop
[29, 30]. Tere is a wide gap between Hadoop and Spark in
the actual construction process, as shown in Table 1.

Tere are many similarities between Spark and Hadoop,
both of which are open-source cluster computing envi-
ronments. We call it Sparkmlib to realize real-time calcu-
lation, access tracking, and anomaly detection of disease
burden data.

2.1.Workfowof Spark Streaming. A discretized stream is the
data over time, and it is also a sequence composed of the
RDD of each time interval [31]. DStreams will be formed
frommultiple input sources such as Flume, Kafka, or HDFS,
as shown in Figure 1.

Specifcally, Spark streaming treats streaming computing
as a series of continuous small-scale batch processing. Data
will be divided into small batches by reading data from
diferent input sources, with the creation of new batches
occurring at uniform intervals. A new batch will be formed
at the beginning of each time interval. Te data received
during the interval will be added to the batch. Te batch will
stop growing at the end of the time interval.

2.2. Big Data Measurement Paradigm of Disease Burden.
Te design of the mlib algorithm package based on Spark is
simple [32]. First, the data is expressed in the form of an
RDD, and then various algorithms are called on the dis-
tributed dataset. We try to embed JOINTPOINT software
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and DISMOD software into our disease burden big data
platform. We have built a whole process big data analysis
platform based on Spark engine in this study. Te algorithm
is shown in Figure 2.

Apache Hadoop Yarn is an ideal Hadoop resource
manager [33]. As a general resource management system, it
can uniformly schedule applications on the platform. Te
advantages of strong compatibility can bring great benefts
to the cluster. Resource management and scheduling are
realized by creating application managers and global
managers of MapReduce traditional applications for HDFS
[34]. As a supplement to MapReduce, hive improves the
ability for rapid development of big data platforms and
reduces the difculty of building big data platforms through
SQL-like syntax [35].

In general, we split the big data analysis algorithm into
the following four steps, as shown in Figure 3.

2.3. Feature Extraction Algorithm

2.3.1. TF-IDF Algorithm. TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse
document frequency) is a classic weighting technique for
information retrieval and text mining [36].

TF represents the probability of a keyword’s occurrence
in the text. Normalization can prevent deviations in text
mining. Te formula is as follows:

tfij �
ni,j

kni,j

, (1)

where ni,j is the number of times the word appears in the fle
i, j.

Furthermore, this term can have an excellent ability to
distinguish categories in the case of fewer documents of T
and large IDF. Te calculation method is as follows:

idfi � log
|D|

D j : ti ∈ dj 



, (2)

where |D| is the entire number of fles in the corpus.
j : ti ∈ dj  denotes the number of fles containing the word

ti (i.e., the number of fles with ni, j≠ 0). Usually,
1 + | j : ti ∈ dj | is used to avoid the case that the word is not
in the corpus and the denominator is 0. Actually, TF-IDF is
better at fltering out common words while retaining im-
portant words. Te calculation method is as follows:

TF − IDF � TF∗ IDF. (3)

2.3.2. FP Growth Algorithm. In order to further optimize the
keyword screening strategy, we tried to introduce a FP
growth algorithm based on the TF-IDF algorithm. [37] Tis
algorithm fnds and recommends high-frequency word pairs
by looking at the words used on the Internet. Te data
consistency of medical electronic cases is weak due to the
wide range of sources. Terefore, the FP growth algorithm
can comprehensively extract and collect data. Te algorithm
logic is as follows:

First, building an FP Tree based on a certain data
structure, as shown in Figure 4.

FP Tree is not used for simple decision trees, so a class
should be created to save each node of the tree. Te FP Tree
will store the occurrence frequency of item sets. Only when
the sets are completely diferent, the tree will fork.

Second, the conditional pattern library is obtained from
the FP Tree, and frequent item sets are mined so as to build a
larger set on the basis of a single element itemset. Tis is an
efective way to create a conditional FP Tree, which can
repeatedly cycle other single-element items for each frequent
item.

3. Model Optimization Algorithm

3.1. ALS (Alternating Least Squares) Algorithm. Te Spark
platform integrates the ALS algorithm. Te optimization of
matrix decomposition can be realized quickly by con-
structing diferent loss functions [38]. Te fnal task of
matrix decomposition is to fnd two matrices, P and Q, and

Table 1: Technical diferences between Spark and Hadoop.

Hadoop Spark

Type Basic platform, including calculation,
storage, and scheduling Pure distributed computing tools

Scene Mass data batch processing (disk iterative
calculation)

Massive data batch processing (memory iterative calculation, interactive
calculation), massive data stream calculation

Price Low High

Programming
paradigm

MAP+REDUCE RDD is a DAG directed acyclic graph
API level is relatively low, and algorithm

adaptability is poor Te API is top-level and easy to use

Data storage
structure

Te calculation result is on the HDFS disk
with a large delay

RDD intermediate operation results are stored in memory with a small
delay

Operation mode Tasks are maintained in process mode, and
the task starts slowly

Tasks are maintained in a threaded manner, with fast task startup, and
can be created in batch to improve the parallel ability

Spark Streaming Spark Job

Δt
Δt
Δt
Δt

Δr1
Δr2
Δr3
Δrn

Δt1
Δt2
Δt3
Δtn

Figure 1: Workfow of Spark streaming.
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make them approximately equal to the original matrix R
after multiplication. Te specifc algorithm is as follows:

Rm∗n � Pm∗k × Q
T
n∗ k, (4)

where P and Q are unknown. We assume that Q is known.
Terefore,

Pm∗k � Rm∗n × Q
−1
n∗ k. (5)

Tis means that the Rmatrix is multiplied by the inverse
matrix of the Q matrix, and the result is obtained through

iteration. It is assumed that the solving process is carried out
alternately until the error is acceptable.

3.2. L-BFGS Optimization Algorithm. Tis optimization al-
gorithm evolved from the Newton method and the quasi-
Newton method and has been widely used commercially
[39]. Te specifc algorithm is as follows:

Let f(x) be a quadratic diferentiable real function, set
up again χ(k) is an estimate of a minimal point of f(x). We
expand f(x) into Taylor series at χ(k) and take the second-
order approximation.

f(x) ≈ ∅(x) � f x
(k)

  + ∇f x
(k)

 
T

x − x
k

  +
1
2

x − x
(k)

 
T
∇2f x

(k)
  x − x

(k)
 , (6)

where the middle part of the last item present Hesse matrix of
f(x) at x(k). Te following formula can be obtained by de-
riving the abovementioned formula and making it equal to 0:

∇f x
(k)

  + ∇2f x
(k)

  x − x
k

  � 0. (7)

Assuming that the Hesse matrix is reversible, the iter-
ative formula of the Newton method can be obtained from
the abovementioned formula as follows:

x
(k+1)

� x
(k)

− ∇2f x
(k)

 
− 1
∇f x

(k)
 , (8)

x
(k+1)

� x
(k)

+ λkd
(k)

, (9)

d
(k)

� −∇2f x
(k)

 
− 1
∇f x

(k)
 , (10)

where λ is the compensation obtained by one-dimensional
search, which means

Spark Core

Yarn MesosSpark Scheduler

feature extraction

TF-IDF,
FP-growth

Machine learning
algorithm

Unsupervised
learning

Supervised learning

Model optimization

ALS matrix
decomposition

BFGS algorithm

Algorithm
evaluation

AUC curve
F-measure

Figure 2: Big data measurement paradigm based on Spark engines.

Step1: convert data to string RDD

Step2: feature extraction. Converts text & data into numeric features and returns a
vector RDD

Step3: run the model with the classification algorithm on the training set

Step 4: evaluate the effect on the test system

Figure 3: Big data analysis steps.
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f x
(k)

+ λkd
(k)

  � minfx
(k)

+ λkd
(k)

. (11)

We try to construct the approximate matrix of the in-
verse matrix of the Hesse matrix by analyzing the association

between the inverse matrix and the frst derivative. Assume
that χ(k+1) is obtained after the k-th iteration. We expand the
objective function f (x) into the Taylor series at point χ(k+1)

and take the second-order approximation to obtain

f(x) ≈ f x(
(k+1)

 + ∇f x
(k+1)

 
T

x( −x
k
 +

1
2

x − x
(k+1)

 
T
∇2f x

(k+1)
  x − x

(k+1)
 . (12)

It can be seen that in the vicinity of χ(k+1),
∇f(x) ≈ ∇f x

k+1
  + ∇2f x

k+1
  x − x

(k+1)
 , (13)

∇f x
(k)

  ≈ ∇f x
k+1

  + ∇2f x
k+1

  x
(k)

− x
(k+1)

 , (14)

p
(k)

� x
(k+1)

− x
(k)

, (15)

q
(k)

� ∇f x
(k+1)

  − ∇f x
(k)

 , (16)

q
(k) ≈ ∇2f x

(k+1)
 p

(k)
, (17)

p
(k) ≈ ∇2f x

(k+1)
 q

(k)
, (18)

p
(k)

� Hkq
(k)

. (19)
Terefore, formula (19) is called the quasi-Newton

condition.
When the inverse matrix of the Hesse matrix is a

symmetric positive defnite matrix, the matrix H(K)

satisfying the quasi-Newton condition should also be a
symmetric positive defnite matrix. We assume that

Hk+1 � Hk + ∆Hk, (20)

Hk+1 � Hk +
p

(k)
− Hkq

(k)
 (p

(k)
− Hkq

(k)


T

q
(k)T

p
(k)

− Hkq
(k)

 
. (21)

Ten, we defne that

∆Hk �
p

(k)
p

(k)T

p
(k)T

q
(k)

−
Hkq

(k)
q

(k)T
Hk

q
(k)T

Hkq
(k)

, (22)

Hk+1 � Hk +
p

(k)
p

(k)T

p
(k)T

q
(k)

−
Hkq

(k)
q

(k)T
Hk

q
(k)T

Hkq
(k)

. (23)

We swap H equals B, p and q; therefore,

Z : 5 X : 1

S : 1

S : 2

t : 2

r : 1

r : 1

t : 1

r : 1 r : 3

y : 3

Ø

Figure 4: FP tree based on certain data structures.
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q
(k)

� Bk+1p
(k)

, (24)

Bk+1 � Bk +
q

(k)
q

(k)T

q
(k)T

p
(k)

−
Bkp

(k)
p

(k)T
Bk

P
(k)T

Bkp
(k)

. (25)

We assume that B(K+1) is reversible, then,

Hk+1 � B
−1
k+1. (26)

Finally, the BFGS formula for H was obtained as

H
BFGS
k+1 � Hk + 1 +

q
(k)T

Hkq
(k)

p
(k)T

q
(k)

 
p

(k)
p

(k)T

p
(k)T

q
(k)

−
p

(k)
q

(k)T
Hk + Hkq

(k)
p

(k)T

p
(k)T

q
(k)

.

(27)

Te iteration of the D-matrix can be realized through
iterative calculation. Furthermore, storage space can be
efectively saved by transforming the matrix into a vector.
Terefore, the algorithm convergence process for big data
can be realized by another approximation of the BFGS al-
gorithm, which is also called the L-BFGS algorithm.

3.3. Validation of the Model. Te accuracy of the model can
be efectively verifed through the accuracy test. Accuracy,
classifcation error rate, precision, recall, and F1_score were
the fve indicators of score used to evaluate the efectiveness
of amchine learning algorithms. Te specifc formulas are as
follows:

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (28)

Classification error rate � 1 − accuracy, (29)

Preciion(p) �
TP

(TP + FP)
, (30)

Recall(R) �
TP

(TP + FN)
, (31)

F1score �
2∗ (P∗R)

(P + R)
, (32)

where TP means true positive; TN means true negative; FP
means false positive; FN means false negative. In the F1_
score calculation formula, precision is abbreviated as P, and
recall is abbreviated as R. Te F1_score value ranges from 0
to 1, with 1 indicating the best and 0 the worst.

4. Results

4.1. BigDataPlatformConstructionFramework. Te big data
infrastructure is a stack-type technology architecture [40],
Mainly including the following: (1) the foundation layer; (2)
the management level: not only the storage andmanagement
of existing data, but also the calculation of some data; (3) the
analysis layer: embed the corresponding statistical model
and machine learning algorithm to analyze the data
according to the research objectives; (4) application layer:

mainly for the user’s front-end development and visual
output, as shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Storage Engine. As the bottom layer of the big data
architecture of disease burden, the analysis layer is included
in the platform building framework of the basic layer in this
study. Te big data platform building ideas of Internet
enterprises are used for reference and optimized to form a
highly automated computing platform that can be expanded
horizontally. Specifcally, the Kudu storage engine is used for
large-scale data storage to balance the performance of HDFS
and HBase random reading and writing and batch analysis
[41].Te access to a remoteMySQL database is implemented
by Faderated, and on this basis, the basic layer of the big data
platform for estimating disease burden is built, as shown in
Figure 6.

4.3. Big DataOperation. After the storage engine is selected,
since the traditional Hadoop ecosystem cannot complete the
ETL and data cleaning work in one MapReduce, the data
calculation and processing are realized through the hybrid
construction of Spark andMapReduce, as shown in Figure 7.

In order to improve the calculation efciency and reduce
the fault tolerance of the distributed system, the Spark
process builds an elastic distributed data set by referring to
the idea of functional programming. As a read-only and
partitioned data set, RDD forms a directed acyclic graph
through operator connection, which signifcantly improves
the computational efciency. Te transformation between
various operators is realized through stream, as shown in
Figure 8.

Terefore, Spark, MapReduce, and Sparkstreaming
jointly complete the cloud computing process of the disease
burden big data platform. Te sorting and coordination of
data resources are jointly completed by Zookeeper and
Apache Hadoop Yarn. Te zookeeper server processes the
client’s request through FIFO, allowing the client to connect
to any subserver and providing higher performance.

4.4. Multisource Data Acquisition, Cleaning, and Integration.
For the construction of the big data platform for disease
burden, themanagement level should unify the management
and identifcation of structured data and unstructured data.
Meanwhile, the real-time data should have the ability for
rapid query and error identifcation, and the system re-
sponse time should be shortened as much as possible. At the
same time, sufcient operable space should be provided for
the future upgrading of the system.

Terefore, the data types are mainly divided into three
categories, mainly including the following:

(1) Front-end logs: big data from the Internet, medical
and health institutions, and mobile phones;

(2) Back-end log: summarize and transmit data from
subservers around the world;

(3) data from MySQL database of public security, civil
afairs and other institutions.
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For diferent types of data fows, the Kafka producer
protocol is implemented based on Lua to achieve efcient
data collection. Te specifc framework is shown in Figure 9.

4.5. Call of Log Data. For the front-end log collection and
access, it is required to have high reliability and availability
while responding in real time [42]. By referring to the

construction ideas and failure cases of Internet enterprises, a
large number of tests have compared Flume, Scribe and
Chukwa’s various construction ideas and frameworks, which
cannot meet the collection and storage of super-large
amounts of disease burden data. Terefore, a set of data
acquisition gateway can be developed based on Kafka to
complete data acquisition and realize through nginx Lua.
Te back-end log collection and access can use Go language

HDFS HDFS

HDFSHDFSHDFS

HDFS HDFS

Figure 7: MapReduce data processing process.

HDFS RDD0 RDD1 RDD2 RDD3
fitter map count output application

layer

Figure 8: Elastic distributed data set framework.

Algorithm optimization

Disease burden
outcome Visual output

Data flow monitoring

Big data processing

Risk factor attribution
Keyword extraction
Weight localization

Patient case big data

Electronic medical
record and medical

record data

Figure 5: Disease burden big data cloud platform architecture.

Zookeeper

Yarn

Hive

HDFS

Monitoring
management

information
flow

Spark computing engine

Spark streaming

MapReduce offline

Figure 6: Organizational framework and construction idea of the foundation layer.
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to realize fle collection because the server logs are relatively
stable. At the same time, multiple reconfgurations and
optimizations can be carried out according to the needs of
future research. Te traditional database collection and
access method uses canal to update the cache, which leads to
slow MySQL query speed and no QPS. It is easy to cause
paralysis if a large number of requests are sent to MySQL.
Terefore, we proposed the solution of adding a cache in
front of MySQL during the construction, as shown in
Figure 10.

Specifcally, when the cache is exhausted, MySQL will
write another copy to the cache. When the data is incon-
sistent (MySQL database changes), modify it asynchro-
nously, and then start a canal service to monitor MySQL to
make the synchronous cache consistent.

4.6. Application Layer Construction. In the construction of
the application layer, we mainly highlight two functions.Te
frst is the real-time monitoring of various types of data
streams on the Internet and the stability monitoring of front-
end log data streams.Te second is the visual presentation of
disease burden measurement results. By using AI to design

the UI interface for the visual output of disease burden
results, we hope to improve the big data analysis ability of
disease burden in China. Te elk monitoring system has the
following advantages:

(i) Business data analysis: collect key steps from the
front-end information to the back-end for business
process analysis.

(ii) Error log analysis: similar to bugly, after the error
log is reported, errors can be summarized, displayed
by category, and analyzed in the back end.

(iii) Data early warning: with elk, it is easy to establish an
early warning mechanism for monitoring felds and
conduct early warning before large-scale errors
occur.

4.7. Visual Output of Disease Burden Results. Te results of
the analysis of disease burden are visually output through
the UI interface. Specifcally, it includes four modules: an
overall overview, data analysis, data prediction, and data
application (Figures 11 and 12). Tis study designed a
visual display of a big data platform based on the calculation

Write 3 synchronous cache
canal

Data base

Cache server

Read 3 Update cache

Read 1 query cache miss

Write 1 update database

Write 2 monitoring
database

Read 1 query
request

application
server

Figure 10: MySQL database data collection optimization strategy.
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Figure 9: Data acquisition framework.
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results of the burden of diabetes in Guangzhou, China. In
the overall overview module, Baidu Map is embedded in
the whole disease analysis big data platform, which can
realize real-time tracking and analysis of data and visually
output the overall situation of diseases according to dif-
ferent disease classifcations.

In the data analysis module, the disease burden is mainly
measured and demonstrated by big data. Based on the re-
search on regional disease burden, a big data analysis system
for urban disease burden has been formed.We try to form an
integrated solution from data collection to analysis to de-
cision-making.

5. Conclusion

Medical and health data, especially the massive microdata in
themeasurement of disease burden, have the characteristics of
complex, multisource, and diverse data. At the same time, it
also has a complexity and diversity diferent from other data
types, which often makes medical workers and health
managers unable to use conventional software tools to ac-
quire, manage, and integrate medical and health data in a
short time, making it valuable information. It is particularly
important to use big data technology to solve this problem.
Te construction of the big data platform for disease burden is

Figure 12: Data analysis module of China disease burden big data analysis system.

Figure 11: Overall overview of China’s disease burden big data analysis system.
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diferent from that of enterprises and businesses. Since the
service objects of the big data platform are mainly health
department decision-makers and relevant researchers, what
application layer can display the analysis results most intu-
itively and objectively? Can the disease burden analysis results
on the IHME website be further improved to enhance
readability? Domestic direct research on the construction of a
health big data platform is relatively rare, and more research
focuses on theoretical research and empirical measurement.

A large number of big data enterprise-level application
practices have proved that the disease burden big data
platform based on Spark engine can efectively realize the
collection and intelligent management of multisource het-
erogeneous medical data. On the basis of the traditional
distributed computing framework, it has greatly optimized
and improved diferent links and levels, especially in the
distributed computing of big data, which has high appli-
cation value and practical signifcance in this feld. In the
future, we can apply big data technology to build a unifed
information management platform and strengthen the
construction of data set standards, technical standards, and
data sharing and exchange standards, so as to realize the
efective application of medical and health data information
and promote data integration and information sharing.

Tere are some shortcomings in this study. (1) Due to the
updating of technology, the convergence and quasi-com-
bination of the algorithm do not reach the optimal solution.
At the same time, the degree of matching of diferent data
types to the algorithm is not nearly the same, which needs
more detailed research in the future. (2) Some prediction
algorithms are still under active design and development and
are not included in the design framework of the current big
data platform. (3) Due to the heavy programming workload
required for platform construction, the big data analysis
platform built in this study is still under active construction
and has not been put into use. Te platform will be built and
put into use in the future.
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College English has received increasing focus as an important part of the education system. However, the continuous development
of English instruction has not simultaneously promoted students’ positive learningmotivation for English courses.�e generation
and growth of negative motivation have become a common problem among college students. Students’ enthusiasm for learning
English courses is gradually fading and teachers’ teaching value has also become di�cult to guarantee, which seriously a�ects the
normal and orderly progress of education and teaching activities. �erefore, it is very important for the healthy development of
English teaching to understand and study the a�ecting elements of negative motivation in English learning of university students
and to provide scienti�c and e�ective suggestions for teachers and learners to establish a good teaching and learning attitude.
Relying on the interpretation of a negative motivation theory, this paper studies various in�uencing factors by means of the
arti�cial neural network algorithm. �e principal component analysis method is introduced to improve the traditional BP
algorithm in terms of the frequency of iterations and the length of computation time, which realizes the accurate and e�cient
analysis of college students’ English learning data. �e results of the analysis revealed that the comprehensive error of this
algorithm in the analysis of in�uencing factors was in the range of 0.004 to 0.012. �rough the calculation of the eigenvalues and
cumulative contribution rate of negative motivation in�uencing factors, it is found that factors such as the curriculum setting,
teaching method, and teacher-student relationship have the greatest in�uence on students’ negative motivation in English
learning.�e eigenvalues were 1.027, 1.319, and 1.422, respectively.�e cumulative contribution rate reached 64.57%, 26.11%, and
23.62%, respectively. From this aspect, it is necessary to improve these aspects in order to eliminate the negative motivation
of learning.

1. Introduction

With the development of college English instruction, the
status and in�uence of learning motivation in college stu-
dents’ English learning activities are becoming more and
more prominent. As a major factor in guiding college
students’ English learning behavior, learning motives in-
clude not only positive motives but also negative motives. In
the current stage of English education, the negative moti-
vation of students’ English learning has been signi�cantly
enhanced and has gradually become a common phenom-
enon. More and more students are unable to face English
learning positively. �is is not conducive not only to the

sound growth of English instruction but also to the culti-
vation of foreign language talents with high comprehensive
quality. �erefore, it is very important to study the a�ecting
elements of college students’ negative motivation in English
learning and understand the generation of negative moti-
vation to enhance students’ positive motivation for learning
and promote the sustainable development of English
teaching. �e arti�cial neural network (ANN) algorithms
have received a great deal of attention and exploration over
the past few years and have been successfully applied in a
wide range of industrial �elds, giving ample play to their own
unique strengths and application value. For example, it can
be seen in medical diagnosis, machinery manufacturing,
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construction engineering, finance, insurance, and other
industries. By relying on artificial neural network intelligent
algorithms, various industries have also ushered in un-
precedented development opportunities in the market and
achieved considerable development results. In the study of
the affecting elements of negative motivation in English
learning among university students, it can comprehensively
judge and effectively analyze the entire English learning
process of students and draw accurate conclusions based on
scientific basis, which has a very important practical value to
the improvement and promotion of college English
instruction.

Regarding the affecting elements of negative motivation
in English learning among university students, numerous
academics have carried out in-depth studies. Batubara et al.
believed that the learning environment is very important for
the cultivation of students. 'ey used the Montessori
method to explore the factors that affect students’ negative
motivation in learning [1]. Raczoski et al. used the expec-
tation-value-cost motivation model to study the motivation
and influencing factors of students studying abroad courses.
'ey stated that external effort cost and self-efficacy are
negative motivation factors [2]. Hasan investigated the
changes in learners’ motivation to study English as a second
language under the background of Indonesian universities
and found out the factors that affect the changes in their
negative motivation [3]. Anjum et al. showed that there is a
negative and low correlation between the influence of the
motivation level and students’ English academic perfor-
mance through the Pearson coefficient correlation survey
[4]. Soriano et al. selected participants from various pro-
grams at Quirino State University, Cabalogis Campus in the
Philippines and explored the students’ life experiences and
the factors that affect their negative motivation to learn
English [5]. Yarlagadda et al. used the Bayesian network
analysis method to explore the key factors affecting the
negative motivation of college students’ English learning.
'ey said that the responsibilities of a learner and the
properties of a learner had the greatest adverse effect on it
[6]. 'ese studies have used different methods to study the
influencing factors of negative motivation in English
learning, but the conclusions are not inductive and fail to
reveal the complexity of each influencing factor. 'e re-
search studies on the influencing factors of negative moti-
vation require more accurate analysis results from colleges
and universities, for which the artificial neural network
algorithm is a good choice.

As a major branch of the intelligent algorithm, the ar-
tificial neural network algorithm has a very important ap-
plication value. Ge investigated the affecting elements of
basketball damage in sports instruction based on the ANN
and analyzed the causes of knee damage in basketball
training in general universities [7]. Allahyari E used an
artificial neural network model to analyze the influence of
different factors, such as gender, age, education level, and
place of residence on people’s emotional intelligence level
[8]. Dar investigated local antitumor effects using ANN
modeling and developed a neural network time series model
to evaluate it [9]. Palanichamy used artificial neural network

algorithms to detect motor failures. Compared with tradi-
tional methods, it can not only increase the new entry de-
tection function but can also improve the accuracy and
stability of system performance [10]. Golnaraghi et al. an-
alyzed the significant impact of changes in labor productivity
on the economy through artificial neural networks and then
proved through experiments that this method is more useful
than statistical regression techniques [11]. Hu et al. built a
postmodern media communication perspective system by
establishing an in-depth research and learning platform for
college marketing based on the AI neural network [12]. On
the whole, the ANN algorithm has been widely used in the
market, but there are few studies that combine it with the
elements that impact negative motivation in English
studying among university students. 'erefore, it is very
necessary to use the ANN algorithm to analyze the affecting
elements of college students’ negative motivation in English
learning, which is important to promote the healthy growth
of English education.

'is paper relies on the ANN algorithm to study various
influencing factors of negative motivation.'rough research
and investigation, it was found that among 146 students, a
total of 113 students had negative motivation in English
learning, accounting for about 91.1% of the total number.
When analyzing the influencing factors of negative moti-
vation, the error range between the analysis value of the
traditional BP algorithm and the actual value was 0.016 to
0.275, while the error range of the PCA-BP algorithm im-
proved by principal component analysis was 0.004 to 0.008
in this paper. It showed that the performance of the im-
proved algorithm in this paper is more rational in the
analysis of influencing factors. 'e improved algorithm was
used to calculate the eigenvalue and cumulative contribution
rate of the influencing factors, and it was found that the
eigenvalue of the curriculum setting factor reached 1.027.
'e cumulative contribution rate was 64.57%, which had the
most significant impact on negative learning motivation.

2. Influencing Factors ofNegativeMotivation in
English Learning

2.1. Overview of Negative Motivation in English Learning.
Negative motivation is an important content in the study of
learning motivation. 'ere is a close relationship between
learning motivation and negative motivation; so, it is nec-
essary to understand learning motivation before studying
the influencing factors of college students’ negative moti-
vation in English learning [13].

'e study of learning motivation originally emerged in
the field of psychological studies in the 1930s and has since
progressively extended into the area of pedagogical studies.
Although the study of learning motivation is becoming a
century old, a sufficiently precise and widely accepted def-
inition is yet to be developed owing to the inherent intri-
cacies of learning motivation and the diverse areas of study,
perspectives, and standpoints of various academics. Scholars
have given different definitions of motivation from different
perspectives, which to a certain extent allow people to
understand the nature of learning motivation more clearly
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and comprehensively. In terms of the hierarchy of needs
theory, motivation for learning is intrinsic to people’s study
actions. It is characterized by internal elements and is also
influenced by external elements, as shown in Figure 1. Under
the combined effect of internal and external elements, study
motivation not only can boost, enhance, sustain, and adjust
an individual’s studying actions but can also reduce an
individual’s original degree of study motivation due to the
influence of some negative factors. Because of the influence
of negative factors, the phenomenon that students’ original
learning motivation level declines is called the generation of
negative learning motivation.

'e generation of negative learning motivation can be
viewed as a passive aspect of motivation, which is a passive
manifestation expressed in the learner’s study behavior.
From a certain point of view, the generation of negative
learning motivation can be regarded as a slow dynamic
process, that is, the process of students’ English learning
positive motivation is gradually weakening. 'ere is an
inseparable relationship between the weakening or elimi-
nation of college students’ motivation in the process of
English learning and negative motivation. Analyzing the
influencing elements of negative motivation is the most
important means and method for teachers to improve their
own work and students to reflect on their learning effects.
For example, teachers should think about which links in
teaching activities will affect students' enthusiasm for
learning English; students reflect on their own learning
methods and states in the learning process.

'e factors that affect the occurrence of negative mo-
tivation for learning can also be divided into internal reasons
and external reasons. External reasons refer to various
factors that will negatively affect students, which exert a
negative effect on learners’ learning behavior through in-
ternal factors, with a significant impact on negative moti-
vation, while internal factors are the main reasons for the
decrease in learners’ motivation, including self-confidence,
attitude, and personality traits. It can be seen from numerous
studies that those with strong self-confidence in learning and
positive attitudes are slightly less affected by external ele-
ments, while people with insufficient self-confidence or
negative attitudes are more likely to be influenced by adverse
external elements. 'erefore, it is believed that of the two
elements that influence a decline in motivation, the internal
elements of the learner are supposed to be the main cause,
while the external influencing elements use the internal
elements to affect the motivation of the learners and the size
of the influence varies from person to person.

2.2. $e Artificial Neural Network Algorithm. In order to
better understand the impact of these internal and external
elements on learning negative motivation, this paper
combines the ANN algorithm to conduct research studies.
As a method for simulating the biological neural network,
the ANN algorithm is similar to the human nervous system,
the main component of which is neurons, as shown in
Figure 2. 'ese neurons have a very important role, which
are like nerve cells in the human nervous system. Neural

modules, such as dendrites, axons, and synapses, with dif-
ferent functions are composed of many nerve cells; each of
which performs its own function and cooperates with each
other. In the analysis of the influencing elements of college
students’ English learning negative motivation, even if there
are factors with high complexity, their function can be
realized.

'e research on the influencing elements of learning
negative motivation is not a simple linear process relying on
algorithms but a complex and intersecting processing
method. 'e BP network is a highly nonlinear network,
which generally refers to those multilayer forward neural
networks that use the error back propagation algorithm, that
is, the BP algorithm, and is currently the most widely used
neural network in scene problem analyses [14].

In this method, the acquisition, analysis, and identifi-
cation of the influencing factors of learning negative mo-
tivation information are carried out by its algorithm.

Its main components are input layer, hidden layer, and
output layer. In addition, it is necessary to use the BP al-
gorithm to continuously adapt and train the weights and
thresholds.'e selection of the weights and thresholds of the
BP network structure has been repeatedly adjusted and
trained by the BP algorithm.'e topology of the BP network
is shown in Figure 3:

In Figure 3, the input value of the student’s English
learning data is X1, X1, · · · Xn and the output value is
Y1, Y1, · · · Ym. 'e interpretation of each parameter is shown
in Table 1.

'e BP network functionmapping relationship is mainly
the mapping from an independent variable to a dependent
variable. 'e specific training steps are divided into 6 steps.

First, network initialization is performed and the
threshold sum of the network is initialized.

Second, the output value of the hidden layer is calculated.
It is supposed that the output variable is X, and the
thresholds and weights in the network input and hidden
layers are a and wij, respectively, which can be expressed as
formula (1) [15].

physiological needs

safety needs

social
needs

respect
needs

self

Figure 1: 'e hierarchy of needs.
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Hj � f 

n

i�1
wijxi − ai

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, j � 1, 2, · · · , l. (1)

In formula (1), l is the number of hidden layer nodes. f is
the activation function of the hidden layer.

'ird, the output layer is calculated. H represents the
output of the hidden layer. wjk and b represent the con-
nection weight and threshold of the network, respectively.
'e formula for predicting the output of negative motivation
factors is formula (2) [16]:

Hk � 
l

j�1
Hjwjk − bk, k � 1, 2, · · · , m. (2)

Fourth, the output error is calculated with reference to
the student learning data. Its calculation is mainly carried
out through the expected output and predicted output of the
negative motivation factors. 'ese two terms are denoted as
Y and H, respectively. 'e error calculation formula is
expressed as formula (3) [17].

ek � Yk − Hk, k � 1, 2, · · · , m. (3)

Fifth, the network input layer and hidden layer weights
are updated. 'e network connection weights wij and wjk

are updated with the prediction error of the network e, as
shown in formula (4):

wij � wij + ηHj 1 − Hj x(i) 
m

k�1
wjkek,

i � 1, 2, · · · , n j � 1, 2, · · · , m.

(4)

In formula (4), η is the learning rate.
'e sixth step is that the algorithm iteratively judges

whether the factors affecting the generation of negative
motivation in the English learning data predict the complete
end. If it is not over, it will go back to Step 2 until it is over.

However, in this process, the shortcomings of the BP
neural network are also very obvious. 'e first is that the
convergence process of the BP neural network model is slow,
which leads to the long iterations and computing time re-
quired for the training of negative learning motivation
factors. 'e number of layers is difficult to determine. In
particular, the number of layers of neurons in the hidden
layer of the model and the number of neurons in each layer
can only refer to the settings of the empirical structure. 'is
method often causes a lot of computational redundancy in
the training of the BP neural network, which affects the
normal analysis of learning data.

'ese problems limit the analysis and research of the BP
neural network model on the factors affecting students’
negative motivation in English learning to varying degrees.
'erefore, this paper uses the PCA method to improve it.
PCA is a global algorithm, also known as the principal
component analysis method. Its main advantage is that it can
provide more information even in the context of less data. It
is mainly a basic method to simplify multivariate by linear
combination of original variables, as shown in Figure 4.

X is supposed to be the observed student learning data
matrix. Each row of it represents an observation and each
column represents a variable indicator. 'ese variable in-
dicators will affect the intensity of students’ negative mo-
tivation to learn at different levels. Among them, there are
X1, X2, · · · , Xp variables, with a total of P, and the linear
combination of these variables is shown in formula (5) [18].

x1 w11

x2
w22

xm wmk

∑ uk F( )

bk

yk

output signal connection right

sum activation function

Bias

output

... ...
Figure 2: Artificial neuron model.

X1

X2

Xn

Y1

Ym

wij wjk

... ...

Figure 3: BP network topology.

Table 1: Interpretation of each parameter.

Sequence Parameter Paraphrase
1 wij BP network weight
2 wjk BP network weight
3 n Network input node
4 m Network input node
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Y1 � a11X1 + a12X2 + · · · + a1pXp

Y2 � a21X1 + a22X2 + · · · + a2pXp

· · · · · · · · ·

Yp � ap1X1 + ap2X2 + · · · + appXp

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

. (5)

Among them, if P comprehensive indexes Y1, Y2, · · · , Yp

are obtained, the matrix transformation needs to meet the
conditions [19].

Unit vectors are all coefficient vectors, as shown in
formula (6) [20].

ai
′ � ai1, ai2, · · · , aip , (6)

ai
′ai � 1, which satisfies formula (7):

a
2
i1 + a

2
i2 + · · · a

2
ip, (i � 1, 2, p). (7)

'ere is no relationship between Yi and
Yj(i≠ j, i, j � 1, 2, · · · , p).

Y1 is the variance max in all linear combinations of
X1, X2, · · · , Xp. Y2 is the variance max in all linear com-
binations of X1, X2, · · · , Xp uncorrelated with Y1. Yp is the
variance max in all linear combinations of X1, X2, · · · , Xp

uncorrelated with Y1, Y2, · · · , Yp−1.
From these conditions, the first main ingredient, the

second main ingredient · · ·the m-th main ingredient in the
influencing factor category are obtained in turn.

If the first m principal component is selected to replace
the original p independent variables (m<p), the dimension
of the data will be reduced.

'e steps are divided into the following 4 steps:
'e first step is to calculate the original data covariance

matrix . 'e solution of the eigenvalues of matrix  is as
formula (8):

λ1 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λp > 0. (8)

'e corresponding unit eigenvector is a1, a2, · · · , ap. 'e
variance of the i-th principal component is λi, and
i � 1, 2, · · · , p.

'e next step is to calculate the variance contribution of
each main ingredient, as shown in formula (9):

φi �
λi


p
j�1 λj

, i � 1, 2, · · · , p. (9)

'e variance contribution rate of each main ingredient
reflects the amount of information. 'e reflection of the
information content of the principal components is weak-
ened in turn. At the same time, the cumulative variance
contribution rate of the variance of the first M main in-
gredients is calculated as formula (10):

Ψm �


m
i�1 λj


p

j�1 λj

, m<p. (10)

Among them, when the cumulative variance contribu-
tion rate reaches more than 20%, it is considered that this
factor has a greater impact on the negative motivation of
English learning. If the value reaches more than 60%, it
indicates that the influencing factors have a significant in-
fluence on negative motivation. At this time, the original p

variables can be replaced by m principal components.
Finally, the scores of the observed samples on the

principal components are calculated as formula (11):

Yi � a11X1 + a12X2 + · · · + a1pXp, i � 1, 2, · · · , m. (11)

If these four steps are satisfied, the principal component
analysis can be performed by converting the original di-
mensional data into the dimension-reduced dimensional
data. Similarly, the higher the score is, the more prominent
the influence of such factors in the negative motivation of
English learning will be.

2.3. Evidence of Influencing Factors. For the purpose of
testing the effectiveness of the research on the affecting
elements of college students’ negative motivation in English
learning relying on the ANN algorithm, this paper inves-
tigated the negative motivation of 2021 students in a uni-
versity. 'en, the PCA-BP neural network algorithm was
used to analyze the influencing factors of negative moti-
vation on the survey sample data. It was compared with the
traditional BP neural network algorithm to verify the fea-
sibility of this method.

Questionnaire survey: 'is paper conducted a ques-
tionnaire survey on the students of the four majors of
tourism management, primary education, civil engineering,
and computer science in the 2021 grade of the university.
'e college English course of the school belonged to the
compulsory courses of these 4 majors. Students needed to
complete 6 credits in 1 academic year to meet the English
study requirements. For the purpose of guaranteeing the
usefulness of the study, this paper randomly selected 158
students from these four majors as the object of investigation
on the influencing factors of negative motivation in English
learning. 'e questionnaire data and details of the experi-
mental subjects are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

It can be seen from Table 2 and Table 3 that the reliability
coefficient of the questionnaire in this paper reached 0.862,
which met the reliability standard (Generally speaking, if the
reliability coefficient of the questionnaire is below 0.6, it
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Figure 4: Principle of the PCA method.
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means that the reliability of the questionnaire needs to be
verified. If the reliability coefficient is above 0.8, it means that
the reliability of the questionnaire is good).'e total number
of boys selected in the experiment was 78 and the total
number of girls was 68. 'e ratio of male to female was also
relatively balanced.

'e survey of English learning negative motivation of
students of various majors is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5(a) shows the number of people who did not
generate negative motivation. Figure 5(b) shows the number
of people with negative motivation.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that among the subjects of
each major, the number of people who have negative mo-
tivation for English learning was far more than the number
of people who did not have negative motivation. According
to the questionnaire data, among the 146 students, a total of
113 students had negative motivation in English learning,
accounting for about 91.1% of the total number. Among
them, there were 26 people majoring in tourism manage-
ment, accounting for 76.5% of the total number. 'ere were
27 students majoring in primary education, accounting for
79.4% of the total. 'ere were 21 people majoring in civil
engineering, accounting for 91.3% of the total number.'ere
were 39 people majoring in computer science, accounting
for 68.4% of the total number. In general, most students were
seriously affected by negative motivation in English learning,
which hindered the growth of learning enthusiasm and
disrupted the orderliness of learning activities. 'is kind of
performance was more obvious in the civil engineering
profession, which might be related to the professional
characteristics. 'e gender ratio of this major was heavily
biased towards boys, so the trend of negative motivation in
English learning was more obvious, which also proved the
necessity of the experiment in this paper.

Data analysis: 'e survey data of these 113 students with
negative motivation to learn were used as an independent
sample for the algorithm analysis. 'e BP algorithm and the
modified PCA-BP algorithm in this paper were used to
analyze and study the influencing factors of negative mo-
tivation. In the training process of the two algorithms, the
training set was used as the input of the neural network. 'e
target error of the network was set as goal = 0.01, and the

training times were set as 10,000 times.'e learning rate was
set to 0.75. 'e sigmoid tangent function tansig was selected
as the neuron function of the hidden level and the output
level in the network and the training function of the network
was training. 'e MATLAB software (2022a version) was
used to establish an analysis model for the influencing
factors of negative motivation in English learning, and the
results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6(a) shows the analysis of the BP algorithm.
Figure 6(b) shows the analysis of the PCA-BP algorithm.

According to the survey items, the influencing factors of
students’ negative motivation in English learning are divided
into 7 categories, namely, teaching equipment factors,
curriculum setting factors, teaching method factors, teach-
ing material factors, teacher-student relationship factors,
learning difficulties factors, and personality factors. As can
be seen from Figure 6, the traditional BP neural network
algorithm was not very satisfactory in the overall analysis of
the negative motivation factors in the survey data. 'e first
four items, as external factors, are of objective nature, and
the complexity of the influencing factors is not high. 'e
error range between the analytical results and the actual
results of the traditional BP algorithm was 0.016 to 0.275.
'e error range of the modified algorithm in this paper was
0.004 to 0.008. 'e latter three are internal factors. In the
analysis of the affecting elements of negative motivation,
their correlation is wider and the complexity is higher, and
they vary due to individual differences of students. 'e error
range between the analytical value and the actual value of the
traditional BP algorithm was 0.019 to 0.304. 'e error range
of the improved algorithm in this paper was 0.008 to 0.012.

In the process of students’ learning, due to the setting or
changes of some external conditions, it is very likely that
some students’ English learning motivation will be weak-
ened. From the survey data of this paper, if the English
teaching equipment, teaching materials, curriculum, and
teaching methods are not planned scientifically and sys-
tematically, it will easily lead to the weakening of students’
motivation. However, internal factors such as the teacher-
student relationship, learning difficulties, and students’
personalities have no weaker effect on negative motivation
than external factors, which are often more complex.
Without an effective analysis of the relationship between
these factors, it is impossible to provide scientific decision-
making to improve the negative status quo of English
teaching and learning. From the analysis error, it can be seen
that the improved PCA-BP algorithm in this paper can
analyze the influencing factors more accurately.

In order to further understand the specific impact of
these factors on negative motivation, this paper uses the
PCA-BP algorithm to calculate the eigenvalues and cumu-
lative contribution rates of various factors in the learning
process, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7(a) shows the characteristic values of the
influencing factors. Figure 7(b) shows the cumulative
contribution rate of influencing factors.

Generally speaking, an eigenvalue greater than 1 indi-
cates that the factor selection is reasonable. 'e greater the
cumulative contribution rate is, the greater the effect of the

Table 3: Details of the subjects of this paper.

Professional category Number of boys Number of girls Total
Tourism management 12 22 34
Elementary education 18 13 31
Civil engineering 18 6 24
Computer science 30 27 57

Table 2: Details of the experimental questionnaire.

Sequence Project Data
1 Number of releases 158
2 Number of recycling 146
3 Efficient 92.4％
4 Number of questions 16
5 Reliability coefficient 0.862
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influencing factor will be. It is evident from Figure 7 that the
characteristic values of the seven types of factors were 4.364,
1.027, 1.319, 1.571, 1.422, 3.281, and 1.617, respectively,
which were all greater than 1. It showed that in the

experiment of this paper, the factors screened by the survey
have a significant impact on negative motivation. 'e cu-
mulative contribution rates are 11.34%, 64.75%, 26.11%,
17.29%, 23.62%, 12.35%, and 18.38%, respectively. Among
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Figure 6: Analysis of influencing factors of negative motivation.
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Figure 5: A survey of negative motivation in English learning.
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them, the cumulative contribution rate of curriculum setting
is the largest, followed by teaching methods, teacher-student
relationship, student personality, learning difficulties, and
teaching equipment.

According to the data analysis, the curriculum setting
elements have the most significant impact on the negative
motivation of students’ English learning, which was much
higher than that of other factors. 'e reason why the cur-
riculum setting factor has become the most influential factor
is mainly related to the large reduction of college English
class hours in recent years and the nature of college English
courses. 'is greatly exacerbates the contradiction between
the time-consuming and labor-intensive characteristics of
college English learning and the serious shortage of teaching
hours. 'e mechanical repetition of teaching form and
content will inevitably lead to students losing interest in
learning, making them feel tired of learning and creating
negative motivation to learn English. 'e two influencing
factors of teaching style and teacher-student relationship
also have a great influence on negative motivation. A single
boring teaching method and a negative teacher-student
relationship will make students’ enthusiasm for English
learning subside. Although students’ personality, teaching
methods, learning difficulties, and teaching equipment have
less impact on negative motivation than the first three items,
they also have important reference value in improving the
English teaching and learning process.

3. Conclusion

Among college students, as a relatively common negative
phenomenon, the occurrence of negative motivation in
English learning poses a great challenge to the value and

significance of English education and teaching. Combined
with the ANN algorithm, this paper examines the influ-
encing factors of students’ negative motivation in learning
and finds that factors such as curriculum setting, teaching
methods, and teacher-student relationship have a great
influence and correlation with the generation of negative
motivation. If the curriculum and teaching are not organized
scientifically and effectively or a good and a harmonious
relationship between instructors and learners is not formed,
the chances of students losing their enthusiasm and moti-
vation for English courses are greater. 'erefore, for the
purpose of ameliorating these problems, it is important to
combine the teaching practice from the perspective of these
influencing factors to raise the instruction level and learning
quality, so as to eliminate the negative motivation of stu-
dents. Due to some objective reasons, there are still several
areas that need to be improved in this paper, and the ex-
perimental level of this paper is also limited. Only one
university was selected as the sample, and more differen-
tiated and diversified sample data were not introduced,
which made the conclusions of this paper still have certain
limitations. In future research, algorithms will be combined
to explore the influencing factors of negative motivation
from different perspectives and scopes.
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available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Visceral pain is unbearable, and natural methods are needed to relieve it. Electroacupuncture is a relatively new technique that
helps relieve visceral pain by improving blood circulation and providing energy to clogged parts of the body. However, its
analgesic e�ect and mechanism in colorectal pain are still unknown. In this study, the visceral pain models of electroacupuncture
in rats were compared and discussed, using nanocomponents to stimulate the expression and mechanism of the nerve growth
factor in colorectal pain and electroacupuncture and to observe the expression and mechanism of nerve growth factor in visceral
pain relief rats induced by nanocomponents and electroacupuncture. �e results show that nanocomponents can e�ectively
relieve visceral pain under the action of electroacupuncture. NGF can activate endogenous proliferation, migration, di�eren-
tiation, and integration. NSC can promote nerve regeneration and recovery after injury.

1. Introduction

Electroacupuncture can be used for long-term stimulation of
one or more waveforms of the same intensity or varying
intensity [1]. �erefore, it also has the function of traditional
acupuncture and moxibustion, namely, to dig the channels
and collaterals and coordinate, and it also has the electric
current stimulation e�ect [2, 3]. It can act on some painful
parts of the body surface and has an immediate analgesic
e�ect, i.e., long time, poor analgesic e�ect. �e spare wave
can cause muscle contraction, produce a strong sense of
tremor, improve muscle ligament tension, regulate vaso-
motor function, improve blood circulation, promote re-
covery of neuromuscular function, and have a good
therapeutic e�ect on neuromuscular paralysis [4, 5]. �e
density wave is a combination of density wave and density
wave. �e duration of density is about 1.5 s. It can produce
immediate and delayed inhibition in sensory and motor
nerves, play a strong role in analgesia and maintenance, and
the tissue is not able to easily produce an adaptive response.
It is commonly used in acupuncture analgesia. By adjusting

the frequency, continuous waves become a single sparse
wave or dense wave [6, 7]. In the form of dense wave, the
pain was relieved immediately, and in the form of sparse
wave, the pain relief e�ect was maintained again, and the
wave width is the same, and the patient is not uncomfortable.
�e intermittent wave can improve muscle excitability, but it
has no obvious analgesic e�ect. Irritable bowel syndrome
(IBS) is a typical representative of chronic functional visceral
pain [8].

After acupoint electroacupuncture treatment, the syn-
thesis and utilization of norepinephrine is accelerated, but
the utilization speed is faster than the synthesis speed [9].
�e e�ects of acupuncture on the content of E and NE in
plasma are closely related. �e e�ect of acupuncture on a
patient with the decrease of the content of E and NE in
plasma is better, and the e�ect on a patient with more release
is worse [10, 11]. Low-frequency 2Hz electroacupuncture
can release a lot of enkephalin in the spinal cord, and high-
frequency 100Hz electroacupuncture can release a lot of
enkephalin in the spinal cord [12]. �e 2–100Hz density
wave can cause the release of enkephalin and myorphine
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simultaneously. Enkephalin and muscle enkephalin enhance
each other and have a strong analgesic effect on pain caused
by visceral stimulation [13].

In the central nervous system, there are not only pain
centers with nociceptive stimulation but also downward
regulating systems, which deal with various stimulation
information and are related to analgesia [14]. As we all know,
the stimulation of entering the spinal cord pain is trans-
mitted through the peripheral nerve, and then from the
brainstem and thalamus, limbic system and cerebral cortex
on the new and old spinal cord tract, and other stimulation
information integration and processing at all levels of the
center, finally produce the emotional response of pain and
pain [15]. Acupuncture is believed to not only inhibit the
transmission of pain information from the spinal cord to the
central system but also inhibit pain and pain response by
stimulating the human body’s neurohumoral and pain-
regulating system so as to play an analgesic role [16].
However, its analgesic effect and mechanism in colorectal
pain are still unknown.

In this study, the visceral pain models of electro-
acupuncture in rats were compared and discussed, using
nanocomponents to stimulate the expression and mecha-
nism of nerve growth factor in colorectal pain and elec-
troacupuncture and to observe the expression and
mechanism of nerve growth factor in visceral pain relief rats
induced by nanocomponents and electroacupuncture. )e
results show that nanocomponents can effectively relieve
visceral pain under the action of electroacupuncture. NGF
can activate endogenous proliferation, migration, differen-
tiation, and integration. NSC can promote nerve regener-
ation and nerve function recovery after injury.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Visceral Pain in Rats. )ere are peripheral and central
sensitization mechanisms in visceral hypersensitivity, but
most previous studies are limited to the peripheral sensi-
tization mechanism and lack of understanding of the role of
spinal cord, especially the central level above the spinal cord.
Neurotransmitters 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), calcitonin
gene-related peptide (CGRP), and nitric oxide in the visceral
sensory pathway play an important role in the spinal cord
and above [17, 18]. It can be seen that the formation of
visceral sensation is a complex process, and the viscera,
spinal cord, and above ones participate in the perception of
visceral stimulation. Acupuncture is an effective way to treat
pain. However, as the response point and stimulation point
of acupuncture diagnosis and treatment, the essence and
mechanism of acupuncture point are not clear.

“Zusanli” and “Shangjuxu” are commonly used acu-
points in clinical treatment of gastrointestinal diseases [19].
Acupuncture can stimulate a variety of receptors, produce
acupuncture signals, and reach the spinal cord, medulla
oblongata, thalamus, and cerebral cortex through different
ways [20]. )e spinal cord is the first station to deal with and
translate acupuncture analgesia; the brainstem is the relay
station of forepart, syndrome differentiation, stimulation,
synthesis, and transfixion, which plays an important role in

acupuncture analgesia; the thalamus part is the coordination
center to strengthen acupuncture analgesia and control
analgesia, with a variety of neurohumoral system involved in
complex analysis and comprehensive regulation of various
information; the limbic system, its nucleus, and various
neurotransmitters play a coordinating role in acupuncture
analgesia; and the cerebral cortex is the highest center, which
is not only a process of excitation and inhibition but also a
complex center of regulation and command, which can not
only strengthen analgesia but also inhibits excessively and
play a role in maintaining dynamic balance [21, 22]. Elec-
troacupuncture is based on the development of acupuncture
and the theory of modern electronic medicine.

)e CGRP expression in the trigeminal sensory nucleus,
the raphe nucleus, and the solitary tract nucleus of visceral
hypersensitive rats increased [23]. CGRP is widely distrib-
uted in the sensory nerve fiber endings and tissues of the
central and peripheral nervous systems of mammals and
humans.)e content of CGRP in the central nervous system
is the highest in the thalamus and other regions. )e
functions of different brain regions of CGRP can be com-
pletely reversed; the part of the nucleus of neurons
expressing CGRP is the place where the visceral primary
afferent nerve stops directly, which is related to pain con-
duction, while a part of the nucleus which inhibits the
transmission of the pain nerve and plays an analgesic role,
and there is a fiber connection between these nuclei [24, 25].

According to the latest research data, neurotrophic
factors have many functions. In the process of nerve re-
generation, it can guide the growth of axon, stimulate the
growth of axon, and reduce the risk of neuron damage. )e
external intervention of the above neurotrophic factors
shows that neurotrophic factors can promote neuronal re-
generation, protect the damage of neurons, and play a
certain role in axon regeneration and guidance of axons. In
the past, it was thought that the central nervous system could
not regenerate after axon injury due to the lack of neuro-
trophic factors in the microenvironment. Under the pro-
motion of 5-transtryptamine (5-HT), neurons precursor
cells began to differentiate into neurons. Moreover, it can
promote the differentiation of cortical neurons and hip-
pocampal neurons. Only after cerebral ischemia, the release
of 5-HT will increase to meet the needs of the body and
participate in the regulation of neurons. It can be seen that
there are many injury factors and anti-injury factors in the
ischemic brain tissue after cerebral infarction. )ey coexist
and influence each other. Among these factors, some can be
intervened by people, some cannot be intervened by people,
at least there is no way to intervene at present. )ere are
many factors that can be intervened in, such as the neu-
rotrophic factor, nerve regeneration inhibitory factor, nerve
regeneration guiding factor, and so on.

2.2. Electroacupuncture. Electroacupuncture has a good
regulatory effect on neurotrophic factors after cerebral is-
chemia, so we consider whether we can use electro-
acupuncture to promote the proliferation of NSC in the
brain to carry out the treatment of endogenous activation
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treatment. After cerebral ischemia, electroacupuncture can
effectively stimulate hippocampal neurons, activate the
proliferation of hippocampal neurons, and finally restore the
neural function of the brain.

At the beginning, traditional Chinese medicine put
forward the mechanism of electroacupuncture and de-
scribed it very clearly. Western medicine is not mature, and
the understanding is not in-depth but more just for the
metabolism of the body. For example, electroacupuncture
can regulate abnormalities of hemorheology, blood lipids,
and neurobiochemistry, indirectly improve brain oxygen
and energy metabolism or directly expand blood vessels,
promote the formation of new blood vessels, and increase
local brain oxygen. However, there are few studies on its
deep cellular and molecular mechanism.

Electroacupuncture can produce nerve conduction im-
pulses and transmit them in the form of electric energy,
which can adjust the excitability of the reached parts and
affect the electrical activity of the brain. Like any other tissue
and cell regeneration, nerve regeneration includes three
stages such as proliferation, migration, and differentiation,
which belong to the basic development process of the body.
In the stage of cell proliferation, the NSC divides asym-
metrically with the proliferation of neural precursor cells.
)en neural precursor cells begin to proliferate, migrate, and
differentiate. )e final result of differentiation is the pro-
duction of mature neural cells. Adult central nerve regen-
eration plays a role in the treatment of brain injury and
participates in some pathological processes. After brain
injury, some factors can stimulate the proliferation and
differentiation of neural precursor cells and then migrate to
the injured site to play a role instead of the injured cells.
Whether it is systemic or focal cerebral ischemia, the central
nervous system of the adult brain has this function, which is
regulated by the body. In order to stimulate the proliferation
and differentiation of precursor cells and form new nerve
cells, growth factors were injected. )e newly formed
neurons have the neuron function. )ey can also differen-
tiate to meet the needs of the body, receive and send pulses,
and then improve the neurological function.When the brain
is injured, after a series of complex reactions, it can rapidly
stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of neural
precursor cells. )erefore, regeneration of the brain nerve
that receives signals is the expression ability of the brain,
plays a role in its own repair, and plays a role in the
treatment process.

After cerebral ischemia, the expression of the NTF gene
was activated. In the early stage of ischemia, the NTF gene
expression is the most obvious, usually within minutes to
hours, but the expression will not last for a long time and will
soon return to the original state.

At present, acupuncture analgesia has been used in the
treatment of acute and chronic abdominal pain, headache,
dysmenorrhea, chronic inflammatory arthralgia, and other
sporadic reports, as well as in appendectomy, thyroidec-
tomy, assisted major surgery analgesia, and other related
reports. )e operation of acupuncture analgesia has some
disadvantages, such as lack of pain control, muscle tension,
and visceral traction reaction, but the requirement of an

auxiliary examination, such as enteroscopy, is relatively low.
Acupuncture stimulates the transmission of direct type I and
type II afferent nerve fibers to pass through these fibers, and
muscles and nerve impulses are transmitted to the anterior
and lateral sides of the spinal cord, thereby preventing pain
signals from being transmitted up to the spinal tract.
Acupuncture stimulates the midbrain-related nuclei by
activating the gray matter cells around the aqueduct and the
spinal cord nucleus and then transmits signals downward
through the dorsolateral tract to reduce the release of
norepinephrine and serotonin in the spinal cord. )ese
neurotransmitters inhibit presynaptic and postsynaptic
space pain stimulation by inhibiting signal transduction of
the spinal thalamic tract. In the pituitary hypothalamic
system, acupuncture signals promote enkephalin and ad-
renocorticotropic hormones to enter the blood.

Acupuncture can also activate the GABA receptor, re-
lease the substance P, activate the secretion of vasopressin in
the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus, and par-
ticipate in pain inhibition. )e nerve endings and the pe-
ripheral autonomic nervous system form a synaptic network
in the gastric wall. When the digestive tract is stimulated by
the injury, the body can feel and transmit the pain through
the activities of internal ENS and pan, and change the in-
testinal motility and functional structure of the ENS through
the intestinal reflex pathway. NOS plays an important role in
the transmission and regulation of harmful information in
the nervous system. In intestinal motility, NOS is a strong
inhibitory transmitter. When the intestinal tract is stimu-
lated by injury, no catalysis-produced blood vessels can
relax. NOS can protect the intestinal mucosa by increasing
the blood flow of the gastric mucosa.

2.3. NGF Expression Mechanism. Because the adult central
nervous system can regenerate and respond to various brain
injuries, it has great clinical application value and provides a
new treatment basis for the treatment and rehabilitation of
brain injury diseases. Its mechanism is to promote the re-
generation of adult central nervous system by activating
neural precursor cells. Clinically, it is considered that the
embryonic central nervous system is the most regenerated,
and the mature central nervous system is composed of
differentiated and mature nerve cells. Due to external or
internal reasons, it is not easy to regenerate after stimulation
and repair after injury. Neurotrophic factors play an im-
portant role in nerve regeneration.

NGF is the most important bioactive substance in the
central nervous system. Increased expression of endogenous
NGF in the ischemic brain has a protective effect on neurons.
It can resist hypoxia, hypoglycemia, and nitric oxide
damage, and effectively protect neurons. )erefore, intra-
peritoneal injection of exogenous NGF can effectively
protect rats and reduce the probability of hypoxic-ischemic
brain damage. Neurotrophic factor is a kind of soluble
peptide factor that can provide nutrition. It can create a
suitable microenvironment for the nervous system and play
a role.)e condition of producing the neurotrophic function
is to combine with the corresponding receptor. In the
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mother, the normal development of the nervous system and
the survival of neurons cannot be completed by themselves,
which requires a kind of NTF tomaintain and can induce the
growth direction of the nerve process. After birth, NTF plays
an important role in maintaining and regulating various
functions and normal physiology of the nervous system.

Neurotrophic factors are not the determinants of axon
growth because even if there are neurotrophic factors in the
experiment, axons of neurons are still difficult to regenerate,
and the peripheral nerve and central nerve can regenerate
under the same conditions. )ese inhibitory proteins exist
mainly in the white matter of the central nervous system,
inhibit the growth of nerve processes, prevent the growth of
ganglion cells, cause atrophy of nerve fibers, and make nerve
fibers unable to grow. NSCs, as the basis for the development
of mature central nervous system, have the ability for
proliferation, differentiation, self-replication, and rapid in-
crease of the number of daughter cells. Like stem cells, the
subcellular groups formed by self-replication can self-dif-
ferentiate and get mature to a certain extent, and the result of
differentiation is the formation of various types of cells in the
neural tissue. When the brain is damaged, these neural
precursor cells can differentiate into neurons and glial cells
and play a role. )is differentiationability is permanent.
NSCs can be reproduced and proliferated under suitable
environmental conditions. NSCs can further differentiate
and form mature new neurons after replicating to a certain
number. However, the adult newborn neurons are unstable
and susceptible to various factors. )e neurotransmitter,
through the conversion of energy, is the medium of
transmitting the signal and pulse signal. Furthermore, it can
effectively promote NSC proliferation and differentiation of
NSC, but the effect of neurotransmitters on NSC changes
with the situation, which is different from the normal state of
cerebral ischemia.

3. Experiment Set-Up

3.1.ResearchObject. Six nests of clean newborn SD rats were
divided into three groups. From the 8th day of birth, the
model rats were given 60mmHg of colorectal distention
stimulation every afternoon, once a day for seven consec-
utive days; the lactating rats were raised in the same cage
with the mother rats and separated from the mother rats
after 21 days; the normal control group was not given co-
lorectal distention stimulation, and other treatments were
the same as the model group. )e rats were fed with mixed
formula for 8weeks. )ey can eat and drink freely and
change drinking water and feed every day to keep the living
environment ventilated and clean. Observe your diet,
drinking water, activities, and defecation to ensure their

health and avoid all kinds of harmful stimulation. )ey were
randomly divided into model group, control group, and
electroacupuncture group. Rats in the normal control group
were treated the same as those in the model group.

3.1.1. Main Instrument Parameters. )e list of main in-
struments is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Experimental Plan. )e establishment of chronic vis-
ceral pain model was done by stimulating Sprague-Dawley
rats by colorectal distention once a day when awake, 6–10
days after birth. )e CRD method is done by maintaining
the pressure for 1min, deflate, and then retract the balloon.
Before expansion stimulation, 0.5ml physiological water can
be used for enema and defecation in advance to reduce the
influence of fecal quality on expansion degree. After the
modeling, the normal feeding was done for 8 weeks, and the
experiment started.

3.2.1. Behavioral Evaluation. At the age of 8 weeks, the
sensitivity of visceral pain in rats was evaluated by the scores
of absolute with rawalreflex (AWR) stimulated by CRD.)e
picture of a rat posing during the CRD experiment is shown
in Figure 1.

Before the experiment, the rats fasted for 18 hours. After
anesthesia with ether, the self-made wax-coated air bag was
inserted into the colorectal part, and the end of the air bag
was 1.0 cm deep from the anus, and the catheter was fixed at
the place 1.0 cm away from the anus by the adhesive tape.
)e catheter is connected to a syringe and a sphygmoma-
nometer through a three-way pipe. )e rats were placed in a
plexiglass observation box. Before and after the experiment,
the mice could move freely but could not turn around. )e
experiment began 30 minutes after the rats woke up and
were fully adapted to the environment. Air was injected from
low pressure gradient to high pressure gradient, and the
pressure in the balloon reached 20mmHg, 40mmHg,
60mmHg, and 80mmHg, respectively. )e expansion time
is 20 s, the interval is 4 minutes, and the pressure is repeated
three times. )e average of the three scores is taken as the
result. )e single-blind method was used to evaluate the
AWR intensity under various pressures. Scoring standard
can be given as follows: 0, no obvious behavior change
during colon expansion; 1, the body is still or simple head
movement during colon expansion; 2, the abdominal muscle
began to contract during colon expansion, but the ab-
dominal muscle did not leave the platform; 3, the abdominal
muscle obviously contracted to become flat during colon
expansion or the lower abdominal wall from the bottom of

Table 1: List of main instruments.

Equipment name Instrument manufacturer
Rat tail cuff blood pressure meter (BP-98A) Japan Softron corporation
Electric heating constant temperature drying oven (202-1) Shanghai Lunan scientific instrument factory
Image-Pro Plus 6.0 Image Analysis System Media cybernetics
Electrotherapy Kang Ling company
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the box; 4,+ when colon expansion, the abdominal wall
arched or is accompanied by body uplift, pelvis bent, or
testicles raised.

3.2.2. Measurement of Extraabdominal Obliquity. When the
rats are 6 weeks old, CRD stimulation was used to measure
extraabdominal obliquity and evaluate visceral pain sensi-
tivity. After the balloon was implanted as described above,
the rats were fixed on the operating table, and the electrode
needle was inserted into the lateral oblique muscle 1.5 cm
above the inguinal ligament. )e experiment began 30
minutes after the rats woke up and were fully adapted to the
environment. Air was injected from low to high gradient,
and the pressure in the balloon reached 20mmHg,
40mmHg, 60mmHg, and 80mmHg, respectively. Each
expansion lasts for 10 s, and the interval between the two
pressures is 4min. )e RM6240BD multichannel physio-
logical signal acquisition and processing system was used to
record the discharge activity of rat abdominal external
oblique muscle under different CRD pressure (parameter
setting: high-frequency filtering 3 kHz, time constant 0.001 s,
sampling frequency 40Hz, sensitivity 500 uv, paper speed
200ms/div). )e experimental environment is quiet, and the
relative humidity is within 40–70%, and the room tem-
perature is within 23–27°C.

3.2.3. Electroacupuncture. )e acupuncture method was
done according to the standard acupuncture method, and
the rats were fixed. According to the needs of the experi-
ment, choose Baihui and Dazhui points for electro-
acupuncture treatment with an electroacupuncture
treatment instrument. Baihui is located at the intersection of
the middle line of the head and the line connecting the two
ear tips, and Dazhui is located under the spinous process of

the seventh cervical vertebra. )e spinous process of the
seven cervical vertebrae is located behind the bowed head
under the largest package of the neck. )e picture of the
electroacupuncture instrument is shown in Figure 2.

3.2.4. Acupuncture Method. Use the 31l inch filiform needle,
and after finding the right position, prick the acupoints
along the direction of the skin, and the depth of acupuncture
is moderate, about 2.5–3.5mm. )e needle handle is con-
nected with the electrode of the electroacupuncture in-
strument. )e strength of the electroacupuncture
instrument is adjusted to 3.5V, and the frequency is 4Hz.
)en close observation is required.)e appropriate standard
is a slight twitch of the animal’s muscles, without struggling
and neighing for 10 minutes. )e electroacupuncture group
can be treated once a day for 14 consecutive days on the day
the animal model and after the animal awakes. )e density
wave was used in the electroacupuncture treatment in-
strument. CRD was stimulated immediately after electro-
acupuncture, and the changes of AWR and EMG were
observed, and the therapeutic effect of electroacupuncture
was evaluated.

3.2.5. Computer Image Analysis. )e BX51 digital micro-
scope camera system collects the images of each spinal cord
section and magnifies them by 20 times. Under the same
multiple, each section randomly selected three fields of vi-
sion, and the computer image analysis system was applied to
semiquantitative analysis of the grayscale integral value of
immune positive cells. )e smaller the grayscale integral
value, the stronger the tissue staining.

3.2.6. Statistical Analysis. )e data were calculated by
mean± standard deviation. )e standard of significance test
is a� 0.05. SPSS11.5 was used for statistical analysis. In order
to eliminate the influence of different basic discharges on the
experimental results, the basic discharge amplitudes of
young rats under the pressure of 20mmHg, 40mmHg,
60mmHg, and 80mmHgcrd were subtracted from the basic
discharge amplitudes of young rats, and the difference
represented the discharge amplitudes of different CRDs.

Figure 2: Picture of electroacupuncture.
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Figure 3: AWR score.

Figure 1: CRD experiment in rats.
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Repeated ANOVA was used to analyze the AWR score and
discharge data.

4. Results

According to the statistical analysis of the data, as shown in
Figure 3 and Table 2, with the increasing stimulation
pressure, the AWR scores of the model group and the
control group increased. In the range of 20–60mmHg, the
AWR score of the model rats was significantly higher than
that of the control group (P< 0.05), but there was no sig-
nificant difference in 80mmHg between the two groups. It
suggested that visceral hyperalgesia appeared in the model
rats.

According to the statistical analysis of the data, as shown
in Figure 4 and Table 3, with the increase of CRD pressure,
the discharge amplitude of the external oblique muscle
gradually increases. Under 20–80mmHg CRD pressure, the
discharge amplitude of the external oblique muscle of the
model rats was significantly higher than that of the control
group (P< 0.05).

According to statistical analysis of the data, as shown in
Figure 5, different CRD pressure stimulation, at the same
time, the AWR scores of model rats and normal control rats
after electroacupuncture were compared.)e results showed
different CRD pressures (20–80mmHg) (P< 0.05). )e
results showed that multiple electroacupuncture had an

obvious analgesic effect on the model rats, which could
reduce visceral hyperalgesia and restore normal levels.

According to the statistical analysis of the data, as shown
in Figure 6, the amplitude of the EMG of model rats was
compared with that of the normal control rats after elec-
troacupuncture. )e results showed the pressure of
20–80mmHg (P< 0.05). )e results showed that multiple
electroacupuncture had an obvious analgesic effect in the
model rats, which could reduce visceral hyperalgesia and
recover to the normal level.

5. Discussion

At present, the pathophysiological process of IBS mainly
includes gastrointestinal motility abnormality, visceral
sensory disturbance, and gastrointestinal secretion abnor-
mality. In all these pathophysiological processes, 5-hy-
droxytryptamine (5-HT) was found to be involved. 5-
hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) is widely distributed in the pe-
ripheral and central nervous system. It is a monoamine with
the indoleamine structure. 5-HTcan affect its receptor, cause
the changes of intestinal perception, movement and

Table 2: AWR score.

CRD pressure (mmHg) Control group Model group
20 0.6 1.8
40 1.9 2.6
60 2.7 3.2
80 3.7 3.9
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Figure 4: Discharge detection of the external oblique muscle.

Table 3: Discharge detection of the external oblique muscle.

CRD pressure (mmHg) Control group Model group
20 3 6
40 11 17
60 16 25
80 27 36
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Figure 6: )e influence of electroacupuncture on EMG.
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Figure 5: Effect of electroacupuncture on visceral pain.
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secretion in IBS patients, and produce various symptoms.
According to modern medicine, there are not only pain
centers but also tissue structures related to analgesia and
regulation system in the central nervous system, which can
integrate and process all kinds of stimulation information.
Acupuncture can play an analgesic role through the inte-
gration of some central nerves, body fluids, and pain-reg-
ulating systems. )e visceral fibers of the descending colon
and rectum of the rats project from the pelvic nerve
(parasympathetic nerve) to the l6-S2 spinal cord segment,
and from the gastric nerve (sympathetic nerve) to the T13-L2
spinal cord segment.)e dorsal horn of the spinal cord is the
first relay station to transmit harmful information to the
central nervous system. After the injury information is
transmitted to the dorsal horn, the dorsal horn not only
receives and transmits the injury information but also in-
tegrates the injury information.)e 5-hydroxytryptamine in
the spinal cord is derived mainly from the 5-hydroxytryp-
tamine descending projection fiber in the brainstem. )ese
fibers terminate in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, release
5-hydroxytryptamine, act on receptors in the dorsal horn of
the spinal cord, and play a role in pain regulation. )ere are
many serotonin receptor subtypes in the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord, which play an important role in the regulation of
pain. As an important neurotransmitter, 5-HT2A plays an
important role in the transmission and regulation of sensory
information, especially nociceptive information at the spinal
level. )e 5-HT2A receptor plays an important role in the
integration of pain information at the spinal level. 5-HT
neurons in the brainstem are mainly concentrated in the
raphe nucleus. )e raphe nucleus group is not only an
important mechanism of brain pain control but also a
collection of 5-HT neurons, which can send up and down
fibers. )e ascending 5-HT fibers mainly come from the
dorsal raphe nucleus and are distributed in the dienceph-
alon, basal ganglia, and limbic system. Acupuncture infor-
mation can activate neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus and
inhibit nociceptive neurons in the parafascicular nucleus of
the thalamus. )e descending 5-HT fibers mainly originate
from the nucleus raphe magnus and descend to the spinal
cord along the dorsolateral side of the spinal cord. )e
thalamus is not only an important relay station for trans-
mitting nociceptive information to the cerebral cortex but
also a complex analysis and synthesis center. )e central
central nucleus of the parafascicular nucleus and the plate
nucleus is an important center for pain sensation and
regulation.)e cerebral cortex is the highest center of higher
nervous activity, the center of conscious thinking, and the
intelligent center of comprehensive reasoning and
judgment.

Acupuncture analgesia is not only a simple process of
excitation and inhibition but also a complex regulatory
process. It not only enhances the analgesic effect but also
excessively suppresses the analgesic effect, which is in a
dynamic balance. Xu Wei et al observed that peripheral
nociceptive stimulation can activate neurons in the sensory
cortex, and acupuncture information can also reach the
cerebral cortex.)e excitatory cortical somatosensory area II
can inhibit the nociceptive responses of neurons in the

central nucleus, parafascicular nucleus, and central lateral
nucleus of the thalamus. However, in the block of so-
matosensory area II or the change of functional state of
somatosensory area and aminobutyric acid II, the inhibitory
effect of acupuncture on the pain response was not observed
in the atomic nucleus, parafascicular nucleus, and central
lateral nucleus of most central intermediate neurons, and it
is suggested that the descending activity of the cerebral
cortex is involved in the inhibition of pain transmission by
acupuncture. Visceral hypersensitivity is related to the
imbalance of neurotransmitter release and the increased
sensitivity of sensory nerve endings to these media, which
may involve many links such as receptors, signal afferent,
spinal dorsal horn, and central nerve.; most of the afferent
nerve fibers in the gastrointestinal tract are multimodal
sensory nerve fibers, which can conduct various stimulation
signals. According to histological markers, these fibers can
be divided into two groups. One group contains calcitonin
gene-related peptide and substance P (SP) and other neu-
ropeptides. CGRP was mainly distributed in the visceral
sensory nerve. 50% of sensory neurons containing CGRP
also contain neurokinin. By regulating the expression of
NKRL in primary afferent neurons of the spinal cord, vis-
ceral sensitivity increased. CGRP receptor antagonist can
reduce the high sensitivity of colon. CGRP can cause visceral
hypersensitivity. CGRP is involved in acupuncture analgesia.
)e gastrointestinal sensory nerve transmits the stimulation
signal to the spinal cord, activates the mechanoreceptor of
the primary afferent nerve of the spinal cord, then stimulates
the spinal dorsal horn neurons to cause pain, and then
transmits the signal to the brainstem. Acupuncture and
moxibustion is based on the dialectical principle of “defi-
ciency is tonic and essence is purgative.” )rough the use of
tonic, purgative, flat, purgative, and other techniques, the
body’s own regulatory response can be achieved. From the
perspective of traditional Chinese medicine theory, it is used
to regulate meridians and collaterals, qi and blood, and Yin
and Yang; from the perspective of modern life science, it
plays a role by regulating the function of the neuroendocrine
and immune system network. )ere are many endogenous
bioactive substances involved in the change of acupuncture
function, which is an active multilevel physiological regu-
lation process.

Nanotechnology is a new subject, which is devoted to the
preparation of nanomaterials and the improvement of its
practicability in various scientific fields. Metal-doped hybrid
materials have been proved to be a drug formany pathogenic
microorganisms and various cancers. Among all kinds of
biomaterials, bio-based nanometals, including platinum,
gold, silver, and their composites with graphene are be-
coming more and more important. In view of the new
significance of metal biomaterials, our research focuses on
the preparation of platinum, palladium, zinc oxide, and
silver by using natural products as reducing agents and
stabilizers of different plants. Second, these metals were
loaded onto graphene oxide for clinical biological applica-
tion. According to traditional Chinese medicine, the large
intestine and lungs are located in the abdomen, the stomach
meridian of the Foot Yangming, the spleen meridian of the
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foot Taiyin, and the meridians and collaterals of the Ren
pulse. )erefore, abdominal pain caused by colorectal le-
sions includes abdominal pain caused by enteroscopy.
According to the basic rules of the main treatment of the
acupuncture points, the meridian of the acupuncture points
such as the large intestine, the stomach meridian of Foot
Yangming, the spleen meridian of Foot Taiyin, and the Ren
meridian can be selected to relieve pain combined with the
commonly used pain treatment methods. In addition to the
local protection of intestinal mucosa, NOS can also be used
as a reverse transcription information material of visceral
sensory components to upload the information of intestinal
injury to the relevant parts of the midbrain and spinal cord.
According to the theory of somatic visceral convergence, the
superficial dorsal horn of the spinal cord will rise along the
thalamus tract of the spinal cord, and the gray matter around
the central canal will be in the superficial dorsal horn, the
medial lemniscus of the posterior line, and reaches the
relevant brain area. In the process of nociceptive informa-
tion transmission, the results of NOS detection are incon-
sistent, some experimental reports are up-regulated, and
some experimental reports are down regulated. )e ex-
pression of NOS positive neurons in PAG and DH increased
after pain stimulation. Under the condition of noxious
stimulation, NOS is involved in the transmission and reg-
ulation of noxious information at the level of spine and
above.)is may be due to the fact that in pain in spinal cord,
the stimulation causes the release of Glu from the primary
afferent terminal, the activation of NMDA receptor, the
opening of receptor channels, coupled with the influx of
Ca2+ and the assistance of calmodulin (CAM), substituting
NADPH, catalyzing L-Arg, substituting NO, further acti-
vating guanosine cyclase, thus acting on the ion channel of
cGMP, the regulation of phosphodiesterase (PDE) by CG
liver, and the activation of spinal cord pain system. Many
neurotransmitters work through NOS, and the excitatory
amino acid NMDA can induce NO synthesis by activating
NOS. By regulating the function of neuroendocrine system,
acupuncture can improve the body’s defense and disease
resistance; on the other hand, it is also one of the ways that
acupuncture regulates the function of other organs. Gen-
erally speaking, acupuncture regulates the neuroendocrine
system mainly through the hypothalamic pituitary system
and also through the feedback of various neuroendocrine
glands. All kinds of pressure and pain will cause over ac-
tivation of multiple biological cascade systems, which will
damage the body. E and NE are the main objective indexes
reflecting the changes of neuroendocrine. )e change of its
content is one of the important indexes reflecting the stress
response caused by harmful stimulation.

6. Conclusion

Electroacupuncture can significantly reduce the pain sen-
sitivity of the model rats; electroacupuncture combined with
the nerve growth factor can activate the proliferation, mi-
gration, differentiation, and integration of endogenous NSC
and promote the regeneration and neurological function
recovery after nerve injury. Acupuncture can reduce the

visceral pain of colorectal distention by blocking the
transmission of pain signals. Acupuncture can cause the
changes of NOS, e, NE, and EK. )e complex relationship
between these neurotransmitters suggests that acupuncture
may have a greater application value in improving and al-
leviating visceral pain due to colorectal swelling. )e
swelling visceral pain of colorectal in rats was relieved. )e
blood vessels and nerves in the body are accompanied by
similar growth patterns. )e activity and nutrition of blood
vessels are regulated by nerves and their nutritional factors.
NGF is a multifunctional peptidemolecule.)e amplitude of
electromyogram of model rats and normal control rats after
electroacupuncture were compared. )e results showed the
2080mmHg group is statistically significant (P< 0.05). )is
shows that NGF promotes the proliferation, migration, and
differentiation of endothelial tissue cells while reducing
visceral hyperalgesia [26–34].
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Science and technology have progressed in recent years, the deepening of talent education, a challenging learning method of
human-computer interaction has gradually emerged. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI for short) is the communication and
interaction between humans and machines. �is essay aims to apply the challenging learning combined with HCI to vocational
undergraduate colleges. �e GMM (that is Gaussian mixture model algorithm, commonly used in image recognition or speech
recognition, etc.) algorithm is proposed in this essay to recognize students’ actions. �e e�ect of HCI is achieved by feeding back
the recognized actions to the system. �is essay selects 200 students from a vocational undergraduate college for challenging
learning (that is, a comprehensive teaching method aiming at students’ autonomous learning by stimulating students’ interest in
learning). �e challenging learning designed in this essay is divided into 15 weeks, the task chain contains a total of 196 tasks, and
the learning time is 138 h.�is essay analyzes the application e�ects of liberal arts, male and female students, and di�erent grades.
�e results show that the overall average completion rates of learning tasks for freshman, sophomore, and junior students are
about 70%, 75%, and 85%, respectively, and the overall average scores for challenging learning are about 70, 78, and 83.�e overall
completion rate of weekly tasks for boys and girls is about 68% and 70%, and the overall average score is about 70 points and 75
points. �e weekly task completion rate of liberal arts students is generally above 75%, and the overall average score is about 70
points. �e overall completion rate of science students is less than 75%, and most of the learning scores are higher than 75 points.
In addition, the average accuracy of the GMM algorithm for face and gesture recognition is 90% and 87%. �e average frequency
of students using HCI is about 320 times a day; the average score of students’ experience e�ect of HCI is about 80 points. It may be
stated that the HCI demanding learning strategy proposed in this study worked well and has achieved satisfactory learning results
in the application of vocational undergraduate colleges.

1. Introduction

With the gradual deepening of the national talent training
plan, the educational methods of vocational undergraduate
colleges have also begun to innovate. At present, a chal-
lenging learning focusing on cultivating students’ abilities is
emerging. Challenging learning refers to students’ active
participation and creativity in challenging thematic learning
activities inspired by the real world, emphasizing the

development of higher-order thinking, the application of
skills, and the internalization of concepts. Challenging
learning combines a variety of learning concepts and step-
by-step learning methods and conducts periodic learning
with goals and tasks. �e proposal of challenging learning
methods will change the traditional learning methods. �e
traditional learning method is single, and basically one-to-
many undi�erentiated learning is carried out according to
the course content. �e purpose of learning overemphasizes
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the acquisition of knowledge, ignoring the cultivation of
students’ learning style, learning attitude, comprehensive
ability, and comprehensive quality. +is will lead to students
lack of independent thinking, self-directed learning habits,
and thinking.+e learning ability of each student is different,
and teachers cannot adjust the curriculum according to the
learning effect of different students. HCI is specialized in
studying the way of communication between humans and
machines. Combining HCI for challenging learning can
make students more interesting in the learning process. It
can cultivate different students’ comprehensive abilities such
as cognitive ability, learning ability, and cooperation ability
and play a role in promoting the national talent training
plan. +erefore, this essay applies the challenging learning
combined with HCI technology to vocational undergraduate
colleges, which is of great value and significance.

Regarding the application of challenging learning, some
scholars have conducted related research. Among them,
Jeffries et al. examined challenging learning strategies in
visually impaired (VI) adults. He recognized the importance
of engineering and policy education, as well as the rela-
tionship between visually impaired mobility demands and
new urban initiatives to encourage green mobility [1].
Dillette and Sipe suggested a four-year framework for
challenging learning in the context of hospitality and tourist
management program leader development. He outlined
distinct high-impact events and results that correspond to
the development of undergraduate leadership [2]. LA are
learning assistants that are used to help students understand
content more deeply and are particularly effective in active
learning instruction. A fundamental pillar of the LAmodel is
the LA Teaching Curriculum, which teaches LA about ev-
idence-based teaching and how students learn. Purtell et al.
used situations in which LAmight manifest and reflect in the
classroom to provide demanding interactive learning for LA
attending pedagogy courses [3]. Puente and Kroesen
compared typical college-level courses to information re-
tention and transfer inside a 2nd undergraduate challenging
test project. +e results showed that students who took the
design-based learning program had higher median scores on
assignments than students who took the traditional course.
+e findings of this study serve as a suitable example of the
use of design-based learning by higher education practi-
tioners to promote retention and transfer [4]. However,
these methods failed to stimulate students’ interest in
learning, and the learning effect was not high. It is necessary
to explore high-quality methods.

To address the issues with students’ lack of learning
interest and low learning efficiency, some scholars have
proposed methods using human-computer interaction.
Among them: El Said reports thematic analysis of semi-
structured interviews with university students in 52 smart
learner interfaces [5]. Ciechanowski et al. studied inter-
personal contact, concentrating on users’ emotional re-
sponses to various sorts of devices they engage with.
Understanding the user side, according to Ciechanowski
et al., might be crucial in building improved automation
throughout the next. As a result, it can contribute to the
advancement of the field of HCI [6]. Long and Aleven

thought that intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) and human-
computer interactive educational games assist learning by
doing, and he assessed students’ formula-solving abilities
[7]. Chakraborty’s et al. research investigated the main
limitations of vision-based gesture recognition that arise in
detection and preprocessing, representation and feature
extraction, and recognition and explored current challenges
in detail [8]. Although these methods have improved stu-
dents’ interest in learning to a certain extent, the actual effect
is still not very satisfactory, so it needs to be further
improved.

+is essay adopts the GMM algorithm of HCI to study
the challenging learning and proposes a challenging learning
method based on HCI. +is essay uses machine vision
technology to obtain students’ action images, and then uses
the GMM algorithm and Human 3.6M action database to
recognize the images and feeds the recognition content to
the system to realize HCI. +is essay picks 200 individuals at
random from a college for challenging learning tests. +e
findings indicate that the challenging learning approach
proposed in this essay will have different application effects
for different grades, arts and sciences, and between male and
female students, but all of them can achieve good learning
effects. In addition, the GMM algorithm has a high rec-
ognition effect, and this essay’s HCI system received a
positive rating from the students.

2. HCI-Based Challenging Learning Approach

2.1. Challenging Learning. Challenging learning is a type of
heuristic learning, which is a step-by-step learning strategy
that helps to improve students’ thinking and learning ability,
etc. [9]. Figure 1 depicts the HCI challenge learning
framework developed in this essay, which consists of a
challenge learning scaffold, an application layer, and an HCI
layer. +e challenge learning scaffold consists of recurrent
learning sheets, task chains, and project books [10]. +e task
chain is the deconstruction of the entire project and the
superposition of various related tasks, while the cyclic
learning alone is the learning of challenging tasks with time
regularity. A project book usually refers to a topic of study
and a research project, during which students progress
through the learning process, culminating in a challenging
learning master project assignment. +e application layer is
to develop the challenging learning scaffold into a learning
software or website through a programming language so that
students can learn through mobile phones, computers,
tablets, and other devices [11]. +is article uses java pro-
gramming to build a learning website so that students can
learn anytime and anywhere on the website.+e HCI layer is
the design of the way of communication between humans
andmachines. During the learning process, students interact
with machines to make learning more fun [12].

+e traditional challenging learning is just to build a
simple challenging learning scaffold, and teachers use the
learning scaffold to challenge students to learn. Although
this method can stimulate students’ interest in learning to a
certain extent, the teachingmethod is still in the form of one-
to-many teachers, which cannot carry out differentiated
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teaching, and the students’ self-challenging learning effi-
ciency is not high [13, 14]. +e HCI challenging learning
method designed in this essay can carry out differentiated
teaching according to the different learning abilities of
students and can further stimulate students’ interest in
learning. However, the current challenging learning’s un-
derstanding of “learning” is still relatively narrow and
limited, and it is more inclined to the cognitive level of
psychology, and students’ value, attitude, emotion, and
spiritual learning are ignored [15, 16]. +e reason for
challenging learning is to allow students to use familiar
technology and take practical problems related to students as
the starting point and foothold in today’s era of rapid

development of information technology, which can stimu-
late students’ learning fun and tap their potential [17, 18].

2.2. Design of HCI. HCI is the interaction between human
and machine. +e design of HCI should be optimized from
human touch, vision, and hearing so that users can get a
more comfortable experience effect [19]. Figure 2 depicts the
HCI system developed in this essay using a robotic system.
During the learning process of students, the camera under
machine vision collects information such as students’ ac-
tions, behavior, and speech. +e computer receives this
information and converts it into data for processing. In this
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Application side
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task chain
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Figure 1: HCI-based challenging learning framework.
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Figure 2: HCI system design under machine vision.
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Table 1: Students involved in challenging learning.

Gender Boys Girls
Freshman 46 32
Sophomore 49 30
Junior 25 18
Total 120 80

Table 2: Challenging learning arrangements.

Period Number of tasks Total study duration:h +e average duration of the task:h
Week 1 7 7 1.00
Week 2 7 7 1.00
Week 3 8 7.5 0.94
Week 4 8 7.5 0.94
Week 5 10 8 0.80
Week 6 10 8 0.80
Week 7 12 9 0.75
Week 8 12 9 0.75
Week 9 15 10 0.67
Week 10 15 10 0.67
Week 11 15 10 0.67
Week 12 19 11 0.58
Week 13 19 11 0.58
Week 14 19 11 0.58
Week 15 20 12 0.60
Total 196 138 0.70
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Figure 3: Application effect of students in different grades.
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essay, the GMM method is utilized to identify and process
data. +e GMM algorithm uses a probability algorithm, so a
data point can belong to multiple clusters, which means that
the GMM algorithm can support mixed attributes. And,
then feed back to the application according to the result of
the identification, so that the machine can respond ac-
cordingly, thus realizing the process of HCI.

+e design of HCI should follow the principles of
simplicity, beauty, and convenience, bringing fun and
comfort to people. +e goal of this essay’s HCI system is to
use machine vision to recognize human behaviors. +en, the
meaning of the behavior is analyzed according to the human
behavior database, and the analysis result is returned to the
program, and the application side makes matching inter-
action information [20]. +is method can identify students’
behaviors in real time and give more accurate feedback
information in the challenging learning process.

2.3. GMM Algorithm. +e GMM algorithm is an algorithm
for unsupervised learning using a Gaussian model (a
probability model based on normal distribution, often used
in data analysis and image processing). In this essay, the
GMM algorithm is used to identify students’ action be-
haviors in challenging learning, so as to achieve the effect of
HCI. +e algorithm is identified as follows.

Assuming that the image is I, its pixels are represented by
a Gaussian model, and its single initial model is

μ(c, g, 0) � I(c, g, 0)

σ2(c, g, 0) � stdinit2 ,

σ(c, g, 0) � stdinit.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

Among them, μ is the mean, the deviation is denoted by
ρ, and ρ2 is the variance.

+e output image is represented by Iop, then the de-
tection result is

Iop(x, y, t) �
0, | I(c, g, t) − μ(c, g, t) | < λ × σ(c, g, t − 1),

1, otherwise.


(2)

Among them, λ is the adjustment parameter.
With the change of time, the input and output images

need to be updated, and the update method is as follows:

μ(c, g, t) � (1 − a) × μ(c, g, t − 1) + a × μ(c, g, t),

σ2(c, g, t) � (1 − a) × σ2(c, g, t − 1)

+a ×|I(c, g, t) − μ(c, g, t)|
2
,

σ(c, g, t) �

��������

σ2(c, g, t)



.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)
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Among them, a is the update rate.
+e recognition accuracy and speed of a single model are

insufficient and often cannot meet the inspection require-
ments. +erefore, multiple Gaussian models are often used
for calculation. For the mixed Gaussian model,

P(p) � ωi(c, g, t), μi(c, g, t), σi(c, g, t)
2

 . (4)

Among them, ωi(c, g, t) is the weight of either model,
and



K

i�1
ωi(x, y, t) � 1. (5)

Among them: K is the number of models.
If d is used to represent the weight increment, it is

dω � a × 1 − ωi(c, g, t − 1)( . (6)

+en, the weighted weight is

ωi(c, g, t) � ωi(c, g, t − 1) + dω. (7)

Normalize the weights (+e purpose of normalization is
to facilitate comparison calculations andmake the calculated
values simpler):

ωi(c, g, t) �
ωi(c, g, t)


K
i�1ωi(c, g, t)

. (8)

Use the ratio of weight to standard deviation as the basis
for model ranking, namely,

sortkey �
ωi(c, g, t)

σi(c, g, t)
. (9)

From this, the image recognition result of the mixture
Gaussian model can be obtained.

2.4. Summary of Data Sources. +e development language
used in this article is java, because this programming lan-
guage is relatively simple, widely used, and has strong
compatibility. +e development software is OpenCV, be-
cause the software contains java language interface, and the
software’s visual processing algorithm is powerful and the
processing speed is very fast. +e visual recognition database
is Human 3.6M, which contains more than 3 million three-
dimensional human poses, which can meet the recognition
requirements of this essay. In addition, this essay randomly
selects 200 students from a vocational undergraduate college
for challenging learning. +e selected students include
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and students from different
majors.Table 1 depicts the specific number [21].

In addition, the challenging learning designed in this
essay is divided into 15 weeks, the task chain contains a total
of 196 tasks, and the learning time is 138 h. As shown in
Table 2, in order to allow students to gradually adapt to this
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learning rhythm, only 7 tasks and 7 study hours are arranged
in the first and second weeks, and the average study time for
one task is one hour [22, 23]. +en, the sum of tasks
gradually increases, the learning time increases, and the
average learning time for each task decreases.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Application Deconstruction of Students of Different
Grades. +rough these 15 weeks of challenging learning,
this essay makes statistics based on the students’ task
completion rate and teachers’ scores on students’ comple-
tion effects, as shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that the completion rate of
freshman students is between 60% and 80%, the overall
average completion rate is less than 70%, the learning score
is 68–78 points, and the overall average score is about 70
points. Sophomores have a 70% to 85% completion rate,
with an overall average completion rate of about 75%, and a
learning score between 72 and 82, with an overall average
score of about 78. Completion rates for juniors ranged from
75% to 98%, with an overall average completion rate of over
85%, with ratings ranging from 78 to 88, with an overall
average rating of 83. +is shows that challenging learning
will be more effective for students in higher grades.+is may

be because students in the upper grades are more pressured
to study and are more willing to take the time to study.

3.2. Application Deconstruction of Male and Female
Classmates. +is essay does data analysis upon this proposal
of male and female students to reflect the application in-
fluence of various things, as shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the weekly task completion
of girls is basically higher than that of boys. +e highest
completion rate is 90%, the lowest is about 64%, and the
overall completion rate is above 70%. +e highest learning
score is 87 points, the lowest is 67 points, and the overall
average score is about 75 points. +e weekly completion rate
of boys is between 52% and 82%, and the overall completion
rate does not exceed 68%. +e reason for this may be that
boys are more playful and spend less time on learning. Boys
scored between 63 and 86 on learning, with an overall av-
erage of around 70.

3.3. Applied Deconstruction of Arts and Sciences. In addition,
this essay divides students into liberal arts majors and sci-
ence majors according to different majors and conducts data
analysis on these two categories, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Performance analysis of the system application. (a)+e recognition effect of GMM algorithm. (b) +e use effect of HCI.
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It can be seen from Figure 5 that most of the weekly tasks
in the liberal arts are better than those in the sciences, and
the completion rate is generally above 75%. However, the
score of learning is not as high as that of science, with scores
ranging from 65 to 88, and the overall average score is about
70 points. +e weekly completion rate of science students
was between 65% and 84%, and the overall completion rate
was lower than 75%; but most of the learning scores were
higher than 75 points. It can be seen that, compared with
science students, challenging learning can attract more in-
terest in liberal arts students, but the learning effect is ac-
tually not as good as that of science students.+e reasonmay
be that liberal arts students are more willing to spend time
studying, but their thinking ability is not as flexible as that of
science students, so the learning effect is not as good as that
of science students.

3.4. System Performance Deconstruction for Applications.
Finally, this essay collects the recognition results of students’
faces and gestures according to the GMM algorithm during
the challenging learning process and counts the frequency of
students’ HCI and the response effect of HCI. Among them,
the response effect of HCI is that students score according to
their own experience and feelings, and the full score is
calculated as 100 points. +e results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the recognition ac-
curacy of the GMM algorithm for faces is between 86% and
96%, and the average accuracy rate is higher than 90%. +e
recognition accuracy of gestures will be slightly lower, be-
tween 83% and 92%, and the average accuracy is about 87%.
+e recognition effect is not bad, but there is still room for
improvement. In addition, students use HCI at a maximum
of 480 times a day and a minimum of 230 times, with an
average frequency of about 320 times. +e students’ scores
for HCI experience are between 70 and 90 points, and the
average score is about 80 points, which shows that the HCI
method designed in this essay can be loved by most students
and can achieve good practical application results.

4. Conclusion

As a new way of learning, challenging learning can stimulate
students’ interest in learning and improve learning effi-
ciency, so it should be applied to vocational undergraduate
colleges as soon as possible. Over the years, with said ad-
vancement of device vision technology, people have found
HCI to be an efficient and interesting way to interact.
+erefore, this essay first studies the specific content of
challenging learning and HCI and finds that the key to
challenging learning is to build a challenging learning
scaffold, and the design of the HCI system requires the use of
multiple recognition techniques. +en, this essay proposes a
GMM recognition algorithm, applies it to the recognition of
HCI systems and constructs a challenging learning system
based on HCI. Secondly, the learning system was tested.
From the grades, genders, and completion of challenging
learning in the arts and sciences, it was known that the
students’ completion of learning tasks and scores were good.

From the system performance test, it is concluded that the
recognition accuracy of the GMM algorithm has become
more sophisticated, and the students’ perception of the use
of HCI has become more complex. +erefore, the chal-
lenging learning system designed in this essay has obtained
decent results in the application of vocational undergraduate
colleges. However, the authors acknowledge that their ca-
pabilities are limited, and the research has much room for
improvement. +e author’s research on HCI is insufficient,
the experiment is not perfect, and the author still needs to
conduct more in-depth research and exploration and strive
to improve in future work.
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-e traditional nursing teaching knowledge point recommendation algorithm based on collaborative filtering is difficult to deal
with the problem of data sparsity, while the traditional recommendation algorithm based on matrix decomposition has poor
scalability in dealing with high-dimensional data, and their recommendation results are only determined according to the
prediction score, resulting in low recommendation accuracy. In view of this, a nursing teaching knowledge point recommendation
method based on a SOM neural network and ranking factor decompositionmachine is proposed. Firstly, the SOM neural network
is used to cluster users based on users’ academic background information, then the partial order relationship of nursing teaching
knowledge points is constructed by using users’ explicit and implicit web access behavior, and finally, the factor decomposition
machine is used as the ranking function to classify users’ academic background web access behavior, borrowing nursing teaching
introduction text, and other characteristic information were modeled, and the peer-to-peer ranking learning algorithm was used
to accurately recommend nursing teaching knowledge points. Experimental results show that the proposedmethod can effectively
alleviate the problem of data sparsity and improve the accuracy and efficiency of recommendations.

1. Introduction

With the continuous advancement of the digital construc-
tion of nursing teaching knowledge points, the number of
electronic nursing teaching knowledge points has increased
sharply, resulting in problems such as information overload
and cognitive loss when users search for nursing teaching
knowledge points [1]. -erefore, how to provide users with
nursing teaching knowledge point recommendation services
according to the users’ preferences for nursing teaching
knowledge points has become an important problem to be
solved to improve the personalized service quality of nursing
teaching knowledge points. Most of the existing personal-
ized nursing teaching knowledge point recommendations
are realized by the traditional recommendation method
based on user collaborative filtering. -e basic principle is to
find the nearest neighbor users similar to the target users by

calculating the similarity between users, then predict the
score value of the target users on the nursing teaching
knowledge points according to the historical score data of
the similar users on the nursing teaching knowledge points,
and recommend the nursing teaching knowledge points
based on the score value. Because in the case of sparse data, a
user-based collaborative filtering algorithm [2]. -erefore,
most scholars are committed to improving the above al-
gorithms. For example, song Chuping integrates reader
characteristics and nursing teaching characteristics into user
similarity calculation to improve the accuracy of recom-
mendation [3]. However, with an increase in the number of
users, the amount of user similarity calculation will increase ,
resulting in a reduction in recommendation efficiency.
-erefore, the SOM algorithm is used for clustering. By
calculating the similarity between the target user and each
clustering center, the cluster is found, and the nearest
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neighbor user set is constructed, so as to reduce the amount
of user similarity calculation. However, because the tradi-
tional algorithm is affected by the initialization K value and
the clustering time is long, the accuracy of clustering results
is not high [4].

2. Visualization of Key Knowledge Points of
Nursing Teaching Management System

2.1. SOM Structure of Key Knowledge Points of Nursing
TeachingManagement System. A nursing knowledge map is
a specific knowledge base for the nursing field, which in-
cludes a series of entities in the nursing field and their as-
sociations. -ere is a precedent for the construction of a
nursing knowledge map [5]. Using the technologies of text
extraction, relational data conversion, and data fusion, this
paper explores the automatic construction method and
standardized process of a TCM knowledge map in order to
realize the template-based TCM knowledge Q&A and the
auxiliary prescription based on the knowledge map rea-
soning [6].-e SOM network structure is shown in Figure 1.

A SOM network is a tissue feature mapping network. Its
basic principle is that for each input vector, a neuron in the
output layer has the closest value to the input vector and
wins by receiving the maximum stimulation. Some neurons
around the winning neuron are also greatly stimulated due
to lateral action. At this time, the network performs a
learning operation, and the winning neuron and its sur-
rounding neurons modify their own weight vector to move
to the input vector [7]. Each neuron is moved to the whole
input space as more vectors are submitted, and it is close to
the input vector of its nearest vector value and arranged in
that layer to obtain a classification. According to experience,
when all input and output values are between 0 and 1, the
calculation effect of the SOM neural network is the best [8].
Assign the weights of each neuron in the network to the
random number in the [0,1] interval as the initial value wij,
set a large neighborhood radius n, and set the number of
neurons that are learning t. Randomly select a training mode
x(t)� (x1(t), x2(t),. . ., xn(t)) to provide to the input layer of
the network. Select the neuron matching the input vector as
the winning neuron c. If the Euclidean distance is adopted, C
is

x(t) − wc(t)
����

���� � min x(t) − wj(t)
�����

����� . (1)

Update the weights of neurons in the neighborhood to
make them move in the direction of super input vector.
Assuming that an n-dimensional input eigenvector can be
expressed as x� (x1,x2,. . .,xn)∈Rn, yi as the target prediction
value corresponding to the input eigenvector, FM can use
the decomposition interaction parameters to model all
nested interactions of n input variables of x in d-dimension
[9]. When d� 2, the factorization machine model can be
expressed as follows:

y(x) ≔ w0 + 

n

i�1
wixi + 

n

i�1


n

j�i+1
wi,jxixj. (2)

Where w0 is the total deviation; wi is the unary inter-
action parameter of the input variable xi; wij is the de-
composition parameter between VI and VJ, which is defined
as follows:

wi,j � <vinvj> � 
k

f�1
vi,f · vj,f. (3)

Where k is a super parameter that defines the decom-
position dimension. Suppose there is an input space X∈RN,
where n is the number of features. At the same time, there is an
output space (i.e. scoring space) in which the tag Y�

{r1,r2,. . .,rq} represents the user’s preference order for items,
and the fixed order they maintain is rq,rq−1,. . .,r1 where v

represents the preference relationship. In order to determine
the order relationship between items, we need to select a set of
sorting functions f∈ F so that each candidate function f in f can
determine the following partial order relationship, namely:

x
(i) > x

(j)⟺f x
(i)

 >f x
(j)

 . (4)

Suppose, in x× there is a set of sorting reals S� {(x(i),
y(i))}, Ti � 1 in y space, where y(i) is the preference sorting,
and t is the number of instances.-e sorting task is to find an
optimal function f∗ ∈ f to minimize the loss function of a
given sorting instance. Here, Fm function is selected as the
sorting function, which is as follows:

fθ(x) ≔ w0 + 

n

i�1
wixi + 

n

i�1


n

ji+1
xixj 

k

f�1
vI,fvj,f. (5)

Convert any instance pair and their sequential rela-
tionship into a new instance, and give the instance a new
label. Assuming that p and q, respectively, represent an
instance in an instance pair, and yp and yq represent their
sorting, there are

(p, q), z �
+1 yp >yq,

−1 yϕ >yj.

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

According to the above method, a new training set
s’� {P(t), q(t), and Z(t)}, Li � 1, can be created from a given
training set s, where l is the number of newly constructed
instances. -us, the hinge loss function of the t-th instance
pair in the training set s’ is

Competitive layer

Input layer

Figure 1: -e SOM network structure.
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li f; p
(1)

, q
(0)

, z  � 1 − z × fΘ p
(ω)

  − fΘ q
(θ

   
+
. (7)

Where the subscript “+” represents the positive part;
f(P(t)) - f(q(t)) can be calculated by FM function within the
linear time complexity O (k•n). Define a global loss function
on the whole training set s’:

minΘ L(Θ) � 
l

i�1
lr f; p

(t)
, q

(θ)
, z

(b)
  + 

θ∈Θ
λϕθ

2
. (8)

Where λ,θ re model parameters, θ regularization pa-
rameters, and initial parameters, knowledge point feature
extraction based on the above algorithm can better comb
and display the context.

2.2. Characteristic Identification of Knowledge Points in
PersonalizedNursing Teaching. -e purpose of personalized
nursing teaching knowledge point recommendation based
on the SOM neural network and ranking factor decompo-
sition machine model is to accurately cluster users by using
the nonparametric characteristics and high accuracy of the
SOM neural network, and then use the characteristics of the
factor decomposition machine that can easily integrate high-
dimensional data as a ranking function to evaluate the ac-
ademic background, quality, and accuracy of users in the
same cluster. Borrow a variety of characteristic information,
such as nursing teaching introduction text and web access
behavior to model, and use the level sorting learning al-
gorithm to train the model so as to realize the accurate
sorting and recommendation of nursing teaching knowledge
points. -e flow chart of sorting recommendations based on
SOM and RFM is shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. initialize the network, that is, set the SOM network
and initialize the initial value of each training parameter
[10, 11]. -e values to be initialized are: the random number
that gives the link weight W in the [0,1] interval; determine
the initial value of the learning rate n (1)η (o) (0< η (ω)< 1);
and determine the initial value n (o) of the domain n (t),
where G is the winning neuron; calculate the Euclid distance
between the weight vector w � (w, m) and the input sample
x= (x1, x2,. . ., xn), and select the minimum distance to
determine the winning neuron [12]. Adjust the connection
weight w and update the neighborhood n (i) of the output
layer.-e update formula for the connection weight between
each neuron in the input layer and the neuron in the input
layer is as follows:

wij(t + 1) � wij(t) + η(t) × xj − wij(t) ,

gwij(t + 1) � wij(T) + η(t)/2 × xj − wij(t) , j ∈ Ng(t),

wij(t + 1) � wij(t), j ∉ Ng(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

Where wij(t + 1) represents the input neuron at t+ 1
time; connection weight with output neuron J; n (t) is the
domain range centered on the winning neuron g at time t;
update the learning rate M and domain n (t); then,

η(t) � η(0) ×(1 − t/T),

Ng(t) � Ng(0) ×(1 − t/T).

⎧⎨

⎩ (10)

-e knowledge points have an inevitable sequence in the
learning process. Whether a knowledge point can be learned
at present often depends on whether other knowledge points
have been learned, or if the latter is the preparatory
knowledge of the former [13]. Before learning a certain
knowledge point, you must first learn another related
knowledge point, and the relationship between the two is the
precursor relationship [13]. After learning a certain
knowledge point, the knowledge points directly supported
by this knowledge point form a successor relationship be-
tween the two, as shown in Figure 3.

As a knowledge system, there is an inherent relationship
of mutual restriction andmutual influence between concepts
and principles [14–16]. -e relationship reveals that there is
a network structure between knowledge points and points
out that knowledge is composed of a group of inter-
connected and interactive nodes. A correlation is conducive
to themastery of knowledge and the formation of knowledge
system. -e association relationship between knowledge
points can be divided into two categories: one-to-one as-
sociation (1 :1), which means that one knowledge point only
corresponds to another knowledge point; one to many as-
sociation (1 :m), which indicates that a knowledge point can
be associated with multiple knowledge points; and the graph
indicates the one to many association between knowledge
points. Figure 4 shows the characteristics of the tree
structure of nursing knowledge points.

Knowledge points are very important for teaching ac-
tivities. After completing the division of knowledge points
and determining the relationship between knowledge points,
we should consider how to organize teaching according to
knowledge points in a specific knowledge field, because
teaching is composed of the teaching of knowledge points
[17–19]. -e knowledge point structure model can better
organize and describe the content of knowledge fields. -e
knowledge point structure model is basically a hierarchical
tree structure. In the hierarchy of relationship, the parent-
child relationship and the brother relationship are the two
most important relationships. -ey serve as the basis for
building the tree structure for knowledge points. -e as-
sociation relationship enriches the content of the knowledge
tree. Using these two relationships to describe knowledge
points constitutes a knowledge point structure model. On
the basis of this model, the knowledge points of a specific
discipline can be listed and organized according to the re-
lationships between knowledge points, and the knowledge
point structure diagram of this discipline can be constructed.
-e knowledge in textbooks is generally arranged in linear
order. In fact, the relationship between knowledge points is
complex [20, 21]. To learn a knowledge point, you must first
have certain basic knowledge (a precursor relationship), that
is, master some knowledge points. To learn these knowledge
points, you may need to master other knowledge points. In
this way, all knowledge points and the relationship between
them constitute a knowledge point network. -e knowledge
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point network is a network composed of several related
knowledge points based on their internal relations [19]. -e
nodes of the network represent knowledge points, and the
links between nodes represent the links between knowledge
points. After learning a knowledge point, students should
also understand that the “environment” of the knowledge
point is the content of its sequence, left and right, up and
down, so as to determine the mark of the “status” of the
knowledge, in order to make students realize the structure of
the same network between the knowledge points and

establish the consciousness of the network. -rough this
network diagram, teachers and students can have a clear
understanding of some theorems of solid geometry [22, 23].
For example, in the teaching process, if we pay attention to
the application of the knowledge point network to tell
students about knowledge points, it is beneficial for students
to understand the knowledge structure, build their’ own
cognitive systems, and facilitate the transfer of memory and
knowledge skills, because the knowledge point network
contains information about the learning path , and this
learning path should be reasonable and optimal for students.
In a word, this paper deeply analyzes the relevant contents of
knowledge point representation and establishes a knowledge
point model that is suitable for teaching in form, reflects the
connotation of knowledge points in content, and helps to
realize the teaching process, which provides a new per-
spective for teachers to design teaching according to the
attributes and laws of knowledge points.

2.3. Realization of Knowledge Point Context Visualization.
-e construction of a knowledge map is generally divided
into two ways: top-down and bottom-up. -e top-down
construction method is based on ontology and takes highly
structured encyclopedias and other websites as data sources
to extract ontology and rule constraints and fill them into the
knowledge base.

Figure 5 shows the technical architecture of the
knowledge map. -e three steps of knowledge extraction,
fusion, and processing in the box are the core of the con-
struction of the knowledge map. It can be seen from the
figure that structured data can easily extract knowledge from
it because of its high degree of standardization;

number
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semistructured and unstructured data have poor stan-
dardization and are difficult to obtain knowledge directly.
-erefore, it is necessary to extract the entities and asso-
ciations of knowledge with the help of a series of operations
such as attribute extraction, relationship extraction, and
entity extraction, and then store them in the knowledge base.
-e construction process of a knowledge map is a contin-
uous cycle. -e iterative process can be roughly divided into
three stages: knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion, and
knowledge processing.

In the traditional teaching of nursing management, the
teaching goal is above all else. It is not only the starting point
of the teaching process but also the destination of the
teaching process. However, in the classroom of network
teaching, because it emphasizes that students are cognitive
subjects and active constructors of meaning, students’
meaning construction of knowledge is regarded as the ul-
timate goal of the whole learning process. -e whole
teaching process starts with a situation conducive to stu-
dents’ meaning construction and closely surrounds the

center of “meaning construction.” Whether it is students’
independent exploration, cooperative learning, or teachers’
guidance, in short, all aspects of the learning process should
belong to this center, which should be conducive to com-
pleting and deepening the meaning construction of the
learned knowledge. Combined with the characteristics of
nursing management and based on constructivism theory,
this paper constructs the structure of nursing management
teaching modes in a network environment. -e specific
operation flow is shown in Figure 6.

Acquiring knowledge through a well-structured rela-
tional database or third-party knowledge base is also a good
choice to build a knowledge map.

Merge the ontology in the third-party knowledge base
into its own library. As another important knowledge source
for knowledge mapping, relational databases can usually use
the resource description framework (RDF) as a data model
and integrate it into a knowledge map. At present, a con-
siderable number of open-source tools support the trans-
formation of data in structured relational databases into
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RDF triples to realize the construction of a knowledge map.
-is view is a local view, which is only used to show the
association between the outcome entity and the interaction
entity in a specific domain. In the above view, it can be seen
that for a certain nursing symptom, the associated nursing
measures are very concentrated in some fields, and the visual
recommendation of nursing measures can be made for the
nursing measures in the same field. -erefore, we hope to
design a view that can not only provide a more detailed
expression of information, but also reflect the hierarchical
information of nursing measures and their fields. -e
package layout view has the ability for hierarchical

expression and can classify and display data according to
categories. However, the package view is not suitable for
expressing network class information. Atlas data is a kind of
network data. Network data can be expressed by force
guidance diagrams, radar diagrams, chord diagrams, etc.
Among them, the force guidance diagram is a node con-
nection diagram, and the package diagram is a content filling
diagram. If the two are used as a mixed view, they can
achieve a complementary effect visually. -erefore, consider
combining the two views. At the view level, the system
interface is mainly divided into three parts. On the right is a
general introduction to the Atlas data, which is divided into
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Figure 5: Structure diagram of a knowledge map visualization technology.
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the data source, data description, overall data analysis, and
node selection details. -e lower side is the system toolbar,
which switches the interaction mode of the system. -e
middle part is the data view, which is used for data display
and data view interaction.

3. Analysis of Experimental Results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed SOM
method, comparative experiments are carried out. FM is a
traditional factorization machine model, which is used to
judge that SOM based on ranking learning has higher ac-
curacy than traditional FM; BPRMF is a matrix decompo-
sition model based on pairwise ranking method, which is
used to judge the influence of ranking learning algorithms
on recommendation accuracy; and RSVM is a support
vector machine based on pairwise ranking method, which is
used to judge that FM, as a ranking function, can more
accurately express user preferences than SVM, as shown in
Table 1.

For ranking recommendation, because users pay more
attention to the recommendation quality of the top-ranked
items in the recommendation list, this study selects two
ranking position-sensitive evaluation indicators for evalu-
ation, namely average accuracy and normalized impairment
cumulative gain. Map is defined as follows:

MAP �


N

r

Nr/r × l(r)( 

Na

.
(11)

Where r is the sorting ordinal number; N is the number
of recommended products; NR is the number of related
commodities sorted as r; nr/r is the accuracy of truncated
sorting; l (r) is a binary correlation function with a sorting
number r; correlation is 1 and uncorrelation is 0; Na is the
total number of related commodities. -e larger the map
value, the higher the ranking of items related to user
preferences, and the better the overall ranking effect of the
algorithm. Ndcg is defined as follows:

NDCG@P �
1

ZP



p

i�1

2k(i)
− 1

lg(1 + i)
. (12)

Where P represents the position of the item in the list, Zp
is the normalization factor, and K (i) represents the cor-
relation level between the item with location i and user
preference. -e value range of NDCG is [0,1]. -e larger the
value, the more consistent the sorting results are with the
user’s interests and preferences. -eir entity information
comes from the nursing guide. By grasping the nursing
guide, we extract different sets of nursing entities and the
contact edge sets between entities and construct the entity
network in the nursing field. -e extracted main entity

information and the association information between some
entities are shown in Table 2.

-e traditional algorithm cannot be directly applied to
the research object of this paper. In order to verify the ef-
fectiveness of the improved algorithm, this section will
compare the clustering quality of the improved k-medoids
algorithm with that of the improved SOM algorithm. -e
interclass distance and intraclass distance of the SOM im-
proved algorithm and the k-medoids algorithm are shown in
the following Table 3. In the experiment, the two algorithms
are clustered ten times, and the average values of SSE and
SSB from multiple experiments are calculated. As shown in
Table 4, the experimental results of the two algorithms are
compared.

From the perspective of stability, the repetition rates in
the clustering results of the SOM improved algorithm and
the k-medoids improved algorithm are compared. Here,
eleven experiments are also carried out on different algo-
rithms to calculate the average repetition rate of different
algorithms.

In many experiments and simulations, the clustering
results of the SOM improved algorithm can obtain a 67.0%
repetition rate, which is similar to the clustering effect of the
k-medoids improved algorithm, which proves that the SOM
improved algorithm in this paper also has good stability.-e
following figure shows the proposed SOM algorithm and the
comparison algorithm MAP@10 and NDCG@10 results on
evaluation indicators.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the performance of the
algorithm varies with the value of K. When k� 15, the per-
formance of the four algorithms is the best. At the same time,
it can be seen that SOM obtains the best performance under
different K values. -is is because, compared with FM, SOM
adopts a pairwise sorting learning algorithm, so its perfor-
mance is better than FM; compared with BPRMF, SOM can
not only integrate the explicit and implicit feedback infor-
mation of users but also integrate the text information of the
borrowing nursing teaching introduction and the borrowing
log information, so its performance is also better than the
traditional methods. At the same time, SOM’s sorting
function FM uses interaction parameters rather than inde-
pendent parameters to model the interaction between fea-
tures, so SOM can obtain better performance. Especially in
the case of sparse data, its performance is better.

Table 1: System test environment.

name To configure
Processor Intel(R)Core(TM) i7-7700HQ
Hard disk 1024GB
Memory 32G
Operating system Windows 7
Web server Flask
Database MySQL

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 7
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4. Conclusion

In the courses that need a lot of practice, the implementation
of a project-based teaching method can quickly improve
students’ practical operation abilities. At the same time, the
establishment of students’ theoretical knowledge systems
cannot be ignored. -e nursing specialty is a highly practical
specialty. It adheres to the project-based teaching method
without making students with weak theoretical basic
knowledge more backward. Cultivating practical talents is
one of the ways to realize this. -e cultivation of operation
skills is an important task in nursing teaching. Students’
nursing operation level directly affects the effects of clinical
practice and the future development of nursing specialties,
as well as the quality of their practical talents. Years of

nursing practice show that nursing teaching management is
a systematic, phased, complex, and carefully organized
process. In order to ensure the effect of nursing operation
teaching, this paper uses a SOM neural network to cluster
users according to the users’ academic background infor-
mation, analyzes the explicit and implicit web access be-
havior of nursing teaching knowledge points, constructs the
partial order relationship of nursing teaching knowledge
points, classifies users’ academic background web access
behavior, and uses a point-to-point sorting learning algo-
rithm to accurately recommend nursing teaching knowledge
points. Different teaching purposes can be implemented for
each type of students. Students with weak theoretical
knowledge can purposefully integrate, so that excellent
students can help weak students learn from each other,

Table 3: Comparison of effectiveness between the SOM improved algorithm and the k-medoids improved algorithm.

SSE SSB
SOM improved algorithm 9102 13024
Improved k-medoids algorithm 9325 12058

Table 4: Comparison of stability between the improved algorithm of the SOM and the improved algorithm of k-medoids.

Repetition rate (%)
SOM improved algorithm 67.0
Improved k-medoids algorithm 66.6
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Figure 7: Comparison of knowledge point context view and useable effect.

Table 2: Data information of nursing entities.

Number of entities in
nursing symptom area

Number of nursing
symptom entities

Number of nursing
measures symptom

entities

Number of nursing
measures entities

Number of symptom
domain associations

Number of
symptoms associated

with measures
8 130 8 410 128 2226
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In the field of biomedicine, enormous data are generated in a structured and unstructured form every day. Soft computing
techniques play a major role in the interpretation and classification of the data to make appropriate decisions for making policies.
(e field of medical science and biomedicine needs efficient soft computing-basedmethods which can process all kind of data such
as structured data, categorical data, and unstructured data to generate meaningful outcome for decision-making. (e soft-
computing methods allow clustering of similar data, classification of data, predictions from big-data analysis, and decision-
making on the basis of analysis of data. A novel method is proposed in the paper using soft-computing methods where clustering
mechanisms and classification mechanisms are used to process the biomedicine data for productive outcomes. Fuzzy logic and
C-means clustering are devised as a collaborative approach to analyze the biomedicine data by reducing the time and space
complexity of the clustering solutions. (is research work is considering categorical data, numeric data, and structured data for
the interpretation of data to make further decisions. Timely decisions are very important especially in the field of biomedicine
because human health and human lives are involved in this field and delays in decision-making may cause threats to human lives.
(e COVID-19 situation was a recent example where timely diagnosis and interpretations played significant roles in saving the
lives of people. (erefore, this research work has attempted to use soft computing techniques for the successful clustering of
similar medical data and for quicker interpretation of data to support the decision-making processes related to medical fields.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Data mining is to process where hidden
information is retrieved from complex data sets by inter-
preting the data in an appropriate way [1]. With the in-
creasing use of digital technology in biomedical applications,
such as electronic biomedical records and digital imaging
technologies, large volumes of biomedical data are collected
daily [2]. (e plenty of stored biomedical data has led to an
urgent request for new methods and tools to transform the
accumulated data into readable biomedical information [3].
(is has opened up exciting opportunities for the application
of data mining techniques to develop new prediction and
diagnosis models in biomedicine. Clustering is an important
technique in data mining to partition a set of data objects
into subsets according to data similarity [4]. Similar data are

placed in one cluster. (e clustering technique has been
applied widely in biomedicine [5]. (ere are several com-
plexities of biomedical data that challenge the application of
clustering techniques in biomedicine. (e first challenge is
the ambiguity of biomedical data caused by the fact that one
feature might be an indicator for two or more clusters with
similar attributes or that certain features are not explicitly
recorded in biomedical records [6].(is ambiguity can cause
an overlap of cluster boundaries, i.e., the same class of
feature may belong to several biomedicine clusters. In the
traditional clustering technique, a hard-clustering method is
used to arbitrarily partition a class of features into one
cluster. Although this hard clustering method eliminates
ambiguity, it can also cause information loss of that feature
as an indicator for another cluster [7]. (erefore, the tra-
ditional clustering technique is suboptimal and there is a
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need for newer techniques. (e fuzzy clustering algorithm
(FCM), a specific type of clustering technique, has been
introduced to resolve this challenge, arising from the am-
biguity of biomedical datum, by partitioning data according
to fuzzy membership values. Fuzzy membership is the data’s
degree of similarity with each cluster. As one piece of data
may have varying degrees of similarity with several clusters,
a fuzzy clustering algorithm uses iterative algorithms, such
as objective function, to compute the membership of the
data into several relevant clusters with varying membership
values. (e FCM clustering algorithm is a specific type of
fuzzy clustering algorithm developed by Bezdek [5]. For
objective function, the FCM algorithm assigns a fuzzy
membership value between 0 and 1 to each data object
according to the data’s distance to a cluster center. (e
notion of “fuzzy” implies that a data’s membership is not
fixed, but dynamic in association with its varying distance to
different clusters. For example, as the symptom of chest pain
can be an indicator for both congestive heart failure and
chest injury, its membership to the congestive heart failure
cluster can be 0.5, and to the heart failure cluster can be 0.3.
Only after the possibility of chest injury is completely
eliminated according to X-ray scanning results can the
membership of this symptom be entirely associated with
congestive heart failure. Due to its ability to handle the
“fuzzy” nature of biomedical data, the FCM algorithm has
been widely applied in biomedicine for such things as disease
detection, biomedical image segmentation, and biomedical
feature selection [8]. To date, the biggest challenge for the
FCM algorithm remains how to handle the complexity of
biomedical data including both categorical data (e.g., name,
group) and numeric data (e.g., time, length) [9].(is shows a
more realistic and accurate approach for clustering the
medical data.

1.2. Literature Review. In reference [10], the authors state
that different representations, processing, and computation
are required for numeric and categorical data. (e tradi-
tional method of using an objective function to directly
measure the Euclidean distance for clustering numeric data
would not work for categorical data, which does not have
explicit Euclidean distance. To deal with this challenge, two
methods have been widely used to convert different types of
biomedical data. One is to convert the categorical data into
numerical data using a binary coding technique, i.e., coding
“yes” as “1,” and “no” as “0.” Another method is to convert
numeric data into categorical data by a discretization
method. For example, this might convert length into three
groups, those aged between “20 to 30” as “1,” “30 to 40” as
“2,” “40 to 50” as “3,” and so on. It is no surprise that with a
process as complicated as data conversion, problems emerge
throughout the process. One of the common problems with
data conversion is losing information. For example, if
converting length “20 to 30” to “1,” the useful information
may be lost that the characteristics for the length group of 20
to 25 are significantly different from that of the 25 to 30
group. In reference [11], the researchers propose an algo-
rithm to directly cluster categorical biomedical data. For

example, Huang et al. designed a k-prototypes algorithm by
combining k-means and k-modes algorithms to directly
cluster categorical data without conversion. In reference
[12], the authors assess different clustering techniques. Data
clustering techniques can be of two types: partitioning
procedures and hierarchical procedures.(e first one creates
a hierarchy of clusters. (e results are shown as a den-
drogram. Partitioning method-clustering makes various
partitions of objects and evaluates them by some standard.
In reference [13], the authors provide biomedical researchers
with an overview of the status quo of clustering algorithms.
(ey also illustrate examples of biomedical applications
based on cluster analysis. (e research helps to select the
most suitable clustering algorithm for different types of
applications. In reference [14], the authors propose a novel
method for clustering and analysis of complete biomedical
article texts. (e cosine coefficient is used on a subspace of
two vectors. (e Euclidean distance is not computed for all
vectors. (en, a strategy and algorithm are introduced for
semi-supervised affinity propagation (SSAP). (e results
show that the SSAP outperforms conventional k-means
methods. In reference [15], A similarity-based agglomerative
clustering (SBAC) algorithm is used to cluster data by
similarity to reach a cohesive hierarchical cluster. In ref-
erence [16], a modified FCM clustering technique with a
hybrid fuzzy time series model is used to deal with disease
interval information to predict the infected cases and
deaths of COVID-19. Some authors put forward the
Kullback–Leibler FCM algorithm to process Gauss-mul-
tinomial-distributed data sets (KL-FCM-GM) [17]. In
reference [18], the authors have applied a firefly algorithm
in the objective function for cluster center selection. By
combining the first step of cluster center selection with the
second step of calculating the objective function, this al-
gorithm effectively overcomes the limitation of local cluster
optimization, and thus was useful for clustering a large
medical data set [19].

1.3. Contribution of the Paper

(i) (e Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm has
been proposed to analyze biomedical datasets in this
paper by adding a weighted mechanism. (is study
proposes a novel multiple weighted Fuzzy C-means
for Mixed Data (MD-MWFCM) clustering
algorithm.

(ii) (e MD-MWFCM algorithm presents a novel
clustering FCM algorithm by treating numeric and
categorical data individually with their respective
cluster center representation, dissimilarity mea-
surement, and objective function aspects.

(iii) (e model is proposed that will take care of nu-
merical and categorical data.

(iv) (e performance of the MD-WFCM algorithm has
illustrated its useful application not only in a pure
attribute dataset (numerical data or categorical
data) but also, more importantly, in a mixed bio-
medical dataset.

2 Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience
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(v) (e MD-MWFCM algorithm is improved from
cluster center initialization through the minimum
threshold method.

2. Proposed Methodology

2.1. FCM Algorithm. (ere are three common data pro-
cessing steps in applying the FCM algorithm:

Step 1: initializing the cluster centers and fuzzy
membership matrix.
Step 2: calculating the objective function and update the
cluster centers.
Step 3: continuously iterating through Steps 1 and 2 until
the defined threshold of themembership cluster is reached.

One of the limitations of the FCM algorithm was, that it
is oversensitive to the location of cluster centers initialized in
Step 1. (e selection of a cluster center is vital because the
center is used by the objective function to calculate the
Euclidian distance of a data point. Previous researchers have
developed various methods to optimize the selection of
cluster centers. Another limitation of the FCM algorithm is
no discretion of the varying weights of an attribute in dif-
ferent clusters in Step 2. (is may cause limitations for the
FCM to reach an appropriate level of performance in
clustering biomedical data. A data attribute was assumed to
have the same weight in different clusters, which is not
always the case for biomedical data. (is leads to the same
dissimilarity measurement used to process both numeric
data and categorical data without considering the differences
between the two data sets, which may cause the loss of
biomedical information. (e optimal algorithm would be to
analyze the data in its original data format.

To improve this method, some researchers such as Xiao
et al. have tried proposing a Gaussian smoothed and weighted
FCM clustering algorithm (WGFCM) in brain magnetic res-
onance image segmentation [19]. Improvements have been
made on certain aspects of FCM, i.e., optimization of initial
cluster centers and assignment of weights of an attribute to
various cluster centers [20]. Smart technologies have also
implemented several information extraction methods in arti-
ficial intelligence, internet of things, cyber-physical system,
cybersecurity and so on [21]. One of the data mining algo-
rithms quantum adaption cuckoo search (QACS) is used to
identify the unauthorised users by extracting the important
features in blockchain technology [22]. However, there is a
need for an effective method and process in clustering mixed
numerical and categorical data for the biomedical data set. To
address this challenge, we propose a novel multiple weighted
Fuzzy C-means for mixed data (MD-MWFCM). Instead of
data transformation, the MD-MWFCM will improve data
representation by directly using the original data type for
clustering analysis. It will use different dissimilarity measure-
ment methods to treat different data types and then calculate
the distance of a data point with weighting to various cluster
centers. Different methods will be used to represent cluster
centers for different data types; mean will be used for numeric
data and fuzzy center will be used for categorical data.(is will
lead to improvement in the selection of the initial cluster center.

2.2. 1e MD-MWFCM Algorithm. k-Means is a widely used
algorithm for clustering. Its limitation is that it only works for
numerical data. It is not suitable for categorical data types.
Modified variation is k-Modes which is created in order to
handle clustering algorithms with the categorical data type.
(e limitation of k-mode is that it can handle categorical data
only.(e proposed algorithm can handle numerical as well as
categorical data.Mean will be used for numeric data and fuzzy
center will be used for categorical data. (is will lead to
improvement in the selection of the initial cluster center.

(e proposed method also introduces a cluster initiali-
zation strategy in which the attributes have been assigned
weights. (e attribute domains include both numeric and
categorical domains. A new method is proposed to measure
the similarity level between the value of a categorical attribute
of the variable to the center of a categorical cluster . It is based
on a method proposed in the article [7]. Binary distance
δ(x_ij,a_kĵt) is used to measure the similarity between the
variable and cluster center.(e resulting value of δ(x_ij,a_kĵt)
is between 0 and 1 depending on the level of similarity be-
tween the variable and cluster center. (is will lead to im-
provement in the selection of the initial cluster center.

2.2.1. Data Notation. Let X � X1, X2, · · · , Xn  denote a set
of n data points to be clustered and Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n) be a
data point with m attributes A1, A2, · · · , Am . Each attribute
Aj(j � 1, 2, · · · , m) includes a domain of values denoted by
Dom A( )j). A data point Xi can be expressed with attributes
as in equation (1) as follows:

A1 � xi1 ∧ A2 � xi2 ∧ · · ·∧ Aj � xij  · · ·∧ Am � xim ,

(1)

where xij ∈ Dom(Aj) for j � 1, 2, · · · , m. Values to the set of
attribute weights are given in equation (2) as follows:

W � w1, w2, · · · , wj, · · · , wm 
T
,

∀j: wj > 0, 
m

j�1
wj � 1.

(2)

(e attribute domains include both numeric and cate-
gorical domains. (e categorical domain is denoted by
Dom A( )j) � a1

j , a2
j , · · · , a

nl

j , where nl is the value number
of a categorical attribute j. Xi is represented as a vector. It
represents the data points to be clustered. (e same is given
in equation (3) as follows:

Xi � x
r
i1, x

r
i2, · · · , x

r
ip, x

c
i(p+1), x

c
i(p+2), · · · , x

c
im 

(i � 1, 2, · · · , n),
(3)

where elements p with superscript r and p with superscript c

are numeric values and categorical values, respectively, and
each Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n) with m attributes. (e attribute
weight is represented in equation (4).

W � w
r
1, w

r
2, · · · , w

r
p, w

c
(p+1), w

c
(p+2), · · · , w

c
m 

T
. (4)
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2.2.2. Fuzzy Centre for Categorical Data. A set of n data
points X � X1, X2, · · · , Xn  have both numeric and cate-
gorical attributes. (ey belong to C clusters. (eir corre-
sponding cluster center set is calculated in equation (5) as
follows:

V � V1, · · · , Vk, · · · , Vc (k � 1, 2, · · · , C). (5)

Each cluster center Vk(k � 1, 2, · · · , C), includes nu-
meric and categorical attributes and can be represented
equation (6) as follows:

Vk � v
r
i1, v

r
i2, · · · , v

r
ip, v

c
i(p+1), v

c
i(p+2), · · · , v

c
im , (6)

where elements p are defined in equation (3). Every
cluster center Vk(k � 1, 2, · · · , C) has exactly m attributes.
For each of the categorical data of the mixed data set Xc

k �

[Xc
i(p+1), Xc

i(p+2), · · · , Xc
im], there exist C fuzzy centers Vc

k�

vk(k � 1, 2, · · · , C) [5]. For a fuzzy center vk(k � 1, 2, · · · , C)

in the categorical data domain Dom(Aj) � a1
j ,

a2
j , · · · , at

j, · · · , a
nl

j }, the fuzzy center of the categorical data
set, denoted by V, is defined in equations (7) as follows:

V � v1, · · · vk, · · · , vc (k � 1, 2, · · · , C),

vk � v
c
i(p+1), v

c

(ip+2)
, · · · , v

c
im .

(7)

(e cluster center vc
k of the categorical attribute j(j �

(p + 1), (p + 2), · · · , m) is as in equation (8):

v
c
kj �

a
1
j

ω1
kj

� +
a
2
j

ω2
kj

+ · · · +
a

t
j

ωt
kj

+ · · · +
a

nl

j

ωnl

kj

, (8)

where ωt
kj is subject to the condition given in

equation (9).

0≤ωt
kj ≤ 1, 

nl

t�1
ωt

kj � 1, (j � (p + 1), (p + 2), · · · , m). (9)

(e cluster center vc
k of the categorical attribute j can be

deduced in equation (11) as follows

v
c
kj � 

nl

t�1


n
i�1 1 xij � a

t
j  μik( 

α


n
i�1 μik( 

α a
t
j(j �(p +1),(p +2), · · · ,m),

(10)

where nl is the value number of a categorical attribute j,
t is the t(t � 1, 2, · · · , nl) value of a categorical
attribute j, μik indicates the fuzzy membership degree
of data Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n) to the k th(k � 1, 2, · · · , C)cluster.
μik is an element of the partition matrix Un×c, and subject
to condition given in equation (11) as follows-



C

k�1
μik � 1, 0≤ μik ≤ 1. (11)

Each attribute has a fuzzy categorical value vj ∈V ,

represented as a fuzzy set (at
j,ω

t
j) (t � 1, 2, · · · , nl). (e

parameter α, the fuzzy coefficient exponent, controls the
fuzzy degree of partition matrix U ∈ RC×n. According to

previous experience, for numbers in clusters 2–10, the best
choice for α is from 1.01 to 7.0.

2.2.3. Similarity Level between Two Categorical Attributes.
Let x denote categorical data and y be the cluster center of
x. (e previous studies measure the similarity between x

and y with function δ(x, y). (is has resulted in the “hard
partition” of x into only one categorical cluster y if x � y or

vice versa if x≠y. Namely, δ(x, y) �
0, x≠y

1, x � y
 . A new

method is proposed to measure similarity level between the
value of a categorical attribute xij of the jth variable to the
center of a categorical cluster at

kj based on a method
proposed in article [7]. We use binary distance δ(xij, at

kj) to
measure similarity between xij and at

kj(1≤ t≤ nl). (e
resulting value of δ(xij, at

kj) is between 0 and 1 depending
on the level of similarity between xij and at

kj. (e similarity
function is stated as follows in equation (12).

δ xij, a
t
kj  �

1
C



C

k�1

Nxij,k

Nxij

−
Nat

kj

Nat
j





⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (12)

whereNxij,k is the data number in dataset Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n)

with the value xij for the jth(j � (p + 1), (p + 2), · · · , m)

attribute of the cluster k(k � 1, 2, · · · , C). With the fuzzy
membership (μik)α of the data point xij, we can compute
Nxij,k, the association of value xij for jth attribute within
cluster k. (e data number in dataset Xi is calculated in
equation (13) as follows:

Nxij,k � 
n

l�1,l≠ i

1 xlj � xij  μik( 
α
, (13)

where 1(xlj � xij) � 1 if xlj � xij, where 1(xlj ≠xij) � 0 if
xlj ≠ xij.Nxij

is computed in the equation (14) as follows:

Nxij
� 

n

i�1
μik( 

α
. (14)

2.2.4. Attribute Weight of Categorical Data. Let W � [wr
1,

wr
2, · · · , wr

p, wc
(p+1), wc

(p+2), · · · , wc
m]T be the weights for m

attributes. Superscript c denotes weight for categorical at-
tributes WC � [wc

(p+1),w
c
(p+2), · · · ,w

c
m]T.Assuming N

a
t1
kj

(t1 �

1,2, · · · ,nl) and N
a

t2
kj

(t1 � 1,2, · · · ,nl) are data point numbers
in Dataset Xi(i � 1,2, · · · ,n) with the value a

t1
j ,a

t2
j for the

jth(j � (p +1),(p +2), · · · ,m) attribute that belongs to
cluster k(k � 1,2, · · · ,C), respectively. N

a
t1
j

and N
a

t2
j

are data
point number in Dataset Xi with a

t1
j and a

t2
j for the jth at-

tribute in all clusters, respectively. Based on providing the
number of formula such as (2) and (3), the weight of cat-
egorical attribute Aj(j � (p +1),(p +2), · · · ,m) can be cal-
culated by weighting distanceϑ(a

t1
j ,a

t2
j ). (us, the weight of

attribute Aj(j � (p +1),(p +2), · · · ,m) in m categorical at-
tributes is as shown in the equation (15) as follows-
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w
c
j �


nl

t1,t2�1 ϑ a
t1
j , a

t2
j 

nl

. (15)

(e weighted distance between a
t1
j and a

t2
j is given in

equation (16) as follows:

ϑ a
t1
j , a

t2
j  � 

C

k�1

N
a

t1
kj

N
a

t1
j

−
N

a
t2
kj

N
a

t2
j




. (16)

2.2.5. Fuzzy Centre for Categorical Data Objective Function.
We will apply the common objective function in the FCM
algorithm [5], as presented in equation (17) as follows:

J � 
C

k�1


n

i�1
μik( 

α
d Xi, Vk( . (17)

When a dataset only has numeric attributes, the simi-
larity is measured by the square of Euclidean distance. When
a data set has mixed attributes of numerical and categorical
data types, the similarity measure needs to incorporate
weights of attributes to various cluster centers. Assuming a
dataset X � X1, X2, · · · , Xn  has both numerical and cate-
gorical attributes.(ey belong to C clusters. Partition matrix
Un×c indicates the fuzzy membership degree of data i to the
kth cluster. μik is an element in the partition matrix Un×c and
subject to condition given in equation (18) as follows-



C

k�1
μik � 1, 0≤ μik ≤ 1. (18)

(eir corresponding cluster center set is as given in
equation (19) as follows-

V � V1, · · · , Vk, · · · , Vc . (19)

Each cluster center Vk(k � 1, 2, · · · , C), includes nu-
merical and categorical attributes and can be represented as
in equation (20)

Vk � vri1, v
r
i2, · · · , vrip, vci(p+1), v

c
i(p+2), · · · , vcim . (20)

(e weights for m attributes is given in equation (21):

W � w
r
1, w

r
2, · · · , w

r
p, w

c
(p+1), w

c
(p+2), · · · , w

c
m 

T
, (21)

where elements p with superscript r and p with superscript c

are numeric values and categorical values respectively. (e
common objective function is given in equation (22)

J(U, V, W) � 
C

k�1


n

i�1
μαikd

2
w Xi, Vk(  � 

C

k�1


n

i�1
μαik Xi − Vk

����
����
2
w

.

(22)

(e common objective function is represented in
equation (23) as follows:

J(U, V, W) � J
r
(U, V, W) + J

c
(U, V, W). (23)

Proof. J (U, V, W) � 
C
k�1 μαik[

n
i�1 [W‖Xi − Vk‖]2]  �


C
k�1 μαik[

n
i�1 

m
j�0 [wj‖xij − vkj‖]2] � 

C
k�1 μαik[

n
i�1(

p
j�0

(wj‖xij − vkj‖)2 + 
m
j�p+1 (wj‖xij − vkj‖)2)]}� 

C
k�1 μαik

[
n
i�1 

p

j�0 (wj‖xij − vkj‖)2+ 
n
i�0 

m
j�p+1

(wj‖xij − vkj‖)2]}�  C
k�1 μαik[

n
i�1 (wr‖Xr

i − Vr
k‖)2+


n
i�1 (wc‖Xc

i − Vc
k‖)2]}� 

C
k�1 

n
i�1 μαik(wr‖Xr

i − Vr
k‖)2

+ 
C
k�1 

n
i�1 μαik(wc‖Xc

i − Vc
k‖)2� Jr(U, V, W) + Jc(U, V, W)

According to the above computation, the distance
d2

w(Xi, Vk) is as given in equation (24) as follows-:

d
2
w Xi, Vk(  � d

2
w X

r
i , V

r
k(  + d

2
w X

c
i , V

c
k( ,

d
2
w X

r
i , V

r
k(  � X

r
i − V

r
k

����
����
2
w

� w
r

X
r
i − V

r
k

����
���� 

2

� 

p

j�1
wj xij − vkj  

2
,

d
2
w X

c
i , V

c
k(  �

1
Nk



nl

t�1
Nat

kj
δ x

c
ij, a

t
j 

�
1

Nk



nl

t�1
Nat

kj
×
1
C



C

p�1

Nxij,k

Nxij

−
Nat

kj

Nat
j





⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(24)

□

2.2.6. 1e Procedure of Applying the MD-MWFCM
Algorithm. Let the dataset of biomedicine be X � X1,

X2, · · · , Xn}. For a data point Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n) having m
features m � A{ )1, A2, · · · , Am}, the feature data set can be
represented as Xi � xi1, xi2, · · · , xim . (e mixed numeric
and categorical feature data set is represented as: Xi �

[xr
i1, xr

i2, · · · , xr
ip, xc

i(p+1), xc
i(p+2), · · · , xc

im](i � 1, 2, · · · , n);
weight W � [w1, w2, · · · , wm]T represents the weight of a
feature for the a biomedical clusters C � C1,C2, · · · ,Cc .
(is weight needs to be merged into the corresponding
feature data set W � [wr

1, wr
2, · · · , wr

p, wc
(p+1), wc

(p+2), · · · ,

wc
m]T. (e corresponding feature fuzzy membership is

represented as a matrix U ∈RC×n(U∈ [μik(Xi)]i�1,2,···,n;k�1,2,···,C)
under the following constraints given in equation (25).



C

k�1
μik Xi(  � 1, 0≤ μik Xi( ≤ 1, (25)

where μik(Xi) represents the fuzzy membership of bio-
medical data point Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · ,n) to the cluster
k(k � 1, 2, · · · , C). In addition to using the original formula
in the FCM algorithm to compute the center of symptom j
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in biomedical cluster k for numeric symptom data of
dataset Xr

i � [xr
i1, · · · , xr

ij, · · · , xr
ip](i � 1, 2, · · · , n; j � 1, 2,

· · · , p), the MD-MWFCM algorithm will also calculate the
fuzzy membership μik for r both numerical and categorical
feature data. Each cluster center Vk can be expressed as in
equation (24) and the fuzzy membership is as given in
equation (26) as follows-

v
r
kj �


n
i�1 μ

α
ikx

r
ij


n
i�1 μ

α
ik

(j � 1, 2, · · · , p)

μik �
1


C
t�1 d Xi, Vk( /d Xi, Vt( ( 

1/α− 1,

(26)

where d(Xi,Vk) and d(Xi,Vt) is the dissimilarity measure
between each biomedical data point Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · ,n) and
each cluster center Vk(k � 1, 2, · · · ,C; k ≠ t) and
Vt(k � 1, 2, · · · ,C; t≠ k). (e parameter α is a fuzzy coeffi-
cient exponent for fuzzy degree of partition matrix
U ∈ RC×n. To overcome the limitation of the FCMmethod in
over sensitivity to initial cluster centers location, MD-
MWFCM uses the minimum threshold method to initiate
the cluster centers. First, it randomly locates two biomedical
data points Xx,Xy(x, y � 1, 2, · · · ,n; x≠ y) into a C1. (en, it
partitions the rest of the Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n; i≠ x, i≠ y)

according to the result of the dissimilarity measure
dw(Xi,Xx) or dw(Xi,Xy), where the function dw(Xi,Xx)

and dw(Xi,Xy) denotes comparison of similarity between
Xi and Xx or Xy.Assuming D as the threshold value for
the dissimilarity measure, if dw(Xi,Xx)<D or
dw(Xi,Xy)<D, then we allocate Xi into the cluster C1,
otherwise allocate Xi into a new data cluster. We repeat
this partition process until all biomedical data belong to
certain clusters. A seven steps flowchart in imple-
menting the MD-MWFCM algorithm is shown in
Figure 1

(e steps of the algorithms are as follows

Step 1. Input a normalized biomedical data
Xi � xi1, xi2, · · · , xim (i � 1, 2, · · · , n). Select the maxi-
mum iteration number max_Iteration, a cluster
number C, a sensitivity threshold value ε, a threshold
value D of minimum threshold method, and fuzzy
coefficient α. Initialize fuzzy membership of the feature
data points U∈ [μik(Xi)]i�1,2,···,n;k�1,2,···,C.
Step 2. Select the initial cluster center using minimum
threshold method.

Step 2.1. Randomly allocate two biomedical data
points Xx,Xy(x, y � 1, 2, · · · ,n; x≠ y) into a cluster C1.
Step 2.2. Compute the dissimilarity of the rest of the
biomedical data point Xi(i � 1, 2, · · · , n; i≠ x, i≠ y)

with the original two data points Xx and Xy using
the formulae (21)–(23). dw(Xi,Xx) � d2w(Xr

i ,X
r
x)+

d2w(Xc
i ,X

c
x)dw(Xi,Xy) � d2w(Xr

i ,X
r
y) + d2w(Xc

i ,X
c
y) If

dw(Xi,Xx)<D or dw(Xi,Xy)<D, allocate Xi into
biomedical cluster C1, otherwise allocate Xi into a new
cluster.
Step 2.3. Repeat Step 2.2 until every data Xi(i � 1,

2, · · · , n) has been allocated into C clusters.

Step 2.4. If k � C, go to Step 2.5. If k ≠C, change
threshold value D and return to Step 2.1.
Step 2.5. Calculate the initial cluster center Vk � [vri1, · · · ,
vrip,vci(p+1), · · · ,v

c
im](k � 1,2, · · · ,C) for each cluster using

equations (24) and (11).

Step 3. Use the cluster centers Vk(k � 1, 2, · · · ,C)

calculated in Steps 2.5 as the initial cluster centers
V(0)

k (k � 1, 2, · · · ,C). Define the iteration count num-
ber l � 1.
Step 4. Compute fuzzy membership of the feature data
points U ∈ RC×n by the equation (27), adding the it-
eration count number l.

μ(l)
ik � 

C

t�1

d2w Xi,V
(l−1)
k 

d2w Xi,V
(l− 1)
t 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

1
α − 1⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

− 1

. (27)

Step 5. Compute cluster centers V(l)
k � [vri1, · · · , vrip,

vci(p+1), · · · , vcim](l)(k � 1, 2, · · · ,C) with equations (24)
and (11) for numeric and categorical feature data.
Step 6. Compute feature weights W(l) � [w1,

w2, · · · ,wm](l)Tfor numeric feature data using equation
(28) and categorical feature data using equation (29).

wr
j � 

m

t�1


C
k�1 

n
i�1 μαik Xij − Vkj 

2


C
k�1 

n
i�1 μαik Xit − Vkt( 

2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

− 1

,

(t � 1, 2, · · · , p; j � 1, 2, · · · , p)

wc
j �


nl
t1 ,t2�1 ϑ at1j , at2j 

nl
(t � 1, 2, · · · , p; j � 1, 2, · · · , p).

(28)

Step 7. Judge objective function value J(U,V,W) using
formula (20). If |J(l)(U,V,W) − J(l− 1)(U,V,W)|> ε or
l< max Iteration, return to Step 4 and increase
l � l + 1. Otherwise, conclude.

3. Research Method

3.1. Data Description. (ree datasets were used in the
experiment and were all exported from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets.php). (ese include an Iris data set with pure
numerical data, a Soybean data set with pure categorical data
and a heart disease data set with mixed numeric and cate-
gorical data. (e Iris data set has only four numeric attributes
(sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width) and
contains 150 data points equally in three clusters: iris Setosa
(50), iris Versicolour (50), and iris Virginica (50). Since all
attributes of the data set are numeric, only numeric objective
function Jr(U,V,W) is applied in the MD-MWFCM. (e
Soybean data set has all 35 categorical attributes (date, plant-
stand, precip, temp, hail, crop-hist, area-damaged, severity,
seed-tmt, germination, Plant-growth, leaves, leafspots-halo,
leafspots-marg, leafspot-size, leaf-shread, leaf-malf, leaf-mild,
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stem, lodging, stem-cankers, canker-lesion, fruiting-bodies,
external decay, mycelium, int-discolor, sclerotia, fruit-pods,
fruit spots, seed, mold-growth, seed-discolor, seed-size,
shriveling, roots) and 47 data points. (e data points are
grouped into four clusters: Diapor the Stem Canker (10),
Charcoal Rot (10), Rhizoctonia Root Rot (10) and Phy-
tophthora Rot (17). Only categorical objective function
Jc(U,V,W) is needed to cluster all categorical data
attributes.

3.2. Experiment Setup. To implement the MD-MWFCM
clustering algorithm, data initialization in Step 1 included
the folloiwng: setting the maximum iteration number
max Iteration � 10000, the cluster number C to be 3, 4 and
2 for Iris, Soybean, and Heart Disease data sets, respectively
(see Table 1), the sensitivity threshold value ε � 0.0001, the
threshold value D � 2 and fuzzy coefficient α ∈ [1.0, 10.0]

(see Table 1). Initialize fuzzy membership values
μik(Xi) ∈ (0.0, 1.0)(i � 1, 2, · · · , n; k � 1, 2, · · · ,C) for ran-
dom function under the constraint 

C
k�1 μik(Xi) � 1. (e

MD-MWFCM clustering algorithm was run for each data
set. Since the three datasets are standard datasets which
have been normalized in the UCI Machine Learning

Repository, in Step 1 (see Figure 1), the data points with
the relevant attributes are input parameters to run the
MD-MWFCM clustering algorithm for each data set (Iris,
Soybean and Heart Disease, respectively) (See Table 1).
Steps 2 to 7 (Figure 1) are executed automatically by the
software programs. Each dataset was run 100 times for
each value of the fuzzy coefficient {1.0, 1.1, 1.2, . . . 10.0} to
select the optimal true positive value as the output result at
each value of the fuzzy coefficient (see Table 1). Each
output result represents a cluster centre. All experiments
are implemented on a Microsoft (inkPad E450 PC with
8G byte main memory and Microsoft Windows XP op-
erating system. (e algorithms were implemented in
Visual C++ programming language. Input parameters of

Step 1. Input a set of normalized biomedicaldata Xi = {xi1, xi2, … xim}
Select max_Iteration, disease cluster number C, threshold value ε and D, fuzzy coefficient α
Initialize fuzzy membership of the feature data points U

Step 2.1. Randomly allocate two biomedical data points Xx, Xy into a cluster C1

Step 2.2. Compute dissimilarity dw (Xi, Xx), dw (Xi, Xy) (Formula 21-23) and allocate Xi
into corresponding cluster 

Step 2.3. Cluster each Xi?
No 

Yes 

Step 3. Use the cluster centers Vk (k = 1, 2, … , C) calculated in Steps 2.5 as the initial 
cluster centers Vk

(0) and define the iteration count number 1 = 1 

Step 2.4. k = C?

Yes 

No 

Step 2.5. Calculate the initial cluster center Vk (Formula 24, 11) 

Step 4. Initialize fuzzy membership of the feature data points U(l) (Formula 26)

Step 5. Compute cluster centers Vk
(1) (Formula 24, 11)

End

Yes 

Step 7. I < ε or l > max_Iteration
No 

Step 6. Compute feature weights W(l) (Formula 27, 16)

Figure 1: MD-MWFCM algorithm.

Table 1: Comparison of the maximum accuracy achieved by five
clustering algorithms for the Iris data set.

Algorithm Clustering accuracy (r)
k-prototypes 0.819
SBAC 0.373
KL-FCM-GM 0.335(α � 1.1)

IWKM 0.822
MD-MWFCM 0.967 (α � 1.5)

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 7
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algorithm are given in Table 2

3.3. Performance Measurement. (e performance of the
algorithms is accessed by clustering accuracy (r) as given in
equation (29)

r �


c
k�1 ak
n

, (29)

where ak is the data point number in the kth(k � 1, 2, · · · ,C)

cluster with true positive value. n is the total number of the
data set. A higher value of r suggests better performance of
the algorithm.

3.4. Result and Discussion

3.4.1. 1e Performance of the MD-MWFCM for Mixed Data.
(e MD-MWFCM algorithm have achieved the highest
clustering accuracy for three data sets compared with the
four common clustering algorithms: k-prototypes, SBAC,
KL-FCM-GM and IWKM. (e value of r is 0.967 in clus-
tering the numeric Iris data set by the MD-MWFCM.(is is
14.8%, 59.4%, 63.2% and 14.5% higher than k-prototypes,
SABC, KL-FCM-GM and IWKM algorithms (see Table 3).
For the categorical Soybean dataset, r of the MD-MWFCM
is 1, achieving clear grouping of clusters. It outperformed
k-prototypes, SABC, KL-FCM-GM and IWKM algorithms
by 14.4%, 38.3%, 9.7% and 9.2%, respectively (see Table 4).
Clustering accuracy r was 0.779 for the heart disease dataset
using the MD-MWFCM (see Table 5). (is was 23.3%,
23.4%, 12.6%, and 12.6% more clustering accuracy than that
of the k-prototypes, SABC, KL-FCM-GM, and IWKM al-
gorithms. (e comparison of the maximum accuracy
achieved by five clustering algorithms for the Iris data set is
as shown in Table 1:

(e comparison of the maximum accuracy achieved by
five clustering algorithms for the Soybean data set is shown
in Table 3.

(e comparison of the maximum accuracy achieved by
five clustering algorithms for the Heart Disease data set is
given in Table 4

A comparison of the common algorithm for clustering
mixed categorical and numeric data set is shown in Table 5

(e k-prototypes algorithm has its advantage in a global
optimal search, but falls short in losing information about
multiple memberships of a data point (refer Table 5). (e
SBAC algorithm uses the same agglomerative algorithm to
construct a dendrogram to display the similarity (or

difference) level of a pair of data points with numeric or
nominal attributes. Its limitation is to give larger weight to
uncommon attributes which may lead to its unreasonable
significance in clustering. (e KL-FCM-GM algorithm with
Gath-Geva theory is more suitable for clustering numeric
data with Gath distribution. Although the IWKM algorithm
performs relatively better than k-prototypes, SBAC and KL-
FCM-GM algorithms in mixed numeric and categorical data
types, it is over sensitive to cluster center initialization for
different attributes. (e proposed MD-MWFCM clustering
algorithm has shown its higher performance than these
clustering algorithms for mixed data. It has introduced a
different representation of cluster centers for different data
types, i.e., numeric data center for numeric data type and
categorical data center for the categorical data type. For
numeric and categorical data in biomedicine, techniques for
dealing with categorical data are usually more difficult than
those for numeric data. (e k-modes, as a classical cate-
gorical clustering method has demonstrated its advantages.
Compared with k-modes, the MD-MWFCM clustering al-
gorithm has been improved in following aspects. First is that
fuzzy membership has be applied in MD-MWFCM clus-
tering algorithm to reflect the relation degree of a data point
to each cluster center while k-modes only considers hard
fuzzy partition. Moreover, fuzzy membership also has been
both combined into the dissimilarity measurement and
objective function process with weighting. (e MD-
MWFCM clustering algorithm uses different dissimilarity

Table 2: Input parameters of each dataset for executing the MD-MWFCM clustering algorithm.

Input parameter Iris dataset Soybean dataset Heart disease dataset
n (Sample size) 150 47 303
m (Attribute number) 4 35 13
C (Cluster number) 3 4 2
α (Fuzzy coefficient) [1.0, 10.0] [1.0, 10.0] [1.0, 10.0]
m − p (Categorical attribute number) 0 35 8
Dom(A) (Categorical attribute domain) See iris dataset See soybean dataset See heart disease dataset
(e value of each data point See UCI machine learning repository

Table 3: Comparison of the maximum accuracy achieved by five
clustering algorithms for the Soybean data set.

Algorithm Clustering accuracy (r)
k-prototypes 0.856
SBAC 0.617
KL-FCM-GM 0.903(α � 1.8)

IWKM 0.908
MD-MWFCM 1.000(α ∈ [1.1, 1.2])

Table 4: Comparison of the maximum accuracy achieved by five
clustering algorithms for the heart disease data set.

Algorithm Clustering accuracy (r)
k-prototypes 0.546
SBAC 0.545
KL-FCM-GM 0.653(α � 1.3)

IWKM 0.653
MD-MWFCM 0.779(α � 2.2)
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measure individually for numeric and categorical data in a
cluster. (is can fully use fuzzy membership in clustering
vague data across the boundaries of clusters. (e objective
function calculates dissimilarity by data types and weights of
attributes in the iteration of clustering. In the partitioned
clustering algorithm, the initial position of the cluster center
has a significant impact on the clustering results. (e ran-
domness of this initialization method is too strong, which
leads to great fluctuation of clustering effect, and the same
clustering results are difficult to reproduce. (e improved
cluster center initialization method in MD-MWFCM clus-
tering algorithm is proposed. (e initial centers from the
results in the minimum threshold method can help avoiding
the randomness problem of initial cluster centers in a random
way. (e minimum threshold method can fix the cluster
centers in a possible defined range. All these have enabled the
MD-MWFCM to outperform the other four algorithms in
clustering all three datasets, only numerical, only categorical,
and mixed numerical and categorical datasets.
(1)1e Optimal Fuzzy Coefficient α Value in Accordance with
the Maximum Clustering Accuracy r. When α ∈ [1.0, 3.0],
the Iris dataset achieved its optimal clustering accuracy of
0.967 as shown in Figure 2).

When α ∈ [1.0,10.0], the Soybean dataset achieved its
optimal clustering accuracy of 1.000 as shown in Figure 3

When α ∈ [1.0,10.0], the heart disease dataset achieved its
optimal clustering accuracy of 0.779 as shown in Figure 4

Because overlap degree between the clusters in a data set
is mainly impacted by the fuzzy coefficient α, the degree of
overlap reflects the distribution of data points in each cluster
which can be indicated by calculating clustering accuracy r.
(erefore, the clustering accuracy r in the MD-MWFCM
algorithm is mainly impacted by α (see Figures 2–4) instead
of the numerical value fluctuation in the Iris dataset or the
categorical values in the Soybean dataset. It has been an
ongoing challenge to select the value of α in fuzzy data
analysis. Several researchers have attempted to address this
challenge. (ese attempts all use mathematical program-
ming in selecting the values of a fuzzy correlation coefficient,
and it is not easy to propose further applications for re-
searchers who don’t have a strong mathematical back-
ground. (e authors suggested that the optimal clustering
accuracy r is achieved when α is within 10.0, especially when
α ∈ [1.5, 2.5] [14]. Our study has contributed empirical
evidence to support their suggestion. By starting the ex-
periment with the αvalue of 1.0, and incrementing it at 0.1
interval, we can accurately pinpoint the value α with

Table 5: A comparison of the common algorithm for clustering mixed categorical and numeric data set.

Clustering
method Analysis Limitation

k-prototypes
[10]

Step 1. Select several data points as the initial cluster centres randomly
Data can only be allocated into one cluster,

losing information about multiple membership;
Sensitive to initialization of cluster centres;

No discretion of varying weights of an attribute
in different clusters

Step 2. Allocate the rest data points with the highest similarity to the
relevant cluster centre

Step 3. Update the cluster centres after each data allocation
Step 4. Recalculate the dissimilarity of each data point to each cluster

centre
Step 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until reaching the optimal cluster allocation

SBAC [11]

Step 1. Create a cluster that contains a pair of data points with the
highest similarity Uses the same method to measure both

numerical and categorical data;
Sensitive to initialization of cluster centres;

No discretion of varying weight of an attribute in
different clusters

Step 2. Add another data point and compare its similarity with the
initial two data points. If the similarity is higher than that of the two
original ones, add to the cluster; otherwise treat the data as a new cluster

centre
Step 3. Repeat Step 2 until all data points have been located to a cluster

KL-FCM-GM
[13]

Step 1. Use gath-geva theory to allocate fuzzy membership of all data
points

Sensitive to initialization of fuzzy membership

Step 2. Update weight of each data point in the allocated clusters
Step 3. Retest the distance of data point to cluster centre
Step 4. Estimate the cluster distribution parameters of gath-geva formula

again
Step 5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until the objective function has reached the

stop condition

IWKM [14]

Step 1. Select several data points as the initial cluster centres randomly
and assign weight to each

Sensitive to initialization of cluster centres

Step 2. Compute fuzzy membership matrix based on the values of the
initial cluster centres and their weights obtained in Step 1

Step 3. Update cluster centres with the values of fuzzy membership
matrix and weights in Step 2

Step 4. Update the weights with the values of fuzzy membership matrix
and cluster centres in Step 3

Step 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until the objective function has reached the
stop condition

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 9
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accuracy to 0.1 for the corresponding optimal clustering
accuracy r. Every dataset has its own optimal fuzzy coefficient
value suggested by the corresponding optimal clustering
accuracy r (see Figures 2–4). Before achieving the aim of the
objective function, the clustering accuracy r is not substan-
tially impacted by the changing value of fuzzy coefficient α;
this suggests that the performance of the MD-MWFCM al-
gorithm is reasonably stable. According to article [3], one
performance criteria of a clustering algorithm is its conver-
gence speed of the clustering algorithm. According to article
[4], being able to achieve the optimal clustering accuracy with
α< 10.0, is an indication that the objective function can
converge at reasonable speed. (e convergence was achieved
when α � 1.5 for the Iris dataset (Figure 2), α ∈ [1.1, 1.2] for
the Soybean dataset (Figure 3) and α � 2.2 for the Heart
Disease dataset (Figure 4). Because the objective function
achieved convergence with small fuzzy coefficient values
(α< 3.0) in all three data sets, it suggests that the MD-
MWFCM algorithm has high performance speed.

4. Conclusion

To address the limitations of FCM, this study proposes a
novel multiple weighted fuzzy C-means for mixed data
(MD-MWFCM) clustering algorithm. (e MD-MWFCM
algorithm presents a novel clustering FCM algorithm by
treating numeric and categorical data individually with their
respective cluster center representation, dissimilarity mea-
surement and objective function aspects. For cluster center
representation, mean is used for numeric data and fuzzy
center is used for categorical data. Based on the different
cluster center representations, it uses different dissimilarity
measurement methods to compute the distance of a data
point to various cluster centers. For dissimilarity, numeric
data are calculated by the distance and weight of a data point
to each cluster centre, categorical data are measured by the
frequency of occurrence and weight of a data point to a
cluster. (e objective function is computed by the dissim-
ilarity measurement. Moreover, the MD-MWFCM
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Figure 3: (e optimal accuracy (r) of the MD-MWFCM with varying fuzzy coefficient α for the Soybean dataset.
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+e goal of this study is to plan and develop complete strategies to improve the performance of film industry. +e primary
objectives of this study are to investigate a dataset generated by a IoT application and the nature of the data forms obtained, the
speed of the data arriving rate, and the required query response time and to list the issues that the current film industry faces when
attempting to handle IoT applications in real time. Finally, in film industry platforms, high performance with varied stream
circulation levels of real-time IoT application information was realized. In this study, we proposed three alternative methods on
top of the Storm platform, nicknamed Re-Storm, to improve the performance of IoT application data. +ree different proposed
strategies are (1) data stream graph optimization framework, (2) energy-efficient self-scheduling strategy, and (3) real-time data
stream computing withmemory DVFS.+e work proposed a methodology for dealing with heterogeneous traffic-aware incoming
rate of data streams Re-Storm at multiple traffic points, resulting in a short response time and great energy efficiency. It is divided
into three parts, the first of which is a scientific model for fast response time and great energy efficiency. +e distribution of
resources is then considered using DVFS approaches, and successful optimum association methods are shown. +ird is self-
allocation of worker nodes towards optimizing DSG using hot swapping and making the span minimization technique. Fur-
thermore, the testing findings suggest that Re-Storm outperforms Storm by 20–30% for real-time streaming data of IoT ap-
plications. +is research focuses on high energy efficiency, short reaction time, and managing data stream traffic arrival rate. A
model for a specific phase of data coming via IoTand real-time computing devices was built on top of the Storm platform.+ere is
no need to change any software approach or hardware component in this design, but only merely add an energy-efficient and
traffic-aware algorithm. +e design and development of this algorithm take into account all of the needs of the data produced by
IoT applications. It is an open-source platform with less prerequisites for addressing a more sophisticated big data challenge.

1. Introduction

Digital technology is altering scientific practice. Digital
imagery, sensors, analytical apparatus, and other techniques
are becoming increasingly important in many areas of
science for experimental and observational study. Usually
big data is one of the technologies to deal a massive number
of datasets [1, 2]. Currently, two different processing/
computing platforms are there to deal big data. One is a
batch computing platform like Hadoop. +e second one is
stream computing like Storm. Because it takes data in a

stream form from collections of hardware or software sensor
and computes continuous time data streams, stream pro-
cessing is a key feature of this program on real-time online
high-speed streaming data. For processing enormous vol-
umes of streaming data, real-time stream computing is
required. +e future consignment is based on common task
structure experiential in several Internet of things (IoT)
fields for decision-making in real time, and the input data
streams are obtained from real IoTapplications observations
from various applications like smart hospitals, smart cities,
and entertainment like film industry. +e collaboration of
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this application is full by the integration of business, con-
sumer, and business and industry Internet access, and in-
dustrial IoT consumer interactions is used by IoT
applications [3–5].

In big data systems, the preparation of high-speed con-
tinuous information in stream processing required for pro-
cessing is also a noteworthy goal. In the fault-tolerant
population-stream registration programming mentioned by
Neumeyer and Robbins(2010), which mimics S4, the short-
comings of group processing are addressed by equal-flow
computation with low inertia and acceleration, but the full-
population-stream processing of both platforms has draw-
backs. By conducting a thorough examination of existing
rules, it was discovered that the present film and television
engines are not meeting the demands of IoT data streams.
Unknown energy consumption, reaction time period, and
traffic velocity data entering the streaming data engine are
provided by the IoT data element. IoT is expanding and
making immense measures of constant information; it is a
major testing assignment in IT industry. Stream registering is
reasonably the quickest andmost proficient answer for getting
profitable data from enormous information. In addition,
numerous information streams from divergent information
sources may shape a mix of the information sorts that might
be inconsistent [6–8].

+e goal of this study is to plan and develop complete
strategies to improve the performance of film industry. +e
environment for IoT application datasets makes a platform
towards using data stream optimization, energy-efficient
data stream dynamic scheduling, and memory DVFS ap-
proaches to reduce energy consumption. Future IoT ad-
vancements will handle highly dispersed IoT applications
that necessitate a high level of distribution and process at the
network’s edge by using platform that would provide
compute, storing, and data networks between edge devices
or computing data centers. +ese systems will enable
emerging Internet of +ings applications that require real-
time latency. +is study effort begins by outlining the
mathematical relationship between energy use, reaction
time, and overall asset use in the film business. It finds out
how to satisfy the reduced response time and the high energy
efficacy targets, displaying DSG in film industry conditions
by alluding to the appropriated stream figuring hypotheses,
distinguishing that the vertices weight are vertices in DSG,
and achievement energy utilization of a distribution con-
spire for a DSG at a particular information stream speed, and
doling out assignments by the energy proficient heuristic
movement mindful planning strategies.

+e study’s goal is to increase the performance of real-
time IoTdata processing on a film industry framework. +e
main goals of this research are to evaluate a dataset gen-
erated by a popular IoT application and the nature of the
information obtained, the velocity of responsive service
rate to computing, the query-processing time needed, and
to list the issues that the current film industry system faces
when dealing with IoT applications in real-world time. +e
high performance of real-time iot application information
with different flow circulation degree is realized on the film
industry platform.

2. Methods

2.1. Data Stream Graph Optimization Framework.
Approaches to constructing a BDSC platform based on the
data streams graph optimization method make it possible to
optimize DSG via critical route removal and parallelism.
Optimizing an application’s scheduling strategy DSG to
assets is being considered, but how to progress the DSG is
being disregarded. To attain high consistency, it is critical to
first obtain a good image of the altered state of the DAG and
then select which vertex of a DAG should indeed be
rescheduled. Before submitting the graph to the Storm stage,
the client plans the structure of the DSG based on the ca-
pability of the application. To ensure high stability, establish
a fair picture of a DAG’s changing state before deciding
which vertex of the DAG must be rescheduled. More cru-
cially, understanding how to boost framework strength
while assuring makes span reduction and controlling su-
perior, and response time trade off in a productive and
practicable method is required, which is absent in the bulk of
current scientists in BDSC situations [9–12].

2.1.1. System Architecture. +e four stages of the Storm
computing platform are responsible for real-time data
streaming (Figure 1) which are task assessment, scheduling
phase, processing phase, and storage area. It demonstrates
DSG optimization utilizing two unique strategies: critical
route elimination, which avoids the crucial route to modify
the latency of the produced data stream, and data stream
parallel processing, which approaches heavy nodes of the are
computing data stream operating in parallel (Figure 1).

2.1.2. Experimental Set-Up. Amodel resolve is the process of
creating a simulation environment for real-time computing.
To create a simulation environment, hardware requirements
are utilized. To test the efficacy of the suggested paradigm, an
experimental setting with high-speed network access was
created. Intel i7 CPU, 16GB RAM, 1Gbps network access,
and 104 core workstations were used to evaluate the sug-
gested concept. Two proposed methodologies were applied
to tuples that comprised a stage of the Storm framework.
Ubuntu server 14.01, Storm 0.10.0, Java 1.8.25, Zookeeper
3.4.0, and Python 3.0 are the software requirements for
computing the results. A cluster’s performance is evaluated
using real-world data tests. +e cluster comprises of 18
computers, one of which is assigned as a main node that runs
Storm Nimbus, one as a Zookeeper node, and the remaining
16 as subnodes. Each computer runs with Linux Ubuntu
Server 13.04 and is equipped with twin 8-core Intel Core
(TM) i7-4790 processors running at 3.6GHz, 16GB of
memory, and 1Gbps NIC (Figure 2).

2.1.3. Optimizing. Before the graphs have been submitted to
the phase on the Storm platform, the client defines the
structure of the DSG based on the capacities of the appli-
cation [13]. DSG has two variables such as G� (VG, EG); in
this group, the vertex is treated as DAG, which is a
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consequence by the DAG. Each G continues using two
parameters G� (VG, EG), where VG is a group vertex and
EG is a group edge, and subgraph Gs, ∀ Vi ϵ VGs than ∀ VG
ε VGs, the way it is travelling the DAG route. If S≠E, then
the starting and ending points of a (Vs, Ve) are the same, the
graphs are not directed, and it usually indicates a null vertex/
node. Topological sort (TS) is also another type of graph that
does not have cycle structures. DAG stands for topology sort
order. +e DAG considers partitioning a graph based on TS
by separating the vertex of a graph. A partition graph (GP) is
a topology-based partitioning vertex graph GP� {GP1, PP2,
PP3 . . . . .}. For each partition, GP1� {v1, v2, v3, . . . } ∈G and
GP2� {v1, v2, v3, . . . } ∈G. It is a subgroup containing ∀ i≠j
i, j ∈ (1, n), then GPi ∪ GPj�∅ ∪ GPi≠n 1 VG and G� (VG,

EG). Each vertex and edge contains some tuples VG� (idv,
fv, cvi, v, ov) and EG� (ide, ce) P(Vs, Ve), where graph
vertices� {V1, V2, V3, . . . . . . . . . Vi}, graph edges� {E1, E2,
E3, . . . . . . . . . Ej}, start vertex and end vertex�Vs, Ve
identification of vertices, function, computing cost, data
input streams, output data stream idv, fv, cv, iv, ov 52 ide,
Ce� directed edge identification, directed edge communi-
cation cost. In the graph shown in Figure 2 , it starts vertex
from V1 and ends at V8, and it is not encompassing circles
and it ϵG {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, V7, V8}, and in this one
subgraph, we assume, for example, {V1, V3, V5, V6, V8} ∈G,
and there are two routes in this above graph {V1, V2, V4, V7,
V8} and {V1, V3, V5, V6, V8} ∈G. Furthermore, TS is
depicted in the graph (Figure 2).
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2.2. Energy-Efficient Self-Scheduling Strategy (EESSS)

2.2.1. Framework. In Storm processing area, the model for
observing digital streaming graph, optimization model for
DAG, adaptive streaming data deviation model, energy-
aware scheduling of DAG approach, and traffic-aware re-
source rescheduling method for the DAG model work to
care for constant traffic rate for scheduling intends on top of
the open-source Storm platform. +e storm is indeed a
BDSC system that is distributed. To disperse data streams
between several instances of a vertex, the energy-efficient
traffic awareness resource scheduling paradigm is employed.
+e DAG-based energy-aware scheduling approach is uti-
lized to give a DAG self-scheduling strategy based on traffic
rate that is created by a user and is in a traffic rate stream.+e
DAG model’s traffic awareness based resource rescheduling
is used to reschedule a DAG in an energy-efficient manner
and to achieve high energy efficiency in a constant fashion
[14–18] (see Figure 3).

2.2.2. System Architecture. +e flow of system is considered
either by user or hardware generation of data streams as well
as its formation as a graphical form, and then it is trans-
mitted by the Storm computation, and this process using
predefined task scheduling by round Robin made reference
from Zong et al. for enhancing the performance of standard
scheduling strategic approach which is amended as an en-
ergy-efficient traffic-aware resource allocation method (as
shown in Figure 4) [18].

2.2.3. Experimental Set-Up. By changing the default
scheduling method in Storm’s IScheduler surface and
gaining correct results, efficient energy self-scheduling
methods are used to improve performance (by optimizing
energy efficacy and reducing reaction time through varied
levels of traffic of the data streams). +e Storm platform
simulation environment is built in fully functioning par-
allelism, fault tolerance, and distribution of the latest
version of software, i.e., Storm 0.10.0. A 4 core Intel 13
processor 2.00 GHz 64 Bit CPU, 16GB memory, and
512Mbps network access are required for virtual machines.
4 core two PCs, each with a 10 TB external storage capacity,
are joined together. A Linux server is installed on each
system (Ubuntu version 14.01). +e software components
listed below are often built and used in combination with
Java 1.8, Zookeeper 3.4.0, and Python 3.0. Furthermore, on
the Storm platform, all upgraded scheduling techniques
replace the default scheduling approach with improved and
efficient traffic-aware scheduling for energy. In Storm UI,
the output is being watched. For performance purposes, the
average tuples computation is employed. +is used Storm’s
default timing technique to measure the process time of
every tuple. Storm UI can gather such information, but
then it only displays the 10 minute average. According to
Zhao Zhibin et al., the recommended approach trial and
execution takes about one minute rather than averages,
providing us with far more precision in real-time perfor-
mance estimate (2008). During the investigation, Ubuntu

Linux used the NTP protocols standard to synchronize
worker nodes [19].

2.3. Real-Time Data Stream Computing with Memory DVFS.
DVFS is a popular technology to scale voltage frequency
according to the application precedence at the CPU level. In
this work, this technique is apllied to the memory level to
reduce energy consumption and improve performance.

2.3.1. Experimental Set-Up. Adding frequency scaling-based
control algorithm for improving energy efficiency is done. It
minimizes the application’s energy usage while increasing its
efficiency. +e frequency-based control mechanism is
software-based. Figure 5 depicts the data stream control
method. It is to handle the large data stream computing
environment while processing data from IoTapplications. It
experiences difficulties; thus, it is searching for more gap
filling to assist it in overcoming these difficulties. +e Storm
framework in the stream computing is open source and is
developed to address the most pressing demands of the
current streaming data component. +e scheduling mech-
anism used in this one is Round Robin by default. It is
undesirable as data transmission is rather high at the slow
point, and energy usage is quite significant for that reason.
Data were generated by devices (Figure 5).

2.3.2. Optimization. Sun et al. used the DVFS approach to
the enormous data leaking group and scientific proof pre-
sented with each on/off chips doling out workloads [20].+e
load of an errand is defined as the total of the CPIs of all
bearings further towards the path stream of the venture. A
variety of component factors influence the task load, in-
cluding the on-chip halt cycle number owing to data reliance
or the branched miss forecast, and the off-chip log jam phase
checks due to I/D TLBmiss or I/D store miss.+e CPUwaits
until the requested memory exchange is accomplished
during an off-chip access. As a result, the processor clock
cycle during an off-chip is altered. To comprehend the load
rot framework, a few definitions are required.

Definition 1. Won is the number of clock cycles necessary
for the CPU to complete the set of on-chip instructions,
which are made entirely of the CPU. +e performance time
required to complete Won, T on, fluctuates according to
CPU frequency, f cpu, and is calculated as Ton�Won/f cpu.

Definition 2. Woff is the number of external clock cycles
required to conduct the set of off-chip accesses. It is worth
noting that the CPU delays until the peripheral memory
operations are completed. +e execution time necessary to
complete Woff, T off, is computed as a function of the
outward memory clock cycle frequency, f ext as Toff�Woff/
ft� −logf (T o f 2 Wo f 2) ex, x≠ 0 and −Wo f 2≠ 0 ∅, x� 0
and −Wo f 2≠ 0 and −logf (To f 2Wo f 2)≠ 0 t ∈R, x� 0 and
−logf (T o f 2 Wo f 2)� 0 and −Wo f 2≠ 0. Based on defined
in equations 5.1 and 5.2, Won and Woff is written as
Won�N.CPUIavg on and Woff�M. CPI off avg (5.1),
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where CPI avg on represents the average number of CPU
clock pulses per on-chip instruction, M represents the
number of off-chip access, and CPI avg off represents the
average of external clock cycles per off-chip access. +e
execution time, T, for a job is determined using these two
definitions as T�Ton +Toff�N.CPUIavg on fcpu +M. CPI
off avg fext (5.2) When the CPU frequency changes, the
change in T is solely due to Ton (∆T ∆f CPU)�∆Ton ∆f cpu,
∆T off ∆f cpu 0 (5.3) Lemma 1: Each degree of energy
consumption is based on computing each job and reaction
time based on a scheduling element, and two tasks A and B
are considered. Proof: Assume 89 Accept to make a change
in which you have two distinct ideal schedules A and
B. Consider a third schedule U wherever for all the tasks i,
xi(U)� (xi(A) + xi(B))/2. Now privilege that F(U)≤ (F(A) +
F(B))/2� F(A)� F(B) and E(U)< (E(A) + E(B))/2. As a re-
sult, neither S nor T are optimal for one may enhance the
plan by investing A−E(U) energy into occupation n in U to
show evidence of better reaction time than F(U). +is op-
poses the model of S. To demonstrate F(U)≤ (F(A) + F(B))/
2� F(A)� F(B), consider a certain task b. +en there is some
work “a” Cy (U)� rx + (U) yi� a. So by the description of
U, Cy(U)� rx +(xi(A) + xi(B))/2y i� x. But in S, let it
necessarily be the case that Cb (A)≥ ra + (xi (A) yi� x
(5.4). For A, must procedure jobs x finished y among re-
sponse time rx and Cy(A). Similarly, Cy (B)≥ rx + xi(B) y
i� x (5.5). By taking the average of these two equations,
(Cy(A) +Cy(B))/2≥ ra + (xi (A) + xi(B))/2 yi� x. (5.6).
+e right-hand side of this inequality is precisely Cy (U) in
this processing. Hence, (Cy(A) +Cy(B))/2≥Cy(U). Because
y was picked at random, it follows that F(U)≤ (F(A) + F(B))/
2. Note that the function f(x)� 1 x α−1 is a rounded function
when α> 1, and f (x+ y 2)< (f(x) + f(y))/2. It thus imme-
diately follows E(U).

3. Results and Discussions

All of the findings are obtained from various sources in order
to verify the working nature of the offered technique.
Streams submitting at various traffic levels are on top of it,
testing to see if it is appropriate for all situations and

comparing the findings to different qualities. +e principal
input type is data generated by IoT devices, which is perfect
for sampling real-time and high-velocity data but also a
difficult task in today’s IT industry. +e proposed method is
for efficiently providing greater control over IoT-related data
processing via big data platforms which meets this aim,
meaning that it is suitable for readily computing various
types of high-velocity data.

In this paper, we presented a new application standard to
measure BDSC in the IoT environment. Data phases, like
stream processing system (SPS), are required for IoT ap-
plications’ high speed control needs, and recommended
work overload calculates their viability using basic tasks
found in IoT applications, as well as entirely practical im-
plications for the fact-based outline and predictive inves-
tigative process. +ese are combined with two trustworthy
information sources from the urban IoT testing and
transportation businesses. +e proposed standard for the
widely used Apache Storm SPS, as well as the imple-
mentation steps, has been accepted. A task scheduling
planning calculation for managing massive data streams in
mobile Internet service is provided to establish parallel
machine execution, and the streaming query graph is
functioned to determine each edge weight. +e remodeling
findings show that using the appropriate number of logic
machines reduces the response time of framework sub-
stantially, and scheduling several tuples at once reduces
framework connection switching. +e calculating approach
used in this study can increase the productivity of massive
data stream processing in portable one. +e suggested data
stream optimization has indeed been accepted as the
benchmark for the widely used Apache Storm SPS and the
execution methods introduced. A dynamic programming
planning calculation for big data stream handling in mobile
Data Internet access is offered to create parallel machine
execution, and the streams query graph is worked to de-
termine each edge weight. +e remodeling findings show
that using the appropriate number of logic machines reduces
framework response time substantially, and scheduling
several tuples in one go minimizes framework connection
switching. +is study’s calculation has the potential to

Profiling

Graph Space

Scheduling

Processing Space MDVFS

Evaluating

Input: Real- Time IoT streaming data
Output: Optimized Solution with frequency based task allocation
Srep 1: Bandwidth required data stream
Step 2: Bandwidth available to process task
Step 3: Average Bandwidth thread assigning task
Step 4: if Bandwidth < Tfb then
Step 5: set memory frequency to fb
Step 6: else if Tfb≤ Bandwidth < Tfc then set memory frequency to f2
Step 7: else if Tfc≤ Bandwidth then
Step 8: set memory frequency to maximum frequency fa
Step 9: end if
Step 10: end while

Figure 5: System architecture.
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increase the efficiency of enormous data stream handling in
mobile Internet access. Reduced scheduling rates, on the
other hand, will lead to IoT implementation [21–25].

3.1. Energy-Efficient Self-Scheduling Strategy (EESSS). All of
the findings are collected from various sources in order to
verify the effectiveness of the suggested approach, with
streams submitting at various traffic levels on top of it,
testing to see if it is appropriate for all situations and
comparing the findings to different qualities. +e principal
input type is IoT-produced data, which is appropriate for
sampling real-time and high-velocity data but also a difficult
task in today’s IT industry. +e proposed method is for
efficiently providing improved control for Internet-of-things
data computing by using big data frameworks that meets this
aim, meaning that it is suitable for readily computing various
types of high-velocity data. Obtaining data samples of real-
time IoT creation from Shahrivari’s CityPulse Database
Collection (2013). +ere are several types of datasets ac-
cessible, such as pollution, weather, and road traffic which
developed a virtual environment for controlling data speed
with various traffic mediums.

When compared to the present model, evaluating the
suggested model with appropriate varied traffic mediums
would yield better performance. First, allocating a low traffic
medium, then making numerous alterations and eventually
achieving peaceful outcomes in all aspects. +ose graphs are
provided below.We improved energy economy and reduced
reaction time by varying the traffic volumes of information
streams.+e graphs show the outcomes of how to use energy
at the system level while lower traffic levels are evaluated.
Figure 4, 6 depicts a 0–250 tuple which constructed a
variable of tuples on submitting somewhere in the middle of
the range at the responding time and energy consumed with
both platforms under the identical circumstances. Re-Storm
outperforms both Storm and Re-Storm in all scenario test
situations, demonstrating that it is well suited for IoT-
sensing data. Online ongoing information is indistin-
guishable, divergent arriving rate, and it does not have a
consistent activity detecting medium. It was examined what
all significance are there for upgrading stream diagrams and
energy proficiency requirements for BDSC condition. +e
proposed approach considered two variables for enhancing
their execution proficiency. Initially, it is adjusting their
planning system with unessential activity stream support,
and second is enhancing their diagrams utilizing basic way
disposal to keep up a voting demographic for various
movement medium information, besides, updating 20–30%
proficiency in stream figuring. At long last, it makes a co-
lossal effect on general all BDSC condition obtaining ex-
ceptional performance throughout the whole big data
platform, with a focus on real-time as well as IoT infor-
mation. +is research concentrates on improving energy
efficiency, fast reaction time, and controlling the arrival rate
of data stream traffic. On top of the Storm system, a model
for a specific phase of data arriving from IoT and real-time
computing was built. +is design does not require any
changes to the software or hardware; simply add an energy-

efficient and traffic-aware algorithm. +e design and de-
velopment of this algorithm take into account all of the
needs of the data produced by IoT applications. It has less
prerequisites for dealing with a more complicated big data
challenge and is an open-source system [26, 27].

3.2. Real-Time Data Stream Computing with Memory DVFS.
+is approach presented the essential tradeoffs in memory
recurrence scaling and played out an underlying assessment
utilizing a straightforward and natural calculation. However,
more work stays to be finished. To begin with, a basic system
and a vast plan space, both plays a role in measuring and
anticipating the effect on execution and on expecting the
future effect of memory recurrence changes. Additionally,
work can explore both the estimation and forecast parts of
this issue and portray how different sorts of workloads react
to expanded memory inertness. +is paper also examined
the interaction between memory storage scaling and CPU
voltage or frequency scaling (DVFS). Positively, the two
devices could exchange signals. It is also possible that higher
productivity gains are possible under combined control as
when the two work independently. At long last, it is thought
to be just SPEC CPU2006 in this work; assist assessments are
important to evaluate execution affect in different work-
loads. In this paper, a model was suggested to analyze
memory frequency/voltage scaling in order to maximize
energy efficiency and minimize memory power. We describe
a control technique that decreases memory frequency while
reducing performance effect, based on the fact that a large
amount of memory system power is frequency dependent.
+e essential discovery is that changing memory frequency
has no effect on memory access latency when memory
bandwidth usage is low. By monitoring memory bandwidth
consumption, the suggested control method raises memory
frequency when utilization exceeds a certain threshold,
hence limiting the performance effect. In this way, DVFS can
be a useful energy-saving solution, especially when memory
bandwidth consumption is modest [28].

4. Conclusion, FutureWork, and Significance of
the Contribution

4.1. A Data Stream Graph Optimization Framework. It
maintains a consistent high efficiency and a short response
time. It decreases the utilization no. of computing nodes.+e
quantification of distribution scheme for a DSG is energy
efficient at a given information stream velocity and merging
of heavily weighted vertices on large DAG to perform logical
splitting to maximize the energy efficiency, altering their
scheduling strategy with inappropriate traffic streams and
optimizing DSG using vertices weight-based exclusion.
Moreover, the upgrading approach against the existing
platform enhanced efficiency shown by 20–30%. Finally, it
makes a huge effect on the whole BDSC environment.

4.2. An Energy-Efficient Self-Scheduling Strategy. +is tech-
nique presents Re-Storm, a revised Storm streaming engine,
as well as an energy-aware stream congestion consolidation
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mechanism for allocation of resources. As per the arriving
size of the data stream weight of each vertex, it should al-
locate resources as per online data stream traffic rate. Finally,
achieving low response time and high energy efficiency with
dissimilar traffic levels of streams in BDSC is called as Re-
Storm.

4.3. Real-Time BDSC Platforms towards Improving Efficiency.
A new main memory-based control algorithm strategy is
proposed for observing memory bandwidth based on task
strength adjusting, utilizing its frequency/voltage scaling to
minimize performance impact. +e power consumption of
memory is a significant module of system power. Reduce
power consumption memory level as it has high effect and
impact on the overall memory level computation system
performance. About19% of average gain is achieved against
the existing strategies in the evaluation system. Scaling
memory voltage/frequency can reduce power utilized by
memory with a minimal system performance effect which
yields average system energy with a reduction by 2.4%,
achieving 0.4% of average memory power reduction. +ese
three proposed strategies are added into the existing BDSC
platform towards improving the efficiency of real-time
computing of the IoT Applications.

5. Additional Points

+e limitations of study is that assignments on web-based
advancing and engineering which necessitates for the
booking component by reallocating the basic vertices con-
tinue the basic way of DSG to limit framework variances and
response time and integrate the nonbasic vertex and con-
tinuing nonbasic manner to increase energy productivity in
order to fulfill short response time and greater energy
proficiency. Assessing the short response time and high
energy effectiveness objectives in film industry environ-
ments was not studied here. As they are simply based on
point-by-point presumptions, concentrate on limiting en-
ergy utilization, or attempt to adjust energy and execution
was also not analyzed in details. All the basic vertices just
decide low response time on the basic way.

6. Conclusion and Future Direction

+e work proposed a methodology for dealing with het-
erogeneous traffic-aware incoming data rate streams, Re-
Storm at multiple traffic points, resulting in a short reaction
time and great energy efficiency. It is divided into three parts,
the first of which is a scientific model for fast response time
and great energy efficiency. +en, distribution of resources
considering DVFS methods presents effective optimal as-
sociation methods and self-allocation of worker nodes.
Furthermore, the results of the testing indicate that Re-
Storm beats Storm by 20–30% for real-time streaming data
utilized in Internet of things. It is not necessary to change
any software approach or hardware device in this design;
merely add an energy-efficient and traffic-aware algorithm.
+e design and development of this algorithm take into
account all of the needs of the data generated by IoT

applications. It has only fewer requirements to address a
more complex big data problem, as well as an open-source
platform.

+e following research includes concerns for BDSC
environment features, designs for huge real-time data
streamed computing environments, influences on task to-
pological graph with a cycle, and a dynamical extensibility of
the various streaming data techniques may be studied fur-
ther, developing BDSC platforms with high fault tolerance,
scalability, throughput, and consistency for structuring such
a system in a real-world BDSC context.
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It is essential to change health services from a hospital to a patient-centric platform since medical costs are steadily growing and
new illnesses are emerging on a worldwide scale. (is study provides an optimal decision support system based on the cloud and
Internet of (ings (IoT) for identifying Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) to provide patients with efficient remote healthcare
services. To identify the presence of medical data for CKD, the proposed technique uses an algorithm named Improved Simulated
Annealing-Root Mean Square -Logistic Regression (ISA-RMS-LR).(e four subprocesses that make up the proposed model are a
collection of data, preprocessing, feature selection, and classification. (e incorporation of Simulated Annealing (SA) during
Feature Selection (FS) enhances the ISA-RMS-LRmodel’s classifier outputs. Using the CKD benchmark dataset, the ISA-RMS-LR
model’s efficacy has been verified. According to the experimental findings, the proposed ISA-RMS-LR model effectively classifies
patients with CKD, with high sensitivity at 99.46%, accuracy at 99.26%, Specificity at 98%, F-score at 99.63%, and kappa value at
98.29%. (e proposed system has many benefits including the fast transmission of medical data to the medical personnel, real-
time tracking, and registration condition of the patient through a medical record. Potential enhancement of the performance
measures the provider system’s hospital capacity and monitoring of a significant number of patients with a concentrated
average delay.

1. Introduction

An IoT is a key concept that focuses on the modeling and
connecting of Internet-linked physical objects using the
power of computer systems. Instead of using a certain
number of high-powered such as computers, tablet devices,
mobile phones, and so on [1, 2], the IoT is largely used for a
range of applications using a large number of low-power
devices. Such as wrist bands, refrigerators, and umbrellas.

Combining IoT with Cloud Computing (CC) is beneficial
when it comes to the creation of innovative approaches. An
observation model has been built underneath the IoT in-
tegration and CC to monitor the state of patients and
successfully gather the information, even in distant locations
of greater assistance to medical professionals [3]. (is model
was created to watch the patient’s condition. In several
situations, the IoT technique is often kept with the assistance
of the CC environment to improve efficacy in the
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deployment of productive resources, data storage, and
computational and processing capabilities [4].

(e rate at which technological advancements occur is so
rapid that almost anythingmay be connected over theWorld
Wide Web [5]. (e phrase IoT pertains to anything that is
connected through the Internet. (is term describes objects
associated with the network and multiple objects connected
to process information, and make decisions but also respond
to the physical and virtual world [6]. IoTelements including
cell phones, engines, sensors, and computing devices gen-
erate a significant quantity of data in real-time. (e inte-
gration of cloud computing with the IoT is the greatest
option. CC is indeed the fundamental virtual structure that
can be utilized efficiently, and it encompasses many services
like servers, networks, and storage [7]. (erefore, the
combination of IoT and CC has substantial advantages and
benefits in terms of algorithmic resource management, along
with the existence and utilization of customizable resources
and the usage of these resources as services [8]. (ere are a
significant number of individuals throughout the globe who
are afflicted with cardiovascular disease and diabetes may
result in a stroke, heart, and kidney failure.

Blood pressure and heart rate sensors, together with an
IoT-based cloud and Wi-Fi communications were used in
the development of the system for monitoring the health of
patients [9]. On the other hand, an actual electrocardio-
gram-basedmonitoring system is not included in the system.
One such system has been proposed using an Arduino
processor, the cloud, an ECG sensor, and a Raspberry [10].
Wi-Fi is used to make the connection to the Internet, and a
cloud server receives the data, processes it, and then notifies
the appropriate medical personnel in the event of an
emergency [11]. It has been proposed that sensors equip-
ment and a heartbeat Fitbit gadget are linked to the CPU
through Bluetooth used to create a low-power health
monitoring system. It is possible to use a Raspberry Pi as a
server to store and process the vital signs of a patient in an
emergency and send an alarm to the attending physician
[12, 13]. CC is not supported on this system, and the user has
a restricted range of motion to work within. Using tem-
perature, pulse rate, ECG, and fall sensors and a Wi-Fi
interface to transport the hospital’s data to a cloud server, an
IoT - based health system was built for real-time monitoring
[14]. (e system offers to monitor in real-time and makes a
medical determination for the patient based on their current
data and patient history. On the other hand, the system is not
very precise when it comes to making judgments or, in the
case of an emergency, alerting medical services [15]. (e
methods described in the aforementioned body of research
provide several difficulties, including those about patient
service area, the precision of decision-making, the database,
warnings, real-time monitoring from any place, and the
dimensions of the device [16].

2. Related Works

(e purpose of developing and implementing smart watches
wireless-based system for health monitoring that reads
several vital parameters and then makes a selection based on

a methodology that requested the server to contact the
necessary person in the event of an emergency [17]. (e
system gathers information about the patient by employing
several sensors and then transmits that information in real-
time to a cloud server by way of an Arduino controller. (e
data is saved inside the cloud using an algorithm that was
designed specifically to automatically monitor the health of
the patients [18]. (e system allows for a degree of adapt-
ability for interaction between patients and the healthcare
team using alerts, and it achieves a high level of precision in
terms of decision-making [19]. When it comes to delivering
medical treatment to a significant number of patients,
healthcare institutions and caregivers face a variety of
challenges that must be overcome. Because of the explosion
in the use of contemporary biomedical sensors and IoT
devices, an increasing number of sophisticated medical care
and health monitoring systems have been created [20].

(e majority of recent research has focused on the early
identification of chronic disorders such as CKD, heart
disease, and diabetes mellitus. In these studies, numerous
factors that may influence chronic disease have been utilized.
Despite this, the time complexity and performance of the
illness prediction process continue to be significant issues
[21]. (is is even though all of the critical characteristics that
are required for disease prediction are present. When
attempting to diagnose CKD, the preliminary components
often include a few influencing characteristics. (ese factors
account for the long execution time and low precision of the
prediction procedure. In addition to these qualities, how-
ever, additional symptoms such as insomnia, chest pain,
nausea, and other indicators may also aid in the early di-
agnosis of probable CKD [22]. CKD stands for chronic
kidney disease. (erefore, making use of the approach of
feature selection may enhance the overall efficiency of CKD
prediction made using a variety of classification strategies.

(en, we apply the important components derived from
earlier research for CKD diagnosis in addition to the CKD
severity level evaluation, which has not been explored before
[23]. (is was something that had not been done before. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the categorization techniques
that were put into practice, the samples needed for this study
were taken from a selection of samples [24]. Also, in fur-
thermore to the vital features that have been applied in
recent research to predict CKD, several additional clinical
symptoms are taken into consideration based on the pro-
posed model [25]. (ese symptoms significantly contribute
to the accuracy with which CKD and its severity degree can
be predicted [26].(erefore, to improve the implementation
time and effectiveness of the testing and training process
during the classification stage, we pertain to the influencing
functionalities based on the clinical observations and ex-
periences of physicians. (e findings from earlier studies,
provide three groups of crucial characteristics that have an
impact on CKD [27]. In addition, if CKD is detected, this
model can provide predictions on its subtype.(e CKD level
is the single most critical predictor in predicting CKD, al-
though it has not been taken into account in any of the prior
studies.(e entire work done in the past was only devoted to
making predictions about the presence of CKD, and the
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samples were divided into two categories: healthy individ-
uals and CKD patients.

(e CC approach is more applicable for finding the basic
linear function for NN to provide enough data training [28].
When a model is implemented, the classification procedure
focuses on achieving the highest possible level of perfor-
mance. To solve the problem that occurs in the Neural
Network (NN)-CC technique’s local optimum, modified
techniques of NN-CC have indeed been developed and
implemented. (e main weights of the neuron connection
are responsible for the operation of the NN, and the pro-
jected model makes use of the MCS scheme to bring down
the overall Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measurement
which is calculated during the NN training process [29].
When contrasted with the NN-CS methodology, the ob-
tained findings indicate that the NN-CCmodel has achieved
an optimal level of function. (e overall accuracy of CKD is
brought down by the presence of missing values in a dataset.
Because the conventional methods are executed during the
data preparation stage, the data cleaning task is necessary to
complete the work of filling in the missing data and getting
rid of the scores that are not useful. It is anticipated that
there will be a reevaluation technique used for all stages of
CKD in which missing data have been calculated and
inserted into the appropriate areas [30]. Even though
conventional models are effective, a specialized illness de-
tection system inside a healthcare dataset is still required to
guarantee that CKD results are accurate. Within the context
of this discussion, the FS task is seen as an essential com-
ponent of the data categorization process.

(is paper presents an ideal IoT and diagnosing chronic
kidney disease (CKD) using a cloud-based decision support
system, to deliver efficient virtual care to patients. (e SA-
oriented FS and Root Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp)
driven Logistic Regression (LR) model termed ISA-RMS-LR
is used by the proposed technique to identify the presence of
CKD based on medical data. (e proposed model has
comprised a group of four different subprocesses, which
include data collection, preprocessing, FS, and categoriza-
tion. (e incorporation of SA for FS contributes to the
improvement of the classifier results generated by the ISA-
RMS-LR model. Using a standard dataset for CKD, the
validity of the ISA-RMS-LR model’s predictive ability was
investigated and confirmed. (e results of the experiments
suggest that the proposed ISA-RMS-LR model is superior to
the methodologies that are being examined in terms of its
ability to correctly diagnose and categorize CKD.

3. Proposed Model

Figure 1 shows the whole procedure for developing the
proposed algorithm of the ISA-RMS-LR model. It depicts
the data collecting process that occurs in a variety of ways.
Following that, data preparation occurs, and this pre-
processed data gets delivered into the ISA-FS model. (e
ISA-FS approach will choose the optimum subset of attri-
butes, whereas the RMS-LR system will categories them.

In the first step, data is gathered via IoT devices that are
connected to patients, a different benchmark healthcare

dataset, individual health information, and a hospital ad-
ministration server.(emajority of the medical information
provided by IoTdevices linked to either a person is essential.
A sensor attached to a person, for example, obtains accurate
patient records at regular times [31]. CKD data were
translated into an acceptable format in three processes. In
the beginning, a format transforming operation is per-
formed in which real data are transformed into a .csv file
format. Several attribute values together in the dataset, like
Absence, Present, and Yes or No, are simultaneously con-
verted to numeric values such as 0 and 1. (e median ap-
proach would then be used to complete a dataset’s missing
data.

Figure 2 depicts the general SA technique procedure.(e
physical aim is for molten material to cool at a minimum
pace to assure the process of establishing thermal equilib-
rium at each temperature. When the temperature ap-
proaches absolute zero, the material achieves its ground
state, which is composed of relatively low crystalline lattices.
When a material solidifies at a temperature below its melting
temperature, it forms an unsatisfactory framework that does
not consume less energy [32]. In addition, Monte Carlo
methods were used to predict the appearance of a material at
a particular temperature. A little random disruption to the
present state “l” of material with energy S1 created the
following state “n” with energy Sn. As long as Sn is below or
equal to S1, the condition may be considered current.
Otherwise, the state has been spent with the following
probability.

Exp
S1 − Sn( 

KbT( 
 , (1)

where T-current temperature; Kb-Boltzmann constant.
(eMetropolis criteria are given the acceptance rule that

was discussed, and the model was used in conjunction with
the Metropolis criterion. A state of thermal equilibrium is
reached by the material whenever it is heated to any degree
because the temperature has indeed been progressively
dropping.

PT(X � 1) � Exp −
S1

KbT
 

n

n

exp
−Sn( 

KbT( 
, (2)

where the sum of the energies of all possible states at
temperature “T” serves as the denominator in equation (2).

3.1. Feature Selection Approach. To diagnose CKD, the
proposed method uses the FS methodology. (e success of
the provided FS technique is contingent on the success of the
ISA method which has seen widespread use for combina-
torial optimizing tasks. It is presumed that the ISA model is
one of the primary search approaches. (is will allow the
algorithm to find better ways to solve the problem. In this
regard, the SA model has the quality of being able to achieve
the best solution in contrast to the naive local search al-
gorithm in every given set of conditions.
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In most cases, it has been chosen in a completely ar-
bitrary way because it has been a decision to be the best
option.(e use of the cost function allows for the estimation
of the expense of an optimal state in a consecutive manner.
When the temperature is unable to match the termination
criterion, a solution that is adjacent to the most recent
optimum solution is picked, and the cost is evaluated [33]. If
the cost of a chosen adjacent solution is lower than or the
same as the cost of the most recent optimum solution, then
the most recent optimal solution may be swapped out for a
new neighbor solution. An arbitrary function within the
range has been chosen, even though the cost of nearby
solutions is greater when contrasted with the cost of the
present ideal solution (0, 1). When we attain this stage, the
replacement of the optimum solution is initiated whenever
the random value measured against is at its minimum
e � (cos (Wn − cos (e � Wa))/T). After the temperature has
been lowered using equation (3), the process is repeated as
many times as necessary until the temperature satisfies the
termination conditions.

3.2. RL-Based Classification Model. A classification task
typically generates a presentation that is mapped with
datasets of supplied classifications based on current data.
Application of the deletion of required data content from a
technique for determining the type of data. In the majority of
instances, a variable has been required by the LR model for
binary classification. (is section defines LR approaches by
focusing on two types of difficulties. (is method’s primary
objective is to predict the existence of chronic kidney disease,
which is typically confirmed using a binary classification
methodology. In addition, LR approaches are often used to
diagnose illnesses, identify multiple sclerosis, and classify
health care data.(e function of LR is to predict the presence
or absence of CKD. Equation (3) demonstrates that the LR
model is mostly reliant upon that linear regression
technique:

R � α + β1i1 + β2i2 + · · · + βnin. (3)

Classification challenges are analogous to continuous-
measurement-required linear regression problems. (e
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Figure 1: Proposed CKD system.
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anticipated value of the categorization model falls between 0
and 1. (e outcome is 1 if the numbers are above a specified
threshold; otherwise, it is 0. (erefore, the LR parameter
sequence falls inside the range [0, 1]. LR indicates that this
level employs a sigmoid function. (e entire linear model
that detects the disease when such a sigmoid function has
been applied is a feature.

Pr (A � +1|B) ∼ β.B and

Pr(A � −1|B0 � 1 – Pr (A � +1|Z),

↓σ(x) �
1

1 + e
− x ∈ [0, 1],

Pr (A � +1|B) ∼ σ(β.B) and,

Pr (A � −1|B) � −Pr (A � +1|B).

(4)

Classification is used at both the positive and the neg-
ative class levels here. Where “P” represents the existence of
CKD, “Q” indicates the collection of eight elements’ inde-
pendent variables. Each regression model “Q” has a coef-
ficient value represented by, which represents the weight. As
determined by the LRmodel, these database values consist of
weight values. It provides several linkages between Q and P
for different weights. LR parameters may be altered to get an

optimal classification output. At this phase, the RMS model
is utilized to choose the LR parameters.

(e RMSProp model is based on the construction of
such a weighted sum of grades, including such Gradient
Descent (GD), using different progression parameters.
Consider the scenario and evaluate a cost function made up
of contours, with the red dot representing a local optimum.
(e very first iteration for GD begins at position ‘A’ and ends
at point ‘B;’ Figure 3 shows the other end of an ellipse. (e
next phase of GD concludes at point ’C.’ It reaches the
optimum solution in ascending and descending dimensions
faster than any prior iteration of GD. Although there is a
greater learning value implementation, a lateral oscillation
has a significant amplitude and decreases the GD while
removing the higher learning value implementation. Ver-
tical oscillations are caused by biases, but the horizontal
motion is caused by weight. Vertical oscillation is reduced
when the ‘weights’ are increased in value and the bias is
adjusted. In backward propagation (BP), these parameters
dW and db are utilized to modify W, whereas b is a fixed
value.

W � W–learningrate∗ dW,

B � B − learningrate∗ db.
(5)

RMSprop uses progressively average values of either a
squared of dW and db rather than the nonepoch-dependent
distribution of dW and db.

SdW � β∗ SdW +(1–β)∗ dW2
,

Sdb � β∗ Sdb +(1 – β)∗ db2,
(6)

where β signifies an alternative hyperparameter that accepts
the values 0 and 1, respectively. To compute the new
weighted average, the weight from the average of previous
values and the square of current values are assumed. In the
factors updating process that follows the estimate of upper
bound averages, SdW is quite small and Sdb is rather large.

W � W–learning rate∗
dW
����
SdW

√ ,

b � b–learning rate∗
dW
����
Sdb

√ .

(7)

ZLocal Optima
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X

Figure 3: General RMSProp progress model.
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3.3. Performance Validation. (e effectiveness of the pro-
vided paradigm is validated by a comprehensive comparison
with current practices. (e proposed simulation was per-
formed using MATLAB software. (e number of Maximum
iterations is set to 20, the Maximum Subiterations number is
set to 5, and Initial Temp T0 is set to 10, with Temp. Re-
duction Speed alpha is set to 0.99. Table 1 depicts the
dataset’s overview and its accessible elements. (e CKD
dataset has a total of 400 occurrences with 24 characteristics.
250 occurrences are categorized as having chronic kidney
disease (CKD), whereas the remaining 150 examples are
designated as not having CKD.

4. Results and Discussion

(e results of applying FS models to the CKD dataset are
shown in Table 2, which can be found here. (e optimum
cost analysis of such SA-FS model that was supplied may be
seen shown in Figure 4. With the best cost of 0.79, the table
values proposed that perhaps the CFS model produced
worse FS outcomes. In addition, it is shown that the best cost
of the Principal Component Analysis technique is 0.04670,
which is somewhat less than CFS but not significantly lower
than competing models. (e GA-FS and PSO-FS models
have surpassed their predecessors and achieved almost equal
best costs around 0.04640 and 0.04746, respectively. How-
ever, the proposed SA-FSmodel has selected just the thirteen
qualities with the optimum cost, which is 0.01105. (is
lowest possible cost supplied by the SA-FS model ensured its
greater performance in comparison to its predecessors.

Figure 5 depicts the various confusion matrices resulting
from either the implementation of RMS-LR technology
without FS at various epoch counts. (e RMS-LR model has
identified 182 cases as active and 150 instances as missing, as
shown by the epoch count of 400. Likewise, for the epoch
value of 800, the RMS-LR algorithm has categorized 117
cases as current and 150 occurrences as missing. Similarly,
under the epoch value of 1200, the RMS-LR algorithm has
identified 237 occurrences as present and 147 as missing.
Concurrently, the RMS-LR algorithm has identified 242
cases as active and 146 occurrences as missing under the
2000 epoch count.

Figure 6 depicts several confusion matrices resulting
from implementing ISA-RMS-LR using FS at varied epoch
counts. Using such a different epoch count of 400 indicates
that the ISA-RMS-LRmethod has identified 243 occurrences

as present and 145 instances as missing in a collection.
Similarly, a count of 800 epochs demonstrates that the ISA-
RMS-LR system classifies 243 cases as present and 145 in-
stances as missing. By this, it is seen that, under the epoch
count of 1600, the ISA-RMS-LR method has categorized 247
occurrences that were present and 146 instances were ab-
sent. (e ISA-RMS-LR algorithm has categorized 246 cases
as present and 146 instances are absent under the 2000 epoch
count.

After evaluating the classifier results provided by an ISA-
RMS-LR system under various epoch counts, it was deter-
mined that perhaps the ISA-RMS-LRmodel may provide the
most precise classification performance when the epoch
count is between 1600 and 2000. Figure 7 demonstrates that
in this specific round, the ISA-RMS-LR algorithm classifies
247 cases as present and 146 instances as absent.

Figure 8 illustrates the accuracy of the RMS-LR and ISA-
RMS-LR models concerning the 2000 epoch data. (e ISA-
RMS-LR produces more accuracy than the RMS-LRmethod.
(e precision of both proposed models increases as the
number of epochs increases, reaching a peak at 2000 epochs.
Figure 9 illustrates the loss curves for the RMS-LR with ISA-
RMS-LR algorithms for varied numbers of 2000 epochs. It
has been demonstrated that the ISA-RMS-LR model pro-
duces a lower loss rate than the RMSPO-LR model. (e real
loss of the proposed models starts to decrease as the number
of epochs increases and becomes constant around 2000
epochs. (e addition of an SA-based FS procedure dra-
matically reduces the loss graph, as seen.

Table 1: Dataset description.

Description Value
Instances count 535
Features count 28
Class count 3
Percentage of positive samples 72.56%
Percentage of negative samples 37.52%

Data source
Own data from

UCI data
repository

Table 2: Analysis with CKD detection feature selection method-
ology results.

Methods Best cost Selected features
Proposed system 0.01054 7, 14,8,10,20,6,5,13,4,2,3

PSO-FS 0.03657 15,13,24,23,12,20,12,7,19,2,8,2,14,4,
1,5,18,17

GA-FS 0.03440 15,23,12,8,13,16,21,19,2,14,24,17,13,
5,3,9,3,20

PCA 0.04570 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,
16,17,18,19
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Figure 4: Comprehensive cost estimate of the ISA-FS technique.
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(e outcomes of the ISA-RMS-LR model to those of
current models for a variety of metrics compare in Table 3.
Figure 10 presented a comparative examination of the
sensitivity and specificity of the ISA-RSM-LR model’s

findings. In addition, it is discovered that the D-ACO yields
successful outcomes with sensitivity and specificity values
around 86.00% and 83.35%, respectively. Upon continua-
tion, the DTmodel yields a somewhat tolerable performance
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix for RMS-LR from 2000 Epoch FS.
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using sensitivity and precision values of 91.38% and 88.28%,
respectively. Similarly, the MLP model must achieve a
classifier with sensitivity and precision values of around
93.30% and 93.86%, respectively. Simultaneously, the FNC
model has shown consistent results, having sensitivity and
accuracy values around 85.69% and 85.75%, respectively.
(e RMS-LR model has generated an effective classifier
having sensitivity and accuracy values of around 98.35
percent and 97.09 percent, respectively. (e maximal sen-
sitivity and specificity values for the proposed ISA-RMS-LR
models are 99.46% and 98%, respectively. In addition, it is
shown that the LR has a significantly superior Kappa value of
around 74.60%. In contrast, it is obvious that perhaps the
XGBoost algorithm has achieved the same Kappa value at
75.42 percent. In addition, the PSO model beat current
frameworks with a 68% higher Kappa value. In addition,
ACO prefers to provide effective outcomes with a Kappa
value of around 73.06%. However, with Kappa values of
around 79.37%, the DTmodel produced slightly reasonable
results. With Kappa values of 84.78 percent, the MLP model
also achieves good classifier performance. Likewise, the FNC
structure has shown consistency with a Kappa value of
around 91.87 percent. Concurrently, it is obvious that the
D-ACO approach produced a Kappa value that is even

Table 3: Proposed Method using the Performance Evaluation of CKD.

Classifiers
Performance measures

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%) F-score (%) Kappa (%)
ISA-RMS-LR 99.46 98 99.26 99.63 98.29
RMSPO-LR 98.35 94.86 97.09 97.59 93.63
FNC 85.69 85.88 85.75 86.64 88.88
D-ACO 86.00 83.35 85.00 86.03 89.34
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Figure 10: Performance measures.

Input: CKD dataset with training
Output: FS with weight: Wa
Step 1: Initialize Wa←NULL; P← 1000000; S← 0.9
Step 2: It produces an initial solution, W1;
Step 3: Assign Wa←W1;
Step 4: Calculate the initial solution cost as cost (Wa);
Step 5: While (T> 0.001) do
{
Step 6: Choose a nearby arbitrary solution, Wn from Wa that has one bit varied from Wa;
Step 7: If (cost(Wa) � cost(Wn));
{
Assign Wa←Wn;
}
else
{
Develop an arbitrary number “a” range between (0.1);
If (a< e(costt(wn) − cos t(Wa)/T)).

{
Assign Wa←Wn; T←S×T
}
}
}

ALGORITHM 1: ISA-Based Feature Selection.
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higher, 88.33%. With both a Kappa value of 94.63 percent,
the RMSPO-LR system is projected to provide competitive
classification results. (erefore, the proposed ISA-RMS-LR
method has produced results with a superior Kappa value of
93.26 percent. By evaluating the previous tables and graphs,
it is determined that the RMSPO-LR model is a suitable
medical diagnosis for CKD and may be utilized in real-time.

5. Conclusion

Using the ISA-RMS-LR model, this research assessed the
optimal IoT and cloud-based decision support method for
diagnosing CKD. Initially, the data collecting method
captures the patient’s information via medical devices. (e
gathered data are then preprocessed in preparation for fu-
ture processing. (e SA-FS method is then executed, and a
subset of characteristics is provided to RMS-LR-based
classifiers. (e proposed classifier correctly identified the
existence of CKD. (e results of a detailed experimental
investigation are verified using a benchmark dataset of CKD.
(e simulation results are reviewed for a range of epoch
counts. According to the experimental findings, the pro-
posed ISA-RMS-LR model effectively classifies patients with
CKD, with high sensitivity at 99.46%, accuracy at 99.26%,
Specificity at 98%, F-score at 99.63%, and kappa value at
98.29%. (e obtained findings demonstrated the improved
classification performance in comparison to the techniques
evaluated. Clustering approaches may be used to enhance
the performance of both the ISA-RMS-LR CKD diagnostic
model as part of our future research. (e framework intends
to provide a complete patient history at home and around the
world where the worldwide cloud server is frequently used,
allowing the patient to easily access but also track health care
providers from any location by logging through into platform,
transferring past data, and accessing the web page data.
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Computed tomography (CT), through the use of ionizing radiation, allows us to assess the di�erent parts of the body. It is made up
of an X-ray tube that rotates rapidly around the patient generating the radiation beam. �is is attenuated with the patient
producing information, which is collected by the detectors that are opposite to the tube located in the gantry (part of the
tomography equipment); �nally, these collected data are sent to the computer that will reconstruct the information obtained and
will represent it as an image on the monitor. In the practice of a study, arti�ces or artifacts may appear regardless of their origin,
which limits the scan examination; this leads to stopping the examination and starting again, and added to this with the contrast
media, they have to apply these drugs again. State-of-the-art scanners allow complete reconstructions to be performed with few
projections, limiting radiation doses, by means of statistical algebraic reconstruction methods. �e present work shows the
simulation of artifacts in sinusitis diagnosis computed tomography images, the extraction of features from each image, and an
automatic classi�cation algorithm for the di�erentiation of artifacts. �e results show that the algorithm is able to classify the
simulated artifacts with a percentage of 90%.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT), which employs ionizing ra-
diation, enables us to evaluate various anatomical structures.
�e X-ray tube, which rapidly revolves around the patient
and emits the radiation beam, is the main component [1].
�is is diminished by the patient producing data, which is
then gathered by detectors opposite the tube in the gantry (a
component of the tomography equipment), and �nally,
these collected data are sent to the computer that will re-
construct the information obtained and will display it as an
image on the monitor [2]. Sinusitis (Figure 1), a pathology
marked by swelling and thickening of the mucosa lining the
paranasal sinuses, may be brought on by obstructions, in-
fections, or even anatomical variations [3]. Computed to-
mography is used frequently to diagnose sinusitis. It should
be noted that sinusitis can a�ect both adults and children
due to a viral or bacterial infection of the upper airways [4].

When we have an acute sinus infection, the tomographic
study will reveal air-�uid levels because of the build-up of
secretions that reduce the amount of air in the sinus and
result in increased radiopacity and thickened mucosa.
Chronic sinusitis is characterised by nonuniform, persistent
radiopacity of the sinus, sclerosis, or thickening of the
nearby bone, hypertrophy of the sinus mucosa, enlargement
of the inferior turbinates, and nasal and sinus polyps [5].�e
role of CT in this pathology makes it a tool that can be used
directly in clinical practice because of the high sensitivity and
speci�city of contemporary technological equipment. De-
spite what has already been said, diagnosing the local si-
nusitis index is crucial. As a result, we are interested in
�guring out how frequently patients have paranasal sinusitis
(Figure 2), which can be diagnosed by CT scan [6].

�e signs of acute sinusitis: Behind the skull, nose bridge
and cheeks are air-�lled cavities known as the sinuses.
Ciliated cells that line the sinuses produce the mucus that
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Frontal sinuses in axial and frontal section, computed tomography of paranasal sinuses.

Maxillary sinuses in Axial and Coronal section.

sphenoid sinuses in axial, frontal and sagittal slices computed tomography of paranasal
sinuses

Ethmoidal cells in axial and sagittal section, computed tomography of paranasal sinuses

Figure 1: Various types of sinuses.

Figure 2: Tomography of the paranasal sinuses.
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covers them. Bacteria and other contaminants are kept from
spreading by mucus and nose hairs. A mucus that has
thickened due to sinusitis can prevent the sinuses from
receiving mucus. Sinus pressure rises as fluid accumulates.
From bacterial growth, walls become infected. &is affects
14% of Americans. In many cases, triggers include nasal or
throat viruses or bacteria [7].

A sinus infection’s early stages can cause symptoms
mistaken for a cold,makingdiagnosis challenging.Congestion
andfatiguecanbebroughtonbyeither.Acoldgoesaway in5 to
7 days, but sinusitis can persist for weeks if left untreated. Flu-
like symptoms, a fever, and facialpainareall symptomsof sinus
infections. A quick office exam, patient history, and physical
examination all help to identify acute sinusitis. In addition to
inspecting your ears, nose, and throat, the doctor may also
palpate your face to feel for sinus tenderness while asking you
about the severity and duration of your symptoms. In order to
make a diagnosis, your doctormight put a nasopharyngoscope
through your nose. Doctorsmay order X-rays and CTscans to
examine the paranasal sinuses and rule out any syndromes or
other conditions. Inmost cases, sinus infectionsare treatedand
resolved in less than three weeks. Long-term sinus infections
last longer than three weeks [8].

&emucosa lining the paranasal sinuses is closely related
to the mucous membranes that line the nostrils and is
completely pneumatized. &e nasal cavity is encircled by
them, and they drain into it. &ey are situated around the
facial and cranial bones. It serves to warm, humidify, and
protect the air that is inhaled as well as the nearby bones
fromwhich it gets its name. It also protects the lungs in times
of trauma [9]. &ey consist of the sphenoid sinus, ethmoidal
cells, and pairs of frontal and maxillary sinuses. &ey
originate from the diverticula in the nostril wall. &e su-
perior, middle, and inferior turbinates are bony shell-shaped
structures located inside the nostrils on the side walls. &ey
have a mucosal lining that helps to maintain the quality of
the air we breathe. &e nasal septum, which is made of bone
and cartilage on the backside and separates the right and left
nostrils, is a bony structure [10]. &e ostium connects them
to the nostrils, and their pseudostratified cylindrical and
ciliated respiratory epithelium lining ensures their physi-
ology. However, if there is any obstruction, the partial
pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide inside the lungs
become out of balance (14).

In computed tomography, the process of reconstructing
images involves effectively utilising the interaction of x-rays
with the body, taking into account the projections obtained
in each beam path and accounting for the data recorded by
each detector [11]. &e same plane is subjected to numerous
projections in order to reconstruct the cross-section of the
body part being studied. In addition to the incidence and
interaction of the X-rays, which are deterministic by the
beam of the ray and their respective projections according to
the angle of rotation and their arrival at the detectors, the
human body is composed of structures of various densities
that are very different from one another, allowing the cre-
ation of a recognition pattern that aids in the processing of
images. As computed tomography (CT) technology has
advanced, significant aspects of image acquisition should be

considered. One of the most significant is the decrease in
scan time, which is necessary to improve image quality and
reduce exposure doses while also shortening reconstruction
times. Although the number of projections can be deter-
mined in TAC, it is still not necessary to implement a
mathematical formula for its processing; instead, effective
algorithms are applied to evaluate it. Johann Radon devel-
oped one of the first image reconstruction methods in 1917
[12], who used a mathematical solution through a transform,
which indicates that an image is determined by an infinite set
of its projections [13].

In the mathematical processes of image reconstruction,
the statistical methods fulfil a complementary function to the
analytical methods but are differential at the same time,
being the iteration methods our object of study in the
present work. To ensure the best possible development of
image processing, computed tomography relies on both
mathematical and analytical data processing techniques.
However, these techniques must take into account factors
that make tomography a superior method of diagnosis in
medicine, such as image quality, acquisition and processing
times, minimization of radiation dose, reduction of noise
and artifacts, and computational costs. Image quality is the
result of the application of all the processes listed above. Still,
in clinical practice, the patient’s condition may act as a
source of artifice generation and involuntary movements
[14].

&ese aspects change the quality of the image and its
diagnosis, necessitating a repeat exam and subjecting the
patient to an excessive dose of radiation. In addition, when
contrast media are provided, the travel times in the images
are slowed down, which can also affect the diagnosis.
&rough an iterative reconstruction by approximation,
which allows collecting and retrieving images to complete
the study, it is possible to finish the study without needing to
repeat the examination. Despite this, these methods require
a complex algorithm and the appropriate implementation of
the data for its processing. When an image appears with
artifacts from a previous image, it is automatically recog-
nised and moves on to carry out the correction process
without the need to restart the study.

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Machine Learning. Artificial intelligence is the branch
of computing in which basic analog processes can be
executed automatically in response to input with its re-
spective output through programmed logic. Machine
learning, as part of artificial intelligence, is responsible for
generating algorithms that have the ability to learn,
avoiding continuous programming; what is required is to
feed the algorithm with data so that it learns and has
autonomous decision alternatives. Machine learning is a
scientific method that allows computers with the com-
putational capacity to learn and extract patterns and
correlate them by themselves. &ese patterns can then be
used to predict behaviors that facilitate decision-making,
and this is possible through information analysis called
“training data” [15, 16].
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2.2. SupportVectorMachines (SVMs). &edecision surface is
learned by an SVM using two input classes. &e data are
mapped to a higher-dimensional feature space using a
Gaussian kernel or another kind of kernel. &e SVM theory
is based on structural risk minimization, and neural net-
works have been used to highlight applications of the theory
that have demonstrated outstanding performance [17]. &e
SVM resolves a quadratic problem where the number of
inputs or training data equals the number of coefficients.
Many applications exist for classification and regression,
including image classification, character recognition, pattern
classification, function identification. Another definition of
the SVM is a system for efficiently training linear learning
machines[18].

2.2.1. SVM for Regression. &e goal of the SVM is to find a
function f(x) that has at most one deviation ϵ from the
output yi for all the training data, and at the same time, that
is as small as possible. What has not been considered are
minor errors ϵ, only those greater [19]. What is sought with
the SVM for regression (Figure3) is to perform a mapping of
the training data xϵX, to a space of greater dimension F
through a nonlinear mapping φ : XF , where the linear
regression can be performed. &e support vectors on which
all the data that contain the most information possible
depend [17].

2.2.2. SVM for Classification. To build a hyperplane that
separates two classes, labelled x, 1, +1, so that the distance
between the optimal hyperplane and the closest training
pattern margin is the maximum [21]. Within the classifi-
cation problems are the linearly separable and nonlinearly
separable cases. Suppose we have S labeled points for
training as shown in Figure 4.

2.3.Cross-Validation. Within the data validation techniques
in machine training, it is obtained through theoretical
physical models or with simulations through the hold-out
validation methods and k-fold. When the amount of data for
training and testing is limited, the hold-out method can be
applied to estimate the error [23]; the objective is the ad-
equate use of all the instances in D for the test training.

2.3.1. Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation. It is based on a
confusion matrix where one record is used to test the val-
idation classifier K times to run the training algorithm

throughN iterations, excluding one from the sample process
is repeated until leaving each of the samples outside the
confusion matrix as shown in Figure 5.

2.3.2. Cross-Validation k Iterations. To perform k-folds
validation, we split the original dataset into k equal parts;
then, during model training, we use the first k of these parts
as the test set and the remaining (k − 1) parts as the training
set. Each iteration of this procedure will collect data from a
new test set [23].

2.4. ROC Curve. ROC curves are used to evaluate the per-
formance of a classificationmethod, which seeks to highlight
event characteristics [24, 25]. &e operating characteristics
curve (receiver operating characteristics) represents the
sensitivity and specificity for each threshold value and that
allows comparing two or more classifiers based on their
discriminant capacity, and we have the fraction of the true
positive fraction (TPF) is plotted against the false positive
fraction (FPF) which is given by the following function:

ROC(c) � FTP(c), TPF(c); c ∈ −∞,∞. (1)

One of the indices for estimating the efficacy of a system
is the area under the ROC curve (AUC), whose value will
always be between 0.5 and 1, which is why it is commonly
used to compare the performance of the markers, the ROC
provides a description of the separation between the dis-
tributions of positives and negatives.

3. Methodology

&e methodology includes four steps in which a modifica-
tion is made to a set of computed tomography images
extracting features from said images using singular value
decomposition, the training of a support vector machine
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with different kernels, and validation to find the validity of
the proposed algorithm as shown in Figure 6.

3.1. Image Set. As input, a set of 43 paranasal sinus and skull
base tomography images taken from different patients was
used, where it was taken into account that the bone structures
were differentiated. On the other hand, these images were
found in the three body planes: sagittal, coronal, and axial.

3.2. Simulation of Artifacts. Taking into account that there is
no tomography equipment to carry out tests on images with
noise or real artifacts, it was decided to apply different al-
gorithms that allow simulating these effects on tomography
images. In practice, there are two types of artifices that can be
presented in computed axial tomography; depending on the
origin, we can classify them as direct or indirect:

(i) Direct: they are generated by the patient: voluntary
and involuntary movements

(ii) Metallic implants: osteosynthesis material, surgical
clips

(iii) Indirect: detector misalignment; beam hardening;
undersampling

3.2.1. Patient Movement. In Euclidean space, a rotation is
represented by a special kind of matrix called a rotation
matrix. Rotation matrices in two dimensions look like the
following equation (equation (2)):

R(θ) �
cos θ −sin θ

sin θ cos θ
 , (2)

where θ represents the angle of rotation of the matrix.

3.2.2. Concentric Rings. Two or more circles are said to be
concentric if they have the same centre but different radii.
Assuming a point (h, k) as the centre and a radius of r, the
equation of the circle is

(x − h)
2

+(y − k)
2

� r
2
. (3)

Taking into account what is described in equation 31,
rotation was used to generate different rings within the image
with the same centre to simulate concentric rings’ artifice.

3.2.3. Beam Hardening. RGB values are converted to
grayscale using the NTSC formula:

GrayImage � 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B. (4)

&e relative brightness of red, green, and blue light as
perceived by the average person is well captured by this

equation. &e grayscale image was then converted to binary
using Otsu’s technique.

&e threshold value is determined by Otsu’s method in
such a way that the spread within each segment is as small as
possible while the spread between segments is as large as
possible. To do this, the quotient between the two variances
is calculated, and the maximum quotient is sought for a
given threshold value. Let p(g) be the probability of oc-
currence of the gray value 0 < g < G (G is the maximum
gray value). &en, the probability of occurrence of the pixels
in the two segments is

K0: P0(t) � 
t

g�0
p(g), K1: P1(t) � 

t

g�t+1
p(g) � 1− P0(t). (5)

Once the image has been binarized, it is sought that the
whites are attenuated to obscure the skull’s internal struc-
tures. At this point, a threshold of 0.4 was used in order to
detail such structures. Using the 43 original images, and
taking into account that a transformation was applied to
each of them in order to simulate the artifacts, a total of 172
images were obtained.

3.2.4. Feature Extraction. Using the theory and considering
the development, the null values of the matrix that are in the
established range are discarded. When applying it to the 172
images, 172 matrices are obtained, and finally, the singular
value of each element is obtained by passing each image
through an algebraic method, which compresses the matrix
that composes it. With the data obtained, a general matrix is
fed that stores the result of the SVD of each image in order to
train a machine learning algorithm in which interclass
comparisons will be made with support vector machines and
classification binary vectors.

3.3. Machine Learning. &e implementation of the algo-
rithm to develop programs or solve specific problems can
result in recognizable or repetitive patterns within the image,
with which patterns or some kind of task can be predicted,
improving its performance. For this case, a machine learning
approach will be applied that allows to select and determine,
and within a computerized axial tomography study bank, the
images have some artifice and manage to classify them
autonomously with respect to the original image. Finally, a
cross-validation method of k-folds cross-validation is used
in order to train the machine and find the real values of the
simulation of the artifacts with respect to the reference
image.

4. Results

Figure 7 shows the result of applying the rotation matrix to
an image.

Set of images Simulation of Artifacts Feature extraction Classification

Figure 6: A proposed methodology for the simulation and classification of artifacts in CT images.
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On the other hand, from left to right, a normal brain scan
image is followed by the simulation of the incident ray beam
hardening device, that is, when there is a loss of contrast with
respect to the original image due to the excessive absorption
of the beam of the ray by the bony structures of the skull.
Finally, you can recreate double artifices and concentric rings
on the right, which considerably limits their evaluation.

In Figure 8(a), by means of the ROC curve, it can be seen
that the AUC value (area under curve) is approximately 0.78,
which indicates that this artifact has an error range of 12%
with respect to the original images. &is value was obtained
through 30 iterations of the model, which can vary by 0.06
between iterations of the same cut.

It is important to mention that the samples or class must
be of the same matrix size, which is ensured by the singular
value decomposition (SVD); even so, the images correspond
to different sections and brain structures, so the Kernel is of
the Gaussian type.

In the case of cross-validation k-folds, between the original
images and the images with beam hardening artifacts, the
value is approximately 0.91 AUC, again demonstrating that it
corresponds to a true positive; we can say that images are
supported as a method of validation and classification. &ese
were also performed in 30 iterations with a variation between
each exercise and 0.09 between samples.&e result can be seen
in Figure 8(b). In the last case study, an AUC value of 0.63
(Figure 8(c)) was obtained, which is somewhat low compared
to previous studies, but it is still considered a true positive, and
this is due to although the rotated image maintains the same
matrix size, the values of each composition pixel vary
depending on the degree of rotation of the image. &e result
varies between 0.09 between the samples after 30 iterations.

With the values from the different samples, validations,
and binary classifications between training samples and
classes, it is possible to programme an algorithm that
automatically identifies artifice. From this, machine
learning’s importance in image reconstruction as a method
of learning and predicting them, optimising tomography
imaging, can be seen (CT). As seen in Figures 8(a)–8(c), the
trend of the tests is in the upper left corner, indicating that
it has great prediction accuracy with each sample. We can
also see that the model can distinguish between normal and
fake images.

&e device with the best test performance was the in-
cident ray beam hardening with 83% efficiency, followed by
the concentric ring device with 79% and the rotation device

with 73%.&is is because the distortion of the original image
varies depending on the artifice, with beam hardening
causing the least distortion and rotation causing the most.
Each artifice’s simulation is based on a package of images.
Due to the number of iterations and because they cannot be
classified linearly, polynomial or Gaussian Kernel types are
used when performing different tests. Even so, training the
machine learning algorithm for image classification with CT
artifacts is reliable.&e case study will use a confusionmatrix
to redistribute the 172 images into 4 groups of 43 each. With
these values, we can calculate the model’s classification
accuracy through the following formula:

Precision �
TP

(TP + FP)
, (6)

where TP is True Positive, and FP is False Positive.
&is means that 80% of the images will be recognised

within or derived from the original image.
In the second validation measure, the Recall (Com-

pleteness) will be calculated, which refers to the prediction
capacity of the machine learning model.

Recall �
FN

(TP + FN)
, (7)

where TP is True Positive, and FN is False Negative.
&is means that the model is able to recognise 90% of the

images with artifice and the normal images.
Finally, the F-score or F1 will be calculated to determine

the positive predictive value, and the performance of the
model is the following equation:

F − Score �
Precision × Recall

(Pres + Recall) × 2
. (8)

&is indicates that the quality of the model is approxi-
mately 84% reliable, taking into account the entire sample,
that is, the 172 images.&is can be seen in the graphs of each
ROC curve of the artifacts versus the original images, where
each score is close to 1 as a true positive. What proceeds next
is to carry out the same exercise, but with each of the
proposed tricks against the set of original images to obtain
the following Figure 9.

&e data are taken in each of the cases, and it is evident
that the percentages are relatively consistent in comparison
with those obtained through the classification model of
prediction proposed in MATLAB; on the other hand, for
each artifact, it can be concluded that the artifact that most

Figure 7: Orbit normal scan image, the same image with motion simulation.
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closely resembles the original image is hardening of the
incident beam since the original image is maintained, but the
intensity of the grayscale is affected, showing overexposure
in the brain structures is consequently poorly defined. &e
second artifice with greater adherence to the original image
is that of concentric rings, which preserves the original
format but the distortion due to overlapping is evident in the
brain structures. Lastly, the images with a rotation device are
the ones that lose the most similarity with the original
images, where the evaluation of any brain structure is totally
limited.

5. Discussion of Results

&e image quality is improved by the algebraic methods’
significant reduction of all types of noise and artifacts.
Another benefit of this method is that reconstruction can be
completed without requiring all of the conventional pro-
jections of a typical study, which also results in a significant
decrease in exposure doses per study. For example, when
using iterative algorithms, matrices are recalculated in all
possible directions to obtain new sinograms. When using

other statistical methods, corrections are made in the ge-
ometry using the incident ray beam approach, which also
requires more computational work and, as a result, has a
higher GPU cost [20–22]. From the foregoing, we can infer
the followings:

81% 88% 84% 92%

72% 91% 80% 89%
68%

83% 74% 64%

PRECISION RECALL F-SCORE AUC

ARTIFACT VS ORIGINAL 

HARDING BEAM
CONCENTRIC RING
ROTATION

Figure 9: Final results of the classification algorithm with an
interclass comparison between the simulated artifacts and the
original image.
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ROC Curve for Classification by Artifact Harding
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ROC Curve for Classification by
Artifact rotation Vs Original
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Figure 8: (a) ROC curve original image vs. concentric rings; (b) ROC curve original image vs. artifact hardening beam; (c) ROC curve
original image vs. artifact rotation.
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(i) High contrast and superior quality images
(ii) Requires fewer projection data for image

reconstruction
(iii) Considerable reduction in exposure dose
(iv) Longer reconstruction time
(v) High computational costs

Hybrid architectures that use both reconstruction
methods and parallel algorithms are being developed to
create more efficient reconstruction mechanisms. Higher
image resolution means a larger initial matrix and more
equations per pixel, which equals more tomograph detec-
tors. Parallel algorithms and filtering techniques such as
Gaussian, median, Wiener, and bilateral filters are being
implemented to improve data acquisition efficiency [21].

As we have discussed, several ways to “clean” an image
efficiently with statistical methods require complex adap-
tation to current hardware systems. It works with GPU
systems, a graphic processing unit, to speed up iterative data
processing, implement new algorithms, and achieve maxi-
mum reduction [17, 20, 21]. Statistical methods have the
advantage of not requiring a large number of projections and
data to reconstruct later. Noise and artifacts in images are
not only caused by external factors, such as voltage arcs,
improper instrument calibration, and misaligned detectors.
Image quality improves with analytical and mathematical
algorithms.

6. Conclusions

Any artifice chosen for the study can be duplicated from any
scanned image, replicating a real medical image while testing
the visualisation of sinusitis’s important aspects. MATLAB
could mimic the most common CT artifacts without
changing the original matrix’s dimensions. Based on the
algebraic properties of each matrix, which can be trans-
formed and used in other matrix operations, it was possible
to duplicate tomography artifacts. Medical image classifi-
cation algorithms are not linear due to matrix features when
using normal and verification photos as training references.
Artificially produced images require a Gaussian or poly-
nomial Kernel to solve and represent. &ese photos can’t be
arranged on a normal plane for classification; hence, a linear
solution isn’t possible. &e Gaussian Kernel allows features
derived from artifact-filled simulated images to be consistent
with the binary classification space defined; i.e., inside the
classification group, we have two alternative labels between 0
and 1 to define positive or negative.

Using this binary classification, we can show how true
positives and false positives behave in the sample. Machine
learning helps computed axial tomography equipment’s
image reconstruction processes automatically recognise
artifices and perform the appropriate modifications to lessen
or eliminate image distortion. K-folds fit SVM classification
data better, allowing model validation with an AUC (ROC).
Cross-validation (K-folds) assesses the estimator’s perfor-
mance to determine the algorithm’s prediction effectiveness.
Iterations are used to retrain the model. Beam hardening

artifact drastically altered the image, allowing for sensitive
classification. &is shows that the binarization algorithm’s
threshold affects image disturbance.
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 e popularity of private cars has brought great convenience to citizens’ travel. However, the number of private cars in society is
increasing yearly, and the tra�c pressure on the road is also increasing.  e number of tra�c accidents is increasing yearly, and
the vast majority are caused by small private cars.  erefore, it is necessary to improve the tra�c safety awareness of drivers and
help carmanufacturers to design tra�c risk prediction systems. e Backpropagation neural network (BPNN) algorithm is used as
the technical basis, combined with the MATLAB operation program, to simulate the driving process of the car. Dynamic
predictive models are built to predict and analyze vehicle safety risks. Multiple experiments found that: (1) in various simulations,
the simulation driving process ofMATLAB is more in line with the actual car driving process; (2) the error between BPNN and the
actual driving prediction is within 0.4, which can meet the actual needs. Predictive models are optimized to deploy and predict in
various tra�c situations.  e model can e�ectively prompt risk accidents, reduce the probability of tra�c accidents, provide a
certain degree of protection for the lives of drivers and passengers, and signi�cantly improve the safety of tra�c roads.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of social science and
technology, automobiles play a major role in tra�c travel.
Tra�c accidents have caused widespread concern, seriously
threatening the safety of human life and property [1]. Sta-
tistics show that about 1.2 million people are killed in tra�c
accidents every year around the world. Driver factors cause
about 80% of tragedies. Bad driving behavior will cause great
discomfort for passengers and even cause psychological
pressure on drivers [2].  e driver needs to process the
information in time while receiving the tra�c information
while driving, and the driving risk is everywhere. Safe
driving requires drivers to maintain a vigilant attitude in
driving [3].

 ere are numerous studies on the relationship between
drivers and tra�c accidents, but few studies on the risk

warning of the vehicle itself. According to the basic phys-
iological and psychological characteristics of drivers, com-
bined with the speci�c functions of the car, the prediction of
tra�c risk is an emerging topic [4]. An arti�cial neural
network (ANN) is a multilevel early-warning model, which
uses data analysis technology to predict driver behavior and
system, showing strong ¡exibility and adaptability [5].  e
BPNN can perform correlation analysis onmultiple complex
relationships, make macro predictions of accidents, reduce
the risk of accidents, and provide security [6].

First, a simulation driver system based on the MATLAB
computer program is proposed. Dynamic simulationmodels
are built to perform dynamic analysis of vehicle driving.
Second, the BPNN is used to build di�erent structures and
analyze driving safety risk and accident prediction.  e
driver’s association with accident occurrence is explored.
Finally, combined with the error backpropagation
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algorithm, different experimental data are detected, recor-
ded, and compared. Driving safety risks and effective
countermeasures are analyzed. +is work intends to study
the relevant factors of car accidents during driving, reduce
the risk index of driving safety in people’s travel and traffic,
give early warning of possible accident risks, and conduct
research. It is committed to reducing and preventing driving
errors from the root cause and effectively improving the
status quo of road traffic safety.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Realization and Simulation of Driving Simulation in
MATLAB. Today, in the automotive industry, it is planned
to use computer simulation to integrate more real system
data, various machine plate components, and electronic
control units into the vehicle model to develop and operate
various types of automotive products. Research in this area
has become one of the hot spots [7]. +e operation of the
internal electronic control system and mechanical dynamics
of the automobile requires the use of related technologies to
simulate the transient motion process of the automobile.+e
actual motion state process of the car is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1. Simulation Environment. MATLAB software has been
widely used in the design and simulation of control systems.
At this stage, the field of simulation technology is a relatively
mature scientific computing language, which is good at
efficiently processing large amounts of data and visualizing
data [8]. MATLAB is used to simulate the driving process of
the car and analyze how the car engine and clutch, and other
components break and operate in an emergency.+e control
system is simulated, and the risk factors affecting the driving
control system of the vehicle are obtained more intuitively,
which provides a strong scientific basis for the risk esti-
mation and performance improvement of the vehicle in the
future. MATLAB software is used to simulate the car driving
system.+e frame line of the car simulation driving system is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 is the frame line of the car simulation driving
system. First, we open the window of the car simulation
driving system and input various parameter values required
for simulated driving, including the number of gears of the
transmission, the number of front-wheel rotation angles,
and the degree of throttle opening. [9]. +e system will
match the corresponding actual road conditions on the
ground according to the different scenarios selected and
import it into the dynamic simulation system of the car as
the parameters to be matched later. After matching, the
system performs dynamic simulation and presents the re-
sults with virtual technology. When different scenarios are
selected to be simulated again, only the parameters of the car
driving system need to be changed [10].

2.1.2. Mathematical Model of the Algorithm. In the vehicle
driving speed control system, the position transmission
belongs to the speedmanipulation tool and is the main input
part of the system. Its functions mainly include reasonable

control of the speed and transition of car driving, as shown
in the following:

v � ax + b, x ∈ [0, 1], (1)

x represents the position of the speed control mechanism; v

represents the driving speed corresponding to it; and a and b
represent constants.

In the vehicle control system, proportion-integral-
derivative (PID) belongs to the core part, which mainly
compares the current speed of the car with the speed at
which it is specified. +e difference between the two
speeds is the current vehicle traction [11]. +e calculation
of the driving controller is shown in equations (2)-(4)as
follows:

Calculus equation part: x(n) � x(n − 1) + u(n), (2)

Differential equation part: d(n) � u(n) − u(n − 1). (3)

Road 
information, their 

own vehicle 
information, etc

Driver perception

Driver decision-
making

The driver 
operation

Motor sport state

Figure 1: +e flow of the motion state of the car.

The driver

Driving interface of the 
simulated driving 

system

Dynamics simulation 
model of motor 

vehicles

The virtual technology 
outputs the simulation 

results
Modify model 

parameters

Ground parameter 
input

Figure 2: +e simulated driving frame of the car.
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The output section of the system:

y(n)Pu(n) + Ix(n) + D d(n),
(4)

u(n) represents the system input value, that is, the dif-
ference between the current speed of the car and the
specified speed; y(n) represents the system output value,
representing the traction force of the car; and x(n) represents
the state of the system.

In the vehicle driving control system, the vehicle power
mechanism belongs to the actuator. Its function mainly uses
the traction force to change the vehicle’s speed so that the
speed is the same as the specified value. +e mathematical
expression between traction and speed is F � mv + bv. F
represents the traction force generated by the car; m rep-
resents the mass of the car; v represents the speed of the car;
and b represents the drag factor of the car [12].

2.1.3. Parameter Setting. After opening the MATLAB in-
terface, we enter the relevant parameter values in the GUI
interface. Simulink’s default simulation time is 10 seconds.
In the initial stage of the engine, there is a certain initial
speed, which is set to 2000 n/min [13].+e car is running at a
constant speed at this stage. We accelerate and apply the
brake while the car is driving at a constant speed.+e specific
parameter value settings are shown in Table 1.

According to the operation of the actual vehicle starting
process, MATLAB simulation software is used to establish
the simulation model of vehicle starting. +e model includes
four plates: engine, transmission, body, and road resistance
plates [14]. According to the modeling idea of the simulation
model, the complex molecules in the system are subdivided

into smaller plates. +e vehicle driving simulation model is
shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, after the simulation model is built, the
simulation parameters are set according to the system re-
quirements. +e position transmission part of the speed
control mechanism adopts the Slider Gain module. It can
limit the range of the input signal x of the position trans-
mission. Among them, the parameter minimum value is set
to 0, the maximum value is set to 1, and the initial value is set
to 0.55. In the Gain module, the gain value is set to 50. In the
Constant 1 module, the constant value is set to 45. In the
vehicle powertrain subsystem model, the Gain module is
adopted, its value is 1/m, and the specific value is 1/1000.+e
value of the Gain 1 module is b/m, and the specific value is
20/1000. +e automotive powertrain adopts the Integrator
integral module. +e initial state is set to 0, which is the
initial speed value of the car. In the driving controller
subsystem model, the Delay block is used to implement the
PID controller, the initial state is set to 0, and the sampling
time is set to 0.02 s. +e simulation time range of the system
is set from 0 to 500 s. +e variable-step continuous solver is
selected. +e rest of the other modules and simulation
parameters use MATLAB default values [15].

3. ANN

Based on the basic characteristics of artificial intelligence to
simulate the brain of living things, a new network model
ANN is proposed. It can simply simulate and simplify
different biological networks and provide help for the re-
search of various functions of the real biological brain
nervous system. +e basic components of ANN include

Table 1: Basic parameter values.

Road slope Adhesion coefficient Initial speed n +rottle opening Steering wheel angle Brake percentage Gear
0.05 0.8 66.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 2
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Figure 3: Simulation model of car driving.
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neurons and synapses. Among them, the function of a
neuron is called a processing unit, which can use digital
language to express the information processing method of
the biological neuron, formally describe the biological
neuron, and simulate the function and function of the ex-
pression structure [16].

3.1. Structure of an Artificial Neuron. An artificial neuron is
an abstract concept of a biological neuron.+e transmission of
signals between neurons is also a transmission of values.
Multiple signals are received and then converted into a new
round of signals to be transmitted, which belongs to a non-
linear structure. +e specific structure is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the structural model of an artificial
neuron, which is seen as a simple processor that performs a
weighted summation of incoming signals. +e specific de-
scription is shown in the following:

Y � W0 + W1X1 + W2X2 + . . . + WmXm. (5)

In equation (5), (X1), (X2), . . ., Xm represent the input
value;W1,W2, . . .,Wm represent the weights corresponding
to the input value, that is, the synapse of the simulated
neuron; Y represents the output of the neuron; and W0
represents the system bias.

+e network composed of artificial neurons is ANN.
Since the emergence of this theory, it has been continuously
improved, and now a relatively complete theory has been
formed, which is widely used in different fields [17]. +e
application research of neural networks in traffic safety risk
warning is based on the practical application background of
the deep learning theory, combined with the actual driving
situation, analyzes the possibility of vehicle risk in some
cases, and carries out early warning according to the op-
erationmechanism of the neural network, so as to reduce the
possibility and harm of traffic accidents [18].

3.2. Establishment of the Risk Assessment Model. +ere have
been many attempts at applying ANN in risk assessment.
Many practices have confirmed that it is a better risk as-
sessment method and can be used as a supplement to tra-
ditional risk assessment. +e system can analyze the risk
assessment with the law of actual risk occurrence and
provide a basis for the early-warning system. An ANN risk
assessment model is proposed, as shown in Figure 5.

Based on ANN, a risk model for driving safety is
established. +e practical application is divided into six
steps. (1) +e number of layers in the middle hidden layer of
the neural network is determined, including the number of
input, output, and hidden layer nodes. (2) Characteristic
parameters and state parameters are determined. In the
process of risk analysis, the internal structure and external
parameters in the risk assessment system are determined,
and it is ensured that the results and state characteristics of
the input parameters can be correctly reflected. (3) +e
neural network system needs to provide a variety of learning
samples for feedback learning during execution and analyze
the network system for parameter values in different states.

+is process is that the neural network determines the
connection weights and errors of the network system
according to the selected samples. (4)+e nonlinear sigmoid
function is chosen as the action function. (5) Network
learning is used to confirm the structure of the neural
network to establish a knowledge base for risk analysis of the
nervous system so that the evaluation system has certain
inference and prediction functions. (6) +e actual driving
situation is analyzed. +e actual eigenvalues of the system
that have been calculated are input into the neural network
with a prediction function. After the data are processed by
the internal risk assessment system, the evaluation results are
obtained. Additionally, this result is fed into the neural
network as a new computational sample, which enriches the
risk assessment system database [19].

4. BPNN Model

4.1. ;e Principle of BPNN. +e BPNN is a multilayer feed-
forward network trained according to the error back-
propagation algorithm, and it is one of the most widely used
neural network models. It can learn and store many input-
output relative relationships without revealing the mathe-
matical equations describing this mapping in advance. +e
learning method of BPNN uses the steepest descent method
and backpropagation to repeatedly modify the weights and
thresholds of the system tominimize the sum of squared errors
[20]. +e BPNN structure includes three parts: input, hidden,
and output layers. +e specific structure is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the operation process of BPNN consists of
two parts: forward propagation of data and backpropagation
of error. During forward propagation, data are passed in
from the input layer. After passing through the hidden layer,
it is passed out from the output layer. If the actual output
situation of the output layer is different from the ideal
output, the result turns to the backpropagation stage of the
error [21]. +e backpropagation of the error means that the
output error enters the hidden layer in a certain way and is
transmitted back to the input layer, and the error data are
apportioned to all units of each layer to obtain the error data
of each layer unit. +ese error data are used as the basis for

Input
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∑

g
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…

…
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function
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Figure 4: +e nonlinear structure of an artificial neuron.
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correcting the weights of each unit [22]. +e BPNN consists
of input, output, and hidden layers. N1 is the input layer, Nm
is the output layer, and the rest are hidden layers.

4.2. Algorithm Derivation of Backpropagation ;ree-Layer
Neural Network. During the forward propagation, the ac-
tivation function of neuron j produces the induced local
domain Vj(n) at the input, as shown in the following:

vj(n) � 
m

i�0
wji(n)yi(n). (6)

∅j is the activation function. +e representation of the
function signal yj(n) at the output of neuron j is shown in
the following:

yj(n) � φj vj(n) . (7)

In the process of error backpropagation, yj(n) repre-
sents the actual output of neuron j; dj(n) represents the
expected output of neuron j, which is the j-th element of the
expected response vector d(n). +e error signal ej(n) is
shown in the following:

ej(n) � dj(n) − yj(n). (8)

Minimizing the root mean square error makes the
function continuously differentiable. Here, the instanta-
neous error energy of neuron j is given, as shown in the
following:

Ej(n) �
1
2

e
2
j(n). (9)

+e error energies of all output layer neurons are
summed up, i.e., the sum of the instantaneous error energies
of the entire network is obtained, as shown in the following:
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Figure 6: +e structure of BPNN.
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En � 
j∈C

Ej(n) �
1
2


j∈C

e
2
j(n). (10)

In equation (10), set C refers to all neurons in the output
layer.

+e backpropagation algorithm minimizes En by mod-
ifying the weights multiple times. +e iterative gradient
descent method is used to apply a correction value ∆wji(n)

to the synaptic weights wij(n). It is proportional to the
partial derivative δE(n)/δwji(n). According to the differ-
ential chain method, this gradient is given by the following:

zE(n)

zwji(n)
�

zE(n)

zej(n)

zej(n)

zyj(n)

zyj(n)

zvj(n)

zvj(n)

zwji(n)
. (11)

+e partial derivative δE(n)/δwji(n) represents a sen-
sitive factor, which determines the search direction of the
synaptic weight wji(n) in the weight space.

zE(n)

zej(n)
� ej(n), (12)

zej(n)

zyj(n)
� −1, (13)

zyj(n)

zvj(n)
� φj
′ vj(n) , (14)

zvj(n)

zwji(n)
� yi(n). (15)

Equations (7)-(10) are substituted into equation (6), as
shown in the following equations (16) and (17):

zE(n)

zwji(n)
� −ej(n)φj

′ vj(n) yi(n), (16)

∆wji(n) � −η
zE(n)

zwji(n)
. (17)

∆wji(n) is the correction function of wji(n); η represents the
learning rate of error backpropagation; the negative sign
represents gradient descent. Equation (11) is substituted into
equation (12), as shown in the following:

∆wji(n) � ηδj(n)yi(n). (18)

In equation (18), δj(n) is the local gradient defined
according to the delta law. It indicates the required changes
in synaptic weights, as shown in the following:

δj(n) � −
zE(n)

zej(n)

zej(n)

zyj(n)

zyj(n)

zvj(n)
� ej(n)φj

′ vj(n) . (19)

4.3. Algorithm Flow of BPNN. +e backpropagation three-
layer neural network has been recognized by the public as

the most suitable model for simulating input, output, and
early warning [23]. +e specific operation process is shown
in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the algorithm operation process includes
forward and backward propagations. During forward
propagation, information data enter from the input layer
and are processed by the hidden unit to the output layer. +e
state of a neuron in each layer only affects the state of
neurons in the layer below it [24]. If the output layer does
not get the desired result after a series of operations, the data
are transmitted back to the backpropagation, and the error
signal is returned along the original neuron connection path.
When returning, the weights of the neuron connections will
be modified one by one [25]. +is process is iteratively
processed. Finally, the signal error value is within the al-
lowable range. Eventually, the output value is close to the
desired output.

5. Tips for Traffic Risk Information

+ere may be latent risk information in the static and dy-
namic information of traffic. Information that may lead to
risk events is risk information. In China’s urban road en-
vironment, with mixed and nonmotor vehicles, the risk
information is mainly motor vehicles, nonmotor vehicles,
and pedestrians. +ere may be latent risk information in the
static and dynamic information of traffic. If the response to
avoid the risk information is not made in time, it will lead to
risk events. Risk events can lead to traffic conflicts, and traffic
conflicts can lead to traffic accidents, as shown in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, when the risk information appears, the
driver’s physiological and psychological factors significantly
impact the reaction speed, including the influence of factors
such as age, gender, personality, and education level. In
addition, the driver’s sensitivity to risk information, judg-
ment ability, and feedback speed during driving are also
related to the type of risk information. During the driving
process, people or things that affect the normal driving
trajectory and driving speed of the vehicle can become risk
information. In addition to common people and vehicles,
there may also be sediment, falling rocks, animals, and
poultry on various mountain roads or country trails.+e risk
information mainly includes pedestrians, nonmotor vehi-
cles, and motor vehicles.

+e risk warning model must be consistent with the level
of human security risk perception before it can be accepted
in practical applications. During the driving process, the
driver subjectively feels the changes in the information of the
road segment and has a stress response to the information of
hidden risks, which is a comprehensive performance. For
example, when a driver suddenly encounters a pedestrian
crossing the road in front of him, illegally climbing over the
guardrail, or the car in front of him suddenly braking,
suddenly changing lanes, and so on in normal driving, the
driver needs to pay attention and discover the risk infor-
mation in time in advance. +e driver’s skills can respond to
the predicted risk information and take actions such as
braking or steering in advance to avoid dangerous situations.
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+erefore, analyzing the driver’s perception ability of risk
information is the premise of designing a risk early-warning
system. Driving a vehicle is an acquired skill that grows with
driving experience. An ideal risk warning system should be able
to reach or be better than a skilled driver’s ability to perceive
risks. Otherwise, if the system cannot perform better than the
driver, it will lose the meaning of assisted driving. Studies have
shown a big difference in driving stability between experienced
and novice drivers. +is experiment will quantify the driver’s
perception of risk to provide an effective risk warning threshold
for the risk warning system. +e architecture of the early-
warning systembased on radar sensing technology at this stage is
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows the composition and architecture of
the vehicle-mounted early-warning system. Laser sensors
and other sensing devices collect information such as
speed, acceleration, and position and upload them to the
central processor for data integration and processing. +e
system calculates the alarm distance according to the
designed early-warning model. +en, the central pro-
cessing unit sends instructions to the signal output device
to promptly and effectively remind the driver through
sound and light on the display screen, alarm, and warning
lights.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Analysis of the Output of the Model. When a simulator
drives a car, the speed display is one indicator of the
accuracy of the simulation. Different places have different
requirements in the driving speed test of the car. +e car’s
speed should be 30–60 km/h when driving in an urban
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area. +e traffic flow in the urban area is large, and there
are many people, so the speed should not be too fast,
generally at a constant speed of 40 km. +e road surface of
the expressway is relatively smooth and belongs to the fast
lane, and the speed is generally 80–120 km/h. +e road
arrangement in this experiment is relatively remote for
safety reasons; the traffic flow is small; and the road is
smooth, so it is a relatively normal speed to maintain the
vehicle speed at 60–80 km/h. Figures 10–13 show the
driver’s speed change based on the MATLAB simulation
driving environment:

Figure 10 shows the score fluctuation of the longitudinal
and horizontal speed of the simulated car under the ac-
celeration state. +e longitudinal speed has been in a state of
steady growth, and the speed value is between 60 km/h and
70 km/h, which is in line with the car’s speed in the actual
driving process. +e lateral speed fluctuates greatly, the
speed is controlled below 50 km/h, and the numerical in-
stability factor is too strong. +e simulation is in good
agreement with the actual situation.

Figure 11 compares the longitudinal and lateral accel-
erations of the simulated car under the acceleration state.

+e longitudinal acceleration fluctuates less than the lateral
acceleration, and the acceleration value fluctuates up and
down at 5m/s2 and is always higher than the lateral ac-
celeration value. +e lateral acceleration value is negative,
and the value is between −5 and 0m/s2. Additionally, its
instability is also high.+e state displayed by the data is more
in line with the actual driving situation of the car.

Figure 12 is a comparison of the driving speed of the
simulated car under braking. +e longitudinal speed has
been in a state of steady deceleration, and the value is
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controlled between 20 km/h and 40 km/h.+e lateral speed
fluctuates up and down. +e situation is like the driving
speed in the acceleration state. It fluctuates erratically
below 20 km/h, and the lateral speed value is always lower
than the longitudinal speed value. +e state displayed by
the data is more in line with the actual driving situation of
the car.

Figure 13 compares the acceleration of a simulated car
under braking. +e value of longitudinal acceleration varies
less than that of lateral acceleration, and the deceleration
value is controlled from −5 to 0m/s2. When braking, the
deceleration value is always lower than the lateral acceler-
ation value, and the situation is relatively stable. +e lateral
deceleration value fluctuates around 0m/s2, and the insta-
bility is strong, which is more in line with the actual driving
situation.

Among the driver’s speed change values obtained by
MATLAB’s simulation of the driving environment, the
simulation results are like the actual driving conditions of
the car and have a high degree of coincidence. In the pa-
rameter value debugging process, the stability of the model is
relatively good, which meets the simulation requirements.
Additionally, in terms of data processing, there are relatively
few comparisons of models. +e car’s driving conditions
under acceleration and braking are compared and analyzed.
+e application of MATLAB in the computer simulation
driver needs more practical analysis to ensure that it can be
widely used in driving safety risk analysis.

7. Risk Analysis of Driving Safety Based onANN

+is paper uses an ANN model to train driving behavior,
resulting in multiple individual networks. +en, the neural
network dynamic integration algorithm is used for integration
to establish a driving behaviormodel that is closer to the actual
situation. +e output result is the maximum weighted average
of each corresponding neuron in the individual network al-
liance, which is the output of driving behavior. +e error
values of the output and the actual situation are compared.+e
accuracy and optimization scheme of the neural network
algorithm is derived. +e data results are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 is the output comparison between the BPNN
simulation result and the actual value. +e actual operating

values of the driver are simulated. After the input signal
value in the network undergoes algorithm operation and
program transformation, the neural network model obtains
a series of data. Compared with the actual value, the error
between the two is analyzed.

+e error range between the BPNN simulation results and
the actual value is about 0.4, and the error value is relatively
low. +e data show that ANN can predict and track data to a
certain extent in the process of driving safety risk assessment
and effectively reduce risks in actual driving safety.

+e ANN dynamic ensemble learning method is used to
learn driving preferences from historical driving behavior
records and save them to the data system to solve the
nonlinear relationship between the driving environment and
driver behavior.+e driving behavior is pretested in terms of
the opening degree and time of the driver stepping on the
brake pedal and the accelerator pedal, and the steering wheel
angle and time. A possible risk indication is drawn from the
historical database, and an early warning is issued. +e
results are consistent with the overall trend of the sample
data and reflect the personality of driving behavior.
+erefore, when the ANN algorithm is actually applied to
driving safety risk analysis, the driver’s historical driving
behavior should be recorded in the early stage and stored in
the database. In this way, after the corresponding situation
occurs, more accurate warning prompts can be issued to
ensure drivers’ safe driving and road traffic.

+e research is limited to the theoretical and simulation
level and lacks actual data support. +ere are few mature
theories in domestic research in this area, so the established
model is still far from the actual situation. +e experimental
simulation data in the driving behavior research come from
the driving simulator, not the data collected on the spot, and
the situation of the early-warning system in the actual ap-
plication process lacks verification. +erefore, the next step is
to get out of the simulator, try to collect real driving behavior
and driving environment data, and establish a driving be-
havior and a road condition database for driving behavior
learning, so that this research has high practical value.

8. Conclusions

In road driving, the driver operating system is multichannel
and nonlinear. +e MATLAB driving simulator is used to
analyze the car’s dynamic characteristics during driving and
the possible factors of risk occurrence. Combined with the
simulated driving environment and the speed change value of
the driver, the simulation results are like the actual driving
conditions of the car, with a high degree of coincidence. In the
parameter value debugging process, the stability of the model
is relatively good, which meets the simulation requirements.

+e application of ANN in driving safety risk warning is
combined with an example of risk prediction. Deep learning,
combined with the actual driving situation, analyzes the
possibility that the car may have a risk in some cases and
issues an early warning based on the ANN operating
mechanism to reduce the possibility and injury of traffic
accidents. +e BPNN is used to model the behavioral
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characteristics of drivers. +e neural network system is
practiced and trained many times. +e test results are
compared with the driver’s actual risk value. +e error range
between the BPNN simulation results and the actual value is
about 0.4, and the error value is relatively low. +e BPNN
model can track the changes of different instructions very
well. For imminent hazards, the model warns the driver and
exhibits certain predictive and data-tracking capabilities.

Additionally, the data processor also showed certain
shortcomings. +ere are relatively few comparisons of the
models. +is work only compares and analyzes the driving
situation of the car under acceleration and braking state. In
the later stage, MATLAB needs to do more practical analysis
on the application of computer simulation drivers to ensure
that it can be widely used in driving safety risk analysis.

Data Availability

All data used to support the findings of the study can be
obtained from the corresponding author upon request.
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�e Internet of�ings (IoT) is legitimately growing quicker.�e operators have already started setting up a diligent infrastructure
for these gadgets. Various technologies need to be developed for this type of sensor, including enterprise safety initiatives. �is
paper covers the stability routing protocol, which assumes an assessment of credibility in gadgets and packet �ow. To build reliable
Software-De�ned Network (SDN) routes, build on the trust between network element �ows and Quality of Service (QoS) or
energy conditions. �e SDN architecture is used for the Cognitive Protocol Network (CPN) technical platform to increase the
energy level. Stochastic Neural Networks (SNNs) are accredited with information extracted from perceptual packets and make
decentralized decisions. �e proposed network infrastructure is designed and integrated into the SerIoT techniques to strengthen
IoTencryption for information access control. �e versatility of the technology is to circumvent the unpredictable connectivity of
the system and the node decreases in terms of potential cryptographic capacity, limited interval, a target node, and deterministic
energy. Based on factual statistical data, appropriate marketing generates an end-to-end antitheft solution that meets a set of
predetermined circuit restrictions. A study must collaborate by demonstrating numerous �aws due to the obvious instability of
clusters, which is essential for the e�ciency of the platform.

1. Introduction

Stability in IoT is no longer perceived as a secondary concern,
but rather as a relevant concept throughout the development
of technological infrastructure or software applications. In-
timate location, biometric data, or business information are
among the most dangerous data acquired by electronic ob-
jects. Interconnections extract data that would be used to
control urban and industrial infrastructure [1]. �e deterio-
rating IoT sector raises concerns about the reliability of the
IoT devices or the connections that send information. If

veri�ed or corrected, then aggressions have an enormous cost
to the distribution system, including the lack of credibility in a
competitive world [2]. Manage devices that have hacked
abandonment risk based on customer or end-user credibility
to increase overhead, legal costs, increased electricity usage,
operating costs, and CO2 damage [3].

Partitioning is one of the most important steps to ensure
secure Internet access. As a result, hackers focus on targeting
14,000 attacks such as drains in data loss, income loss, and
reputational damage in 2017. Navigation assaults include a
malware on the delivery service, intrusion on the
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morphological provider, assaults on several path services,
and facilitation of authenticity. It was categorized in [4, 5]
and intends to exhaust network capacity and espionage.
Track protection requires considerable investigation. Con-
figuration as a technique of assault prevention gets very little
attention in the search for the difficulty that arises in ad hoc
networks. A new website on protection-sensitive sequencing
in SDN base stations [2] is already disclosed.

Traffic Analysis and Fault Detection (TA/FD) are sur-
veillance or mitigation strategies commonly used in com-
puter systems. It stipulates the adequate encryption
methodology used to protect the most vulnerable compo-
nents of the network where TA/FD is not able to make a
definitive remediation option [6]. Leads potentially vul-
nerable parts to the transportation of dangerous goods
system to provide recreation for thorough investigation or
redirect flows [7].

Rerouting the importance of navigation in preventing
assaults in computer systems led us to include the admin-
istration of security circuits. As a key component of SerIoT
(Reliable or Protect Wearable computing) [8]. Collaborates
on unique channel management approaches for SDN net-
works that focus primarily on the monitoring and disclosure
of online perceptual security [9].

Accumulate numerous safety statistics or have clues
about restricted insurance of specific vehicles or hubs that
redirect pedestrians presumed to be components of a cyber
incident to a less immediate alert [10]. Adapting protective
trails or omitting the server are all examples of trail mon-
itoring based on stability. To achieve improved durability
assaults as a response to newly established techniques or
methodologies, raising a measure of assurance for either
network provider or network consumer gadgets [11]. One
reason for focusing on SDN’s substantial progress in in-
vestigation or installation, penetration testers are still in their
infancy for comparatively small and talented innovation.

More specifically, the EU’s FP7 NEMESYS research
allowed researchers to study the stability of mobile opera-
tors. It includes the centralized controller component of the
functioning of the mobile network, and several attacks
specifically target it [12, 13]. Vulnerabilities in infrastructure
technologies that exploit the research when it is functioning
correctly or in danger. Messaging services used to leverage
data, information, and instructions from various parts of the
network are all presumed in the further investigation of
surveillance of malware processes [14].

In [15], a relevant current study on cybercrime in Europe
is reviewed on numerous initiatives funded by the European
Commission. Cybercrime for mobile communications is a
serious barrier to all aspects of information systems [16].
While the majority of modern mobile devices offer WiFi
access from other cellular routers, the emerging security
controls should be continuously monitored on the network
and dominate aircraft levels in smartphones. Consequently,
a previous survey [17] examined the use of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) and computer vision technologies to
address this concern. Research [18] focuses on assaults on
the aircraft triggering the foundation network, which has a
direct impact on the mobile service provider or the end

consumer. 'e NEMESYS initiative has dispelled many of
these difficulties by leveraging the methodologies of queuing
theory.

Concentrates [19] on the integrity of communications and
information delivery for European regional or national
medical systems which are equipped. European explorers
occasionally need to seek medical coverage in another Eu-
ropean country, health computing platforms should be able to
get enough virtual patient records. Stability in the residential
IoT industry is addressed in [20], which focuses on the ar-
chitecture of a robust residential central server. It includes
assault identification techniques and evaluation of assault
tactics that attempt to deplete energy production from
products by exhausting their devices. 'e SerIoT initiative
began in January 2018, and further information may be found
[21]. To persuade or investigate attacks, it should develop and
execute phishing emails on virtual servers.

2. Materials and Methods

SernCPN, a CPN-based network that affects custom dis-
persed IoT systems, would be discovered through research.
'is would use calibration to create system self-awareness by
implementing the SDN built on the CPN. 'is SDN would
use Cognitive Packet (CP) to find secure multihop paths
with a reliable Internet connection. And, evaluate their
security and reliability, supervised learning with SNN to
improve the overall performance of the system. It would
include the three objectives of safety measures, good service,
and lower energy consumption. Multiple sets of SernCPN
networks can be credited together using a final integration
node and adaptable links to Grid or Cloud platforms for
network data management and analytics.

In addition, AI and IoT could be leveraged in coordi-
nation to remove the ZeroDay assault. A zero-day exploit
exposes an organization to previously unexplored vulnera-
bilities, and there is no way to build a counterforce. A zero-
day exploit exposes an organization to previously uncharted
vulnerabilities, and there is no way to build a counterforce.
Artificial intelligence (AI) would be designed to monitor the
rate of potential malware with features derived from relevant
services that predict the probability of traps. Meanwhile, AI
and IoT could be used synergistically to impede Advanced
Persistent 'reats (APTs) based on adaptation classification
methods [22]. In one study [23], one of the cases involving the
integration of IoT and AI for enhanced security is explored.
'e authors of this research guideline an AI approach to
reduce banking crime in an IoT scenario. 'is article high-
lights how IoT leverages recruitment and evolution algo-
rithms to determine customer behavior in securities fraud
prevention, and credit card theft, using an approach like
BOAT [24]. According to Choi and Lee’s research, using an
ANN could accurately detect a forgery in actual time.

3. Design Theory of Secure IOT System

An IoT system’s creative process is especially important in
industrial platforms since it dictates which equipment a
company would navigate to cognitive computing [25]. 'ese
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gadgets, in turn, are part of the enormous particles of data
surveillance of the universe.'e same reliability of enterprise-
critical data would be dictated by the installation of IoT
systems. IoT’s creative process would have implications for
safety protocols because it depends on a combination of
offspring. Include a well-articulated communications plan,
reinvent accountabilities when developing a security protocol
plan, and keep them informed of key innovations to ensure
information security [26]. In addition, Protected IoT’s re-
search approach is based on three primary criteria. 'e first
step involves connecting direct input devices or embedded
annotation devices to the main cloud server. 'is includes
multi-factor authentication of responders and verifying
equipment attempting to enter the facility. A second step
would allow retrieving, optimizing, and delivering substan-
tially the data of different instruments in the gadgets. 'is is
achieved by choosing the optimal data or model that is ac-
ceptable to the cloud-based industrial IoT architecture.

One of the goals of the research is to build and test a
reliable SDN-related IoT fiber network and an intelligent
controller with Internet perceptual monitoring and disclo-
sure.'e ability to build and revise routes in an adaptive way
to increase security for IoT devices and business customers
while preserving the near-optimal quality of goods. CPN
methodology introduced in [27], is used for online per-
ceptual supervision and route surveillance. Numerous
studies, discuss the principal components or functionality of
the CPN router. 'e SernIoT “SernIoT CPN network” or
SernCPN smart SDN network starts with some of the
concepts described in [28].

'e study of a revolutionary approach to transmission
involves related concepts. Although the term may seem
ambiguous in practice, many researchers have already
defined confidence in a form that is also adopted for the
study. A “sustainability intensity” of nodes within a net-
work is considered to be trusted [20]. According to this
description, credibility is defined as the likelihood that
collaborating nodes in a network will adhere to the net-
work’s regulatory frameworks. It would not violate the
security criteria of anonymity, stability, access, legitimacy,
and nonrepudiation.

SernCPN would be a secure multipurpose network
platform, concerned about the QoS or energy that could be
used in various scenarios, including the IoT domain [20].

(1) A digital IoT platform would be separated from the
contractor’s base network

(2) Overlay on the Internet, in which regular Internet
capabilities are used instead of wired connections

(3) Local communication through a major IoT network

SernCPN takes the baseline SDN method and enhances
it. It features data and configuration control plans and in-
terfaces between them using the OpenFlow protocol. Pri-
ority-based eligibility guidelines should be used to make
decisions about data flow:

(1) Security & Stability: information must be provided
securely, with the least impact of being blocked and

lost (due to deliberate or accidental defeat). 'is
includes safeguards against hacking the switch and
regulator and measures to pass erroneous data to a
central device (or other networking devices).

(2) QoS: manifestations such as flow, latency, and
fluctuation are important criteria in determining
packet arrival routes, and this could be done using
CPN.Fused Goal Functions (FCF) that contain en-
cryption, QoS, and possibly energy, as illustrated
below.SernCPN should be secure, but its QoS should
be attractive to customers.

(3) Energy utilization: when choosing particle trajecto-
ries, efficiency would be considered. A charge on the
switches will be made to reduce power consumption,
and traffic will be scattered on roads to reduce power
consumption per packet or link [29].

'e navigational provisions are reflected in an SDN-
based SernCPN acquisition by determining the appropriate
rules for the specified loads. An “oracle” would make the
relevant decision, which would be powered with protection,
QoS, energetic data, and stored in an Intellectual Security
Memory (ISM). It would be built using Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) using a major learning technique such as
Evolutionary algorithms in CPNs. A handler plugin would
contain RNNs and ISM data used in machine learning. It
should be noted that the RNN Reinforcement Learning (RL)
based formative evaluation not only leverages current sensor
readings.

Under the conditions described in II-B, ISM data will be
classified into three parts. A great majority of user attributes,
their definition for the evaluation process of destination
paths and IP addresses, would be developed throughout the
quality of the search.

It should concentrate on the statistical measures or
assessments used by RNNs for recycling and then forward
them to the SerIoT monitoring elements for monetization.
Many methods or methodologies exist for traffic forecasting
and detection systems [30]. Advanced threat segmentation
methods would be selected at a later stage of the research.
But it should begin with a range of topics that would give us a
statistical perspective on the security connectivity of net-
work devices.

(1) Assurance assessment (reliability testing) of systems
connected to a SernIoT device: the probability of
being the source or recipient of the attack. Rea-
sonable precautions are considered in this category.
Basic confirmations could involve the design of
default passwords, and profiling firmware versions
about the most modern security updates deployed,
but more complicated.

(2) SFE Security (Trusted Level): a node is intended to be
hacked, disabled, or monitored. It could take ad-
vantage of the level of accessibility of servers as a
strategy to adjust the overall credibility of a circuit.

(3) Security for specific purposes is achieved through a
variety of methods.'e detection or use of assays, for
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example, is a basic indicator (lighter weight) that a
given flow could be a component of assault.

(i) Verify if the source or destination IP addresses
of the stream are listed in a public list of for-
bidden IP addresses to be targets of aggression

(ii) Identifying flows over a predetermined limit
(iii) Access the IP address using the acquisition
(iv) Identify the plan for using nonstandard con-

nections to apply effective techniques, such as
comparing data traffic with attack methods
using computational means or cognitive com-
putation, at the end of the research

(4) QoS attributes are assigned through specific chan-
nels. 'e performance of specific lines, latency, in-
stability, and loss levels should all be monitored by
CPN.

(5) 'e energy consumption of certain nodes in terms of
actual traffic volumes is determined.

Consequently, the FGF for SernCPN optimization would
be created using the elements indicated in (1) to (5).

Intellectual Goal-Setting G(f, P) accepts nonnegative
numerical actual values, where f symbolizes a flow (traffic
defined by its source node, leading to impaired, broadcast
address, and destination) and P represents a particular
network route. 'erefore, the quantities have been deter-
mined by the flow to which it relates the router cost. In either
case, the decision system should search for a new flow path,
leading to a lower G value. 'e entire function will also take
QoS and effectiveness into consideration. It also describes
responsibly the situations in which it is located.

'e rejection level of flow f as in-circuit e R is now
determined (f, e). 'e rejection factor is calculated using
equations (1)–(3).

S(e, f) �

0 If RF(e, f)≤ SE(e, f)

Rejection Factor(e, f) − RE(e, f)

Rejection Factor(e, f)>RE(e, f),

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

Rejection Factor(e,Q)

� 
Q

S(e, f), or S(e,Q) � maximumof S(e, f)
Q

,
(2)

H(e,Q) � Rejection factor(e,Q) + P(e,Q) + F(e,Q),

(3)

where S(e, f ) represents circuit at reception level e of flow f;Q
represents path; P and F are non-negative components.

Private Multihoming Protocol: as our reliance on digital
grows, and the complexity of existing systems grows, it
becomes increasingly difficult for a gadget to work alone.
Cluster-driven interactions are required in this situation,
which could be achieved via a range of approaches, including
compound broadcast and multiplex. Each ensemble node
must receive a point-to-point parcel when using compound
multicast. Multipathing is a theoretically complex function

that allows you to send a package to multiple devices while
safeguarding your privacy by disseminating the message
only as far as it has to go to impact each ensemble node, and
only once on each path in Figure 1. To study shielded
multiplex systems, numerous standards are developed, in-
cluding ensemble affiliation maintenance; connect capacity
absorption, receiver material demands, respondent work-
force demands, and dependence on particular criteria.

If communications are required for an all-inclusive en-
semble as well as for portions of a population, IIoT allowed
safe multipath routing erupts. Protected multipathing is
operationally better when the constellation would be suffi-
ciently stationary due to the overhead (in Polynomial-based
Key Management) of a larger number of rekeying routers
every moment a node links or leaves that has a higher reg-
istration level than the lowest point as in cascade.'ey assume
that multicast groups are always built using the core-based
tree technique, in which each multicast pattern node has an
unrevealed key that is shared with the central hub. It is worth
noting that a central node is in charge of key distribution. A
requirement for nodes to adopt multiple keys could express
concern about node capabilities. Some nodes in an assorted
ensemble have more attention resources than others. As a
result, the requestor would first endorse a cluster controller
before connecting to an ensemble to get any secrets. A val-
idating router could act as a mediator, enabling new trans-
actions to take place. Table 1 highlights the elements of
necessity and preliminary Figure 2.

4. System Architecture

Routing protocol techniques would be used to enhance a
traditional SDN network. 'ey would offer new SernCPN
elements that are capable of performing activities required to
achieve a research’s objectives, especially intelligent safety-
conscious forwarding. SernCPN’s major parts are: SFE
switches packages frequently by Open Flow regulations. SFE
would also leverage the CPNsmethodology to collect data on
safety, quality of service, and energy demand.

SernCPN used a standard SDN controller in combina-
tion with SernCPN Navigation Engine (SRE). 'e RNN-
based Intellectual Routing Module at the basis of SRE makes
routing protocol using the methodology mentioned.

SernCPN combined SernCPN Routing Engine with a
conventional SDN controller (ONOS–https://onosresearch.
org/) (SRE). SRE’s RNN-based Conceptual Routing Module
creates congestion control using the methods presented.

SernIoT Honey trap is another platform that emulates
the suitability of different products; it is linked to SernCPN
and assesses the threats it receives. It could be taken by an
adversary while causing damage to other SernCPN units.

In both IIoT setups or the communications system for
transferring data to industrial integrated systems, a router is
inserted into a circuit. It consists of a perturbation criterion,
that would be used to train a system workplace to perform
intrusion revelation on layer 3 (Internet layer, which could
also endorse Multicast Broadband Service protocol or
Network Technology) and layer 4 (information connection,
that could endorse Multipath TCP) of a modus credo field,
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among data in a routing form of packets conveyed to web. It
is worth mentioning that pathway description aggregates a
network port’s contents, which would be segregated into a
series of packets containing the initial required information
and customized to a chosen messaging protocol.

Unimaginable Particle Analysis enables network mon-
itoring, controller provisioning, and security features, as well
as constellation data gathering for outlier detection. A
United States Patent and Trademark Act (UPA) makes it
possible to determine who originated or received a data
fingerprint containing specific sequences. Moreover, UPA
could disclose node efficiency, incinerate network behavior,
or support service providers in augmenting throughput or
outcome. Packet processing rules and characteristics are
provided in Tables 2 and 3.

Rigorous match: this type of resemblance involves exact
comparability of detector element, i.e., a detector sector has
one value provided in it.

Range match: an examination of a packet header to be in
an array regulated by the classifier is known as a speculation
match.

Protocol neutrality: a methodology that passes through a
purifier should be independent, so that processing could be
adjusted for different procedures or phases.

Protocol Fragmentation: a packet filter could handle
packet decomposition. Effective regulation informs or au-
dits: A design allows for integration or elimination of op-
erations with the least amount of destruction to packet
delivery. It keeps track of all entrance attempts, both hy-
pothetical or blocked if required, as well as data that could be
useful for study.

Considerations ranking: if a data set meets many syl-
labuses, packet criteria would allow objective relevance to be
enforced on graded regulations, resulting in a distinct policy
being in premise essential.

SE process entails: (a) inspecting data to determine
whether each of a predetermined set attributes of mali-
ciousness exists; (b) determining a groove focused on the
existence or lack of a set of rules in data, with merit/ratio
delving deeper into the likelihood that data is abusive; or (c)
dispensing to record based on data ratio. Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is used in the suggested method, which
would a popular technique for information categorization or
advancement that has also been successfully used in malware
detection. 'e SVM generates nonlinear restrictions in the
flesh database by creating an evenhanded state border in
euclidean space. Figure 3 depicts a process flow diagram.

5. Implementation

SernCPN Routing Engine (SRE) would be redistributed as a
plugin element in one or more SDN controllers, leveraging
RNNs to build judgment oracles, allowing a semidistributed
way of making judgments while leveraging the benefits of the
SDN platform’s semicentralization. A physical network
topology would be replicated by attaching certain RNNs to
SFEs. A single RNN’s job would be to indicate, at the
moment of decision, that the outlet unit should be used for a
given SFE in the context of a flow with a particular desti-
nation. SRE would collect information in two aspects:

(1) Clever Packets are an example of this (SPs)
(2) through a supervisor that collects data on surveil-

lance or diagnostic units

SerIoT, which would be based on the CPN concept,
employs Intellectual Packets that go from one node to an-
other or on their way to finding and collecting recorded
network nodes. Typically, the SFEs of nodes accessed by CPs
supply a CPs’ path, while ACKs’ path is origin rerouted from
the destination address. 'e data generated by each CP that

Server

Modem Firewall

Router

Internet

Remote Worker Printer

Figure 1: Sample diagram of basic single domain network.
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accessed the node could store or exploited by such hubs. A
technique is amended in SernCPN since transmission of CPs
or navigating throughout the network is managed by a
regulator or SRE, so ACK messages, rather than flowing
through the system using a path back to its source node, go
to SRE that uses their information to determine navigation.

CPs would be used for information that would otherwise
be unavailable, like connection delay or overall delay of
neighboring nodes, including delay inside hubs, as well as
data that could be provided directly by nodes (Web Sockets
or demand) but is less essential (e.g., energy usage). CPs
combine data to multiple sites along their journey and
convey it to the supervisor in a short statement, decreasing
communication costs.

Codesign would be the study of people interacting with
workstations or to what extent workspaces or not urban-
ized to effectively communicate with humans and em-
ployees. One important element of codesign would be that
different services with different outsets could replicate their
cooperation and have different learning and customer
attentiveness characteristics. Artificial intelligence, on the
contrary, would be an imitation of general intelligence
advancements using technology, primarily workstation
PCs. Epistemology (gathering evidence or using syllabuses
to expend data), sensation (using instructions to affect
derivation or specific presumptions), or sympathetic ac-
tivity are examples of these methods. Turing Test is a very
well method for determining if technology could think like
a person. 'ey employed a classification algorithm to

portray document matrices such that margins could be
detected and used to tag different track assemblages. It is
worth noting that while developing our approach, they
took into account to General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) published by European Union (GDPR). Several
trials are performed to validate a proposed IIoT-enabled
robust encryption. Table 4 provides an overview of the
experimental situation.

'is appraisal is based on two sets of studies: (a)
demonstration of recurring safety or (b) affirmation of re-
source-conscious safety. Table 1 shows that possibility of
detecting a hazard is dependent on a platform’s ability to
detect an abnormality appropriately. A criteria precision,
detection ratio, or deceptive level of confidence could be
used to evaluate methods. 'e condition of payload deliv-
ered across the boarding gate establishes corresponding
statistics; this categorization is expressed by labels true/false
positive/negative.

During the trial, they focused on gadget surveillance,
configuration encounters, connectivity, infrastructure pro-
tection, and IIoT framework based on the test best habitat.
'ey can isolate a probability of cyber threat forecast
modeling using data collected for Table 4. 'ey discover that
gadget polymorphism might mimic the overall benefit of
converting policies into maintaining levels, as distinct cat-
egories of assets might well be beneficial to combat asso-
ciated dangers. Various methods/policies permit an
indication of unique dissimilar peculiarities of the process to
minimize false warnings depending on the exact quality
requirements under monitoring or existing facts. Regularly
enhance system conditions depending on efficiency chal-
lenges during the trial.

For a myriad of purposes, a large number of different
things attached to an IoT device creates significant security
risks as shown in Figures 4–6. Imperfect experiences assess
anticipated IIoT test-bed /debugging in terms of energy and
information processing qualities. 'e chart shows an
overview of simulator tests, that is developed to generate a
generic threshold for security procedures in IIoT aligned

Table 1: Parameters of necessity.

Title Unit Scheme assumed
Operational simplicity Set the timer interval Clusters of compound compounds
Intensity communications in real-time Buffer for addresses Enable
Depletion of resources Distributing access 'ere are several entries for each link.
Per message connection rate A network that is only loosely connected Extreme

Learning via 
cognition

Modeling 
Predictive

System
of Experts

Methods for Creating 
a Rule Base

Analysis of 
Results

Figure 2: Steps to implementing context-aware computing.

Table 2: Environmental parameters filtering.

Parameters Units
Size per packets 36 bits
Route time 2000ms
Simulated kit ESP8266
Purpose 12
Latency 120 ns
Input 300 megabytes per second
Packet filter for nonlinear 50 megahertz
Destination port 500
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anomalous mitigation context. 'e main goal of this ex-
periment is to examine at edge nodes behaved during the
outlier detection learning stage on the operating system, data
tier, and Internet, as well as intrusion detection systems got
better. A methodology assisted homeostatic nodes in han-
dling a range of threats in a context-aware IIoT defensive
scenario by providing an attempt to learn authority on al-
locating security capabilities within security components in
Figure 4.

An overall handling period or security requirement
fulfillment ratio is evidenced in Figure 5 based on the
returning degree of security criteria for a variety of values
of the system call’s finishing time. It shows the results of
scattering to defense mechanism on warning channels in
this section. It constructed an instance because detected
abnormalities are not always assaults, but could be a wide
range of technical issues. It exploits by squeezing out
alarm problems deliberately so that system components
could be used for more relevant alerts. As a result, sorting
is considered just as essential as abnormality detection. A
suggested technique creates a stunning visual represen-
tation of the endangered service’s security level. An ac-
companying chart illustrates the IIoT platform’s security
posture in an easy-to-understand manner. 'e handler
could make predictions about hostile activities shown by
the defensive warning axis in Figure 6. If an uneasy be-
havior is predictable, the context processor could check
the alarms policy to ensure that event is rigorous (DAM
classification).
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Figure 4: False and threats of likelihood.
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Figure 5: Results of experimental and analytical values for IIoT
provision.

Table 4: Environment for trial and error.

Parameters Units
Test Regular grid
Configurations 5
IIoT sensors 150
Node capacity 50GB
Storage capacity 20 TB
Pins 20
SoC Adafruit FONA
Network 802.11 bgn
Antenna model Low power omni direction
Signal propagation Antenna with spring
Software Arduino IDE
Cloud Microsoft
RAM DDR–3, 4GB
Processor Quad-core
Port number 8
Payload 60 bits
Duration 150mins
Number of events 6000 per 15 minutes
Humidity 25%
Temperature −3 minute

Table 3: Criteria for evaluating malware.

Malware scoring principles Malware grouping rankings
Average Storyline Parameters Description
Launch 'e program component is on the verge of being implemented. Serious Storage is disrupted.
Circulation 'e cipher has been disseminated. Hazardous Bandwidth in distress
Level of resentment 'e payload is connected to the set on. Negligible Easily accessible and useful

Penetration Testing 
in a Grey Box

Penetration Testing 
in a White Box

Penetration Testing 
in a Black Box

Testing for 
Penetration

Figure 3: Analysis of vulnerability assessments.
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'e trust value notification modelled is shown in Fig-
ure 7. 'e time is taken to deliver data from the queue or
construct a data frame not been estimated because it is
extraneous to the data’s range. To avoid connectivity or
processing latency, set a 260 alerts/sec/zone criterion after a
rigorous unit description study. 'is contract’s receiving
ratio of 9000 warnings per second is substantially higher
than the gadget revealing that its technology can manage
expandable IIoT networks with greater warning recurrence
rates.

6. Conclusions

SernIoT is to enhance a wide range of security techniques
targeted to a quickly evolving IoTecosystem. A key emphasis
of techniques given in the study is attributed to the SernIoT
initiative by authors is on novel protocol methods in terms
of quality and integrity.'e impact of route discovery on the

security of IoTdevices linked to signal integrity core network
equipment is evaluated. 'ese features of network activity
via IoT devices would allow us to more clearly characterize
dangers and indications of malicious actions than in a
general network. 'e proposed model is designed for se-
curity-related data across multiple risks and possible attacks.
As a result, the RNN component could be used as an in-
telligent tool for making appropriate decisions in a dynamic
environment. Protection represents an edge node and the
analysis predicted remedies for mitigating security risks. 'e
proposed system enhanced security capabilities or programs
with secure or user-friendly graphical user interfaces. A
potential mitigation mechanism reduces the likelihood of
safety threats and incidents. In a moderate approach, ef-
fective self-governing or parasympathetic protection dis-
played a positive influence on overall system efficiency. 'e
focus of this study is on identifying potential risks, impacts,
or dangers, and preventive actions for IIoTsystems.'e goal
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Figure 6: Alert processing time and success ratio.
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Figure 7: Modeling of notification trust.
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of our investigation purpose is to provide a framework to
understand or monitor security vulnerabilities in the
IIoTdefense shield.
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'e data shall be made available from the corresponding
author upon request.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is an airborne disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis. It is imperative to detect cases of TB as early as
possible because if left untreated, there is a 70% chance of a patient dying within 10 years. �e necessity for supplementary tools
has increased in mid to low-income countries due to the rise of automation in healthcare sectors.�e already limited resources are
being heavily allocated towards controlling other dangerous diseases. Modern digital radiography (DR) machines, used for
screening chest X-rays of potential TB victims are very practical. Coupled with computer-aided detection (CAD) with the aid of
arti�cial intelligence, radiologists working in this �eld can really help potential patients. In this study, progressive resizing is
introduced for training models to perform automatic inference of TB using chest X-ray images. ImageNet �ne-tuned Nor-
malization-Free Networks (NFNets) are trained for classi�cation and the Score-Cam algorithm is utilized to highlight the regions
in the chest X-Rays for detailed inference on the diagnosis.�e proposed method is engineered to provide accurate diagnostics for
both binary and multiclass classi�cation. �e models trained with this method have achieved 96.91% accuracy, 99.38% AUC,
91.81% sensitivity, and 98.42% speci�city on a multiclass classi�cation dataset. Moreover, models have also achieved top-1
inference metrics of 96% accuracy and 98% AUC for binary classi�cation. �e results obtained demonstrate that the proposed
method can be used as a secondary decision tool in a clinical setting for assisting radiologists.
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1. Introduction

Lung diseases are often associated with excruciating pain and
suffering as they affect the breathing pattern of the patient due
to suffocation and related symptoms. Tuberculosis (TB) is one
such detrimental variant of lung infections that has created a
devastating impact on humankind. Tuberculosis is caused by
theMycobacterium tuberculosis bacteria. In general, the lungs
are the main target area of this disease, but it can also affect
other parts of the body. TB is a contagious disease, i.e., when
people infected with TB cough or sneeze, they transmit the
disease-causing bacteria in the air. Only a small quantity of
these germs are enough to effectively infect a healthy person.
Although scientific discoveries and research have been
helping to curb the growing influence of TB, the meagre
annual medical progress rate in this sector has been unsuc-
cessful in bringing a drastic drop of TB affected patients.
According to the Global Tuberculosis Report, 2020, generated
by the WHO [1], approximately 10 million people were af-
fected by TB worldwide in 2019. Additionally, HIV/AIDS and
TB form a deadly combination. )e HIV infection signifi-
cantly minimizes the strength of the immunity system of an
individual, which serves as a favourable condition for an HIV
positive patient to contract TB. Out of the 1.4 million deaths
caused by TB in 2019, more than 200 thousand patients were
HIV positive. In Figure 1, description of chest X-ray of a
healthy, viral, and tuberculosis patient is provided [2].

Manual inspection methods are labour intensive and
require expertise in that particular domain to give accurate
inferences. )erefore, there arises a need to merge the state-
of-the-art technological advancements withmedical theories
and procedures. Artificial intelligence as a sector has
boomed magnificently in recent decades and has spread
across numerous industries. )e entry of artificial intelli-
gence into the medical field has propelled the progress rate
tremendously in several types of research and has given
scientists the freedom to explore uncharted territories.

)us, the government authorities and multinational
companies in the health sector have been encouraging in-
stitutions and academicians to utilize the maximum po-
tential of machine learning and artificial intelligence to
accelerate research in important domains such as medical
imaging, diagnosis, and drug development. Dermatology,
which is an image and screening intensive subfield of
medicine, has great synergy with deep learning techniques
pertaining to image processing [3–6]. Automation is carried
out in electronic health records [7], therapeutic chatbots
[8–10], and health monitoring.

Systems [11, 12] have rapidly expanded with the help of
deep learning algorithms. With the help of natural language
processing, scientists are able to identify and enhance the
drug-drug interaction in medical literature [13]. Predictive
modelling and decision making are important applications
of AI in primary care [14–16].

In TB, computer-aided detection (CAD) is the most
widely used artificial intelligence tool. )e tool analyses the
patient’s chest X-rays and determines if the patient is af-
fected by TB. )is process reduces the load on the

radiologists to meticulously scan through every radiographic
film and ultimately speeds up the screening process.

)e unique approach in this research is to leverage the
power of normalization-free networks to escalate X-ray
image classification. We experiment on different normali-
zation-free architectures and compare them with their
standard versions to prove their superiority. An AUC of 98%
is obtained by the base line model. )is proves the potential
use of CAD in the diagnosis of the deadly TB.

1.1. Contributions and Related Literature. A number of
papers have been published which diagnose TB using deep
learning. However, in this article, the novelty lies in a variety
of factors from data augmentation and regularization to the
use of classification network. Chest Visualization is also
discussed in this research which will help the medical
personnel. Following are our vital contributions to this
research.

(1) )e use of RandAugement algorithm for augmen-
tation. It is an automated technique which is known
to deliver accurate results.

(2) )e use of progressive resizing to augment the im-
ages based on their sizes.

(3) Classification using normalization-free network in-
stead of batch normalization to tackle performance
issues.

(4) Adaptive grading clipping technique used in this
research to avoid the problem of exploding
gradients.

(5) Furthermore, the Score-CAM technique used for
thorough chest visualization from a medical view-
point.

A variety of algorithms have been used and compared
with the proposed model. )ere is a drastic improvement in
the results obtained by using the above preprocessing and
classification techniques. A lot of public datasets have been
tested too. Table 1 gives information about the various
datasets used in this research. )e main novelty in the work
is the usage of RandAugment for the augmentation of the
data and the utilization of normalization-free network for
the classification. Problems with batch normalization: batch
normalization is a key component of most image classifi-
cation models, but it has many undesirable properties. )ere
can be discrepancies between the behavior of the network
during training and testing times. While training, the net-
work might have learned and trained to certain batches,
which makes the network dependent on that batch-wise
setup. So, it might not perform well when a single example is
provided at inference. Batch normalization breaks the in-
dependence between examples within a batch. )is means
the examples selected in a batch are significant and lead us to
two more prospects: Batch Size matters and inefficient
Distributed training that will lead to the network cheating
the loss function. To overcome these problems, normali-
zation-free network is utilized and also, the comparison of
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NFNet with other state of the art image classification al-
gorithms is mentioned in the paper.

Few recent studies have reported changes in X-ray
images in patients at the onset of TB. Here, we review related
literature which use AI and deep learning to diagnose this
bacterial infection. Liu et al. [2] employed AlexNet and
GoogleNet with shuffle sampling to classify TB from chest
X-rays and achieved an accuracy of 85.68%. Hooda et al. [27]
designed an ensemble of AlexNet, GoogleNet, and ResNet to
detect TB. )e models were trained from scratch and
achieved an accuracy of 88.24%. )e benchmark TB dataset
(TBX11K) was proposed by Liu et al. [26]. )e authors
compared the performance of various deep learning models
to achieve simultaneous detection and classification with an
accuracy of 88.2%. Hwang et al. [24] designed a modified
AlexNet that was pretrained on ImageNet dataset to achieve
TB classification. It achieved an accuracy of 90%. )e
pipeline data augmentation technique and ResNet18 model
developed by Ghorakavi et al. [28] achieved an accuracy of
65.77181%. A D-CNN that involved demographic details
along with images achieved better accuracy than I-CNN that
considered only images in TB detection from chest X-rays
[29]. Lakhani and Sundaram et al. [30] employed AlexNet

and GoogleNet to detect TB. )e ensemble of both gave an
AUC score of 0.99. Nguyen et al. [31] proposed that
ImageNet weights were insufficient for the modalities like
X-Rays and discussed a new technique to obtain low level
features by training the models in a multiclass multilabel
scenario. Among the models trained, DenseNet-121 out-
performed others by achieving an AUC score of 99% and
80% on Shenzhen and Montgomery datasets. Performance
of pretrained AlexNet VGG16, VGG-19, and Xception
ResNet 50 were compared in [32]. )ey identified that the
features from shallow layers gave better results than deeper
layers. Sivaramakrishnan et al. [25] employed InceptionV3
to obtain the classification of TB. )ey arrived at a con-
clusion that a supervised deep learning model trained from
one population would not have the same diagnostic per-
formance in another population. Hijazi et al. [33] proposed
an ensemble of VGG16 and InceptionV3 which utilized the
features extracted from original images of chest X-rays and
canny edge detected images. )e model with probability
decision and variation of features led to improved TB de-
tection. Pasa et al. [34] proposed a simple CNN model with
five convolutional blocks to achieve the TB classification.
)ey also employed saliency maps and grad-CAMs

Table 1: Tuberculosis: chest X-ray datasets.

Sr. No Dataset name/source Number of images Reference
1 Find and treat screening program TB:_87, healthy: 113 [17]
2 TB-NEAT research study TB: 66, Healthy: 134 [17]
3 Montgomery county chest X-ray set TB:58, Healthy: 80 [18]
4 Shenzhen dataset TB: 336, healthy: 326 [18]
5 DA TB: 78, healthy: 78 [19]
6 DB TB:75, healthy: 75 [19]
7 Belarus tuberculosis portal dataset TB:304 [20]
8 Tuberculosis (TB) chest X-ray database TB:3500, healthy: 3500 [21]
9 NIAID TB dataset TB:3000 [22]
10 JSRT TB: 154, healthy: 93 [23]
11 KIT TB: 3828, healthy: 7020 [24]
12 ChestX-ray8 TB: 51,760, healthy: 60,360 [25]
13 TBX11K TB: 800, Healthy:3800, Sick: 3800 [26]

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Illustration of Chest X-rays. (a) Healthy. (b) Viral infection. (c) Tuberculosis.
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visualization techniques and discussed them from the ra-
diologist’s perspective. VGG16, Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), and a customised CNN were employed to classify
between drug resistant and nondrug resistant TB [35]. )e
ANN outperformed other models as the size of the dataset
was small. Vajda et al. [36] employed the atlas-based lung
segmentation and feature extraction to obtain the sets of
features that could differentiate normal chest.

X-rays from the TB suspicious ones. A neural network-
based classifier was utilized to achieve the classification. A
maximum area under the curve and accuracy of 99% and
97.03% was obtained with Montgomery and the Shenzhen
dataset. An ensemble of classifiers by combining the Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) trained using the features
extracted from chest X-Rays utilizing GoogLenet, ResNet,
and VggNet is proposed in [37]. )e models performed
extremely well in diagonising TB. In research by Yan et al.
[38], ML was used to diagnose TB using CT images.

892 CT scans of patients were included. )e overall
classification accuracy obtained was 81.09% to 91.05%. )e
paper concluded that deep learning has a lot of scope to
diagnose TB in the future. Deep learning based Mycobac-
teria detection was conducted in [39]. Two autopsy patients
and 40 biopsy cases were used for this research. A 100%
specificity was obtained by the algorithms. )e sensitivity
ranged from 29% to 86%. Podder et al. [40] used transfer
learning to diagnose COVID-19 and other diseases. )e
Modified Xception classifier obtained an accuracy of 84.82%.

)e dataset contained chest x-rays of patients. Mondal
et al. [41] used an optimized InceptionResNetV2 to diag-
nose COVID-19. )e dataset contained both COVID-19
and non COVID-19 CT images. A maximum accuracy of
96.18% was obtained. A review of various ML and DL
algorithms for COVID-19 diagnosis was conducted by
Mondal et al. [42]. 52 articles were considered for this
extensive review. Results concluded that ResNet-18 and
DenseNet 169 were the efficient algorithms. Bharathi et al.
[43] developed “CO-ResNet,” an optimized algorithm
which diagnoses COVID-19 from chest X-rays. A maxi-
mum accuracy of 99% was obtained which distinguished
COVID-19 from other viral diseases. Bharathi et al. [44]
used deep learning to detect lung infections using chest
x-rays. Among all the algorithms, VDSNet performed best
with 73%. Bharati et al. [45] used CNN and lightGBM to
identify the lung carcinoma. ResNet 50 architecture was
compared with different models. )e metrics used were log
loss and ROC curve.

2. Materials and Methods

In this paper, we propose a three-fold method aimed as
follows:

(1) Detect if a chest X-ray is related to a healthy patient
or to a patient infected with tuberculosis.

(2) To discriminate between sick (but not TB) and TB.
(3) To highlight the affected areas in the chest X-ray

symptomatic of TB.

2.1.DatasetDescription. )e study is carried on two sets.)e
first set is henceforth referred to as “Set 1” and the second set
is henceforth referred to as “Set 2.”)emodel’s performance
is tested by utilizing the two sets. )e first set is referred as
“Test Set 1” and the second set is referred as “Test set 2.”

Set 1: this set is comprised of the below datasets:

(1) Tuberculosis X-ray (TBX11K): the dataset [26]
contains 11,200 chest X-rays from individual pa-
tients of different age groups and genders. Out of the
11,200 images, only 8400 images were provided with
ground truths. Hence, they are considered for
training and validation. )is subset is split into 3800
(Healthy X-rays), 3800 (Sick but not TB X-rays), and
800 (TB X-rays). )e images are in PNG format.

(2) Montgomery: this dataset consists of images collected
from the tuberculosis control program of the De-
partment of Health and Human Services of Mont-
gomery County, MD, USA. 80 X-Rays are normal and
58 X-Rays are abnormal with manifestations of tu-
berculosis. )e images are in DICOM format.

(3) Shenzhen: this dataset consists of X-ray collected by
Shenzhen No. 3 Hospital in Shenzhen, Guangdong
providence, China. )e set consists of 326 normal
X-Rays and 336 abnormal X-Rays [18]. )e images
are in JPEG format.

(4) DatasetA +DatasetB: the images are collected from
the National Institute of TB and respiratory diseases,
New Delhi, India [19]. Dataset A includes 78 images
for each class, showing normal lungs and others with
various TB manifestations. Dataset B includes 75
images for each class, showing normal lungs and
other TB manifestations.

)e images are in DICOM format

(i) Test Set 1:
A separate held out set is utilized. )e test set is
composed of 1200 Healthy images, 1200 Sick but not
TB images, and 2800 images belonging to TB. )e set
is retained as an online challenge [26]. All the images
are in PNG format.
Set 2: this set is comprised of the following datasets:
Belarus, NIAID, and RSNA : the Belarus set [46]
includes 306 CXR images belonging to TB positive
cases collected from the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, Ministry of Health, Republic
of Belarus.
)e NIAID Set [47] consists of 2800 TB positive
images collected from seven different countries. )e
RSNA set [48] consists of 3,094 normal images
collected from the RSNA pneumonia detection
challenge.
Test set 2:
Training set 2 is split into a 60-20-20 ratio. )is set
has 700 images under the normal category and 700
images under the TB category.
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2.1.1. Augmentation Techniques and Regularization. To
prevent the model from overfitting on the train test split, we
utilized 4 layers of RandAugment [49] followed by con-
version of the images to Grayscale (with 3 channels, where
r� g� b) which prevented any colored X-rays after the
RandAugments were done. RandAugment is an automated
data augmentation method.)e main goal of RandAugment
is to remove the need for a separate search phase on a proxy
task. )e search space has two interpretable hyper-
parameters M and N. N represents the number of aug-
mentation transformations to apply sequentially, and M
denotes the magnitude for all the transformations. A
number of works enumerated a policy of choosing which
transformations to apply out of available transformations,
and probabilities for applying each transformation. In this
algorithm, to maintain image diversity and reduce the pa-
rameter space, learned policies and probabilities for applying
each transformation are replaced with a parameter-free
procedure of always selecting a transformation with uniform
probability 1/K. K represents the number of transformation
options. With only these two parameters, RandAugment can
be utilized uniformly across different tasks and datasets. It
matches or exceeds the performance of the other
autoaugment techniques. In the proposed work, a constant
value of 0.5 for “M” (magnitude hyper-parameter) is chosen.

Also, the augmentations are applied at every epoch,
effectively giving our model new images to train/validate
against at each epoch. Augmentations are also applied on the
validation set due to the nature of random train/validation
split. )is resulted in the proposed model to perform better
on the test set, than it did on the validation during training.
)ese operations provided very strong explicit regulariza-
tion. However, to further achieve better model generaliza-
tion, more techniques are employed. In Figure 2, various
augments chosen using RandAugment can be seen.

2.2. Progressive Resizing. )e size of an image plays a crucial
role in determining the model’s performance. Images with
smaller dimensions lead to a small network capacity and
thus requires lesser regularization. On the other hand,
images with larger dimensions require extensive computa-
tions and are more prone to be overfitted. )us, when the
model is being trained with variable image sizes, the strength
of regularization should be adjusted accordingly to boost the
model’s accuracy and improve its performance i.e., an image
with a smaller dimension works better with weaker regu-
larization and weaker augmentation techniques. Similarly,
images with larger dimensions work better with a stronger
extent of regularization and augmentation techniques to
defeat overfitting. )e psuedocode for progressive resizing is
described in Algorithm 1.

3. Classification Using Normalization-
Free Network

Artificial Intelligence has impacted medical diagnosis in a
positive way. )e models have been deployed in various
hospitals and medical facilities to assist the doctors and

radiologists. It also offers a second opinion and stabilizes the
conclusion derived from the X-ray images.

)e batch normalization technique is used to scale the
activations as they pass through the hidden layers and helps
in restricting them to a certain range of values. )is is
achieved by inserting normalization layers after every hid-
den layer. Despite its several advantages, the batch norm was
not the most appropriate alternative as it did not help us in
achieving the best possible performance for our specific use
case.

One issue always encountered with batch normalization
enabled models is the performance discrepancy during
training and testing. During the training process, the batch
norm technique requires the model to train over numerous
batches of preferably large size and the statistics (mean and
variance) are computed corresponding to the minibatch.

)is tends to make the model batch-dependent. Hence,
when fewer images, lesser in comparison to the batch size,
are put to test on the model, and the results produced are
often inaccurate and deviate from the ground truth. For
instance, the batch normalization-enabled model would be
successful in training effectively over the X-ray images
present in a large batch size of 128, but, when it would be put
to test only on a single X-ray image, the statistics (mean and
variance) of the test image might vary significantly from the
minibatch statistics, which would ultimately lead to erro-
neous results.

Another issue faced while employing the batch nor-
malization technique is the slower prediction time and extra
computation. To tackle the problem of changing ranges of
weights between the layers and stabilizing the learning
process, the batch norm technique introduces a normali-
zation operation after every hidden layer. Although the
desirable results for the above problems are attained, the
training time gets compromised. Hence, the normalizing
operation after every hidden layer increases the model run-
time as well as the computational resources employed by it.

For the reasons stated above, we needed to utilize a
network that would not only provide us with robust training
performance and highly accurate results but also be time
efficient. )e normalization-free network achieves signifi-
cantly better performance than most of its competitors (e.g.,
EfficientNet-B7) by eliminating the use of batch normali-
zation and slightly modifying the architecture of the nor-
malization-free ResNets [50]. Apart from being lightweight
and training efficiently on larger batch sizes, the NFNet
utilizes residual branches and Adaptive Gradient Clipping
(AGC) that bolster the model’s performance [50].

(1) Approach towards residual branches: this compo-
nent of the NFNet architecture is its “normalization-
free” feature. )e residual branches of the NFNet
architecture make use of 2 scalars, namely α and β
[50]. )ese scalar quantities help in scaling the ac-
tivations at the beginning and the end of the residual
branch, thus restricting the activations to a certain
range. )is feature of the NFNet is analogous to the
scaling operation done by the normalization layers
inserted after every hidden layer in the batch
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normalization enabled models. Hence, the NFNet
adopts this merit from the batch normalization
technique to compensate for its absence.

(2) Utilization of adaptive gradient clipping: during the
backpropagation process, when the norm of the
gradient gets bigger as it passes through each layer

such that there is an exponential increase in its
magnitude, the weights get updated inaccurately and
consequently, and the network performance gets
hampered. )is is known as the exploding gradient
issue and it is extremely critical to solving it to
improve the overall performance of the model.

Original Image

(a)

Posterize

(b)

Rotate

(c)

Sharpen

(d)

TranslateY

(e)

ShearX

(f )

ShearY

(g)

Solarize

(h)

TranslateX

(i)

Figure 2: Different types of augmentations applied using RandAugment: (a) Original image, (b) Posterize, (c) Rotate, (d) Sharpen,
(e) TranslateY, (f ) ShearX, (g) ShearY, (h) Solarize, and (i) TranslateX.
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)e gradient clipping technique is a popular option
utilized to tackle exploding gradients. During the training
process, when there is a certain norm of a gradient that is
very high such that it surpasses a threshold value “lambda”
(symbol needs to be inserted), the norm is said to be scaled to
the threshold (formula associated with it to be added). )us,
the maximum possible value for a norm of a gradient is the
threshold value lambda and any value above the threshold is
clipped. For a gradient vectorG� zL/zθ, where L denotes the
loss and denotes a vector with all model parameters, the
standard clipping algorithm clips the gradient before
updating as shown in (1).

G �

XG

‖G‖
, if ‖G‖> λ,

G, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

However, there are a few drawbacks associated with
gradient clipping. )e threshold value is very sensitive, and
therefore, its appropriate selection is of paramount im-
portance. Secondly, every high gradient jump which sur-
passes the threshold value is said to be clipped. But, while
clipping, the weight associated with the corresponding
gradient jump is not taken into account. )ere might be a
few instances where the high gradient jump is justified by a
significant corresponding weight, but, since the weight
factor is not evaluated, all such gradients are also clipped.

As an improvisation to the existing gradient clipping
technique, the adaptive gradient clipping (AGC) takes into
account the weight associated with a particular gradient’s
norm during the filtering process. )e AGC is computed as
the ratio of the norm of the gradient to the norm of the
weight associated with that particular layer. It measures how
much the weights are affected for a single gradient descent
step. For instance, if the value of the norm associated with a
certain gradient is high enough such that it surpasses the
threshold, but the weight associated with the same is sig-
nificant, then the high jump is said to be justified and the
gradient is not clipped. However, if the weight associated
with the abnormal rise in the norm of the gradient is not
sufficient, then that particular gradient is scaled to the
threshold value and is said to be clipped. Hence, the weight
corresponding to the particular norm of a gradient plays a
crucial role in the clipping decision as shown in (2).
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where Wl ∈RN×M denotes the weight matrix of the lth layer,
Gl ∈RN×M denotes the gradient with respect to Wl, and the
Frobenius norm is denoted by ‖·‖F.

Additionally, the AGC serves to be advantageous for our
specific use case because it significantly reduces the prob-
ability of exploding gradients occurring during the training
process by preventing the imprecise updation of the weights.
Accurate classification of X-ray images is of prime

importance as it is the question of life and death for a
particular patient; any slight error can lead to deleterious
circumstances. Although batch normalization was not
specifically designed to tackle the exploding gradient issue, it
was able to mitigate its effects, but not eliminate it. AGC on
the other hand was specifically devised to tackle exploding
gradient issues and does a much better job in reducing the
erroneous effects of gradient explosion as compared to batch
norm [51]. )e entire flowchart of the proposed model is
described in Figure 3. Figure 4 explains the architecture of
various deep learning networks.

We denote hi ∈Rm×n to be the outputs of previous block
and α� 0.2 be a constant scale factor.

Nontransitional block.
)e matrix X ∈m×n, denotes the output of a nontransi-

tional block.
λ is the composition of operations on hi that when

summed with the original input give the output X i.e.,

X � λ(hi) + hi. (3)

We can denote λ as follows: λ� fk◦ fk− 1◦···◦ f1(hi)
where (fk: k� 1. . .11).

)e composition of operations are as follows: (1) f1 � (1/
β)hi. Here, input of previous block is scaled by a factor 1/β.
Where βi � pVar (hi) and Var (hi+1)�Var (hi) + α2. β is the
standard deviation of the inputs hi. (2) For i� 2...n − 2, if i is
an even number: fi� ScaledAct (x) Otherwise: fi�WSConv
(x).

)e scaled activation function [50, 52] (the Gamma
Activation) is a ReLU activation scaled by a constant factor
r �

����������
2/1 − (1/π)


.

WSConv [52] is the standard weight standardization
function: wij⟶ wij

′ .
)is is done to reparameterize original weights wij

′ ⟶
wij − ui/

����
NσI


,

where ui � (1/N)Pj Wij and σ2 � (1/N)Pj(Wij − ui)2. (3)
f10� SE(x), which is the queeze and Execitation block. (4)
f11� αx, (scalar-vector multiplication), where α (as defined
earlier) is a scalar value that regulates the rate at which the
variance of the activation increases.

Transitional block.
)e transitional block is almost identical to the previ-

ously described in nontransitional block, with a few changes.
Here, instead of summing outputs of a series of oper-

ations λ(hi) with the previous layers input directly, the series
of functions is as follows:

g hi(  � WSConv ◦AvgPool◦ ScaledAct
1
β

  × hi , (4)

where after scaling the inputs by (1/β) feeding the product
into the scaled activation (Gamma activation) function.

)e matrix is first reduced by average pooling and then
expanded again by standard weight standardization.

)e output of the transitional block is
Y ∈m×n � λ(hi) +G(hi).

)e details of the training and validation datasets are
described in Table 2 and figuratively given in Figure 5. )e
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various training parameters for the NFNet model are
explained in Table 3.

4. PerformanceCriteria for ClassificationUsing
Normalization-Free Network

)e performance of different models for testing dataset was
evaluated after the completion of training and validation
phase and was compared using the following performance
metrics: Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity, Area under 255
Curve (AUC), Average Precision, and Average Recall. TP
represents true positive cases, TN represents true negative
cases, FN represents false negative cases, and FP represents
the number of false positive cases. )e metrics are defined
below:

(1) Accuracy: the number of positive and negative TB
cases identified correctly among all classified cases. It
is calculated using the equation given below:

Accuracy �
(TP + TN)

TP + FN + FP + TN
. (5)

(2) Sensitivity: it is the number of positive TB cases
identified accurately. It is also called recall. When the
number of false negative cases are minimum, the
sensitivity is extremely high. It is described using the
formula given below:

Sensitivity �
(TP)

TP + FN
. (6)

(3) Specificity: it is the number of negative TB cases
identified correctly. When the number of false
positives are minimum, the obtained specificity will
be maximum. It is calculated using the formula given
below:

Specificity �
(TN)

FP + TN
. (7)

(4) AUC (Area Under Curve): the area under the curve
when the graph is plotted between the true positive
rate and false positive rate. When the AUC is high, it
means the model is classifying the instances
correctly.

Start
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validating chest
X-rays

Resize image

Current epoch <= 3
Testing chest
X-ray images

Resize image

Tuberculosis
classification

Predicted
Class label

Heatmap
generation

Score-CAM
visualization

End

Yes

No

Data Augmentation
(RandAugment)

Model training

Model validating

Current epoch
equal to

max epoch

Yes

Final model

No

Progressive resizing
of image

Figure 3: Flow of the proposed model.
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Figure 4: (a) Normalization-free network architecture. (b) NFNet transition block. (c) NFNet non transition block.

(i) Require image, resolution, counter, currEpoch
(ii) if counter-1>0 then
(iii) image ← resize(image, resolution - 32 X (counter-1))
(iv) i ← 0
(v) for i� 4-counter do
(vi) end
(vii) image ← randAugment (image)
(viii) end
(ix) return image

ALGORITHM 1: Progressive resizing.
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(5) Average precision: it summarizes all the values of the
precision-recall curve into a value. It also represents
the mean of all the precision’s obtained. It is cal-
culated using the formula:

AveragePrecision �
nPn

n
 . (8)

(6) Average Recall: the mean of recalls calculated from
thresholds of 0.5 to 1 to summarize the distribution.
It is calculated using the formula:

AverageRecall �
nRn

n
 . (9)

4.1. Visualization Technique: Score-CAM. To highlight the
areas in the chest X-ray symptomatic of TB, we utilize the
Score-CAM [53] technique.

)e Score-CAM visualization technique, built on top of
the CAM-based visualizationmethod, follows a perturbation
265-based approach. )is technique comprises two stages;

the first stage passes the input images into a CNN and
generates the activation maps. Subsequently, the maps are
upsampled as they are smaller in dimensions as compared to
the input image. In the second stage, the activation maps
generated are pointwise multiplied with the input image and
normalised. )e normalization process significantly im-
proves the discriminative ability of the model. )e masked
inputs are fed to CNN and corresponding scores of the
specified target class are generated. )is process is repeated
270 until it has been applied to all the generated maps. )e
Score-CAM metric is given as

L
C
score− CAM � ReLU 

k

αc
kA

k
l

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (10)

where

αc
k � C A

k
l . (11)

Here, C(.) denotes the channel wise increase in confi-
dence for a particular activation map. )e ReLU function is
used to eliminate those features which have had no impact
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Figure 5: Dataset split.

Table 2: Details of training and validation set for the classification problem.

Dataset Type Total no. of X-Ray images per
class Training set Validation set

TBX11K
Healthy 3800 2660 1140

Sick but not TB 3800 2660 1140
TB 800 560 240

Shenzhen Healthy 167 116 51
TB 160 112 48

Montgomery Healthy 31 21 10
TB 42 29 13

DA+DB Healthy 54 37 17
TB 34 23 11

NLM (shenzhen and montgomery), Belarus, NIAID,
SNA

Healthy 3500 2100 700
TB 3500 2100 700
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on the target class. )e proposed work utilizes Score-CAM
as it does not require mask sampling or any process for
optimisation. Gradients have not been utilized in the course
of heat map generation. )e removal of global average
pooling layer (used in the class activation mapping tech-
nique) eliminates the need to retrain the entire process or
make any changes to the network structure.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the models on the parameters
discussed in the previous section. )e Score-CAM visuali-
zation is also explored in depth. Furthermore, the results are
also classified using other deep learning models for TBX11k
and Kaggle dataset.

5.1. TB Classification. TB classification using the proposed
normalization-free-network model is the main objective of
this research. Figure 6 describes the confusion matrix ob-
tained by the two datasets (training + validation). Figure 6(a)
represents the confusion matrices for the training data. )e
matrix on the top represents the TBX11K dataset which
consist of three classes namely: healthy, infection (but not

TB), and TB.)e bottom matrix is of the Kaggle dataset Test
dataset 285 (2) which consists of healthy and TB images.
)ese confusion matrices are obtained after training the
normalization-free network model. Figure 6(b) represents
the confusion matrices of the above datasets, but on the
validation set. As we can see, the false positive and false
negative values are extremely low (NonDiagonal elements).
)is classifier promises us a good accuracy. All the metrics
such as accuracy, precision, recall, and others can be ef-
fectively calculated using the confusion matrix.

Figure 7 represents the accuracies and losses against the
number of epochs for the training and validation sets. From
the plots, it can be observed that there is no overfitting since
the accuracies and losses are almost similar between the
training and test datasets. Further various deep learning
architectures were used to classify the datasets along with
our proposed model.

)e Score-CAM technique was utilized to highlight the
regions of the lungs affected by TB. )is chest visualization-
295 technique can be used to highlight the abnormalities in
the specific region in the lungs, aiding the doctor to un-
derstand the region of interest. As discussed in the previous
section, this process consists of two stages. CNN is used in
the beginning to generate activation maps. Furthermore,
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Figure 6: (a) Confusion matrices for the training dataset. (b) Confusion matrices for the validation dataset.
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these activation maps are multiplied with the initial image
using normalization.)e normalization process is extremely
important to discriminate between the various image classes.
)ese modified images are again sent to the model for
classification. All the generated maps are subjected to 300 of
this procedure for accurate analysis. Figure 8 shows the
visual analysis of the chest X-ray. )e first two rows rep-
resent the X-rays of a TB-infected patient. )e last two rows
are the X-rays of patients infected with other lung diseases
(not TB). )e first column represents the initial X-ray. )e
doctors have examined these x-rays and have labelled
the region of interest (labelling). )is is represented in the
second column. )e third column represents the marking of
the region of interest by the Score-CAM algorithm. From the
figure, it is observed that the algorithm identifies the region
of interest accurately using a heat map (matches the ground
truth given by the domain experts.) However, in some
conditions, the heat maps generated can be wrong. )is is
depicted using Figure 9. )e first two rows represent TB
cases. )e last two rows represent other lung diseases (not
TB). )e ground truths (labels) by the doctors are present in
the second column. From the figure, it is clearly inferred that
the generated heat maps are not the same as the ground
truths (wrong classification). )e Score-CAM is an effective

algorithm, but some false positive and false 310 negative
cases are observed.

)e data was split into training and testing in the ratio of
80:20. )e performance of the models are given in Tables 4
and 5. ResNet-18 is a highly efficient deep learning network
which consists of 18 different layers. Millions of images can be
easily loaded in this network. It can also classify images into a
variety of classes. Furthermore, it is already trained on the
ImageNet data. )is model obtained an accuracy, AUC,
sensitivity, specificity, average 315 precision, and average
recall of 91.01%, 95.69%, 76.82%, 96.08%, 89.48%, and
88.75%, respectively, on the TBX11k dataset. For the Kaggle
dataset, the obtained accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity,
average precision, and average recall are 90%,94%,
72%,95%,87%, and 86.25%, respectively. ResNet50 is a deep
residual network which is 50 layers deep. )e network is
stacked upon each other just like other artificial neural net-
works. )is neural network is pretrained on the ImageNet
dataset. )e accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity, average
precision, and average recall on the TBX11k dataset were
98.76%, 87.02%, 96.99%, 93.67%, and 93.6%, respectively. For
the Kaggle dataset, the obtained accuracy, AUC, sensitivity,
specificity, average precision, and average recall were 92.61%,
97.6%, 84.02%, 96.88%, 92.41%, and 92.1%, respectively.
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Figure 7: (a) Training and validation accuracy and losses versus Epoch for Set 1. (b) Training and validation accuracy and losses versus
Epoch for Set 2.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Score-CAM visualization of correctly classified TB (first two rows), infected ,and sick but not TB (last two rows) chest X-ray:
(a) Original X-ray. (b) Ground truth given by domain expert. (c) Score-CAM heat map generated by the model.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Score-CAM visualization of incorrectly classified actual sick classified as TB (first two rows) and actual TB classified as sick but not
TB (last two rows) chest X-ray: (a) Original X-ray. (b) Ground truth given by domain expert. (c) Score-CAM heat map generated by the
model.
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)e DenseNet-121 is known to have 120 convolutional
layers and four average pooling layers. )e weights are
spread over multiple inputs for optimal accuracy. )ese
networks were specifically created to counter the vanishing
gradient problem. )e model obtained an accuracy, AUC,
sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and average recall
of 98.0%, 94.82%, 71.41%, 95.89%, 86.85%, and 85.13%,
respectively. For the Kaggle dataset, the accuracy, AUC,
sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and average recall
obtained were 88.0%, 94.82%, 71.41%, 95.89%,86.85%, and
85.13% respectively. Another important CNN model is the
DenseNet-201 which consists of 201 layers. It has been al-
ready trained by the ImageNet database and can effectively

predict upto 1000 classes. )e accuracy, AUC, sensitivity,
330 average precision, and average recall were 92.64%,
97.23%, 79.91%, 97.18%, 91.64%, and 90.6%, respectively, for
the TBX11k multiclassification dataset. For the Kaggle
dataset, the obtained accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity,
average precision, and average recall were 90.11%, 95.14%,
79.81%, 94.21%, 91.22%, and 80.45%, respectively.

InceptionV3 is a deep learning model used to classify
images at a high accuracy rate. It includes both symmetric
and asymmetric building neurons, including convolutions
layer, max pooling, average pooling, drop outs, and fully
connected layers. Softmax algorithm is used to compute the
model loss. In this network, batch normalization is applied

Table 3: Training parameter of model for classification.

Parameter Value used for training set 1 Value used for training set 2
Batch size 128 32
Learning rate 0.1 0.001
Epochs 15 15
Adaptive gradient clipping 0.16 0.16
Weight decay 1.00E-05 1.00E-05
Optimizer Stochastic gradient descent Stochastic gradient descent
StepLR scheduler Every 2.4 steps Every 2.4 steps
Gamma 0.97 0.97

Table 4: Performance metrics on TBX11K.

Model Accuracy AUC (TB) Sensitivity Specificity Average precision Average recall
ResNet18 91.01 95.69 76.82 96.08 89.48 88.75
ResNet50 94.85 98.76 87.02 96.99 93.67 93.6
DenseNet121 88.04 94.82 71.41 95.89 86.85 85.13
DenseNet201 92.64 97.23 79.91 97.18 91.63 90.6
InceptionV3 89.58 94.95 69.4 97.51 89 86.21
EfficientNet-B7 84.07 73.82 51.78 95.86 82.14 78.39
Proposed model 96.91 99.38 91.81 98.42 96.33 96.1
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Figure 10: Training and validation losses versus Epoch of chest X-ray images present in TBX11k set.
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to the activation inputs. )e InceptionV3 was able to obtain
an accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity, average precision,
and average recall of 89.58%, 94.95%, 69.4%, 97.54%, 89%,
and 86.21%, respectively. For the Kaggle dataset, the accu-
racy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and
average recall obtained were 88.62%, 91.25%, 65.21%, 94.31%,
86.28%, and 84.77%, respectively. EfficientNet B7 is a re-
thinking scaling CNN. It returns an image classification
model using transfer learning. )is algorithm was developed
by a company named AutoML. It also uses a compound
coefficient to uniformly scale all the dimensions to its reso-
lution. )e obtained accuracy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity,
average precision, and average recall were 84.07%, 73.82%,
51.78%, 95.86%, 82.14%, and 78.39%, respectively, for the
TBX11k dataset. For the Kaggle dataset, the obtained accu-
racy, AUC, sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and
average recall are 83.21%, 74.65%, 84.32%, 93.21%, 81.31%,
and 75.45%, respectively. )e proposed normalization-free
network was able to perform better than all the models. )e
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and av-
erage recall obtained by the base models were 96.91%, 99.38%,
91.81%, 98.42%, 96.33%, and 96.1%, respectively. )is proves
that the model is highly efficient in classifying TB. For the
binary classification dataset (Kaggle), the obtained accuracy,
AUC, sensitivity, specificity, average precision, and average
recall are 95.91%, 98.32%,91.78%, 91.67%, 95.33%, and 91.1%.
Figure 10 and Figure 11 describe the losses obtained during
training and validation for the two datasets.

An outline of comparison with previous literature-
based approaches on the TB datasets is compared. )e
performance is compared with regards to the following
measures: accuracy, AUC (TB), sensitivity, specificity,
average precision ,and average recall. In research by Li et al.
[26], CNN was used to diagnose TB using chest X-rays.
AlexNet and GoogleNet were the models used. An accuracy
of 85.08% was obtained by the classifiers. Hooda et al. [27]
used three architectures: ResNet, GoogleNet, and AlexNet
to diagnose TB. )e models were further ensembled to-
gether to obtain an accuracy and AUC of 88.24% and 93%,
respectively. In an article by Liu et al. [26], usage of image-
based classifiers for TB diagnosis was considered. )e
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and AUC are 88.2%,88.4%,
89.5% and 93.8%, respectively. Furthermore, TB screening
was performed in [23] using deep learning based on chest
X-ray images. )ree datasets were considered and the AUC
obtained by them were 96%, 93%, and 88%, respectively.
)e TBNet model was created in [28] which diagnosed TB
using deep learning models. Mirroring, rotation, and other
augmentation techniques were used in the research.
However, the ResNet architecture was only able to deliver
an accuracy of 81%. Our best model was able to obtain an
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 97%, 92%, 99% and
respectively. )e performance of the comparative re-
searches is described in Table 5.

Tuberculosis is a dangerous disease and it must be
identified early to prevent the onset of severe symptoms. AI
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Figure 11: Training and validation losses versus Epoch of chest X-ray images present in Kaggle set.

Table 5: Performance metrics on Kaggle dataset.

Model Accuracy AUC (TB) Sensitivity Specificity Average precision Average recall
ResNet18 90.23 94.31 72.21 95.41 87.54 86.25
ResNet50 92.61 97.6 84.12 96.88 92.41 92.1
DenseNet121 84.04 93.21 75.43 93.22 84.31 82.11
DenseNet201 90.15 95.26 79.86 94.21 91.22 88.45
InceptionV3 88.62 91.25 80.32 94.31 86.28 84.79
EfficientNet-B7 83.21 74.65 84.32 93.21 80.7 85.22
Proposed model 95.91 98.32 91.78 91.67 95.87 91.90
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can be used to diagnose tuberculosis at a faster rate. )ese
models can further help the doctors and radiologists to come
to a decision. )e classifiers have a tremendous potential in
healthcare fields in the near future (Table 6).

6. Conclusion

Tuberculosis is a dangerous bacterial disease which af-
fects the lungs in the human body. It is very important to
diagnose this infection early since appropriate treat-
ments can be provided. Computer Aided Diagnosis is a
trending topic in Medical Artificial Intelligence. In this
research, deep learning-assisted TB diagnosis is per-
formed using normalizer-free network. For augmenta-
tion, RandAugment was used to convert the images to
gray scale. Further, progressive resizing is used to per-
form automated preprocessing. Adaptive grading clip-
ping is used to tackle the problem of exploding gradients
in this research. A variety of models have been tested and
our models achieved an accuracy, AUC, sensitivity,
specificity, average precision, and average recall of 98%,
99%, 92%,99%,97%, and 96.1%, respectively. Addition-
ally, a technique called the Score-CAM was used to draw
inference from the chest X-rays. Further, the model was
compared with the other state-of-art research studies to
prove its novelty and superiority. )e classifiers can be
extremely useful in healthcare and will assist the doctors
and medical professionals in performing accurate
diagnosis.

In the future, General Adversarial Networks can be
utilized to handle data imbalance. )is will further boost the
efficiency of the model. Chest CT Scan images can be col-
lected from hospitals for computer-aided diagnosis in the
near future. )e models should be tested on other TB
datasets to prove its efficacy.)is will make the models more
trustworthy. )e system can be made user friendly and
medical staff can use the models to aid the diagnostic
procedure. )e deep learning models can also be used to
diagnose other diseases such as COVID-19, malaria, liver

disease, isochronic heart disease, chronic kidney disease,
cancers, and others.
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Background. Gastric cancer (GC) is a primary cause of cancer death around the world. Previous studies have found that Drosha
plays a signi�cant role in the development of tumor cells. Soon after, we unexpectedly found that the expression of micro-
RNA6778-5p (miR6778-5p) is unconventionally high in the gastric cancer cells low-expressing Drosha. So, we designed the
Drosha interference sequence and recombined it into a lentiviral vector to construct Drosha knockdown lentivirus and transfected
the Drosha knockdown lentivirus into gastric cancer cells to establish Drosha knockdown gastric cancer cell lines. We aimed to
explore the e�ect of microRNA6778-5p on the proliferation of gastric cancer cells with Drosha knockdown and its intrinsic
mechanism. Methods. We designed the Drosha interference sequence and recombined it into a lentiviral vector to construct
Drosha knockdown lentivirus and transfected the Drosha knockdown lentivirus into gastric cancer cells to establish Drosha
knockdown gastric cancer cell lines. After transfecting miR6778-5p mimics and inhibitor into gastric cancer cell lines with Drosha
knockdown, the expression levels of miR6778-5p mimics in Drosha low-expressing gastric cancer cells increased, while miR6778-
5p inhibitor decreased the expression levels of miR6778-5p. �e Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) experiment was used to detect the
proliferation ability of gastric cancer cells after overexpression or knockdown of miR6778-5p and bioinformatics predicted the
relationship between miR6778-5p and glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK3β). Results. After infection with the Drosha knockdown
lentivirus, Drosha’s mRNA and protein levels were signi�cantly downregulated in gastric cancer cells. �e expression levels of
miR6778-5pmimics in Drosha low-expressing gastric cancer cells increased, while miR6778-5p inhibitor decreased the expression
levels of miR6778-5p. Overexpression of miR6778-5p signi�cantly enhanced the proliferation ability of Drosha low-expression
gastric cancer cells; on the contrary, knocking down miR6778-5p weakened the proliferation ability of Drosha low-expression
gastric cancer cells. Bioinformatics predicted that miR6778-5p targeted glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK3β) and the mRNA and
protein levels of GSK3β decreased signi�cantly after overexpression of miR6778-5p. Conclusion. miR6778-5p promotes the
proliferation of Drosha low-expressing gastric cancer cells by targeting GSK3β.

1. Introduction

Gastric cancer is a malignant tumor with highmorbidity and
mortality worldwide [1]. �ere are approximately 110000
new cases and 770000 deaths annually, accounting for 5.6%
in total number of cancers and 7.7% in total number of
cancer deaths [2]. Although some progress has been made in

clinical therapy, the long-term survival for patients with
advanced cancer remains poor, with a �ve-year survival rate
of only 12% [3]. Among them, the recurrence of GC is a
principal element a�ecting the survival rate of advanced
patients. So, it is urgent to explore the underlying molecular
mechanism of the development process of GC and is ben-
e�cial to discover new therapy targets of gastric cancer.
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Drosha belongs to the endoribonuclease III super-
family. As a core nuclease, Drosha performs the initial
step of miRNA processing by cutting the hairpin structure
embedded in the primary transcript in the nucleus [4].
Drosha is significant for microRNA processing, which can
convert the initial microRNA (pri-miRNA) into the
precursor microRNA (pre-miRNA) in the nucleus, laying
foundation for the maturation of microRNA [5]. Drosha’s
RNA interference leads to massive accumulation of pri-
miRNA in vivo, with consequent reduction in pre-miRNA
and mature miRNA. In addition, there is also a mirtron
pathway that does not rely on Drosha to cause miRNA
biogenesis, which can suppress or promote cancer [6, 7].
Indeed, previous research has found that Drosha plays an
extremely vital part in tumor cell development, and the
abnormal expression of Drosha will lead to changes in the
expression of microRNA [8, 9]. Especially in some Drosha
knockout models, some miRNA expressions are upre-
gulated instead [10]. As we all know, microRNAs are a
class of highly conserved and short-stranded non-coding
RNAs that partake in the regulation of cell multiplication,
apoptosis, and metabolism, and their abnormal expres-
sion also affects the progression of tumors [11–13]. *e
currently recognized mechanism of microRNA’s influ-
ence on tumors is through targeted inhibition of its related
genes to perform their functions [14, 15]. Our preliminary
research found that Drosha knockdown in GC cells re-
duces the migration of cancer cells, accompanied by
upregulation or downregulation of miRNA, which is a
poor prognostic factor. Of note, we unexpectedly found
that microRNA6778-5p (miR6778-5p) expression is un-
conventionally high in the gastric cancer cells low-
expressing Drosha, while miR6778-5p is a non-canonical
miRNA type that does not depend on Drosha, spliced
from the SHMT1 intron [16]. To clarify the molecular
mechanism of miR6778-5p regulating the low expression
of Drosha in gastric cancer, we used the miRTarBase and
TargetScan databases to find that GSK3β was a potential
target gene of miR6778-5p. c-Myc, a class of target genes,
is upregulated to accelerate cell multiplication by β-cat-
enin. Meanwhile, GSK3β takes a pivotal effect on con-
trolling cell proliferation by negatively regulating the
transcription activity of β-catenin [17]. To our knowledge,
till now miR6778-5p/GSK3β axis has no relevant reports
on cell multiplication. It is unclear that whether miR6778-
5p has an essential part via GSK3β in accelerating GC cell
multiplication with Drosha knockdown.

In this study, we found that mir-6778-5p played a
positive role in GC cell proliferation. *e upregulation of
miR6778-5p results from Drosha interference in GC cells.
*e mimics and inhibitors of miR6778-5p can enhance or
inhibit themultiplication of GC cells low-expressing Drosha.
Moreover, miR6778-5p regulates the multiplication be-
havior of GC cells low-expressing Drosha by targeting
GSK3β. In short, the microRNA6778-5p/GSK3β axis me-
diates the multiplication of GC cell lines low-expressing
Drosha.

2. Methods

2.1. Cell Lines and Culture Conditions. *e GC cell lines
MGC-803 and SGC-7901 needed for the experiment were
presented by Professor Yang Ke from Beijing Cancer In-
stitute (Beijing, China). *ese cells were incubated in
RPMI1640 (Gibco, USA) or DMEM (Gibco, USA) sup-
plemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, USA). Cells were cultured
in humidified air at 37°C containing 5% CO2.

2.2. Transfection Assay. *e cells were placed in 2ml whole
culture medium with 1× 105 cells per well in in 6-well plates,
respectively. Infected cells with the lentivirus contain
Drosha-shRNA sequence (5′-AACGAGUAGGCUUCGU-
GACUU-3′) or negative control sequence (5′-UUCUCC-
GAACGUGUCACGUTT-3′) (GenePharma Co., Ltd.
Shanghai) when the cell density reached 60%. Furthermore,
they were screened with 1 μg/ml puromycin, establishing
MGC-803/Drosha KD or SGC-7901/Drosha KD cell lines,
respectively. Similarly, when reaching 60% confluence in 6-
well plates, cells were treated with 100 pmol miR6778-5p
mimics, 100 pmol miR6778-5p inhibitor, or the corre-
sponding random sequence RNA Oligo (negative control)
(GenePharma Co., Ltd. Shanghai) separately according to
the protocol of Lipofectamine 2000 transfection kit (Invi-
trogen, USA).

2.3. RNAExtraction andqRT-PCRDetection. Total RNA was
isolated from the corresponding gastric cancer cells using
Trizol (Invitrogen, USA). RNA quantity was detected by
spectrophotometry and by agarose gel electrophoresis. qRT-
PCR was done using the PrimeScript RT reagent kit and
SYBR Premix Ex TaqTM (Takara, Japan) following the
manufacturer’s instruction. Two-step amplification, Hold-
ing stage: 95°C, 30 s (1 cycle); Cycling stage: 95°C, 5 s–60°C,
34 s (40 cycles); Melt curve stage: 95°C, 15 s–60°C, 60 s–95°C,
15 s (1 cycle). β-Actin was used as the internal control and
primer sequences were: Drosha: 5′-CGATGATGCAGG-
GAAACACATG-3′ (forward) and 5′-TTATTTCTTGATGT
CTTCAGTCT-3′ (reverse). miR6778-5p: 5′-GCGAGTGG-
GAGGACAGGAG-3′ (forward) and 5′-ATCCAGTGCAG
GGTCCGAGG-3′ (reverse). GSK3β: 5′-CCTTAACCTGC
TGCTGGACT-3′ (forward) and 5′-AGCTCTGGTGCCCT
GCCAGAT-3′ (reverse). β-Actin: 5′-AGGGGCCGGACTC
GTCATACT-3′ (forward) and 5'-GGCGGCACCACCATG
TACCCT-3′ (reverse).

2.4. Western Blot. Western blot assays were done as de-
scribed previously [18]. Cells were harvested with RIPA
buffer (Beyotime, China) to extract total protein measured
with the BCA protein assay kit (Beyotime, China), isolated
by 10% SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis. *e protein is
transferred to the PVDF membrane. After incubating with
primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, the corresponding
HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (Beyotime, China)
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were subsequently applied and immunodetection was per-
formed using the enhanced chemiluminescence system
(Cool-Imager).

2.5. Cell Multiplication Assay. *e cell multiplication rate
was detected by the CCK-8 assay (Beyotime, China). Cells
were placed on 96-well plates with 3×103 cells per well. Cells
were processed by 100 pmol miR6778-5p mimics and
100 pmol miR6778-5p inhibitor (GenePharma Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai) at different points in time when 60% confluence
was reached. After the treatment, the medium was dis-
carded. A small orifice was placed at 10 μL CCK-8 reagent
and continued to incubate for 4 hours before adding DMSO
(200 μl per well), and shaken slowly on a shaker for 10 min.
Measurement was performed by using an absorbance meter.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using the SPSS standard version 19.0 software.*e data were
presented as mean± standard deviation (x ± s). Each ex-
periment was repeated at least 3 times. Pairwise comparisons
between groups were performed using the LSD t-test, and
P< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. 9e Expression of miR6778-5p Increases in GC Cells with
Drosha Knockdown. To investigate the role of miR6778-5p
in GC low-expressing Drosha, we constructed a vector
lentivirus with the Drosha interference sequence and then
infected MGC-803 GC cell and SGC-7901 GC cell with the
virus to establish GC cell lines with Drosha low expression.
*e mRNA and protein expression of Drosha were signif-
icantly reduced compared with the control group
(Figures 1(a) and 1(b)) and the miR6778-5p expression was
visibly increased (Figure 1(c)) in MGC-803 and SGC-7901
cells transfected with the Drosha knockdown lentivirus.

3.2. Overexpression of miR6778-5p Promotes the Multiplica-
tion of GC Cells Low-Expressing Drosha. To demonstrate
whether miR6778-5p regulates the multiplication of GC cells
low-expressing Drosha, we transfected Drosha low-
expressing GC cells (MGC-803/Drosha KD and SGC-7901/
Drosha KD) with miR6778-5p mimics and evaluated the
proliferation potential change of MGC-803/Drosha KD and
SGC-7901/Drosha KD treated with miR6778-5p mimics. As
shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the expression levels of
miR6778-5p increased significantly and enhanced the pro-
liferation ability of MGC-803/Drosha KD and SGC-7901/
Drosha KD cells treated with miR6778-5p mimics. *ese
results showed that miR6778-5p has a positive influence on
multiplication of GC cells low-expressing Drosha.

3.3. Knockdown of miR6778-5p Inhibits the Multiplication of
Low-Expression Drosha GC Cells. In order to further verify
whether miR6778-5p controls the proliferation ability of
Drosha low-expressing GC cells, we transferred the inhibitor
of miR6778-5p to lower expression Drosha GC cells and
then evaluated the proliferation potential change of MGC-
803/Drosha KD and SGC-7901/Drosha KD treated with
miR6778-5p inhibitor. Expectedly, the expression levels of
miR6778-5p decreased and the proliferation ability reduced
significantly in MGC-803/Drosha KD and SGC-7901/Dro-
sha KD cell lines after treating with miR6778-5p inhibitor
(Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). It is confirmed once again that
miR6778-5p promotes the multiplication capacity of GC
cells low-expressing Drosha.

3.4.9emiR6778-5p/GSK3βAxisMediates theMultiplication
Potential of Drosha Low-Expressing GC Cells. As is well-
known, microRNA regulates human tumor development by
binding to the 3′UTR end of its target genes to inhibit the
expression of coding target genes. We searched the
microRNA target gene databases to find that GSK3β was a
potential target gene of miR6778-5p (Figure 4(a)). In order
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Figure 1: Drosha-independent miR6778-5p expression increases in gastric cancer cells. (a) *e mRNA expression levels of Drosha were
determined by qRT-PCR in gastric cell lines with Drosha knockdown (∗∗P< 0.05). (b)*e protein expression levels of Drosha were verified
by WB in gastric cell lines with Drosha knockdown (∗∗P< 0.05). (c) *e expression levels of miR6778-5p were detected by qRT-PCR in
gastric cancer cells low-expressing Drosha (∗∗P< 0.05).
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to investigate the intrinsic molecular mechanism of
miR6778-5p regulating the multiplication potential of GC
cells, we conducted experiments to demonstrate the effect of
miR6778-5p on the expression levels of GSK3β, a key
negative regulator of cell cycle. According to the experi-
mental results, we observed that after overexpressing
miR6778-5p in Drosha low-expressing GC cells, the mRNA
and protein expression of GSK3β decreased obviously
(Figure 4(b)). On the contrary, after knocking down
miR6778-5p in Drosha low-expressing GC cells, the mRNA
and protein expression of GSK3β increased apparently
(Figure 4(c)). *e above results showed that the miR6778-
5p/GSK3β axis plays an important role in promoting the
proliferation of gastric cancer cells low-expressing Drosha.

4. Discussion

*e intrinsic mechanism of gastric cancer carcinogenesis is
not fully clarified. Abnormal proliferation, one of the cancer
hallmarks, is the chief death cause of gastric cancer patient.
Although there is great progress in gastric cancer treatment
including radiotherapy, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, mo-
lecular targeted therapy, and immunotherapy, gastric can-
cer, especially advanced gastric cancer, is hard to cure [19].
*erefore, there is an urgent need to reveal the mysterious
nature of gastric cancer for finding new treatment targets of
GC. In our previous research, we discovered that after
Drosha knockdown, the biological behavior of gastric cancer
cells will be changed [20]. In this study, Drosha-independent
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miR6778-5p was found to promote the multiplication of GC
cells with Drosha knockdown via inhibiting the expression
of its target gene GSK3β. To the best of our knowledge, it is
firstly reported that the Drosha-independent miR6778-5p/
GSK3β axis mediates the multiplication of GC cells low-
expressing Drosha.

miR6778-5p biogenesis increases in gastric cancer cells
with Drosha knockdown. Pri-miRNAs are the primary
transcripts which evolve into mature miRNAs after two
splicing [21]. Drosha, an endonuclease RNase III enzyme, is
necessary for cleaving the primary transcripts of miRNAs,
the first step of microRNA maturation process [21]. Besides,
Drosha aberrant expression plays a vital part in the path-
ological process of cancer. Although it is controversial
whether Drosha promotes or suppresses the pathological
process of cancer [22], Drosha behaves as an oncogene in
gastric cancer [16, 20]. Drosha knockdown expectedly re-
duces the expression of many miRNAs but increases the
expression of many other miRNAs [20], indicating that the
biogenesis of the upregulated miRNAs is Drosha-indepen-
dent. *is miRNA, obtained by direct splicing through
introns and bypassing Drosha, is also called the mirtron
pathway [23]. Indeed, the biogenesis of miR-6778-5p is non-
canonical in GC cells with Drosha knockdown [16]. How-
ever, the non-canonical mechanism of miR-6778-5p

biogenesis remains to be clarified in GC cells with Drosha
knockdown.

miR-6778-5p has an active effect upon the multiplication
of GC cells with Drosha knockdown via targeting GSK3β.
Drosha silence impedes the invasion of GC cells but does not
affect other malignant behaviors such as proliferation
[16, 20], suggesting that miR-6778-5p could regulate the
multiplication of low-expressing Drosha GC cells.
MicroRNA is a type of non-coding RNA, which regulates
gene expression at the post-transcriptional level by targeting
mRNA degradation and/or inhibiting its translation, thereby
regulating the development of cancers [24]. It is predicted
that GSK3β is a potential target gene of miR6778-5p through
searching the microRNA target gene databases (Figure 4(a)).
GSK3β is a multifunctional serine/threonine kinase. Now it
has been proved that GSK3β acts as a negative regulator in
Wnt/β-catenin, PI3K/AKT, and other signaling pathways
[25–27]. Upregulation of miRNA-29a can reduce GSK3β
protein expression in colorectal cancer cells and inhibit
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway [28]. In this research, we
demonstrated that miR6778-5p inhibits the expression of
GSK3β via binding the 3′UTR of GSK3β mRNA in gastric
cancer cells with Drosha knockdown. As far as we know, it
was firstly found that the miR-6778-5p/GSK3β axis pro-
motes the cell proliferation.
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Figure 4:*e miR6778-5p/GSK3β axis mediates the proliferation of Drosha low-expressing gastric cancer cells. (a) miR6778-5p acts on the
275–281 sites in the UTR of GSK3βmRNA through its seed sequence. (b)*e mRNA and protein expression levels of GSK3β were detected
by qRT-PCR or WB in MGC-803/Drosha KD or SGC-7901/Drosha KD cell lines after being transfected with miR6778-5p mimics
(∗∗P< 0.05). Immunoblotting analyses were performed with the indicated antibodies. (c)*emRNA and protein expression levels of GSK3β
were determined by qRT-PCR or WB in MGC-803/Drosha KD or SGC-7901/Drosha KD cell lines after being transfected with miR6778-5p
inhibitor (∗∗P< 0.05). Immunoblotting analyses were performed with the indicated antibodies.
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Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are considered a neoteric
type of non-coding RNA with organization, structure, time,
and space specificity characterized by a covalently closed-
loop structure involved in modulating gene expression by
regulation of miRNA function, transcription, and protein
[29]. Growing study showed that circRNAs contribute to
many physiological and pathological processes, including
the pathological progression of cancer [30]. CircRNAs
perform their biological functions mainly via the circRNA-
miRNA-mRNA regulatory network [18, 31, 32]. It remains
to be explored whether Drosha-independent miR6778-5p
exerts positive effect on the multiplication of GC cells
through the circRNA-miRNA-mRNA regulatory network.

5. Conclusions

In a nutshell, this research proves that the Drosha-inde-
pendent microRNA6778-5p/GSK3β axis mediates the
multiplication of GC cells. *ese discoveries will provide in-
depth knowledge of the mechanisms by which Drosha-in-
dependent miRNAs promote the abnormal multiplication of
GC cells and original therapeutic markers of gastric
carcinoma.
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Objective. �e purpose of the present study was to explore the biomarkers related to lung cancer based on the bioinformatics
method, which might be new targets for lung cancer treatment.Methods. GSE17681 and GSE18842 were obtained from the Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database. �e di�erentially expressed miRNAs (DEMs) and genes (DEGs) in lung cancer samples
were screened via the GEO2R online tool. DEMs were submitted to the mirDIP website to predict target genes. Gene Ontology
(GO) analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analysis were conducted via uploading DEGs to the
DAVID database. �e protein-protein interaction network (PPI) of the DEGs was analyzed by STRING’s online tool. �en, the
PPI network was visualized using Cytoscape 3.8.0. Results. 46 DEMs were identi�ed in GSE17681, and the website predicted that
there were 873 target genes of these DEMs. 1029 DEGs were identi�ed in the GSE18842 chip. GO analysis suggested that the co-
DEGs participated in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, regulation of the Wnt signaling pathway, a serine/threonine kinase
signaling pathway, the Wnt signaling pathway, and cell-cell signaling by Wnt. KEGG analysis results showed the co-DEGs of
GSE17681 and GSE18842 were related to the Hippo signaling pathway and adhesion molecules. In addition, six hub genes that
were related to lung cancer were identi�ed as hub genes, including mTOR, NF1, CHD7, ETS1, IL-6, and COL1A1. Conclusions.
�e present study identi�ed six hub genes that were related to lung cancer, including mTOR, NF1, CHD7, ETS1, IL-6, and
COL1A1, which might be a potential target for lung cancer.

1. Introduction

At present, the incidence rate and mortality of lung cancer
rank �rst in China [1], while non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC) is the most common type of lung cancer, ac-
counting for about 85% of them [2]. Adenocarcinoma and
squamous cell carcinoma are common pathological types of
NSCLC [3]. Because there are no obvious clinical symptoms
in the early stage, the vast majority of NSCLC patients have
entered the late stage at the time of diagnosis, and the 5-year
survival rate is about 15%. Radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and
surgery play a key role in the treatment of NSCLC, but 50%
of lung cancer patients die of tumor recurrence [4].
�erefore, it is very important to �nd biomarkers that can
accurately predict the prognosis of patients. Elucidating the

genetic changes related to the occurrence and development
of the disease at the molecular level will be conducive to the
diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of the disease. At
present, the pathogenesis of NSCLC is still not clear, so
mining the genetic changes related to NSCLC from the
genome level will likely provide more molecular markers for
its diagnosis and prognosis.

MiRNA is a small noncoding RNA that can regulate gene
expression by targeting mRNA. It is closely related to cell
proliferation, di�erentiation, migration, and invasion and is
involved in tumor development. �e development of high-
throughput technology provides abundant gene expression
pro�le data for the study of the pathogenesis of NSCLC [5].
Many scholars have conducted in-depth studies on the
pathogenesis of NSCLC at the gene level and found that
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miRNA is related to the occurrence and progression of
NSCLC [6, 7]. In recent years, more and more researchers
have begun to study NSCLC-targeted new drug develop-
ment. However, most patients will develop resistance to
targeted drugs, resulting in poor efficacy for targeted drugs
[8]. *erefore, finding new therapeutic targets for NSCLC is
of great significance for improving the survival rate of
NSCLC patients. Although there are reports on the
screening of the DEGs in NSCLC, the results are also dif-
ferent due to the inconsistent number of samples in each
study and the influence of confounding factors such as
patient source, tumor stage, and grade.

*erefore, this study screened two NSCLC chip datasets
(GSE17681 and GSE18842) to find common DEGs, aiming
to provide data support for the precise treatment and
prognosis of NSCLC.

2. Material and Methods

*emicroarray data fromGene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
databases, GSE17681 and GSE18842 were utilized in this
study. *e dataset GSE17681, which was the miRNA pro-
filing and based on the GPL570 platform, collected 17
NSCLC specimens and 19 normal tissues. *e dataset
GSE18842 collected 46 NSCLC specimens and 45 normal
tissues, which were based on the GPL570 platform.

2.1. Identification of DEGs. Firstly, the GEO2R online tool
was utilized to screen the differentially expressed miRNAs
(DEMs) and genes between lung cancer samples and healthy
samples. *e “GEOquery” and “limma” packages in R

software were utilized to analyze data tables. adj. P< 0.05
and |logFC|> 2 were set as the criteria for significant dif-
ferences. DEMs were submitted to the mirDIP website
(https://ophid.utoronto.ca/mirDIP/index.jsp#r) to predict
target genes. *e intersection of the DEGs in GSE17681 and
GSE18842 was conducted to screen out the common DEGs.
*e heatmap based on top 10 and bottom 10 DEGs were
created by the “pheatmap” package. A volcano map was
generated using the “ggplot2” package.

2.2. Functional and Pathway Enrichment Analyses. *e bi-
ological information annotation database David (https://
david.ncifcrf.gov/) was used for Gene Ontology (GO)
analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) analysis, including cell components, molecular
functions, biological processes, and signal pathways. *e
“pheatmap” package of R software was used to visualize the
enrichment analysis results.

2.3. Protein-Protein Interaction Network (PPI) Network
Construction. *e PPI network of the DEGs was analyzed
using STRING (https://cn.string-db.org/). *en, the visu-
alization of the PPI network was performed by Cytoscape
3.8.0, and the genes with a high level of connectivity with
surrounding genes were selected as hub genes.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of DEGs. *e GSE17681 chip yielded 46
DEMs, of which 37 were upregulated and 9 were
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Figure 1: Volcano plots of the DEGs in GSE17681 (a) and GSE18842 (b).
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downregulated (Figure 1(a)). *e website predicted that
there were 873 target genes for these DEMs. 1029 DEGs were
obtained on the GSE18842 chip, of which 419 were upre-
gulated and 610 were downregulated (Figure 1(b)). Further
analysis showed that 84 common genes (35 upregulated
genes and 49 downregulated genes), which were named co-
DEGs, were differentially expressed in lung cancer in these
two-chip data. *e top 10 and bottom 10 DEGs expressions
were visualized by a heatmap (Figure 2).

3.2. GO Annotation Analyses of DEGs. *e DEGs of
GSE17681 participated in the regulation of mRNAmetabolic
process, eye development, visual system development,
myeloid cell differentiation, sensory system development,
regulation of mRNA stability, mRNA catabolic process, and
regulation of mRNA splicing via spliceosome (Figure 3(a)).
*e DEGs of GSE18842 participated in mitotic sister
chromatid segregation, sister chromatid segregation, and
nuclear chromosome segregation (Figure 3(b)). *e co-
DEGs participated in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway,

regulation of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, regu-
lation of the Wnt signaling pathway, the transmembrane
receptor protein serine/threonine kinase signaling pathway,
the Wnt signaling pathway, and cell-cell signaling by Wnt
(Figure 3(c)).

3.3. KEGG Pathway Enrichment Analyses of DEGs. *e
DEGs of GSE17681 were related to the Wnt signaling
pathway, hepatocellular carcinoma, acute myeloid leukemia,
regulation of actin cytoskeleton, cellular senescence, path-
ways in cancer, the MAPK signaling pathway, gastric cancer,
colorectal cancer, and breast cancer (Figure 4(a)). *e DEGs
of GSE18842 were related to protein digestion and ab-
sorption, progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation, PPAR
signaling pathway, African trypanosomiasis, p53 signaling
pathway, oocyte meiosis, malaria, lipid and atherosclerosis,
IL-17 signaling pathway, estrogen signaling pathway, cel-
lular senescence, cell cycle, arachidonic acid metabolism,
amoebiasis, and the AGE-RAGE signaling pathway in dia-
betic complications (Figure 4(b)). *e co-DEGs of
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Figure 2: *e heatmap plots of the top 10 genes. (a) GSE17681. (b) GSE18842.
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GSE17681 and GSE18842 were related to the Hippo sig-
naling pathway and adhesion molecules (Figure 4(c)).

3.4. PPI Network and Hub Genes. To identify the hub genes
relevant to lung cancer, DEGs were uploaded to the STRING
website to create a PPI network, and the visualization results
are shown in Figure 5. Six hub genes were screened in re-
lation to lung cancer, including mTOR, NF1, CHD7, ETS1,
IL-6, and COL1A1.

4. Discussion

Over the years, although NSCLC treatment has been con-
tinuously improved, its 5-year survival rate has remained
very low, at only 16% [9], mainly because its pathogenesis
remains unclear. Lung cancer is a complex disease, and its
occurrence may be a combination of polygenic and multi-
pathway roles [10]. *erefore, finding key genes for lung
carcinogenesis from the perspective of tumor genome-wide
alterations may be an effective way to study the pathogenesis
of lung cancer. With the rapid development of biological
information technology, the application of high-throughput
technologies such as microarray and whole genome se-
quencing to mine key genes in the process of disease oc-
currence and progression has brought new methods for
exploring the molecular pathogenesis of the disease, im-
proving clinical diagnosis, and targeting therapy [11]. At
present, there are few studies on the pathogenesis and related
molecular markers of NSCLC at home and abroad, which
limits the timely diagnosis and treatment of NSCLC in
clinical practice.

In this study, 46 DEMs (37 upregulated and 9 down-
regulated) were screened on the GSE17681 chip. *e website

predicted that there were 873 target genes for these DEMs.
1029 DEGs (419 upregulated and 610 downregulated) were
screened on the GSE18842 chip. GO analysis results showed
that the co-DEGs participated in the canonical Wnt sig-
naling pathway, regulation of the canonical Wnt signaling
pathway, the transmembrane receptor protein serine/thre-
onine kinase signaling pathway, the Wnt signaling pathway,
and cell-cell signaling by Wnt. KEGG analysis results
showed the co-DEGs of GSE17681 and GSE18842 were
related to the Hippo signaling pathway and adhesion
molecules. Further verification found that six hub genes
were screened in relation to lung cancer, including mTOR,
NF1, CHD7, ETS1, IL-6, and COL1A1.

*e activation of the mTOR signaling pathway is in-
volved in the occurrence and development of human tumors
and promotes the occurrence of tumors through a variety of
mechanisms. *e activation of various components in the
mTOR signaling pathway is also a poor prognostic factor for
many tumors. Inhibition of the mTOR signaling pathway
can reverse drug resistance and improve the effect of che-
motherapy and radiotherapy in vivo and in vitro [12].
MTOR was upregulated in numerous tumors, such as
ovarian cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, and so on [13].
*e MTOR gene showed genome amplification in lung
cancer and preinvasion bronchopathy, suggesting that the
mTOR pathway was associated with the development of
lung cancer [14]. *e protein encoded by NF1 is associated
with cell growth and differentiation.*eNF1 gene is a tumor
suppressor gene, and its encoded neurofibroma protein is a
Ras GTP enzyme activator protein (RAS gap) [15]. Neu-
rofibromatosis protein is functionally and structurally ho-
mologous to p120RasGAP. Gap proteins can terminate the
Ras-mediated signal transduction pathway by activating the
Ras-activated GTP binding form into an inactive GDP
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Figure 3: Gene Ontology (GO) analyses of the DEGs of GSE17681 (a), GSE18842 (b), and the co-DEGs (c).
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binding form. *erefore, the tumor suppressive function of
NF1 is considered to be mainly dependent on its down-
regulation of the proto-oncogene RAS.

CHD7 is a member of the chromatin helicase DNA
binding protein family. Its biological functions are mostly
related to human congenital malformations [16], and it is
abnormally expressed and activated in a variety of tumors
such as SCLC and pancreatic cancer, regulating tumor cell
proliferation, invasion, and other functions [17, 18].
Pleasance et al. found that CHD7 rearranged in NSCLC,
which was relevant to abnormal cell damage repair, and
played a certain role in promoting the progress of lung
cancer [17]. ETS-1 is a proto-oncogene, which is positive in
many tumors [19]. *e ETS-1 gene is involved in cell growth
and extracellular matrix invasion, which can promote tumor
invasion and metastasis [20]. ETS-1 coding products con-
stitute a large family of transcription regulators that par-
ticipate in cell migration and apoptosis, angiogenesis, and
organogenesis. ETS-1 is generally highly expressed in many
malignant tumors. ETS-1 can also regulate some ECM target

genes, including matrix proteins and other cell components
involved in cell-matrix reactions [21]. When the expression
of endogenous ETS-1 is inhibited, the expression of matrix-
related proteinsMMP-1 andMMP-2 is downregulated at the
RNA level.

IL-6 is also a downstream effector of the oncogene RAS,
which affects the immune regulation and hematopoietic
regulation of the body [22] and promotes the differentiation
and proliferation of Tand B lymphocytes by activating target
genes, so as to enhance the activity of neutrophils and
monocytes and enhance the inflammatory response of local
tissues. COL1A1 can form collagen fibers; as an effective
component of bone marrow, it is also involved in the
proliferation, metastasis, and angiogenesis of a variety of
tumor cells [23]. Type I collagen gene deficiency can pro-
mote the metastasis of breast cancer cells. Want3a/β-Mrtf-a
silencing in the catenin pathway can reduce the binding of
acetylated histone H3K9 and RNA polymerase on the
COL1A1 promoter and reduce the expression of COL1A1,
while the transcription factor Osterix can directly bind to the

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 5: PPI networks are based on the screened DEGs. (a, b, c).*e PPI networks are based on the DEGs of GSE17681 screened above. (d,
e, f ) *e PPI networks are based on the DEGs of GSE18842 screened above. (g, h, i). *e PPI networks are based on the co-DEGs of
GSE17681 and GSE18842 screened above.
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COL1A1 promoter and upregulate the expression of
COL1A1 [24]. COL1A1 was reported to be involved in the
differentiation and metastasis of human bladder cancer [25].
Liu et al. reported that COL1A1 can mediate the metastasis
of breast cancer, which might become the potential target for
breast cancer [23].

In conclusion, the present study screened 46 DEMs in
GSE17681 and 1029 DEGs in GSE18842 and identified six
hub genes related to lung cancer, including mTOR, NF1,
CHD7, ETS1, IL-6, and COL1A1, which might be potential
targets for lung cancer. *is study used bioinformatics to
find the key to lung cancer, provided important potential
targets for early diagnosis and prognosis of lung cancer, and
formulated new diagnosis and treatment strategies for pa-
tients. However, the limitation of this study lies in the lack of
experimental evidence for the key genes screened. *e next
line of research can continue to explore the impact of these
key genes on lung cancer in vivo and in vitro experiments.

Data Availability

*e data used to support the findings of this study are
available upon reasonable request from the corresponding
author.
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Articial intelligence has rapidly grown and has made the scenario that no eld can function without it. Like every eld, it also
plays a vital role in the sports eld nowadays. In certain sports, injuries happen very often due to heavy training and sudden speedy
actions, especially in athletics and football. Here arises a need to analyze the e�ect of physical training in sportsperson by collecting
data from their daily training. With the help of articial intelligence, a recurrent neural model is developed to analyze the e�ect of
physical training and treatment concerning sports injury. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) can be a subsection of Articial
Neural Networks (ANN) that uses the neural nodes connected in a temporal sequence. �e temporal sequence is one of the
essential terms in this research, which denotes a data sequence of events in a given timeframe. �e recurrent neural model is an
intelligent machine learning method that comprises a neural schema replicating humans. �is neural schema studies the data it
collects from the athletes/players and processes it by analyzing previous injuries. Sports injuries have to be analyzed because, in
some cases, it becomesmore dangerous to the sportsperson that theymay even lose their career due to disability. Sometimes it may
cause a massive loss to the club or company that hired the sportsperson for the sport. �e prediction process can give the player
rest until he recovers, thus becoming the safest approach in sports.�erefore, it is essential to analyze the sportsperson’s track data
to keep an eye on his health. In this research, RNN model is compared with the existing Support Vector Machine (SVM) in
concerning to the e�ect of physical training and treatment for sports. �e results show that the proposed model has achieved 99%
accuracy, which is higher than the existing algorithm.

1. Introduction

A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model is a type of
Articial Neural Network (ANN) that aids in the system’s
dynamic behavior for a shorter duration. Additionally, the
nodes in the networks are connected, which can construct a
graph of directed or undirected categories over time.

Athletes compete in a variety of events that require extreme
tness and stamina. Illness and aging produce anatomical
and functional changes in the human body, putting senior
people at risk of musculoskeletal and cardiovascular over-
load [1]. A substantial percentage of injuries (both acute and
exceptional) are minor and can be treated with a bit of break
from training and competition. �e injuries of the
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sportsperson have to be treated as soon as possible and as
effectively as possible [2]. However, it is important to note
that inactivity and immobility have a more significant in-
fluence on structures and functions in the old than in the
younger. Most physically active seniors are selected because
they have better health and physical capacity than sedentary
individuals their age, increasing their physical capacity.'ey
will, however, be impacted by some of the drawbacks of
physical overloading, mainly because the aging body’s ca-
pacity to respond to high levels of loading is impaired [3].
Acute injuries are prevalent in senior persons who partic-
ipate in ball games, downhill skiing, and gymnastics, which
involve a lot of coordination, reaction time, and balance.
Muscle has been described as the most usually acutely
damaged tissue among active senior athletes. 'e most
prevalent type of injury is to the lower extremities [4].

2. Literature Review

'e RNN approach is designed to capture temporal cor-
relations and is more successful for sequential data than
traditional neural networks (NNs). After competitions,
athletes frequently engage in rigorous physical conditioning
and specific skill training. Regular training sessions for
athletes are typical of a greater intensity. Athletes’ physical
and emotional health are harmed by long-term, high-in-
tensity exercise, which leads to sports injuries. An injured
athlete could not achieve the expected result in the com-
petition due to his inability to undergo high-intensity
training [5]. Based on the relevance of neural networks for
target recognition, they present a novel dual-level feature
fusion neural network (NN) model for sports injury esti-
mate.'e proposedmodel improves effective discrimination
by building a dual-fusion structure with a 1 :1 convolution
and linkage to overcome the problem of feature loss.
According to the trials, the suggested model exhibited a
classification accuracy of 97.0 percent, a sensitivity of 95.70
percent, and a specificity of 97.54 percent [6]. 'e proposed
model outperforms all of the other models that were taken
into account for this research. Using a neural network to
build a sports match prediction model and anticipate the
outcomes can provide a theoretical framework for practice,
prediction, and analysis. Various data mining techniques
examine these medical records [7].

'e Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a reliable
technique that has been extensively used in machine
learning and bioinformatics. 'e research on injury clas-
sification and level identification of the spinal cord is done
using CT scan images that have been segmented using
adaptive thresholding methods. 'e disc is then localized
using the sparse fuzzy C-means clustering technique once
the segments have been created. 'e next stage recovers the
connectivity characteristics, statistical features, image-level
features, grid-level features, Histogram of Oriented Gradi-
ents (HOG), and Linear Gradient Pattern (LGP) from the
localized disc. After that, a Deep Convolution Neural
Network based on the Crow Search Rider Optimization
approach is used to identify damage (CS-ROA-based
DCNN). Once the occurrence of the injury has been

identified, the proposed Deep Recurrent Neural Network
(Deep RNN) is used to categorize the injury severity, and the
procedure is terminated if there is no damage [8]. 'e
damage level is determined by the injury detection classifier,
which might be normal, wedge, concavity, or crush [9].

A vast body of research has paved the way to im-
provements in legislation and policies to lessen the incidence
and impact of concussions during the previous decade.
Young individuals who engage in high-risk activities like
sports, on the other hand, commonly underreport con-
cussions, while others may exaggerate reports for a variety of
reasons. Such laws and legislation must function within a
supportive social context to be effective. 'erefore, under-
standing the culture around concussion is crucial to de-
creasing concussion and its consequences [10]. An
automated deep neural network approach is performed to
analyze public opinion on concussion concerns in sports. As
a result, one of the project’s objectives is to develop a viable
method for analyzing and measuring the public’s current
attitude toward sports-related concussions by examining an
extensive collection of public views and perspectives on the
subject. Various stakeholders may use this method’s data to
measure public opinion and attitudes around concussions.
'is knowledge might aid in the successful implementation
of concussion-reduction strategies. Continuous monitoring
of lab data and high-dimensional vital signs is needed to
detect and diagnose acute patient issues, whereas continuous
monitoring has been a difficult task in the past [11]. Re-
current Neural Networks (RNNs), a type of deep learning
model, have lately demonstrated their capacity to predict
such events. In actuality, however, patient data are con-
tinually being added, and RNN does not have a feasible
adaptation mechanism to integrate this new data and en-
hance accuracy.'e suggested method relies on the previous
projected output and its associated label to update the RNN’s
hidden state. 'e additional information offered by the
predicted past production and label improved the model’s
performance. 'is model’s regularization technique con-
siders the model’s label prediction errors and its input data
estimate errors [12].'e regularization approach reduces the
variance of the model and the time gap of the self-correcting
mechanism. 'e proposed model is suitable for both clas-
sification and regression. 'e proposed models were eval-
uated using real-world, large-scale ICU datasets. 'is
method includes historical timestamp prediction mistakes
into the current timestamp forecast, allowing the model to
“learn” from previous forecasts. A regularization technique
took into account the model’s estimating errors on the input
data and its label prediction errors [13]. As a result, an
intelligent system such as Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) is required to efficiently analyze, predict, and rec-
ognize sports injuries.

3. Motivation of the Work

Physical education is recognized as an essential component
of health education as well as an ability to reflect of a school
system. A sports leader is in charge of students’ physical
education and/or health training but also treatment.
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'rough student physical education classes at higher ed-
ucation institutions, this study suggested a technique for
training but also treatment evaluation. 'e framework
proposed by humans can improve the overall generaliz-
ability of the conventional BP network along with training
time by integrating a neural network with the BP
algorithm.

4. Proposed Model

Sport injuries can sometimes become more dangerous
that it can cause disability to the sportsperson. 'is ends
the career of the sportsperson and also causes big loss to
the team who invested huge time and money on the
particular player. 'us, a frequent monitor of their
health is done periodically and the data are being
recorded in a database. Each player/athlete has a separate
kind of body health. In this scenario, one person’s health
data cannot be taken as a reference in treating other
person beyond certain extent. 'us, the data of a player
have to be compared and analyzed with his own dataset
that was recorded previously. 'e data are collected and
analyzed with the help of artificial neural networks. In
this case, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model has
been used to analyze the effect of physical training and
treatment in relation with sports injuries is depicted in
the Figure 1.

'e main phases involved in this method are as follows.

(1) Physical Training: 'e physical training plays an
important part in the career of a sportsperson.
Without training session, the fitness level to play the
game is lost even by star sportsmen. But over in-
dulgence in training can cause physical stress to the
players, leading to sports injuries like muscle tear.
'erefore, training has to be done in a manner that
the occurrence of sports injury has also to be avoided
by predicting it beforehand and taking leave for the
session or sport until the completion of the healing
process.

(2) Recurrent Neural Network: In order to predict the
occurrence of a sports injury, an artificial neural
network is assigned to accomplish the task.'e ANN
used here is Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
which analyzes the neural nodes with respect to the
temporal sequence. 'e temporal sequence is a data
collection method of collecting temporal data
according to the sequence of happening in a given set
of timeframe. 'ese data are analyzed for predicting
the sports injury.

(3) Analyze and Predict Sports Injury: 'ere is a strong
need in predicting the occurrence of sports injury to
avoid the loses that occur in one or more ways. In
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), the outputs of all
the neurons are connected to the inputs of the
neurons. 'e Recurrent Neural Network is used as a
computational device system in analyzing the data to
produce computational data output, which can be
used as a predictive measure to avoid sports injuries.

(4) Precaution Measures: With the help of the RNN
output, the player is advised to take a break until
complete healing process is done. 'is is also
checked with the help of the medical support team
and AI tools. Regarding AI tools used in the process,
there are a number of AI sensors and biosensors that
are already in use in the medical industry. 'ose
biosensors are used to collect data in some cases.
'us, an intelligent RNN plays an important role in
predicting the player’s health to avoid sports injuries.

5. Proposed Work

'e processing elements of such woman are x, which appear
to be the analysis value of education physical quality edu-
cation; the continental surface modules are x, and so are the
extracted features i which appear to become the analysis
significance of training physical quality education. Since the
input image device transmits data directly to a frame node’s
center, the output of a input layer network equals a input; the
information or data of a mid-layer access point seem to be
the major contributors of an output node; and also the
activation function alone has one network device, which also
obtains the information of an intermediate layer access point
but also produces an output its training but also treatment
requirement evaluation effects.

Input data mi, i � 1, 2, . . . ., x{ }, where x reflects training
and treatment quality evaluation.

'e equation (1) is represented by the input to the H

middle of the specimen node.

Hj � 
x

j�1
φijmi. (1)

'e result is as follows from the equation (2).

Rj � 
x

j�1

1

1 + 
x
i�1 φiRj 

− 1
− 1 

2
 

′
� 

x

j�1
1

H
− 1
j − 1 

2
 

.

(2)

In which φj signifies the resilience from an input
datatype ground station H−1

j to a frame datatype center
j as well as Rj signifies the data’s factor, the ith training as
well as treatment quality evaluation index.

Node of input signal: 'ere are only S nodes with in
destination node (as shown in equation (3)), and also the
information has been the high speed of the structure node’s
center point:

S � 
x

j�1

1

1 + 
x
i�1 φiRj 

− 1
− 1 

2
 

2′
.

(3)

'e learning optimization technique is defined as even
the mean score of such mean square sum 

x
i�1 φjRj of such

an error between such overall performances but also the
measuring device value of G measurement techniques and
the calculation is displayed in equation (4).
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G �
1

M
  

m

m�1
s − s 

2
�

1
M

  

m

m�1
Gj. (4)

Despite the BP neural network evaluation process’s
modifying δG framework, the goal of network training and
treatment is to minimize τ by modifying the network’s
authentication and authorization. 'e training algorithm
technique δcij is being used to modify its delinking as in the
following equation (5).

Gij �  φij � −τ
δG

δcij

 ,φj � −τ
δG

δφij

  . (5)

Furthermore, for such a rate of learning, the diφjR
2
j

quantity of communication optimizing parameters here
between the information data network and themedium layer
wireless device is then shown in the equation (6).

φij � diφjR
2
j 1 − 

x

i�1
φijdj

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ωj. (6)

'e number of connection optimizing parameters is as
in the following equation (7).

φi � 
r

j�1
S
2
Rj 1 − 

r

j�1
φjRj

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦ s −s 
2
. (7)

So, using this framework, its neural network’s data
transmission weight can also be described to use the


r
j�1 φjRj optimization technique of such a specific brain

network and the imperfection between these overall per-
formances, and also various sample values can be reduced.
'e framework will be in a higher optimization procedure,
as shown in the equation (8), by using an optimized neural
network.

(G) � 
r

j�1
 φ1, . . . . . .φn( . (8)

For which (G) seems to be the overall lack of accuracy of
network training and φ1, . . . . . ,φx are the constant weights
now since strong and secure numbering includes the weights
of the network of input access to data points along with
center layer access points and also the prediction models of
concentrators and output node devices, and n represents the
number of network weights. Among most of them, s and s

are φ1 variables which it represent its upper and lower
bounds of change.

PHYSICAL
TRAINING

PRECAUTION
MEASURES

&
TREATMENT

ANALYSE &
PREDICT SPORTS

INJURY

DATA PROCESSING

Recurrent Neural Model to analyze the effect of physical training and
treatment in relation to sports injuries

RECURRENT
NEURAL

NETWORK

Figure 1: Proposed recurrent model for prediction and analysis of sports injuries.
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'e optimization algorithm is a low capacity problem in
the process of analytical algorithms. Because an individual’s
areas of interest are roughly equivalent to (φ1, . . . . . ,φx)

ability, its representation of an optimization technique has a
significant effect on genetic algorithms. Because of its close
route planning friendship between both the U − G opti-
mization procedure and the optimization techniques, the
G<U strength training computational process described
below equation (9) is being used.


i

� 
i�1

U − G G<U, 0 G≥U . (9)

In which e represents the training optimization tech-
nique and G represents the sum of all G≥U in the current
generation. 'e recommendations below are used by the Mr

classification of genetic process parameters in order to ac-
cept responsibility for such 

1
(U − G)/U ∈ [0, 0.6] efficiency

of integration and also to eliminate excess integration caused
by important evolutionary declassification.

Mr � 2
1 U − G G<U

U
 

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭,
1(U − G)

U
∈ [0, 0.5], 1 − 2 1 −

1 U − G G<U

U
 

2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦,
1(U − G)

U
∈ [0.5, 1]. (10)

'emin an d max technique is used for normalization
handling 1(U − G)/U ∈ [0.5, 1] since it is a successful
implementation for processing information that can suc-
cessfully retain its very own original definition while having
caused no redundant data. 'e normalization equation (10)
is to use this report for such input data.

'e procedures of compacting a large variety of infor-
mation into the field of view [0, 1] are known as normal-
ization 1(U − G)/U ∈ [0.5, 1]. 'e solution to the
normalization is given in the equation (11) and is as follows.

d′ � 
x

i�1

d − dmin

dmax − dmin
. (11)

'e standardization process σ entails converting the
dataset’s small and big outlier documentation into a discrete
random variable with such an average overall value of 0 and
then a confidence level of 1. 'e following equation (12)
depicts the standardization process.

d′ � 
x

i�1

d − dmin

σ
. (12)

Each data center is composed of three layers: input
nodes, hidden nodes, and also convolution layers β, c, and α,
also with weight training of each surface being and also
including. It suggests that specific φy′yqt−1

y′ information is
managed to retain in RNN receptors after each cycle of data
transmission. It must enter a φy(qt−1

y′ ) next nerve cell as new
information and effect the subsequent data output. 'e
equation (13) for such corresponding input nodes, its
original input of both the hidden units, and also the outcome
variable to it of destination node at time step t is represented
in the following: equations (14) and (15).

βt
y � 

M

i�1
φiyd

t
i + 

M

y′
φy′yq

t−1
y′ , (13)

αt−1
y′ � φy q

t−1
y′ , (14)

c
t−1
y′ � 

M

y�1
φy0q

t
y. (15)

As a result, by modeling differently in time-distance, this
framework is enhanced much further, seeking to make this
more distinctive than spatial transformation.'e distributed
probability, which gets to know to extract temporal features
from streaming video using learning algorithm, is being used
in the case as part of a hierarchy approach. As the intro-
ducing module, its own interpolation constricted machine
effort in learning the hierarchy organization of the original
data structure. 'e framework has become more difficult
since it develops from highest to lowest level. 'e geo-
graphically but also temporally High Duplicate Network is
named after a constant growth in interpretations.

Previously, the rapacious hierarchical model was used to
train the Enlarged Deep Learning (Deep Belief Network
(DBN)) model. Furthermore, each framework’s input layers
are informed at random, beginning with the lowest layer.
'e probability recognition of the hidden nodes is then
reorganized, and understanding to some other layer is
gained. 'is process was repeated indefinitely during
training until all of the layers have been trained, since
training the entire network might recover the hidden and
exposed possibility representations of every particular part
within the video.

6. Results and Discussion

'e above graph having to learn optimization method is
defined as the average score of these mean square 

x
i�1 φjRj

of such a mistake between such overall performance and the
measuring handset value of G measurement methods. As in
equation (4), Figure 2 depicts the physical education training
and treatment performance of fourth- and eighth-grade
students. 'e effectiveness of training and treatment is
evaluated using a Recurrent Neural Network Model, a
Support Vector Machine, and a Fuzzy Set Model based on
hesitation. 'e computation is carried out by combining the
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performance of the fourth- and eighth-grade students. 'e
proposed algorithm, Recurrent Neural Network Model, has
a lower percentile at the early stage of new technology.
However, at a later stage, the algorithm was able to produce
results that were comparable to the Support VectorMachine.
'e fuzzy model yields results that are indistinguishable
from the Recurrent Neural Network Model and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms. Such a comparative
graph demonstrates how repeated training, treatment, and
learning can improve the performance of students and
teachers when using the Recurrent Neural Network Model.
Table 1 shows that its Recurrent Neural Network Model
provided small training accuracy than other algorithms for
an average evaluation weight of 38. Furthermore, the ac-
curacy rate of the Recurrent Neural Network Model is
steadily improving compared to the other two algorithms
with fluctuating results. Later on, the proposed algorithm
achieved an accuracy of 99%, which is a minimum increase
of nine percentage points over the Support Vector Machine
and then a 18% increase over the Fuzzy set model.

'e δG framework is being modified as part of the BP
neural network evaluation process. 'e goal of capacity
training, as well as treatment, seems to be to minimize τ by
modifying Internet backbone authentication process. To
adjust its delinking, the developer these skills technique δcij

is used resemblance of performance measures with those of
algorithms represent in Figure 3 also demonstrates that such
built model performance when compared conventional al-
gorithms, including such neural network models, through
seeking to resolve activity recognition problems. 'e 98.55%
training and treatment accuracy rate also confirms its high
specificity. 'e convolutional neural network could capture
the qualities of training (93.26%), training and treatment
(95.47%), accuracy and loss of training (88.74%) analysis,
optimize the required data, and improve the consistency of
exercise physiology recognition simply by attempting to
adjust the set of parameters. 'e neural network accuracy
training and testing graph is capacity forecast in physical
education training and treatment based on BP neural
network.

36
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20
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60

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce
 A

na
ly

sis

80

100

38 40
To analyze the effect of physical training and

treatment in relation to sports injuries

42 44 46 48

Neural Network with Back Propagation Algorithm
Support Vector Machine
Fuzzy set based on hesitation

Figure 2: 'e computation accuracy of measurement weight results is compared.

Table 1: Analyze the effect of physical training and treatment on sports injuries using a result analysis. Precision in computing.

Effect of physical training and treatment in relation to
sports

Recurrent Neural Network model
(%)

Support
Vector Machine

(%)

Fuzzy set based on
hesitation (%)

36 85 83 81
38 87 86 85
40 89 78 83
42 90 89 82
44 96 92 94
46 98 94 87
48 99 88 88
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Moreover, with such a learning algorithm, the diφjR
2
j

quantity of communication optimization parameters be-
tween both the information data connection and the me-
dium surface wireless device is shown in equation (6)
elsewhere here represented in Figure 4; it also shows that
trained human activity recognition framework appears to
have an evaluation of overall accuracy of much more than
99.7%, precision of much more than 92.46 percent, recall
frequency of many more than 89.72%, for the different
topics; until training, the activity recognition framework for
several Physical Education.

'e isolation of visual medium, which includes higher
rates of physical and also postures judgment in physical
training and treatment, has been shown to continue pro-
viding educators with unbiased information about student
movements, and thus, this recognition of educational body
actions may provide legitimate input to improve training
performance. Information from intelligent smart wearable
sensors has been used to accurately determine human be-
havior, but the classification of constructions is a contro-
versial subject. 'e experimental results (refer to Table 2)
show that such a convolutional network-based activity
recognition system could indeed accurately recognize hu-
man behavior with an accuracy of more than 98%. As a result
of the Analysis for Multiple Physical Education assessment
set in diverse physical education for precision (89%), recall
(87%), and accuracy (99%), as well as the Human Sports
Activity of precision (90%), recall (85%), and accuracy
(98%).

'e suggestions below are being used by the M r cate-
gorization of genetic process variables to take accountability
for such 1(U − G)/U ∈ [0, 0.6] integration efficiency and to
remove unnecessary integration caused by significant evo-
lutionary release of information. 'e evaluation process of
physical education courses follows the training, treatment,
and learning processes and the analysis is shown in Figure 5.

Table 2: Analysis for the result indifferent physical education the
training set in sport treatment.

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%) Accuracy (%)

Various physical
education 0.88 0.89 0.99

Human sports activity 0.91 0.86 0.97

30 - 35Indicator for the innovation field of grade

evaluation score in sports treatment

20 - 2525 - 30

15 - 20

10 - 15

5 - 10
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Figure 5: Analysis of evaluation score comparison results in sport
training and treatment in physical education.
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When compared to expert evaluation, the proposed auto-
matic evaluation via the Recurrent Neural Network model
outperformed many assessments. 'e graph’s peaks repre-
sent the evaluation value for the specific assessment for
students in both grades. Table 3 shows the numerical rep-
resentation. According to this table, the proposed Recurrent
Neural Network model demonstrated fluctuating results
during the learning process; however, it demonstrated
consistent and increased performance at a later stage. To-
wards the final considered evaluation weight range of 30–35,
the proposed system outperformed the existing Support
Vector Machine, fuzzy set predicated on doubt, but also
expert score by 6%, 5%, and 16%, respectively.

Figure 6 depicts the analysis of results performed on
students of various grades again for physical education
training, treatment, but also learning process. Students are
encouraged to practice on a regular basis in order to be
eligible for competitions in any sport. 'e graph above
shows that the analysis is performed on people from four
different categories, including normal people, majors, ju-
niors, and seniors, using sports items, competition, and
practice as parameters. All of the necessary equipment for
practicing and participating in any specific sport is included
in a sports item. In this study, it is assumed that the player
has all of the necessary resources. Among some of the four
categories of people, the average person with no prior ex-
perience was only able to achieve 16% in the competitions
despite having access to all of the necessary resources. In-
dividuals in the major, junior, but also senior categories, on
the other hand, perform better by 23%, 35%, and 43%,
respectively. Every data center is made up of three layers:
input endpoints, hidden nodes, and convolution layers
β, c, and α with weight training of every surface included. It
implies that specific φy′yqt−1

y′ information is managed to
maintain in RNN receptor sites after each data transmission
cycle. It must enter the next neuron as new information and
affect the subsequent data output.

'e data in Figure 7 above demonstrate that training is
required to participate in any sport, and learning them from
a coach is also very important. 'e number of indicator or
exercises increases with changes in this graph, as does the
computing time or the players’ duration of achievement.
Initially, each person will devote the maximum amount of
time to simple and short exercises. 'e duration of com-
putation will be reduced as the players perform workouts
and practices on a regular basis. It must enter the next
neurone as new information as well as affect the subsequent

Table 3: Comparison result analysis for different algorithm in the effect of physical training and treatment in relation to sports injuries.

Effect of physical training and
treatment

Recurrent Neural Network
model (%)

Support Vector
Machine (%)

Fuzzy set based on
hesitation (%) Expert score

0–5 85 84 83 93
5–10 98 96 89 94
10–15 93 83 94 89
15–20 94 93 86 94
20–25 85 86 85 92
25–30 97 84 96 84
30–35 98 92 93 82

Normal People

Major

Junior

Sport Item
Sport Training

Sports Treatment
Sport Competition

Senior

100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80

Figure 6: Analysis for result in the physical training and treatment.
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Figure 7: 'e thorough outcomes of sports training and treatment
are critical.
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data output. Figure 7 depicts the equations (13), for such
corresponding input nodes, its original input of both hidden
units, and the outcome variable to it of the destination node
at time step t.

7. Conclusion

Injuries are most common among the sports persons during
practice sessions and event participation. It is mandatory for
them to recover from the injuries at the earliest and start a
new beginning. In the technological development, physical
training and treatment for the sports injuries can be
monitored with the implementation of the intelligent sys-
tem. 'is advancement in the technology aids the sports
person and the coach to make regular updations on the
status of improvement on the injuries concerning to the
practice and treatment. In this research, Recurrent Neural
Model is designed to perform frequent monitoring of the
processes involved in sports injuries and predict the pos-
sibilities of injuries. 'e proposed model outperformed the
existing Support Vector Machine, fuzzy set predicated on
doubt, but also expert score by 6%, 5%, and 16%,
respectively.
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Objectives. Our study aims to determine the patterns of renal oxygenation changes and microstructural changes by BOLD and DTI
with deteriorating kidney function in patients with diabetic kidney disease (DKD). Methods. Seventy-two patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus (DM) and twenty healthy controls (HCs) underwent laboratory examinations, and renal BOLD and DTI images
were obtained on a 3T-MRImachine.R2∗, fractional anisotropy (FA), and average di�usion coe�cient (ADC) values were evaluated.
DM patients were divided into three subgroups (Group-DI/DII/DIII, based on urinary albumin-creatinine ratio (UACR)) and a
nondiabetic kidney disease group (Group-NDKD). D-value and MCR of R2∗ and FA were proposed to evaluate the di�erentiation
between medulla and cortex of the individual kidney among HCs and three subgroups for reducing individual di�erences.
Comparisons were made between NDKD and kidney function-matched DKD patients. Correlations between MRI parameters and
renal clinical indices were analyzed. Results. Compared with Group-HC/DI, medullaryR2∗ and FA values were signi�cantly di�erent
in Group-DII/III.eD-value of R2∗ and FA in Group-III were signi�cantly smaller than that in Group-HC. However, onlyMCR of
R2∗ in Group-III was signi�cantly smaller than that in HCs. Medullary R2∗ and FA were negatively associated with serum creatinine
(SCr) and cystatin C (Cys C) and positively associated with eGFR. Conclusions. With renal function declining, BOLD and DTI could
capture alterations including the �rst rising and then falling medullary R2∗, continuously declining medullary FA, and apparent
cortex-medullary di�erentiation in DKD patients. e MRI parameters showed renal changes accompanied by varying degrees of
albuminuria, sharing common involvement inDKD andNDKDpatients, but it was hard to distinguish between them. BOLD seemed
more sensitive than DTI in identifying renal cortex-medullary di�erentiation.

1. Introduction

Diabetes usually results in complications, a�ecting the
nerves, eyes, kidneys, and cardiovascular system, which leads
to decreased quality of life and a greater risk of death than
similarly aged healthy people [1]. DKD has been reported to
have an incidence of 20%∼ 40% in diabetic patients in
European and American countries [2, 3]. In 2011, the
prevalence of DKD in hospitalized patients in China began
to exceed that of glomerular nephritis-related chronic
kidney disease and the gap has been increasing [4, 5].

e American Diabetes Association (ADA) and Kidney
Disease: Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) group

suggest that the detection of the urinary albumin/creatinine
ratio (UACR) and eGFR should be appropriately frequent to
better diagnose and treat DKD [6, 7]. e clinical symptoms
of early DKD are not obvious. Patients may have dry mouth,
anorexia, stomach upset, fatigue, weakness, mild eyelid
edema, or even numbness, but usually do not have symp-
toms such as moderate edema, nausea, and vomiting. When
urinary microalbumin (uAlb) or SCr is used as a basic means
to predict and screen DKD, once it is abnormal, kidney
function already declines signi�cantly [8, 9]. Biomarkers,
including indicators of glomerular damage and tubular
damage, in¨ammatory factors, proteomics, and even
microRNAs, require in-depth clinical validation [10].
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Moreover, the renal lesions of DKD cannot be visually
displayed by routine ultrasound, CT, and MRI examination.

It is essential to assess kidney damage in DKD patients
via a noninvasive and intuitive method. Sufficient evidence
indicates that chronic hypoxia and interstitial fibrosis in the
kidneys are involved in the occurrence and development of
DKD [11–14]. +e early pathological manifestations are
increased glomerular volume, increased mesangial matrix,
and thickened basement membrane, and the late stage is
mostly sclerotic changes. Blood oxygenation level-depen-
dent magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD-MRI) is the only
noninvasive technology for evaluating the renal oxygen
content in renal living tissue instead of invasively inserting
microelectrodes into the kidneys directly [15]. In BOLD,
deoxygenated hemoglobin is paramagnetic, and its content
will affect the uniformity of the magnetic field in the sur-
rounding local tissues, which is transformed into the T2∗
signal. Since R2∗ � 1/T2∗, anything that could reduce the
concentration of deoxygenated hemoglobin decreases the
R2∗ value. An increase in the R2∗ value corresponds to a
decrease in oxygenated hemoglobin, a decrease in partial
pressure of oxygen, and tissue hypoxia. +e hyperperfusion
of the renal medulla and its oxygen partial pressure gradient
allow BOLD-MRI to detect slight fluctuations in deoxy-
hemoglobin in the renal medulla, making it easier to evaluate
renal oxygenation. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is the
only noninvasive technology for evaluating water molecular
diffusion in the renal living tissue, which can detect the
altered structures in the medulla by abnormal diffusion of
water molecules in patients with early DKD [16, 17]. Dif-
fusion refers to the random and irregular movement of
molecules, which is an important physiological activity of
the human body. Renal DTI mainly describes the range of
diffusion movement of water molecules in unit time by ADC
and describes the proportion of anisotropic components of
water molecules in the whole diffusion tensor by FA to
reflect the renal microstructure. +e purpose of our research
was to explore the relationships between BOLD and DTI
alterations and the renal function decline in DKD patients
and to explore whether there is a difference between the
renal damage exhibited by NDKD and DKD in DM.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. +is study was approved by the Ethics
Committee. All participants signed an informed consent
form before participating in the experiment.We recruited 80
patients from the Department of Nephrology and Endo-
crinology in our hospital and 20 healthy volunteers matched
the sex and age criteria from December 2020 to June 2022.
+e patient’s inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) age 18 to
80 years; (2) type II DKD, in accordance with the 2020
American Diabetes Association diagnosis, eGFR >30ml/
min/1.73m2; (3) type II simple DM, no renal complications
or biochemical abnormalities; (4) nondiabetic kidney disease
(NDKD) patients (type II diabetes with CKD, e.g., hyper-
tensive nephropathy, nephrotic syndrome, and tubu-
lointerstitial disease), eGFR >30ml/min/1.73m2; (5) no
serious complications of diabetes, such as diabetic ketosis,

hyperglycemic hyperosmolarity syndrome, and hypoglyce-
mia; no diuretic use within one month and no renal re-
placement therapy; and (6) no MRI contraindications. Eight
cases were completely excluded because of multiple or large
kidney cysts (the presence of a cyst larger than 4 cm in
diameter in one kidney or the presence of multiple cysts with
the sum of their diameters larger than 4 cm, n� 6) and eGFR
<30ml/min/1.73m2 (eGFR too low, no control, n� 2). Fi-
nally, 62 T2DM and DKD patients, and 10 NDKD patients
were included in this study. 62 patients were divided into
three subgroup according to UACR: DI group
(UACR≤ 30mg/g); DII group (30<UACR≤ 300mg/g);
DIII group (UACR> 300mg/g), and NDKD group (30ml/
min/1.73m2< eGFR< 90ml/min/1.73m2).

Healthy volunteers were included accordant with the
following specific criteria: no history of urinary system
disease, no diabetes, and no use of any drugs that damage the
kidneys; blood pressure control within 140/90mmHg; no
abnormalities in routine blood tests and liver and kidney
function tests; good cooperation with MRI examinations;
and no MRI contraindications.

2.2. StudyDesign. We used a 3.0-Tmachine (Signa 750w, GE
Healthcare, USA) with a 16-channel body coil. Before the
scans, all the subjects were abstained from consuming food
and water for 4 hours and underwent breathing training.
Routine T2 and T1 sequences were scanned after localization
to exclude significant renal lesions.

2.3. Scanning Parameters. Coronal renal BOLD scanning:
we used a multiple fast gradient recalled echo (MFGRE)
sequence with 8 echoes with the following parameters:
TR� 100ms, TE� 3.3–26.2ms, FOV� 32 cm× 32 cm,
NEX� 1, slice thickness� 5mm, spacing� 0.4ms, matrix
size� 256× 256, bandwidth� 62.50 kHz per pixel, and flip
angle� 20°. Images were acquired during a 14 second breath
hold with an acquisition time of approximately 27 s, and the
central line was placed at the renal hilum, with five layers in
front and behind.

Coronal renal DTI scanning: images with respiratory
triggering were acquired with a diffusion gradient oriented
in 16 directions, b-values of (0 s/mm2, 600 s/mm2), using a
spin-echo (SE) echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with the
following parameters: TR= 2000ms, TE= 66–462ms,
FOV= 36 cm× 32 cm, NEX= 1, slice thickness = 5.0mm,
spacing = 0ms, matrix = 128 × 128, bandwidth = 250 kHz per
pixel, acquisition time = 36–47 seconds, and a range cov-
ering both kidneys.

2.4. Image Analysis. We measured the renal cortical R2∗
(CR2∗), medullary R2∗ (MR2∗), renal cortical FA (C.FA),
renal medullary FA (M.FA), cortical average diffusion co-
efficient (C.ADC), and medullary average diffusion coeffi-
cient (M.ADC). All data were processed by two well-trained
doctors independently with three years and six years of
experience in imaging diagnosis, who were blinded to the
population group before the measurement. We selected
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layers close to the renal hilum and manually drew regions of
interest (ROIs) on BOLD and DTI images at the upper,
middle, and lower poles of the cortex and the medulla of
each kidney with ellipses of approximately 40–60mm2. We
tried to avoid renal blood vessels, edges, collecting systems,
and cysts. Examples of pseudocolor images of the R2∗ map,
FA map, and ADC map are displayed in Figure 1.

2.5. Laboratory Inspection. We collected biochemical data
before or after the MRI examinations while excluding the
effects of exercise, infection, fever, congestive heart failure,
menstruation, significant hyperglycemia, and significant
hypertension within 24 hours [18]. We calculated the eGFR
based on the Chinese Modification of Diet in Renal Disease
(MDRD). +e improved formula for eGFR is as follows:
eGFR (mL/min/1.73m2) = 175× (serum creatinine)−
1.154 × (age)−0.203 × (0.742 female) [19, 20].

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using IBM SPSS Statistics 26.0, and the statistical significance
was defined as p< 0.05. +e parameters are expressed as the
mean± standard deviation (SD). One-way ANOVAs with
the Bonferroni correction were used to test differences in
R2∗, ADC, FA values among groups as well as D values (Δ,
the measured medulla value-the corresponding cortical
value) and MC ratios (MCR, the measured medulla value
divided by the corresponding cortical value) of R2∗ and FA
across groups. A Spearman correlation was also computed
between the MRI parameters and clinical indices of renal
function.

3. Result

3.1. General Clinical Characteristics of All Participants.
+e general clinical information and laboratory results are
shown in (Table 1), including sex, age, hemoglobin (HGB),
body mass index (BMI), eGFR, blood urea nitrogen (BUN),
hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), uAlb, UACR, and Cys C. +ere
was no statistically significant difference in sex, age, or BMI
among the HCs and the three diabetic subgroups. HbA1c in
the three diabetes subgroups showed no difference. +e
mean eGFR of the DI group (115.25± 16.25mL/min/
1.73m2) was slightly higher than that of the HC group
(109.49± 9.70mL/min/1.73m2) (p> 0.05). HGB, SCr, BUN,
uAlb, and Cys C were all significantly different among the
three diabetes subgroups. +e differences were mainly be-
tween the DI group and the DII/DIII group based on post-
hoc multiple comparisons (p< 0.05).

Table 2 shows that there was no significant difference in
sex, age, and clinical data between the DKD group (30ml/min/
1.73m2< eGFR< 90ml/min/1.73m2) and NDKD group.

Since renal puncture was an invasive method, most
patients refused it when they were hospitalized. Among all
the recruited subjects, 21 were definitely diagnosed with
diabetes kidney disease and 10 more were diagnosed with
NDKD by renal pathology. +e specific pathological results
and staging are shown in Table 3.

3.2. Comparison of R2∗, FA, and ADC of the Cortex and
Medulla among the HC Group and the 1ree Diabetes
Subgroups. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) at a 95%
confidence interval on values was analyzed, such as CR2∗
(ICC= 0.908, 95% CI 0.841–0.946), MR2∗ (ICC= 0.910, 95%
CI 0.844–0.948), C.FA (ICC= 0.886, 95% CI 0.781–0.937),
M. FA (ICC= 0.927, 95% CI 0.874–0.958), C.ADC
(ICC= 0.929, 95% CI 0.861–0.961), and M. ADC
(ICC= 0.898, 95% CI 0.828–0.940). All ICCs were all greater
than 0.75. Data processed by the two doctors showed good
consistency (p< 0.05).

We performed paired-samples t test between the left and
right kidneys (Figure 2). +ere was no difference in cortical
and medullary R2∗ between the left and right kidneys
(p> 0.05). However, FA and ADC values of right kidneys
were significantly lower in both cortex (t� −6.054, p< 0.001;
t� −0.530, p< 0.001) and medulla (t� −4.162, p< 0.001;
t� −3.364, p< 0.01) than those of the left kidneys. Consid-
ering that the left kidney was most likely affected by the heart
and blood vessels, we decided to individually utilize the DTI
data of the right kidney.

R2∗, FA, and ADC values of the cortex were not sig-
nificantly different among the HCs and the three diabetes
subgroups (p> 0.05) (Table 4).

Moreover, medullary R2∗ values in DI group were
significantly higher than those in the HC group (p< 0.001).
Medullary FA values in the HC group were higher than those
in DI group (p� 0.005). Medullary ADC values were not
significantly different among HCs, the DI, DII, and DIII
group. We found no difference in R2∗, FA, and ADC values
between DKD and NDKD (p> 0.05) (Figure 3).

To reduce individual differences, we calculated the D
values (Δ) and MC ratios (r) between the renal medulla and
the corresponding cortex (Figure 4). Relative to the stable
differences between the cortex and medulla of the kidneys in
the HC group, the changes in the DIII group implied an
decreasing functional and structural differentiation of the
cortex and medulla as renal function deteriorated.

3.3. Correlative Analysis. Spearman correlation analyzed the
relationships between the cortical and medullary R2∗, FA
values, and the eGFR, BUN, HbA1c, uAlb, and Cys C values
among the DM patients (Figure 5). +e eGFR had a
moderate and positive correlation with the MR2∗ value and
a positive but weak correlation with the M.FA (p< 0.001). In
contrast, SCr was moderately and negatively correlated with
MR2∗ and negatively but weakly correlated with the M.FA
(p< 0.001). Cys C had a weak and negative correlation with
the MR2∗ and M.FA (p< 0.01, p< 0.05). In addition, there
was a correlation between SCr and the CR2∗ value, but the
correlation was weak.

4. Discussion

+e present study verified the (patho) physiological differ-
ences between the kidney cortex and medulla. Based on the
trends in R2∗ and FA values, we can get a general idea of the
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Table 1: Characteristics of the subjects.

Characteristic HC (n� 20) DI (n� 22) DII (n� 22) DIII (n� 18) F p
Sex (M/F) 9/11 12/10 14/8 12/6 — 0.510
Age (Y) 54.23± 14.69 54.17± 14.32 57.75± 13.56 58.13± 15.68 0.184 0.906
BMI (kg/m2) 22.49± 1.42 24.42± 4.60 25.89± 2.31 24.65± 3.04 2.570 0.068
HGB (g/L) 137.3± 8.1 145.9± 10.3 133.0± 11.3 110.6± 19.9 16.804 0.002
eGFR (mL/min/1.73m2) 109.49± 9.70 115.25± 16.25 74.88± 7.43 44.44± 11.92 75.923 <0.001
Scr (μmol/L) 58.74± 5.87 61.83± 9.29 84.96± 14.00 138.38± 45.31 18.114 <0.001
BUN (mmol/L) 5.05± 0.92 5.19± 0.98 6.92± 1.68 7.70± 3.14 2.764 0.012
Cys C (mg/L) 0.85± 0.18 0.89± 0.17 1.12± 0.31 1.91± 0.68 13.688 0.002
HbA1c (%) N/A 6.43± 0.69 7.03± 1.68 6.27± 0.72 1.183 0.424
uALB (mg/L) 6.5 (2.8, 12.6) 9.8 (3.2,12.3) 150.0 (28.1, 171.5) 2817.7 (565.3, 3640.3) 11.425 0.038
UACR (mg/g) 12.2 (7.8, 15.3) 13.9 (8.7, 15.8) 58.5 (39.7, 62.5) 2742.0 (567.3, 3813.3) 28.402 <0.001
Legends:+e results are expressed as themean± SD. If the normal distribution is not satisfied, the results are expressed by quartile method.+e chi-square test
was used to test the difference in sex in the four groups. ANOVA was used to test difference in the other characteristics among the abovementioned groups. A
p< 0.05 was considered significant. BMI (body mass index), weight (kg)/height (m2); HGB, hemoglobin; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; SCr,
serum creatinine; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; uALB, urinary microalbumin; Cys C, cystatin C; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; HC, healthy control group; DI,
diabetes patients without albuminuria; DII group, diabetic kidney disease patients with microalbuminuria; DIII group, diabetic kidney disease patients with
massive albuminuria.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 1: Examples of the positions of ROIs and pseudocolor pictures of BOLD and DTI images.Legends: An example of the measurement
of the ROI on the coronal BOLD image (TE� 15.9ms) in a 49-year-old woman (a). +e ROIs were positioned in the cortex (1, 2, and 3) and
medulla (4, 5, and 6) in the upper, middle, and lower parts of each kidney. +e ROI had an area of 40–60mm2. A pseudocolor figure of a
participant in the DII group (male, 51 years old) was selected, where b/c/d/e correspond to the R2∗, T2∗, FA, and ADC images, respectively.
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changes in renal oxygenation levels, water molecular dif-
fusion, and renal microstructure during the progression of
diabetes to DKD. Our results revealed that the R2∗ and FA
values in the renal medulla were higher than those in the
cortex in all the groups, and the same result was also seen in
previous studies [21–24]. +is demonstrated that the renal
medulla was in a state of “physiological hypoxia” and
provided evidence of a regular arrangement of radiating

medullary loops, collecting ducts, and tiny vessels. R2∗ and
FA values in DKD patients showed significant differences
from those in the HCs. +e decline in FA was expected
because changes in renal pathology, including glomerulo-
sclerosis, interstitial fibrosis, tubular injury, and inflam-
matory cell infiltration, altered the anisotropy of well-
aligned tubules [25, 26]. Notably, in our study, medullary
R2∗ had a clear tendency to rise at the very early stage of

Table 3: Staging of DKD and NDKD patients based on renal biopsy.

Stage of DKD DKD
(n� 21) NDKD (n� 10)

Stage I: Glomerular
hyperfiltration N� 2

Diabetic patients with other nephropathy (membranous nephropathy,N� 2, hypertensive renal
impairment N� 3, glomerulonephritis disease, N� 3, tubulointerstitial disease, N� 2)

Stage II: Silent stage N� 4
Stage III: Incipient
nephrology N� 12

Stage IV: Overt nephrology N� 3
Legends:+e final outcome for staging of patients with DKD took into account both albuminuria and pathological findings. None of the 21 DKD patients had
other etiologies of CKD.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the R2∗, ADC, and FA values between the right and left kidneys. Legends: Box plot comparing a total of six pairs
including the R2∗ values, ADC values, and FA values between the left and right kidneys. ∗p< 0.01, ∗∗p< 0.001.

Table 2: Characteristics of the DKD group vs. NDKD group.

Characteristic DKD (n� 20) NDKD (n� 10) T P
Sex (M/F) 14/6 8/2 — 0.559
Age (y) 57.30± 14.05 59.30± 10.10 −0.400 0.692
BMI (kg/m2) 25.43± 2.59 25.71± 3.03 −0.266 0.765
HGB (g/L) 123.6± 18.8 131.8± 23.3 −1.028 0.143
eGFR (mL/min/1.73m2) 62.71± 17.85 59.52± 25.70 0.397 0.694
Scr (μmol/L) 106.33± 39.88 121.20± 47.63 −0.903 0.374
BUN (mmol/L) 7.23± 2.33 9.53± 7.15 −1.325 0.196
Cys C (mg/L) 1.44± 0.62 2.41± 2.99 −1.020 0.333
HbA1c (%) 6.75± 1.43 6.77± 0.99 −0.153 0.880
uALB (mg/L) 1781.2 (1562.3, 1893.5) 1889.0 (1728.4, 2065.3) −0.171 0.866
UACR (mg/g) 265.6 (243.4, 287.1) 280.4 (236.7, 310.6) −0.893 0.799
Legends: An independent sample t test was used to compare the other characteristics in two groups. A p< 0.05 was considered significant. NDKD group,
nondiabetic kidney disease patients; DKD group, diabetic kidney disease patients with matched eGFR.
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DKD and rapidly decline once renal function was signifi-
cantly impaired, which was same with the previous studies
[27, 28].

+e oxygenation level of the human kidney depends on
the careful and coordinated physiological structure, and its
coordination is mainly reflected in the balance between the
oxygen supply and oxygen consumption of the kidneys.
From a hemodynamic point of view, blood flow and the
oxygen-carrying capacity of arterial blood are mainly re-
sponsible for the activities of supplying oxygen to the kid-
neys. Processes such as renal tubular reabsorption also
utilize the oxygen transported to the kidneys. +e blood flow
of the renal cortex is significantly higher than the blood flow
of the renal medulla, and the renal medulla is in a “phys-
iological hypoxia state”. +e difference in blood flow be-
tween the cortex and medulla helps maintain the osmotic
pressure gradient, which is beneficial for the body to con-
centrate urine. +e progression of kidney disease often
changes in function earlier instead of that in structure. +e
level of renal oxygenation is a very potential and particularly
suitable indicator for the early evaluation of DKD. At
present, chronic hypoxia has been found in animal models of
DKD, and its possible mechanism is related to factors such as
hypoxia-inducible factors, cytokines and inflammatory

mediators, and renal tubular epithelial cell trans differen-
tiation. In animal models, improving chronic hypoxia can
indeed delay the progression of chronic kidney disease to a
certain extent [11].

BOLD-MRI, using deoxyhemoglobin as an endogenous
contrast agent, relies on its paramagnetic properties to obtain
images that are sensitive to local tissue oxygen concentration.
+e increase of deoxyhemoglobin content in the blood causes
the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in the surrounding
local tissue, which leads to the rapid dephasing of protons in
the tissue and thus the signal decreases on T2∗WI images.
According to formulas (1) and (2),

SI(t) � SI0e
− t/qT2∗

, (1)

R2∗ � 1/T2∗. (2)

+e apparent relaxation rate R2∗ can be obtained by cal-
culating the monoexponential curve fitting of the signal
intensity of a series of T2∗WI images at different echo times
to the TE time. +e ratio of oxyhemoglobin to deoxy-
hemoglobin is related to the partial pressure of oxygen in the
blood. +e partial pressure of oxygen in the capillaries being
in equilibrium with the surrounding tissue, the signal
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Figure 3: Comparisons of the R2∗ values, FA values, and ADC values of the cortex and medulla between the DKD and NDKD groups.
Legends: Interleaved bars comparing the R2∗ values, FA values, and ADC values of the cortex and medulla between the DKD and NDKD
groups. A p value< 0.05 was considered significant. No differences were found in the R2∗ values, FA values, or ADC values of the cortex and
medulla between the DKD and NDKD groups.

Table 4: Comparisons of R2∗ values, FA values, and ADC values of the cortex and medulla among HC and DM subgroups.

HC DI DII DIII p p# p& p∗

Cortex
R2∗ms−1 18.39± 0.82 19.41± 2.78 19.01± 2.03 17.50± 1.62 0.290 — — —

FA 0.244± 0.062 0.231± 0.052 0.244± 0.068 0.266± 0.074 0.274 — — —
ADC (×10−3mm2/s) 0.255± 0.032 0.241± 0.022 0.244± 0.024 0.246± 0.036 0.583 — — —

Medulla
R2∗ms−1 31.07± 2.11 33.12± 3.66 30.92± 4.46 25.46± 3.43 0.001 — 0.003 0.011

FA 0.386± 0.080 0.322± 0.056 0.291± 0.055 0.280± 0.069 0.002 0.005 0.005 —
ADC (×10−3mm2/s) 0.205± 0.022 0.204± 0.023 0.202± 0.016 0.217± 0.027 0.498 — — —

Legends: +e results are expressed as the mean± SD. R2∗, rate of spin dephasing (Hz); FA, fractional anisotropy; ADC, average diffusion coefficient
(×10−3mm2/s). p: ANOVA was used to compare the values among all above groups, and a p value< 0.05 was considered significant. p#: Post-hoc paired
comparisons between the HC group and the DII group; p&: Post-hoc paired comparisons between the HC group and the DIII group; p∗: Post-hoc paired
comparisons between the DI and the DIII group.
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changes detected by BOLD-MRI can be interpreted as
changes in the partial pressure of oxygen in the tissue. +e
decrease of R2∗ value indicates that the concentration of
oxygenated hemoglobin increases in the local tissue, the
proportion of deoxygenated hemoglobin decreases, and the
local partial pressure of PaO2 increases. BOLD-MRI tech-
nology was first applied to the study of brain function, and
its basis mainly depends on the close connection between
hemodynamics and brain neural activity. Prasad et al. were
the first scholars to apply BOLD-MRI to assess the level of
renal oxygenation in humans. +ey also found that the
medullary R2∗ value of patients with kidney disease showed
a significant decreasing trend after using diuretics, sug-
gesting that diuretics can improve renal hypoxia [29]. In this
study, for the subjects recruited, we excluded those who used
diuretics and those taking antihypertensive drugs containing
diuretics in the past month to prevent interference errors to
R2∗ values.

R2∗ is proportional to the content of deoxyhemoglobin,
so an increase in R2∗ represents a decrease in PO2 and tissue
hypoxia [30]. DM patients might experience renal medulla
hypoxia, which is related to the highly increased oxygen
consumption and less blood supply in the medulla, such as
active reabsorption of excess sodium, glomerular hyper-
filtration, and increased Na+/K+–ATPase activity in a

hyperglycemic state [28, 31]. Significant elevation of MR2∗
was shown in DMpatients without kidney disfunction in our
study. Considering that these patients had higher HGB
values and eGFR levels compared with healthy controls and
DKD patients, the elevated eGFR and HGB seemed to verify
that the kidney tissue was in a state of hypoxia compen-
sation. At this stage, some diabetic patients may experience
increased blood pressure, and it is recommended that blood
pressure should not be controlled too low. +e removal of
the high filtration state will cause insufficient renal blood
perfusion and accelerate renal damage [32]. Besides, R2∗ was
also affected by other factors, such as hemodynamic and
structural changes, red blood cell volume and the vascular
volume fraction, vessel geometry, and applied pulse se-
quence parameters, including factors influencing the oxygen
dissociation curve [33]. In the later stages of DKD, hypoxia
indeed takes place in the medulla despite the decreased R2∗
in diabetic patients with a moderately decreased eGFR. It
was inferred that the eGFR decreased and the tubular
reabsorption decreased, along with the metabolic products of
renal tubular epithelial cells, interstitial inflammatory cells,
and endothelial cells that stimulate interstitial inflammation
and fibrosis in the kidney, so that oxygen consumption was
decreased [34]. +e phenomenon of “hypoxic remission” of
the medulla appeared. Additionally, there was no significant
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difference on MR2∗ between the DKD and NDKD, implying
that diabetic patients with different etiologies of CKD were
consistent in their changes in renal oxygenation levels.

DWI imaging can noninvasively evaluate the movement
of water molecules in vivo. In recent years, the study of renal
DWI under physiological or pathological conditions has
gradually become a hot topic. Diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI-MRI) is a technology developed based on the DWI
technology. It was an MRI technique proposed in 1994 to
analyze white matter fiber tracts. It reflects the tensor in-
formation of the diffusional motion of water molecules in
vivo by applying diffusion-sensitive gradients in at least 6
noncollinear directions. So, the description of water mo-
lecular motion is more precise. DTI employs parameter
values to reflect tissue diffusion characteristics. An FA value,
ranging from 0 to 1, measures the proportion of the an-
isotropic component of the diffusion of water molecules in
the overall diffusion tensor. +e DTI postprocessing

program of the workstation can correct the EPI distortion.
+e formula (3) required to generate the FA map is as
follows. λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the eigenvalues of the diffusion
tensor.

FA �

�����������������������������

λ1 − λ2( 
2

+ λ1 − λ3( 
2

+ λ2 − λ3( 
2

2 λ1 + λ2 + λ3( 
2 .




(3)

+e larger the value, the more restrictive the tissue is to
the direction of diffusion of water molecules. Compared with
DWI, DTI-MRI can not only observe the restricted degree of
the diffusion movement of water molecules but also show the
differences in the directionality of the diffusion movement of
water molecules and provide information about the changes in
the ultrastructure of the tissue, helping evaluate the subtleties in
the structure of the tissue. +is makes it possible to apply DTI
imaging to the evaluation of kidney-related physiological
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function and pathological states. Specifically, DTI can indirectly
reflectmicrostructural changes of normal or damaged tissues by
diffusion-related parameters, such as ADC and FA values. ADC
focuses on the intensity or freedom, and FA focuses on the
direction of water molecular diffusion. With respiratory trig-
gering technology, the image quality of renal DTI is maintained
better despite the influence of other soft tissue and the breathing
movement of the native kidney. Currently, it can be widely used
in the study of autologous kidneys and transplanted kidneys.

In general, cortical blood flow was abundant, and the
radially arranged tubule structure in the medulla limited the
diffusion of water molecules, so the ADC value was higher
and the FA value was lower in the cortex [35]. In our study,
the cortical and medullary ADCs did not differ significantly
between HCs and the three diabetic subgroups. But diabetic
patients had slightly lower cortical ADCs than compared with
HCs, and DKDs with moderately decreased eGFR had higher
medullary ADCs than the other groups. +e reason relied on
the possibility that diabetic patients had higher blood viscosity
than HCs, and the disruption of the initially regularly
arranged microstructure in the renal medulla could no longer
well restrict the free diffusion of water molecules. Medullary
FA decreased gradually with the decline in eGFR in diabetic
patients since the kidneys in early-stage DKDs were likely to
undergo microscopic changes such as tubular ectasia, tubular
epithelial cell edema and necrosis, and interstitial inflam-
matory cell infiltration and proliferation, which destroyed the
microstructures and inhibited the movement of water mol-
ecules [36, 37]. +e ADC and FA results in Feng’s DTI study
were similar to our study. It seemed that FA had more po-
tential than ADC in determining the diffusion of water
molecules and the microstructural changes in the human
kidneys [33]. However, in some DWI studies, the advantages
of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values were reflected.
Wang et al. found that the cortical ADC value in the DKD
murine model was higher than in the blank model [38]. Emre
et al. revealed that ADC values of renal parenchyma could be
used for early diagnosis and clinical staging of patients with
kidney disease [39]. Xu et al. found a negative correlation
between renal parenchymal ADC values and the degree of
interstitial fibrosis [40].

Medullary R2∗ and FA had positive correlations with
eGFR and negative correlations with SCr and Cys C, which
is consistent with Lu L’s study [41]. Serum Cys C is filtered
through the glomerulus, entirely reabsorbed, catabolized,
and metabolized by the proximal tubular epithelium. In
addition, Cys C is not disturbed by inflammatory reac-
tions, tumors, hemolysis, bilirubin, triglycerides, etc., and
is also independent of sex, age, muscle mass, and diet. Cys
C is a more sensitive indicator than SCr for the diagnosis of
renal impairment. Mojiminyi et al. [42] suggested that Cys
C is a more sensitive and practical indicator for detecting
DKD.

+e advantages of BOLD and DTI allow them to refrain
from radiation and there is no need for an injection of a
contrast agent. +e renal cortex and medulla worked to-
gether and somewhat differently and maintained a clear
functional and structural differentiation. D-value and MCR
compared the difference between the cortex and medulla in

an individual kidney rather than focusing only on the
changes in medullary R2∗ and FA values. Compared with
HCs and simple DM patients, statistically reduced cortical-
medullary differentiation of the kidney was shown in DKD
patients with microalbuminuria and massive albuminuria.
With the improvement of technical methods and the con-
tinuous optimization of postprocessing analysis, DTI will
surely show more special applications in scientific research
and clinical practice. Its prospects are very broad, especially
combined with IVIM technology and BOLD-fMRI in the
field of nephrology.

4.1. Limitations of the Study. +e sample size of this study is
relatively small. +e number of cases in the subgroups re-
quires amplification. In addition, this study only investigated
BOLD and DTI parameters in assessing the changes in renal
oxygenation levels and microstructure. It did not fully
elucidate the mechanisms of renal hypoxia or provide in-
sight into the specific changes in the structure in DKD
combined with the pathological basis. Alterations in mi-
crocirculatory perfusion could also affect the result. At
present, there is no unified technical standard for BOLD-
MRI to detect renal oxygenation at home or abroad. +e
normal value of the relaxation rate is related to different field
strengths. In DTI, diffusion gradients could cause eddy
currents, which have an effect on the final parameters.
Combining with arterial spin labeling (ASL) and IVIM,
BOLD and DTI may be useful for a more comprehensive
assessment of renal functional status.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, our study shows that BOLD and DTI are
effective and safe ways to estimate renal function through the
oxygenation level, water molecular movement, and micro-
structural alterations in patients with DKD and it proves that
BOLD performs better than DTI. With renal function de-
clines, alterations can be found including the firstly rising
and then falling medullary R2∗, continuously declining
medullary FA and apparent cortex-medullary differentiation
in DKD patients.
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Since the nonlinear parabolic equation has many variables, its calculation process is mostly an algebraic operation, which makes it
di�cult to express the discrete process concisely, which makes it di�cult to e�ectively solve the two grid algorithm problems and
the convergence problem of reaction di�usion. �e extended mixed �nite element method is a common method for solving
reaction-di�usion equations. By introducing intermediate variables, the discretized algebraic equations have great nonlinearity.
To address this issue, the paper proposes a multivariable linear algebraic discretization method for NPEs. First, the NPE is
discretized, the algebraic form of the nonlinear equation is transformed into the vector form, and the rough set (RS) and
information entropy (IE) are constructed to allocate the weights of di�erent variable attributes. According to the given variable
attribute weight, the multiple variables in the equation are discretized by linear algebra. It can e�ectively solve the two grid
algorithm problems and the convergence problem of reaction di�usion and has good adaptability in this �eld.

1. Introduction

When the relationship between the two variables is not linear,
it is said to be nonlinear parabolic. Some of the relations could
be square, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric function
relationships, etc. Because a parabolic equation can describe
the state or process of a physical quantity changing with time,
it has many applications in real life, such as heat conduction,
liquid permeation, and gas permeation. For example, the heat
conduction NPE is a di�erential equation that describes the
dispersion of atmospheric pollutant concentration, coastal
salinity, and the law of �uid motion, while the delay NPE is
also widely used, such as in the �elds of population dynamics,
ecology, and environmental science. �e data simulation
problems can be reduced to a delay NPE [1]. �ere are many
variables in the NPE. When the NPE is used in practice, the
amount of data corresponding to each variable is huge. When
the number of variables in the NPE increases, it becomes very
di�cult to solve the equation. �erefore, it is necessary to
discretize the variables of NPE.

At present, some scholars have studied it. For example,
document [2] proposes a three-step, two-layer grid method
for the nonlinear reaction-di�usion problem, that is, solving
the original nonlinear algebraic equations on the coarse grid
(CG) and then correcting the CG . �rough convergence
analysis, it is found that the three-step two-layer mesh
method canmaintain the asymptotic optimal approximation
of the mixed �nite element solution when the selected coarse
space step size is satis�ed. However, this method has high
computational complexity and low e�ciency. When the
variable data distribution is non-Gaussian, the second-order
statistics method that relies on the data is often ine�ective. It
does not explicitly give the number of principal components,
which may a�ect the results of discretization. In addition,
some traditional discretization methods are mostly aimed at
a single variable, and the calculation process is mostly an
algebraic operation, making it di�cult to express the discrete
process concisely [3]. �erefore, to solve the two grid al-
gorithm problems of NPE and the convergence problem of
reaction di�usion, this paper will study the multivariable
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linear algebraic discretization method of NPE to provide
some help for solving the multivariable linear algebraic
discretization problem of NPE.

2. Multivariable Linear Algebraic Discrete
Methods for NPEs

2.1. Discretization of NPEs. For the NPE, the discretization
of variables is used to discretize the attributes of the variables
to solve the NPE. Discretization is the process of mapping a
finite number of individuals in an infinite space into a finite
space to improve the spatial and temporal efficacy of data or
variables. Discretization is the process of reducing the size of
data without making changes in the relative size of the
variable data. Discretization essentially comes down to the
problem of dividing the space of conditional attributes by
using the selected breakpoints. ,e space of attributes is
divided into a finite area, so that the decision values of
objects in each area are the same. If an attribute has an
attribute value, then there is a breakpoint on the attribute
that is desirable. As the number of attributes increases, the
number of desirable breakpoints increases geometrically.
,e process of selecting breakpoints is also the process of
merging attribute values [4]. By merging attribute values, the
number of attribute values and the number of breakpoints
can be reduced, and thus the complexity of the problem can
be reduced.,e current discretization methods are all aimed
at single variables, and they consider only one attribute for
discrete attributes. ,erefore, the result of the discretization
of a single variable is often not optimal because the target
class in variable data is determined by multiple attributes
rather than by a single attribute.

To discretize the NPE, the scheme of the NPE should be
changed. ,e discrete expression of the NPE is as follows:

ut − uxx −
σ
x

u � f(u), (x, t) ∈ Ω � (0, 1) ×(0, T),

ux(0, t) � u(1, t) � 0, t ∈ (0, T),

u(x, 0) � 0, x ∈ Γ,

Γ � x: x ∈ (0, 1){ }.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

In the above formula (1), the nonhomogeneous term
f(u) at the right end of the equation satisfies continuity, that
is, for ∀v,ω ∈ R, there is a constant L, which makes
|f(x, t, v) − f(x, t,ω)|≤L|v − ω| hold. Take the space step
h � 1/M, the time step k � 1/N (M, N are positive integers),
and note that the space node is xm � mh, the time node is
tn � nk, and the numerical solution is un/m ≈ u(xm, tn). If
the solution u of formula (1) has the necessary differen-
tiability, then it is as follows:
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After a series of simplification and consolidation oper-
ations on formula (2), according to the relationship existing
in formula (1).
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From the Taylor expansion (3), we can get the following
difference transformation scheme for NPE.
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To make a linear algebraic discretization of the trans-
formed NPE, the difference scheme shown in the above
formula is transformed into the vector form shown in the
following formula.
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n
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In the above formula (5), r, A, and B are all tridiagonal
matrices of order (M − 1) × (M − 1). un, fn− 1, and dn are all
M − 1-dimensional column vectors, and k is the Taylor
expansion order. ,e parameters of matrix form of NPE are
as follows:

r �
k

h
2 ,

A � tri di ag(− 1, 2, − 1),

B � tir di ag
1
12

,
10
12

,
1
12

 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

After transforming the NPE into vector form, several
variables in the equation are treated with linear algebraic
discretization [5–7]. ,e RS and IE of NPE variables are
constructed.

2.2. Construction of RSs and IE. To deal with imprecise data,
RS is used. RSs do not need any prior knowledge or addi-
tional information about the data. In RS, a variable data table
is called an information system (IS). ,e IS is a quad
GIS � (U, W, V, f), which meets the following four
conditions:

(1) U represents a nonempty set of objects.
(2) W represents a nonempty finite attribute set;
(3) V is the set of attribute values, V � U(Vw), Vw is the

value field of attribute w.
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(4) f: U × W⟶ V is a mapping function, which
represents a value of the attribute value set mapped
by each attribute of each object;

If an attribute from the attribute set is considered a
decision attribute, IS GIS is also called decision-table.
Expressed as: TD � (U, C, D, V, f), among them,
C∪D � W, C∩D � ϕ; C is called the set of conditional
attributes; D is the set of decision-attributes. In a given
decision-table (DT), there is an indistinguishable relation-
ship; that is, there is a certain interaction between the two
variables. Indistinguishable relations are defined as follows:

for a given DT TD � (U, C, D, V, f) and Q ∈ C∪D, the
binary relation IND(Q) is called indistinguishable relation.
,e definition formula is as follows:

IND(Q) � (x, y) ∈ U × U . (7)

,e above formula (7) satisfies ∀a ∈ Q(f(x, a) �

f(y, a)). Indistinguishable relation IND(Q) is equivalent
relation on U, which divides U into disjoint equivalent
classes. U/IND(Q) represents the set of equivalence classes
of an equivalence relation IND(Q) on U, U/Q for each
object x ∈ U, the equivalent class of element x in U/Q is
represented by [x]Q. It is called the equivalence class of
object x on equivalence relation IND(Q). Using the newDT
instead of the original one can reduce the variable attributes
of the NPE. After constructing the RS, the IE of the NPE is
calculated.

IE is used to describe the purity of data sets. When data
sets belong to a certain category, the IE is 0.When the data of
data sets are more mixed, the IE is higher. IE and discrete
breakpoint IE are defined as follows:

E(S) � − 
s

i�1
P Ci, S( log P Ci, S( ( ,

E(W, T, S) �
S1




|S|
Ent S1(  +

S2




|S|
Ent S2( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

In the above formula (8), S is the set of objects; s is the
number of variables in the NPE; Ci represents the number of
variables of type i in object set S; W, T represent breakpoint
T on attribute W, respectively. |S| is the cardinality of set S

[8–10]. After constructing the RS and IE of the NPE, the
breakpoint is selected and the discrete decision tree is
established.

2.3.Model Problem. ,rough the reaction diffusion problem
of the mathematical model of the porous medium
groundwater flow problem, and explain the physical
meaning of the parameters in the model [11–13].,is model
can be described by a set of nonlinear partial differential
equations.,e nonlinear reaction diffusion equation is given
as follows:

zp

zt
− ∇ ×(K(P)∇p) � f(p,∇p), (x, t) ∈ Ω × J. (9)

,e initial conditions are given as follows:

p(x, 0) � p
0
(x), x ∈ Ω. (10)

,e boundary conditions are given as follows:

K(P)∇p × v � 0, (x, t) ∈ zΩ × J, (11)

where Ω ⊂ R2, is the polygonal region whose boundary is
marked as zΩ [14, 15]. Where v is the normal vector outside
the unit of zΩ, J � (0,T] and K are the tensor of the square
integrable symmetric positive definite. It is composed of the
first order conservation of mass and the following equations
with respect to energy P and relative velocity u.

zp

zt
+ ∇ × u � f(p,∇p), (12)

K(P)
− 1

u + ∇p � 0, (13)

where the strain in the equations (12) and (13) is p and u. p is
the unknown fluid pressure; u is the flow rate of the liquid;
and f(p,∇p) is the external flow rate [16–18]. Firstly, the
weak form of the equation and the fully discrete scheme of
the extended mixed finite element are established. ,en, the
error estimates of the fully discrete scheme are obtained by
using the projection operator and its approximation
properties.

Let the following three variables, pressure p, gradient
τ � ∇p, and flow φ � K(p)τ. ,e weak form of the initial
boundary value problem is defined, i e. there is
(p, τ,φ) ∈W × V × V, so that,

zp

zt
,ω  +(∇ × φ,ω) � (f(p, τ),ω),ω ∈W, (14)

(τ, v) � − (p,∇ × v), v ∈V, (15)

(φ, v) � (K(p)τ, v), v ∈ V, (16)

according to the weak form (14)–(16) of the initial boundary
value problem, RTk group of time discrete extended mixed
finite element approximations can be established on the
a-element, given (pn/h, τn/h,φn/h) ∈Wh× Vh × Vh, for
n, n � 1,Λ, N, let (pn/h, τn/h,φn/h) ∈Wh× Vh × Vh satisfy
the following formula:

p
n
h − p

n− 1
h

t
,ωh  + ∇ × φn

h,ωh(  � f p
n
h, τn

h( ( ,ωh ∈Wh,

(17)

τn
h, v

n
h(  � − p

n
h,∇ × vh( , vh ∈Vh, (18)

φn
h, vh(  � K p

n
h( τn

h, vh( , vh ∈ Vh. (19)

,e existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the
nonlinear equations (17)–(19) have been proved.

At the same time, the minimum number of breakpoints
is obtained and the indiscernible relationship between ob-
jects is ensured. ,e reasonable criteria for breakpoint se-
lection are generally: consistency, irreducibility, and
minimum discreteness. Given a DT TD � (U, C, D, V, f),
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and Ci is the candidate breakpoint (CBP) set of the i con-
ditional attribute ai ∈ C on the domain U. Cs is a subset of U,
Csi is the CBP set of the i-th conditional attribute ai ∈ C on
the domain Cs, where Csi is a subset of Ci.

In this paper, the label ai | Cs  is used to represent the set
of value fields of attribute ai on a subdomain Us. ,e for-
malized formula is as follows:

Csi � c c ∈ Ci ∧min ai Cs

 < c< max ai Cs

 
 . (20)

,e specific treatment process is given as follows:

(1) If the DT contains numerical attributes, the algo-
rithm afc4.5 is used to discretize them.

(2) According to the processed data set U, the dis-
cernibility matrix is generated, and the frequency
function value of each attribute C is calculated, and
the result is taken as the importance measure of the
decision attribute D.

(3) Prepruning of decision the tree: calculate the fre-
quency function value and sum s of each attribute,
and get the attribute a with the largest value and its
corresponding value r, if r/s is greater than a certain
threshold, it reaches the leaf node. Otherwise, a is
taken as the current test attribute.

(4) Based on a, a discrete decision tree is constructed,
Root←r (Root is the root node), then test each
possible value vi of r. Add a new branch corre-
sponding to test r.value � vi under Root⟵r. Xvi

is
the subtable of U that satisfies the attribute value of r

as vi. For each subtable Xvi
, if the leaf node is not

reached, AFC4.5(Xvi
, W − a{ }) is called recursively.

,e value of each matrix element in the judgment matrix
(JM), i.e., the importance of different Table 1 attributes of the
same NPE variable, can be determined according to the
following table:

According to the knowledge of linear algebra, the
maximum eigenvalue of JM R � (rmn)ij and its corre-
sponding eigenvector are calculated as follows:

R � λmax × w∗. (21)

In the above formula (21), λmax is the maximum ei-
genvalue of JM R � (rmn)ij, and its corresponding eigen-
vector w∗ � (w1 ∗ , w2 ∗ , · · · , wn ∗ ). When experts
compare the properties of NPE in two, it is impossible to
achieve the same measurement, and there will be some
errors. ,erefore, to improve the reliability of determining
the weight value, it is necessary to check the consistency of
the JM.

When the JM R � (rmn)ij is completely consistent,
λmax � n. However, in general, it is difficult to achieve. To test
the consistency of the JM, the following formula is needed to
calculate its consistency index CI:

CI �
λmax − n




n − 1
. (22)

In the above formula (22), when CI � 0, the JM R �

(rmn)ij has complete consistency. On the contrary, the larger
CI is, the less consistent the JM R � (rmn)ij is. To test
whether JM R � (rmn)ij has satisfactory consistency, it is
necessary to compare CI with an average random consis-
tency index RI to get CR, that is,

CR �
CI

RI
. (23)

,e average random consistency index RI is shown in
Table 2.

When CR< 0.1, the JM R � (rmn)ij has satisfactory
consistency; when CR≥ 0.1, adjust the JM R � (rmn)ij until it
is satisfied [19]. At this time, the attribute weights of the
variables of the NPE are normalized to get the attribute
weights of the variables of the NPE. After the attribute
weights of the variables of the NPE are determined, the
linear algebraic discretization of the variables of the equation
is completed.

2.4. Realize Linear Algebraic Discretization of Variables.
,e linear algebraic discretization of a multivariable non-
linear parabolic method is to discretize the whole variable
data set. Its basic idea is to fully consider the overall dis-
tribution of variables in the attribute space composed of all
variable attributes and to use the complementarity and
correlation of different attributes in distinguishing objects to
generalize the discretization of the variable attribute space of
the equation.

Multivariable linear algebraic discretization of NPEs is
used to obtain the CBP set. ,e CBP set is assumed to be
empty, and the CBP set for each continuous attribute is
added to the CBP set. CBP sets for multivariable linear
algebraic discretization include CBPs for all continuous
attributes in the data set. After the initial breakpoint set is
obtained, the optimal breakpoint is found. ,e optimal
breakpoint is looked up using the objective function. ,e
breakpoint selection of multivariate linear algebraic dis-
cretization is the CBP of all variable attributes, considering
the complementarity and correlation of variable attributes.
After deleting or adding a breakpoint to get the optimal
breakpoint, the optimal breakpoint is put into the optimal
breakpoint set, and the optimal breakpoint set is initially
empty, and the breakpoint is deleted from the initial
breakpoint set. In this case, the optimal breakpoint is the best
breakpoint for partitioning continuous attributes, and the
final breakpoint required for a dataset is in the optimal
breakpoint set. In multivariable discretization, the splitting
method first finds the optimal breakpoint from all the
continuous attributes and then splits the objects in the
dataset.

,e first step is to find the initial breakpoint. ,e second
step is to find the best breakpoint, and then to divide the
continuous attribute values according to the breakpoint.

According to the results of attribute splitting, the vari-
ables are merged. In this paper, the method of clustering is
used to merge the NPEs. ,e central idea of grid-based
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clustering is to give a large set of multivariate data points,
which are generally unevenly distributed in the data space.
Multivariable linear algebraic discretization is equivalent to
the process of hypercube partitioning of variable feature
space by hyperplanes perpendicular to different continuous
attribute axes. ,e discrete partition points on each con-
tinuous attribute axis correspond to the intersection points
of the attribute axis and the hyperplanes divided perpen-
dicular to it. Multivariate linear algebraic discretization is a
process in which hyperplanes are determined independently
on each continuous attribute axis. ,e number of hyper-
plane partitions and the importance of variable attributes in
NPE obey certain probability distributions. According to the
mathematical probability principle, we can determine the
number of hyperplanes in a linear algebraic discretization of
different NPEs and use hyperplanes to discretize the vari-
ables in the attribute space. ,us, the multivariable linear
algebraic discrete method for NPEs is studied.

3. Multivariable Linear Algebraic Discrete
Method and its Convergence Analysis

3.1.Multivariable LinearAlgebraicDiscreteMethod. ,e two
new two-layer mesh methods and their convergence analysis
for the extended hybrid finite element method for nonlinear
parabolic discretization problems. By using the idea of
correcting on CG, some new two-layer grid methods can be
obtained. From the analysis of convergence of the discrete
method, it is found that this method is obviously more
effective than the existing two-layer grid method. Applying
the idea of a Newton iteration on fine meshes and correction
on coarse meshes to the extended hybrid finite element
method of nonlinear reaction diffusion problems, a two-
layer mesh algorithm is constructed.

,e solution of a system of nonlinear equations in a fine
space is decomposed into a system of nonlinear equations in

a rough space, and then a Newtonian iterative system of
linear equations in a fine space, and then a system of linear
equations in a CG as a correction. ,is method can be
divided into the following three steps:

Step 1: On the CG FH, for any wH ∈WH, vH ∈ VH,
vH ∈ VH, (pn

H − tn
H, wn

H) ∈WH × VH × VH is calcu-
lated to satisfy the following nonlinear equations:

p
n
H − p

n− 1
H , wH 

Δt
, wH

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + ∇ × φn
H, wH( 

� f p
n
H( , wH(  t

n
H, vH( 

� p
n
H,∇ × vH(  φn

H, vH( 

� K p
n
H( t

n
H, vH( .

(24)

Step 2: On the CG Fh, for any wh ∈Wh, vh ∈Vh,
vh ∈ Vh, (pn/h − tn/h, wn/h) ∈Wh × Vh × Vh is calcu-
lated to satisfy the following nonlinear equations:

p
n
H − p

n− 1
H , wH 

Δt
, wh

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + ∇ × φn
H, wH( 

� f p
n
H(  + fp p

n
H( , wh  t

n

h, vh( 

� p
n
h,∇ × vh(  φn

h, vh( 

� K p
n
H( t

n
h, vh(  + K p

n
H( t

n
h, vh( .

(25)

Step 3: On the CG FH, for any wH ∈WH, vH ∈ VH,
vH ∈ VH, (pn

H − t
n

H, wn
H) ∈WH × VH × VH is calcu-

lated to satisfy the following nonlinear equations:

p
n
H − p

n− 1
H , wH

Δt
, wH  + ∇ × φn

H, wH) � f p
n
H), wH(  t

n

H, vH) � p
n
H,∇ × vH) φn

H, vH) � T1, vH( .((((( (26)

Table 2: ,e mean random consistency index.

Order number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.52 1.54

Table 1: Value scale of rij.

rij Definition Explanation

1 Equal importance Bothe the indicators of same importance
3 Slightly more important One of the indicators is little more important
5 Obviously important One of the indicators is clearly important
7 Much more important One of the indicators is much more important
9 Extremely important One of the indicators is extremely important
2468 Between the adjacent judgment ,e discount degree of the above two judgments
1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/8 Inverse comparison Inversely compare the two indicators
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Among them,
T1 � K p

n
H( t

n

H + Kp p
n
H( p

n
Ht

n
H + Kp p

n
H(  p

n
h − p

n
H) t

n

h − t
n
H).((

(27)

Several lemmas need to be quoted again to complete the
above proof.

3.2. Lemmas. Symmetric lemma, the integer s is the central
axis of symmetry of u(!s)/i, and the number of u(!s)/i is
equal in the range of equal distance on both sides of the axis
of symmetry.

Corresponding lemma if s, t, m, kare integers and
s − t � m, then the number of u(!t)/i in the interval (t, t + k)

is equal to the number of u(!t)/i in the interval (s, s + k), that
is, the number of two corresponding combinations is equal
in the corresponding interval of equal length [1].

Lemma 1. limpi/ω3
i,v

i⟶∞
�∞, lim

i⟶∞
pi/ω2

i,v �∞ lim
i⟶∞

pi/ωi,v �∞.
Prove:

(1) ∵ωi,v � Ai/Bi

Set up ai � pi/ω3
i,v � (Bi/Ai)

3pi , ai+1 � pi+1/ω3
i+1,v �

(Bi+1/Ai+1)
3pi+1

ai+1 − ai �pi+1(Bi+1/Ai+1)
3 − pi(Bi/Ai)

3 �pi+1(Bi/Ai)
3

(pi+1 − 1/pi+1)
3 − pi(Bi/Ai)

3

� (Bi/Ai)
3(pi+1 · (pi+1 − 1/pi+1)

3 − pi)

(pi+1 − 1)3/p2
i+1 � p3

i+1 − 3p2
i+1 + 3pi+1 − 1/p2

i+1 �

pi+1 − 3 + 3/pi+1

∴pi+1 � pi + ωi,v,ωi,v > 3

∴pi+1 ·
pi+1 − 1

pi+1
 

3

− pi � pi+1 − 3 +
2

pi+1
− pi

� ωi,v − 3 +
2

pi+1
> 0.

(28)

(2) ∴(Bi/Ai)
3 > 0,∴a

i+1 − ai > 0,∴ai+1 > ai∴pi+1(Bi+1/Ai+1)
3 >pi(Bi/Ai)

3.
(3) ∴ limpi/ω3

i,v
i⟶∞

�∞,∵ω3
i,v >ω2

i,v >ωi,v,∴ lim
i⟶∞

pi/ω2
i,v �

∞ lim
i⟶∞

pi/ωi,v �∞.

Lemma 2. 6e number δ(!s!− t)
c,β of combination u(!s!− t)

c , if
p2

c < β<p2
c+1, ωn,vpn � β, then in the ∞ range,

δ(!s!− t)
c,β � pn/ωn,v.

Prove:

(1) 6e number u(!s)/i of combination δ(!s)
i,β .

For the convenience of narration, a is the number of
u(!s)/i in the interval (0, s), B is the number of u(!s)/i

in the interval (s, β), c is the number of u
(!0)
i in the

interval (− s, 0), and D is the number of u
(!0)
i in the

interval (0, β − s).
∵s<pc, According to closed lemma 2, E � 1.
According to the principle of symmetry, C � E � 1,
∴D + C � D + E � D + 1 .
According to the corresponding principle, A � C, B �

D is obtained.

∴ A + B � C + D � D + 1 − j. (29)

According to the above definition.
δ(!0)

c,β− s � D , δ(!S)
c,β � A + B � C + D � D +1� δ(!S)

c,β− S +1
(2) Number δ(!− t)

c,β of combination u(!− t)
c .

Similarly.
∵t<pc, According to closed lemma 2, C � 1.
According to the correspondence principle, B � D

δ(!0)
c,β+T � D + C. (30)

(3) 6e number of nontwo kinds of remainder combi-
nation is infinite.
∵S and T are constants and β is variable,

lim
β⟶∞

(β − s) � β lim
β⟶∞

(β + t) � β. (31)

∴In the range of infinity,

δ(!s)
c,β � δ(!0)

c,β δ
(!− t)
c,β � δ(!0)

c,β . (32)

When,

ωn,vpn � βδ(!0)
c,β � pnδ

(!s!− t)
c,β �

pn

β
·
pn

β
· β �

pn

ωn,v

. (33)

∵ lim
c⟶∞

pn/ωn,v �∞,∴ lim
c⟶∞

δ(!s!− t)
c,β �∞.

That is to say, in the range of ∞, the number of all
nontwo types of remainder combinations is infinite.

The proof of lemma is finished.

3.3. Convergence of Mesh Discretization Method. Different
results can be obtained under the grid settings, with large
differences. If these results are in good agreement, it indi-
cates that the simulation results are stable and reliable. On
this basis, the convergence of the three-step two-layer grid
discretization method is analyzed.

Order
pn/h � pn/h + pn/H,tn/h � tn/h + tn/H,φn/h � φn/h+

φn/H
It can get the following equation:
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a
n

− a
n− 1

Δt
, wh  + ∇ × 

h

φn
− φn

h
⎞⎠, wh) � E + G, wh(  βn

, vh(  � a
n
,∇ × vh(  c

n
, vh(  � 

h

φn
− φn

, vh
⎞⎠ + K p

n
( t

n
, v

h
  − T4, vh( .⎛⎝⎛⎝⎛⎝ (34)

From the above theorem analysis and convergence
analysis, it can be seen that, as long as the step H of the
coarse space selected in the above algorithm satisfies
H � O(hk+1

3k+1), the two-layer mesh method established can
maintain the optimal approximation of the solution of the
mixed finite element method. ,e idea is applied to the
reaction diffusion problem when the reaction term is a
pressure p-related term (f(p,∇p)), and the tensor K is a
nonlinear term related to p.,at is K(p).,at is, to solve the
original complex problem on the coarse mesh, and then to
carry out Newton iteration on the fine mesh, that is to say, to
solve a relatively simple problem on the fine mesh using the
extended mixed finite element method, and then to correct it
on the coarse mesh. By convergence analysis, the method
can keep the best approximation of the mixed finite element
solution.

4. Conclusions

NPE has important use value in many fields, such as science
and technology manufacturing. But NPE usually contains
many variables and is difficult to solve. NPE is an important
branch of mathematics. It is one of the important tools
needed to solve the linear algebraic discrete method of
multivariable in reality. Based on the existing research
results for NPE, the multivariable linear algebraic discrete
method for NPE is studied. First, the NPE is discretized, the
algebraic form of the nonlinear equation is transformed
into the vector form, and the RS and IE are constructed to
allocate the weights of different variable attributes.
According to the given variable attribute weight, the
multiple variables in the equation are discretized by linear
algebra. ,rough the above steps, the research on the
multivariable linear algebraic discretization method of NPE
is completed in order to provide some help for the research
in this field.
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According to the research, there are many illnesses for which therapeutic mineral hot springs are employed as an alternative. Its
physicochemical characteristics have a substantial body of evidence.  e in vivo antioxidant e�ect of Mosul’s hot springs in Iraq
has been investigated in the current investigation. An experimental design for toxicity, a control group, and a study group were
created. In addition, in vivo antioxidant e�ect of the hot springs of Mosul, Iraq, has been studied by the lipid antiperoxidation
method with (p< 0.05), in vitro by the free radical scavenging method (DPPH) for its complexing capacity of hot springs. In acute
oral toxicity in vivo at �xed doses, looking for signs and symptoms of toxicity, there are no signs of intoxication or signi�cant
changes in the biochemical analysis (blood count). And, it was discovered that the variances are substantial.  e animal was
necropsied, and hematological and biochemical parameters were determined, as well as the organs’ histological processing at the
study’s conclusion. It was found that the thermal waters fromMosul, Iraq, are medicinal mineral waters, chlorinated, sodium, and
sulfated, nontoxic and have an antioxidant e�ect. With the help of the research’s �ndings, it is hoped to provide scienti�c support
for knowledge that, when made public, encourages the development of Mosul’s hot springs as a safe and environmentally friendly
tourist destination. With the results of this research, the parameters were presented with their mean and standard deviation
statistics, promoting the ecological and sanitary tourism development of the Mosul hot springs, which will generate more
signi�cant income for the population, therefore growth in the region.

1. Introduction

Since mineral waters have been a part of our existence since
ancient times, understanding its origin and mineralization
via an investigation of the formation mechanisms that give
birth to this water’s source and their interaction with the
formations in which it is collected has tremendous value [1].
Such is the case that it was established in 2013 [2, 3], as a
natural resource, for the treatment of various diseases.
Groundwater and its hydrogeological context are related to
physical-chemical and biological geological factors. [4, 5]
Within the hydrological cycle, waters with characteristics
can be di�erentiated by the degree of mineralization and/or
by their temperature from groundwater, called mineral
waters [6].  e intake of natural mineral water containing
sulfates leads to gallbladder contraction, probably induced
by the release of cholecystokinin [7]. Water toxicity can be

determined by applying the 16-day repeated dose oral
toxicity test in rodents; this method provides information on
the health risk likely to arise from exposure to the test
substance by oral administration [8].  is guide is primarily
intended for use with rodents, preferably rats.

Some diseases related to free radicals are increased in our
environment because the body’s antioxidant defences are
overcome by oxidative attack due to the work environment
or other conditions that give rise to oxidative stress [9].
 ese disorders are caused by the oxygen’s damaging e�ects,
especially those of its free radicals in the mitochondria,
which target all the elemental constituents and create various
metabolites like malondialdehyde [10].  ere are a variety of
cases of acute intoxication, which manifested with a path-
ological clinical picture, after a single exposure to a sub-
stance or multiple exposures in a period of 24 hours [11]. For
all these reasons, it was decided to study the antioxidant
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effect and acute toxicity of the hot springs of Mosul, Iraq,
determining the antioxidant effect according to the lipid
antiperoxidation method, the acute oral toxicity, the con-
centrations of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium,
sulfates, chlorides, and other corresponding in the four
seasons of the year, to provide scientific support for its use as
mineral-medicinal thermal water.

2. Materials and Methods

+e water sample was collected from the thermal waters
from Mosul hot spring at an altitude of 36.361312′,
43.120445′ longitudes. To preserve and avoid decomposi-
tion, it was transported to the laboratory at a temperature
of 4–8°C. To carry out the analyses, the techniques of the
standard methods for the examination of water and
wastewater are a joint publication of the American Public
Health Association (APHA), 23rd edition [12]. +e peri-
staltic pump is used to convey the liquid sample to the
nebulizer system, where it is converted into an aerosol by
the action of argon gas before being sent to the ionization
zone for ICP-MS analysis [13]. A high-frequency current
induces an oscillating magnetic field that creates a plasma
from a flow of argon gas. Plasma can reach temperatures as
high as 8000 K. +e atoms in the sample are ionized under
these circumstances. An increasing vacuum interface
separates the charged and noncharged particles in the
quadrupole filter. +e sample’s abundance of each tuned
mass is determined at the detector. In ion exchange
chromatography, the charge characteristics of molecules
are used to separate ions and polar molecules for further
analysis. Large proteins, tiny nucleotides, and amino acids
are all examples of charged molecules that can benefit from
this technique. +e injectable solution is referred to as a
“sample,” and the constituents are referred to as “analytes.”
Anions are the analytes in this scenario (chlorides,
sulfates).

2.1. Determination of Toxicity at RepeatedDoses for 16 days by
Oral Administration in Rats. 20 Wistar rats were used in
healthy young adult nulliparous and nonpregnant females
commonly used laboratory strains Group 1 control (auto-
claved drinking water) consisting of five females and five
males and Group 2 study (thermal water of Mosul, Iraq)
consisting of five females and five males. +e trial was
conducted for 16 days and administered for four days. A
dose was used for the test sample, 1000mg/kg body weight.
+e volume to be administered every four days was adjusted,
which depended on the study group’s body weight varia-
tions. In addition, the limit volume (of aqueous solutions)
for this species of 2ml/100 g of body weight was considered.

Maintenance and Feeding: the experimental animals
were adapted to the bacterium’s conditions for four days
before starting the test; it is distributed individually in
polycarbonate boxes type T3 (plastic) with grid-bottom
metal.

Water and food were sterilized with an autoclave to
avoid any contamination. +e environment’s temperature

was conditioned to 23± 2.1°C, relative humidity <70%, and
photoperiod of 12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness.

+e clinical and pattern signs of behaviors related to the
toxicity of the experimental animals were observed daily, as
well as changes in the skin, fur, mucous membranes, eyes,
hyperventilation, vasodilation, restlessness, and somatic
motor activity. Special attention was paid to the possible
occurrence of some crucial signs for the study, such as
tremor, convulsion, diarrhea, lethargy, irritability, salivation,
sleep, and coma.

Daily and four days measurements of water and food
consumption were made. Individual body weights were
determined the day before the hot springs and drinking
water administration, then at the 3, 8, 10, and 15 days that
the rehearsal lasts. Hematological and biochemical param-
eters (blood count, urea, creatinine, TGO, TGP) were de-
termined 16 days after being treated with the sample
problem; blood samples were extracted by intracardiac
puncture from the previously anesthetized and fasting
animals.

On the last day of the experimentation, the animals of the
study group and the control group were sacrificed for
cervical dislocation after anesthesia. +en, the autopsy was
performed where the body surface, cavities, and organs were
examined.

2.1.1. Evaluation of the Antioxidant Effect

(1) Technique for the Detection of Lipid Peroxidation
Products (TBARS). For this process, the livers of female
albino rats were used, weighing 200–220 g, and kept in an
acrylic cage, to which balanced food and water were
provided ad libitum, stopping feeding them 12 hours before
the experiment. +e animals were divided into two groups
[14]. +e five rats in the control group were given 5mL/kg
of body weight of water suitable for human consumption,
while 15 rats, divided into groups of 5 rats, were given hot
springs at a rate of 3, 5, and 9mL/kg of weight, respectively.
+en, 1 g of the liver was separated and homogenized in 10
volumes of 0.154M KCl, and subsequently, the production
of the malondialdehyde-thiobarbituric acid complex
(MDA-TBA) was measured at 535 µm in a UV–visible
spectrophotometer [15].

During the first 30 minutes of the first four hours after
injection and then every day for the next 16 days of the
experimental study, individual animals were watched for any
indications or symptoms of toxicity. +e evaluation’s goal
was to determine the cause of death and the exact moment
that poisoning signs and symptoms, weighing 28 to 32 g.
+ey were stopped feeding 12 h before the experiment.

Five mice for the control group were dosed with a dose of
20mL/kg body weight of 0.9% sodium chloride. +e study
group consisted of 5 groups of 5 mice each. As we worked
with five different doses: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50mL/kg, each
group received only one of them, respectively. (7). +e
animals were observed individually during the first 30
minutes of the 4 hours following administration and then
daily until the 16 days of the experimental trial, looking for
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signs and symptoms of toxicity. +e evaluation was aimed at
determining death and time of occurrence of signs and
symptoms of toxicity, including its onset and duration, as
well as changes in the skin, mucous membranes, and eyes, in
the respiratory, circulatory, central nervous, and autonomic
systems, in somatomotor effect and behavior. Special at-
tention was paid to the potential occurrence of seizures,
salivation, diarrhea, lethargy, drowsiness, and coma. At the
end of the period, for assessing any toxicity-related symp-
toms and indicators, the animals [16] were sacrificed and
subjected to necropsy in which the macroscopic pathological
changes of organs and tissues were observed, mainly in the
heart, lung, liver, spleen, and kidney. Subsequently, a his-
topathological examination of the liver and kidney was
performed.

+e description of variables is expressed in means and
standard deviation; statistical comparison of groups, using
one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, was
considered significant with p< 0.05 at the 95% confidence
interval. +e statistical program SPSS version 17 was used.

3. Results

Table 1 shows the results of the analytical determinations of
total metals (cations), during the four seasons of the year
2022, of the thermal water of Mosul. Table 2 and Figure 1
show the descriptive statistics of the metal results, and
Tables 3 and 4 show the average values of cations and anions
in (mg/L), meq/L, and % meq.

Table 5 describes the results of the observation of the
experimental animals for 16 days of testing for antioxidant
study.

3.1. Determination of Toxicity at RepeatedDoses for 16 days by
Oral Administration in Rats

3.1.1. Clinical Observations. +e observations of the clinical
signs of the animals were made daily; fundamentally, the
physical state, behavior in the nasal and ocular mucous
membranes, secretions, or alterations related to toxicity were
sought [17]. Palpation of the abdomen was performed
without finding changes, and special attention was paid to
the possible occurrence of signs such as tremors, convul-
sions, diarrhea, lethargy, salivation, sleep, and coma. And at
the end of the experimentation, no changes or alterations in
the clinical signs were observed. +ey considered the ex-
pected behavior of the animals of said species. +e animals
were weighed at 1, 4, 8, 12, and 16 days.+e results show that
the tendency to increase body weight was constant during
the study in both groups (Figure 2).

In Figure 3, it can be seen that when comparing the study
group and the control group with time, there is no significant
difference; no effect of the groups and time on the weights of
Wistar rats was found.

3.2. Clinical Laboratory Tests. Hematological and blood
chemistry determinations were carried out 16 days after
gastric gold administration of the hot springs. Blood

collection was performed by cardiac puncture after fasting
for 12 h of the animals; safety vials were collected. In both
cases, the parameters were presented with their mean and
standard deviation statistics, which groups established. With
the statistical treatment, no changes or alterations in blood
formula were evident. In the anatomopathological study, at
the end of the treatment, there was no evidence of the death
of any animal, so euthanasia was performed on the 20 ex-
perimental animals in which ether was previously applied
[18]. +en, cervical dislocation was performed in order to
provide the necessary macroscopic observations for later
microscopic research and then proceeded to the extraction
and weighing of the following organs: heart, lungs, kidneys,
spleen, and liver. No significant difference was observed
concerning the weights of the organs; in addition, in the
microscopic histological study that was carried out on the
lung, heart, spleen, and liver, no macroscopic or microscopic
alterations were attributable to the sample were found under
study. +ere is no significant difference in the weights of the
organs of the control group concerning the study group.
+ere was no animal death during the study, so all were
sacrificed at the end of the investigation.

4. Discussion

+e studies carried out for the chemical analysis of the hot
springs of Mosul, Iraq, reported the presence of 0.2871 g
sodium sulfate, 3.1955 g sodium chloride, etc. In 2018, the
Governorate of Mosul requested the Water Research
Laboratory for the chemical analysis of four water samples
[19]. +e test report reports that the following potassium
was 57.69mg/L, and sodium was 1350mg/L. Al-Shahri [20]
states that “the thermal and mineral waters of Mosul are
sodium chloride and sulfated.” Hashim, in 2020, [21] in his
study of the chemical and toxicological evaluation of
lithium, found 15.95mg/L of said element in the thermal
water. Hashim [21] affirms that the thermal water of Mosul
presents sodium 1682.31mg/L, chloride 1962.31mg/L, and
sulfate 861.91mg/L; however, in the study that was carried
out, sodium 1869.63mg/L, sulfate 7796.30mg/L, potassium
75.06mg/L, chloride 1610.62mg/L, and by concerning
previous studies, sodium concentrations increased by 27%
and potassium by 24% over time. However, the concen-
trations of sulfates decreased by 11% and chlorides by 20%,
decreasing as time went by, probably due to the degra-
dation of volcanic rocks, among others. Table 1 shows the
results of some total metals above the detection limits (DL)
of the 52 metals analyzed during the four seasons of the
year 2022, highlighting some metals of toxicological in-
terest: arsenic, cadmium, mercury, lead, sodium, and po-
tassium but when making comparisons of the values in
different seasons of the year, there is no significant dif-
ference between them.

Table 2 shows that the mean of the metals in the summer
season is higher. +e mean values of the metals corre-
sponding to the spring are lower and probably vary with the
telluric movements, degradation of the internal rocks, or,
failing that, with the rains that drag minerals to the water
table; however, these differences are not significant
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p> 0.005. Figure 1 shows that the averages of the concen-
trations tend to decrease. However, this difference is not
statistically significant or the variation between the year’s
seasons with p> 0.005.

In addition, Table 4 shows the values of the concen-
trations of the chemical elements that indicate the classifi-
cation of the waters and their chemical equivalent of
biochemical and therapeutic interest, considering that the
concentration is more significant than the concentration of
1 g/L or 80meq/L has therapeutic applicability. When an ion

is greater than 20mEq/L, this gives the water its name.
According to the predominant ionic composition, mineral
waters are classified as chlorinated, sulfated, and sodium
waters.

Table 1: Total metals of the thermal water of Mosul during the four seasons.

Total metals DL M1 M2 M3 M4
Summer Fall Spring Winter

Aluminium (mg/L) 0.0011 0.0396 BDL BDL BDL
Antimony (mg/L) 0.006237 0.00704 0.006237 0.005687 0.005775
Arsenic (mg/L) 0.000033 0.053108 0.056221 0.052426 0.054472
Barium (mg/L) 0.00011 0.04202 0.04213 0.04191 0.04191
Boron (mg/L) 0.0022 50.9509 50.1479 51.7979 51.2402
Cadmium (mg/L) 0.000011 BDL BDL BDL BDL
Calcium (mg/L) 0.0033 254.9041 247.8619 244.233 243.1836
Caesium (mg/L) 0.00011 2.83426 2.92952 2.87221 2.95152
Cobalt (mg/L) 0.000011 0.000429 0.000418 0.000451 #Value!
Strontium (mg/L) 0.00022 6.73464 6.34711 6.41311 6.29211
Germanium (mg/L) 0.00022 0.01221 0.01188 0.01243 0.01177
Lithium (mg/L) 0.00011 24.55926 24.28162 24.09143 22.99561
Magnesium (mg/L) 0.0011 57.8523 59.0073 58.2835 59.2636
Manganese (mg/L) 0.000033 0.224235 0.207306 0.202367 0.101167
Mercury (mg/L) 1.1 BDL BDL BDL BDL
Molybdenum (mg/L) 0.000022 0.004972 0.004422 0.004411 0.004323
Lead (mg/L) 0.00022 BDL BDL BDL BDL
Potassium (mg/L) 0.044 86.02 83.149 78.562 81.939
Rubidium (mg/L) 0.00033 0.30635 0.28732 0.28677 0.28204
Selenium (mg/L) 0.00044 0.00275 0.00242 0.00319 0.00231
Silica (mg/L) 0.099 49.203 49.302 49.61 51.205
Silica (mg/L) 0.044 23.001 23.045 23.188 23.936
Sodium (mg/L) 0.0066 1,803.19 1,72,666 1,762.05 1,769.70
+allium (mg/L) 0.000022 0.000363 0.000352 0.000352 0.000286
Titanium (mg/L) 0.00022 0.02618 0.02497 0.02387 0.0242
∗BDL: below detectable limit.

Table 2: Descriptive data of the total metals found in Mosul’s
thermal water throughout the course of the four seasons.

Station Statistical P

Half 85.82
Summer medium 0.0483
Minimum 0
Maximum 1639.26
Half 82.67 0.99∗
Medium spring 0.0511
Minimum 0
Maximum 1569.69
Half 83.7
Medium autumn 0.0477
Minimum 0
Maximum 1601.86
Half 84.12
Medium winter 0.0495
Minimum 0
Maximum 1608.82

85.82

83.7

84.12

82.67

summer

fall

winter

spring

82 83 84 85 86 8781

Figure 1: Annual behavior of metal concentrations.

Table 3: +e four stations’ average cation values.

Cation mg/L meq/L (%)
Sodium 1,604.91 69.78 (77.1%)
Potassium 74.925 1.94 (2.14%)
Lithium 21.8 3.15 (3.47%)
Calcium 225.04 11.23 (12.41%)
Magnesium 53.27 4.39 (4.85%)
Total 1,979.94 90.49 (100%)
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In Table 5, it is observed that only half an hour after the
administration of the 20mL/kg dose, the animals presented
clinical signs, slight drowsiness, and grouping in the center
of the cage. Subsequently, signs of recovery, normal postural
reflex, normal grooming habits, and consumption of food

and water were observed until day 16. However, in Figure 1
as demonstrated by the multivariate statistical model of the
influence of the control group, study, and time on weights
over the 16 days of research, this difference is not statistically
significant. In addition to the aforementioned statement, it
may be inferred that, even if there are no overt clinical
changes, it is possible that the thermal waters would be
having a purgative impact on rats due to the loss in weight.
+ere was no evidence of a group or time effect on weights.
You can see the difference between the weight averages
between the first and second dose times, where the study
group’s values start to slow down weight gain while the
control group’s values continue to gain weight over the
course of the study.

On the other hand, the histological sections of the dif-
ferent organs (liver, kidney, and heart) of the mouse pre-
sented alterations typical of foreign agents, which when
entering the organism modifies the cellular physiology, thus
microvascularization was observed in hepatocytes, altered
bile ducts, and glomerulonephritis to a lesser extent, while
the heart remained normal.+ese alterations regenerate, and
it demonstrates that at the dose given, they may not typically
entail permanent harm, so it would be advisable to carry out
new studies that evaluate chronic toxicity. NaCl 0.9% 5mL/
kg at 0.0527TBARS hm, for ATP3 0.0430TBARS hm; for
ATP5 0.0418TBARS hm, and for ATP9 0.039TBARS hm
observed. +e results show that there is a significant dif-
ference between the results of the control group (NaCl 0.9%
5mL/kg of weight) and those of the study groups (hot
springs 3, 5, and 9mL/kg of weight, respectively), showing
that there is an inversely proportional relationship between
the dose administered and the absorbance reading reached
(lipid peroxidation). +is demonstrates the antioxidant
activity of the studied waters.

In his study, Eixarch, magnesium sulfate can relieve
oxidative stress and reduce inflammatory cytokines in the
placenta of rats from intrahepatic cholestasis to the preg-
nancy model. +ey concluded that MgSO4 had a beneficial
effect on improving the growth of offspring in the rat model

Table 4: +e four stations’ average anion values.

Anions mg/L meq/L (%)
Chloride 1,829.83 51.62 (72%)
Bicarbonate 253.63 4.16 (5.8%)
Nitrate 0.04 0 (0%)
Sulfate 763.97 15.91 (22.18%)
Total 2,847.47 71.69 (100%)

Table 5: Result of the observation of experimental animals for 16 days at a dose of 20mL/kg.

Observation period Clinical signs
Half an hour after administration Slight drowsiness and grouping in the center of the cage
From 3 hours after administration Signs of recovery

From 4 hours after administration Normal postural reflex, normal grooming habits, and consumption
of food and water

Second day Intermittent bunching at cage ends

From the third day, until the end of the study No signs of toxicity were observed, and the animals were
normal in their behavior and lifestyle
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Figure 2: Variation of the body weight of the Wistar rats that
received the thermal water of Mosul orally for 16 days.
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Figure 3: Behavior of the mean weight values of Wistar rats from
the control and study groups during the 16 days of the study.
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of PCI [22]. +e protective effect of MgSO4 in relieving
oxidative damage and the inflammatory response in the
placenta may play an essential role in the process. MgSO4
can improve the placenta’s function. In our study, magne-
sium and sulfate were determined in considerable con-
centrations that would probably produce a protective effect
against oxidative stress. As far as toxicity is concerned, the
study was carried out to determine the toxicity of the
thermal waters of Mosul, Iraq, administered to Wistar rats
by orogastric route once a day for 16 days.

Biochemical parameters such as creatinine are consid-
ered markers of kidney damage which are directly related to
body mass; it is evident that the rats in the study group
(100mg/kg) decreased creatinine values; these values co-
incide with the loss of body weight during the second dose of
treatment. Agree with the values found in our study that
indicate there are no signs of intoxication.

5. Conclusion

+e components and chemical concentrations of the thermal
water of Mosul, Iraq-Puno, were determined in the year’s
four seasons, being an average of the highest concentrations,
Na+ 1682.31mg/L, Cl−, 864.32mg/L, SO2−

4 801.61mg/L and
K+, 80.21mg/L. +e chemical components of the thermal
water of Mosul, Iraq, have the highest average concentration
in summer (86.31mg/L) and the lowest average concen-
tration (83.07mg/L) in spring. +e thermal water of Mosul,
Iraq, is not toxic inWistar rats as it is administered orally for
16 days.
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Background. With the acceleration of the pace of life and work, the incidence rate of invasive breast cancer is getting higher and
higher, and early diagnosis is very important. is study screened and analyzed the published literature on ultrasound-guided
biopsy of invasive breast cancer and obtained the accuracy and practicality of preoperative biopsy. Method. e four databases
were screened for the literature. ere was no requirement for the start date of retrieval, and the deadline was July 2, 2022. Two
researchers screened the literature, respectively, and included the literature on preoperative ultrasound-guided biopsy and
intraoperative and postoperative pathological diagnosis of invasive breast cancer. e diagnostic data included in the literature
were extracted and meta-analyzed with RevMan 5.4 software, and the bias risk map, forest map, and summary receiver operating
characteristic curves (SROC) were drawn. Results. e included 19 studies involved about 18668 patients with invasive breast
cancer. e degree of bias of the included literature is low.e distribution range of true positive, false positive, true negative, and
false negative in the forest map is large, which may be related to the large di�erence in the number of patients in each study. Most
studies in the SROC curve are at the upper left, indicating that the accuracy of ultrasound-guided axillary biopsy is very high.
Conclusion. For invasive breast cancer, preoperative ultrasound-guided biopsy can accurately predict staging and grading of breast
cancer, which has important reference value for surgery and follow-up treatment.

1. Introduction

Invasive breast cancer is a kind of malignant tumor [1], and no
de�nite therapeutic factors have been found [2]. With the
acceleration of the pace of life and work and the increase of
pressure, the incidence rate of invasive breast cancer in women
has increased year by year [3].emain symptoms are painless
breast tumors [4]. Early invasive breast cancer can be cured by
timely treatment after discovery [5]. After the discovery of
advanced invasive breast cancer, timely surgical resection,
adjuvant radiotherapy and chemotherapy, and targeted drug
therapy can e�ectively control the progress of the disease [6],
with a survival rate of 70% or more. e prognosis is related to
the stage of cancer [7]. Breast cancer is divided into invasive
breast cancer and noninvasive breast cancer [8]. Invasive breast

cancer can invade surrounding tissues and has the ability of
distant metastasis [9]. Breast cancer has a high degree of
malignancy [10]. According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) histological classi�cation of breast tumors [11], in-
vasive breast cancer is divided into special breast cancer and
nonspecial breast cancer [12]. Special breast cancer is divided
into simple tubular carcinoma, invasive cribriform carcinoma,
medullary carcinoma, and mucinous carcinoma [13, 14].
Nonspeci�c breast cancer is divided into invasive ductal car-
cinoma and invasive lobular carcinoma [15], of which invasive
ductal carcinoma is the most common breast cancer [16, 17],
accounting for about 70% to 80% of breast cancer.

At present, no clear therapeutic factors for breast cancer
have been found. It is generally believed that pathogenic
factors are family history and genetics [18], endogenous
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estrogen, exogenous estrogen, radiation exposure, benign
breast disease and breast cancer in situ, alcohol intake,
caffeine intake through coffee and tea [3], weight gain or
overweight, sedentary, diet dominated by meat and sweets,
and insufficient vitamin intake [19, 20]. Early detection and
treatment are very important [21]. *e grading and staging
of breast cancer has a significant impact on prognosis
[22, 23]. *e WHO takes the Nottingham grading system as
the standard histological grading system for invasive breast
cancer [24, 25]. *e evaluation indicators are the proportion
of glandular duct formation, nuclear pleomorphism, and
mitotic image count [26].*e widely used biopsy method for
the diagnosis of breast cancer is ultrasound-guided axillary
lymph node biopsy, observing the removed tissue under the
microscope to make an accurate diagnosis [27]. In case of
breast cancer, surgical resection treatment should be carried
out as soon as possible [18]. *is study searched all the
literature of PubMed, Embase, Cochrane, and Web of Sci-
ence, screened out the literature related to preoperative
ultrasound-guided axillary lymph node biopsy in patients
with invasive breast cancer, and at the same time, identified
the results of intraoperative and postoperative pathological
diagnosis, meta-analyzed the accuracy and practicality of
this biopsy, and drew a meaningful conclusion for clinical
treatment.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature Search. We searched the database PubMed,
Embase, Cochrane Library, and Web of Science with Mesh
terms and keywords [28]. *e Mesh terms were “invasive
breast cancer” and “biopsy,” and “invasive breast cancer”
includes all the types of invasive breast cancer mentioned
above. In order to search the literature as much as possible,
we did not take ultrasound-guided biopsy as the subject
word. First, we searched all the biopsy literature and then
screened and removed the literature that did not use ul-
trasound-guided biopsy. In PubMed, the Cochrane Library,
and the Web of Science database, the search term is ((In-
vasive breast cancer) OR (Nonspecific invasive breast can-
cer) OR (Invasive ductal carcinoma) OR (Invasive lobular
carcinoma) OR (Special types of invasive breast cancer) OR
(Simple tubular carcinoma) OR (Invasive cribriform car-
cinoma) OR (Medullary carcinoma) OR (Mucinous carci-
noma)) AND ((Biopsy) OR (Needle Biopsy) OR (Fine
biopsy) OR (Endoscopic Ultrasound-Guided Fine Needle
Aspiration) OR (Large-Core Needle Biopsy) OR (core bi-
opsy) OR (Needle Biopsies) OR (Needle Biopsy) OR (As-
piration Biopsy) OR (Aspiration Biopsies) OR (Puncture
Biopsy) OR (Puncture Biopsies) OR (Fine-Needle Biopsy)).
In the Embase database, the search term is (“invasive breast
cancer”: ti OR “nonspecific invasive breast cancer”: ti OR
“invasive ductal carcinoma”: ti OR “invasive lobular carci-
noma”: ti OR “special types of invasive breast cancer”: ti OR
“simple tubular carcinoma”: ti OR “invasive cribriform
carcinoma”: ti OR “medullary carcinoma”: ti OR “mucinous
carcinoma”: ti) AND (biopsy: ti OR “fine biopsy”: ti OR
“endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration”: ti
OR “large-core needle biopsy”: ti OR “core biopsy”: ti OR

“needle biopsies”: ti OR “needle biopsy”: ti OR “aspiration
biopsy”: ti OR “aspiration biopsies”: ti OR “puncture bi-
opsy”: ti OR “puncture biopsies”: ti OR “fine-needle biopsy”:
ti). *e latest retrieval time is July 2, 2022. *ere is no time
limit for the literature in the database, and the retrieval starts
from the earliest establishment time of the database. Two
independent researchers searched the database, respectively,
screened the literature together, and decided to include the
analyzed literature through discussion and consultation.*e
references included in the literature are further screened to
determine whether there are missing documents. *ere are
no language restrictions in searching and screening the
literature.

2.2. Literature Screening. *e retrieved literature was
screened according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) complete literature can
be obtained; (2) the literature mainly describes the diagnosis
and treatment of patients with invasive breast cancer; (3)
there are preoperative biopsy reports and intraoperative and
postoperative pathological diagnosis reports of patients with
invasive breast cancer in the literature; (4) preoperative
biopsy was axillary lymph node puncture biopsy guided by
ultrasound; (5) node puncture biopsy includes ultrasound-
guided fine needle aspiration (US-FNA), ultrasound-guided
core needle biopsy (US–CNB), and other puncture biopsies;
(6) the literature has no language restrictions and no
publication time restrictions.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) duplicate litera-
ture; (2) review literature; (3) meta-analysis literature; (4)
literature on metastasis of primary cancers such as pan-
creatic cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, gastric cancer, or
cervical cancer on the breast and armpit; (5) literature
unrelated to preoperative biopsy, such as cryosurgery,
chemoradiotherapy, and biopsy technology; (6) unclear
description or results and incomplete patient data records.

2.3. DataCollection. Two researchers screened the literature
and independently extracted the data from the selected
literature using structured data collection tables. We
extracted the basic data of patients with invasive breast
cancer included in the literature and the basic situation of
the literature. *e extracted variables include true positive,
false positive, true negative, and false negative; that is, the
results of intraoperative and postoperative pathological
diagnosis are compared with the results of preoperative
ultrasound-guided axillary lymph node biopsy, and the
former shall prevail to obtain the true and false diagnosis
results of the latter. *e progress information of postop-
erative patients was extracted, the information of postop-
erative complications was extracted, and relevant
information was extracted from patients with long-term
follow-up records.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. *e Review Manager 5.4 (RevMan
5.4) software of the Cochrane Collaboration Network was
used to evaluate the bias risk of the included literature. *e
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specific evaluation contents included the generation of
random sequences, allocation concealment, blinding of
subjects, blinding of result evaluators, data integrity, and
selective reporting. If the opinions assessed by the two re-
searchers were not the same, a third researcher was required
to participate in the assessment. RevMan 5.4 software was
used to compare the preoperative biopsy results with the
intraoperative and postoperative pathological results of all
patients with invasive breast cancer included in the litera-
ture, and the forest map was made and analyzed. *e
specificity was studied using 95% confidence interval and
calculated using theMantel– Haenszel random-effect model.
Funnel charts were made for all the included literature to
visually and clearly reflect the bias.

3. Results

3.1. Literature Search and Screening Results and Basic Infor-
mation of the Included Literature. Four databases were
searched, and a total of 647 documents were obtained.
Among them, there are 135 PubMed, 155 Embase, 30
Cochrane Library, and 327 web of science. Among them, 137
literature reviews were repeated. After reading the title and
abstract, combined with the conditions of inclusion and
exclusion of documents, 411 documents were eliminated.
After intensive reading of the articles, 80 articles were
eliminated, and 19 articles were finally included in meta-
analysis. *e flowchart of literature screening is shown in
Figure 1.

*e authors, countries, languages, the number of pa-
tients with invasive breast cancer, and types of preoperative
ultrasound-guided biopsy of 19 literature reviews were
extracted and listed. As shown in Table 1, the total number of
patients with invasive breast cancer included in the literature
was about 18668. All the above work was completed by two
researchers.

3.2. Bias-Risk Assessment of Included Articles. RevMan 5.4
software was used to analyze the bias of 20 included liter-
ature reviews.*e literature reviews were analyzed from four
aspects: patient selection, index test, reference standard, and
flow and timing (see Figure 2 for details).

3.3. Forest Plot. *e forest map was drawn with RevMan 5.4
software, and false positive, false negative, true positive, and
true negative of 19 studies were counted (see Figure 3 for
details).

3.4. SROC Curve. Using RevMan 5.4 software to draw the
SROC curve, it is found that most studies are distributed in
the upper left, some of which are close to 1, and only two
studies are distributed in the lower left (see Figure 4).

4. Discussion

Invasive breast cancer metastasis to axillary lymph nodes can
help determine the stage of invasive breast cancer. *rough
imaging examination of other parts of the body, if no

metastasis is found, it is determined to be in the early stage of
breast cancer. Lymph node metastasis in breast cancer is
usually stage 2 or more. After the tumor focus of breast
cancer metastasizes to ipsilateral axillary lymph nodes, it can
still be pushed locally, indicating that it has entered stage 2
breast cancer. Stage 3 of breast cancer will present after
tumor foci have metastasized to the ipsilateral axillary lymph
nodes. Metastasis develops to supraclavicular lymph node
metastasis, and the patient also has distant organ metastasis,
which indicates that it is stage 4 of breast cancer. Ultra-
sound-guided axillary lymph node biopsy can make a more
accurate judgment on the staging of breast cancer, so as to
guide the treatment method and the surgical resection scope.
At present, there are many new biopsy technologies, such as
nuclear magnetic resonance-guided biopsy, and ultrasound-
guided biopsy is the most widely used and longest used
biopsy technology. *ere is an urgent need to summarize
and analyze the accuracy and applicability of this technology
to provide guidance for clinical biopsy of breast cancer.

In this study, 19 literature reviews were selected to
compare the preoperative ultrasound-guided axillary biopsy
of invasive breast cancer with the intraoperative and post-
operative pathological results, and we found out the number
of false positive, false negative, true positive, and true
negative and drew the forest map and SROC curve. *e
results showed that most of the studies had high sensitivity
and specificity, most of the studies were on the upper left of
the SROC curve, and some of these studies are close to 1,
indicating that preoperative ultrasound biopsy has high
diagnostic accuracy and can effectively predict the metastasis
of breast cancer.

In recent years, there have beenmany new techniques for
preoperative biopsy of breast cancer. *e application of
imaging in the diagnosis of breast cancer is becoming more
and more mature, especially the application of ultrasound
technology. Chung et al. [47] compared the role of ultra-
sound, CT, MRI, and PET/CT in predicting axillary lymph
node metastasis in breast cancer. 1472 patients with invasive
breast cancer with ultrasonic staging of lymph nodes were
examined by the above nonultrasonic examination. By
comparing with the status of biopsy lymph nodes, it is
concluded that the accuracy of ultrasound diagnosis of the
supraclavicular region, suspicious supraclavicular lymph
nodes, and the IM region is more than 93%, and the overall
accuracy of other imaging examinations is lower than that of
ultrasound. Zhang et al. [48] compared three ultrasound
techniques to detect and predict the risk of axillary lymph
node (AlN) metastasis of breast invasive ductal carcinoma.
*ey found that when conventional ultrasound (C-US),
ultrasonic elastography (UE), and percutaneous contrast-
enhanced ultrasound (P-CUES) were combined, their sen-
sitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative
predictive value were 94%, 89%, 86%, and 95%, respectively,
which were higher than the detection and prediction results.

It can be seen that ultrasound technology itself can
accurately and clearly diagnose breast cancer, while biopsy
guided by gold standard ultrasound and histopathological
analysis can make an accurate diagnosis of malignant in-
vasive breast cancer. Ji et al. [49] evaluated metastasis of
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breast lymph nodes in breast cancer by ultrasound-guided
core real needle biopsy (CNB). *e results showed that 131
of the 164 internal mammary lymph nodes treated with CNB
were confirmed to be metastasis positive by histopathology,
where 8 were negative and 25 were in an unknown state,

indicating that ultrasound can accurately detect lymph
nodes that may be malignant. Real time ultrasound-guided
CNB and fine needle biopsy (FNA) are accurate and valuable
techniques to determine the condition of breast cancer.
Wahab et al. [50] conducted a meta-analysis on pure flat

Table 1: Basic information and the patient information in the literature.

Country Language Number of patients Preoperative ultrasound-guided biopsy
Osanai [29] Japan English 31 US-CNB
Britton et al. [30] U.K. English 142 CB, SLN, ALND
Engohan-Aloghe et al. [31] Belgium English 71 US, ALND, USG-FNA
Evans and Lyons [32] U.K. English 1562 US
Jankowski et al. [33] France English 121 SLNB, ALND
Novak et al. [34] Slovenia English 102 US-FNAB, AUS
Morrow et al. [35] U.K. English 5076 AUS, FNAC
Kim et al. [36] Korea English 142 US, US-FNA
Cowher et al. [37] U.S.A English 152 AUS
Afzal et al. [38] Pakistan English 50 SLNB
Bode and Rissanen [39] Finland English 25 US, CNB
Wu et al. [40] Taiwan, China English 513 US-CNB
O’Leary [41] — English 113 CNB
Rautiainen et al. [42] Finland English 54 US-CNB
Park et al. [43] Korea English 3124 US-14GCNB
Tahir et al. [44] U.K. English 197 US-FNAC
Rautiainen et al. [42] Finland English 178 US-FNAB, CNB
Topps et al. [45] U.K. English <417 AUS-FNA, AUS-SNB, AUS-ALND
Zheng et al. [46] Canada English 300 US-CB
Note. US-CNB, ultrasound-guided automated percutaneous core needle biopsy. CB, core biopsy. SLN, sentinel lymph node. ALND, axillary lymph node
dissection. USG-FNA, ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration. US, ultrasonography. UNB, core needle biopsy. SLNB, sentinel lymph node biopsy. US-
FNAB, ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy. AUS, axillary ultrasonography. FNAC, fine needle cytology. US-FNA, ultrasound-guided fine needle
aspiration. CNB, core needle biopsy. US-CNB, ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy. US-UNB, ultrasound guided-axillary lymph node core biopsy. US-
14GCNB, ultrasound guided-14-gauge core needle biopsy. US-FNAC, ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration biopsy. US-CNB, ultrasound-guided axillary
lymph node core biopsy. AUS-FNA, axillary ultrasound-fine needle aspiration. AUS-SNB, axillary ultrasound-sentinel needle biopsy. AUS-ALND, axillary
ultrasound-axillary lymph node dissection. US-CB, ultrasound-guided core biopsy.

Literature excluded by title and abstract n = 411:
Review n = 228
Meta-analysis n = 5
No full text n = 20
Pancreatic cancer, thyroid cancer, liver cancer, gastric cancer,
cervical cancer and other primary cancers metastasize to
axillary lymph nodes and breast
Literature unrelated to preoperative biospsy of breast cancer
(such as intraoperative biopsy, cryosurgery and radiotherapy
and chemotherapy for breast cancer)

n = 99

n = 59

Literature eliminated through intensive reading n = 80:
no histopathological results n = 46
comparison between different puncture biopsies n = 34

Duplicate literature n = 137

Literature a�er removal of duplicates n = 510

Full text requiring intensive reading and filtering n = 99

Literature included in this meta-analysis n = 19In
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Literature searched from four databases n =647:
Pubmed n = 135
Embase n = 155
Cochrane Library n = 30
Web of Science n = 327

Figure 1: *e literature screening flowchart. 647 articles were retrieved from four databases, and 22 articles were included in meta-analysis
after screening.
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Figure 2: *e bias of 20 included literature reviews is drawn with RevMan 5.4. (a) Risk of bias and applicability concerns graph: review
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Figure 3: Forest plot. Values are shown with 95 percent confidence interval.
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epithelial atypical (FEA) lesions diagnosed in core needle
biopsy (CNB). *e results showed that when the combined
escalation rate of breast cancer was 5%, pure FEA diagnosed
by CNB should be surgically removed. If more than 90% of
the targeted calcification was removed by CNB, close im-
aging follow-up was recommended. Shehata et al. [51]
conducted a meta-analysis on the risk of upgrading to
malignant tumors after the diagnosis of a lobular tumor by
core needle biopsy of the breast. *rough reading and
summarizing a large number of literature reviews, it was
concluded that the risk of upgrading to malignant tumors
was less than 45%, and the risk was low. It was speculated
that imaging examination was likely to be an alternative
method of surgery. Song [52] performed a meta-analysis on
the accuracy of targeted axillary lymph node biopsy (TLNB)
in breast cancer patients with positive initial lymph nodes.
Regression analysis showed that the overlap of the results of
targeted and sentinel lymph node biopsy may be related to
the identification rate (IFR) and the false negative rate
(FNR), while the new technology TLNB has good IFR, low
FNR, and high NPV. On the other hand, the relationship
between breast cancer and other tumors also deserves at-
tention [53].

In this study, the preoperative ultrasound-guided bi-
opsy of invasive breast cancer was meta-analyzed and
compared with the final diagnostic results. *ere are some
limitations in this study that need to be supplemented by
subsequent research. *e literature searched is still small,
so we should search other databases such as clinical trials
and national libraries of various countries. It is necessary to
use the full-text search function to retrieve the literature
related to preoperative ultrasound biopsy. *ere may be
some literature related to relevant content, but it is not the
subject content of the literature. *is kind of literature
should also be carefully read and screened, and there may

be some gains. Ultrasound-guided biopsy is the most
widely used. In recent years, MRI-guided biopsy and X-ray
interventional biopsy have appeared, which can compare
various imaging biopsies and draw clinically meaningful
conclusions. Preoperative biopsies of different types of
invasive breast cancer can be studied to find the differences,
such as the location of invaded axillary lymph nodes, so as
to conduct in-depth research on invasive breast cancer [54,
55].

5. Conclusions

For invasive breast cancer, preoperative ultrasound-guided
axillary lymph node biopsy can accurately predict the
grading and staging of breast cancer, with an accuracy of
more than 95%, which can provide a reference for surgery.
*e histopathological examination of the tumor during and
after the operation was highly consistent with the preop-
erative biopsy, which confirmed that the accuracy of ul-
trasound-guided biopsy was very high. At present,
ultrasound-guided biopsy of breast cancer is the most widely
used technology, and other imaging methods cannot
compete with it. Preoperative ultrasound-guided biopsy
plays a key role in the operation and treatment of breast
cancer or even a decisive role.
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Our research aims at the analysis of various stone scoring systems which are referred to as STONE scoring system (SSS) in this
study. GUY’s scoring system and RUSS scoring system (RSS) are utilized to predict stone-free status (SFS) after surgery and
problems after percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) for harder stones. �e data of 68 patients with renal calculi who received
FURL in Ren Ji Hospital from Jan 2020 to Mar 2021 are collected as the study subjects. �ere were 44 male and 24 female patients,
with an average age of 55.6± 11.4 years. Reliability analysis of related in�uencing factors (IF) of stone clearance rate (SCR) and
multiple scoring systems after �exible ureteroscopic lithotripsy (FURL) was performed. Relevant factors with statistical sig-
ni¡cance for postoperative SCR were selected for logistic regression analysis (RA). According to the SSS score, GSS classi¡cation,
and RUSS score, the SCR after FURL was statistically analyzed. �e results showed that the P values corresponding to stone
position (lower caliceal), cumulative stone diameter (CSD), urinary tract infection, and external physical vibration lithecbole
(EPVL) were less than 0.05.�e area under the ROC curve of RUSS score, SSS score, and GSS grading was 0.932, 0.841, and 0.533,
respectively. �e main IF of SCR after FURL were stone location (lower caliceal), CSD, urinary tract infection, and EPVL. �e
RUSS score system was the best in the evaluation of SCR after FURL. In the previous research, the score systems such as CROES
(CRS), SSS, S-ReS, C, and GSS for the prediction of SFS were compared. In our analysis, we have compared the RUSS scoring
system which has proven to be giving better results as compared to SSS and GSS. We also performed the regression analysis and
found that the stone location shows the strongest correlation of all the other factors for stone clearing rate.

1. Introduction

Urinary calculi are urinary system disease that is commonly
found. �e clinical study data show that the incidence
percentage is between 1% and 5% [1]. According to epi-
demiological surveys, the disease has shown a signi¡cant
upward trend in China and even worldwide in the past
decade [2]. Generally speaking, urinary calculi have become
a nonnegligible disease threatening human health. In recent
years, the detection rate of urinary calculi has been in-
creasing, and a variety of treatment methods have gradually
emerged. However, according to the location and size of
stones, the general renal calculi require surgical treatment
[3]. At present, the common surgical methods in clinical
practice include extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy

(ESWL), percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL), and
�exible ureteroscopic lithotripsy (FURL) [4]. PCNL is the
medical procedure to remove the calculi. In this medical
procedure, a tube is inserted into the kidney through the
bladder. �e kidney stones are broken. Drainage tubes are
used to remove the stones. PSNL is used if the stone is too
hard to break. �e SFR for PCNL varies in between 85 and
93%. Some of the disadvantages include bleeding, injury to
pleura, injury to surrounding organs, and infection.

ESWL is generally used when the kidney stone measures
from 2 to 2.5 cms. �e procedure uses high-intensity
acoustic waves. It is an out-patient procedure. ESWL
treatment has a stone removal rate that ranges from 50% to
75%. PSNL shows 85 and 93% SCR. Lower the SCR, lower
the success rate of the medical procedure. Although ESWL
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has high safety, the stone clearance effect is not good [5].
FURL has numerous advantages such as being minimally
invasive, flexible, and repeatable, so it has been gradually
widely used in the treatment of upper urinary calculi in
recent years [6].

Flexible ureteroscope can retrogradely enter the urinary
tract through the natural orifice and can visually and clearly
observe the lesions in the urinary tract through the visual
system and lithotripsy system [7]. ,is method has high
reproducibility during treatment, so the method also has a
better therapeutic effect on special populations such as
patients with renal calyceal calculi, people with bleeding
tendency, people with excessive obesity, people with renal
anatomical malformations, and pregnant women [8, 9].
Although FURL has many advantages, it is affected by many
factors, so FURL has a large difference for SCR. It is found
that the factors affecting the SCR can be summarized as
follows: (1) stone: such as stone diameter and location; (2)
patient: such as patient weight, whether there is hydro-
nephrosis before treatment; (3) surgeon: the difference in the
proficiency of the surgeon will lead to the difference in SCR,
and the same surgeon performing stone clearance surgery at
different times will also lead to the difference in SCR [10–12].
At present, most of the relevant domestic studies focus on
the safety and efficacy of surgery, and there are few studies
on the IF of SCR.

Clinically, surgical treatment needs a simple, effective,
and accurate method to assess the postoperative SCR in
order to select the best treatment. ,erefore, how to predict
postoperative SCR accurately and effectively has always been
the focus of clinical research. At present, several clinically
recognized scoring systems are as follows: (1) GSS stone
grading is a relatively simple scoring system, which can
accurately and objectively reflect the SCR, but it does not
explain some details; for example, it does not distinguish
multiple stones in different calyces and the same calyx and
does not include spinal malformations. However, these
patients are at high risk of renal calculi and should be in-
cluded; (2) RUSS stone scoring system. Relevant clinical
studies have shown that this method is suitable for all pa-
tients with FURL renal calculi; (3) SSS renal calculi scoring
system. Existing studies show that this scoring system can
efficiently predict the SCR of nephroscopic lithotripsy [13].
Each scoring system has its advantages and disadvantages.
At present, the relevant studies mostly focus on the clinical
application of each scoring system, and there are few reports
on the comparative study of multiple scoring systems. In
[14], the authors study predictive scores for SFR after flexible
ureterorenoscopy (FURS). All four scores (SSS score, RUSS,
ReSC, and Ito’s nomogram) could predict SFR after FURS.
In [15], the researchers assess the effect of pelvicalyceal
anatomy on stone clearance in the cases with remnant
fragments after flexible ureteroscopy. In [16], the authors
compare the scoring systems—nephrolithometry, GSS, SSS,
and CRS nomogram. ,ey have developed a risk group
stratification after assessing the accuracy in prediction for
SFR and other variables concerned after surgical operation.
In [17], the authors compare the different scoring systems.
,e pros and cons are elaborated on using different scoring

systems. In [18], the authors analyze the anatomical and
radiological on stone clearance. ,ey find no statistical
significance in BMI, size of the stone, and lower calyx on
SCR post-ESWL.

Patients suffering from calculi who underwent FURL in
Ren Ji Hospital were selected as the study subjects. ,e
relevant clinical information of the patients was retro-
spectively studied, and the IF of SCR were analyzed using
logistics univariate and multivariate screening. ,e SCR
after FURL was also statistically analyzed according to the
SSS score, GSS grading, and RUSS score, to analyze the
reliability of different scoring methods. ,is will provide the
basis for the diagnosis and treatment of related diseases.

Major highlights of the paper are as follows:

(i) Analysis of various methods for predictive scores for
SFR

(ii) Comparing the predictive scores of the RUSS
scoring system, SSS, and GSS

(iii) Identification of the correlation between different
factors influencing SCR

2. Methodology and Materials

2.1. Study Samples. A total of 68 patients with renal calculi
who received FURL from Jan-2020 to Mar-2021, in Ren Ji
Hospital, were selected for the study purpose. ,ere were 44
male patients and 24 female, with a mean age of 55.6± 11.4
years. Inclusion criteria were as follows: the patients’ clinical
data were complete, and the whole process was treated in
Ren Ji Hospital, and primary lithotripsy was successful.
Single surgeon has handled all the treatments. Surgeon is
having more than 2 years of experience in flexible ure-
teroscopic surgery. Exclusion criteria were as follows: pa-
tients with preoperative severe renal insufficiency; patients
with severe hydronephrosis; patients who underwent two or
more flexible ureteroscopic surgeries; patients with sponge
kidney and renal calculi; patients with ureteral stricture. ,e
patients were split into stone clearance group (43 cases) and
residual stone group (25 cases).

SCR is the ratio of the number of patients from whom
the stone was removed completely to the total patients who
received the treatment.

Patient signed an informed consent form, and the ex-
periment met medical ethics requirements.

2.2. Surgical Methods. ,e patients suffering from urinary
tract infection (UTI) were given sensitive antibiotics before
the operation, and the operation was performed after the
control of urinary tract infection. All patients were given
prophylactic antibiotics 0.5–2 hours before the operation to
avoid or reduce serious complications such as urosepsis.

After general anesthesia, the lithotomy position was
taken, and Wolf F8/9.8 rigid ureteroscope was put in
through the urethra, upward along the ureteral orifice of the
affected side until the pelvis or upper ureter, and 0.035mm
nickel-titanium wire was inserted. ,e F12/14 flexible
ureteroscope (High Quality Urology Single-Use Flexible
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Video Ureteroscope Digital Disposable Urethroscope,
Guangzhou Lety Medical, Ltd.) sheath was introduced with
the guide wire inserted into the belowUPJ or ureteral calculi,
the Olympus flexible ureteroscope (URF-V, F8.5-9.9) was
inserted along the sheath, and the holmium laser fiber was
introduced.,e fiber diameter was 200 μm, and the crushing
of stones energy was set to (0.6–1.2) J× (16–20)Hz, and the
maximum diameter of stones needed to be crushed <2mm.
At the end of the operation, each calyx of the kidney was
examined again to ensure that no large stones remained. F5
ureteral stent was put in with the guide wire, and the catheter
was indwelled. KUB was reexamined on the first day after
FURL to evaluate the crushing of stones and the position of
the ureteral stent and to guide the patient’s body position
according to the distribution of stones. Postoperative ex-
pulsion was carried out by referring to the method of Xu
Changbao et al. on external physical vibration lithecbole
(EPVL).

2.3. Measurement Method. ,ere are different CT-based
measurement methods to calculate stone volume. CT-based
3D-reconstructed algorithm, threshold-based methods,
noncontrast helical computed tomography, and manual
stone size measurements are some of the methods. [14–16].

Slice computed tomography scanner medical CT scan
machine was used to scan the images.

,e complete medical history data as well as imaging
data such as laboratory tests and CT of each patient were
used as evaluation objects. Indicators of patient and stone
characteristics as independent variables were collected, and
the SCR in one-stage surgery was also calculated. ,e rel-
evant variables were measured according to RUSS, SSS, and
GSS. ,e average CT value of the stone was measured
according to the three areas of the maximum cross section of
the stone at three levels by CT scanning, and the CT values
(HU) of the core, edge, and the position between the two
were recorded, respectively. ,e average CT value of each
stone was calculated (staghorn stones could be measured by
this method). ,e average of multiple stones was calculated.
IPA is the minimum angle between the long axis of the lower
calyx and the long axis of the ureteropelvic.

Stone size grading: the stones were grouped according to
their maximum diameter in the CTcross section, which were
divided into diameter less than 1 cm group, diameter 1-2 cm
group, and diameter more than 2 cm group. All measure-
ment data were recorded after consensus by the 2 observers.

2.4. Scoring Systems. GSS stone grading criteria: it was put
forward by,omas et al. in 2011 depending on the structure
and stones distribution of renal pelvis and calyces. ,e GSS
was developed after analyzing the published data review and
expert opinion. Iterative testing was done. It predicts the
post-PCNL SFR with great accuracy. It shows reproduc-
ibility and is easy to use. GSS score is found to be significant
in predicting the SFR (P � 0.01) independently [17]. ,e
method is divided into four levels, and the detailed grading
standards and contents are shown in Figure 1.

RUSS was first presented by Resorlu et al. in 2012. ,e
SCR after FURL can be predicted according to the score.,e
high score signifies low SCR.,e detailed scoring criteria are
given in Figure 2.

SSS for renal calculi: the scoring system includes five
items, and the postoperative SCR of PCNL can be predicted
based on the score.,e detailed scoring criteria are shown in
Table 1.

2.5. Statistical Method. SPSS 22.0 is utilized in this medical
research study for analysis. ,e data were expressed as
mean± standard deviation (x ± s), and for comparison
among the groups, t-test was used. Variance analysis was
adopted for comparison within the group; χ2 was used for
counting data; P< 0.05 shows the difference that is statis-
tically significant. ,e single factor analysis was carried out
using univariate regression analysis. In univariate linear
regression, we identify the correlation between single in-
dependent variable and one dependent variable. ,e mul-
tifactor analysis was carried out using multivariate RA. In
this method, we identify the correlation between single
dependent variable and multiple independent variables.

3. Results

3.1.UnivariateRegressionAnalysisResults. We examined the
CT scan reports of patients with renal calculi who received
FURL from Jan-2020 to Mar-2021, in Ren Ji Hospital, were
selected for the study purpose. Male patients were 44 in
number, and female patients were 24 in number. Average
age is 55.6± 11.4 years.

,e univariate analysis is carried out for the IF of the
stone clearing rate for the stone clearing group.,e IF of the
stone clearing rate were analyzed by univariate analysis, and
the results were shown in Figure 3. P values corresponding
to the location of stones, the cumulative stone diameter
(CSD), urinary tract infection, EPVL, hydronephrosis, and
other factors are all less than 0.05 indicating that these
variables are statistically significant in the univariate RA of
the IF of SCR.

,e following Table 2 shows the results of univariate RA
on IF of SCR.

,e following Figure 3 shows the results of univariate RA
on IF of SCR.

3.2. Results ofMultivariate RegressionAnalysis. ,e IF of the
stone clearing rate were analyzed by multiple factors. Fig-
ure 4 indicates that the P values corresponding to stone
position (lower calyx), stone diameter, urinary tract infec-
tion, and EPVL are less than 0.05, with statistical signifi-
cance, which were finally included in the model. It can be
concluded that the location of stones (lower calyx), the
maximum diameter of stones (20–30mm), urinary tract
infection, and EPVL are the main factors affecting the SCR
after FURL, and the correlation with the location of stones is
the strongest.

,e following Table 3 shows the multivariate RA results
of IF of SCR.
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,e following Figure 4 shows the multivariate RA results
of IF of SCR.

3.3. Comparison of SCR of RUSS Stone Scoring System.
SCR comparison results of the RUSS stone scoring system
are shown in Figure 5. ,e proportions of patients with
RUSS scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the stone clearance group
were 55%, 36%, 36%, 1.8%, 1.8%, and 1.8%, respectively; the
proportion of patients with RUSS scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
in the residual stone group was 12%, 24%, 27%, 21%, 9%, and

6%, respectively. ,e score of RUSS in the stone clearance
group was 0.57± 0.44, and that in the residual stone group
was 2.11± 1.62.

Comparison of SCR of the RUSS stone scoring system is
shown in Figure 5.

3.4. Comparison of SCR of STONE. SCR comparison results
of SSS were shown in Table 2. SSS stone score in the stone
clearance group was 4.33± 1.13, the SSS stone score in the
stone residual group was 8.26± 2.01, and the value of P
indicates a statistically significant difference between the two
groups. Table 4 shows the comparison of SCR of SSS.

3.5. GSS Stone-Clearance Rate Comparison Results. SCR
comparison results of GSS were given in Figure 6. ,e
proportion of patients with GSS grade One, Two, ,ree, and
Four in the stone clearance group was 11%, 45%, 62%, and
0%, respectively; the proportion of patients with GSS grade
One, Two, ,ree, and Four in the stone residual group was
3%, 30%, 64%, and 3%, respectively. Comparison results of
GSS are shown in Figure 6.

3.6.ROCCurveAnalysis ofEachScoringSystem forFURLSCR.
,e ROC curve analysis results of each scoring system for
FURL SCR are shown in Figure 7. ,e ROC curve of each
scoring system was 0.932, 0.841, and 0.533, respectively, and
the order was RUSS> SSS>GSS. ,e performance of RUSS
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scoring system was the best, followed by SSS and GSS. ROC
curve analysis of FURL SCR by each scoring system is shown
in Figure 7.

4. Discussion

Urinary calculi are one of the general ailments of the urinary
system, and the incidence of this disease in China ranges
from 5% to 10%, which shows an increasing trend year by
year [18]. ,is disease is also found amongst the children
now a days.

New treatments and corresponding grading systems
have also been developed. At present, the main treatment
methods for the urinary system include ESWL, PCNL, and
FURL. URL is currently widely used in clinical practice.
FURL is widely adopted due to its characteristics of less
trauma, high efficiency, and wide indications has become the
treatment of option for renal calculi of 1-2 cm in diameter
and is considered to be the best alternative for patients who
cannot undergo PCNL. We can gauge the effectiveness of

Table 1: SSS for renal calculi.

S: stone size, the length×width of the largest cross-sectional area of stone in CTplain scan� cross-
sectional area (mm2)

1 points 0∼399
2 points: 400∼799
3 points: 800∼1599
4 points: ≥1600

T: tract length, the distancemeasured from the center of stone to the skin on the cross section of CT
(horizontal line, 45° line, and vertical line).

1 point: ≤100mm
2 points: >100mm

O: obstruction, degree of hydronephrosis

1 point: no obstruction or mild
hydronephrosis

2 points: moderate or severe
hydronephrosis

N: number of involved calices

1 point: 1 renal caliceal involvement
2 points: 2–3 renal calices

involvement
3 points: complete staghorn calculi

E: essence or stone density 1 point: ≤950HU
2 points: >950HU
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Figure 3: Results of univariate RA on IF of SCR. Note: CSD: cumulative stone diameter; EPVL: external physical vibration lithecbole.

Table 2: Results of univariate RA on IF of SCR.

B Wald Sig▪ Exp (B)
Gender −0.101 0.215 0.541 0.981
Age −0.241 0.293 0.536 0.785
BMI −0.143 0.684 0.539 0.932
Serum creatinine 0.657 2.361 0.233 3.149
CSD 2.237 7.459 0.113 3.459
Stone position 1.934 27.53 0 7.532
Infection 0.925 6.303 0.048 3.392
Kidney seeper 0.603 5.882 0.0361 2.639
EPVL 2.077 20.657 0 5.447
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these treatments using well-known scoring methods. ,ese
methods are as follows.

(1) SSS: It is simple to assess and has a good predictive
value, but it does not contain abnormal renal
anatomy or spinal deformity and other factors that
may affect the therapeutic effect of FURL, and its
predictive ability has also to be validated with a
prospective, multicenter study

(2) GSS grading: GSS is mainly graded according to the
pelvicalyceal structure and stone distribution. For
FURL, abnormal renal anatomy and different stone

distribution will also affect the postoperative SCR of
FURL. However, due to different positions, the
surgical access channel adopted is inconsistent. GSS
grading does not consider the factors such as stone
size grading and stone cross-sectional area, which
may be the reason for its poor effect in predicting the
postoperative SCR of FURL

(3) RUSS score: ,e RUSS scoring system is simple and
practical, but its indicators do not contain other
indicators that may affect the SCR such as stone
hardness and the degree of hydronephrosis
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Figure 4: Multivariate RA results of IF of SCR.

Table 3: Multivariate RA results of IF of SCR.

B Wald Sig▪ Exp (B)
Stone position 0 44.36 0 0
Renal pelvis 0.361 0.286 0.843 2.215
,e calyx 3.114 30.27 0 20.117
CSD 1.13 5.366 0.058 3.116
EPVL 2.358 11.3 0.005 6.337
Constant −7.73 30.56 0 0.005
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Table 4: Comparison of SCR of SSS.

Stone clearance group (n� 43) Stone residual group (n� 25) Total t P

SSS 4.33± 1.13 8.26± 2.01 — −4.324 0.002
S 15.109 0.001

1 39 (90.7%) 15 (60.0%) 54 (79.4%)
#####2 2 (4.7%) 8 (32.0%) 10 (14.7%)

3 2 (4.7%) 2 (8.0%) 4 (5.9%)
T 0.067 0.833

1 31 (72.1%) 14 (56.0%) 45 (66.2%) #####2 12 (27.9%) 11 (44.0%) 23 (33.8%)
O 0.311 0.746

1 29 (67.4%) 15 (60.0%) 44 (64.7%) #####2 14 (32.6%) 10 (40.0%) 24 (35.3%)
N 14.513 0.002

1 31 (72.1%) 13 (52.0%) 44 (64.7%)
#####2 11 (25.6) 11 (44.0%) 22 (32.3%)

3 1 (2.3%) 1 (4.0%) 2 (2.9%)
E 5.538 0.041

1 34 (79.1%) 11 (44.0%) 45 (66.2%) #####2 9 (20.9%) 14 (56.0%) 23 (33.8%)
##### indicates that there is no relevant content.
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(4) CRS:,e CRS nomogram can predict the renal stone
complexity with great accuracy. Postoperative effi-
cacy can be predicted accurately with CRS
nephrolithometry

(5) S-ReSC: It was developed to predict the SFR after
PCNL. It also describes the complexity of renal
stones [17, 18].

In the previous researches, in order to compare the
scoring, the score systems such as CRS, SSS, S-ReSC, and
GSS for the prediction of SFS were compared. In our
analysis, we have used the RUSS scoring system which has
proven to be giving better results as compared to SSS and
GSS. We also performed the RA and found that the stone
location shows the strongest correlation of all other factors.

5. Conclusion

After the analysis, the results suggest that the factors such as
location of stones (lower calyx), the CSD (20–30mm),
urinary tract infection, and EPVL are the main factors af-
fecting the SCR after FURL. ,e stone location is found to
have the strongest correlation of all. ,e RUSS scoring
system has proven out to be the most accurate one for the
evaluation of SCR after FURL, followed by the SSS and the
GSS. Our current research compares the reliability of several
existing scoring systems. In our future work, we will come up
with the method for improving the existing scoring system.
In the future, we will consider a bigger sample size for the
analysis. We also will categorize the patients in different age
groups, as kidney stone is being found in the younger
population as well now a day.
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Objectives. �e objective of this study is to prospectively analyze emergency physicians’ (EP’s) abilities to interpret noncontrast
computed tomography (NCCT) brain images in a blinded fashion and assess whether they can make medical decisions solely
based on their interpretations. Methods. A cross-sectional study was conducted at the emergency department (ED), King Saud
University Medical City (KSU-MC), Saudi Arabia, over a period of one year, from May 2014 to May 2015. Any patient who
underwent plain brain NCCT during the study period in our ED was included in this study. An independent attending neu-
roradiologist compared the EP’s interpretations with the o�cial �nal reports dictated by an on-call radiologist. Results. A brain
NCCTprospective chart audit of 1,524 patients was interpreted by ED physicians (EP) at KSU-MC from 2014–2015. �e ages of
patients were between 14 and 107 years, and the mean± SD age was 45.6± 22.1 years. Radiological brain lesions were con�rmed by
EPs and radiology physicians in 230 (15.09) and 239 (15.68) patients, respectively, out of which concordance was observed in 170
(71.13) cases, with a kappa value of r� 0.675. Normal, chronic, and nil acute reports were made by EPs and radiology physicians
for 1,295 (84.97) patients and 1,285 (84.32) patients, respectively, out of which concordance was observed in 1,225 (95.33) cases,
with a kappa value of r� 0.672. �e study results demonstrated that the overall agreement between EPs and radiologist specialists
was 91.6, with a kappa value of .675 (p< 0.001). Conclusion. Emergency physicians are moderately accurate at interpreting brain
NCCTcompared to radiologists. More research is needed to discover the most cost-e�ective technique for reducing the number of
signi�cant misinterpretations.

1. Introduction

Neurologic and traumatic complaints are frequently
screened in the ED with the use of brain NCCT, which is
required in both critical and noncritical cases [1]. EPs must
respond promptly to trauma and other severe situations in
accordance with the �ndings of related investigations since
time is important [2]. Many EDs operate at a fast pace to
avoid the formality of referrals and tracking radiological
reports to save time and provide optimal management to

their patients. However, some studies have implicated di-
agnostic imaging as a direct cause of increased ED length of
stay [3, 4]. To improve clinical decision-making and treat-
ment planning, the use of NCCT in patients with ED
conditions might be bene�cial via improved diagnostic
con�dence in the NCCT results [5]. Patients, healthcare
providers, and managers might all bene�t from an EP ca-
pable of appropriately understanding NCCT [6].

�e discordance between a senior EP and a consultant
radiologist was recorded at 14.8%, while the discordance
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between a junior radiology trainee and a consultant radi-
ologist was recorded at 40% [7]. Another study analyzed the
interpretations of EPs and medical registrars and compared
them to the final report of a radiologist, with a disagreement
rate of 33% [8]. In a case series, the authors reached 13.4%
disagreement between the interpretations of EP and two
senior radiologists; however, there were no clinically rele-
vant misinterpretations [9].

'e current evidence shows inconsistent findings re-
garding the agreement between EPs and radiologists when it
comes to brain NCCT. 'erefore, in this study, we aimed to
prospectively analyze EPs’ abilities to interpret brain NCCT
in a blinded fashion and assess whether they could make
medical decisions solely based on their interpretations.

2. Methods

'is cross-sectional study was conducted at the ED of King
Saud UniversityMedical City (KSU-MC).'e study targeted
1,524 individuals who came to our ED while receiving brain
NCCT and was conducted over a period of one year, from
May 2014 to May 2015. Any patient who underwent plain
brain NCCTduring the study period in our ED was included
in this study. We excluded only patients whose brain NCCT
was interpreted by physicians other than EPs (on-call ra-
diologists/admitting medical services, i.e., neurologists or
neurosurgeons).

Ordering physicians are required to fill out patient
identifying information, the study’s initial interpretation,
and the patient’s final disposition plan before brain NCCT is
performed. Only board-certified EPs with variable clinical
experience were included in the evaluation. None of the EPs
received further training or instructions for brain NCCT.
After performing brain NCCT, the EP evaluated it and
recorded their comments and dispositions on a form pro-
vided by a nurse. If the CT results were not documented on
the EP report form when reported by the radiology expert,
they were excluded from the study. Later, the forms were
retrieved from the study’s designated box. Finally, the ra-
diological reports were tracked through the radiology
system.

An independent attending neuroradiologist and two
emergency medicine consultants compared the EP’s in-
terpretation with the official final reports dictated by the
on-call radiologist. Upon reviewing each report, it was
deemed either positive with no discrepancies or discrepant.
Acute hemorrhage, acute/subacute infarction, evidence of
space-occupying lesions, brain edema, evidence of cav-
ernous sinus thrombosis, facial bone fracture, or acute
hydrocephalus were all considered positive findings in our
study since they might have altered the patient’s immediate
disposition. Positive NCCT with no discrepancies occurs
when the ED physician and the on-call radiologist agree on
the etiology. It is important to distinguish between fatal and
nonfatal lesions because fatal ones need immediate at-
tention and specialized consultation, while nonfatal ones
do not. Data analysis was carried out using the Statistical
Package for Social Science software (IBM SPSS Statistics
Grad Pack 28.0). 'e sensitivity, specificity, concordance,

and kappa coefficient were calculated using the radiologist’s
judgment as the reference standard for evaluating the inter-
rater reliability between the radiologist’s report and EP’s
impression. Excellent agreement is defined as a kappa value
of >0.75, with 0.40–0.75 being considered moderate, and
<0.40 being regarded as poor. A p value of <0.05 was
considered significant.

3. Results

As shown in Table 1, an emergency brain NCCTprospective
chart audit of 1,524 patients was interpreted by EPs at KSU-
MC from 2014-2015. 'e patients were over 14 years and
presented to the ED undergoing NCCT brain as per EP
discretion. 'e ages of the patients were between 14 and 107
years, and the mean± SD age was 45.6± 22.1 years.

'e chief complaints in the patients were trauma
(27.4%), loss of consciousness (23.1%), headache (22.6%),
weakness/numbness (16.8%), dizziness (9.4%), seizure
(8.7%), nausea and vomiting (5.9%), dysphasia, aphasia, and
speech difficulty (5.0%). Visual disturbances, difficulty
walking/ataxia, craniopathies, vertigo, amnesia, insomnia,
and urine incontinence were recorded at 18.9%.

'e indications for ordering brain NCCT were to look
for intracranial bleeding (877, 57.5%), ischemic stroke (435,
28.5%), and space-occupying lesion/metastasis (197, 12.9%),
while 27 (1.9%) cases were for hydrocephalus, cavernous
sinus thrombosis, facial bone fracture, edema, and shift.
Other 408 (26.8%). 132 (8.7%) cases had not been
documented.

'e ED observed 1–3 findings per patient, thereby
documenting 256 lesions in 230 (15.1%) patients, while most
reports (1,295, 84.9%) were considered normal, chronic, or
nil acute. Similarly, radiologists had observed 1–3 findings
per patient, thereby documenting 271 lesions in 239 (15.7%)
patients, while most of the reports (1,285, 84.3%) were
deemed normal.

As shown in Table 2, brain NCCT findings were clas-
sified into ten findings. 'e EP’s report was tallied with the
radiologist’s confirmed report for each of the specified
findings. Inter-rater agreement was represented by the
percentage sensitivity score, and the measure of association
between EPs and radiologists was agreed upon with con-
sideration of the kappa test results.

EPs and radiologists reported intracranial bleeding in
24 (1.57) and 26 (1.71) patients, respectively, among which
concordance was observed in 18 (69.23) cases, with a kappa
value of r = 0.715. Subdural hemorrhage was reported in 20
(1.31) and 18 (1.18) patients, respectively, among which
concordance was observed in 12 (66.67) cases, with a kappa
value of r = 0.627. Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) was
observed in 12 (0.79) and 7 (0.46) patients, respectively,
among which concordance was observed in six (85.71)
cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.629. Ischemic stroke was
reported in 120 (7.87) and 123 (8.07) patients, respectively,
among which concordance was observed in 74 (60.16)
cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.575. Space-occupying
lesions were reported in 22 (1.44) and 30 (1.97) patients,
respectively, among which concordance was observed in 18
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(60.00) cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.687. Edema and
shift were reported in 24 (1.44) and 20 (1.97) patients,
respectively, among which concordance was observed in 14
(70.00) cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.631. Hydro-
cephalus was reported in six (0.39) and seven (0.46) pa-
tients, respectively, among which concordance was
observed in three (42.86) cases, with a kappa value of
r = 0.459. Cavernous sinuses thrombosis was reported in
four (0.26) and three (0.20) patients, respectively, among
which concordance was observed in three (85.71) cases,
with a kappa value of r = 0.857. Facial bone fractures were
reported in 18 (1.18) and 32 (2.10) patients, respectively,
among which concordance was observed in 17 (53.13)
cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.675.10-epidural hema-
toma was reported in six (0.39) and five (0.33) patients,
respectively, among which concordance was observed in
five (90.19) cases, with a kappa value of r = 0.909.

'ere were normal, chronic, and nil acute ED reports for
1,295 (84.97) patients and radiologist reports for 1,285
(84.32) patients, respectively, out of which concordance was

observed in 1,225 (95.33) cases, with a kappa value of
r� 0.672.

CT brain lesions were confirmed by EPs in 230 (15.09)
patients and radiologists in 239 (15.68) patients, out of which
concordance was observed in 170 (71.13) cases, with a kappa
value of r� 0.675. 'e overall agreement between EPs and
radiologist specialists was 91.6, with a kappa value of .675
(p< 0.001).

4. Discussion

For traumatic patients, accurate interpretation of NCCT brain
abnormalities is critical for prompt and appropriate manage-
ment. Previously,many studies have been conducted to evaluate
the accuracy of EPs’ interoperations with NCCT and other
imaging modalities; however, the design and methodology of
these studies vary considerably [10, 11]. 'e interpretation of
plain X-rays was the main focus of most of these studies rather
thanCT,with an overall discordance rate ranging from0.95% to
16.8% [12, 13]. It was reported that the total discordance rate

Table 1: Descriptive statistics.

Characteristics Description N (%)

Age (year) Mean± SD 45.6± 22.1
Minimum-maximum 14–107

Chief complaints

Trauma 417 (27.4)
Loss of consciousness 352 (23.1)

Headache 344 (22.6)
Weakness/numbness 256 (16.8)

Dizziness 143 (9.4)
Seizure 133 (8.7)

Nausea and vomiting 90 (5.9)
Dysphasia, aphasia, speech difficulty 76 (5.0)

Visual disturbances 45 (3.0)
Difficulty walking/ataxia 36 (2.4)

Craniopathies 23 (1.5)
Vertigo 21 (1.4)
Amnesia 10 (0.7)
Insomnia 7 (0.5)

Urine incontinence 3 (0.2)
Others 140 (9.2)

Indications

Intracranial bleeding (SAH, SDH, hemorrhagic stroke, etc.) 877 (57.5)
Ischemic stroke 435 (28.5)

Space-occupying lesion/metastasis 197 (12.9)
Hydrocephalus 13 (0.9)

Cavernous sinus thrombosis 6 (.4)
Facial bone fracture 4 (0.3)

Edema, shift 4 (0.3)
Others 408 (26.8)

Not documented 132 (8.7)

EP findings

Nil 1295 (84.9)
One 206 (13.5)
Two 22 (1.4)
'ree 2 (0.1)

Total findings 230

Radiology findings

Nil 1285 (84.3)
One 211 (13.8)
Two 24 (1.6)
'ree 4 (0.3)

Total findings 239
Concordance (including nil) 1395 (91.6)
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between the interpretations of NCCT by EPs was 37.1% in the
only comparable prospective study [14]. In this study, our
findings showed 91.6% concordance between EPs and radiol-
ogists.'e agreement betweenEP and radiologist specialists was
good, with a kappa value of .675 (p< 0.001).

Similar to our findings, Khan et al.showed that the
concordance between EPs and radiologists was observed in
87.14% of the interpreted NCCT brain images with good
agreement (kappa = 0.64) and a high degree of accuracy of
90.5%. 'ey also showed that the false-negative rate of EPs
was 3.6% [17]. In an English retrospective study, Mucci et al.
investigated the accuracy of five EPs in the interpretation of
100 NCCT brain images. 'eir findings demonstrated that
the overall agreement was 86.6%, and the false-negative rate
was 4.2% [10]. It is common to see 1%–3% false-negative
rates in published studies; however, in some studies, they
may reach 11%. Using a set of completely abnormal images,
Vincent et al. reported that 35% of EPs made mistakes [19].
Nevertheless, clinical outcomes are rarely affected by missed
diagnoses during the time between initial interpretation and
radiological evaluation [17–19].

In an Australian study, the authors demonstrated that
EPs were able to accurately interpret 85.20% of cases, with a
kappa value of 0.69. Out of discordant events, 41% of cases
appeared with potential or definitive complications. Among
the scans that the radiologist deemed abnormal, the dis-
cordance rate was higher. 'ey also highlighted that there
was no significant difference in NCCT interpretation ac-
curacy based on the EP’s degree of experience or training [7].
'e likeliest reason is that CT interpretation accuracy is
mostly determined by formal training rather than emer-
gency medical skills. Seniority does not seem to have any
effect on physicians’ ability to report either plain films or CT
scans [19, 20]. With only one to two hours of training, EPs

have shown a statistically significant increase in NCCT
reporting accuracy [21]. In addition, the first year of radi-
ology training has a large impact on trainees’ accuracy, but
this influence diminishes with time as variations between
individuals become more apparent [22].

According to Khoo and Duffy, only around two-thirds of
senior EPs’ interpretations of NCCT scans are accurate. 'e
proportion of “abnormal” scans in their study population
was 26%, which yielded a decent negative predictive value of
82.3% [9]. How much precision is needed to ensure safe
practice remains unclear. Even though their clinically sig-
nificant misinterpretation rate was just 6.1%, Arendts et al.
judged that their level of accuracy was “no better than
moderately good” [8]. Alfaro et al., on the other hand, re-
ported that despite a very high incidence of misinterpre-
tation, just 0.6% of patients were treated improperly, and
none had an unfavorable result in the chart review [16].

SAH is a life-threatening condition that commonly re-
sults in brain damage and even death [23–25]. It may be
difficult to diagnose and could present with nonspecific
complaints [26]. 'ere is a greater risk of re-bleeding and
associated death if SAH is diagnosed and treated late
[27, 28]. Our study showed an accuracy of 99.50 for diag-
nosing SAH. Some studies have shown that the misdiagnosis
of SAH varies between 12% and 51% [29–31]. Access to
diagnostic resources, physician experience, and patient
acuity are all important risk factors for misdiagnosis. A large
cohort study showed that the rate of misdiagnosis of cerebral
cavernous sinuses thrombosis was 3.6%, which was asso-
ciated with an increased risk of a longer length of hospital
stay, an unfavorable discharge disposition, intracerebral
hemorrhage, and in-hospital mortality [32]. In our study, the
accuracy of diagnosing cavernous sinus thrombosis was
99.90, but there were only four cases. A cross-sectional study

Table 2: Inter-rater agreement between the emergency physician and radiologist.

Characteristics (N� 1524) Cell frequency Measures of association Agreement

Site ED
findings

RAD
findings

ED+/
RAD+

ED+/
RAD−

ED−/
RAD+

ED−/
RAD−

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy Kappa

Intracranial
bleeding 24 26 18 6 8 1492 69.23 99.60 75.00 99.50 99.10 0.715

Subdural
hemorrhage 20 18 12 8 6 1498 66.67 99.47 60.00 99.60 99.10 0.627

Subarachnoid
hemorrhage 12 7 6 6 1 1511 85.71 99.60 50.00 99.90 99.50 0.629

Ischemic stroke 120 123 74 46 49 1355 60.16 96.72 61.67 96.50 93.80 0.575
Space-occupying
lesions 22 30 18 4 12 1490 60.00 99.73 81.82 99.20 99.00 0.687

Edema, shift 24 20 14 10 6 1494 70.00 99.34 58.33 99.60 99.00 0.631
Hydrocephalus 6 7 3 3 4 1514 42.86 99.80 50.00 99.70 99.50 0.459
Cavernous sinus
thrombosis 4 3 3 1 1 1520 85.71 99.93 75.00 100.00 99.90 0.857

Facial bone
fracture 18 32 17 1 15 1491 53.13 99.93 94.44 99.00 99.00 0.675

Epidural 6 5 5 1 1 1518 90.91 99.93 83.33 100.00 99.90 0.909
Normal, chronic,
nil acute 1295 1285 1225 70 60 169 95.33 70.71 94.59 73.80 91.50 0.672

Overall
confirmed cases 230 239 170 60 69 1225 71.13 95.33 73.91 94.70 91.50 0.675
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of 2,288 cases showed that fractures were the most common
conditions associated with diagnostic errors in ED (44%),
followed by intracranial bleeding (6%). 'ey also stated that
human mistakes, healthcare professionals’ inadequate skills
or knowledge, and inability to comply with protocols were
among the major factors for these errors [33, 34]. Our study
showed an accuracy of 99% in diagnosing intracranial
bleeding and facial bone fractures.

We acknowledge that our study has some limitations,
including the single-center setting, which may induce the
risk of selection bias. 'erefore, multicenter studies are
required to investigate the predictors of EPs’ interpretations,
including the variation between healthcare systems, access to
diagnostic tools, compliance of physicians with the protocol,
and training received [35–37].

In conclusion, our EPs were moderately accurate in
interpreting brain NCCT compared to radiologists. More
research is needed to discover the most cost-effective
technique for reducing the number of significant misin-
terpretations. Brain NCCT interpretation instruction ses-
sions may significantly enhance EPs’ accuracy.
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Objective. To compare the e�cacy of uterine artery embolization (UAE) with traditional methods for treating endometriosis.
Methods. �e randomized controlled trials of uterine artery embolization and other medical treatments for endometriosis in
PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, China Journal Full-Text Database, Wanfang Database, VIP Database, and
China Biomedical Literature Database were retrieved by computer.�e search time was up to June 2022.�e quality of articles was
evaluated by Cochrane ROB 2.0, and meta-analysis was performed by Stata15.1 software. Results. 7 studies were �nally included.
Meta-analysis showed that the serum CA125 level after uterine artery embolization was signi�cantly lower than that in the control
group (SMD�−0.85, 95%CI (−1.12, −0.59)], and the postoperative visual analogue scale (VAS) of dysmenorrhea was signi�cantly
lower than that in the control group (SMD�−1.86, 95%CI (−2.21, −1.50))�ere was no signi�cant di£erence in the e£ective rate,
FSH level, E2 level, and LH level between the two groups. Conclusion. UAE can e£ectively reduce the VAS score of dysmenorrhea
and serum CA125 level for treating endometriosis. However, due to the limitation of the quality of included articles, more large
sample size and high quality RCTs are needed to provide stronger evidence-based medicine evidence for clinical practice.

1. Foreword

Endometriosis (EMs) refers to in¥ammatory diseases in
which endometrial tissue with growth function appears in
the lining endometrium of the uterine cavity as well as in
parts other than the uterus, a£ecting about 5% to 10% of
women worldwide and women of reproductive age [1],
and is regarded as a modern disease [2]. �e main clinical
manifestations are pain, mass, infertility, and symptoms
of pelvic pain occurring in 70%–80% of patients [3]. Long-
term management is needed to ease pain [4, 5]. At present,
western medicine mainly adopts hormone therapy alone
or combined surgery. Although it can slow down the
development of endometriosis lesions to a certain extent,
achieve the purpose of relieving the disease and inhibiting
recurrence, the damage of ovarian function by surgery, the
damage to the pelvic environment, as well as the un-
avoidable high recurrence rate after surgery and the

untoward reactions existing in the process of hormone
drug therapy such as irregular vaginal bleeding, meno-
pausal symptoms, and thrombotic risk all a£ect its clinical
e�cacy and long-term clinical use. In view of its unclear
pathogenesis, the e�cacy of surgical treatment alone is
not satisfactory, there has been a long lack of more ef-
fective treatment. In recent years, minimally invasive
therapy represented by uterine artery embolization has
gradually emerged. UAE has been �rst applied in the
diagnosis and treatment of female surgical pelvic bleeding
and gynecological diseases, which shows the advantages of
less trauma, rapid postoperative recovery, and preserva-
tion of the uterus and exact e£ect and conforms to the
people-oriented medical ethical concept. In this study, we
systematically evaluated randomized controlled trials of
UAE compared with other treatments for endometriosis
in order to provide evidence-based evidence for clinicians
to select reasonable surgical methods in the future.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1.LiteratureRetrieval. Databases in English were searched:
PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library,
while databases in Chinese were searched: China Journal
Full-text Database, Wanfang Database, VIP Database, and
China Biomedical Literature Database. -e RCTs related to
EMs after uterine artery embolization were retrieved from
the established until June 2022. Use subject to merge search
methods for free words. -e search terms were [uterine
artery] [embolization endometriosis] [chocolate cyst]
[Randomized].

2.2. Inclusion Criteria

(i) RCTs of UAE combined with other therapies for the
treatment of Ems published in Chinese or English

(ii) Patients diagnosed with endometriosis according to
diagnostic criteria

(iii) uterine artery embolization was adopted in the
observation group, while other treatments were
adopted in the control group

2.3. Exclusion Criteria

(i) Study on the treatment inconsistent with the re-
search purpose between the observation group and
the control group

(ii) Articles that are published repeatedly or with in-
correct data

(iii) Articles for which outcome indicators could not be
extracted

2.4. Risk Assessment of Literature Bias. -e Cochrane ROB
2.0 [6] was used to assess the risk of publication bias from the
aspects of randomization process, deviation from estab-
lished interventions, lack of outcome data, measurement of
results, selective reporting bias, and total bias. It was con-
ducted independently and cross-checked by two researchers.

2.5. Data Extraction. Literature screening was conducted by
two colleagues independently, and the data were extracted
and cross-checked. When differences of opinion arose, the
two researchers discussed and resolved the differences with
the third researcher. -e extracted contents mainly include
the following:

(i) Basic information of the literature: author, year of
publication, title, and source of the article

(ii) -e evaluation factors of bias risk were as follows:
random method and blind method

(iii) Intervention measure
(iv) Outcome indicators

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Stata 15.1 software was used to
process and analyze the included studies, enumeration data

were expressed by relative risk (RR), measurement data were
expressed by standardized mean difference (SMD), and 95%
CI was used to express the results. Heterogeneity was
quantitatively evaluated using χ2 test and I2. If there was no
significant heterogeneity (P> 0.1, I2< 50%), fixed-effect
model was used for meta-analysis, while sensitivity analysis
or subgroup analysis was used to investigate the source of
heterogeneity. Random effect model was used for analysis
when significant clinical heterogeneity was excluded.
P< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Egger’s test
was used to quantitatively detect publication bias.

3. Result

3.1. Literature Retrieval Results. A total of 338 articles were
retrieved. After deduplication and preliminary screening,
the remaining 230 articles were first screened, and finally, 7
articles were included. As shown in Figure 1, the basic
situation of the inclusion is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Risk of Inclusion Study Bias. 7 articles with a total of 524
patients were included. Outcome indicators: total efficiency
was reported in 5 articles, serum CA125 levels were mea-
sured in 3 articles, dysmenorrhea visual analogue scale was
reported in 2 articles, and sex hormone levels were measured
in 2 articles. 2 articles had a low risk of the randomization
process, 2 articles had a high risk of the randomization
process, and 3 articles only mentioned randomization, none
mentioned deviation from established interventions, none
lacked outcome data, had a low risk of outcome measure-
ment, and had a low risk of selective reporting bias as shown
in Figures 2 and 3.

3.3. Total Effective Rate. According to literature [14], it is
considered to be effective when the clinical symptoms of the
patient relieve or disappear, the pelvic mass shrinks or does
not increase, and the clinical symptoms of the patient do not
worsen after 3months of drug discontinuation. Patient’s
clinical symptoms and signs were improved, or even
worsened, and were considered invalid.

364 patients were included in the 5 studies to compare
the difference in the total effective rate between the two
groups, with statistically significant heterogeneity between
the literature stuides: I2 � 0.0%, P � 0.995. -erefore, the
fixed-effect model was used for analysis. -e results showed
that there was no significant difference in the effective rate of
treatment of endometriosis with UAE and other treatment
methods: (RR� 1.13, 95%CI (0.96, 1.34), P< 0.05), as shown
in Figure 4.

3.4. SerumCA125 Level. 244 patients were included in the 3
RCTs, with statistically significant heterogeneity between the
literature stuides: I2 �18.7%, P � 0.292. -erefore, the fixed-
effect model was used. Meta-analysis showed that the serum
CA125 level in the UAE group was lower than that in the
control group (SMD� −0.85, 95%CI (−1.12, −0.59)),
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P< 0.05, indicating that the difference was statistically sig-
nificant, as shown in Figure 5.

3.5. VAS Score of Dysmenorrhea. 178 patients were included
in the 2 RCTs. -e heterogeneity test results showed that the
components had relatively small heterogeneity: I2 � 0.0%,
P � 0.416. -erefore, the fixed-effect model was adopted.
Meta-analysis showed that the VAS score of dysmenorrhea
in the UAE group was lower than that in the control group

(SMD� −1.86, 95%CI (−2.21, −1.50)), P< 0.05, indicating a
statistically significant difference, as shown in Figure 6.

3.6. Sex Hormone Levels. 160 patients were included in 2
literature studies. E2 level was highly heterogeneous among
studies: I2 � 96.8%. Random effect model was used for
analysis. Meta-analysis showed that there was no significant
difference in E2 level between UAE and other treatment
methods for endometriosis (SMD� −1.32, 95%CI (−3.33,
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Figure 1: Screening plot.

Table 1: Baseline information of the literature.

Study Year
Age Total Interventions

Outcome measurements
T C T C T C

Liang CP et al. [7] 2015 36.0± 5.0 34.0± 6.0 40 40 UAE Traditional surgery ②⑤
Lu CJ et al. [8] 2015 32.2± 6.1 30 30 UAE Lesion resection ①
Chen MG et al. [9] 2019 35.55± 3.91 36.21± 4.16 30 30 UAE Traditional surgery ①②⑤
Chen FH et al. [10] 2018 37.57± 8.12 37.64± 8.20 50 48 UAE Ibuprofen ①③
Wang YL et al. [11] 2015 32.16± 6.71 42 42 UAE Ultrasound ablation ①②⑤
Hu B et al. [12] 2021 32.4± 11.2 31.6± 10.8 31 31 UAE Traditional surgery ①②
Zhang XY et al. [13] 2021 35.85± 5.06 36.06± 5.18 43 37 UAE Lesion resection ①②③⑤
UAE: uterine artery embolization; T: trial; C: control;① total efficiency;② serumCA125 level;③ dysmenorrhea VAS score;④ sex hormone levels (FSH, LH,
and E2); ⑤ others.
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0.69), P � 0.197). -e results of FSH level (SMD� −0.23,
95%CI (−0.54, 0.09)) and LH level (SMD� 0.39, 95%CI
(−0.50, 1.29)) showed no significant difference.

3.7. Publication Bias. -e total effective rate was tested for
potential publication bias by Egger’s Test. -e results of
Egger’s Test analysis are shown in Figure 7, P � 0.752, in-
dicating that there was no significant publication bias.

4. Discussion

Endometriosis is a common disease and multiple diseases in
women of childbearing age, and its pathogenesis is

dominated by Sampson menstrual blood reflux implanta-
tion. Endometrium reflux to the pelvic cavity requires ad-
hesion, invasion, and vascular formation to obtain
implantation growth and finally develop lesions; traits of
eutopic endometrium play a decisive role, that is “eutopic
endometrium determinism” [15]; other pathogeneses in-
clude metaplasia of coelomic epithelium, immune-inflam-
mation, abnormal expression of estrogen and progesterone
receptors, and genetic factors [16, 17]. Endometriosis has
familial aggregation, and women with endometriosis in first-
degree relatives have a relatively 7–10-fold increased risk of
endometriosis. Clinically, it is usually treated with surgery or
combined hormonal drugs, such as the use of nonsteroidal
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Figure 2: Detailed plot of bias of 7 included literature studies: based on Cochrane ROB 2.0.
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Figure 3: Summary plot of bias for the 7 included literature studies: based on Cochrane ROB 2.0.
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anti-inflammatory drugs to inhibit the synthesis of pros-
taglandins, inhibit lymphocyte activity and differentiation of
activated T cells, reduce the stimulation of afferent nerve
endings, act directly on nociceptors, and inhibit the for-
mation and release of pain-inducing substances; oral con-
traceptives inhibit ovulation; highly effective progestins
cause endometrial decidual-like changes, ultimately leading
to endometrial atrophy, while negative feedback inhibits the
hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian axis; GnRH-a can down-
regulate pituitary function, cause temporary medical cas-
tration and estrogen status in the body, and can also bind to
GnRH-a receptors in the periphery to inhibit the activity of
eutopic and ectopic endometrial cells; gestrinone reduces ER
and PR levels, reduces estrogen levels in the blood, and

reduces sex hormone binding globulin levels. Lesion re-
section, as one of the main methods to treat endometriosis,
has the characteristics of good radical effect and low re-
currence rate compared with drug therapy. Laparoscopic
resection, as a minimally invasive surgery, compared with
traditional laparotomy, laparoscopic surgery can signifi-
cantly reduce the interference with the internal environment
of patients, and at the same time, it can significantly reduce
the fear and tension of patients to the operation, which is
conducive to the postoperative recovery of patients. How-
ever, some studies have successively found that although
laparoscopic resection has more advantages compared with
traditional surgery, some patients still experience recurrence
and even infertility [18].
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Hu B (2021)

Overall, MH (I2 = 0.0%, p = 0.995)
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Figure 4: Forest plot of combined results for total effective rate.
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Figure 5: Forest plot of combined results for serum CA125 level.
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At present, with the continuous progress of interven-
tional therapy techniques, uterine artery embolization can
also be used as one of the treatment options for endome-
triosis. In this study, a meta-analysis of 7 included RCT
studies showed that there were significant differences in
dysmenorrhea VAS score and serum CA125 level, both
suggested that the results of the UAE group were better than
those of the control group, and serum CA125, as a common
serum tumor marker, belonged to the tumor-associated
antigen recognized by the monoclonal antibody OC125 for
epithelial ovarian cancer and was mostly used in the diag-
nosis of ovarian cancer and the detection after treatment.
After treatment, the CA125 level in the observation group
was significantly decreased, indicating that the diseased
endometrium was better improved, and the VAS score of
dysmenorrhea could directly reflect the improvement of the
efficacy of patients after surgery, suggesting that the patients
in the observation group could relieve more pain after
surgery. However, the total effective rate and serum sex
hormone levels were not significantly lower than those in the
control group. Zhang Xinyu et al. [13] reported the oc-
currence of infection, bleeding, and other adverse reactions
after UAE, but there was no statistical significance. As there
were few reports related to overall complications, no meta-
analysis was performed. It could not confirm whether the
report of this complication was related to individual dif-
ferences in the condition and physician’s operation level.

-e limitations of this paper include the following:① 7
randomized controlled trials included have certain risks
during the randomization process, which may cause certain
selectivity bias; ② no relevant English literatures were re-
trieved, and only the Chinese literatures that met the criteria
were studied; ③ the quality of the relevant literatures
published at present is low, which may have a certain impact

on the reliability of the results. -e impact of commonly
used antibiotics, e.g., amoxicillin [19], ornidazole [20], etc.,
on patient treatment also needs to be investigated.

To sum up, UAE is superior to traditional treatment in
the postoperative serum CA125 level and VAS score of
dysmenorrhea, but it still cannot replace medication and
traditional surgery. In clinic, appropriate treatment should
be selected according to the specific condition of patients
with endometriosis. In the future, more large-scale ran-
domized controlled trials with higher quality and higher
sample size should be conducted to further study the
treatment of endometriosis with UAE.
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-e data used in this study are available from the corre-
sponding author upon request.
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Objective. Neonates develop signi�cant pain responses during invasive procedures, and nonpharmacological interventions are
better means of pain relief. An increasing number of studies have con�rmed the e�ectiveness of kangaroo care (KC) in relieving
neonatal pain caused by invasive procedures, but conclusions are inconsistent. In this study, a literature search and meta-analysis
were performed to evaluate the e�ect of kangaroo care on relieving neonatal pain.Methods. e works of literature related to the
application of KC in neonatal invasive procedures in the databases of Pubmed, Embase, Springer Link, Ovid, CNKI, and CBM
were searched, and the RCT literature from database establishment to July 2022, was selected to evaluate the risk of bias, combined
with statistical pain relief outcome indicators. Results. 12 pieces of literature were �nally included in this study, with a total of 1172
newborns, including 585 newborns (49.9%) using KC and 587 newborns (50.1%) using the control group method. Meta-analysis
showed that an infant’s heart rate during invasive procedures under KC intervention was signi�cantly lower than that of other
interventions (MD�−6.77, 95% CI (−13.03, −0.50), Z�−2.12, P � 0.03), but compared to other nonpharmacological inter-
ventions, there was no clear advantage in the overall evaluation of pain reduction in infants (MD�−0.36, 95% CI (−0.80, 0.08),
Z�−1.60, P � 0.11). Conclusion.  e heart rate of KC intervention during invasive procedures in infants is signi�cantly lower
than that of other interventions, and it can signi�cantly relieve pain in infants, but the e�ect is not more than that of oral sucrose
(or glucose) or standard care. KC combined with oral sucrose may achieve a better pain relief e�ect in infants, but more studies are
still needed to verify it.

1. Introduction

Compared with older children and adults, newborns are
more sensitive, intense, di�use, and persistent in the per-
ception of pain, and pain can cause signi�cant physiological
reactions, allergic reactions, and even chronic pain syn-
drome, and long-term physical discomfort, and lead to a
series of short-term and long-term adverse e�ects such as
di�culty concentrating, anxiety, cognitive behavioral dis-
orders, poor adaptability, and growth retardation in child-
hood [1–3]. Neonatal pain is mainly derived from various
invasive procedures during hospitalization (including heel
blood sampling, arteriovenous puncture, intramuscular
injection, and lumbar puncture) [4]. Di�erent from adults,
studies have reported that 80% to 90% of analgesic drugs
have di�erent degrees of adverse reactions in newborns [5],
so it is di�cult to widely use drugs to intervene in neonatal

pain in clinical practice. At present, there are more non-
pharmacological intervention methods to relieve the
symptoms of newborns, such as nonnutritive sucking, oral
sucrose (or glucose), etc. [6]. Kangaroo care (KC), also
known as skin-to-skin care, aims to provide humanized care
for newborns, reduce the separation time between children
and parents, promote closer mother-child relationships,
make parents more con�dent in coping with low birth
weight, and continuously improve the physical and be-
havioral stability of infants [7]. Increasing studies have
con�rmed the e�ectiveness of KC in relieving neonatal pain
caused by invasive procedures, and compared with drug
intervention, it has the characteristics of less risk, simplicity,
and economic applicability. Although many literature
studies on relieving neonatal pain caused by invasive pro-
cedures through KC have emerged at home and abroad in
recent years, the conclusions obtained are not completely
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consistent due to insufficient sample size, poor systemat-
icness and integrity of design, and different results in some
single-randomized controlled trials (RCTs). In a study by
Campbell-Yeo et al. [8], 81 neonates randomized to KC were
compared with 81 neonates treated with oral sucrose, and
the results showed that there was no significant difference in
the neonatal pain score (PIPP, premature infant pain profile
score) after heel blood sampling compared with the control
group treated with oral sucrose. However, in another ran-
domized controlled study by de Sousa Freire et al. [9],
newborns who also received KC intervention had lower
PIPP scores after heel prick compared with newborns who
received sucrose intervention, and the difference was sta-
tistically significant. +e conclusions of such studies are
completely different, and it is difficult to safely and effec-
tively use kangaroo care to guide the clinical relief of
neonatal pain. +erefore, this study aims to combine and
analyze the relevant published literature studies by meta-
analysis, in order to objectively evaluate the effect of KC on
relieving neonatal pain and provide strong empirical evi-
dence for the management of clinical neonatal pain.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Literature Database. In this study, Pubmed, Embase,
Springer Link, and Ovid were selected as English database
sources, CNKI and CBM were selected as Chinese database
sources, and the publication time of these pieces of literature
was from the beginning of database establishment to July
2022. Two colleagues searched the pieces of literature
published in the database with the keywords (“Kangaroo
nursing” OR “Kangaroo care” OR “skin to skin care”) AND
(“premature infant”) AND (“pain”) AND (“RCT” OR
“Randomized controlled trial”). Generally speaking, key-
words with similar significance were connected with “OR,”
while those without similarity were connected with “AND.”

2.2. Literature Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

2.2.1. Inclusion Criteria. +e inclusion criteria were as
follows: ① All pieces of literatures were single-center or
multicenter-randomized controlled trials (RCTs); ② all
subjects were infants born within one month, including full-
term infants or premature infants, during hospitalization,
the child underwent invasive procedures due to screening,
diagnosis, and treatment of diseases (such as heel blood
sampling, venipuncture, and intramuscular injection);③ all
studies were divided into the experimental group and the
control group according to the randomization method for
intervention, and we will perform a quality evaluation for the
randomization process of each study. Children in the ex-
perimental group were intervened with kangaroo care (or
skin-to-skin care) when undergoing invasive procedures,
and infants were held in a comfortable position by their
parents (specific measures varied depending on each study);
in the control group, standard care or minimal care or other
intervention methods (such as oral sucrose/glucose) were
used [10].

2.2.2. Exclusion Criteria. +e exclusion criteria were as
follows:①we excluded non-RCTstudies (such as controlled
clinical studies, observational studies, and review studies);
② studies containing analgesics or sedatives within 24 to 72
hours before invasive procedures, or critically ill neonates
unresponsive to painful stimuli; ③ studies which were
unable to obtain outcome indicators or unable to obtain data
on outcome indicators;④ combined interventions, such as
KC combined with sucrose;⑤ studies that did not compare
KC with other interventions for the purpose of the study,
such as the comparison of the effect of KC performed by the
father and mother; ⑥ literature studies in which the
implementation scenario is specified as invasive operation in
the study, such as the literature in the study in which the
implementation scenario is lactation.

2.3. Literature Quality Evaluation. Cochrane risk of bias
V2.0 [11] was used to perform a quality evaluation for the
included randomized controlled studies. +is standard in-
cludes 5 domains (randomization process, implementation
bias, data bias, data measurement bias, and selection bias)
and 1 overall bias assessment. “Low risk,” “some concerns of
risk,” and “high risk” were used to evaluate each domain (or
overall bias).

2.4. Outcome Indicators. Primary outcome indicators in-
cluded the following indicators: (a) premature infant pain
profile score (PIPP) [12]; (b) infant heart rate at manipu-
lation; (c) infant oxygen saturation at manipulation. Al-
though there are many scales to measure pain in newborns,
we only take the most applied one, that is, the PIPP scale,
which scores infant’s responses to invasive procedures from
fetal age, behavioral status, highest heart rate, oxygen
desaturation, frowning, squeezing eyes, and deepening
nasolabial folds, with higher scores indicating higher pain.
+e measurement time points are 2 to 5min after invasive
response, if the measurement data of multiple time points
are reported in the literature, only the data of 2min will
prevail. If too few articles were included, we only performed
descriptive analysis for indicators.

2.5. Literature Screening. +e pieces of literature retrieved
from the database were screened by two colleagues, after the
software deduplication, the abstract part was read, and the
remaining pieces of literature were obtained after prelimi-
nary screening according to the previously established in-
clusion and exclusion criteria after full text reading, and
finally, after quality evaluation, the pieces of literature with
serious bias and low quality were removed, and the studies
were finally included in the analysis.

2.6. Data Extraction. Data extraction was performed by the
researcher by reading the full text, and data such as inter-
ventions, the total number of people, grouping, character-
istics of study subjects, and outcome indicators were
extracted and entered into Excel sheets.
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2.7. Statistical Methods. (a) Continuous data (PIPP score,
HR, and SPO2) used pooled MD with 95% CI as effect size
and as the random-effect model, P< 0.05 was considered
statistically significant, and the combined results were
presented on forest plots; (b) for literature heterogeneity,
Tau values were calculated, using Q check, and P< 0.05 was
used to indicate heterogeneity of the results; (c) if there was
heterogeneity between literature studies, subgroup analysis
was adopted to assess the impact factor, and impact analysis
was used to diagnose the stability of the results; (d) publi-
cation bias was quantified using Egger’s test and presented
using contour-enhanced funnel plots.

3. Results

3.1. Literature Screening Process and Results. Literature
identification, screening, and exclusion followed PRISMA’s
recommendations and are shown in Figure 1. In this study,
365 pieces of literature were initially searched, and these 365
pieces of literature retrieved from the database were
deduplicated and screened; only 12 pieces of literature
[8, 9, 13–22] were included in the final study.

3.2. Basic Characteristics and Patient Characteristics of the
Included Pieces of Literature. A total of 1172 infants were
included in this study, of whom 585 neonates (49.9%) used KC,

587 neonates (50.1%) used other methods, and 2 literatures
(16.7%) were injected with HBV vaccine. In the control group,
oral sucrose (or glucose) was used in 6 articles and standard care
or minimal care in 6 articles. Basic characteristics of the lit-
erature are shown in Table 1.

3.3. Literature Bias and Quality Assessment. 5 (41.7%) of the
12 articles included in this study [13, 16, 18, 19, 22] had
“some risk of bias” in terms of the randomization process,
data measurement, intervention deviations, and selective
bias, and the remaining 7 (58.3%) articles were “low risk”
with a good overall quality. Summary of bias assessed
according to Cochrane ROB 2.0 and details of the assessment
are summarized in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).

3.4. Metaquantitative Analysis Results of Outcome Indicators

3.4.1. PIPP Score after the Procedure. Among the 12 in-
cluded pieces of literature, 7 pieces of literature
[8, 9, 13, 14, 17–19] tried to draw the comparison between
KC and other nondrug intervention methods in invasive
procedures for infants and reported the PIPP score indi-
cators, 5 pieces of literature [8, 9, 14, 17, 18] were treated
with sucrose intervention in the control group, and 2 pieces
of literature [13, 19] were treated with standard care in the

Identification of studies via databases and registers
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Figure 1: Literature selection flowchart.
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control group. Combined results showed that 7 articles
presented statistical heterogeneity (Chi2 � 24.58, df � 6,
P< 0.01), and the random-effect model was used to obtain a
combined effect size (MD� −0.36, 95% CI (−0.80, 0.08),
Z � −1.60, P � 0.11), indicating KC compared with other
nonpharmacological interventions; there was no clear
advantage for pain reduction in infants as shown in
Figure 3.

3.4.2. Heart Rate during the Procedure. 5 articles
[14–16, 21, 22] reported the comparison of the heart rate
between KC and other nonpharmacological interventions in
invasive procedures, and the combined results showed that 5
articles were statistically heterogeneous (Chi2 �17.86, df� 4,
P< 0.01); the fixed-effect model was used to obtain a
combined effect size (MD� −6.77, 95% CI (−13.03, −0.50),
Z� −2.12, P � 0.03), indicating that infants under KC

Table 1: Basic characteristics, patient characteristics, and outcome indicators of the included pieces of literature.

Author Year
Intention-
to-treat
total

Number of the
experimental

group

Number
of the
control
group

GA (weeks) Painful stimulus
occasions

Experimental
group method

Control
group
method

Outcome
indicators

Campbell-
Yeo et al. [8] 2019 162 81 81 32.6± 2.1 Heel lance KC through the

procedure

Oral
Sucrose
(1ml,
24%)

(a)

de Sousa
Freire et al. [9] 2008 62 31 31 33.7± 1.57 Heel lance KC through the

procedure

Oral
glucose
(1ml,
25%)

(a)

Mitchell et al.
[13] 2013 26 13 11 29 Nasal suctioning

2 hours daily
skin-to-skin
holding

Minimal
parent
holding

(a)

Sen et al. [14] 2020 64 32 32 34.38± 1.59 Heel lance KC through the
procedure

Oral
Sucrose
(0.5ml,
24%)

(a) (b) (c)

Gao et al. [15] 2014 80 40 40 37 Heel lance KC through the
procedure

Standard
care (b)

Cong et al.
[16] 2012 48 25 23 30± 2.2 Heel lance KC through the

procedure
Standard
care (b)

Nimbalkar
et al. [17] 2020 200 100 100 33.6± 1.89 Heel lance KC through the

procedure

Oral
Sucrose
(1ml,
24%)

(a) (c)

Shukla et al.
[18] 2018 100 50 50 32.79± 2.34 Heel lance KC through the

procedure

Oral
Sucrose
(1ml,
24%)

(a) (c)

Kristoffersen
et al. [19] 2019 46 21 25 33± 2 Eye

examinations
KC through the

procedure
Standard
care (a)

Chermont
et al. [20] 2009 320 160 160 39± 1

Intramuscular
injection of
hepatitis B
vaccine

KC through the
procedure

Oral
glucose
(1ml,
25%)

(d)

Kostandy
et al. [21] 2013 36 17 19 39.7± 1.29

Intramuscular
injection of
hepatitis B
vaccine

KC through the
procedure

Standard
care (b)

Gray et al [22] 2000 30 15 15 NA Heel lance KC through the
procedure

Standard
care (b)

Note. PIPP, premature infant pain profile; GA, gestational age; KC, kangaroo care; HR, heart rate; SPO2, pulse oxygen saturation; NFCS, neonatal facial coding
system; and NA, not available. Outcomes: (a) PIPP score after the procedure; (b) HR value during the procedure; (c) SPO2 during the procedure; (d) the NFCS
Score.
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Figure 2: Risk of bias for inclusion of 12 articles based on Cochrane risk of bias 2.0: (a) summary of the bias and (b) detail of the bias.
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Figure 3: +e PIPP score after the procedure: comparing KC with other interventions.
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Figure 4: Heart rate during the procedure: comparing KC with other interventions.
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intervention had significantly smaller heart rates during
invasive procedures than those in other interventions as
shown in Figure 4.

3.4.3. Heterogeneity Investigation. In the combined analysis
of the PIPP score, heterogeneity between articles was sta-
tistically significant, and all 7 articles were divided into
subgroups according to the scenario of intervention appli-
cation and according to the way of intervention in the
control group. However, heterogeneity between subgroups
was not statistically significant (P � 0.68; P � 0.54), which
illustrated the scenario of intervention application, and the
mode of intervention in the control arm was not a source of
heterogeneity as shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).

3.4.4. Influence Analysis. In the influence analysis on PIPP
score outcome indicators, it was found that all pieces of
literature were within the acceptable range, indicating a good
stability, as shown in Figure 6.

3.4.5. Publication Bias Analysis. In the combined analysis of
PIPP score outcome indicators, publication bias was mea-
sured using Egger’s test for the results, t� 0.66, P � 0.54,
indicating that there was no publication bias, and the
contour-enhanced funnel plot is shown in Figure 7.

4. Discussion

Although newborns are unable to express pain in words,
they have perceptual instinct to negative stimuli such as
pain and can show significant physiological responses,
such as increased heart rate, increased blood pressure,
decreased oxygen saturation, and increased respiratory
rate, and neonatal pain can be comprehensively evaluated
with the help of behavioral responses such as crying and
duration of painful facies[23]. +erefore, the PIPP score,
heart rate, and oxygen saturation indexes were selected in
this study to comprehensively evaluate the effect of
kangaroo care on relieving neonatal pain caused by in-
vasive procedures.
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Figure 5: Subgroup analysis according to (a) occasions or (b) control methods.
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Among the 12 pieces of literature included in this study,
only 7 pieces of literature reported the PIPP score, 6 pieces of
literature reported the heart rate, and 1 literature reported
oxygen saturation. Meta-analysis showed that KC had no
significant advantage over other nondrug interventions in
the overall assessment of infant pain; however, infants’ heart
rate during invasive procedures with KC intervention was
significantly lower than in other interventions. Because there
was only one literature reporting oxygen saturation, a meta-
analysis was not performed at that time. Although KC is not
more effective in reducing pain than oral sucrose (or

glucose) or standard care, it remains positive for neonatal
pain relief, which may be due to kangaroo care inhibiting the
activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis,
reducing salivary cortisol, serum cortisol, and β-endorphin
secretion levels, and stimulating C-afferent fibers to excite
the limbic system of the brain to produce a sense of pleasure
and inhibit the conduction of pain signals, thereby reducing
operant pain and resulting in a decreased heart rate [24–26].
However, also as a nonpharmacological intervention, oral
sucrose (or glucose) is also an important intervention, and
sucrose and glucose are the most commonly used
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sweeteners, which are effective and simple to use, and have
no documented side effects and have gained wide use in the
clinical setting for management of neonatal pain [27, 28]. In
the literature [8], although there was no significant differ-
ence in PIPP scores between KC alone and oral sucrose, the
investigators combined oral sucrose with KC in 81 neonates,
and compared with oral sucrose, PIPP scores in KC were
significantly lower than those in the oral sucrose group,
which suggests that KC combined with oral sucrose is
coapplied in children to reduce pain during invasive
procedures, and this may lead to better results. +is was
mapped in literature [20]; however, as this was not the
purpose of this study, it could be left for verification by
subsequent studies.

In literature [16], the investigators randomized two
experimental groups, in which KC started 30min or 15min
before neonatal heel blood sampling, and the results showed
no difference in pain relief between the two groups, which
showed that KC had little effect when it started, and it was
important that maternal contact and comfort were provided
for neonatal pain stimulation to reduce pain and anxiety. In
a study by Shukla et al. [29], comparing the effect of KC
performed by fathers and mothers separately, the results
showed no significant difference, whichmay be related to the
fact that newborns are not sensitive to the giver of KC.

In this meta-analysis, heterogeneity in pieces of literature
was obvious, but we performed subgroup analysis according
to factors that may cause heterogeneity of the literature
(scenario of intervention application and the mode of in-
tervention in the control group), and there was no significant
difference between the groups.+is suggested that the source
of heterogeneity is not related to the scenario of intervention
application, and the mode of intervention in the control
group may be related to different characteristics of new-
borns, different strategies implemented by KC, and con-
founding factors such as the number of included sample
sizes.

Although the quality evaluation by Cochrane ROB 2.0 of
12 articles suggested that 7 articles had “some concerns of
risk,” the overall quality of the articles was good, the results
were stable, and there was no publication bias. Because
different pieces of literature had diversified reporting in-
dicators for pain, for example, some pieces of literature [20]
adopted the NFCS score to report pain, and many other
studies [30, 31] were excluded because there were no
available data, which makes this analysis not comprehensive.
For this topic, more studies with better quality still need to be
included from different perspectives with different indica-
tors for in-depth analysis. On the other hand, the impact of
conventional NSAIDs or antibiotics, e.g., aspirin [32],
amoxicillin [33], etc., on neonatal health also deserves
attention.

+e heart rate of KC intervention during invasive
procedures in infants was significantly lower than that of
other interventions, significantly relieving pain in infants,
but the effect did not exceed that of oral sucrose (or glucose)
or standard care, and the combination of KC and oral su-
crose may have a better effect on pain relief in infants, but
more studies are still needed to verify this effect.

Data Availability

+e data used in this study are available from the corre-
sponding author upon request.
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Big data in health care has gained popularity in recent years for disease prediction. Breast cancer infections are the most common
cancer in urban Indian women, as well as women internationally, and are impacted by many events across countries and regions.
Breast malignant growth is a notable disease among Indian women. According to the WHO, it represents 14% of all malignant
growth tumors in women. A couple of studies have been directed utilizing big data to foresee breast malignant growth. Big data is
causing a transformation in healthcare, with better and more ideal results. Monstrous volumes of patient-level data are created by
using EHR (Electronic Health Record) systems data because of fast mechanical upgrades. Big data applications in the healthcare
business will assist with improving results. Conventional forecast models, then again, are less productive in terms of accuracy and
error rate because the exact pace of a specific calculation relies upon different factors such as execution structure, datasets (little or
enormous), and kinds of datasets utilized (trait-based or picture based). )is audit article looks at complex information mining,
AI, and profound learning models utilized for recognizing breast malignant growth. Since “early identification is the way to
avoidance in any malignant growth,” the motivation behind this audit article is to support the choice of fitting breast disease
expectation calculations, explicitly in the big information climate, to convey powerful and productive results. )is survey article
analyzes the precision paces of perplexing information mining, AI, and profound learning models utilized for distinguishing
breast disease on the grounds that the exactness pace of a specific calculation relies upon different factors such as execution
structure, datasets (little or enormous), and dataset types (quality based or picture based). )e reason for this audit article is to aid
the determination of suitable breast disease expectation calculations, explicitly in the big information climate, to convey successful
and productive outcomes. )us, “Early discovery is the way to counteraction in the event of any malignant growth.”

1. Introduction

Big data has its roots from 1941 when the Oxford dictionary
of English published the first mention to the concept of
“information explosion.” In a study published by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences in 1996, JamesMaar emphasized
the concept of a “huge data set” (1). However, it was not until
1997 that the term “Big Data” was coined in an article in the
Association for Computing Machinery’s Digital Library (2),
alluding to the technological issue of interpreting massive
volumes of data. Since then, it has been used to refer to
“structured or unstructured data whose extremely huge
volume necessitates specialised analysis techniques.” Over

the last decade, internet behemoths (Google, Amazon,
Facebook, Apple, and Twitter) have built such technologies,
ensuring a consistent marginal cost of data exploitation
regardless of scale.

Today, Big Data is defined by the 5 vs of the data
exploited: volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value. )e
vast volumes and fast speed of data processing are the
results of lower storage prices and increased computing
capability [1]. )e rising digitization of information media
has resulted in a greater diversity of data (pictures, texts,
databases, connected devices, and so on). Finally, the ac-
curacy of the data, which determines the job’s worth, is an
important consideration for any automated data analysis
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project [2–5].Indeed, if the data is huge, precise, and well-
suited to the problem at hand, an algorithm can be tre-
mendously strong. Multiplying sources and crossings
without concern for data quality may result in incorrect
results, particularly in the health area. )e rise of “Open
Data,” which refers to data gathered and kept by multiple
organizations and made available to individuals and
businesses, has coincided with the rise of the internet
development of big data [6].

)e 5 vs, on the other hand, are insufficient to capture the
core of big data’s innovation. )e knowledge of these al-
gorithms is at the core of data scientists’ work.

Breast cancer diagnosis and treatment have come a long
way in the previous three decades. Individual or organized
breast screening activities, as well as advances in breast
imaging equipment, have all contributed to this break-
through. Without a doubt, a sub-space of man-made con-
sciousness known as “AI” permits designers to make
algorithms equipped for collecting information and
knowledge from tests without being directed by people or
expressly modified to deal with a particular errand, bringing
about their focal job in the data esteem chain, with the rest of
to propels in careful methods or clinical medicines [7–11].

)e advent of big data technology has recently piqued
the curiosity of medical professionals concerned with breast
health. Indeed, storage capacity has expanded significantly
over the previous three decades, bringing about larger
amounts and a more noteworthy variety of clinical infor-
mation that has been saved (mammography filters, 3D ul-
trasound, MRI, genomic information, neurotic information,
and so forth). As of not long ago, this information was every
now and again utilized at a singular level over the course of
time to produce a conclusion and a helpful arrangement,
follow ailment improvement, and conjecture a patient’s
forecast. Besides, just coordinated information on a factual
scale was utilized, which addressed just a tiny level of the
open and useable data sources.

)e rest of putting away information cemeteries was
scarcely apparent to clinical professionals. )e primary
guarantee of great data is that it will empower the utilization
of all information sources, even unstructured ones such as
text-based patient reports or photographs, influencing
clinical exploration and, at last, patient consideration
[12, 13].

To completely appreciate how big data might improve
breast health care, two developments must be examined. To
start, the production environment that has arisen
throughout the past ten years takes into account the exe-
cution of predefined procedures on immense volumes and
various kinds of data. Second, AI algorithms and their
programming language executions might gain from data to
reveal examples and correlations, coming about in signifi-
cant insights. Data researchers are seasoned veterans at
dealing with these unique techniques [14].

)e success of these cutting-edge investigations is de-
pendent on transdisciplinarity. It takes time to develop a
shared semantics between medical personnel and data sci-
entists, and the breast disease units’ experience working in
transversal organizations will be invaluable in developing a

framework for these interactions. Patients and, more
broadly, civic society should be included in Big Data
projects, in addition to medical professionals and data
scientists, because only rigorous adherence to privacy
standards can ensure their success and profitability [15, 16].

1.1. Breast Cancer. Breast disease is a fiery growth that
begins in the breast and spread to the remainder of the body.
Disease emerges when cells start to multiply wildly. Breast
malignant growth is a gathering of infections wherein breast
tissue cells move and create uncontrolled, finishing in a
protuberance or mass. Most breast tumors start in the dairy
organs. Mammograms, breast self-assessment (BSE), biopsy,
and refined breast tissue measurements are used to assess
breast malignant growth. A medical operation, radiation,
chemical treatment, chemotherapy, and laser treatment can
all be used to treat breast cancer.

At the point when harmful development cells enter the
circulatory or lymphatic frameworks and travel to various
pieces of the body, breast ailment could spread. Breast
cancerous growth cells typically structure an irregularity or
cancer, which should be visible on an X-beam or felt as a firm
mass. Monitoring controllable gamble variables can assist
with lessening the probability of creating breast malignant
growth [17]. Breast malignant growth is principally a female
infection, but it is turning out to be more normal in men.

1.1.1. Types of Breast Cancer. Obtrusive breast cancer and
noninvasive breast cancer are two kinds of breast diseases
that can be characterized based on regardless of whether the
malignant growth has spread (Figure 1) [18].

Obtrusive breast disease, then again any sort of breast-
threatening development that has spread to the breast
tissues, is suggested as nosy ductal carcinoma (IDC) which
attacks the incorporating tissues in the breasts, making
them substantial and perceptible on mammograms. In-
trusive breast disease represents 81% of all cases of invasive
breast disease. )en again, any sort of dangerous breast
development that has spread to the incorporating breast
tissues is implied as meddlesome ductal carcinoma (IDC)
attacks the including tissues of the breasts, making them
discernible and perceptible on mammograms. Obtrusive
breast malignant growth represents 81% of all cases. In-
vasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) infiltrates the breast tissues
on both sides and is microscopically identified as inflam-
matory carcinoma, often known as IBC (fiery breast dis-
ease); it is an intriguing and perilous sort of breast
malignant growth that appears as a rash or bothered skin
region [19, 20].

It blocks the lymph vessels in the skin of the breasts.
Since searing breast disease cannot be perceived by mam-
mography or ultrasound, it ought to be found imperceptibly
[21–24]. Paget’s infection is an especially interesting sort of
breast disease. Paget’s disease of the breast starts on the
areola and spreads to the encompassing dark circle of skin
(areola). Intrusive ductal carcinoma is the medical term for
male breast cancer in cutting-edge stages, Figure 2.
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1.1.2. Breast Cancer Symptoms and Signs. Another lymph
center point or hard mass around the Breast or underarm
district is a truly common breast-threatening development
sign. Breast dangerous development is consistently por-
trayed by a simple, hard knot with sporadic edges; however,
it can likewise be a delicate, delicate mass. Breast malignant

growth frequently has no side effects in light of the fact that the
cancer is little and simple to treat. Consequently, screening is
vital for right on-time identification.)e signs and symptoms of
breast cancer vary from person to person. Some folks do not
have any symptoms or signs at all [17].

1.1.3. Breast Cancer Stages and Survival Rate. Cells in the
conduit lining or a segment of the breast are strange, as in-
dicated by the SEER Committee’s stage framework (surveil-
lance, epidemiology, and end results). Breast disease is bound
to create in one or the two breasts. At this moment, the
perseverance rate is 100%. Breast disease is a sort of harmful
development that impacts the tissues of the breast. )e disease
is short of one inch in broadness [25–27]. )is stage has a 95%
to 98 percent chance of perseverance. It has something to do
with breast tissues, also. Growth is more modest than two
crawls in measurement. )e illness is malignant growth and
may grow to the assistant lymph hubs. )e endurance rate is
currently at 88 percent breast tissues are affected. )e tumor is
more than two creeps in breadth. )e disease might expand to
the assistant lymph hubs.)ese things could occur as irritation,
dimpling, or an adjustment of skin cooler. Right now, the
endurance rate is somewhere close to half and 60%. Not-
withstanding the breast, the disease has spread to different
pieces of the body. Right now, the opportunity for endurance
ranges somewhere in the range of 15% ̶ 20%.

1.1.4. Breast Cancer Causes. )e progression or change in
the DNA of the cells is the reason for this. A percentage of
the danger factors are benign conditions, such as

BreastCancer

Ductal Carcinoma In
Situ (DCIS)

Lobular Carcinoma In
Situ (LCIS)

Invasive Ductal
Carcinoma (IDC)

ER-Positive
Breast Cancer

Invasive Lobular
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Inflammatory
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Paget’s disease
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Figure 1: Classification of breast cancer.
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hyperplasia, which raise the risk of breast cancer. Having a
history of malignant development increases your chances of
creating disease [6].

1.2. Breast Cancer: Types, Statistics and Tppls for Early
Detection

1.2.1. Breast Cancer Types and Statistics. Breast malignant
growth creates when cells in the breast start to multiply
wildly. )ese cells generally combine to make cancer, which
should be visible on an x-beam or as a felt knot. If the cells of
the growth penetrate (attack) surrounding tissues or spread
(metastasize) to other parts of the body, the cancer is
dangerous (carcinogenic). Breast disease fundamentally
influences ladies; however, it can likewise affect men. Breast
disease can start in various areas of the Breast. By far, most
breast tumors start in the pipes that conveymilk to the areola
(malignant ductal growths). A few malignancies (lpbular
growths) begin in the organs that make breast milk [14, 28].

It is basic to comprehend that by far, most breast knots
are not threatening; all things being equal, they are harmless.
Harmless breast cancers are harmless developments that do
not spread outside of the breast and do not imperil one’s life.
Some harmless breast knots, then again, can build a lady’s
gamble of creating breast disease. A medical services expert
ought to assess any bump or change in the breast to decide if
it is harmless or dangerous and whether it might adjust
future disease risk. Breast disease can possibly spread to
different pieces of the body through the lymphatic frame-
work [15].

)e lymph framework is made up of y lymph centers,
lymph chambers, and lymph liquids that can be tracked
down all through the body [29–31]. Lymph centers are little
bean-molded groups of resistant framework cells connected
together by lymph (or lymphatic) veins. Lymph vessels are
like little veins in that they transport lymph (as opposed to
blood) out from the breast. Lymph contains both tissue
liquids and waste, as well as insusceptible compromised
framework cells. Breast disease cells are fit for entering
lymphatic channels and topping off lymph hubs [18].

)ere is a chance that cancerous growth cells have spread
to your lymph nodes, and a huge likelihood they have spread
to different spots of your body (metastasized). Early location
is basic for human existence, particularly on account of
forceful breast malignant growth. Breast malignant growth is
the most regular sickness among ladies around the world, as
indicated by the World Cancer Research Fund International
(WCRFI), with over 1.7 million new cases recognized in
2012. It is the second most normal disease on the planet
[20, 32–34]. )ese record for around 12% of all new disease
cases and 25% of all malignant growth cases in ladies.

Age standardized rate per 1, 00,000 (world).

2. Review of the Literature

Many studies on breast cancer in the field of medical data
analysis have been distributed, and most of them guarantee
to have extraordinary grouping exactness.

An assessment report has been distributed in which they
characterized breast disease threatening development in-
volving numerous techniques, including choice, highlight
extraction, and component gathering strategies. )e WEKA
procedure is used to break down breast malignant growth
illness data from the UCI store, and the portrayed strategies
are utilized to arrange details exactly. )is study demon-
strates unequivocally that the information-gathering tech-
nique is efficient in predicting breast cancer sickness. )e
WEKA device is highly considered in data mining as one of
the most effective and dependable data classification strat-
egies. SVM outperformed other methods on the data set for
breast cancer malignant development and produces con-
sistent results. With an accuracy rate of 82.53 percent, 286
instances and 10 characteristics of breast cancer disease were
investigated.

)e authors of [6]fostered a framework plan for fore-
seeing the event of breast disease threatening development
in the beginning phases by assessing the littlest assortment of
factors from the clinical dataset. )e Wisconsin breast
malignant growth dataset (WBCD) was used to carry out the
suggested investigation. )e capacity of the proposed
technique is determined by comparing actual with expected
features and obtaining characterisation exactness. )e re-
sults suggest that this inquiry has the highest categorization
accuracy of 99.28%.

“Addresses the execution of a progress improvement
algorithm to mine two distinctive datasets in AI using four
unique progression smoothing techniques.” Iris Data We
used the set and the breast cancer dataset as informational
data. A set to test the selected suggested improvement es-
timates [15].

)e cerebrum affiliation (NN) is used in the solicitation
issue of this exploration, close by four streamlined upgrade
strategies: whale optimization algorithm (WOA), dragonfly
algorithm (DA), multiverse optimization (MVA), gray wolf
optimization (GWO). For precise choices of the proposed
enhancement processes, an assortment of control limits was
analyzed. Concerning intermingling, runtime, character-
isation rate, and MSE, the comparison study shows that the
GWO and MVO outperform both the WO and the DA.
Hybrid algorithms that combine two different optimization
methodologies could be investigated further in the future for
data mining tasks” [20].

Recognized five managed AI computations are support
vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor method, ran-
dom forest, artificial neural network (ANN), and logistic
regression (LR) [1]. )e UCI Storage House contains as-
sociations with the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Observation
Dataset. Accuracy, mindfulness, specificity, accuracy, neg-
ative predictable values, false negative rates, interesting
positive rates, F1 scores, and Matthews correlation coeffi-
cients are fully used to examine experimental results. )e
accuracy and accuracy of the ANN is only 98.57%, 97.82%,
and 0.9890, which are the highest, while the accuracy and
accuracy of the SVM are the second highest, with F1 scores
of 97.14%, 97, 14%, and .9890, respectively.

“Working on the performance of most grouping algo-
rithms by applying techniques for highlight choice to limit
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how much elements” [20]. Certain properties are more
important than others and affect the results of order cal-
culations. )e inspiration that drives this study is an
overview of the accuracy of some recent information mining
estimates in predicting the recurrence of breast disease. It
utilizes molecule swarm advancement as a component
choice in three notable classifiers: Naive Bayes, K-closest
neighbor, and quick choice tree student to move along the
prediction model’s accuracy. )e performance of naive
Bayes was superior with and without PSO (particle swarm
optimization), but when combined with PSO, the other two
approaches improved.”

Support vector machine (SVM)-based BCD model for
distinguishing breast disease with 10-overlap cross approval. At
the point when there are numerous information highlights for
malignant growth ID, the undertaking gets more troublesome
[15]. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a procedure for
restricting the element region extending from a higher to a lower
aspect. )e PCA refines the model’s accuracy based on the
assessment results. Other learning calculations such as decision
tree (DT), random forest, k-nearest neighbor method (k-NN),
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), AdaBoost, neural network
(NN), and naave Bayes have been proposed. It is displayed in a
different way. BCDmodel. (query)According to the F1measure,
ROC twist, accuracy, lift curve, and calibration chart, the pro-
posed BCD model provides excellent accuracy among the
various model strategies investigated.)e proposed BCDmodel
has the most elevated AUC of 0.995 and the most noteworthy
precision of 98.1 percent among different models tried.”

)e effectiveness of the five nonlinear machine learning
methods is A.A. Evaluated in an 18-inch study by Bataineh:
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), K-nearest neighbor method
(KNN), classification and regression tree (CART), Gaussian
Naive Bayes (NB), and support vector machine (SVM) [37, 38]
when it comes to data classification, the main goal is to evaluate
the performance and feasibility of each algorithm in terms of
accuracy, accuracy, and validation of characteristic tests. MLP
has 96.70% accuracy when compiling data.)is is more obvious
than the other four algorithms. After evaluation, the accuracy
and validation of the predictivemodel are evaluated by using the
K-overlap mutual recognition method for ambiguous data.
According to the results of this review, the accuracy, accuracy,
and validation of the MLP model were highest at 99.12 percent,
99.00 percent, and 99.00 percent, respectively. )e review relied
on the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Diagnosis (WBCD) dataset.

Jing Zheng, Denan Lin, ZhongjunGao, Shuang Wang,
Mingjie He, Jipeng Fan, Jing Zheng, Denan Lin Den
Mathematically proposed an efficient AdaBoost algorithm
for deep learning support to identify harmful enhancements
to the breast (DLA-EABA) was run by using the current PC-
development carried out. Notwithstanding customary PC
vision methodologies, deep convolutional neural networks
are being used to investigate tumour classification methods
that use transfers (CNNs). )is examination centers around
deciding the best strategy by consolidating a few method-
ologies for choosing and separating highlights, as well as
assessing their result utilizing grouping and division algo-
rithms, which are essential for AI techniques. )e

preliminary results exhibit a serious level of precision of 97.2
percent, responsiveness of 98.3 percent, and particularity of
96.5 percent when contrasted with other contemporary
systems.”

3. Research Methodology

Pertinent distributions for this audit were found via looking
through Google Scholar, Research Gate, PubMed, Science Di-
rect, IEEE, and Springer for terms like [“Breast Cancer” or
“Dangerous development Detection”]+ “Man-made
intelligence”+ [“SVM or ANN”]+ [Biosensors or FET or Elec-
trochemical”] [36, 37]. )is audit takes care of every one of the
applications where breast malignant growth recognition can be
applied. Prior to 2018, studies were deemed less relevant because
the approaches offered were less accurate, were more expensive,
and had a smaller scope of implementation.

4. Data Analysis

Zheng, Jing, Lin, Denan, Gao, Zhongjun, Wang, Shuang, He,
Mingjie und Fan, Jipeng Entwicklungen Cancer arrangement
techniques that include moves, notwithstanding conventional
PC vision strategies, are as of now being investigated utilizing
profound convolutional brain organizations (CNNs). )is ex-
ploration centers around deciding the ideal strategy by con-
solidating a fewAI procedures with techniques for choosing and
removing highlights, as well as assessing their result utilizing
order and division calculations. When contrasted with other
existing frameworks, the trial results show that the high ex-
actness level of 97.2 percent, awareness of 98.3 percent, and
particularity of 96.5 percent are superior.

4.1. A Comparative Analysis of Breast Cancer Prediction
Techniques (Year 2016 to 2020). Further study gives a point-
by-point portrayal of breast malignant growth grouping
utilizing different AI, information mining, and profound
learning procedures in light of the Algorithm/technique
utilized for expectation, instruments, informational index,
information type, and number qualities considered for the
review, as displayed in Table 1.

5. Result Analysis

We searched the information databases of BMC Bio-
informatics, Biomed, Google Scholar, IEEE, Science-Direct,
Springer, and Web of Science for the penetration rate and
research of huge learning systems in the fields of information
mining, AI, and clinical information evaluation. Multiview-
Mammography-based informative placement/numerical
property-based informative combinations were found to have
been used in the evaluation study [39–41]. )is genuine Fig-
ure 3 and close to assessment Table 1 further shows that
mammograms/pictures are used in relatively few examinations
of breast-threatening development assumptions. )e accessi-
bility of datasets is a critical obstacle to utilizing AI and
profound learning strategies to foresee breastmalignant growth
on the grounds that every strategy requires a lot of preparing
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information for computational evaluations. We present an
outline of information mining, AI, and profound learning
approaches in this work, with an accentuation on the precision
speed of breast infection assumption. We searched the in-
formation databases of BMC Bioinformatics, Biomed, Google
Scholar, IEEE, Science-Direct, Springer, andWeb of Science for
the penetration rate and research of huge learning systems in
the fields of information mining, AI, and clinical information
evaluation. Multiview-Mammography-based informative
placement/numerical property-based informative combina-
tionswere found to have been used in the evaluation study [37].

6. Conclusion

)e basic role of this research article is to identify existing AI
and important learning studies that assume the development
of harmful breasts and identify the best framework for
assessing their proportion. It has been perceived that more
work still needs to be carried out from here on out since large
information is creating an unrest in medical care at this
moment [42, 43].

)ere is a need to deal with this enormous measure of
information since the present advanced medical services
require astute incorporation and collection of accessible
patient data and PC information, coordinated, semi-

organized, and unstructured, in their unique organizations.
Second, because of the shortage of accessible datasets, not
very many exploration studies on breast disease pictures are
led. Accordingly, a model for foreseeing breast malignant
growth from a histopathological picture put together in-
formational collections with respect to big information can
be proposed. To start, Hadoop engineering can be made to
hold information tests to imagine the work on Big infor-
mation, and afterward, an effective convolutional brain
network calculation can be developed for expectation [18].
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Table 1: Comparison of breast cancer data mining, machine learning, predictive deep learning techniques [19].

S.
no Author name Method Tools Dataset Data type No. of

attribute Performance

1. Venkateshwara Rao,
Mary Gladence

Classification techniques
SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes Weka UCI machine

learning
Numeric
attributes 296 Higher accuracy

85%

2. Madhu kumara,
Vijhendra Singh

Classification supervised
machine learning algorithm MAtlab Wisconsin

breast cancer Numeric 700 KNN classifier
with 100%
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Figure 3: Statistical comparison of data mining, machine learning, and deep learning methods for breast cancer prediction over the last 5
years (2016–2020).
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Objective. To probe into the e�cacy of Yishen Huashi granules combined with linagliptin tablets in the treatment of type 2 diabetic
nephropathy (DN) and its e�ect on blood glucose and renal function in patients. Methods. 70 patients with type 2 DN at our
hospital between May 2020 and May 2022 were chosen as the research objects and separated into the control group and the
research group based on their treatments. With 35 cases in each group, the patients treated with initial therapy and linagliptin
tablets were enrolled in the control group, and those who received the above treatments and also Yishen Huashi granules were
included in the research group. �eir clinical indexes such as blood glucose and renal function were compared with both groups
after treatment. Results. After treatment, the research group had remarkably lower fasting blood glucose (FPG), 2 h-postprandial
blood glucose (2 h-PBG), and glycosylated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels than those in the control group (P< 0.05). After
treatment, the research group had remarkably lower levels of total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride (TG), and low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) (P< 0.05) and higher high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels (P< 0.05) than those in the control group. After treatment, the
urinary microalbumin (u-mALB) level was remarkably lower in both groups (P< 0.05) and was distinctly lower in the research
group than in the control group (P< 0.05). After treatment, the research group had remarkably lower renal function indexes such
as serum creatinine (SCr), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), urinary protein (UPro), and urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER)
(P< 0.05) and a higher estimated glomerular �ltration rate (eGFR) level (P< 0.05) than those in the control group. �e e�cacy
was evaluated by the traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) syndrome score after treatment. �ere were no patients in complete
remission between both the groups, where slight di�erences were found in the proportion of signi�cant remission (P> 0.05), with
the total e�ective rate of the research group remarkably higher than that of the control group (P< 0.05). Conclusion. �e
combination of Yishen Huashi granules and linagliptin tablets can reduce the blood glucose and blood lipid levels in patients with
type 2 DN and lower UPro and protect renal function at the same time, which provides a new idea and a method for clinical
treatment of type 2 DN with integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine.

1. Introduction

Diabetic nephropathy (DN), characterized by persistent
proteinuria, decreased glomerular �ltration rate (GFR), and
elevated blood pressure, is the major primary disease of end-
stage nephropathy and one of the lethal microvascular
complications of diabetes, with an incidence rate reaching
up to 30%–50% [1–3]. DN has an insidious onset, which

progresses rapidly by the proteinuria stage in the clinic, with
symptoms such as edema, dyslipidemia, and continuous
decline in renal function. However, conventional hypogly-
cemic agents are limited in DN treatment, and most oral
hypoglycemic agents cannot be used in stages 3–4 of chronic
kidney disease (CKD) [4–6]. In contrast, as a new type of a
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP-4) inhibitor, linagliptin tablets
can be excreted through the intestine and can be used even in
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patients with renal insufficiency or on dialysis, with a good
hypoglycemic effect. In addition, traditional Chinese med-
icine (TCM) treatment has been applied to DN and CKD for
more than 2,000 years, whose herbal medicine is still widely
adopted in treating DN conditions. From the perspective of
TCM, DN is a syndrome of qi and yin deficiency with blood
stasis, whose treatment should be based on nourishing qi
and yin, activating blood circulation, and removing blood
stasis. Yishen Huashi granules, which are composed of
ginseng, astragalus, large head atractylodes rhizome, Poria
cocos, Rhizoma Alismatis, ternate pinellia rhizome,
notopterygium root, radix angelicae tuhuo, divaricate sap-
oshnikovia root, radix bupleuri, etc., have the effect of in-
vigorating yang and spleen, tonifying kidneys, dissipating
hygrosis, and inducing diuresis and detumescence. Phar-
macological studies have also confirmed that the granules
can reduce UPro, regulate immune function, inhibit oxi-
dation, reduce glycemic indexes, and repair damaged glo-
merular basement membranes [7–9]. So far, there has been
no research combining these two in the treatment of DN. In
our hospital, we have been using Yishen Huashi granules in
combination with linagliptin tablets to treat type 2 DN for
many years with good efficacy, which is reported as follows.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Inclusion Criteria. ① 'e patients’ disease met the
clinical diagnostic criteria of type 2 DN [10] and was stable;
② the patients were aged 18 and older; ③ the patients’
gender was not limited;④ the patients had good compliance
with treatment and follow-ups;⑤ the patients did not take
any vitamins, statins, or angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors within the last 30 days;⑥ the patients’ disease met
the indications for Yishen Huashi granules and linagliptin
tablets;⑦ the patients and their family members knew the
purpose and procedure of this study and signed the in-
formed consent.

2.2. Exclusion Criteria. ① Patients with severe liver and
kidney dysfunction, malignant tumor, or coagulation dis-
orders; ② patients receiving maintenance dialysis or renal
transplantation;③ patients with other primary or secondary
nephropathy; ④ patients with diabetic ketoacidosis; ⑤
patients with hyperthyroidism or severe infection;⑥ pa-
tients with renovascular hypertension.

2.3. Selection andGrouping of Patients. 70 patients with type
2 DN at our hospital between May 2020 and May 2022 were
chosen as research objects to conduct a retrospective
analysis. 'ey were separated into a control group and a
research group based on the treatment methods, with 35
cases in each group. 'is study conformed to ethical stan-
dards and was authorized by the ethics committee of our
hospital.

2.4. Treatment Methods. Patients were all given conven-
tional treatment of DN, including high-quality-low-protein,

low-phosphorus diabetic diet, control of blood glucose and
blood pressure, correction of anemia, correction of acidosis,
correction of disorders of calcium and phosphorus meta-
bolism, regulation of blood lipids, maintenance of electrolyte
balance, and prevention and control of infection [11–13].
Based on this, the control group took linagliptin tablets
(specification: 5mg; manufacturer: Boehringer Ingelheim
Pharmaceuticals Inc.; NMPA Approval No. J20171087)
orally, 5mg per day, which could be taken at any time of the
day, with or without meals. With the above treatments, the
research group took Yishen Huashi granules (specification:
10 g/bag; manufacturer: Guangzhou Consun Pharmaceuti-
cal Co., Ltd.; NMPA Approval No. Z20090250), 1 bag each
time, 3 times a day.'e observation treatment period of both
groups was 3 months.

2.5. Observation Criteria

(1) General data include age, gender, duration of dia-
betes, concomitant risk factors, body mass index
(BMI), fasting blood glucose (FPG), 2 h-postprandial
blood glucose (2 h-PBG), glycosylated hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c), total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride
(TG), serum creatinine (SCr), blood urea nitrogen
(BUN), tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleu-
kin-6 (IL-6), high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-
CRP). SCr is generally considered to be endogenous
SCr, while endogenous creatinine is a product of
human muscle metabolism. BUN is a nitrogenous
compound in plasma other than protein, which is
excreted from the body by glomerular filtration.
BUN will increase when renal insufficiency is
decompensated. 'e presence of protein in the urine
is called proteinuria or UPro. Normal urine contains
a small amount of small molecule protein, and
proteinuria is a common manifestation of kidney
disease and can also occur in systemic diseases.

(2) Glycemic indexes. 'e glycemic indexes of patients
in both groups were measured after treatment, in-
cluding FPG, 2h-PBG, and HbA1c indexes.

(3) Blood lipid levels. 'e blood lipid levels in the two
groups were tested after treatment, including TC,
TG, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), and low-den-
sity lipoprotein (LDL) indexes.

(4) Urinary microalbumin (u-mALB). 'e u-mALB
levels were tested before and after treatment in
patients.

(5) Renal function includes SCr, BUN, estimated GFR
(eGFR), urinary protein (UPro), and urinary albu-
min excretion rate (UAER) indexes.

(6) Efficacy in treating DN assessed by the TCM syn-
drome score. Patients who had negative results of
proteinuria, UPro quantification of <0.5 g/24h,
normal or near normal serum albumin levels (>35 g/
L), normal or near normal urinary erythrocyte levels,
normal renal function, and complete elimination of
clinical nephropathic symptoms by multiple
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detections were complete remission. Patients who
had UPro quantification of <1 g/24h, remarkably
improved serum albumin and urinary erythrocyte
levels, and normal or near normal renal function by
multiple detections were significant remission.
Multiple detection results of decreased UPro levels,
UPro quantification reduced by half compared with
that before treatment, improved serum albumin and
urinary erythrocyte levels, and better renal function
were partial remission. UPro, serum albumin, and
urinary erythrocyte levels had no remarkable
changes compared with those before treatment, with
obvious clinical nephropathic symptoms and un-
changed renal function as invalid treatment.

2.5.1. Laboratory Testing. Venous blood samples were taken
from patients before and after treatment for laboratory
testing, with the indexes of FPG, HbA1c, TC, TG, SCr, BUN,
HDL, LDL, TNF-α, IL-6, and hs-CRP. 24-h urine samples
were collected before and after treatment, 50ml of which
were taken for testing, with the indexes of u-mALB, eGFR,
UPro, and UAER.

2.6. StatisticalDisposal. 'e study adopted SPSS22.0 for data
processing, which mainly calculated the differences between
the groups, and graph production was carried out using
GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA).
'e research data contained two types of data, count data
and measurement data, in which the former was represented
as [n (%)] and verified byX2 and the latter was represented as
(x ± s) and verified by t tests, conformed to normal dis-
tribution. 'e statistical result of P< 0.05 indicated a sta-
tistical difference between the groups.

3. Results

3.1. General Data. No statistical differences were found in
the age, genders, duration of diabetes, concomitant risk
factors, BMI, FPG, 2h-PBG, HbA1c, TC, TG, SCr, BUN,
TNF-α, IL-6, and hs-CRP between both the groups
(P> 0.05). 'e general data in both groups were balanced
and comparable, see Table 1.

3.2. Glycemic Indexes. 'e glycemic indexes of all the pa-
tients showed reductions after treatment compared to those
before treatment, with the FPG, 2 h-PBG, and HbA1c levels
remarkably lower in the research group than those in the
control group (P< 0.05), see Table 2.

3.3. Blood Lipid Levels. After treatment, the research group
had remarkably lower TC, TG, and LDL levels (P< 0.05) and
higher HDL levels (P< 0.05) than those in the control group.
'e blood lipid levels in the research group after treatment
were eminently better than those in the control group, see
Table 3.

3.4. U-mALB Levels. After treatment, the u-mALB level was
remarkably lower in both groups (P< 0.05) and was dis-
tinctly lower in the research group than in the control group
(P< 0.05), see Figure 1.

3.5. Renal Function. After treatment, the research group had
remarkably lower renal function indexes such as SCr, BUN,
UPro, and UAER (P< 0.05) and a higher eGFR index
(P< 0.05) than those in the control group, see Table 4.

3.6. Efficacy of TCM Syndrome. 'e efficacy was evaluated
by the TCM syndrome score after treatment. 'ere were no
patients in complete remission between both the groups,
where slight differences were found in the proportion of
significant remission (P> 0.05), with the total effective rate
of the research group being remarkably higher than that of
the control group (P< 0.05), see Figure 2.

4. Discussion

Type 2 DN is a microvascular complication often taking
place in diabetic patients, with insidious onset, less obvious
initial symptoms, and malignant changes in renal function,
when the disease develops to the late stage. Diabetes is the
major factor of end-stage renal disease, and a clinical study
has confirmed [14] that DN occurs in most patients 15–20
years after diabetes, which is one of the lethal hazards to
diabetic patients. However, in recent years, TCM treatment
has been widely carried out in clinics, bringing more op-
portunities and possibilities for treating type 2 DN. TCM
believes that DN belongs to the categories of “edema” and
“guange” (frequent vomiting and dysuria), which is devel-
oped on the basis of the deficiency of qi and yin in diabetes
and obstruction of collaterals by blood stasis and toxin. 'e
pathogenesis is mainly the deficiency of the spleen and the
kidney, incompetence of qi transformation, and internal
resistance of blood stasis [15, 16]. Due to long-term diabetes
and weak qi of the spleen, the source of qi and blood is
blocked, resulting in the kidney’s failure of storing energy
and dysfunction of water metabolism. Ginseng, large head
atractylodes rhizome, and Poria cocos in Yishen Huashi
granules have the effect of invigorating yang and qi and
strengthening the spleen to eliminate dampness, which can
remove the influence of damp in middle jiao on the kidney.
Pinellia ternata rhizome, rhizoma alismatis, and divaricate
saposhnikovia root enable the recovery of renal function by
eliminating dampness and swelling and tonifying qi and the
kidney. Rhizoma coptidis, the root of herbaceous peony, and
dried old orange peel can remove dampness. For DN, there
are limitations in the treatment of Western medicine or
TCM alone. Most conventional oral hypoglycemic agents in
the clinic need to be excreted by the kidneys, and thus, most
patients need to receive insulin therapy. But as renal
clearance of insulin decreases and the duration of insulin
action prolongs, the risk of hypoglycemia gradually in-
creases, and even cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events
can be induced [17, 18]. Linagliptin is a xanthine derivative
which has the advantages of strong activity, high DPP-4
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receptor selectivity, long half-life, and a high protein binding
rate. Most of the drug is excreted via the intestinal tract as a
prototype, with only 5% by the kidney. It is the only DPP-4
inhibitor that does not require dose adjustment in the
treatment of DN, which has good hypoglycemic effects even
in CKD stage 5 and can continue to be used in the presence
of hepatic insufficiency [19, 20].'e combined application of
Linagliptin and Yishen Huashi granules may create synergy,
which is beneficial to improve the clinical efficacy of DN
patients.

4.1. Effect on Glycemic Indexes and Blood Lipid Levels.
'e results revealed that all the patients’ glycemic indexes
showed different degrees of reduction after treatment
compared to those before treatment, with the FPG, 2hPG,
and HbA1C levels in the research group remarkably lower
than those in the control group (P< 0.05). After treatment,
the research group had remarkably lower TC, TG, and LDL
levels (P< 0.05) and higher HDL levels (P< 0.05) than those
in the control group, suggesting eminently better glycemic

Table 1: Comparison of general data (n� 35).

Observation indexes Control group Research group X 2/t P

Age (years) 58.51± 8.30 58.34± 8.40 0.085 0.932
Genders 0.238 0.626
Male 20 (57.14) 22 (62.86)
Female 15 (42.86) 13 (37.14)

Duration of diabetes (years) 5.89± 1.12 6.00± 1.15 0.405 0.687
FPG (mmol/L) 10.25± 0.67 10.34± 0.71 0.545 0.587
2h-PBG (mmol/L) 12.56± 1.97 12.50± 1.88 0.130 0.897
HbA1c (%) 8.80± 1.47 8.78± 1.50 0.056 0.955
TC (mmol/L) 5.47± 0.65 5.48± 0.53 0.071 0.944
TG (mmol/L) 2.08± 1.40 2.13± 0.38 0.204 0.839
SCr (umol/L) 73.05± 16.85 72.96± 17.10 0.22 0.982
BUN (mmol/L) 8.53± 5.59 8.47± 5.41 0.046 0.964
Concomitant risk factors
Hypertension 29 (82.86) 31 (88.57) 0.467 0.495
Hyperlipidemia 20 (57.14) 19 (54.29) 0.058 0.810

BMI (kg/m2) 20.86± 2.01 21.05± 2.10 0.387 0.700
TNF-α (ng/L) 141.84± 24.10 142.48± 23.71 0.112 0.911
IL-6 (ng/L) 60.07± 8.37 60.20± 8.85 0.063 0.950
Hs-CRP (mg/L) 7.55± 1.85 7.48± 1.83 0.159 0.874

Table 2: Comparison of glycemic indexes after treatment.

Groups Number of cases FPG (mmol/L) 2 h-PBG (mmol/L) HbA1C (%)
Control group 35 8.70± 0.90 11.07± 1.97 8.55± 0.70
Research group 35 7.33± 0.80 10.10± 1.65 7.46± 0.68
t 6.731 2.233 6.608
P <0.001 0.029 <0.001

Table 3: Comparison of blood lipid levels after treatment (n� 35).

Groups TC (mmol/L) TG (mmol/L) HDL (mmol/L) LDL (mmol/L)
Control group 4.70± 0.27 2.02± 0.26 1.03± 0.08 3.18± 0.29
Research group 4.23± 0.24 1.85± 0.22 1.16± 0.13 2.51± 0.16
t 6.697 2.953 5.038 11.968
P <0.001 0.004 <0.001 <0.001
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Figure 1: Comparison of u-mALB levels. Notes: the transverse axis
was before and after treatment, with the longitudinal axis as the u-
mALB level (mmol/L). 'e u-mALB levels in the control group
before and after treatment were (370.37± 40.36) and
(260.78± 34.24), respectively, while in the research group were
(371.45± 40.58) and (182.13± 30.56). ∗ indicated a remarkable
difference in the u-mALB levels between both the groups after
treatment (t� 10.138, P< 0.001).
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indexes and blood lipid levels in the research group after
treatment than those in the control group. Previous studies
have shown [21–23] that Yishen Huashi granules can control
blood glucose and regulate blood lipids. From the standpoint
of TCM, hyperlipidemia belongs to the category of “stag-
nation of damp turbidity and static blood,” which is mainly
treated by invigorating yang and discharging turbidity,
activating blood circulation, and removing blood stasis.
Yishen Huashi granules have the functions of invigorating
yang and the spleen, eliminating dampness and turbidity,
and inducing diuresis and detumescence. According to
modern pharmacology, astragalus can improve blood mi-
crocirculation, and rhizoma alismatis can inhibit the oc-
currence of hyperglycemia and hypersensitivity, thus
stabilizing blood glucose and blood lipids and reducing the
occurrence of glomerular basement membrane lesions.
'erefore, Yishen Huashi granules can effectively alleviate
the symptoms and signs of edema, fatigue, inappetence,
chillness, and cold limbs caused by DN.

4.2. Effect on Renal Function. According to the analysis on
the renal function-related indexes of the two groups, the

u-mALB level was remarkably lower in both groups after
treatment (P< 0.05) and was distinctly lower in the research
group than in the control group (P< 0.05). After treatment,
the research group had remarkably lower renal function
indexes such as SCr, BUN, UPro, and UAER (P< 0.05) and a
higher eGFR index (P< 0.05) than those in the control
group, suggesting that the combination of Yishen Huashi
granules and linagliptin had a better effect on improving
renal function and reducing renal injury. Modern phar-
macology has shown that ginsenosides in Yisheng Huashi
granules can reduce proteinuria, diminish inflammation and
water retention, and protect renal function; polysaccharides
in Poria cocos activate the cellular immune response and
improve patients’ low immunity, thereby alleviating the
inflammatory response and promoting the repair of renal
tubular damage [24, 25]. With the addition of linagliptin
tablets, this combination can exert renal protective effects
while lowering blood glucose. Moreover, the efficacy eval-
uated by the TCM syndrome score after treatment showed
that there were no patients in complete remission between
both the groups, where slight differences were found in the
proportion of significant remission (P> 0.05), with the total
effective rate of the research group remarkably higher than
that of the control group (P< 0.05). It has further confirmed
that Yishen Huashi granules combined with linagliptin
tablets have a good effect of glucose control on patients with
type 2 DN and contributes to the reduction of renal injury,
with a definite curative effect and further promoting the
rehabilitation of patients.

5. Summary

'e combination of Yishen Huashi granules and linagliptin
tablets can effectively reduce blood lipids and control blood
glucose, with the effect of lowering UPro and protecting
renal function, which provides a new idea and a method for
clinical treatment of type 2 DN with integrated traditional
Chinese and Western medicine. It is speculated in the study
that lipid lowering may have an obvious effect on controlling
UPro, improving hypercoagulability, and delaying the dis-
ease progression of DN patients. But it is worth noting that
the sample size selected for this study was limited and that
the findings may be influenced by factors such as geo-
graphical factors, so the correlation can be confirmed by the
forward large-sample studies.

Data Availability

Data used to support the findings of this study are available
on reasonable request from the corresponding author.

Table 4: Comparison of renal function indexes after treatment (n� 35).

Groups SCr (umol/L) eGFR (ml/min·1.73m2) BUN (mmol/L) UPro (g/24h) UAER (ug/min)
Control group 67.33± 8.14 80.64± 6.46 7.21± 2.15 1.15± 0.22 76.15± 10.72
Research group 62.12± 6.93 86.12± 10.96 6.23± 1.55 1.00± 0.18 70.83± 8.34
t 2.883 2.548 2.187 3.122 2.317
P 0.005 0.013 0.032 0.03 0.024
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Figure 2: Comparison of efficacy of TCM syndrome after treat-
ment (n� 35). Notes: the transverse axis represented evaluation
dimensions, with the longitudinal axis as the percentage (%). After
treatment, there were 17 cases of significant remission, 12 cases of
partial remission, 6 cases of invalid treatment, and a total of 29 cases
of effective treatment in the control group; there were 25 significant
remissions, 9 partial remissions, 1 invalid treatment, and a total of
34 effective treatment in the research group. ∗ suggested a re-
markable difference in the total effective rate of treatment between
both the groups (X2 � 3.968, P � 0.046).
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Mobilization hugely affects the personal satisfaction of old people. We found that preparing old and geriatric patients expands
their personal satisfaction using statistical comparisons of observed groups. As a technique of evaluation, we employed the
nonparametric Mann–Whitney test. (e Pearson correlation coefficient was employed to determine relationships between
variables. In both the BREF questionnaire (item 15) and the ADL test, geriatric individuals had similar mobility rates. Physical
activity is a crucial feature of mobility in seniors, according to findings from other studies. In hospitalized geriatric patients,
reduced mobility is the most significant impediment. Seniors’ confidence in their own talents grew as a result of the favourable
overall influence of physical activity. Geriatric patients must be mobilized on a regular basis in nursing, depending on their level of
dependency. Physical activity had a positive overall effect on older people’s confidence in their own abilities, and this was shown in
how they felt about themselves. Nursing staff must constantly move geriatric patients based on howmuch assistance they require.

1. Introduction

Actual work limitations, long haul disease, and advanced age
may not generally mean a lower personal satisfaction. More
seasoned individuals can get the things that help them,
similar to social combination, idealism, certainty, and a
longing to carry on with a full life, from the things that help
them get them. In practice, this means that the medical
findings of elderly patients may not always correspond to
their current psychological and social status. (is is because
people who are older have bad moods, a lack of purpose in
life, a lot of addictions (depending on others), and less
control over their own lives [1].

Patient fulfilment is one of the principle signs of how
great a medical care administration is. It is essential to zero
in on addressing the requirements of patients, particularly as
they connect with their real diseases, in the way that nurses
care today. How many patients are satisfied with a certain
medical device is an important way to figure out how good it
really is. (e quality of health care and how satisfied patients

are with their care are important indicators for caregivers
and health facility managers. Our goal was to find out how
important mobility is to the personal satisfaction of geriatric
patients and individuals who live in care offices for the older.
We imagined that the portability of geriatric patients and
individuals who live in care offices for the old is a significant
piece of how they rate their personal satisfaction and that it
would be very different between groups [2].

1.1. Geriatric Patients. (ere is a field of medicine called
geriatrics that deals with medical care for older people, but it
is not easy to figure out what that age group is. A lot of
people use the word “older” instead of “elderly.” People often
use the age of 65, but most people do not need geriatric care
until they are 70, 75, or even 80. What does gerontology look
at? Gerontology is the study of ageing. It looks at changes in
biology, sociology, and psychology as we get older.

Around 1900, in the United States, people over 65 made
up 4% of the population. Today, they make up more than
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14% (nearly 50 million people, with a daily net gain of
10,000). More than 80million people will be over 65 by 2026,
when baby boomers born after World War II reach age 80.
(ose who are over 65 now have an average age of a little
more than 75.(e proportion of those over 85 is expected to
grow fastest, though [3].

Men have 17 more years at 65, and women have 10 more
years at 75. Ladies typically live about 5 years longer than
men. (is is most likely due to genetic, natural, and envi-
ronmental factors. Women’s lifestyles changed dramatically
in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, with
more smoking and stress. (ese differences in survival have
not changed, though as show in Figure 1 [4].

1.2. Purposes and Components of Comprehensive Geriatric
Assessment. (e evaluation attempts to accurately diagnose,
screen for treatable illnesses, devise a reasonable treatment
plan, and track any changes in elderly people over time.
Often, the appropriateness of services (like long-term care)
and the best place to put them are also looked into. In CGA, a
lot of different people work together to solve problems.
Multidisciplinary teams can add a lot of expertise and en-
thusiasm to the way patients are assessed and cared for [5].
(e final structure will depend on the goals of the pro-
gramme, the setting, the number of patients, and the fi-
nancing. Most gatherings have a specialist, a medical
caretaker, and a social labourer. Others in the group are a
physiotherapist and a word-related advisor. A couple of
gatherings similarly have a dietitian, advisor, trained pro-
fessional, podiatrist, ophthalmologist, or clinical pharma-
cologist on them, too. Since there are so many various things
that can turn out badly with individuals as they age, the
WHOhas distinguished and suggested that specific things be
checked in old individuals (Box). In view of these areas,
various instruments have been used to evaluate people [6].

Geriatric instruments are usually scales that have been
proven to be accurate and easy to use. Another benefit is that
standardized instruments can make it easier for healthcare
workers to share information. (is allows for smooth
teamwork, the collection of valuable and true data, and the
tracking of treatment progress over time [7].

People use the Barthel ADL and Katz index of ADL to
determine how simple a person’s daily living is. To deter-
mine the instrumental ADL, tools such as the Lawton IADL
scales and the Fillenbaum five-item IADL questionnaire are
used (IADL). Folstein Mini-Mental State Examination
(FMSSE) is two tests that measure howwell people think that
FMSE is an example of scales that can be used to measure
cognitive function (MMSE) [8].

(ere is proof that these tests work [9].
It is also possible to use a lot of different tools to screen

for depression. When they want to know how depressed
they are, many people use the Yesavage Geriatric De-
pression Scale, the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression,
Self-Care (D), and the Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale.

People in the area have used a Cantonese-language version
of the Geriatric Depression Scale. It has been shown to be
true. (e only way to measure social and economic status
does not seem to be with a single number. Any such
measure would be very long because it would have to cover
a lot of ground look at a lot of different things about how
socially important you are. When the Royal College of
Physicians of London recommends a checklist, this is a
simple one [10].

(e most difficult aspect of a geriatric assessment is
determining how physically fit someone is. (is is mostly
because physical illness is so complicated and has so many
different causes. (ere are some well-designed scales
available, but they are only useful for certain diseases, such as
the New York Heart Association’s classification for heart
disease, which is widely used [11].

As a result, many CGA programmers do not try to figure
out how many physical illnesses their participants have, but
only record their diagnoses and the medicines they use. One
of the most common things that people do not pay attention
to when they do a physical examination on an older person is
to check for ailing health. Nourishing issues are normal in
more established patients, particularly the individuals who
have other medical conditions. Henceforth, a nourishing
appraisal ought to be important for the actual assessment in
the CGA, which is the reason [12–14].

(e body weight, weight file, mid-arm outline, rear arm
muscles skin overlay thickness, and serum egg whites level
can be used to figure out howwell an elderly person is getting
the nutrients they need. It can be hard to measure the height
of an elderly person because they have problems with their
bones and are not able to move. You can use the length of
their arms to figure out their height [8].

1.3. Benefits of Using Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment.
Many distinct and controlled studies have been conducted to
determine how well CGA functions. Probably, the latest
investigations that show the advantages of CGA are dis-
played in Table 1 and Figure 2. Old individuals who were
probably going to be shipped off a nursing home yet were
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Figure 1: Geriatric assessment.
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not excessively wiped out, hysterical, or well enough to be
sent to a geriatric evaluation unit were randomized to go
there (intervention group). (ere were geriatricians, a social
worker, and geriatric nurses on staff at the unit. It was also
helped by occupational and physiotherapists, psychologists,
and dietitians. Compared with the control group, those who
took part in the study had a lower mortality rate, fewer
people who went to nursing homes, a shorter stay in the
hospital, less money spent on institutional care, and better
morale and function [15, 16].

(e accuracy of tests has been improved. 6 mean less
nursing home use.(e placement of 2 changed for the better.
(ere has been a lot more use of home healthcare service.
(e function has been made better by number 3, less use of
medical service by number 8, and a better mood or thought
process by number 4 [17–20].

Older people who were placed in a geriatric-focused
special unit had higher ADL scores, fewer nursing home
admissions, and overall better well-being and health than
those who were not have done two controlled studies in
people. 34,35 In the 1987 study, the older people who were
checked out by the geriatric consultation service but did not
get any follow-up care had better mental health, took fewer
medications when they left the hospital, and died less quickly
than the people who did not get checked out. 34 In a later
study,35 the people who took part in the study were given
follow-up [21, 22]. It was found that 6-month survival rates
went up, as well as a better Barthel index and less use of
institutional care 35 [5].

In the same way, researchers have said that CGA can
help people who are not in the hospital. Doing a controlled
study, Boult and his team36 looked at 43 elderly people who
had a high chance of being readmitted.(ey took them to an
outpatient geriatric assessment and the executives follow up
for 3 to 4 months, where a geriatric multidisciplinary group
dealt with them. Following 17 months, there was a lower
passing rate and less utilization of nursing homes and crisis
administrations. (e consequences of another review uti-
lized short-term geriatric evaluation without recovery
benefits or direct control of the executives [23, 24]. (ey had
the option to show that the mediation bunch had a superior
analysis, better mental and passionate result, and a lower
level of carer stress than the benchmark group. Other
community-based controlled trials have found that CGA is
beneficial to people 38, 39 [8].

2. Materials and Method

We used ex-post facto causal comparative study in our
investigation. We employed descriptive statistics to confirm
the findings of the study techniques. Our study included 386
patients from the geriatric departments of Presov’s College
Hospital with J. A. Reiman Policlinic and Bardejov’s Hos-
pital and Clinic of St. James, as well as offices for the elderly
in nearby towns. We utilized the methodology of gathering
information utilizing a normalized poll, the WHOQOL-
BREF survey, and the everyday exercises of day-to-day
living, ADL test, to decide the singular parts of exploration
[25–29]. (e two studies were completed entirely by each
patient/senior, and we took into account the unique char-
acteristics of senior age, particularly tactile hindrance
(changes in vision, hearing, and so on).(e average length of
stay in a senior facility was 13.8months (SD 1.29). We
utilized the Mann–Whitney test for two independent se-
lections to compare the observed groups statistically. We
were able to find statistically significant differences in
measured parameters across groups using this nonpara-
metric methodology. (e nonparametric Spearman corre-
lation coefficient was employed to determine relationships
between variables [6].

2.1. ResearchMethodology. (is is how we did our work: we
used causal comparative analysis, which is done after the
fact. To make sure that our research methods worked, we
used descriptive statistics. As part of our study, we looked at
more than 400 patients in geriatric departments at the
University Hospital in Presov and Bardejov, as well as at
facilities for older people in both cities and at other places
where people can go to get help. To figure out which parts of
the research were important, we utilized the technique for
getting information from a normalized survey, the WHO-
QOL-BREF poll, and the everyday exercises of day-to-day
living, ADL test [30–33].(e two polls were finished up with
every patient/senior all alone, and we considered the ex-
traordinary parts of senior age, like tangible hindrance, while
finishing them up (changes in vision, hearing, and so on).
Consistently, the normal length of stay in a consideration
home for the older was 13.8months (SD 1.29). For factual
examinations of the gatherings we saw, we utilized the
Mann–Whitney test. (is nonparametric technique has
permitted us to track down genuinely huge contrasts be-
tween bunches in the boundaries that were measured. We
used the nonparametric, Pearson correlation coefficient to
figure out how the two variables were related [5].

2.2. Data Analysis

2.2.1. Descriptive Statistics. An example of a descriptive stat
is a summary stat that quantitatively describes or sums up
features from a group of data. Descriptive statistics are the
process of using and analysing these stats (see Table 2 and
Figure 3).

(ere is no doubt that patients in care offices for the old
are better ready tomove (thing 20). Nonetheless, they show a

Table 1: (ose who did controlled studies were able to show the
benefits of the comprehensive geriatric assessment.

Study Patient
setting Year Benefit found∗

Retention at∗ Inpatient 19481986 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Landed et al.∗ Inpatient 1970 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Honan et al.∗ Inpatient 1970 ∗ ∗ ∗

Bout et al.∗ Inpatient 1963 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Silver man
et al.∗ Outpatient 1970 ∗ ∗ ∗

Vitter et al.∗ Outpatient 1955 ∗ ∗

Headship et al.∗ Inpatient 1970 ∗ ∗ ∗

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 3
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lower pace of versatility in the ADL test since they utilize
more assistive gadgets while strolling (supports and
wheelchairs). We think this is on the grounds that this
gathering has a great deal of long haul medical conditions.
(ey have shown a similar degree of versatility in the BREF
poll and the ADL test. (is demonstrates how important
mobility and self-sufficiency are to these patients (Table 1
and Figure 1) [7].

2.2.2. Correlation. We can see that geriatric patients who are
more mobile in the questionnaire WHOQOL-BREF (item
20) are if they are more mobile, they have a higher likelihood
of having a good quality of life and a lower likelihood of
having a good quality of life. (e same thing happened to a
group of people who lived in nursing homes of elderly
people. In both of the groups we looked at, more mobility
means that the overall value of quality of life goes up
(Tables 3 and 4, Figures 4 and 5) [10].

3. Result and Discussion

Physical exercise is an important factor in the mobility of
older people, according to research from around the world.
(e standard range SWLS looked at the quality of life around
the world (satisfaction with life scale). He discovered that age
(p � 0.05) was related to physical activity (�0.34), own
performance (�0.30), personal values (�0.22), and satis-
faction (�0.12) using descriptive statistics. According to him,
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of table.

Table 2: Statistical results of differences investigated between the
two groups identified by Mann–Whitney test.

Variable
Geriatric
patients

Facilities for
seniors z

M SD M SD
BREF 15 3.65 1.45 2.22 2.17 −3.625∗∗∗
ADL moving 3.56 1.36 4.33 2.48 −2.532∗∗

Significance level: ∗p<0.05, ∗∗p<0.01, ∗∗p<0.001.
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personal values play a significant role in the outcomes
of physical exercise and can be influenced by factors such
as happiness [34–36]. However, the fact is that the impact
of demographic characteristics on the examined rela-
tionships is crucial. (e author offers programmer to
increase physical activity based on these findings. It also
confirms the belief that seniors who engage in physical
activity have a different perspective on their impairment
status [3].

As a result, international studies reveal that this means
that mobility is an important part of the quality of life for
people who are old. In our study, we found that mobility is
important for senior quality of life, and we found that it had
an important level of significance of p (0.001).We found that
elderly people in our study had about the same scores on the
BREF scale (item 20), mobility (M= 3.65), and the ADL test
(M= 3.56). A geriatric patient’s nursing and physiotherapy
teams work well together critical for these reasons. Setting
up the rehabilitation is what we recommend.

With the use of the ADL test, mobility is revealed to be
equal in both study groups (M� approximate 4). We rec-
ognize that physical incapacity entails the accumulation of
difficulties that lead to immobility syndrome rather than
post-treatment nursing, which primarily entails the man-
agement of senior patient health complications. (e Faculty
of Physical Education and Sport at(e Charles University in
Prague wrote a paper titled “Physical exercise as an active
way of life for older people.” (ey said that movement is the
foundation of older people’s quality of life. Its goal was to
prove that a reasonable life in old age is possible.(is is what
mobility and relaxation activities that are good for older
people are all about. People over the age of 60 were asked to
help with the project through a monthly magazine that was
published in Prague. It had more than 100 people come,
which shows that the elderly are interested in physical
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Figure 3: Comparison of mean values using WHOQOL-BREF questionnaire and using questionnaire in geriatric patients.

Table 3: Statistical results of Pearson correlation among the survey
items.

Variable BREF 20 BREF gross score ADL mobility
BREF 20 — 0.472∗∗∗ −0.754∗∗∗
BREF gross score 0.452∗∗∗ — −0.325∗
ADL mobility −0.531∗∗∗ −0.353∗∗∗ —
Significance level: ∗p< 0.05, ∗∗p< 0.01, ∗∗p< 0.001.

Table 4: Statistical results of Pearson correlation among the survey
items.

Variable BREF 20 BREF gross score ADL mobility
BREF 20 0.762∗∗∗ −0.654∗∗∗
BREF gross score 0.753∗∗∗ — −0.625∗∗∗
ADL mobility −0.631∗∗∗ −0.453∗∗∗

Significance level: ∗p< 0.05, ∗∗p< 0.01, ∗∗p< 0.001.
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activity. Due to a lack of time, only 30 seniors were looked
after. Some candidates were not chosen because they had a
good doctor’s report. (e participants ranged in age from 62
to 78 years old. (roughout the project’s 3.5-year run, the
long-term influence of regular physical activity on one’s
lifestyle and sense of personal freedom was assessed.
(roughout the experiment, participants completed a va-
riety of functional, motor, and psychosocial tests, all of
which were evaluated [3].

(e results of the last set of tests and self-tests for older
people show that delayed ageing has led to functional,
psychological, and motor activity in older people. Physical
activity has a positive effect on older people, such as when
they have more self-confidence because of it. Another good
thing about the programme was that it drew the attention of
medical and social institutions that work with the elderly
[15]. As people get older, their muscle mass goes down, and
their bodies store fat and connective tissue as fat and muscle.
In an 80-year-old person, muscle strength is down about

30%, and muscle fibres are lost by about 40% to 50%. Much
research has shown that the average amount of muscle mass
in seniors has gone down from 1.5 to 2 cm over the years.
(eir waist circumference has grown from 3 to 4 cm. (ey
are more muscular, and their joints are in better shape
[37–39]. People lose mobility in their joints and their ability
to move their bodies in all different ways [8]. (e value of
how quickly your heart rate moves is the most common way
to judge how well you did (hereafter SF). A scale called
Karvonen’s scale is used to measure the maximum value of
SF. When SF max is reached, the heart rate is 220 beats per
minute, which is the same as the scale. (e person’s age can
be found at any time and without a lot of work. To check on
the elderly who live in social homes, we can now do so. We
want to start a group of senior nurses and physiotherapists
who would run the group. To be a nurse, you would have to
work very hard to keep an eye on the body’s functions, which
would show how important SF is, how healthy the senior is,
and how motivated he is [3].
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Figure 4: Statistical results of Pearson correlation in graphical form.
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4. Conclusions

(e analysis of life in elderly population is motivated by
demographic characteristics. (e ageing population poses a
problem to governments, especially in terms of health care.
(e average life expectancy at birth is increasing; men lived
70.85 years and 78.73 years. Reference [7, 8] said that Europe
will get a lot of old people as the world gets older. By 2050,
only one-third of Europe’s people will be 60 or older [2]. In
2004, Canada signed a treaty that talked about how im-
portant it is to have a good quality of life for everyone, even
people who are older. (is is the goal of the national old
programme: to keep and improve older people’s self-suffi-
ciency, social involvement, and integration as well as their
general level of well-being. (ese recommendations and our
research show that there is a real need to get older people
moving and help them become more self-sufficient in social
institutions. Geriatric age has many different characteristics,
but from the standpoint of nursing, patient satisfaction in
the hospital is a good way to tell if the care is good [22, 40].
Nursing staff must constantly move geriatric patients based
on how much assistance they require. It is also important to
work with physiotherapists to come up with training

programmes for geriatric patients and to make sure they
have enough tools to help them become more self-sufficient
in their daily lives (their continuous use) [3].

Data Availability

Data that support the findings of this study are available on
request.
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�is work explores the leading supply chain processes impacted by big data analytic techniques. Although these concepts are being
extensively applied to supply chain management, the number of works that examine and classify the main processes in the current
literature is still scarce. �is article, therefore, provides a classi�cation of the current literature on the use of big data analytics and
provides insight from professionals in the �eld in relation to this topic. A well-established set of practical guidelines was used to
design and carry out a systematic literature mapping. A total of 50 primary studies were analysed and classi�ed, chosen from a
sample of 5, 437 studies after careful �ltering to answer six research questions. In addition, a survey was prepared and applied by
professionals working in the area. In total, 25 professionals answered a questionnaire with eleven questions, ten of which seek to
explore the importance of big data analytics for the areas of the supply chain addressed in this work, and one intends to list the
three areas where BDA can be more shocking. More than 60% of the studies are directly linked to the area of chain management;
most studies performed empirical studies but rarely classi�ed or detailed methodological procedures; almost 50% bring models to
optimize some process or forecasts for better decision-making; more than 50% of professionals working in the area believe that the
processes where big data analytics can e�ectively contribute are related to inventory and stockout management. �is study serves
as a basis for further research and future work, as it reviews the literature, pointing out the main areas that are being addressed and
making a relationship with understanding these areas in practice.

1. Introduction

Technological breakthroughs are transforming data gener-
ation and analysis. According to Bumblauskas et al. [1], big
data have the potential to alter management and the entire
business process. �is is why the transformation concept is
so crucial. Kaynak et al. [2] de�ne big data as a corporate
resource with 5 Vs: volume, speed, variety, veri�ability, and
value. According to Kaur et al. [3], “volume” refers to the
amount of data or physical space necessary to store it, which
is expanding at an exponential rate, putting strain on
existing storage systems. According to the same authors’
de�nition of speed, how quickly data are transferred a�ects
both data intake and production. Aye et al. [4] de�ne a

variety of data as data that can be created from a range of
platforms. �is means there are no standards; each platform
generates data based on its structure. As a result, semi-or-
ganized and fully organized data can be generated. Elgendy
et al. [5] de�ne veracity as an IBM 2012 word that refers to
data unreliability and is usually linked with information
based on people’s emotions or any other type of information
dependent on human judgment. According to the same
authors, Oracle de�ned value in 2012 and linked it to the
concept of essential data, indicating that high-value infor-
mation can be recovered through extensive data analysis.
According to Mathrani et al. [6], veracity and value con-
stitute the rigor of big data analytics (BDA). �ey are sig-
ni�cant because other qualities of big data processing, such
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as volume, speed, and variety, would be useless without data
analysis. Advanced analysis techniques are utilized to extract
relevant information from large amounts of data, allowing
for better decision-making. According to Gunasekaran et al.,
a variety of technologies, including sensors, barcodes,
RFIDs, and Internet of things, are being utilized in supply
chainmanagement (SCM) to integrate and coordinate all the
links in the chain (2016). %e BDA is altering supply net-
works, and its use in supply chain management (SCM) has
been reported on various issues. Since empirical evidence
suggests that BDA in SCM can reduce operating costs and
improve chain process agility, there is a growing interest in
discovering the optimum sites and processes to implement
BDA.

Several publications and literature reviews [7–9] and
Mohammad Alsaffar et al. [10] examine big data analytic
applications in the supply chain, with the vast majority
focusing on operational settings such as factory production
lines, product development, and product assembly, among
other things. Chong [7]; Majidian et al. [8]; Solanki et al. [9];
and Abdulsattar Abdullah Hamad et al. [11] all reviewed the
literature on material flow in industrial operations, with
Borgi et al. [12] and Sengan and Set al [13] focusing on
transport and logistics. According to Husamaldin et al. [14],
few research studies have evaluated the supply chain from
the perspective of BDA techniques. As a result, this study
will employ a comprehensive mapping analysis and a survey
to identify the supply chain regions where BDA has the most
significant influence and develop a panoramic view of the
current literature.

2. Theoretical Foundations

%is section covers supply chain management, big data
analytics, systematic mapping, and survey studies. %ese
concepts are presented in such a way that they appear to be
related to the project’s purpose.

Supply chain management is the management of the
supply chain. According to Awwad [15], the term supply
chain is used more frequently in the literature than the
definition of supply chain management. According to
Leveling [16], supply chains are made up of firms that move
commodities. Multiple organizations collaborate as part of a
supply chain to form an end-to-end procedure for
manufacturing and delivering a product. %is chain includes
raw material and component producers, product makers,
wholesalers, retailers, and transportation companies. Varela
Rozados et al. [17] concur on the definition of a supply chain
as the alignment of firms that deliver products or services to
market. Figure 1 displays various alternatives.

According to Felea et al. [18], SCM definitions fall into
three categories: management philosophy, implementa-
tion, and management processes. Reference [19] suggests
that supply chain management employs a systems ap-
proach, which views the chain as a coherent whole, rather
than a collection of separate pieces. As a result, a new
strategy known as supply chain management aims to co-
ordinate the complete flow of commodities from maker to
customer. It is a set of beliefs held by each organization in

the supply chain that directly and indirectly impacts all
other supply chain members and improves overall supply
chain performance.

Albastroiu Nastase et al. [20] emphasize the importance
of developing management practices that enable businesses
to operate or behave in accordance with their management
philosophy. As a result, several authors have written about
supply chain management activities. %ey argue that busi-
nesses must widen their integrated behavior to encompass
customers and suppliers to compete effectively today.
Albastroiu Nastase defines supply chain management as the
outer integration of integrated behaviors. In this context,
supply chain management is defined as a set of actions that
carry out the philosophy of chain management: chain
management implementation. To meet the ever-changing
expectations of the ultimate client, suppliers, operators, and
manufacturers collaborate in a coordinated effort known as
supply chain management.

In contrast to other authors, many authors, such as
Lamba [21], emphasize the activities that comprise supply
chain management. In other terms, a process is a collection
of operations with a defined framework and measurable
outcomes that collectively attempt to suit the objectives of a
specific client or market. To put it another way, supply chain
management, according to Saleem et al. [22] and Ahmed
et al. [23], is a system for managing the movement of
physical objects and associated data from the point of supply
to the point of consumption to increase customer service
and economic value.

Big Data Analytics. In contrast, Banik et al. [24] defined big
data in 3 Vs in their definition of the concept. A new
definition of big data was given by Lamba et al. [21]; it
consists of five components: volume, speed, diversity, ve-
racity, and value. Babiceano and Seker (2016) conclude
from their analysis that the veracity and value aspects of big
data, which represent elements related to the reliability and
importance of information, are crucial for BDA because,
without analysis, other big data processes would be of little
value. Ramannavar [25] succinctly summarizes the BDA
concept by referencing the use of sophisticated analysis
techniques to extract useful information from vast amounts
of data.

According to Husamaldin [14], huge data are useless
unless that can be interpreted. When big data are leveraged
to guide business choices, its true value can be seen. To
support evidence-based decision-making, organizations
need to be able to transform vast volumes of speedy and
diverse data into valuable information. Extraction, cleaning,
and annotation; integration, aggregation, and representa-
tion; modeling and analysis; and interpretation are the five
basic steps in the process of obtaining information from vast
volumes of data. %ese five steps are divided into two main
subcategories in Solanki [9]: analyses of data management
and information storage. Data management refers to the
processes and tools used to gather, store, prepare, and re-
trieve data for analysis. In contrast, “analytics” refers to the
techniques used to study and gain understanding from
important data. Big data analysis can be seen as a smaller
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phase in the larger process of extracting information from
pertinent data, as seen in Figure 2.

Systematic Survey and Mapping Study (SSMS).
According to Kapliński [26], SSMS aims to analyse a wider
range of studies and rate the best representative studies on
particular topics. In its study, SSMS primarily addresses
issues connected to certain courses. Examples of these
questions include those relating to research areas, empirical
approaches, frequently utilized techniques, and the degree of
automation of such techniques. On the other hand, surveys,
according to Varela Rozados et al. [17], seek to understand
the population from whom sampling was done. %e com-
pany’s largest developer population of 100 can be surveyed
when 25 developers are questioned about a new procedure.
Surveys are intended to produce generalizable findings.
According to the authors, surveys may provide a huge
number of elements to analyse. Still, this reduction in
variables is necessary to estimate the greatest comprehension
by the fewest variables because it makes the data collection
and analysis process easier.

SSMS, according to Borgi et al. [12], offers a wider range
of applications than other emergency medical services. %e
SSMS considers a large number of papers; however, only
classification data are generated on these investigations. %e
classification and combining of research in SSMS are done
using a preformatted classification technique. Researchers
frequently elaborate on these categories, such as the type of
technique, study location, publishing type, and research
method employed, based on the information supplied in the
papers. Habib et al. [19] contend that surveys can be used as
a pre-study for a more in-depth investigation. Not providing
an answer to the original research question can open up new
opportunities for analysis. In contrast, surveys can be used to
make statements about some populations, to explain how

well people understand certain subjects, and even as a pre-
study.

For a number of reasons, SCM while operating an SSMS
is pertinent to this topic. To start, the method ensures that
the literature review is impartial, exhaustive, and verified.
Second, it intends to locate, evaluate, and compile all per-
tinent studies by conducting a complete study of the liter-
ature on supply chain and BDA. It offers a summary of a
research topic and indicates whether or not there are any
subtopics with sufficient research to conduct other types of
analysis as the third component. %is study also includes
classification and analysis of current literature on a thematic
level, which may be used to identify research gaps and
suggest some lines of inquiry for future studies.%e results of
this study will be used to guide future research toward
addressing the gaps that have been found.

To get a more complete picture of whether the processes
being kinetically evaluated are in line with the beliefs and
attitudes of the general population, the data collected
through the SSMS will also be compared to the survey
results.

3. Methodology

Research Objectives and Questions. %e goals of this work are
twofold: (1) to organize the existing research on applying big
data analytics to the supply chain into useful categories and
(2) to identify the chain processes where BDA has been
applied most frequently. Based on this, for the systematic
mapping study, six research questions (RQs) were formu-
lated; in this way, the various particularities of the objectives
can be carefully explored. According to Ramannavar [25],
RQs in mapping studies should be generic to discover
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research trends over time and topics covered in the litera-
ture. Table 1 summarizes the PQs as follows.

In addition, a survey was carried out taking into account
the main areas of application of big data analytics in the
supply chain to identify, based on the experiences of pro-
fessionals in the area, which of these have the greatest impact
on the chain. Lamba et al. [21] cite that a survey is a system to
collect information from or about people to describe,
compare, or explain their knowledge, attitudes, and be-
havior. Based on this, the questions shown in Table 2 were
developed.

3.1. Mapping Study. %is section aims to present how the
review of the mapping study will be carried out. %e first
subsection, search strategy, deals with the search strategy
used to obtain relevant studies on the topic. %e second
subsection, inclusion and exclusion criteria, describes the
ways used to filter the studies. %e third subsection, fil-
tering the works, deals with how the works were filtered
throughout the process to obtain the most relevant
studies.

Search Strategy. As a means to accomplish the desired
outcome, we shall specify the number of search engines. To
ensure that search engines provide a more comprehensive
result set, we will develop techniques based on a string
structure that defines both the keywords and some of their
synonyms.

Before searching for articles, it is essential to identify an
effective set of keywords to capture the synthesis of existing
literature related to our research topic. For this, the key-
words are as follows:

(1) Supply chain management/Supply Chain/Manage-
ment/Manufacture/Sale/Inventory/Logistics/Re-
quests/Transport

(2) Big Data/Data/Data Volume/Data Speed/Data Va-
riety/Data storage

(3) Data Analysis/Data Mining/Descriptive Analysis/
Predictive Analysis/Prescriptive Analysis/Machine
Learning

From the definition of the groups mentioned above, the
following string was created ((“Supply Chain” OR
Manufacturing OR “Order Picking” OR Logistics) AND (“Big
Data Analytics” OR “Predictive Analytics”)). Inclusion and
Exclusion Criteria. %is section aims to establish exclusion
and inclusion criteria used to filter studies retrieved from
selected electronic databases. %e following list specifies the
exclusion criteria (EC) defined. EC excluded studies that

(i) EC1: the purpose of this section is to define the
criteria that were used to pick relevant studies from
specific electronic databases. A list of the defined
exclusion criteria (EC) is as follows.

(ii) EC2: patent registration or early-stage projects where
an overview and roadmap are presented are examples

(iii) EC3: no keywords from the search string were
present in the title, and the title’s meaning runs

counter to the inquiries posed in the aforemen-
tioned research questions

(iv) EC4: no part of the study topics was addressed in
the abstract

(v) EC5: appeared in duplicate
(vi) EC6: did not address big data analytics or supply

chain issues. On the other hand, inclusion criteria
(IC) were used to add work to our sample.

(vii) IC1: articles, final papers, master’s and doctoral
theses, or even dissertations focused on big data
analytics or supply chain

(viii) IC2: was published or disseminated
(ix) IC3: studies published or available in scientific

journals, conferences, pages of research groups, or
educational institutions

(x) IC4: published until December 2021

Method of Selection.%is section will cover howwe narrowed
down the available research to identify the most relevant
papers. According to Mathrani et al. [6], a larger number of
articles may not be preferable if a smaller number of articles
more truly represent the desired topic’s population. %e
following filtering procedure is presented to demonstrate the
strategies used to identify representative studies using this
methodology:

(i) Step 1: begin your search. %e search string is sent
to digital libraries to collect search results.

(ii) Step 2: the first filter. Any disparities discovered in
the search results are removed. %e EC1 and EC2
will be used for this. Calls for conference papers,
special issues of periodicals, patent specifications,
and reports with no peer-reviewed material are all
examples of inappropriately retrieved works.

(iii) Step 3: sort by title. Exclusion criteria, EC3, are
used to filter studies.

(iv) Step 4: sort by abstract. Research is filtered with
EC4 in mind. To eliminate papers whose content is
unrelated to the key questions addressed in the
research questions, Table 1 was used.

(v) Step 5: combine. All of the filtered studies from the
previous phase are grouped in one location.

(vi) Step 6: remove duplicates. A study is often found in
two ormore libraries. EC5 is then used to remove all
duplicates, guaranteeing that each study is unique.

(vii) Step 7: Filtering of research using EC6 in the entire
text, omitting papers that are irrelevant to the topic
at hand addressed in the research questions.

(viii) Stage 8: exemplary works. %e final selection of the
most relevant studies is defined.

Filtering. %is section presents the execution of the filtering
process defined in the previous section, where a total of eight
steps were defined. Figure 3 illustrates the result obtained in
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each step of the filtering process. %e initial search for ar-
ticles retrieved 5,437 articles, and then, the EC1 and EC2
were applied, with 2.55% (139 articles) discarded as impu-
rities. Continuing the filtering process, the EC3 was applied
to the other articles (5,298), with 91.77% (4,862 articles)
being filtered through the title review.%en, EC4 was applied
in a sample of 436 studies, where 63.30% (276 articles) were
discarded after reviewing the abstracts. %e remaining
studies (160 articles) were gathered, and this combination
generated a sample of 134 articles; that is, 16.25% of the
articles were filtered at this stage. %e next step was to
eliminate duplicates, running EC5; this step reduced 28.35%
(38 articles). %en, EC6 was applied, this stage of the process
discarded 26.04% (25 articles). When examining 71
remaining works, some situations were observed in which
the subjects were approached similarly: works produced
based on previous articles. %us, 29.57% (21 articles) were
discarded. Finally, 50 articles were selected as the most
representative of this study (Figure 3).

3.2. Survey. In addition to the mapping study, a survey
was carried out, or in Portuguese, to identify, according
to the participants’ experiences and views, which areas
and processes of the big data analytic supply chain have

had the greatest impact. %e following sections provide
an overview of the preparation and execution of the
survey.

Selection of Participants.%e choice of participants was made
through definitions of categories of specialists that make
sense for the work, based on their practical and academic
experiences, which is, therefore, the limiting factor for other
professionals who are not inserted in this environment to
participate in the study job. Participants must meet at least
one of the following criteria:

(i) Be the owner/partner of a company operating in
some area of the supply chain or of a technology
company that provides products and/or services to
companies operating in some area of the supply
chain

(ii) Be the manager of a company operating in some
area of the supply chain or of a technology company
that provides products and/or services to companies
operating in some area of the supply chain

(iii) Be a technology professional from a company op-
erating in the supply chain area

(iv) Be a strategic planning professional and know the
supply chain

Table 1: SSMS research questions.

Research questions Motivation Variable
RQ1: In which areas of supply chain management is big
data analytics being applied?

Discover which areas of supply chain management big data
analytic approaches are being used extensively

Supply chain
areas

RQ2: At what level of big data analytic analysis is used in
these areas of chain management supplies?

List the main levels of big data analytics used for the supply
chain management Big data levels

RQ3: What types of big data analytic models are used in
supply chain management? Classify the big data analytic models used for the supply chain Big data

models
RQ4: What big data analytic techniques are used to
develop these models? List the main big data analytic techniques used in the models Big data

techniques

RQ5: What are the search methods used in the works? List the most search methods used Search
methods

RQ6: Where were the studies published? List the target vehicles used to disclose the results Search
location

Table 2: Survey questions.

Id Question
Q1 Considering supply chain processes, do you consider important management from big data analytic techniques?
Q2 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in managing stock in transit?
Q3 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in vehicle routing (logistics)?
Q4 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in locating selection for installations?
Q5 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in selecting suppliers?
Q6 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in demand-driven storage?
Q7 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in real-time demand processes?
Q8 Do you agree that big data analytics can help reduce costs considering supply chain processes?
Q9 Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can help so that there is no lack of product in the gondola?

Q10
Considering supply chain processes, do you agree that big data analytics can assist in collecting orders? In the previous questions,
relevant points for the supply chain were mentioned. Select 3 processes you think are the most important, that is, the processes in

your perception
Q11 Have more impact along the chain
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(v) Be a business consultant and have experience with
supply chain companies

(vi) Be a professor or researcher on big data analytics/
supply chain.

Preparation of the Questionnaire. For the elaboration of the
questionnaire applied to the study participants, the refer-
ences acquired during the systematic mapping study were
used, where the main points of impact for the supply chain
were raised. From this, ten questions emerged to understand
the relevance of big data analytics and also to compare the
results between the opinions of professionals and the studies
being developed in these areas. In addition to the questions
directly related to the supply chain’s areas of activity, an-
other question was created for the participants to list, among
the questioned areas, which, in their view, were the three
most relevant when related to the use of big data analytics.

Planning and Execution. Given the construction of the
questionnaire, it was necessary to find professionals who fit
the study’s participants’ profiles. For this, it was decided to
search for companies that act in this business segment and
then make the questionnaire available to employees. A link
was made available to answer the questionnaire through
email and social networks to reach the participants.

4. Results

%is section presents the results obtained through the
mapping study and the survey in two subsections. In relation

to the mapping study, each research question formulated in
Table 1 will be discussed, and about the survey, the questions
formulated in Table 2 will be addressed. For the results of the
mapping study, the fifty most representative articles were
taken into account. For the survey results, 25 responses
obtained through the applied questionnaire were
considered.

4.1. Systematic Mapping Study. RQ1: Supply Chain Areas.
%is question raises the areas of the supply chain where big
data analytic concepts are used most frequently. %e main
results shown in Table 1 will be presented as follows. It can
be seen that 78% or 39 of 50 articles evaluated focus on the
areas of supply chain management and demand manage-
ment. %ese results, concentrated in these two areas, are
understandable, as they are areas where management and
decision-making are constantly being exercised. BDA pro-
cesses are applied to bring visibility and information to assist
decision-making in these areas. In addition to this infor-
mation, understanding the market’s needs has been a very
valuable differential; mastering this variable implies having
effective control of production and avoiding large produc-
tions without demand, which consequently reduces large
numbers of inventories and expenses with materials and
unnecessary cousins.%e opposite also applies in these cases,
producing little for a lot of market demand. Representing
22% or 11 of 50 articles evaluated are the areas of
manufacturing, transport/logistics, and storage/ware-
housing. %ese areas are directly linked to production and
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not management; they are areas where, in general, the focus
of the application of BDA is aimed at optimization, whether
by reducing time, cost, raw material, and other variables.

It is visible that BDA is being applied to management
and control areas, as having information in decision-making
brings a great competitive advantage; however, despite being
little explored, the production areas of the chain have a lot to
gain from applications of BDA, as many processes can be
optimized, adding value to the product.

RQ2: Levels of Big Data Analytics. %is research
question raises at which levels BDA concepts are being
applied most frequently. %e main results shown in Ta-
ble 2 will be presented as follows. Among the levels that
were found, 66% or 37 of 50 articles evaluated represent
the levels of predictive and descriptive analysis. %ese
types of analysis are related to each other, while predictive
analysis seeks to find future movements based on the data
being reported by the most diverse platforms; the de-
scriptive analysis seeks to find relationships and/or as-
sociations between historical data, and from these data, it
predicts future movements. %e levels of mixed and
prescriptive BDA represent 34% or 17 of 50 articles
evaluated; these two levels are somewhat generic, as the
mixed level deals with the level of BDA that uses more
than one technique to obtain the results, while the pre-
scriptive deals with of tools and/or mechanisms used for
analysis and presentation of information obtained by
BDA techniques.

It is possible to see the trend of BDA levels for predictive
and descriptive analysis, the advancement of technology,
and the way we connect with it, which has been advancing
over the years, and along with it, the amount of information
that is generated by the most various means has been in-
creasing exponentially, enabling processes to be created to
analyse this lake of information and interpret and predict
situations.

RQ3: Big Data Analytic Models. %is research question
raises the most frequently applied BDA models. Together,
the optimization and prediction models represent 48% or 24
of 50 articles evaluated. %e optimization model, in its es-
sence, seeks through information to optimize some stage of
the chain, whether by reducing time, cost, or processes. In
contrast, the forecast model seeks to provide forecasts for
better positioning, which is generally related to management
and decision-making. Classification and simulation models
represent 32% or 16 of 50 articles evaluated. %e classifi-
cation model lists the chain’s main processes to focus on the
most relevant processes.

In contrast, simulation processes focus on simulating
future situations, usually in manufacturing processes, as they
can predict and/or avoid possible problems. %e other
models represent 20% or 10 of 50 articles evaluated; they are
visibility, mixed, and others. Despite being the models with
less prominence, they are models that relate to each other by
presenting techniques related to information management,
with a focus on presenting the data. %ey bring a funda-
mental role that has already been seen in other sections;
however, they are still little explored in the form of a BDA
model.

Analysing the most used BDAmodels in the articles, it is
possible to perceive a greater representation of the opti-
mization and prediction models. However, the main focus of
the BDA has been the management of information and aid
in decision-making, and these models can indeed be used for
this purpose, but it would be interesting to analyse why
visibility reasons are being little used.

RQ4: Big Data Analytic Techniques. %is research
question raises the most frequently applied BDA techniques.
Mixed techniques, visualization, and heuristic approach
represent 68% or 34 of 50 articles evaluated. %ese tech-
niques have a high representation because the mixed
technique, as the name implies, uses two or more techniques
to buy a BDA structure. %e visualization technique is
usually used to complement data mining techniques, one of
the most used techniques in recent years; we can find this
technique in most articles with mixed classification. On the
other hand, the heuristic approach is widely used for op-
timization, and as this is one of the most used BDA models,
it is understandable to use this technique on a large scale.
%e other techniques presented represent 32% or 16 of 50
articles. %ese are techniques that, despite their importance,
are linked to very specific processes and therefore appear in
smaller quantities; they are usually used in conjunction with
other techniques.

It is possible to perceive a tendency to use techniques
that we can call generic, as they can be applied at all stages of
the chain, in addition to being techniques focused on
providing information and optimizing processes. At the
same time, specific techniques have been little used, despite
providing a great differential.

RQ5: Research Models. %is research question seeks to
understand the research methods used by the selected
studies. According to Mathrani et al. [6], studies can be
categorized into six research methods: solution proposal,
evaluation research, validation research, opinion article,
experience article, and philosophical article [15]. Evaluation
researchmodels and solution researchmodels represent 66%
of 50 articles; these research models suggest that articles are
being developed to evaluate existing processes in the chain
and/or propose new solutions for them. %e other models
represent 34% of 50 articles evaluated. %ey suggest opinion
models and/or validations of concepts and techniques ap-
plied in the studies.

Finally, it is possible to notice that works related to the
subjects studied, for the most part, aim to evaluate concepts
and techniques that are being used or provide our solutions
for the processes. %is behavior tends to happen due to the
new technologies available on the market, as they open up
many possibilities for improvement in processes.

RQ6: Research Location. %is research question in-
vestigates when and where the evaluated studies were
published. %e main objective is to examine the recent
research trend of using big data analytics for supply chain
processes. For this reason, the year of publication and the
source for each selected study were collected. Figure 4
provides a chronology for all the studies evaluated. %e
solid gray line in Figure 4 summarizes the number of
evaluated studies published per year from 2010 to 2021.
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Although the period defined in the search strategy is until
2021, no studies were found before 2010. %is may have
occurred because big data had its first definition in 2001,
but it was still very far from what we understand today;
until one had a real understanding and usability of these
emerging technologies, it may have taken a few years.
Between 2011 and 2014, research on BDA for the supply
chain experienced a considerable increase, but in 2016 with
the great explosion of big data, research had the main peak.

It can be seen that in the years 2016 and 2021, the
number of research related to the topic had considerable
number. However, it will be necessary to follow the fol-
lowing years so that it can be affirmed that BDA has been
widely used for supply chain processes since in 2021, where
the polls suffered a slight drop.

4.2. Survey. Following the description of the data obtained,
there is an analysis of the survey results so that it is possible
to compare them with the results obtained in the mapping
study. To focus on the analysis of the results, we will start
with question number 11, where the results shown in Table 3
will be presented as follows. %e main objective of this
question is to list, among the areas of the supply chain, which
participants consider BDA to have the greatest impact.
Inventory management, stockout, and cost reduction to-
gether account for 67% or 50 of 75 responses, so questions
regarding these three areas will be presented as follows.

Q1: Inventory Management. %is question seeks to un-
derstand, in the view of experts, whether the supply chain
inventory management process can be aided by the use of
BDA.%e main results shown in Table 4 will be presented as
follows. Among the responses obtained, 84% or 21 of 25
responses fully agree that BDA can help this process, while
16% or 4 of 25 responses agree.

It can be seen that all participants agreed that this is one
of the processes that can be most helped by the use of BDA;
there were no neutral or negative responses. It remains a
point of attention so that works and activities can be de-
veloped using this chain area.

Q9: Disruption Management. %is question seeks to
understand, in the view of experts, whether the supply chain
disruption management and control process can be aided by
the use of BDA. %e main results shown in Table 5 will be
presented as follows.

5. Discussion and Challenges

%is study seeks not only to provide, through the mapping
study, useful information to researchers and professionals
interested in understanding which areas of the supply chain
are most impacted by BDA but also to bring a perception of
how these processes are being seen and used in practice, to
create a relationship and address new challenges.

Perception of Academic Outcomes vs. Professionals. As
can be seen through the interpretation of Tables 1 and 3,
most academic results are focused on presenting BDA re-
sources aimed at chain management, that is, methods that
assist in decision-making in the most diverse processes; on
the other hand, according to the sample carried out with
professionals in the area, BDA has been used and/or in the
perception of professionals, it can better help the areas of
stock and rupture. %is lack of connection between what is
being researched and what is being applied in practice opens
many doors for new investigations, whether focusing
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Table 3: Main supply chain processes.

Question 11 Answer
number Percentage

Inventory management 22 29
Lack of product in the gondola
(rupture) 19 25

Cost reduction 9 12
Real-time demand processes 6 8
Demand-driven storage 5 7
In-transit inventory management 4 5
Vehicle routing (logistics) 4 5
Supplier selection 3 4
Order collection 2 3
Location for facilities 1 1
Total 75

Table 4: Inventory management.

Question 1 Number of answers Percentage
You fully agree 21 0.84
Agree 4 0.16
Neutral 0 0
Disagree 0 0
Totally disagrees 0 0
Total 25
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research and efforts in areas where the concepts are already
being used, or applying these concepts in management
processes. Applying, executing, and monitoring some of the
techniques in practice should bring interesting results to be
analysed and disseminated.

Architecture for Real-Time BDA. In the course of this work,
a strong trend in the use of predictive techniques and
machine learning can be analysed, where the strongest
characteristics are the use of historical data creating rela-
tionships; however, there is a deficiency in techniques for
using BDA in time. %is tends to be a prosperous path for
the future, as concepts of smart cities and other advances in
the most diverse devices make information increasingly
complete and more accessible, making everything very
dynamic. More and more information is obtained in less
time, and it is necessary that analysis techniques can keep
up with this pace.

6. Conclusions

%e study’s purpose was to categorize the available lit-
erature and then list the primary supply chain areas where
big data analytic approaches are used. %e notion of
conducting a survey and generating a sample for com-
parison was developed to establish a relationship between
what is being researched and examined in the academic
community.

Using the filtering approach used for the mapping
study, a total of 50 articles were selected for analysis.
%ese publications were then categorized based on the
research questions. %ese research questions enabled it
to deduce the course of the investigation. More than 70%
of BDA concepts were discovered to be employed in
managing some process in the supply chain, with the vast
majority of that time spent controlling that process and
the remainder focusing on demand management. A
survey of 25 professionals, however, reveals a very dif-
ferent picture. BDA is particularly valuable to profes-
sionals in these areas.

First, the current literature was studied and classified;
second, the supply chain areas most affected by BDA were
identified; and third, the strategies used to execute BDAwere
provided. To put it another way, it is commonly acknowl-
edged that these contributions have a substantial impact
because they direct study in these areas and bring a sample of
the population’s understanding to the table.
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COVID-19 pandemic caused global epidemic infections, which is one of the most severe infections in human medical history. In
the absence of proper medications and vaccines, handling the pandemic has been challenging for governments and major health
facilities. Additionally, tracing COVID-19 cases and handling data generated from the pandemic are also extremely challenging.
Data privacy access and collection are also a challenge when handling COVID-19 data. Blockchain technology provides various
features such as decentralization, anonymity, cryptographic security, smart contracts, and a distributed framework that allows
users and entities to handle COVID-19 data better. Since the outbreak has made the moral crisis in the clinical and administrative
centers worse than any other that has resulted in the decline in the supply of the exact information, however, it is vital to provide
fast and accurate insight into the situation. As a result of all these concerns, this study emphasizes the need for COVID-19 data
processing to acquire aspects such as data security, data integrity, real-time data handling, and data management to provide
patients with all bene�ts from which they had been denied owing to misinformation. Hence, the management of COVID-19 data
through the use of the blockchain framework is crucial. �erefore, this paper illustrates how blockchain technology can be
implemented in the COVID-19 data handling process. �e paper also proposes a framework with three main layers: data
collection layer; data access and privacy layer; and data storage layer.

1. Introduction

1.1. e COVID-19 Pandemic. �ere are a plethora of
coronaviruses that can infect people, along with the “novel”
one that causes COVID-19. Animals are likely to be here for
a considerable time. A virus involving animals can fre-
quently infect humans. Experts claim it is what occurred
inside. In other respects, although this virus is not unique to
the globe, it is surprising to people. In 2019, when it began to
horrify humans, researchers analyzed it as a novel coro-
navirus. Experts refer to these genotypes as SARS-CoV-2
was the �rst type known, also called as Alpha-Variant-B.1.1.7
detected in the UK, following the other known type was a
Beta variant that was reported �rst in South Africa, the third
variant was gamma reported in Japan, followed by the Delta

variant reported in India in late 2021. �e currently existing
variants are Omicron-B.1.152a caught in South Africa with
the new variants known available as on July 2022 include
BA.4 and BA.5 variants of COVID-19. Hence, as a conse-
quence of the coronavirus (COVID-19) epidemic that oc-
curred in late 2019, there was an international health crisis.
�ere were more than a million new cases throughout the
globe in little over three months, and the virus had spread to
various nations. Some of the most a�ected cities, like
Wuhan, New York, Texas, and Hawaii, were reporting new
cases by the hour during this period.�e number of fatalities
also continued to rise due to measures like lockdowns and
social isolation, enacted as a response [1].

�e cancellation of major international events like the
Tokyo Olympics and the Dubai Expo due to COVID-19 has
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also had a severe effect on the global economy. 'erefore,
from the first few cases reported by the Globe Health Or-
ganization, governments, research centers, and institutions
all over the world have been working feverishly to produce a
vaccine and forecast the predicted development of the
coronavirus.

'e daily number of positive and negative cases, tests
done, individuals admitted to the hospital, casualties,
recorded, space available in ICUs (both empty and occu-
pied), ventilator shortages, and the number of medical ex-
perts on-site all play a role in effective containment
strategies. COVID-19’s development may be monitored and
judgments made based on these statistics. As a result, the
pandemic of COVID-19 is also known as a data-driven one.

Data availability, verification, and integrity in the
COVID-19 pandemic management are crucial for making
precise and effective conclusions and recommendations to
the public based on records and statistics. For this, tracking
applications developed by governments have been adopted
to stop the spread of the virus and to ensure the integrity of
data. A patient’s development following clinical trials may be
tracked via tracing applications, making them a key tool for
vaccination performance monitoring. Moreover, health fa-
cilities use traditional tools such as Excel and centralized
databases to store and analyze the data [2].

Governments and significant healthcare facilities have
had difficulty managing the pandemic in the absence of
appropriate drugs and vaccines. It is also very difficult to
track down COVID-19 patients and manage the data pro-
duced by the epidemic. Managing COVID-19 data presents
additional challenges in terms of data privacy, access, and
collecting. With the use of blockchain technology, people
and organizations will better manage COVID-19 data thanks
to features like decentralization, anonymity, cryptographic
security, smart contracts, and a distributed architecture, that
is, the miraculous gift of blockchain technology providing
the novelty in pandemic data handling and confidential
aspects.

1.2. Opportunities to Current COVID-19 Data Handling.
Blockchain is still a relatively new technology for managing
data electronically, but evidently, it has great potential for
accountability and supports transparency substantially. A
blockchain manages a ledger of transactions, making
identical copies for the members to view over the computer
network altogether. It implies that all transactions done by
the users of the blockchain framework are recorded in some
type of database termed as the ledger. Due to its decen-
tralized nature, the similar copies of this information
recorded in the above discussed database enable every user
to keep the accountability of the electronic data stored in
these ledgers. Considerably, blockchain is ideal for trans-
actions that are lightweight in terms of their digital foot-
print, with the advantages of immutability and greater
transparency as well. During COVID-19, the healthcare
systems were overwhelmed to a major extent. Blockchain
technology plays a crucial role in identity verification,
managing the medical supply chain, and with the patient’s

consent, sharing and accessing patient-specific data
throughout the channel [1].

Blockchain-enabled tools have emerged to fight the
global pandemic in the health sector like an identity man-
agement system to support contact tracing in the South
Korean region. 'is system also made the sharing of Covid-
specific data available for research purposes as well. Previ-
ously, blockchain has been used for supply chain manage-
ment of pharmaceuticals, for the supply of medicines,
adequate medical supplies, and for coming up with ap-
propriate vaccines to combat the deadly virus on the whole
[3]. In Figure 1, the potential uses of blockchain technology
specific to the healthcare sector are highlighted:

As it turns out, Blockchain is not an ideal option to store
high-volume data due to its capacity limitations and on the
computational front, it is difficult to replicate data across
every network. Moreover, research has found out that
storing large records, like electronic medical records or
records relating to genetic data, is quite costly over a
blockchain and it is inefficient on the whole. It is also very
difficult to post query data on a blockchain, which eventually
makes the data unavailable for any purpose at all.

Global efforts were made during the pandemic to de-
velop and test vaccinations to stop the viruses’ transmission
and identify carriers as quickly as possible to find the most
effective remedies. Blockchain has the potential to fully
satisfy various requirements like security and protection of
data, ease of data sharing, and easy access to a vast amount of
data as well. During COVID-19, the field of medicine tried
taking maximum advantage of blockchain technology
through clinical trials and other significant processes in-
volved in the treatment of the virus. 'e main use of
blockchain technology was to manage the epidemic in an
effective manner, not only just in the healthcare sector but
also in providing adequate solutions for other purposes
during lockdowns. Blockchain was evidently very crucial
during the COVID-19 times as it offered reliable, trans-
parent, and relatively low-cost solutions to corporations for
effective decision-making. 'e quickness offered through
blockchain technology helped many during this crisis and
with the passage of time, it is becoming a significant and
more integral part of the fight against Coronavirus [4].

'e main motive behind the intervention of blockchain
technology was to enable easy tracking and effective mon-
itoring, ensuring an adequate supply chain of products and
services during COVID-19, and securing the online pay-
ments to a major extent as well. All this is possible because
blockchain technology is able to create a chronological order
of encrypted signatures, a secure ledger that is easily shared
by all the members present over the network. However, due
to the limitations posed by the infrastructure, on the whole,
blockchain technology is not able to fully take advantage of
this state-of-the-art unique technology [5].

In comparison with traditional database systems,
blockchain technology makes use of its inherent quality to
ensure data gathering and management, transactions are
transparent, immutable, and accurate due to its decentral-
ized approach, data accessing and storing is much more
rapid and does not need the control of central authority as
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done in the centralized approaches like the DBMS frame-
work where the management transactions are not trans-
parent and require the central control. Blockchain also
makes it possible for multiple parties to easily connect in a
digitally enabled environment and exchange money without
the need for a central authority. Blockchain is transforming a
wide range of industries in a variety of ways by easing value
exchange and transparency, and boosting confidence across
corporate systems. It is used in numerous fields, including
finance, legislation, supply chain, travel, and healthcare
sector, as it promises to improve data privacy in the
healthcare sector and ensure safe data management. As a
consequence, it is ideal for dealing with coronavirus-related
healthcare issues as well [6].

'e COVID-19 outbreak is a knowledge crisis because
the available facts are vital in being preventive and pro-
tective. However, inaccurate statements that yielded un-
trustworthy and misleading data greatly expanded the agony
of the pandemic. 'e actual prevalence of the ailment, the
proportion of fatalities, indicators, potential therapies, and
some of the most effective pandemic control measures have
all been distorted by media platforms. 'e epidemic has
aggravated the crisis of conscience in the administrative and
medical centers as a result of the collapse to supply of timely
and accurate facts about the current predicament. Hence, it
leads to the requirements of Covid- 19 data handling to
provide all benefits to the user in which they suffered due to
misguidance, and therefore to acquire certain features like
data security, data integrity, real-time data handling, data
management, etc. COVID-19 data handling by the em-
ployment of blockchain framework plays a significant role.

'is paper highlights the changes that could be made to
privacy laws like the Health-Insurance-Portability and Ac-
countability-Act HIPAA to facilitate the seamless and
friction-free exchange of patient health information between

healthcare organizations that must work together to treat
patients as well as the exchange of that information with
researchers looking into ways to lessen its effects [7]. 'e
primary aim of the plan is to evaluate the lung computed
tomography outcomes of pediatric MPP and MP coupled
with streptococcal pneumonia. Clinically, the combination
illness of MP and SP is very frequent, and young respiratory
doctors must conduct crucial studies on how to diagnose this
kind of mixed pneumonia [8].'is paper’s method evaluates
these photos and summarizes them as positively or nega-
tively for COVID-19 employing existing deep learning
models such as VGG19 and U-Net, which have been in-
spired by new findings that link the occurrence of COVID-
19 to findings in Chest X-ray images [9]. In this paper, we
construct a deep learning approach to detect COVID-19
using chest X-ray scans and features extracted from the
images. ResNet50, InceptionV3, and VGG16 are three
prominent models that have been adjusted on an enhanced
sample that was constructed by collecting COVID-19 and
conventional chest X-ray scans from various database
searches [10].

'erefore, from the recent trends available in the study
for the detection of COVID-19, we can conclude that before
the intervention of blockchain, computed tomography
scans, X-ray scans, CNN methods, deep learning methods
like ResNet50, VGG19, InceptionV3, VGG16, U-Net, etc.,
were employed for critical COVID-19 data collection and
management.

1.3. Challenges with Current COVID-19 Data Handling.
However, although the above methods have proven to be
effective, various key challenges still limit governments and
health institutions from effective containment of patient
tracing and developing vaccines for coronavirus.

Contact Tracing

• Track patient
movements

• Provide real-time data
about infected zones

• Help identify free-virus
zones

Donation Tracking

• Transperency of
donation process

• Reduce corruption
related to donations

• Improve social trust
among citizens

Outbreak Tracking

• Reduce risk of

• Increase reliability on
trusted sources

• Provide real-time
accurate, tampar free and
transparent Information

Clinical Trial
Management

• Reduce trial timelines
• Ensure transparency and

 traceability of patient
records

• Facilitate data sharing
• Ensure regulatory

compliance

Medical Supply
Chain

• Trace medical
equipment

• Improve inventory
planing

• Streaming
communication between
stakeholders

User Privacy
Protection

• Protect user identity
• Limit sharing of personal

information
• Grant users permission

to selectively share
information

Data Aggregation

• Collect data efficiently
• Ensure data provenance

and immutability
• Build real-time audit trail

information falsification

Figure 1: Use of blockchain technology.
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1.3.1. Data Security Issues. 'e notion of security encom-
passes limiting malicious entities from introducing false
negatives and false positives into the system and ensuring data
integrity. In the context of COVID-19 patient tracing, mali-
cious entities may opt to inject erroneous entries into the data
set or cause a denial-of-service attack.'ese forms of attack are
more common with centralized servers, which currently are
being implemented by a majority of health facilities.

In most cases, a centralized server is considered secured
and trusted. 'ey are responsible for storing a patient’s
personal identification information (PII) and managing the
security keys used to decrypt and encrypt data. However,
this poses a great risk to patients’ data in case the server is
breached. 'e centralized server acts as a single point of
failure and access.

Moreover, centralized servers are concerned with
keeping third parties f database. In the case that a malicious
party is an authorized party on the server, this poses a greater
risk to the patient’s data since it can easily be leaked, deleted,
or altered, resulting in erroneous analysis, statics, and in-
effective recommendations to the public [11].

1.3.2. Trust and Data Integrity Issues. 'e COVID-19
pandemic is an information crisis as the mitigation and
preventive measures highly depend on the data available.
However, the suffering of COVID-19 has been greatly ex-
acerbated by misinformation leading to unreliable data and
inaccurate data. Social media has led to a lot of confusion
about the actual prevalence of COVID-19, the number of
deaths, symptoms, expected treatments, and some of the best
strategies to control the pandemic [12].

Due to the failure to provide timely and accurate data
about the current state, the pandemic has worsened the crisis
of trust in government and health institutions [13]. Many
individuals are looking into other ways to enhance trust
within the healthcare system.

1.3.3. Lack of Real-Time Data Recording and Sharing
Systems. Global health data synchronization is a key factor
to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Sharing important data
such as the number of cases, the positivity rate, the health
facilities available, and the progress in clinical trials must
occur in real-time to keep the public aware of the current
state of the pandemic and to support immediate response to
the pandemic.

As mentioned, two particular data sets collected in
Wuhan led to different implications due to amismatch in the
number of cases recorded. 'e first data recorded 425 early
cases, while a different data set in Italy and Wuhan recorded
a larger number [14].

1.3.4. Isolated and Disintegrated Data Points. To coordinate
effective response measures, it is crucial to integrate siloed
disparate COVID-19 data types from different nations and
health facilities. However, this has been a long-standing
challenge in the healthcare industry due to incompatible
communication standards in EHR and different

jurisdictions in the public sector. 'e private sector on the
other hand brings the challenges of competition and pro-
prietary systems. 'erefore, most private health facilities
choose to keep the data to themselves to maintain security of
their data. While most hospital websites use well-designed
websites to display their COVID-19 cases, higher health
authorities such asWHO have found it hard to integrate this
data or prove its integrity of the data [15].

1.3.5. Data Mismanagement by Intermediary Institutions.
Currently, most countries have a pandemic reporting system
in which hospitals and clinics diagnose and report to higher
national authorities, which in turn report to a higher authority
such as the World Health Organization. In cases where there
are numerous intermediaries that the records have to pass
through the reporting time may result in the loss of some of
the data as the records are transferred from one institution to
another due to data mismanagement. Furthermore, the use of
traditional communication protocols between institutions
exposes the data to hacking and security attacks, thus making
it more difficult to detect altered data after a hack [16].

1.3.6. Lack of Transparency. COVID-19, like all other
pandemics, relies heavily onmonetary and in-kind donations
to help health facilities and research institutions fight the
pandemic. However, throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in
2020, numerous corruption cases have been reported [17].
'is can largely be attributed to the centralization and “black-
box” aspect of the current logistics, warehousing, expendi-
ture, and distribution of funds in health facilities.

'erefore, innovative technologies like Artificial Intel-
ligence, Internet of things, and blockchain can be used to
alleviate some of these issues. Blockchain in particular
provides key features that would revolutionize how gov-
ernments and health institutions handle COVID-19 data.
However, there are security concerns with respect to
blockchain technology such as data vulnerabilities and
double-spending activities present in blockchain consensus
protocols. And yet, there are still a variety of challenges like
legal issues, latency issues, resource utilization issues, and
widespread implementation issues that have to be resolved
before the blockchain can be fully implanted to counter
COVID-19 and enhance COVID-19 preventive measures.

1.4. Contribution. Blockchain technology is a decentralized
technology with an immutable information structure,
transparency, and enhanced security through cryptographic
encryption. It is a decentralized ledger technology, that is,
distributed and stores data in blocks chained together by
hash functions [18].

1.4.1. Features of Blockchain Technology

(1) Decentralization. 'e technology offers decentralization
by dis-intermediation of central entities and offers equal
opportunity in decision-making to all peer nodes in the
network.
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(2) Consensus Mechanism. It is a fault-tolerant decision-
making mechanism that allows peer nodes to reach a
conclusion fairly on a network.

(3) Distributed Ledger. Any transaction data recorded on the
blockchain is distributed to all authorized peer nodes. Each
node can view and verify the authenticity of the data and its
source.

(4) Immutable and Tamperproof Ledger. Once a transaction
is committed to the blockchain, it is almost impossible to
alter the data. Moreover, any alterations to the data will have
to be agreed upon by at least 50% of the nodes in the
network. 'is leads to tamper-proofing of transactions
recorded on the blockchain.

(5) Smart Contracts. A smart contract is a self-executing
piece of computer code that encodes the terms and con-
ditions of an agreement in a legal agreement within the code.
Any node on the blockchain network can initiate the smart
contract if certain preset conditions are met [19].

'is paper looks at how the key features of blockchain
technology can be implemented in the healthcare industry to
allow for secure and efficient data handling of COVID-19
data. Table 1 shows the comparison between the traditional
client-centered centralized platform and blockchain
platforms.

1.4.2. Layout of the Present Study. 'e various modules of
this paper are organized as follows: Section 1 contains an
introduction followed by Section 2 which details some of the
use cases of blockchain technology for COVID-19, Section 3
proposes a framework that can be implemented to allow
secure data handling with regards to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, Section 4 details some of the expected challenges in
implementing blockchain technology, and Section 5 pres-
ents the conclusions of the paper.

2. Use Cases of COVID-19 Based on Blockchain

Improved data sharing, patient tracking, and clinical trials
might all benefit from the adoption of blockchain technology
in the healthcare sectors impacted by the coronavirus epi-
demic. An in-depth analysis of the existing research on the
potential use of blockchain technology in the battle against
COVID-19 may be found in this section.

2.1. Contact Tracing. COVID-19 has an average incubation
period from infection to symptoms of about 5.5 days, and it
is also estimated that most cases are symptomatic.'erefore,
keeping track of the current positive cases and who they get
in contact with is very crucial. Governments and health care
facilities have been using mobile apps to trace patients, but
there are still some existing challenges as mentioned above.

By enhancing the quality and dependability of data
collected via mobile apps, blockchain technology adds an
extra degree of security. Since blockchain has a write and
read model, the data collected from patients is immutable.

Blockchain technology also monitors patients’ conditions,
virus-prone areas, and safe areas and updates this infor-
mation to the distributed ledger in real-time. 'is ensures
that government and health institutions are aware of the
current state of an area at a particular time.

To offer these services, blockchain technology also in-
corporates other technologies such as AI, IoMT, and geo-
graphic information system. It means blockchain technology
employs read-write model to keep track of data gathering
and patient monitoring, and it can also assist us in obtaining
the information related to areas that prevail under the safe
zone or virus zone and hence keep the distributed ledger to
update all these details. Moreover, it not employs blockchain
technology as the fundamental base but also unites other
methodologies like AI, IoMT, and GIS for enabling us with
these features. 'ere, blockchain technology provides a
practical approach to tracing COVID-19 cases and provides
a reference point for making future containment decisions
and recommendations [20].

2.2. COVID-19 Database Integration. Data collection, ac-
cumulation, access, and information exchange among health
institutions is a major opportunity for a worldwide response
to the epidemic. Blockchain technology provides the op-
portunity to ascertain data integrity through its immutable
features. 'e architecture of blockchain acts as a single
ledger that can be implemented in the healthcare sector to
record COVID-19 data. Any data collected from testing and
clinical trial data is uploaded and stored on the blockchain.
Authorized researchers and institutions can access the data
and utilize it to further their research towards developing a
cure.

Blockchain also provides four key frameworks, public
blockchain, private blockchain, consortium blockchain, and
hybrid blockchain [21]. In the above discussed frameworks,
the first one is entirely distributed, with no requirement of
permission, and available to everyone who joins. Blockchain
systems enable all nodes to still have identical access, the
opportunity to add new data items, and the potential to
certify existing chunks of data. 'e second one is the re-
stricted blockchain systems, also known as administered
blockchains, which are governed by a singular entity. Who is
permitted to be a node on a permissioned blockchain is
regulated by the central authority. Additionally, the central
body may not always accord every node an equal right to
execute certain duties. Instead of being regulated by a
specific organization, as with a private blockchain consor-
tium, blockchains are permissioned blockchains overseen by
the group. As a result, this framework of blockchains is more
global than private blockchains, which boosts their resil-
ience. Blockchain systems that are managed by a singular
body but have some supervision offered by public block-
chains, which would be necessary to carry out specific
transaction approvals, are known as hybrid blockchains.
Besides public blockchain, the later frameworks empower
compliance management and audibility by providing digital
keys to grand flexible and secure data sharing through
different managerial levels.
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2.3. Clinical Trial Data Management. Clinical trials are very
crucial when developing a cure to the coronavirus pandemic.
However, every product should be thoroughly tested to
ensure that it matches the required standards and note the
possible side effects of the products. Clinical trials are carried
out in three phases, of which the third phase incorporates the
largest number of test participants, which makes it a chal-
lenging and resource-intensive phase.

Blockchain technology helps ensure the safety and
privacy of the data. Additionally, since it has a distributed
framework, the technology distributes the resources re-
quired to manage the network to various health institutions.
As a result, this encourages trial data sharing and ensures
regulatory compliance within the healthcare facilities [22]. It
also creates a continuous and transparent medical record
that allows researchers access to the trial data at any point in
the trial process.

2.4. User Privacy Protection. Health care facilities and
government agencies are finding it more difficult to strike a
balance between the need to gather enormous amounts of
data and the need to protect patient privacy. Data may be
collected and stored in a more secure manner using
blockchain technology. Within a blockchain network, pa-
tients are provided with unique identification numbers
known as addresses. Blockchain addresses are anonymous
and cannot be linked back to the patient’s personal infor-
mation or identification. However, any information trans-
action initiated by a patient can be easily verified on the
blockchain using Merkle trees [23].

'e user’s privacy protection in the blockchain network
is acquired with the assistance of secret keys. 'e usage of
encryption keys is really a crucial component of privacy
protection in blockchain technology. Asymmetric encryp-
tion is being used by blockchain networks to authenticate
client interactions. Every client on these platforms has a pair
of keys, essentially a public/private key, respectively. 'ese
keys are interconnected cryptographically and comprised of
random data. A user can never logically extract another
participant’s secret key from their public key pair. Clients are
guarded against hackers and protection is improved dra-
matically [24].

As a result, COVID-19 patients can easily upload their
records to the blockchain or even share them publicly
without the fear of exposing their identity.

2.5. Secure Data Storage and Sharing. One of the key ad-
vantages of blockchain technology is providing verifiable
and secure data by using its distributed and decentralized
features. During the COVID-19 pandemic, blockchain is
instrumental in recording and storing the patient’s data such
as test results, symptoms, location, and medical history of
the patient in a secure and immutable manner.

3. Proposed Blockchain Framework

In this section, the paper proposes a framework with four
layers in the system and the interactions within the data
handling process within the system. Figure 2, labeled as
“proposed blockchain framework that can be implemented
with COVID-19 data handling” depicts the main three layers
under the headings of data collection: which aggregates the
data from smartphones, hospital devices, and other data
assembling equipment’s, data access and privacy layer: it is a
supporting element of the framework since it regulates
whom or how can we access the data. Any data included in
smart contracts is timestamped, and the location is likewise
logged and data storage analysis: the patient data in this
architecture is kept in decentralized databases that are
contributed by various hospital nodes and user devices.
Active medical equipment serves as a peer-to-peer node and
provides data storage. All these modules are further detailed
in-depth under Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively.

3.1. Data Collection Layer

3.1.1. User Interface Layer. At the user interface layer, there
are three components, smartphones, hospital devices, and GIS
system. Within this layer, the system collects the patients’
COVID-19 status and their geographic location. 'e patient’s
data were recorded in two states, user positive or user negative.
'e geographic location of the patient is the health facility or
clinic at which the patient was tested. 'e framework requires
two data entry points to maintain the honesty of a patient’s
record. 'e first data entry point is from the patient’s
smartphone while the second entry is from the health facility.
'e two data points have to be consistent; otherwise, they will
be rejected by the smart contract layer [16].

3.1.2. Mobile Service Layer. 'emobile service layer is a core
component of the framework as it hosts decentralized ap-
plications (DAPPS). DAPPS layer contains decentralized

Table 1: Comparison between traditional client-centered centralized platform and blockchain platform.

Aspect Traditional platforms Blockchain platform

Data handling Supports read, write, amend, delete and update
operations Only allows read and write operations

Integrity of data It’s possible to tamper with or change data. Data is immutable and easily auditable

Privacy of data Highly susceptible to cyber-attacks and PII leaks Data is stored using cryptographic hash functions that make PII
anonymous

Transparency of
data Databases are not transparent or easily auditable Data is available and stored in distributed ledger

Data security Single-point failures or assaults provide a high
risk. Distributed ledger hence highly fault-tolerant
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applications that collect data from the patients and interacts
with the smart contract layer. 'e mobile service layer
provides users and health facilities with crucial services:
contact tracing based on Bluetooth, GIS systems, and health
tracking services supported by data from the blockchain data
storage layer [1]. In Figure 3, you can see the DAPPS Layer
that enables users to access information on their smart
devices.

3.2. Data Access and Privacy Layer: Smart Contracts. 'e
smart contract layer is the secondary component of the
framework as it governs how and who accesses the data. Any
record integrated into the smart contracts was time-stamped
and the geographic location is also recorded from the highest
level, country level to the smallest level, state level
(depending on the country). Each contract will inherit data
from a lower level contract, but two similar data points from
a single patient will not belong to a single superior contract
[25].

Moreover, data access will be restricted based on per-
missioned blockchain. 'e framework will provide various
networks for users and the hospital to utilize. Within the
network, numerous channels will be created to allow secure
data sharing. 'e smart contracts will also implement
unique identifiers for the patients to maintain their identity.
Any patient’s data stored will be recorded as follows: lo-
cation status, infection status, and think progress. 'e
contract will also be active for 14 days after the patient tests
positive. Only after 14 days will patient data be considered
clean status [26].

To save the operation cost of data storage, the patient
data are hashed and only the head of the block is stored
within user devices, the rest of the data is stored on the data
storage layer.

3.3. Data Storage and Analysis Layer. Within the proposed
framework, the patient’s data is stored within decentralized
databases provided by different hospital nodes and user
devices. Active hospital devices act as peer-to-peer nodes
that provide storage for the data. 'e active nodes are in-
centivized to participate in the network by being allowed
access to blockhead data. Since Bitcoin and Ethereum
blockchain database designs have high computational costs

and slow transaction speed. Moreover, it is a peer-to-peer
(P2P) network that can be used to transmit Bitcoin, a virtual
currency, without the necessity for centralized power. In
2008, somebody or a body of citizens named Satoshi
Nakamoto designed it. An irreversible decentralized system
contains all transactions. On the other hand, blockchain-
based shared platform Ethereum.Where ether is the name of
Ethereum’s network currency, the transactions in this in-
stance are also kept in an immutable decentralized ledger.
'erefore, the Hyperledger blockchain can be implemented
in the framework to provide a hybrid blockchain platform as
shown in Figure 3.

3.4. Effective Uses of Blockchain Technology during
COVID-19. When COVID-19 had hit the world in the
year 2019 and took a stroll all over the world in the fol-
lowing year, the country struggled to gain control over its
spread, be it the first world nations or third world nations.
'e countries were on the lookout for innovative and
quick technologies that could help in managing the large
amounts of data accumulated with respect to the Covid
virus. 'e healthcare sector was one of the primary sectors
to have been affected by this pandemic the most as it had
no experience in dealing with such viruses ever before.
Where at one end the healthcare sector was dealing with
the large influx of patients, it had to be clinical trials to get
to the root cause of the virus and come up with an effective
remedy for it. In order for the clinical trials to run
smoothly, it required a management system that was
transparent and fair by all means. 'e countries were clear
about the priorities of this system it had to be cost-effective
since already the healthcare sector was facing tremendous
expenses due to this global pandemic. Moreover, it was
required to be fast, transparent, auditable, and compliant
with the regulations everywhere. 'e following section
will give a detailed overview of the application of
blockchain technology in the form of effective solutions
within the healthcare sector to gain control over the
spread of COVID-19 [27].

3.4.1. Clinical Trial Management. 'e main advantage of
incorporating blockchain technology into this system was
that it enables medical practitioners and researchers to gain

DATA COLLECTION LAYER DATA ACCESS & PRIVACY
LAYER

SMART CONTRACT
LAYER

PATIENT PRIVACY
LAYER

DATA STORAGE & ANALYSIS
LAYER

COVID-19 DATA
ANALYSIS LAYER

BLOCKCHAIN LEDGER

Figure 2: Proposed blockchain framework that can be implemented on COVID-19 data handling.
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access to clinical data in a timely manner with greater ac-
curacy altogether. One such application was introduced by
the Canadians where it used blockchain technology to assist
the local authorities and help the government bodies to a
major extent in gaining control over the pandemic. More-
over, this application is also facilitated in clinical trials in
relation to COVID-19, it associates the data with the in-
dividual person’s ID, but the corresponding blockchain also
records anonymous data inputs ensuring that the patient’s
sensitive information is not easily available to all. 'is
technology can help in keeping track of the infected patients
based on the data in the application this was a significant step
toward ensuring that the spread of the virus was minimized
to a major extent. It can further enable doctors to track the
overall progress of the patients if they are infected by a
coronavirus. 'e doctors can interact and share medication
procedures to help out patients, who have isolated them-
selves at home. However, this application has some sensitive
points that can question the sanctity and genuineness of the
data shared on this blockchain technology [28].

3.4.2. User Privacy Protection. During COVID-19, where all
sectors were posed with major challenges left, right, and
center, there was a dire need to strike a balance and that was
possible through data collection and assurance of privacy to
the end-users. Blockchain can be effectively used in col-
lecting significant pieces of information with respect to

examination of the patient and be able to screen the
movement of the patients to make sure that they are ad-
hering to the SOPs of COVID-19, taking social distancing
measures seriously. Nonetheless, protection of the patient’s
identity was essential all this while. Since there is no central
authority to speak of with blockchain technology, users have
complete control over the data they send and receive
through the blockchain network. Blockchain technology
may be used by healthcare organizations while maintaining a
strict emphasis on safeguarding patient privacy and iden-
tification at all costs. A similar framework was introduced in
Europe, where blockchain technology was used in COVID-
19 tracing by making use of Bluetooth. On the other, a
German company has made use of a blockchain framework
using cellphones, while making sure that the client’s security
is not violated in any manner [29].

3.4.3. Managing Supply Chain. With the pandemic hitting
the entire world, there were some significant interruptions
across supply chains in all different sectors. 'e primary
factors that were responsible for these interruptions were the
shutting down of factories and improper or inadequate
safety and hygiene measures followed in the facilities alto-
gether. 'ere was also an enormous demand for PPE kits
and other important medical supplies to support the pro-
duction and continuation of operations in corporations
everywhere. Due to the lengthy supply chain, it was resulting
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Figure 3: DAPPS Layer that enables the users to access information on their smart devices.
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in excess obscurity that made it more difficult to track,
calculate, and plan the supply processes altogether. Block-
chain also ensures that the network is transparent and the
transactions are securely broken down for further pro-
cessing. As a result, large numbers of blockchain arrange-
ments were incorporated into the supply chain during the
pandemic.'e advantages were substantial, it not only made
it fairly quick to handle and process but also reduce the
overall costs, low risk of operations, and faster settlement for
all included within the network. 'ere is a blockchain
platform by the name VeChain, that is, ensuring a sus-
tainable yet transparent supply of new KN95 masks from
China while working with numerous production facilities
and different corporations.

3.4.4. Outbreak Tracking. Amidst the outbreak of COVID-
19, it was the most difficult task for the government to
identify the infected patients and then get them to be se-
cluded from the rest to gain control over the wide spread of
the virus altogether. Blockchain removes the potential need
for any kind of third party since it is highly decentralized that
can potentially reduce the occurrence of datamodification to
a major extent. It is due to the use of blockchain technology
that has potentially enhanced the reliability of the infor-
mation available on the pandemic for the population in
general. Evidently, fraudulent data and false information not
only contribute to the enormous damage made to the
economy as a whole but also end up affecting the psycho-
logical state of the general population altogether. 'erefore,
a blockchain database is highly reliable in such a vulnerable
state of events, where it probably makes it more difficult to
modify or make the data nontraceable on the whole.

Because of the accuracy, reliability, and transparency
that blockchain technology provides, it is an ideal tracking
platform. Governments can better update their databases as
well with respect to coronavirus’ current status and further
improve the planning and management of the outbreak as
well. 'is technology can also help in identifying the ter-
ritories that are completely no-go zones and further tracking
down the spread of the infection altogether. Hash-Log, a
public database maintained by the prominent IT company
Acer, provides information on the propagation of infections
and allows users to follow the patterns over a certain period
of time. For clinical studies, the Acer dashboard additionally
makes use of data from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and the World Health Organization (WHO).

4. Conclusion

COVID-19 pandemic has affected numerous sectors of
day-to--to-day life like healthcare, education, politics, and
the economy to mention a few. Blockchain technology
plays a major role in the management and development of
preventive measures. Because the epidemic has aggravated
the crisis of conscience in the administrative and medical
centers as a result of the collapse to supply of timely and
accurate facts about the current predicament. Hence, it

leads to the requirements of Covid- 19 data handling to
provide all benefits to the user in which they suffered due to
misguidance, and therefore to acquire certain features like
data security, data integrity, real-time data handling data
management, etc. COVID-19 data handling by the em-
ployment of blockchain framework plays a significant role.
Hence, in this paper, the key features of blockchain
technology have the potential to support the imple-
mentation of many use cases such as contact tracing, ef-
ficient data collection, secure data storage, and effective
data analysis. Comparing Blockchain data handling sys-
tems to centralized database systems, blockchain provides
the potential to improve COVID-19 Data handling to a
major extent.

Before the blockchain can be fully implemented to
combat COVID-19 and improve COVID-19 preventive
measures, a number of problems, including legal issues,
latency issues, resource usage issues, and widespread
implementation issues, must be handled. We put out a
number of potential options for enhancing blockchain
adoption in the future in light of the COVID-19 outbreak.
By offering a secure framework for capturing, maintaining,
and sending sensitive data, blockchain applications may be
utilized to decrease network latency. Furthermore,
COVID-19 management will be made possible by the re-
cent integration of blockchain with other cutting-edge
technologies including artificial intelligence, big data, and
cloud computing. It is also suggested that blockchain is
being coupled with other current technologies to give an
adequate performance in resolving issues related to the
COVID-19 pandemic to build a strong healthcare infra-
structure. Furthermore, by utilizing new cutting-edge and
distinctive security methodologies, the corresponding se-
curity risk regarding blockchain technology can be
addressed. To address data vulnerabilities in blockchain
consensus protocols, security defense solutions are gath-
ered under this heading. A recipient-oriented transaction
plan that uses the phrases “stealth address and master
node” to authorize the transaction before adding it to the
block is presented as a solution to the problem of double
spending in blockchain. In this case, both the transaction’s
originator and the recipient actively take part in the
broadcast process’s transaction verification. 'e patient’s
data can be made more secure and protected overall by
implementing this feature in the healthcare industry. Fi-
nally, the blockchain-based application needs to be
upgraded to outperform in several technological aspects
with the aim of employing the blockchain as a model al-
ternative for the crisis in the healthcare domain, akin to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Scalability and lightweight block-
chain implementation, for instance, are essential in the
healthcare industry to minimize data verification and delay.
To minimize processing time and enable high-speed data
sharing, effective mining techniques may be utilized in
conjunction with shorter verification operation times,
leading to robust data analysis in a setting identical to the
COVID-19 environment.
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With the rapid economic development, the �nancial industry has quietly become the leader of industries, the core and lifeblood of
promoting economic development. At the same time, various �nancial services and management platforms emerge one after
another. However, the emergence of �nancial services and management platforms cannot e�ectively alleviate the current �nancial
crisis. In the face of increasingly complex �nancial risks, traditional �nancial service and management platforms cannot achieve
e�ective information sharing, which leads to continued low service and management e�ciency and frequent �nancial risk
problems. Support vector machine is a data classi�cation algorithm based on supervision, which can realize data sharing and
improve the e�ciency of data processing.  e article �rstly readjusted the underlying architecture of the �nancial service and
management platform to break through the barriers of data interaction.  en on this basis, the article further combines the
support vector machine algorithm and extends it from binary data classi�cation to multivariate classi�cation. Finally, the paper
redesigns the �nancial service and management platform considering support vector machines. After a series of experiments, it
can be found that the �nancial service and management platform based on the support vector machine algorithm can reduce the
�nancial risk by 17.2%, improve the �nancial service level by 30.2%, and improve the �nancial comprehensive service level by
45.2%. At the same time, thanks to information sharing and interaction, the �nancial service and management platform can
e�ectively predict �nancial risks, and the accuracy of the prediction basically reaches 78.9%. is shows that a �nancial service and
management platform that takes into account the support vector machine algorithm can e�ectively prevent �nancial risks and
improve the e�ciency of �nancial services and management.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet, the �nancial
industry has gradually penetrated into every corner of life and
brought a great impact on the traditional �nancial system. In
order to cope with the rapidly developing economy and avoid
major �nancial turmoil, many banks and core enterprises have
established their own �nancial service and management
platforms. However, for a long time, the quality of �nancial
services has not been improved because the information be-
tween �nancial institutions and enterprises has not been
communicated with each other, and many enterprises have
su�ered greatly. At the same time, due to the blockage of
information, the comprehensive e�ciency of �nancial services
and management is low, and �nancial risks occur frequently.

 e support vector machine algorithm can fully mine the data
between �nancial institutions and enterprises, promote in-
formation sharing between �nancial services and management
platforms, and improve the e�ciency of �nancial services and
management. At the same time, by integrating �nancial re-
sources, relevant institutions can use the platform to improve
their ability to monitor, assess, and prevent risks in �nancial
institutions. On this basis, �nancial institutions can further
enhance their authority. At the same time, by building a �-
nancial service and management platform that takes into ac-
count the support vector machine algorithm, it can further
accelerate the innovation of �nancial service products, improve
the relevant system of �nancial management, enhance the
ability of the �nancial industry to resist risks, and promote the
stable and long-term development of the �nancial �eld.
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After a series of experiments, we knew that the financial
service and management platform based on support vector
machine can greatly improve the level of financial services.
Before the support vector machine is not taken into account,
financial services cannot synthesize all information, and the
core enterprises provide financial services with low efficiency
and single products, and the service level is as low as 11.2%.
After focusing on support vector machines, the service level
of the platform increased by 30.2% year-on-year, and the
comprehensive average service level of the platform in-
creased to 45.2%. In the process of financial risk prediction
and assessment, the Bayesian algorithm can effectively
predict financial risks caused by supervision with an ac-
curacy of 71.2%.*e risk prediction method based on neural
network can effectively predict the risk of financial invest-
ment with an accuracy of 71.9%. In contrast, the financial
service and management platform based on support vector
machine can better predict various business risks in the
financial field, and its prediction accuracy can reach up to
78.9%. *is fully shows that the financial service and
management platform based on support vector machine can
effectively improve the efficiency of financial services and
financial management level and can predict financial risks in
a timely manner.

2. Related Work

With the continuous development of the financial industry,
the problems encountered in financial services and man-
agement are becoming more and more serious. Many
scholars have discussed this. Chang-Ho pointed out that as
the global economy continues to slump, companies with low
liquidity and low profitability will face a recession, which is
expected to increase the risk of bankruptcy. Liquidity and
profitability are closely related in the analysis of operating
performance. *erefore, he used a standardized correlation
matrix to establish a simple financial service platform to
analyze the financial factors that affect the liquidity and
profitability of financial enterprises [1]. Dhiman pointed out
that the financial and banking industry has made great
progress in technology, so he pointed out that it is necessary
to deeply study the successful template of digital transfor-
mation and quantify it. Taking financial enterprises in the
digital age as the research object, he focused on the help of
digital technology in the financial field to human decision-
making and emphatically analyzed the impact of financial
management methods on the economic development of
enterprises [2]. Piatti-Fünfkirchen and Schneider pointed
out that the mobile financial service platform is an inno-
vation of the traditional financial platform and has strategic
significance for the cross-border development of the global
financial industry. In the research process, they studied the
mobile financial service platform as a complex ecosystem
and put forward the development direction and related
suggestions of the mobile financial service platform [3].
Omigie et al. analyzed the motivation of financial product
innovation in order to explore the risk of banking financial
services under the background of informationization.
*erefore, they established a new financial product service

platform with spillover effects, different competitive strat-
egies, and risk constraints. On the basis of analyzing the risk
characteristics of financial product innovation, they dis-
cussed the risk transmission mechanism of the financial
product innovation chain and proposed a new model of
internal risk management and external risk supervision of
bank financial product innovation [4]. Ali and Isak’s re-
search examined the impact of financial management
platforms on financial management mechanisms. During
the research process, they used explanatory and descriptive
research designs, using stratified sampling techniques to
select a sample of 145 respondents [5]. Although the above
scholars have analyzed the problems of financial services and
management from different levels, they have not found the
essence of the problem.

Support vector machines are often used in data classi-
fication and mining, which can accurately find problems in
financial services and management, and many scholars have
also conducted research on this. Guo et al. pointed out that
smart hospitals are considered a promising technology and
platform that can greatly improve healthcare in the future. In
order to further strengthen the platform construction, they
analyzed two important parameters of the signal pulse
through the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm and
accurately divided all cellular events into two different
subpopulations. *en the microfluidic sensor is combined
with the SVM algorithm to reconstruct the sensor network
system of the smart hospital [6]. Hao et al. proposed a
comprehensive SVM classification algorithm for the im-
balance of training data set. First, they performed unsu-
pervised clustering on the imbalanced training set, then
segmented the data set with SVMs to precisely control the
local features of the data set, and finally solved the data
imbalance [7]. Shyamala et al. pointed out that in the gas
pipeline system, the safe operation of the gas pressure reg-
ulator determines the stability of the fuel gas supply.
*erefore, according to the operating conditions of the
medium and low pressure gas regulators in the SCADA
system, they proposed a new method for the safety pre-
caution of gas regulators based on SVMs. *is method takes
the gas pressure regulator outlet pressure data as the input
variable of the SVM model and takes the fault type and
degree as the output variable, which can effectively improve
the prevention accuracy and save a lot of manpower and
material resources [8]. Sontayasara et al. pointed out that
bearing failure is the main cause of motor and generator
failure, so they proposed to use SVM algorithm for early
detection and classification of bearing failure. By using his
proposedmethod, bearing failures can be detected at an early
stage, giving machine operators time to take preventive
measures before large-scale failures occur [9]. Zhu pointed
out that the precise analysis of the data is essential to improve
the reliability of the diagnostic method. *erefore, based on
solid-state micropore microfluidic impedance cytometer, he
used the SVM algorithm to detect and enumerate cancer cells
in red blood cells [10]. *e above experts and scholars have
fully exploited the advantages of SVMs, but they have not
extended the algorithm to the financial field, and their re-
search on the SVM algorithm is not very thorough.
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3. Support Vector Machine Algorithms and
Financial Services and Management

3.1. Financial Services and Management. Finance is an
economic activity in amarket environment, and it represents
the entire process of monetary and capital financing. With
the rapid economic development, the financial industry has
gradually become a barometer of economic development.
*erefore, vigorously developing financial services and
management is an important measure to promote economic
development [11]. Under the influence of the global eco-
nomic crisis, many industries around the world have not
completely emerged from the shadow of the financial crisis.
Among them, financial enterprises are particularly affected.
After experiencing many economic crises, people gradually
realized the importance of strengthening financial man-
agement and innovating financial services. *erefore, the
majority of financial enterprises and institutions slowly
explored and established their own financial services and
management systems. In the traditional financial industry,
financial services and financial management are actually two
completely different concepts. *erefore, the article will
explore its existing problems from two levels.

“Financial services” is a general term for financial in-
stitutions to use financial instruments to provide informa-
tion or other services required for investment. In the process
of financial services, financial institutions usually provide
necessary information for participants and customers, and
then customers carry out a series of financial activities based
on the relevant information. However, in the process of
information exchange, there are obvious information bar-
riers between financial institutions and customers and
participants. On the one hand, most of the information is in
the hands of financial institutions and financial core en-
terprises, and customers cannot directly obtain first-hand
information and data [12]. On the other hand, the data and
related information of customers and event participants
using information to engage in financial activities also re-
main at the customer level and cannot be finally aggregated
into financial institutions. Based on this, the information
between financial institutions and customers is completely
separated, which greatly increases the risk of financial ac-
tivities, and also brings bad experience to customers. In
general, the backward concept of financial services and the
singleness of financial service products are the disadvantages
of the old financial service model. It is precisely because of
the above disadvantages of traditional financial services that
it is of great significance for the majority of financial in-
stitutions and core enterprises to continuously enhance the
awareness of financial services and improve the level of
financial services.

Financial management refers to the whole process in
which financial institutions and enterprises supervise and
coordinate currency circulation and credit activities in ac-
cordance with certain financial activity laws. Under the
current economic environment, the majority of financial
institutions focus their financial management on credit
management. *e emphasis on credit management is de-
termined by both historical factors and reality. On the one

hand, financial crises in history are often caused by credit
crises, so strengthening credit management can prevent
problems before they occur. On the other hand, in the
current economic environment, in the face of business
expansion and performance, a large number of illegal loans
have appeared in the majority of financial institutions. But
only focusing on one area of management can lead to losing
all the game [13]. At the same time, the existing financial
management methods cannot adapt to the financial model in
the new era. *erefore, the continuous innovation of fi-
nancial management methods and means is an important
measure to achieve the sustainable development of the fi-
nancial industry.

At the level of financial services and financial manage-
ment, many financial institutions have not fully realized the
importance of information exchange and the necessity of
establishing a sound management system. At the same time,
data and information about the financial sector are basically
only circulated among a few core companies. Under such
circumstances, the financial services and management sys-
tems established by financial institutions and enterprises
have inherent drawbacks. Among them, the financial
management and service system under the traditional model
is shown in Figure 1.

In the traditional financial management and service
system, financial institutions and enterprises often focus on
the circulation of funds, so funds are often placed in the
center of the financial service and management system [14].
In this case, other participants in financial activities often
form separate contacts, which greatly reduces the efficiency
of service and management and increases the risk of fi-
nancial activities. In addition, there is a lack of obvious
supervision links in the traditional financial management
and service system, which has laid hidden dangers for the
financial activities of enterprises. Moreover, by observing the
architecture, it can be found that the traditional financial
model has significant instability, so it is imminent to op-
timize and upgrade the system.

3.2. Financial Services and Management Platforms Focusing
on SVM. In the above, the feasibility of combining SVMs
with financial services and management platforms is ana-
lyzed from the theoretical level. And the utility of the fi-
nancial service and management platform focusing on
SVMs is explored from multiple perspectives. However,
there are differences between theory and reality, and the
financial cycle and its fluctuations cannot be measured
theoretically, so empirical research will be a strong guarantee
to test the utility of the platform. At the same time, in order
to ensure the accuracy of the data, some data were obtained
from the Wande database and the Tai’an database, and the
statistical results of the obtained sample data sets are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the sample data set mainly includes
factors such as financial cycle, financial volatility, and
economic growth level. Among them, the smaller the fi-
nancial volatility, the faster the economic growth rate. In
order to obtain general laws and methods from general data,
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the above data sets are added to the training of SVMs. At the
same time, in order to further test the correctness of the data
classification results of SVMs, this paper uses three different
structures of matrices to evaluate the results. *e specific
empirical results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that by testing most of the factors, the
classification results of the SVM are basically accurate, which
lays the foundation for the further experiments of the article.
Among them, the financial cycle coefficient remained pos-
itive during the three tests and passed the 1% significance
level test. *is shows that changes in the financial cycle are
consistent with the direction of changes in economic growth.
In addition, the coefficient of financial volatility is signifi-
cantly negative in multiple tests, which indicates that there is
a negative correlation between it and economic growth.

After the above inspection and evaluation, it is rea-
sonable to believe that the classification and decision-
making based on support vectors are accurate. *erefore,
people will further examine its role in financial services and
management platforms. LR test is an indicator that can best
reflect the authenticity of the data, which can reflect the
sensitivity and specificity of the model at the same time, so
people will use this test method to test the data on the above
platforms. Among them, the LR test results of the financial
platform based on SVM are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 shows that in the face of different financial risks,
the test results of financial platforms based on SVMs are not
the same. Among them, technical risks and operational risks
are unavoidable during the operation of the platform.
*erefore, when dealing with these two types of risks, the LR
test value of the platform is relatively high, and the maxi-
mum lag value is 11.654. In addition, in the face of liquidity
risk and credit risk, the platform’s LR test value is low, with a

minimum of 5.214. *is shows that in dealing with financial
risks, the financial platform of the SVM can basically pass the
test, and the model selection meets the requirements.

3.3. Support Vector Machines. SVM is often used for data
classification and mining, so it can fully mine all the in-
formation in the economic environment and classify it to
improve the efficiency of information utilization [15]. In the
financial environment, information and data are necessary
weapons for financial activities, and the emergence of SVMs
has provided convenience for the majority of financial in-
stitutions. In addition, SVMs not only have excellent
characteristics in classification problems, but also have good
generalization ability in similar problems. Among them, the
basic application areas of SVMs are shown in Figure 2.

With the optimization and upgrading of the SVM al-
gorithm, it has achieved remarkable results in machine
vision and natural language processing. In the information
age, all production and business activities are inseparable
from the support of data, and this is particularly prominent
in the financial industry. In particular, financial services and
management are financial activities built on data, so the
combination of SVMs and financial services and manage-
ment has a certain information base [16]. In this environ-
ment, the SVM can divide the financial market into different
categories, then select different financial service and man-
agement cases as training data sets, and finally obtain the
optimal decision plane and decision function.*e schematic
figure of the combination of SVM and financial services and
management is shown in Figure 3.

In the process of combining technology and reality, SVM
has shown excellent scalability, which has laid a solid
foundation for the combination of SVM and financial ser-
vices and management [17]. Among them, from the per-
spective of geometric structure, the combination of SVM
and financial services and management shows strong sta-
bility, so this is conducive to fully exploiting and minimizing
risks in financial activities. From the perspective of data

Table 1: Sample data set statistics.

Variables Average
value Variance Minimum

value
Maximum

value
Cycle 0.768 0.611 −0.098 2.115
Vol 0.091 0.083 0.006 0.732
InGDP 3.642 0.381 1.002 4.216
Capital 0.492 0.151 0.209 1.395

Table 2: Empirical results under multiple factor assessment.

Variables Adjacency matrix Diagonal matrix Inverse matrix
Models SVM SVM SVM
Cycle 0.231∗∗∗ 0.038∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗
Vol −0.035 −0.029∗∗ −0.034∗∗∗
InDA 0.0139 0.0115 0.0451∗
Capital 0.031∗ 0.019 0.214
Note. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗represent data at 10%, 5%, and 1% confidence levels,
respectively.

Table 3: Support vector machine-based financial platform LR test.

Credit
risk

Liquidity
risk

Operational
risk

Technical
risk

Hysteresis 11.058 5.214 9.021 10.654
Error 12.021 8.399 11.654 9.687
Regulation 16.215 10.005 18.001 2.134

FundsFinancing
Companies

Core
Businesses

Rating
Agencies

Enterprises

Figure 1: Financial management and service system under the
traditional model.
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distribution, the combination of SVMs and financial services
and management takes into account both boundary con-
ditions and internal conditions of the sample, so the
combination of the two shows strong inclusiveness [18]. It is
precisely because the combination of the two realizes the
true meaning of learning from each other’s strengths and
complementing one’s weaknesses, so it is particularly im-
portant to study them. In the above, the feasibility of
combining SVMs with financial services and management is
analyzed from the aspects of domain attributes and realistic
conditions, and then it will be formally incorporated into the
design of financial services and management platforms.

Assuming that there is a linearly separable data set T in
the financial activity space, which represents the sample set
in the training process, it can be mathematically expressed as

T � a1, b1( , a2, b2( , am, bm(  ,

cm � b
ω
ω
∙am +

b

w
 .

(1)

Among them, a represents the feature vector, b repre-
sents the pointer, cm represents the straight-line distance
between the points in the data set, and the positive or
negative of ω represents the direction of the distance. People
specify that positive values represent the positive direction
and negative values represent the opposite direction. In this
process, information about financial services and manage-
ment is put into the data set.

Next, people define a hyperplane s; then, the minimum
value of the distance between the sample point and the plane
is calculated as

ε � min
i�1,2,3∙∙,M

cs. (2)

In the above formula, the s plane is called the hyperplane,
so the distance ε actually represents the distance from the
support vector to the hyperplane. According to the above
formulas, the hyperplane can be visualized as a financial
market, then the original hyperplane distance problem can
be expressed as the following capital circulation optimiza-
tion problem.

yi

ω
ω
∙am +

b

w
 ≥ c. (3)

In the above formula, what needs to be explored is the
distance between the points in the data set and the plane, that
is, the correlation between the financial activity information
and the financial market. At the same time, it is expected to
use this distance to maximize the segmentation of the data
set, so as to find the most valuable information for financial
activities. *erefore, for the simplicity of expression, (3) is
calculated as follows:

Computer
Vision

Natural
Language
Processing

Bioinfor
matics

Support vector
machines

Data
Mining

Data
Classification

Figure 2: Basic application areas of SVMs.

Optimal hyperplane

Maximum
interval

Classification 1

Classification 2

Support vectors

Support vectors

Figure 3: Schematic figure of the integration of SVMs with fi-
nancial services and management.
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yi

ω
ωc
∙am +

b

wc
 ≥ 1, (4)

μ �
ω
ωc

,

b �
b

wc
,

yi μ∙am + b( ≥ 1, m( � 1, 2, ..., M.

(5)

In the above formula, first, on the basis of (3), both sides
are divided by c, and then (4) is obtained. *en the scalars ω
and c are replaced by the vectors μ and b through a series of
iterative calculations, thereby obtaining (7). After the above
operations, the massive information is divided into different
categories, and the same data are optimized.

*e premise of the above optimization problem is a
binary classification object, but in the process of actual fi-
nancial activities, multiclassification problems are often
encountered. Quadratic programming can transform mul-
ticlassification problems into binary classification, from
which people can get

L(ω, b, α) �
1
2
ω2

−  M
i�1αi yi μ∙am + b(  − 1( , (6)

θ(ω) � max
αi≥0

L(ω, b, α). (7)

Among them, L represents the Lagrangian function, and
α represents the Lagrangian multiplier. Observing (6), it can
be found that there are three variables in the newly con-
structed objective function, but there are only two pairs of
existing constraints, so the optimal solution of the function
cannot be solved only by the above formula.

Using Lagrange’s duality, (6) can be reformulated as

max
αi≥0

min
ω,b

L(ω, b, α) � c∗,

ω � 
M

i�1
αiyi,

b � 
M

i�1
αiyi � 0.

(8)

In the above formula, the original optimal solution
problem can be transformed into the problem of solving the
maximum value. Similarly, for similar maximum segmen-
tation problems, we can transform it into finding the
maximum value.

By solving the maximum value, the optimal solution for
the current situation can be obtained:

α∗ � a
∗
1 , a
∗
2 , ..., a

∗
m( 

T
,

0≤ a
∗ ≤d,

a(x) � sign ω∗∙x + b( .

(9)

In the above formula, α∗ represents the optimal solution,
and α represents the optimal classification decision function.

*rough a series of calculations, people can finally use the
data in financial activities to carry out financial services and
get the most favorable decision-making plan.

In the above, the data set defined by people is linearly
separable, but in practice there are very few completely
linearly separable data in financial activities. To solve this
problem, the concept of soft spacing is introduced.

min
ω,b,δ

1
2
ω2

+ d 
m

i�1
δi,

y ω∙am + b( ≥ 1 − δi,

δi � max 0, 1 − y ω∙am + b( ( .

(10)

Among them, δ represents a random variable, which
allows some points in the data set to not meet the basic
constraints, and d represents the penalty function: the larger
the value, the greater the penalty for the classification result.
*en people perform a separation operation on the
hyperplane:

ω∗ · x + b � 0. (11)

Finally, for the above nonlinear problem, one can refer to
the linear solution problem and solve it using the duality of
Lagrangian. *en the optimal solution is obtained and the
decision function is finally positioned to obtain the best
solution for financial services andmanagement.*rough the
above operations, it is also found that for the financial service
and management data set T, none of the training data
samples in the final solution model appear. *is fully
demonstrates the excellent characteristics of SVMs; that is,
the final result is only related to support vectors, and it is also
greatly adapted to financial services and management
activities.

3.4. Design of Financial Service and Management Platform
Focusing on Support Vector Machines. Reviewing the tra-
ditional financial service and management system, it is
found that it has not formed a complete information channel
and lacks effective supervision and management in the
process of financial activities. *erefore, in order to maxi-
mize the effectiveness of the combination of SVMs and fi-
nancial services and management, the traditional financial
services and management systems have been optimized and
upgraded. *en a financial service and management plat-
form considering SVMs is designed. *e financial service
and management platform under the SVM algorithm is
shown in Figure 4.

On the basis of the traditional financial service and
management system, we use the SVM algorithm to reop-
timize and adjust it. *e following is the specific design and
implementation process. First, in the original financial
service and management system, people retained the basic
core financial enterprises and financial structures in the
financial service and management platform under the SVM
algorithm [19]. In the financial market environment,
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financial enterprises and financial structures are the main
body of the market environment. *erefore, no changes
were made to the two during the design process. However, in
view of the problem of noncommunication of information
between various subjects, SVMs are used to bind the basic
subjects in the financial market to data to achieve basic
information communication. At the same time, in order to
adapt it to the new financial service and management
platform, it also provides data classification and tracking
rights for these two subjects. Secondly, in the traditional
financial service and management system, the financial
supervision link is not prominent. *erefore, people have
joined the supervision department in the financial service
and management platform under the SVM algorithm. And
in the design, people directly make it independent of the
entire financial services and management links to achieve
the autonomy of supervision [20]. Finally, in order to realize
the exchange of information and promote the sharing of
information among various subjects, a bidirectionally visible
information module was added at the beginning of the
platform design, which really improved the utilization rate of
information from the bottom of the design. At the same
time, in order to meet the financial market environment, the
central position of funds in the financial service manage-
ment system has been cancelled. Instead, it puts customers
and investors at the center of the financial service and
management platform to optimize the original system to the
greatest extent and realize innovation in financial services
and management. Moreover, the redesigned financial ser-
vices and management platform achieves structural stability,
which will aid its continued growth.

At the same time, in the implementation process of the
financial service and management platform, the platform
makes full use of SVMs to train and mine financial data.
*en, according to the results, it can accurately profile fi-
nancial institutions and customers, so as to help small- and
medium-sized enterprises and small and micro enterprises
to carry out financial activities [21]. In the process of pro-
filing the enterprise, the relevant information of the en-
terprise will be circulated on the platform, so the enterprise
applying for financial services can spend the least time to

maximize the benefits. At the same time, financial institu-
tions can also publish financial products and services on the
financial service and management platform, and enterprises
that meet relevant conditions can apply directly on the
platform to improve the efficiency and experience of fi-
nancial services. For financial institutions, the application
information of enterprises will be circulated directly on the
platform, which avoids the leakage of information from
multiple parties, and at the same time, it can further improve
the efficiency of financial management. In this process, the
financial service and management platform is customer-
oriented, based on financial activity data, and uses SVMs and
modern technology as means to build a multi-integrated,
information-interoperable financial service and manage-
ment model.

4. Deconstruction of Financial Services and
Management Platform
Results considering SVM

In the above, the financial service and management platform
based on SVM has been empirically researched, but the
theoretical test and pure data test cannot explain its effect in
practical application. *erefore, the following article will
explore the efficacy of the financial service and management
platform one by one from the perspectives of the financial
platform’s service level, management accuracy, and risk
assessment level. Among them, the financial service level
taking into account the SVM is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the financial service and manage-
ment platform based on SVM can greatly improve the level
of financial services. Before the SVM is not taken into ac-
count, financial services cannot synthesize all information,
the core enterprises provide financial services with low ef-
ficiency and single products, and the service level is as low as
11.2%. After focusing on SVMs, the service level of the
platform increased by 30.2% year-on-year, and the com-
prehensive average service level of the platform increased to
45.2%.

*e financial service level is only one part of the financial
service and management platform, and it cannot describe
the whole figure of the platform. *erefore, from the per-
spective of financial risk prediction and evaluation, the
utility of financial service and management platform fo-
cusing on SVM in financial risk prediction is analyzed. *e
prediction results of different models on financial risk are
shown in Figure 6.

In the financial field, the emergence of financial risks is
often not without a trace. Figure 6 shows that in the process
of financial risk prediction and assessment, the Bayesian
algorithm can effectively predict financial risks caused by
supervision, with an accuracy of 71.2%. *e risk prediction
method based on neural network can effectively predict the
risk of financial investment with an accuracy of 71.9%. In
contrast, the financial service and management platform
based on SVM can better predict various business risks in the
financial field, and its prediction accuracy can reach up to
78.9%.

FundersFinancing
Companies

Core
Businesses

Rating
Agencies

Supervision
enterprises ClassificationAudit

Evaluation Trading

Support vector machines

Figure 4: Financial service and management platform under the
SVM algorithm.
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In the process of financial management and services,
financial risks are everywhere. In the above, we have con-
ducted experiments on the risk prediction ability of the
platform. However, merely predicting risks cannot provide
substantial help for subsequent financial investment be-
haviors. *erefore, it is necessary to evaluate the financial
risks predicted by different platforms and conduct super-
vision and response according to the results of the evalu-
ation, so as to minimize the risks. Among them, the risk
assessment results of different platforms are shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that platforms based on different models
have different risk factors. Among them, the platform risk
coefficient based on the K series model is generally low,
basically 18.3, and the platform risk based on the Bayesian
model is relatively high, reaching 20.5%. In contrast, plat-
forms based on SVMs have a lower risk factor of 17.2%.

*e financial service and management platform is rel-
atively comprehensive, so it is necessary to analyze its

efficiency from a comprehensive perspective. Among them,
the comprehensive efficiency of the support vector machine-
based financial service and management platform is shown
in Figure 8.

*e comprehensive efficiency of the financial platform is
the efficiency of the financial sector serving the real econ-
omy. Figure 8 shows that the support vector machine-based
financial service and management platform can amplify the
role of data capital and promote the flow of funds across the
industry. Among them, the financial service and manage-
ment platform based on SVM can reduce the cost of trial and
error, and its cost consumption is basically kept below
10.2%. In addition, the financial platform comprehensively
utilizes multiparty information to realize the informatization
and digitization of the platform, and its comprehensive
proportion is 44.1% and 51.2%, respectively. *is fully shows
that the financial service andmanagement platform based on
SVM can comprehensively improve the efficiency of fi-
nancial services and the level of financial management.
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5. Conclusion

Financial risk is a major problem inevitably encountered in
the development of the financial industry, and the break-
through is to build a new financial service and management
platform for information communication and business in-
teraction. *e article starts with the inherent problems of
financial services and management and briefly analyzes the
shortcomings and deficiencies of traditional financial ser-
vices and management platforms.*en, the article optimizes
and upgrades the method based on the SVM and integrates
the SVM algorithm into the design of the financial service
and management platform. Finally, the article focuses on the
related methods and countermeasures of using SVMs to
improve financial services and management. Experiments
show that a financial service and management platform that
considers support vectors can innovate financial services and

management and promote the sustainable development of
the financial industry. However, due to time reasons, the
financial service and management platform designed in this
article still has some deficiencies in system security. In the
future, the article will improve this aspect in the process of
upgrading and optimizing the platform.
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Health-related issues and occurrences with regard to a particular population are the subject of an epidemiology study. �is paper
presents the results of a retrospective epidemiological investigation on 15922 hospitalized hand trauma patients from Central
China between 2011 and 2020. Gender, age, onset season, injury mechanism, injury environment, injury location, and clinical
characteristics are among the characteristics of the data gathered. �e study is using computational analysis to draw inferences
from the case studies collected in the databases of the hospitals. �e types and characteristics of occupational injuries at home and
outdoor are compared and analyzed. �e purpose of the study is to present the �ndings from recent case studies for future
reference and to recommend useful roles for the industrial sector in the care of patients with hand trauma in order to lower
occupational harm. �e injuries of preschool children are also analyzed. �e incidence rate of hand injuries in infants has been
increasing year by year which is directly related to the ine�cient growth of children in rural areas. �e data are collected from
hospitals, then the data analytical tools are applied to draw conclusions. �e suggested model is intelligently learned through the
application of computational techniques, which are also used to suggest treatments to trauma victims. According to this study,
males are more likely than females to sustain hand trauma; occupational injuries are more common than living injuries; males
between the ages of 20 and 50 are at an increased risk of su�ering an occupational injury.�is study showed that the proportion of
hand trauma in preschool children was higher (12.27%), and the 2-3-year-old group was the main injury target of preschool
children (45.70%). �e accidental injuries of newborns and young children can be reduced by government assistance, social
support, and tighter monitoring.

1. Introduction

Human creation, life, and aesthetics all heavily rely on the
hand. It is regarded as one of the most vital organs, second
only to the face, and one of the body’s most delicate portions.
�irty years ago, in [1] the authors analyzed 50,272 cases of
hand trauma and found that 26% of them were injured at
work, 34% were injured at home, and 15% were injured by
participating in sports.�e study’s �ndings also demonstrate
that various situations, including the workplace, the home,
sports, and auto accidents, have their own unique internal
laws that apply to hand injuries. Separate analysis and re-
search are required. Twenty years ago, Jishuitan Hospital in
China country reported that hand injuries accounted for

28.6% of emergency trauma patients [2]. In the past 10 years,
research in China has shown that occupational hand trauma
patients account for 50%–80% of the total number of hand
trauma, and it is the most common occupational injury in
the emergency department. Hand injuries account for about
37% of all occupational injuries. �e incidence of hand
trauma has signi�cantly increased, primarily because of the
quick growth of small private businesses and the relatively
antiquated production equipment, as well as the lack of focus
on safety facilities and safety education, unfamiliarity with
the use of machines, and job changes. Factors such as
temporary overtime and not wearing protective equipment
have led to an increase in the incidence of occupational hand
injuries year by year. We retrospectively analyzed the
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epidemiological data of hand trauma in a significant or-
thopaedic hospital in Central China over the previous ten
years. In order to study the epidemiological characteristics of
hand trauma there, determine the regularity of its incidence,
and provide a basis for its prevention and treatment.

Located in Central China, Changsha covers an area of
11,819 square kilometers and has a population of more than
10 million. It is an important provincial capital, a national
historical and cultural city, a city with the best international
image, and a leisure and entertainment city with a high
happiness index. It is also a Chinese project. .e capital of
machinery, industrial manufacturing, construction, and
handicrafts are also developed.

.ere are 30 large-scale tertiary hospitals in Changsha,
and the medical and health services are well developed. .e
Annual Ring Orthopedic Hospital Group is a large-scale
orthopaedic specialized hospital chain nationwide, with
strong specialized technology, especially hand surgery
technology. .erefore, more than 2,000 cases of hand
trauma patients are received every year. In addition to the
province as a whole, these patients originate from the city.
From rural areas, road traffic, industry, and building sites, as
well as from offices, service facilities, and schools. We believe
that collecting and analyzing the epidemiological data of
hand trauma patients in this hospital in the past 10 years is
valuable for understanding and mastering the modern ep-
idemiological history of the disease, the regularity of inci-
dence, clinical characteristics, and assisting the government
in formulating preventive measures to reduce the incidence.

.e hands and digits of the human being occupy a major
role in our professional life. .us, not surprisingly, hand
injuries are the most frequent bodily traumas sustained at
work [3]. Even seemingly minor injuries can produce a
devastating functional loss. Accurate, early diagnosis and
definitive treatment are essential to minimize the functional
loss and avoid the socioeconomic effects of protracted
disability. Hand injuries due to occupational accidents or
work-related hand injuries (WRHIs) lead to more serious
consequences than any other organs in terms of both clinical
courses and economic losses [4]. .ese injuries are as
preventable as the other bodily traumas [5].

At least a million people are admitted to the emergency
departments (ED) due to acute WRHI in the USA each year
[6]. .e incidence is particularly high in industries and jobs
in which hand intensive work is done [5]. Hand trauma is a
common surgical disease, and with the development of
industrial machinery production, the incidence of acute
occupational hand trauma is increasing [7]. Data show that
acute occupational hand injuries account for 36.3% to 76.9%
of emergency hand injuries [8], and Jishuitan Hospital in
China reported that hand injuries account for 28.6% of
trauma emergency patients [2]. In [9], the authors reported
732 cases of occupational hand trauma patients, the inci-
dence of males was more than that of females. .e epide-
miological characteristics of occupational hand trauma
patients reported by [10–12] are similar to the data in this
study.

Among those with hand trauma, 76% were American
men; 69% were British men; 59% were Danish men; 83%

were Turkish men. In the Netherlands and Denmark, the age
group between 10 and 14 year-old has the highest incidence.
44% of patients in Canada are 10–19 years old; 35% of
patients in Turkey are under the age of 15 [13–16]. Among
the occupational injuries in the statistics of the US labor
department, hand trauma accounts for the largest propor-
tion, accounting for 30% to 37% of all occupational injuries
[17]. In [18], studies have shown that there is a statistical
relationship between hand trauma and social deprivation,
which varies with the type of injury.

Occupational injuries cannot be disregarded given
China’s tremendous advancement in science and technol-
ogy, economy, and industrial manufacture. At present,
China still lacks comprehensive and systematic big data
analysis of hand trauma epidemiology data in the past ten
years. .is paper comprehensively and systematically ana-
lyzes and studies the distribution characteristics, injury
mechanism, and clinical characteristics of hand trauma in
different groups of people and provides a scientific basis for
the government and enterprises to make decisions on the
prevention and control of hand trauma.

Hand trauma is the most common trauma in people’s
production and life. According to literature reports, in
emergency trauma cases, the proportion of hand trauma is
between 15% and 28.6% [1, 19]. Reference [20]. So this study
analyzes the percentage of hand trauma, patient’s gender,
age, onset season, injury mechanism, injury environment,
injury site, and its clinical characteristics. .e main high-
lights of the paper are as follows:

(1) Collect and analyze the data of 15,922 patients who
met the criteria for hand trauma among inpatients
from 2011 to 2020.

(2) To study the composition and distribution of hand
trauma.

(3) To study the risk factors of hand trauma.
(4) Factors such as gender, age, the season in which the

injury first occurs, the mechanism by which the
damage occurred, the environment in which it oc-
curred, the location of the injury, and its clinical
characteristics are considered..e data are evaluated
for preschoolers’ injuries, life injuries, and occupa-
tional injuries, and compare them to domestic,
Longitudinal, and horizontal comparative studies.

(5) Research on preventive measures of hand trauma is
conducted.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 1,
background details of epidemiology hand trauma incidents
and state of art of the epidemiology case studies are dis-
cussed. In Section 2, the proposed method of data collection,
inclusion, and exclusion criteria of patients are discussed. In
Section 3, result analysis and observations are discussed
followed by a conclusion and references.

2. Proposed Method

2.1. Data Recording and Coding. Data from the Annual Ring
Hospital Information System (HIS) is considered, which
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included nine variables: admission date, month, and year;
Sex; Age code; Age group; Injury caused; Product code and
location code. .e cause of injury was coded by Interna-
tional Classification of Diseases Ninth Edition (ICD-10).

2.2. Inclusion Criteria

(1) All injuries of the wrist joint and beyond; soft tissue
injuries of upper limbs near wrist joints, such as
nerve, tendon, blood vessel injuries, skin and soft
tissue injuries in a large area, etc., but excluding
injuries and burns of bones and joints within this
range.

(2) .e visit time was within 72 hours of injury.
(3) .e medical records are complete.

2.3. Exclusion Criteria

(1) Chronic old hand injury.
(2) Hand diseases and deformities.
(3) Incomplete medical records.

2.4.ResearchMethod. .ere are 3 wards in the Hand Surgery
Department of the Annual Ring Orthopedic Hospital, which
consists of 15 physicians and 30 nurses, including 1 chief
physician and 3 deputy chief physicians. Each ward has a
part-time secretary. .e director and secretary of the de-
partment are responsible for the quality of medical records
and are required to fill in each medical record in a timely and
complete manner, including the patient’s basic information,
injury, treatment, surgical methods, and recovery status and
upload the HIS.

.e previous 10-year medical records of hand trauma
patients in the department were collected and sorted by the
secretary of the department, and those whomet the inclusion
criteria were counted. In order to ensure the accuracy of the
data, the hospital medical record room reviews the data
compiled by each department and corrects the wrong in-
formation. .e statistical contents include the following:

(1) General information (sex, age, occupation, etc.).
(2) Injury conditions (environment, nature, location,

cause, etc.).
(3) Specific tissue damage (location and type, etc.).
(4) Treatment status (hospitalization time and outcome,

etc.).
(5) Infants and young children morbidity, etc.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. To estimate the frequency and
percentage of all reported injuries, to describe the incidents,
to specify the characteristics of injury brought on by con-
sumer products, and to examine the risk factors, geographic
locations, and seasonal patterns of injuries, descriptive ep-
idemiological methods were used. SPSS 20.0 statistical

software was used for analysis. .e counting data was
represented by the constituent ratio (%), and x2 test was used
for comparison between samples. Measurement data were
expressed as X± s, and t-test was used for comparison be-
tween samples. P< 0.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant. Examine the injury’s origin, location, season, type, and
any possible correlations with age and sex. Age groups were
analyzed according to six levels (0–6, 7–14, 15–18, 19–30,
31–65, and 66+).

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Results

3.1.1. General Situation. 15922 inpatientswith hand trauma
were analyzed. Among them, 12897 cases were male
(81.00%), 3025 cases were female (19.00%), and the ratio of
male to female was 4.26 : 1. .e incidence rate of the male
was higher than that of females, and the difference was
statistically significant (x2 � 6120.86, P � 0.001). .e oldest
is 93 years old and the youngest is 5 days old..e mean age
was (34.97 ± 18.23) years, including (x � 35.71 ± 17.50)
years for males and (x � 31.81 ± 20.77) years for females.
.e gender distribution of each age group as shown in
Figure 1 and is statistically significant. Among them,
49.21% were young andmiddle-aged patients aged from 31
to 65. Preschool children aged 0–6 years accounted for
12.27%.

Figures 2 and 3 depicts the annual and monthly dis-
tribution of in patients. .e lowest is in February (5.63%)
and the highest is in April (10.16%) every year.

3.1.2. Nature of Injury. .emain injuries were occupational
injuries, with 10,866 cases (68.25%) and 5,056 cases
(31.75%) of life injuries. Among the occupational injury
patients, 9121 cases were male (83.94%), 1745 cases were
female (16.06%), and the ratio of male to female was 5.23 : 1.
.e age was (x � 40.93± 16.28) years old, among which the
age group was mainly from 20 to 50 years old, accounting
for 74.18%.

.ere are two types of injured environments: indoor
and outdoor. Indoor: factories, shopping malls, service
places, leisure and entertainment places, office places,
families, etc., are considered. For outdoor environment
construction sites, roads, sports venues, fields, mountains,
etc. According to their occupational injuries and life in-
juries, the patients in this group are different. Tables 1 and 2
shows the distribution of the injured environment and
injured site.

3.1.3. Injured Area. In this group, 8437 cases (52.99%) were
injured in the left hand, 7244 cases (45.50%) in the right
hand, and 241 cases (1.51%) in both hands. Among them,
there were 6687 finger injuries, with a total of 7757 fingers.
.e distribution of finger injuries is shown in Figure 4..ere
were 162 finger injuries and 369 finger injuries with one
hand. 3651 fingers were injured in the left finger and 3036
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fingers were injured in the right finger..e ratio of left finger
injury to right finger injury was 1.2 :1.

.ere are different types of occupational injuries and life
injuries, as shown in Table 3.

3.1.4. Morbidity in Preschool Children. .ere were 1954
preschool children aged 0 ∼ 6 years (12.27%), including 1293
males and 661 females. Male: female is 1.96 :1. Among them,
there were 373 infants under 1-year-old (19.09%), 893 in-
fants aged 2–3 years old (45.70%), and 688 children aged

4–6 years old (35.21%). .e youngest is 6 days, because the
baby is tied with ropes when wearing clothes, which causes
strangulation and infection of the skin of both upper arms.
.e most common cause of injury was broken fingers
(36.85%), as shown in Figure 5.

3.1.5. Hospital Stay. .e length of hospital stay was
(x� 11.22± 12.75) days. 48.03% were hospitalized within
7 days. 8–14 days accounted for 31.38%; 15–21 days
accounted for 12.15%; ≥22 days accounted for 8.44%, and the
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of patients in each year (x2�1607.94, P� 0.001).
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longest was 111 days. .e length of stay was significantly
different (x2 � 6235.319, P� 0.001).

3.1.6. Treatment Outcome. 903 cases (5.67%) were cured
clinically. 15011 cases (94.28%) improved; 8 cases (0.05%)
were not cured. .ere was a significant difference in
treatment outcome (x2 � 26688.02, P� 0.001).

3.2. Analysis of Patients

3.2.1. Clinical Features. .ere were 12,897 male patients in
this group, accounting for 81.00%, which was 4.26 times that
of female patients and was similar to that in Europe and
America. .e average age was (X34.97± 18.23) years old.
.e majority of patients were young adults aged 31 to 65
(49.21%), the oldest was 93 years old and the youngest was
5 days old. Preschool children aged 0–6 accounted for
12.27%. .e injury time was the lowest in February (5.63%)
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Figure 3: Distribution of morbidity in each month (x2� 555.05, P� 0.001).

Table 1: Distribution of injured environment (%).

Classify Interior Outside Total Statistical analysis
Occupational 6209 (39.00) 4657 (29.25) 10866 (68.25) t� 6.999, p� 0.090
Living injury 3660 (22.99) 1396 (8.77) 5056 (31.75) t� 2.231, p� 0.268
Total 9869 (61.98) 6053 (38.02) 15922 (100)

Table 2: Distribution of injured sites (%).

Classify Construction
site Workshop Road

transport
Service
place

Sports
place

Office
space

Leisure
place

Field
work Other Total Statistical

analysis

Occupational 3622 4242 622 1217 104 518 202 105 234 10866 t� 2.273,
P� 0.053

Living injury 0 0 958 843 489 868 869 768 261 5056 t� 4.347,
P� 0.002

Total 3622 4242 1580 2060 593 1386 1071 873 495 15922
(%) 22.75 26.64 9.92 12.94 3.72 8.70 6.73 5.48 3.11 100

27%

22%

18%

24%

9%

thumb
forefinger
middle finger

Ring finger
little finger

Figure 4: Distribution of finger injuries (x2� 785.87, P� 0.001).
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and the highest in April (10.16%). .e city’s manufacturing
industry is relatively developed, and the injured environ-
ment is mainly indoors such as factories, workshops,
shopping malls, and service places (61.98%). .e left hand
was injured more than the right (1.16 :1), and the left finger
was injured more than the right finger (1.2 :1). .e thumb
was injured the most (27%), followed by the middle finger
(24%) and the ring finger (22%). .e most common types of
injuries were crush injury (34.16%) and cutting injury
(29.44%). .e average hospital stay of the patients in this
group was 11.22± 12.75 days, and 79.41% of the patients
were hospitalized for 1 to 2weeks. .e clinical cure rate was
5.67%, and the improvement rate was 94.28%. Eight patients
were discharged from the hospital without healing due to
concurrent infection, necrosis of the replanted finger, and
nonunion of severed finger fractures.

3.2.2. Occupational Injuries. Hand trauma is a common
surgical disease, and with the development of industrial
machinery production, the incidence of acute occupational
hand trauma is increasing [20]. Occupational injuries

accounted for 68.25% of the cases in this group, of which the
ratio of male to female was 5.23 :1. .ere were more people
aged 20–50 (74.18%), and men and young adults were the
high-risk groups for occupational hand trauma. .e main
types of injuries were crush injury (36.11%), cutting injury
(29.92%), and fracture (9.40%).

3.2.3. Injuries of Preschool Children. In this group, preschool
children accounted for 12.27%, and the male: female ratio
was 1.96 :1, of which the 2–3-year-old group accounted for
the highest proportion (45.70%). .e main cause of injury
was finger breakage (36.85%), followed by finger crush in-
jury (16.63%) and cutting injury (15.15%).

3.3. Precautions

3.3.1. Improve Manufacturing Intelligence. In recent years,
with the rapid development of IT in China and the rapid
popularization of AI, occupational hand injuries have been
gradually decreased. However, still the development is un-
balanced. Some of the larger industrial and mining

Table 3: Distribution of injury types.

Classify Detached
injury

Crushed
injury Concis Frustration

crack
Puncture
injury Fracture Burn

scald Other Total Statistical
analysis

Occupational 976 3924 3251 201 626 1021 198 669 10866
t� 2.701,

P� 0.031

Living injury 401 1515 1436 162 705 501 157 179 5056
t� 3.212,

P� 0015
Total 1377 5439 4687 363 1331 1522 355 848 15922
(%) 8.65 34.16 29.44 2.28 8.36 9.56 2.23 5.33 100
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Figure 5: Causes of injuries of preschool children (x2�1286.049, P� 0.001).
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enterprises have a low level of mechanical intelligence, in-
sufficient protective facilities in the workplace, and the in-
cidence of occupational injuries remains high..erefore, it is
recommended that the regulatory authorities improve the
transformation and upgrading of equipment in large in-
dustrial and mining enterprises. At the same time, increase
the promotion and application of AI technology, further
improve the intelligence of the manufacturing industry,
strictly enforce the access system, and reduce occupational
injuries.

3.3.2. Improve the Comprehensive Quality of the Whole
People. According to research in [21], there is a correlation
between occupational hand trauma and risk factors such as
contact with machine failure, change in operation method,
sudden discomfort, lack of protective equipment, use of
sharp knives, unfamiliar tools, unfamiliar machines, change
of job, temporary overtime, temporary rush to work, and
sudden physical discomfort during the dangerous period
(30minutes prior to the injury). .e risk factors of occu-
pational injury are closely related to many factors such as
gender, age, occupation, cultural literacy, safety awareness,
operational proficiency, working environment, conditions,
and psychological status. It is recommended to strengthen
vocational education, improve professional quality,
strengthen safety awareness, improve the working envi-
ronment, strengthen humanistic care, care about the
physical and mental health of workers, and prevent safety
accidents.

3.3.3. Strengthen the Supervision of Infants and Young
Children. Traumatic injury of infants and young children
has become one of the major problems in the social and
public health fields of our country. To carry out in-depth
clinical research on hand trauma in infants and young
children, understand its clinical characteristics, strengthen
preventive measures, reduce its incidence, and reduce the
disability rate, should be raised as a systematic project to care
for people’s livelihood in today’s society. .is study showed
that the proportion of hand trauma in preschool children
was higher (12.27%), and the 2–3-year-old group was the
main injury target of preschool children (45.70%). Because
during this period, children appear as appearances, and it is
also a period when their desire to imitate is high, showing the
buds of exploration and knowledge, and they will make some
inexplicable actions because of a strong need for indepen-
dence, so it is easy to cause injury. .erefore, this stage of
children is also an extraordinary period of parental super-
vision. In addition, the number of hand injuries in infants
and young children is increasing year by year, which is also
directly related to the increase of left-behind children in
rural my country, or the fact that parents bring their children
to work in cities, the ability to monitor infants and young
children is insufficient, or they directly bring infants and
young children into the work area [22]. .erefore, gov-
ernment care, social support, and the strengthening of
guardianship are important measures to reduce accidental
injury to infants and young children.

4. Conclusion

According to this study, males are more likely than females
to sustain hand trauma; occupational injuries are more
common than living injuries; males between the ages of 20
and 50 are at an increased risk of suffering an occupational
injury. .e incidence rate is highest in April every year and
lowest in February. It mainly occurs in construction sites and
factory workshops. .e main types of injuries are crush
injuries and cutting injuries. .e main types of injuries were
crush injury (36.11%), cutting injury (29.92%), and fracture
(9.40%). Accidental injury of preschool children is also a
social problem that cannot be ignored. .is study showed
that the proportion of hand trauma in preschool children
was higher (12.27%), and the 2–3-year-old group was the
main injury target of preschool children (45.70%). .ere-
fore, measures such as improving the working environment,
increasing the intelligence of the manufacturing industry,
strengthening safety awareness, strengthening government
functions, improving the quality of the whole people,
strengthening humanistic care, and increasing infant care
will greatly reduce the prevalence of hand trauma. To further
extension of this research study, soft computing approaches
can be adapted to predict the hand trauma injuries in the
occupational environment [23, 24].
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Machine learning has already been used as a resource for disease detection and health care as a complementary tool to help with
various daily health challenges. �e advancement of deep learning techniques and a large amount of data-enabled algorithms to
outperform medical teams in certain imaging tasks, such as pneumonia detection, skin cancer classi�cation, hemorrhage de-
tection, and arrhythmia detection. Automated diagnostics, which are enabled by images extracted from patient examinations,
allow for interesting experiments to be conducted. �is research di�ers from the related studies that were investigated in the
experiment. �ese works are capable of binary categorization into two categories. COVID-Net, for example, was able to identify a
positive case of COVID-19 or a healthy person with 93.3% accuracy. Another example is CHeXNet, which has a 95% accuracy rate
in detecting cases of pneumonia or a healthy state in a patient. Experiments revealed that the current study was more e�ective than
the previous studies in detecting a greater number of categories and with a higher percentage of accuracy. �e results obtained
during the model’s development were not only viable but also excellent, with an accuracy of nearly 96% when analyzing a chest
X-ray with three possible diagnoses in the two experiments conducted.

1. Introduction

COVID-19, a new type of coronavirus, was discovered in
lower airway samples from several patients in Wuhan,
China, in December 2019 [1]. Fever, fatigue, a dry cough,
and di�culty breathing were among the symptoms of
severe pneumonia in these patients. It is believed to have
originated in a seafood market in Wuhan. �e spread of
this virus created a situation that the World Health Or-
ganization classi�ed as a pandemic (WHO).�e incubation
period was estimated to be 5.2 days, allowing the disease to
spread globally via air travel. Evidence suggests that the
virus can be transmitted during the incubation period in
asymptomatic patients. [2] �e virus can be spread from
person to person through droplets from infected patients’

noses and mouths or through contact with contaminated
surfaces.

More than 6 million con�rmed cases of COVID-19 have
been identi�ed worldwide as of this writing, and multiple
case reports have suggested that COVID-19 can be trans-
mitted before symptoms appear. An infectious virus has also
been found in presymptomatic COVID-19 cases [3]. While
the level of infectious virus required for e�cient trans-
mission is unknown, detection of infectious virus extracted
from upper airway samples suggests that COVID-19
transmission can occur before symptoms appear.

Many cities, state, and federal leaders have called for
more real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain re-
action tests to check for the presence of RT-PCR (Reverse
Transcription Polymerase) virus genetic material in response
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to increased transmission. Researchers used chain reaction
and serological assays to identify asymptomatic cases and
potential spreaders [4].

Only people with severe disease symptoms are included
in the Ministry of Health’s current testing recommendations
in Iraq. For the Iraqi population, the number of tests cur-
rently available is insufficient. Patients have been diagnosed
after seven days, according to reports. )e real-time Reverse
Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test,
which can detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA from airway samples, is
the most common method for detecting COVID-19 cases.
Although the RT-PCR test is highly specific, it is performed
in a manual, time-consuming, laborious, and complicated
process.

Furthermore, the current limitation of population-based
tests in some countries, such as Iraq, emphasizes using
auxiliary methods to identify COVID-19 positive cases. )e
X-ray examination, in which chest X-ray images (e.g., chest
X-ray (CXR) or computed tomography (CT)) are taken and
analyzed by radiologists to look for indicators, is another
method of identifying COVID-19 [5]. SARS-CoV-2 virus
infection causes visual symptoms. Patients with abnor-
malities on chest radiographs, typical of people infected with
COVID-19, were found in early studies, suggesting that
radiographic examination could be used as a primary tool
for screening for COVID-19 in epidemic areas [6]. However,
detecting pneumonia on chest radiographs is a difficult task
for humans to complete; it is dependent on the availability of
specialized radiologists, and it is done manually and takes
time. )e motivation for the work in question arises at this
point, which aims to present a model for automatically
detecting pneumonia due to COVID-19 from chest X-rays,
which is a simple task for the model, which can detect with a
high percentage of precision. It is a tool that can be used in
conjunction with more conclusive tests as a supplement.
Machine learning [7] is already being used as a resource for
disease detection and health care as a supplement to help
with a variety of problems that arise in daily life. )e ad-
vancement of deep learning techniques and a large amount
of data available enabled algorithms to outperform medical
teams in certain imaging tasks, such as pneumonia detec-
tion, skin cancer classification, hemorrhage detection, and
arrhythmia detection. )e main concepts discussed in this
work will be presented. Initially, the possibility of identifying
cases of COVID-19 using X-ray images of the chest of
patients will be described. Next, we talk about machine
learning, deep learning, and convolutional neural networks,
which are the basis of the study of the present work. Finally,
the topic related to the VGG-19 architecture is addressed,
which has its main applicability in the context of pattern
recognition in images having a pretrained model.

1.1. Identification of COVID-19 from Radiography Images.
)e majority of medical associations do not support the use
of imaging modalities to screen patients with clinical sus-
picion of COVID-19. Computed tomography of the chest
(CT) is recommended only for symptomatic hospitalised
patients and portable chest radiography in particular

instances, such as inpatients who need imaging follow-up
[8]. A normal chest CT scan does not rule out COVID-19,
and neither does an abnormal exam confirm a clinical
suspicion. An inexpensive, easy, and practical test for pa-
tients with suspected COVID-19 is a chest radiograph.
Patients who are immobile or in specific conditions such as
field hospitals can benefit from the method’s portability,
which can be used to monitor illness progression, evaluate
tracheal tubes and drug infusion lines, and rule out problems
like pneumothorax. Despite its availability and ease of
performance, chest radiography (Figure 1) has low sensi-
tivity in the evaluation of patients with clinical suspicion of
COVID-19, ranging from 30 to 69%, with many tests being
normal in mild forms of the disease. In altered exams, the
main imaging findings are consolidations and low-density
opacities, usually with peripheral basal predominance. Other
findings, such as pleural effusion, are uncommon, and this
finding was described in only 3% of patients in a study
carried out by Wong et al. [9]. )e peak of findings is seen
around 10 to 12 days after the onset of symptoms, and the
pulmonary changes may be of rapid progression, with the
evolution to the middle and upper fields or diffuse pul-
monary involvement, similar to that found in the diffuse
alveolar damage of the syndrome of acute respiratory
distress.

Patients with respiratory problems frequently have X-ray
scans of their chests taken as part of their usual care. Because
of the advantages listed above, portable chest radiography
will become increasingly important as COVID-19
progresses.

1.2. Machine Learning. Computers can learn without being
explicitly programmed thanks to machine learning, which is
a topic of research. Algorithmic induction is a step in the
process of discovering new knowledge, and it is frequently
referred to as “machine learning” when discussing this
endeavour [10].

Induction is the process of creating a general model from
a set of data. Induction can be associated with deduction;
however, induction assumes a collection of facts and creates
a general rule or model. Inductive learning is performed by
reasoning about examples provided by a process external to
the learning system.

)e inductive learning process can be divided into the
supervised learning process and the unsupervised learning
process. In the supervised learning process, the inductor is
provided with a set of training examples for which the as-
sociated class label is known. In general, the structure of each
example is composed of a vector of characteristic values and
the associated class label. )e idea is to use this information
in the induction algorithm to build a classifier that has the
ability to identify the class of new unlabelled examples
correctly. In the unsupervised learning process, the work
works as follows: )e inducer tries to determine if some of
them can be grouped somehow from the given examples.
After building these groups, an analysis is usually required to
identify the context of each group within the situation being
addressed.
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Machine learning is at a very early stage in the process of
discovering new information. Induction algorithms and
other algorithms with the capacity to learn are the focus of
machine learning, a scientific topic. In artificial intelligence,
machine learning is a development in pattern recognition
and computer learning theory. Human-like jobs can now be
performed by machines, thanks to this research. But it is
built on a foundation of previously learned principles that
allow computers to make decisions based on a large amount
of data.

1.3. Deep Learning. In machine learning, models are trained
to perform useful tasks based on manually refined features
from raw data. )at is, it is necessary that the features used
go through a feature engineering process so that it is possible
to perform the classification or use features that were pre-
viously learned by another model. In deep learning, com-
puters have the ability to identify useful features for the
model automatically, directly from the raw data, bypassing
the difficult step of manual information refinement. )e
main feature of the deep learning method is the focus on
automatically learning data representations. )is is the main
difference between deep learning and traditional machine
learning approaches. Resource discovery and task execution
are merged into an issue and enhanced during the same
training process [11].

1.4. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Deep learning
has sparked attention as a result of the study and application
of convolutional neural networks in medical imaging. )e
Convolutional Neural Network is a type of artificial neural
network that preserves spatial correlations in data by having
fewer connections across layers [12]. )e convolutional
network’s layers keep track of the data’s relationships as it is
fed in. )e architecture utilised in the technique without
transfer of learning is more advanced than Duran-Lopez
et al. model, but less advanced than Ozturk et al. model. )e
model utilised was proposed in Toni work and was chosen
because it is a middle architecture between the two works,
allowing for a better balance between overfitting and
underfitting. Each layer operation operates on a small region
of the previous layer as shown in Figure 2, the flow of a
traditional convolutional network. )ese networks enable
highly efficient input data and are very effective in image-
oriented tasks. In the architecture of a CNN, several layers of
activation and conversion operations are interleaved. Its
training process is done using backpropagation and gradient
descent.

1.5. VGG-19. )e VGG architecture was proposed based on
the AlexNet architecture–the architecture with the best
performance in ILSVRC 2012 and has become a milestone in
the use of Convolutional Neural Networks [13]. )e main

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Example chest X-ray image of: (a) Healthy. (b) Bacteremia. (c) Viral pneumonia. (d) COVID-19 viral infection.
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feature covered in is depth. It is shown that a greater number
of features can be extracted using architectures with more
layers of convolutions and small convolutions (3× 3, in this
case). As a result, the VGG-16 architecture–16-layer VGG
with synaptic weights–achieved great results at the 2014
ILSVRC, and although it did not win the competition, it has
become one of the most used architectures in recent years,
both VGG-16 and VGG-16, VGG-19. )is architecture
receives an RGB image of dimensions 224× 224. ImageNet’s
1.2 million general images with more than 1,000 different
categories were merged into the dataset to train the VGG-19
model’s 143 million parameters. )e VGG-19 has a total of
19 layers for training, including convolutional and fully
connected ones. )e CNN VGG-19 architecture is shown in
Figure 3.

2. Materials and Methods

)is section presents the dataset chosen for the COVID-19
identification task and the proposed methodology. )e
model’s training used chest X-ray images of patients with
COVID-19, bacterial, and healthy pneumonia obtained from
two distinct datasets available in the Kaggle repository:
‘Chest X-ray Images (Pneumonia)’ and ‘COVID-19 chest
X-ray’. )e dataset was grouped into three categories:
“COVID-19”, “Bacterial”, and “Healthy”. In addition to
identifying COVID-19, the model proposes to identify the
presence of bacterial pneumonia.)emethod used proposes
the use of the VGG-19 convolutional neural network, which
uses as a basis for training the dataset created containing the
three categories described above. One of the main objectives
of the work is to identify a neural network architecture
capable of identifying COVID-19 with a high percentage of
accuracy. In addition, the work aims to fill a gap in the
literature, which consists of identifying the presence of
COVID-19, bacterial pneumonia, or a healthy state. During
the creation of the model, two pieces of training were carried
out using the dataset, but with different volumes, which will
be described in this section.

2.1. Datasets. Two datasets were created to be used as a
database set for training. )e sets were created using two
different chest X-ray images of patients. A given dataset x has
images of viral pneumonia, bacterial, and healthy pneu-
monia, and dataset y have images of COVID-19. )e x
dataset, called Chest X-ray Images (Pneumonia) and the
COVID-19 chest X-ray dataset, are available on Kaggle [14].
Kaggle is a community of data scientists with several datasets
available for studies, such as those used in this work.
Datasets created from these distinct sources have three

categories labelled “Covid-19”, “Pneumonia-Bacterial”, and
“normal” in each case 266 images in dataset I and 288 images
in data II set. What differs from Dataset I to Dataset II is just
the volume of images contained in each one. During the
selection of the images, tests were carried out to verify
images that would reduce the performance.

During the selection of the images, tests were carried out
in order to select images with higher quality to achieve better
results during training. Images that reduced the model’s
performance were identified. Within the Dataset available in
Kaggle, there are images with noise, noise that negatively
influenced the accuracy during the tests. )e selection was
performed to discard images that were not frontal of the
patients’ chest and discard images with other noises, such as
images that contained watermarks and digital arrows. Fig-
ure 4 exemplifies images that were discarded during the
image selection process to compose the dataset.

2.2. Image Processing and Augmentation. )e images that
have been selected are loaded into a list in memory where
they are converted to “RGB” format using the python pillow
lib and resized to a new dimension of 150×150 pixels. )e
images are all labelled with their respective categories. Using
a number of data augmentation techniques, the dataset was
artificially extended and improved. )e data augmentation
strategy avoids overfitting and improves the model’s ca-
pacity to generalise during training. Data augmentation is a
data manipulation technique that generates new data in-
stances without removing the essence or core of the original
data. )e settings used to increase the number of images are
the Rotation range (20) and Zoom range (0.15) [15–20].

)e rotation interval indicates the interval in which the
images were randomly rotated during training, 20°. )e
zoom range randomly enlarges images by 15%. In the
construction of this work, the treatment of image data with
the ImageDataGenerator 3 object of Keras was used.
ImageDataGenerator allows you to preprocess and augment
the image dataset artificially in real-time during training.
Only the data augmentation techniques provided by
ImageDataGenerator were used in this work. )is is very
useful, especially when the dataset is very small. )e rotation
and zoom techniques used in this work effectively produce
more data for training [20–22]. During training, all original
images are transformed over the training periods with the
configuration defined in the ImageDataGenerator creation
parameters. In each epoch, the number of images is the same
as that originally entered in the training dataset, but it
undergoes real-time transformations during the training.
When executing this procedure, new data are created arti-
ficially for training.
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Figure 3: Example of the VGG-19 model network architecture.
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All experiments performed in this work were trained
using 100 epochs as a parameter. It is possible to say that 100
different versions of each original image were used during
the training. )e created images are not completely different
from the original ones, but they have a wide variety of
modifications when rotated and zoomed in on. Because it is
trained on a variety of versions of the same image, the
resulting model will be more robust and accurate.

2.3. Segregation of Images. )e segregation of images for
training and testing is performed randomly, where 80% of
the total dataset of chest X-ray images is destined for training
the model, and the remaining 20% is used for its testing.

2.4. Neural Network Architecture. )e model was created to
identify the proposed problem having VGG-19 as a base,
which is a convolutional neural network architecture with
very small convolution filters (3× 3) and with 19 layers in the
base model, with the weights calibrated by the image net
configuration.

2.4.1. Callback Functions. )e ReduceLROnPlateau func-
tion was added to the model, which is a callback function
that helps to reduce the learning rate by the factor, if there is
no change in the loss. )e configuration made for this
function was to monitor the accuracy value given a con-
figurable time X. In the experiment performed, this con-
figured time was 2. If this time is reached without changing
the accuracy value, the ReduceLROnPlateau will be applied
given the configured factory. In the experiment, the factor
configured for the function was 0.3.

2.4.2. Hyperparameters. During training, hyperparameters
can be used to customise many components of the learning
algorithm, which can have an impact on the final model’s
performance and accuracy. )e hyperparameters used in the
model tested in this work are batch size (34); Input Shape
(150×150× 3); Random State (42), and 100 epochs. )e
Batch size parameter configures the number of images per
batch in processing. )e value of the input shape parameter
is used to configure the input shape. Given the configured
value, the random state parameter is used to reproduce the
experiment. Alpha is the parameter that determines the

learning rate and finally, the Epoch parameter configures the
number of times the model will be trained.

2.4.3. Model Layers. )is section describes the actual con-
struction of the model, detailing the layers that were added.
First, the sequential model was created by adding the VGG-
19 model as a base.

)e pooling configured for the model was made from a
resolution by the global average of two dimensions. Adding
batch normalization to the process increases the stability of
the neural network by applying normalizations in the middle
of training. )e Flatten configuration was another layer
added to the configuration, which serializes the image to the
dense layer. A dense layer was also added to the construction
of the model, adding 64 neurons with RELU activation. A
dropout with a value of 0.4 was used in the configuration of
the model; the dropout serves to improve the generality of
the network. )e last layer added was a dense layer with 3
neurons with softmax activation [23, 24].

2.4.4. Model Compilation. )e parameters used when
compiling the model are shown in Table 1.

Adam optimization is an optimization configuration for
stochastic gradient descent based on the adaptive estimation
of first- and second-order moments. )e purpose of loss
functions is to calculate the amount that a model should seek
to minimize during training; the parameter setting chosen
was binary cross-entropy which calculates the cross-entropy
loss between true labels and predicted labels. )e metric is a
function used to judge the performance of yourmodel and in
this case, it is based on the accuracy (“acc”) of the model that
measures the frequency of predictions that match the labels.

3. Experiments and Evaluation of Results

In this section, the experiments performed are described and
their results analyzed. )e first experiment was performed

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Example of images discarded in the selection process because they contain noise.

Table 1: Compilation parameters.

Parameter Configuration
Adam Optimizer
Loss Binary cross-entropy
Metrics acc
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using “Dataset I” with 798 images for training. )e second
experiment was performed using the second training
dataset, “Dataset II”, with a total of 864 images. What dif-
ferentiates the two experiments is only the amount of data
offered for training the model. )e metrics used to dem-
onstrate the results of the two experiments were: Graph of
the model’s precision curve, which demonstrates the ac-
curacy performance of the model training over the epochs;
Confusion matrix, the confusion matrix demonstrates the
complete classification accuracy of the model; Receiver
Operation Characteristic Curve (ROC) and AUC Curve: For
the classification case, the ROC curve demonstrates the
model’s performance in distinguishing positive and negative
cases. )e AUC curve is derived from the ROC curve (“area
under the ROC curve”), and the result is arrived at by
calculating the “area under the curve”; its value varies from
0.0 to 1.0. )e higher the AUC, the better the model
performance.

3.1. FirstExperiment. In the task of automatically identifying
COVID-19, Bacterial Pneumonia, or a healthy case through
chest X-ray images of patients, the model proposed in his

first experiment used a dataset with a total of 798 images, 266
of which chest X-ray images of healthy patients, 266 images
of COVID-19, and 266 images of bacterial pneumonia.

)e data augmentation strategy was applied in real time
and during the training, the model reached an accuracy of
0.9608. )e accuracy model was also generated to demon-
strate the performance during the training of the epochs
Figure 5(a).

A confusion matrix was generated to demonstrate the
test results Figures 6(a) and 6(b) in which the zero index
means bacterial pneumonia; the index 1 means COVID-19
and the index 2 indicates a normal situation. Finally, to
demonstrate the performance of the first experiment, the
ROC curve metric is shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).

3.2. Second Experiment. )e second experiment used a
dataset with 864 images for training, 288 images of chest
X-rays of healthy patients, 288 images of COVID-19, and
288 images of bacterial pneumonia. )e real-time data
augmentation strategy was applied. During training, the
model reached an accuracy of 0.9686. )e accuracy model
was generated to demonstrate the performance during the
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training of the epochs Figure 5(b). To demonstrate the test
results, a confusion matrix was generated.

(Figure 5) where index zero means bacterial pneumonia,
index 1 means COVID-19 and 2 normal. Finally, to dem-
onstrate the performance of the second experiment, the
curve metric ROCAnalysis of results is shown in Figure 7. In
the task of automatically identifying COVID-19, Bacterial
Pneumonia or a healthy case through X-ray images, a model
was built with the configuration described in this work. )e
model can be subjected to training using datasets with
different volumes as a data source. )is was the focus
assessed in the current study experiment.

)e model was subjected to training using two datasets
with different volumes. Dataset I was used with a lower
volume than Dataset II to identify the model’s ability to
improve its accuracy when subjected to training with larger
datasets.

)e first experiment using Dataset I generated an ac-
curacy result of 0.9608, in the second experiment using
Dataset II presented an accuracy result of 0.9686. )ese
results were created to provide a better view of the com-
parison of results between experiments.

4. Conclusions

Intending to develop alternatives for the diagnosis of
COVID-19, which has proved to be a public health
problem worldwide, and seeking approaches that made
this diagnosis possible with the use of deep learning, the
present work analyzed several articles as a way of
evaluating the feasibility of developing the proposed
project. After a thorough analysis, it is possible to state

that the imaging diagnosis of cases of severe acute re-
spiratory syndrome based on X-ray exams is possible and
has the possibility of differentiating it from bacterial
pneumonia.

)e results obtained during the development of the
model proved to be viable and presented excellent results,
with an accuracy of approximately 96% when analyzing
chest X-rays with three possible diagnoses in the two ex-
periments performed.

)is work acts differently from the related works that
were studied during the developed experiment. )ese works
can perform a binary classification between two categories.
An example is COVID-Net, which was able to identify a
positive or healthy case of COVID-19 with an accuracy of
93.3%. Another example is CHeXNet, which can identify
cases of pneumonia or a healthy situation in a patient with
an accuracy of 95%.)e current study, through experiments,
proved to be efficient in detecting a greater variety of cat-
egories and with an even higher percentage of precision than
the works cited. In future work, the objective is to carry out
more experiments, more extensively validate the model
developed and investigate the possibility of identifying other
types of viral pneumonia to extend the diagnostic capacity of
the model.

It will also be interesting to look for a dataset with a
larger volume for training since the disease is recent, but a
remarkable dataset is already available. However, with time,
the tendency is to have more and more data to work within
studies. Other artificial neural network architectures will
also be implemented to evaluate possibilities for improve-
ments, or even the development of a control system, to
enable a safer diagnosis.
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�e current situation of China’s sports public service is not very satisfactory. �is research analyzes not only the operation
characteristics of the public sports service supply mode but also the connotation mechanism of the public sports service col-
laborative supply. �e article also constructs the mechanism elements and the index system of the public sports service col-
laborative supply from the perspective of the genetic algorithm. Taking the eastern and central regions as research cases, this paper
analyzes the actual situation of the collaborative supply of public sports services, and further explores the gap between urban and
rural public sports. It puts forward the ideas and strategic paths for the innovative development of the collaborative supply model
of public sports services. �is research uses descriptive statistical analysis on the evaluation results of public sports service quality
to examine the actual performance value of public sports service quality in various regions and uses the characteristics of di�erent
�tness of genetic algorithms to select the optimal supply and demand of public sports services in di�erent regions. By analyzing the
characteristics of insu�cient supply and demand of public sports services in various regions, an optimal genetic algorithm model
is constructed, and then combined with the scope of the study area and the number of people in the area, the genetic algorithm is
used to continuously optimize until a set of optimal solutions appears, thus completing the optimal con�guration of public sports
services. �e optimal path for the development of public sports in di�erent regions is obtained, so as to promote the development
of regional public sports. �e study found that the satisfaction of sports funds in primary and middle schools in the east and
middle is not very high, and the satisfaction with sports funds in middle schools is higher than that in primary schools, but only
50% of schools choose that sports funds are basically su�cient.�e di�erence in satisfaction with sports funding inmiddle schools
in the eastern and central regions is not obvious, and the satisfaction with sports funding in primary schools in the eastern region is
higher than that in the central region. Judging from the amount of sports expenditures �lled in by schools, 2000–3000 yuan per
school year for primary schools and 4000–5000 yuan for middle schools are more common. Based on the calculation of 1,000
students in a school, the per capita sports expenditure is less than 10 yuan, which is very limited for sports training. �is research
will help to change the service concept and scienti�c decision-making and change the supply mode of sports public services. It will
establish not only a vertical, complete, and horizontally smooth organizational structure and coordination mechanism but also a
clear strategy for equalization of urban and rural sports public services.

1. Introduction

At present, the supply mode of urban public sports service in
China is still in the initial stage of development. �erefore,
many sports resources are di�cult to play their potential role
and cannot play their due role in improving the health and
quality of life of the general public. �e speci�c problems of

the supply of public sports facilities include insu�cient
supply of public sports facilities, single type, untimely
community maintenance and management, low spatial
combination, unbalanced and unreasonable layout, as well
as insu�cient number of social sports instructors. It is
expected to promote the market-oriented operation process
of China’s public sports service supply, so as to further
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optimize the allocation of urban public sports resources and
realize the efficient and practical use of public sports re-
sources. Under the background of service-oriented gov-
ernment, the focus of China’s sports development is to
promote the participation of all people in sports and im-
prove the public sports service system. )e purpose of this
paper is to provide a basis for determining the supply goals
and contents of public sports services in the future and to
make certain references for the improvement of the national
fitness program, sports functional departments, and social
security service system.

Achieving the equalization of public sports services will
help promote the development of sports in China. Xiangwei
believed that the development of the city drives the progress of
the entire economy and society. Meanwhile, the development
of urban leisure sports has become an important engine of
modernization [1]. Sun and Hu believed that people’s average
life expectancy has increased [2]. Chung aimed to elucidate
how the organizational commitment and service orientation of
sports practitioners are related to their job performance, with a
view of helping sports practitioners provide good service and
effectively organize their formation [3]. He believes that it is
very important to promote comprehensive agricultural im-
provement [4]. Li believed that the services are a key link in the
reform of the public service system [5]. )eir proposed ap-
plication of public sports services to the contradiction between
supply and demand is not very effective for this situation.
)rough referring to the previous data, a genetic algorithm to
optimize public sports services is proposed.

In the process of practice and application of the genetic
algorithm, due to the limitation of population size and other
factors, some excellent individuals will reproduce prema-
turely in the process of its evolution, thus reducing the
diversity of the population. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al.
proposed a GA algorithm [6]. Volkanovski A proposed a
new method [7]. Long and Wu studied global optimization
[8]. Gong et al. proposed an ensemble-based genetic algo-
rithm [9]. Nemati et al. proposed an improved MILP
method [10]. In the process of rapid industrialization, the
agglomeration of population to cities has become the main
source of “urban diseases,” and community public sports
services are facing severe challenges. Genetic algorithm has a
better way of dealing with combinatorial optimization
problems because it has better robustness, and the genetic
algorithm will be further explored later.

)e effective supply of public sports facilities is not only an
important guarantee for the steady implementation of the
national fitness strategy but also a powerful tool to solve the
main social contradictions in the new era. )is paper inves-
tigates the supply and demand of public sports services based
on the genetic algorithm and finds out the problems existing in
its supply based on the background of supply-side reform. )e
article not only analyzes the reasons for supply imbalance but
also discusses the factors that lead to supply imbalance, as well
as puts forward countermeasures and suggestions for supply-
side structural reform. Starting from the purpose of building a
service-oriented government, through interviews, comparative
analysis, literature, field investigation, and mathematical sta-
tistics, the current situation of public sports service supply,

service consultation, facility construction, capital investment,
activity development, and other issues and their effects are
studied. Data collection and analysis are also carried out. )e
residents’ public sports survey found that among the first,
fitness paths accounted for 67%, far exceeding other sports
venues. In the second place, outdoor fitness equipment and
parks and squares accounted for 44%, which is the secondmain
choice for residents to participate in sports activities.

2. Contradiction between Supply and
Demand of Public Sports Services and
Coping Strategies

2.1. Public Sports Services and Supply and Demand
Equilibrium &eory

2.1.1. Public Sports Services. With the continuous devel-
opment of society and the continuous growth of sports
organizations, the role of sports activities in people’s lives is
becoming increasingly important, which plays a significant
role in promoting people’s health and improving people’s
quality of life. )e government’s single supply method is
difficult to meet the needs of the general public in terms of
public sports services, and it also makes many public sports
resources idle and wasteful, making it difficult to give full
play to the potential use value of public sports resources,
which fails to achieve the original intention of serving the
people. Under this situation, the government relaxes its
powers and allows more social forces to enter the public
sports service undertaking, which in turn produces a variety
of public sports service supply methods. In particular, the
market-oriented way is the most prominent, and it is also the
most effective way of supplying public sports services. )e
market-oriented operation mode of China’s public sports
service supply is a reform of the traditional supply mode of
China’s public sports service. )e reform is not simply the
release and transfer of the government’s power to the
market, but the orientation of market-oriented reform as the
core. With competition and monopoly, relying on market
organizations and non-governmental organizations to
achieve the diversification and efficiency of China’s public
sports service supply, only in this way it can move towards
the marketization of public sports service supply [11].

)e market-oriented operation of public sports service
supply is the process of various activities to achieve the goal
of public sports service supply. In this supply-demand re-
lationship, the relevant government departments are the
suppliers of it, and the masses are the demanders of it. )e
diversification of supply subjects enables the supply struc-
ture to be adjusted, which is also consistent with the supply-
side structural reform. Meanwhile, as a supply product,
public sports services are also diversified, such as public
sports facilities, public sports information guidance, and
public sports personnel guidance. Adjusting the structure of
different types of public sports products also belongs to the
category of supply-side structural reform. Strictly speaking,
public sports service is the basic responsibility of the sports
departments of governments at all levels, and it is the basis
for implementing the outline of the national fitness plan and
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carrying out various activities of national fitness. Only by
continuously increasing the construction of public sports
services can it have the conditions to truly implement the
outline of the national fitness plan, so that increase in
physical activity in China can be realized and the growing
public sports needs of the masses can be met [12].

2.1.2. Supply and Demand Equilibrium &eory. As a public
sector, the government has the function of supplying those
public goods that the market cannot provide or provide in-
sufficiently, so as to achieve the purpose ofmaking up formarket
defects. )e characteristic of public goods is that every citizen of
the society has the right to obtain it.)e subject of its demand is
the citizen, and its total demand is the sum of the demand of
social citizens. When the public goods supplied by the gov-
ernment and the public goods demand of citizens are roughly in
line with each other, the supply of public goods by the gov-
ernment and the public goods demand of citizens reach a state of
structural equilibrium, but the structural equilibrium achieved is
generally temporary and relative. In many cases, the public
products provided by the government are notwhat citizens need,
while the public products that citizens need are often not
provided by the government; that is, supply and demand are in
an unbalanced state. Even if it is an unbalanced state, it is limited
by the scope of time and space, and it is an imbalance in linewith
the equilibrium theory of supply and demand [13].

2.2. Public Sports Service Supply System. )e composition of
the public sports service supply system is shown in Figure 1.
Providers generally refer to the fund providers of public
sports products or public sports labor services, while pro-
ducers generally refer to the specific executors of the pro-
duction, processing, or public sports labor services of public
sports products. When providing public sports services,
there will be two situations in which the provider and the
producer are the same or different. )e situation where the
provider is the same as the producer is called direct supply.
Otherwise, it is called indirect supply.

Sports consumption classification is shown in Figure 2. In
the classification of sports consumption, physical and non-
physical sports consumption is divided according to whether the
purchased product has a physical form. Spectator-type sports
consumption refers to the behavior that citizens purchase sports
tickets, sports performance tickets, etc., by paying money for the
purpose of satisfying their own sensory stimulation needs, such
as watching sports games or sports performances on the spot.
Information-acquisition-based sports consumption refers to the
behavior of citizens to purchase sports guidance services through
payment currency to meet the needs of health and fitness, such
as paying for fitness guidance or consultation.

2.3. Genetic Algorithms. In the optimal allocation of the
contradiction between supply and demand, the optimization
process of the genetic algorithm is as follows: take the public
sports service demand distributed to users in various regions as
the decision variable, encode the decision variable to form the
initial feasible solution set (i.e., generate several groups of initial

public sports allocation schemes), and then substitute it into the
constructed optimization model to eliminate and select by
judging the advantages and disadvantages of each solution, so as
to generate a new generation of feasible solution set, repeat the
optimization process until a set of optimal solution sets appear,
so as to complete the optimal allocation of public sports services.

)is study uses the fitness characteristics of genetic al-
gorithms to improve and optimize public sports services.
Genetic algorithm is a cyclic process, and new individuals
are continuously generated through crossover and mutation
of individuals. However, because the operation is random,
the individual with the best fitness will be destroyed. )e
efficiency of the algorithm will be negatively affected. In
order to keep the best individual, the optimal individual is
stored in a space through the optimal individual preserva-
tion strategy, and it is used to replace the individual with the
lowest fitness in the calculation. )is strategy ensures that
the optimal individual is not destroyed by genetic operations
and enables the optimal individual to spread rapidly in the
population. Exploring the ideas and strategic paths of in-
novative development of the collaborative supply model of
public sports services through genetic algorithms.

)e objective equation is as the following formula:

Q � 
N

i�1
wti 

K

k�1
wti,k × Q

j

i,k, (1)

where wti is the weight of the activity (i) in the project [14].
)e crowding distance is as the following formula:

L[s]dis � L[s]dis +
|L[s + 1]m − L[s − 1]m|

L[k]m
. (2)

In formula (2), L[s − 1]m is the mth objective function
value of the sth individual.

Assuming that starting from t� 0, c remains constant,
then formula (3) can be obtained as

m(H, t + 1) � (1 + c)
i
m(H, 0). (3)

)e meaning of Cauchy distribution is that Cauchy
distribution is a continuous probability distribution where
mathematical expectation does not exist. When a random
variable X satisfies its probability density function, X is said
to obey the Cauchy distribution. )e density function of the
Cauchy distribution is as formulas (4) and (5):

f(x) �
1
π

·
t

t
2

+ x
2, −∞<x<∞, (4)

Fi(x) �
1
2

+
1
π
arctan

x

t
 . (5)

For a given population of size n in generation t, the
general description is as formulas (6) and (7):

fmax(t) � max f a1(t)( , f a2(t)( , . . . , f an(t)(  , (6)

fmax(t + 1) � max f a1(t + 1)( , f a2(t + 1)( , . . . , f an(t + 1)(  .

(7)
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In dense blocks, the input of each layer is the output of
the previous layer, namely,

xn � Hn x0, x1, . . . , xn−1 ( . (8)

Given a sample set that satisfies the independent and
identical distribution, the task of the restricted Boltzmann
machine is to find the value of the parameter θ� {w, a, b}, and
then fit the given learning sample. Formula (9) can get through
derivation of the maximum log-likelihood function [15]:

L(θ) �
1
N



N

n�1
Logpθ v

n
(  −

λ
N

‖W‖
2
. (9)

When L is the largest, the corresponding parameter W is
as the following formula:

zL(θ)

zWi,j

� Epdata vihj  − Epθ vihj  −
2λ
N

Wij. (10)

Assuming that L represents the set of load balancing
indicators, and the set L � L1, L2, . . . Ln , then Lj(X) rep-
resents the load indicator of cluster node j under the
scheduling policy X. )en Lj(X) defines as the following
formula:

Lj(X) �
1

T(X)


m

i�1
Mij
∗Wij. (11)

Assuming that ρ(A) represents the error of the
load index, then ρ(X) can be defined as the following
formula:

ρ(X) �

����������������������

1
n

Lj(X) −
1
n



n

j�1
Lj(X)⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2



. (12)

At time t, the pheromone concentration of server node j
is initialized as the following formula:

τij(t) �
1

LFj

. (13)

)e pheromone (Pheromone, also known as phero-
mone, refers to the secretion of an individual into the
body, and is detected by other individuals of the same
species through the olfactory organs (such as the acces-
sory olfactory bulb and the vomeronasal organ). It is the
substance that causes the latter to exhibit some behavioral,
emotional, psychological, or physiological change. Con-
centration changes simultaneously with the heuristic
information. At time t, the heuristic information is ini-
tialized as the following formula:

nij(t) � τij(t). (14)

Pheromone update is defined as the following formula:

τij(t + 1) � (1 − ρ)τij(t) + Δτij(t, t + 1). (15)

In formula (15), ρ represents the pheromone volatili-
zation coefficient.

At time t+ 1, the heuristic information changes as the
following formula:

nij(t + 1) � τij(t + 1). (16)

Sport
consumption

Information
acquisition type

Ornamental
type

Physical sports
consumption

Non physical sports
consumption

Figure 2: Sports consumption classification.

Supply system Supply mechanism

Demand subject

Supply mode

Supply subject

Supply content

Figure 1: Composition of the public sports service supply system.
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)e execution time of each resource needs to be cal-
culated to execute the task using a matrix such as decoding
sequence. )erefore, the total time to complete the resource
scheduling task is as the following formula:

F(x) � maxn
r�1 

W

i�1
work(r, i). (17)

In formula (17), work (r, i) represents the time spent by
resource r to execute subtask i on the resource, and W

represents the number of subtasks assigned to the resource.

3. Research Objects and Method

3.1. Research Objects. )e selection of the sample adopts the
method of random classification sampling. )e subordinate
communities of each sub-district office are selected sepa-
rately, and the specific selection number is 16 community
managers and 320 community residents.

3.2. Interview Method. Interviews with relevant leaders of
the National Sports Federation on the nature, manage-
ment, operation, and funding sources of individual sports
associations are conducted, and interviews with the rel-
evant leaders of the Social Sports Section of the Sports
Bureau on the construction of venues and equipment,
management mechanisms, social sports instructors, and
funding for community sports are also conducted. )e
development of community sports can be grasped and
relevant information can be obtained. After communi-
cating with the person in charge of the advanced sports
unit on the organization and management of sports ac-
tivities in the community, the source of funds, the par-
ticipation of residents, the status of venue equipment, etc.,
first-hand information can be obtained. )e research
mainly adopts the combination of expert opinions and
boundary delineation for index selection. )e delineation
of the threshold is to calculate the arithmetic mean (the
arithmetic mean is the most basic and commonly used
average index in statistics, and it is divided into simple
arithmetic mean and weighted arithmetic mean), the
frequency of full marks, and the coefficient of variation
according to the selected scores of each indicator by
experts. Each indicator has these three different dis-
criminant scales.

)e arithmetic mean calculation formula is as the fol-
lowing formula:

Mj �
1
n



n

i�1
cij. (18)

In formula (18), Mj refers to the arithmetic mean; n is
the number of experts, and Cij refers to the total number of
scores of the ith expert on the j index.

)e formula for calculating the full frequency is as the
following formula:

Kj �
mj

nj

. (19)

In formula (19), Kj is the full frequency, and the value of
Kj is between 0 and 1.

)e formula for calculating the coefficient of variation is
as the following formula:

Vj �
Pj

Mj

. (20)

3.3. Questionnaire Survey Method. A questionnaire was
made for the basic situation of community residents, will-
ingness to participate in physical exercise, consumption level
of sports, exercise venues, exercise items, sports organization
management, and fitness guidance in their own commu-
nities. A total of 500 questionnaires were distributed to the
residents of 3 streets in the central district of the city. Starting
from the needs of this research, after conducting interviews
with relevant experts, two questionnaires were designed.)e
design of the questionnaire strictly followed the selection of
basic principles and methods. Relevant survey questions for
the current situation of sports public services were pre-
liminarily designed. After asking the relevant experts to
revise and improve the content of the questionnaire, the
relevant questionnaires were distributed, and the distribu-
tion objects were the actual managers of community sports
and the two groups of residents participating in it. )e
purpose of the questionnaire design research was to un-
derstand the development status of the validity test of the
questionnaire: in order to ensure the scientificity and validity
of the stable questionnaire survey in this study, the designed
questionnaire was sent to 10 experts for expert logic test. It
was necessary to test the validity of the questionnaire in-
cluding content, structure, and overall aspects. )e inves-
tigation materials were classified and coded, and Spss21 is
used to analyze data. SPSS21 Chinese version is a very
powerful professional data analysis tool. SPSS21 version is
convenient and easy to use. It adopts the input method and
the management module similar to the Excel table, and data
statistics is also extremely simple and convenient.

4. Simulation Experiment Analysis on the
Contradiction between Supply and
Demand of Public Sports Services

In this study, the actual valid questionnaire data were col-
lated, and the results are shown in Table 1.

)e system of inter-class sports activities needs to be
fully implemented. 25–30 minutes of large-scale inter-class
sports activities should be arranged every morning, and
students should be seriously organized to do radio gym-
nastics. )e collective sports activities needs to be carried
out: boarding schools should insist on doing morning ex-
ercises every day. Table 2 shows the standards for sports
venues in national and local compulsory education schools.

A total of 25 primary schools and 25 secondary schools
in four eastern and central provinces were investigated for
school physical education in this study. )e study period for
primary and junior high schools in China’s compulsory
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education stage is the 6–3 system, the 5–4 system, the 5–3
system, and the nine-year consistent system, respectively.
)is article still uses the name, junior high school, to refer to
the original junior high school grades 7, 8, and 9 of the nine-
year system. When the name of middle school is used in the
following text, it refers to junior high school unless otherwise
specified. )e situation of schools in different regions is
shown in Figure 3.

Based on the “Construction Standard of Rural Ordinary
Primary and Secondary Schools,” which is a lower standard
for track field materials, and the standard that every 6 classes
should have 1 basketball court or volleyball court, the
current situation of school sports venues in various regions
of China was investigated (the sports venues and equipment
in the eastern region are shown in Figure 4(a)). In the eastern
and central regions of this survey, the compliance rate of the
middle school track and field is higher than that of primary
schools, and secondary schools that fail to meet the stan-
dards are usually due to insufficient field area. Primary
schools that do not meet the standards are mostly because
there is no track and field at all. )e central region is mainly
underconstructed (the sports venues and equipment in the
eastern region are shown in Figure 4(b)). Judging from the
materials of the track and field, the plastic track in the
eastern region has become more popular, while the central
region is still dominated by the cinder track. In addition, 8
primary and secondary schools in the eastern region have
indoor gymnasiums, 5 in the central region, and 4 schools in
the eastern and central regions have swimming pools.
Judging from the situation of school basketball volleyball
court, the standard rate of middle school basketball vol-
leyball court is also better than that of primary school, and
the middle and primary schools are better than the eastern
middle and primary schools. )is is mainly because schools
with insufficient track and field construction usually use
simple basketball and volleyball courts as venues for school
physical education and daily teaching activities. In addition
to basketball and volleyball courts, the most common sports
facilities in most schools are ping pong tables. Except for
schools with extremely poor sports facilities, almost every
school has a certain number of outdoor table tennis tables.

)e satisfaction with sports venues in middle schools is
significantly higher than that in primary schools. )e

equipment satisfaction of the middle and primary schools in
the eastern and central areas is similar, but the equipment
satisfaction is slightly higher than the venue satisfaction (the
sports equipment satisfaction survey in the eastern region is
shown in Figure 5(a)). Sports equipment rooms are available
in most schools. Although more than 70% of the schools in
the equipment self-assessment believe that they have
equipped sports equipment in accordance with the “Basic
Standard for Trial Implementation of National School Sports
Hygiene Conditions,” the proportion is obviously high from
the survey and visit of some schools. )e proportion of
schools that can be fully configured according to this
standard is not too high. Most schools can configure some
frequently used sports equipment that is not easily damaged,
and the easily worn sports equipment is rarely updated even
if it has been configured (the satisfaction survey of sports
equipment in the central region is shown in Figure 5(b)).

)e class-teacher ratio of primary and secondary schools
is based on the standard of 6 classes with a full-time physical
education teacher. Overall, only slightly more than half of
the schools equipped with physical education teachers meet
the standard.)e allocation of PE teachers in middle schools
is better than that in primary schools ()e allocation of PE
teachers in the east is shown in Figure 6(a)). )rough the
understanding of some eastern schools, some schools are
more inclined to recruit main subject teachers although
there is a shortage of physical education teachers. )ey
usually let other teachers come to guest appearances in the
case of insufficient physical education teachers. )erefore,
the eastern school’s emphasis on school physical education is
not proportional to the development of education (the
central PE teachers are equipped as shown in Figure 6(b)).

Taking 4 lessons per week for grades 1–2 in primary
schools, 3 lessons per week for grades 3–6 and junior high
schools, and 2 lessons per week for high schools, the survey
found that the eastern region’s physical education curric-
ulum compliance rate was significantly higher than that in
the central region. )e situation of non-standard physical
education in primary schools in the central region is rela-
tively serious, especially the lack of physical education
courses for grades 1–2 in primary schools. )e arrangement
of school morning exercise is related to the school ac-
commodation system. Usually, the school with the

Table 2: National and local compulsory education school sports venue standards.

Area Types of school Number of classes Track field

National standard Primary school ≤18 200 meters (ring) 1 piece
Junior high school ≤18 300 meters (ring) 1 piece

National rural standard Primary school ≤6 300m–400m (ring) 1 piece
Junior high school ≤18 300 meters (ring) 1 piece

Table 1: Arrangement of the actual valid questionnaire data.

Gender Number of people Percentage (%)
Male 250 55.6
Female 200 44.4
Total 450 100
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accommodation system will carry out morning exercise
activities, although during the implementation process, the
morning exercise time becomes a signal for students to get
up and prepare time before class. In the survey, most of the
middle and primary schools in the Middle East could carry
out and implement large-scale inter-class activities. From
the perspective of the content of activities, they were mainly
broadcast gymnastics (winter long-distance running). Some
schools could carry out certain forms of sports activities, es-
pecially in the ninth grade. Because of the additional physical
examination in the senior high school entrance examination,
they paid more attention to quality practice during the large
class. However, there were also some schools that did not
implement large inter-class activities and only replace them
with eye exercises. )e extent of the development of large
recesses is largely consistent with the conditions of school
sports venues. )e better the school venues and facilities are,
the better the development of large recesses will be. Judging

from the situation of extracurricular activities arranged by
schools, most of themiddle and primary schools in the east and
middle could carry out extracurricular activities. In terms of
self-assessment of one-hour daily exercise time in schools,
exercise varies from region to region, this difference was more
due to the difference in physical education. According to the
survey, primary school students were better thanmiddle school
students in exercising for one hour a day. )e main reason for
this situation is the continuous increase of pressure for further
education. )e eastern primary and secondary schools could
generally meet the standard of one physical fitness test per
school year, and the physical fitness test in middle schools was
also better than that in primary schools. Due to the incomplete
data of each school on the pass rate, obesity rate, and myopia
rate of middle school students who returned the questionnaire,
it was impossible to analyze the students’ physical condition
through this survey. From the limited data, secondary school
myopia and the primary school obesity rate were higher. )e
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Figure 4: Sports venues and equipment in eastern and central regions. (a) Eastern region. (b) Central region.
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middle and primary schools in the east and middle were
generally able to hold a track and field meeting every school
year, and a relatively high proportion could hold 1–2 intra-
mural ball sports competitions and 3–4 other sports compe-
titions per school year. )e ball games are mainly basketball,
volleyball, and table tennis, and other sports competitions are
mostly tug-of-war and rope skipping.

Several other important issues in school sports work
include the budget expenditure of school sports funds, the
acceptance of sports support from government departments,

and the opening of school sports facilities. At present,
China’s primary and secondary education funds are mainly
derived from public funds allocated according to the number
of students in the school. It can be seen that the satisfaction
degree of sports funds in primary and middle schools in the
eastern and central regions is not high, and the satisfaction
with sports funds in middle schools is higher than that in
primary schools. Only 50% of schools choose sports funds
that are basically sufficient. )ere is little difference in the
satisfaction level of sports funding in middle schools in the
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Figure 6: Physical education in primary and secondary schools. (a) Eastern PE teachers. (b) Central PE teachers.
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Figure 5: Sports equipment satisfaction. (a) Eastern region. (b) Central region.
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eastern and central regions. )e satisfaction with sports
funding in primary schools in the eastern region is higher
than that in the central region (primary school funding is
shown in Figure 7(a)). Judging from the amount of sports
expenditures filled in by some schools, 2000–3000 yuan per
school year for primary schools and 4000–5000 yuan for
middle schools are more common. Even if a school has 1,000
students, the per capita sports expenditure is less than 10
yuan. Some schools with sports teams have spent
10,000–20,000 yuan in sports funds. Even if it is all used for
daily sports work, the funds are quite limited, not to mention
training and competition. Education, sports, and other
government departments sometimes provide certain sports
services and support to primary and secondary schools,
mainly in the form of sports equipment donations and
business training, but the proportion and frequency are not
high ()e funding formiddle schools is shown in Figure 7(b)).

)e issue of the opening of school sports venues and fa-
cilities to the public has been widely concerned. Judging from
the results of this survey, except for some schools in the middle
and primary schools in the east and themiddle, they do not have
venues and facilities and are unable to open. Some schools are
open because the sports facilities and teaching areas can be
separated in the area, and some schools and public sports fa-
cilities are actually open.)emost that other schools can do is to
open them to their own school and surrounding students for
free after school and during holidays. Under the encouragement
of the local government’s school opening policy and financial
subsidies, some schools open some indoor venues for a fee, but
the overall utilization rate is not high because the price is sig-
nificantly higher than that of socially operated sports venues.

)e selection of residents’ sports activities and types of
facilities is shown in Table 3. Residents ranked the top three
purposes of participating in physical activity according to their
importance. Maintaining good health is the first purpose of

residents participating in sports activities, which is far ahead of
other purposes, reaching 64%. Maintaining and improving the
body is the second purpose of residents participating in sports
activities, accounting for 44%, which is 6 percentage points
higher than the relatively low goals of improving physical fitness
and making friends at the same level. Recreation is the third
purpose of residents participating in sports activities, accounting
for 46%. However, from the further analysis of the average
ranking, maintaining good health, improving physical fitness,
and entertainment accounted for a relatively high proportion,
ranking the top three. Except for the second main purpose, the
other purposes are the same, indicating that themain purpose of
residents participating in sports activities is consistent with the
essential function of sports. Combining all the purposes of
activities, it is found that the residents’ sports interest has
gradually shifted from direct interest to indirect interest, and the
purpose of activities has diversified, which poses a challenge to
the supply of community public sports facilities.

With the popularization of the concept of national fitness,
people have gradually realized the role of physical fitness in life,
but at the same time, the quality cannot be guaranteed from the
perspective of supply side structural reform; this paper inves-
tigates the supply and demand of public sports services from the
current situation, deeply analyzes the supply and demand
contradiction of public sports services, defines the current
supply and demand situation of public sports in China, uses the
genetic algorithm to find out the contradiction between them,
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Figure 7: Results of the self-assessment survey on sports expenditures in primary and secondary schools in the eastern and central regions.
(a) Elementary school. (b) Junior high school.

Table 3: Selection of resident sports activities and types of facilities.

Purpose of physical activity 1nd (%) 2nd (%) 3rd (%)
Stay healthy 64 26 4
Entertainment 23 26 46
Relax 31 36 31
Improve physical fitness 14 39 44
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and puts forward the solution of marketization, socialization,
organization, and legalization of public sports services.

Due to the different sports preferences of residents and
the range of activities, the selection of public sports facilities
is shown in Table 4. )rough sorting and analyzing the top
three important places where residents often participate in
sports activities, it is helpful to determine the characteristics
of residents participating in sports activities. In the first
place, fitness paths accounted for 67%, far exceeding other
sports venues. In the second place, outdoor fitness equip-
ment and parks and squares accounted for 44%. In the third
place, other types of sports venues accounted for 57%, which
was mainly due to the diversity of residents’ sports activities
determined by the diversity of residents’ sports venues.
Secondly, the average ranking analysis of residents’ top three
sports venues show that outdoor fitness equipment, other
sports venues, and chess and card venues are the top three
residents’ sports venues on average. It can be seen that there
is a large discrepancy between the importance ranking and
the average ranking, and the importance ranking and the
average ranking of other sports venues are higher, indicating
that community residents participate in various types of
sports activities. However, the overall analysis of free venues
provided by the government is still the main choice for
residents to engage in sports activities. )is has a certain
relationship with the income of residents. Genetic algorithm
can reasonably allocate the optimal activity type for residents
according to the characteristics of residents’ sports activities,
the stadium, and the number of activities.

Judging from the survey, the urban primary and sec-
ondary school track and field and basketball and volleyball
courts are slightly better than the towns. )e reasons for the
great difference between school stadiums and gymnasiums
are as follows: on the one hand, the streets are located in the
urban area, there is no guarantee of constructing land for
sports venues, so the sports venues cannot meet the stan-
dards. On the other hand, township schools, especially those
where the local government is located, usually do not lag
behind in the construction of school infrastructure, but the
school sports facilities in rural areas outside the location of
the township government are not guaranteed at all.
Meanwhile, the vast majority of plastic track and field venues
are located in urban primary and secondary schools. As far
as the configuration of outdoor table tennis tables is con-
cerned, there are slightly more schools in townships than
schools in urban areas, and the shortage of land for schools
in urban areas is one of the reasons. Another reason is that
both urban schools and students have higher requirements
for sports facilities than townships, so the construction of
outdoor table tennis tables has gradually decreased. From
the perspective of site satisfaction, township schools are

generally more satisfied with sports venues than urban
schools. Middle schools are more satisfied with sports
venues than primary schools, and urban and townships have
similar satisfaction with sports equipment. However, the
level of satisfaction is higher than that of sports venues, and
the reason why urban areas’ satisfaction with sports venues
and equipment is lower than that of townships is the
shortage of school sports venues and equipment in urban
areas. Another aspect is that physical education teachers in
urban schools have higher requirements for sports venues
and equipment than teachers in townships. Figure 8 shows
the comparison of the satisfaction of sports venues in urban
and rural areas. At this time, according to the real-time
evaluation characteristics of genetic algorithm, we need to
timely find out the deficiencies of physical education
teaching in urban and township primary and secondary
schools, optimize physical education teaching resources, and
promote the balanced development of public sports.

Figure 9 shows the survey results of physical education
teaching in urban and township primary and secondary
schools. From this survey, it can be seen that the class-
teacher ratio in urban and township schools has not
exceeded 60%. )e lack of teachers in school physical ed-
ucation reflects that Chinese school physical education is in a
low position in school teaching, and the reason why the
class-teacher ratio in urban schools is not much different
from that in township schools is similar to that of sports
venues and facilities. )e compliance rate of physical edu-
cation courses in urban schools is significantly higher than
that in township schools. )e proportion of urban schools
offering morning exercises is smaller than that of township
schools, which is mainly due to the relatively few residential
schools with convenient transportation in urban areas. )e
urban schools are better than the township schools in terms
of large-scale inter-class activities, and the forms are also
more diverse than the township schools. )ere is little
difference between schools in urban and rural in terms of
one-hour exercise time per day and the development of
extracurricular activities in schools, but the overall com-
pliance rate of one-hour exercise time per day is less than
60%. Judging from the physical fitness test arranged by the
school, the implementation rate of physical fitness test in
urban schools is better than that in townships, which is also
reflected in the recovered data. )e myopia rate in urban
schools is up to 40%, and the obesity rate is up to 30%. Both
urban and township schools are generally able to hold a track
and field meeting every school year, and there is not much
difference in the development of ball games and other sports
competitions.

)e main data comparison of sports venues is shown in
Figure 10. Although the development achievements of

Table 4: Selection of public sports facilities.

Fitness venue 1nd (%) 2nd (%) 3rd (%)
Outdoor fitness equipment 11 44 42
Indoor gym 40 35 57
Outdoor fitness venues such as parks and squares 20 67 27
From home yard 27 23 45
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China’s sports public service are huge, so far, the current
situation of China’s sports public service is not very satis-
factory. )ere are still two flaws: first, the total amount is
insufficient. At present, the utilization structure of China’s
sports public facilities is extremely unreasonable. On the one

hand, the number of stadiums serving competitive sports is
huge, and there are tens of thousands of large stadiums for
international and domestic competitions, which is second to
none in the world. On the other hand, although the
abovementioned data illustrating the achievements show
that by the end of 2020, there will be 3.7134 million sports
venues in the country, but the absolute number of sports
venues managed by the education system, government
agencies and institutions, and the military system, and the
opening rate of these sports venues to the outside world is
low.

5. Conclusion

In order to improve the utilization rate and service quality of
public sports and balance the contradiction between supply
and demand of public sports services, an optimal individual
model of the genetic algorithm is established. Excellent
individuals can spread rapidly in the area and converge to an
optimal solution for the balance between supply and de-
mand of public sports services in a relatively short period of
time. At the same time, the algorithm proposed in this paper
can effectively achieve the balance of public sports among
multiple regions and can focus on optimizing service quality
or operating cost according to actual needs. A major
problem in the supply of China’s sports public services is
that the current China’s sports public services are seriously
insufficient in terms of resource supply. In addition, there is
another problem that has attracted much attention in the
development of China’s sports public services, that is, the
“relatively insufficient” supply still exists in regional im-
balances and serious imbalances between urban and rural
areas. Only by continuously expanding the scale and opti-
mizing the structure in the process of supply, improving the
availability and convenience of public sports services for the
masses, and achieving the goal of full coupling between
supply and demand can public sports serve the whole people
in a true sense. )e genetic algorithm proposed in this study
helps to grasp the whole and each element of public sports
service performance by deeply understanding the perfor-
mance of each structural element of public sports service
performance and to clarify the current problems and ad-
vantages of public sports service performance. )is study
makes a statistical analysis of the evaluation results of
various structural elements of public sports services and
compares the differences in the sub-performance of public
sports services between regions through genetic algorithms,
in order to promote the improvement and optimization of
public sports services. Aiming at many problems existing in
the sports public service and some action plans proposed by
reference to national policies, this study analyzes the mul-
tiple dilemmas in optimizing the sports public service and
tries to propose a feasible way to break through the dilemma.
)e collaborative innovation model of public sports service
supply may be more inclined to economically developed
regions. For remote and backward areas in China, due to the
imperfect market and social organizations, the conditions
for coordinated supply are not yet available, so the current
development path should still be based on government
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support and supply. However, the coordinated supply of
public sports services will be the overall trend in the future,
and exploring the networked governance model will surely
become an important way to carry it. Guided by the needs of
residents’ sports activities, aiming at the contradiction be-
tween supply and demand, a targeted strategy is proposed,
and circular monitoring is achieved, so that the intelligent
supply of public sports facilities can be realized, the sports
interests of residents can be maximized and the informa-
tization of government management can be achieved.
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With the rapid development of computer science, there are more and more kinds of discrete dynamic systems. Computer
integrated system CIMS, network communication database administrator system, and human behavior analysis system are all
discrete dynamic systems. At present, many researchers have studied by adding human behavior data to discrete dynamic systems.
)is paper aims to study the behavior data of English learners by using the discrete dynamic modeling technology of complex
systems and the discrete dynamic system modeling method of Petri nets. By adding the behavior data of learners to the discrete
dynamic system of fuzzy Petri nets, the system is diagnosed and optimized. )e experimental results show that the complex
discrete dynamic system in this paper has achieved good experimental results according to the performance indicators selected in
theory. Based on the combination of the above technologies and systems, the fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system studied in
this paper improves the processing speed of English learners’ behavior data.

1. Introduction

Discrete dynamic system modeling and data inductive
analysis technology is an important direction of data re-
search in recent years [1]. In discrete dynamic system, with
the overall development of society, discrete dynamic system
and data inductive analysis technology are widely used in
medical, financial, heavy industry, education, and other
industries [2]. Education industry is the key research di-
rection of many researchers in recent years, mainly by
adding the behavior data information generated by the
observed learners to the discrete dynamic model for data
processing and analysis [3]. )e data can be controlled by
using discrete dynamic system, and then the data of single
type continuous variable can be studied. )rough the use of
mathematical form and mathematical theory, the modeling,
analysis, optimization, and other technologies are system-
atically improved [4]. )e modeling technology of discrete
dynamic system under linear constant system has been
mature. However, compared with the behavior data pro-
cessing of learners in the education industry, the ordinary

discrete dynamic modeling technology cannot meet the
research needs [5]. )e main reason is that the behavior data
generated by learners are multifaceted and multiple types of
composite data, which is fundamentally different from a
single type of variable data. In order to solve the above
problems, researchers used Petri net discrete dynamic sys-
tem, which is mainly used for synchronous, asynchronous,
and distributed random data [6]. Petri nets originated from
C. A. Petri’s doctoral thesis “communication with auto
Mata” in 1962. Petri nets are an abstract and formal tool,
especially suitable for describing the control flow, compe-
tition, concurrency, and asynchronous behavior character-
istics of discrete event systems. In recent years, the theory
and application of Petri nets have developed rapidly and
have been widely used in many fields. )e main charac-
teristics of Petri net discrete dynamic system are reachability,
flexibility, synchronization, fairness, and so on. After ana-
lyzing the behavior data, we describe the data and finally
establish the associated state relationship [7]. However, the
system also has defects. Under unbounded conditions, there
will be state combination collapse and failure to depict
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dynamic characteristics. Finally, many researchers solved
the above problems by adding fuzzy colored Petri net sys-
tem. Fuzzy colored Petri net discrete dynamic system can
avoid data conflict and combination collapse for behavior
information data [8, 9]. )rough the data parameters be-
tween the data and the model, an automatic fault detection
can be carried out, which not only improves the data
processing capacity and efficiency but also reduces the
system fault rate.

With the rapid development of all walks of life, re-
searchers apply fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system to
observe human behavior [10]. Fuzzy Petri net discrete dy-
namic system establishes a fuzzy neural network to express
knowledge and self-learning training and finds the internal
attributes of the system through fuzzy neural network. After
the above “training,” the data with adjacent meaning can be
neutralized and then changed to the same meaning [11]. )e
transition conditions of the next data state can be deduced
from the existing data state or the State Library set of the next
data can be obtained from the known data state [12]. Based
on the above content, this paper combines English learners’
behavior data with fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system
and predicts another behavior data state according to one
behavior data state. After entering the behavior data state
cycle prediction, it is the dynamic process of the whole fuzzy
Petri net discrete dynamic system.

)is paper is mainly divided into three parts. Section 1
mainly explains the development of Petri net discrete dy-
namic system. In Section 2, the discrete dynamic modeling
technology of fuzzy Petri net is used to combine learners’
behavior data. First, fuzzy logic Petri net and neuro fuzzy
system are used to model the system, and the behavior data
samples of English learners input into the established model
are systematically tested. )en, the established Petri net
discrete dynamic system is used to detect system faults and
further system optimization. Section 3 analyzes the research
results of the input English learner behavior data in the Petri
net discrete dynamic system and analyzes the model data
after fault detection and system optimization of the Petri net
discrete dynamic system.

2. The Related Works

Learner behavior data are important data base in Petri net
discrete dynamic system [13]. First, the basic structure of
fuzzy logic control is constructed by using the fuzzy rea-
soning algorithm of Petri net to fuzzify the data attributes of
learners’ various types of behavior data [14]. Dynamic fuzzy
Petri net is a good modeling tool for knowledge base system
based on fuzzy production rules. It not only combines the
graphic description ability of Petri net, makes the repre-
sentation of knowledge simple and clear, but also reflects the
structural characteristics of rules in knowledge base system.
It also has the fuzzy reasoning ability of the fuzzy system,
which is convenient for the analysis and reasoning of
knowledge. It is consistent with the human thinking and
cognitive mode and has important value in describing and
analyzing the parallel and concurrent behavior of many
physical systems and even social systems. )e operation of

fuzzy reasoning and data clarity is carried out in the original
database, in which the database contains all knowledge in the
field of education and the core objectives of control. )e
database is mainly composed of normal database and fuzzy
control rule base [15]. )e fuzzy reasoning part is the core
part of the data processing of the modeling system. )e role
of data clarity is to convert the fuzzy processed learner
behavior integration data into the final practical application
clarity [16, 17]. Many researchers have shown that fuzzy
control is an important and effective means to realize En-
glish learners’ behavior analysis. )is technology can fuzzily
assimilate many kinds of behavior data. Compared with the
traditional discrete dynamic modeling technology, it can
more accurately infer and transform different data [18]. )e
emergence of this technology also greatly improves the
accuracy of data processing.

In Germany, the complex discrete dynamic system is
applied to detect the types of TV viewers like to watch [19].
)rough this technology, the viewing type, time, viewing
times, and other data of each user when watching TV can be
systematically integrated. )e use of this technology greatly
reduces the labor cost of human door-to-door visits.
)rough a period of observation, the test results can be easily
obtained.

In the United States, the complex discrete dynamic
model is applied to the logistics industry [20]. As we all
know, the United States is a major importer and exporter,
and its economic industry has always ranked first in the
world. )e demand for the logistics industry in the United
States is large. At the same time, it is necessary to meet the
requirements of efficient and reliable reduction of goods
flow and goods reserve [21]. Based on the above two points,
by adding the model, the simplification can be reflected in
the process of modeling the whole logistics. Finally, the rapid
and stable pipeline application of logistics is realized.

China’s complex discrete dynamic systems are mainly
used in machinery manufacturing industry. China’s devel-
opment from the electric steam era to today’s automatic
machinery production is absolutely inseparable from dis-
crete modeling technology [22]. )rough the reference of
this technology, the data generated in the manufacturing
process of mechanical products can be clearly seen. Tech-
nicians can observe the data and finally confirm the per-
formance of mechanical products.

)e UK traffic management industry uses complex
discrete dynamic systems. )e time control of traffic lights is
mainly applied by observing the road congestion on each
section of the road [10]. )e overall analysis of the data can
be generated by converting the monitoring video data to the
discrete system. Finally, the monitoring administrator reg-
ulates the traffic light time of each section through the data
trend, which greatly avoids traffic congestion and accidents.
According to the above application of complex network
dynamic modeling technology in various countries, this
paper systematically studies the behavior data samples
generated by English learners based on Petri discrete dy-
namic system [23]. In the discrete dynamic system, the main
part is to input the behavior data uniformly and judge the
overall performance of the system through the output
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results. Finally, the whole Petri discrete dynamic system is
further improved by adding optimization and fault detection
technology [24].

3. Research on English Learners’ Behavior Data
Based on Petri Discrete Dynamic
Modeling Technology

3.1. Modeling of English Learners’ Behavior Data Based on
Petri Discrete Dynamic System. With the development of
science and technology, artificial neural network has de-
veloped more and more rapidly in recent years. Neural
network is mainly similar to the ability of learning and
organization in human brain. It also has a neural layer that
transmits different levels of information. It can also feedback
system information and process information in real time.
)e Petri net structure of discrete dynamic system is
complex, but as long as we make good use of the essence of
the system, we can flexibly use the system to mine the be-
havior data of English learners. First, it has a precise defi-
nition and a solid mathematical foundation. Compared with
many other nonformal block diagram technologies, it avoids
ambiguity, uncertainty, and contradiction. Second, this
formal system can be used to reflect on the process, such as
establishing a specific pattern, and also promote the use of
many analysis technologies (such as the technology of an-
alyzing performance and the technology of verifying logical
properties). No matter how complicated the data are, it can
be processed dynamically under Petri net. )is paper es-
tablishes a fuzzy neural network, which can learn and
transform data by itself through two key points: database
and data change [25]. )rough fuzzy neural network, we can
explore the internal attributes of data and then add the
means of learning and training, so that we can homogenize
the learning behavior data. )is cycle constitutes the whole
automatic input data processing process as shown in
Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that fuzzy Petri net can
automatically fuzzify the data when processing learning
behavior data. By putting the data into the database and
further corresponding the fuzzy operation parameters with
the total data of the database, the purpose of fuzzy data is
achieved. )e design of fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system is based on the fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh.
After adding two members, the overall mathematical for-
mula is as follows:

μA(x) �
1

0


if

if

x ∈ X

X ∉ x
, (1)

X mainly represents fuzzy data set. Fuzzy data processing
system and neural network are added to Petri net, and fi-
nally, fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system is generated.
)e seven-element set in the system is as follows:

FENP � P, T, F, C, K, c, δ , (2)

where P is the data set of the database and T is the data set of
the fuzzy transition of the whole data. F is the set of data
reflection arcs in the system, and C is the dynamic state of

data hiding and output. K is a finite set of fuzziness. )e
model of fuzzy Petri net can be obtained only after modeling
the discrete dynamic system of fuzzy Petri net. )e specific
modeling flowchart is shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the whole process of
modeling the discrete dynamic system based on Fuzzy Petri
net, after fuzzifying, neural networking, and coloring the
added learner behavior data, carry out an overall circular
operation, and finally carry out the state prediction and
model establishment of a system. )e total number of
network data nodes and the applicability of fuzzy rules are
the following equation:

N2 � 
n

i�1
mi,

αj � min μi1
1 , μi2

2 , ..., μin
n 或αj � μi1

1 , μi2
2 , ..., μin

n .

(3)

It can be seen from the above equation that the function of
fuzzy rules is to match the hard conditions of data. After
calculating the applicability of the rule, the applicability is
approximated by a local network. Finally, through the nor-
malization algorithm, the algorithm formula is as follows:

αj �
αj


m
i�1αi

, i � 1, 2, ..., m, (4)

)rough the output data generated by the network data,
the subsequent data cycle rules of the fuzzy network are
calculated. Based on the above formula, the fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system is obtained, and the network di-
agram of the system is shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the input learner behavior
data is a set of databases in the fuzzy Petri net discrete
dynamic system. )rough the input of data, the behavior
data are fuzzified at a single point, and finally the fuzzified
data are collected.)e connection weight of data connection
and the center value and width of data shall be calculated.
)e connection weight algorithm formula is as follows:

y �


m
j�1 αjyj


m
j�1 αj

� 

m

j�1
αjyj. (5)

Post processing data

D
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D
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Figure 1: Automatic input data processing flowchart.
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According to the above connection weight algorithm
formula, if the fuzzy division number of the input data is
limited, the final connection value can be obtained through
the error function combined with the function of the data
node. )e formula is as follows:

E �
1
2


r

i�1
ti − yi( 

2
,

p
k
ji(l + 1) � p

k
ji(l) + β tk − yk( αjxi,

(6)

After obtaining the center value and width value, the
modeling part of the whole fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system is completed. )e calculation formula of center value
and width is as follows:

zE

zcij

� −δ(2)
ij

2 xi − cij 

σ2ij
,

zE

zcij

� −δ(2)
ij

2 xi − cij 
2

σ3ij
,

cij(k + 1) � cij(k) − β
zE

zcij

,

σij(k + 1) � σij(k) − β
zE

zcij

.

(7)

)rough the above algorithm of data connection weight,
center value, and width value, the function of the whole
fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system is improved. After
adding the behavior data of English learners to the system,
the network test is carried out, and the prediction database is
added for comparison, as shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that by comparing the input
database and output database of data with the prediction
database, the input database and output database correspond
to each other in the system test results, and the ultimate goal
of establishing the discrete dynamic model of fuzzy Petri net
is achieved [26]. It can also quickly find the excitation change
conditions that meet the data fuzziness and realize the
automatic data processing.

3.2. Research on Fault Detection and Optimization of English
Learners’ Behavior Data Based on Petri Discrete Dynamic
System. In the fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system, it
is important to detect and eliminate the faults in the
system in time. For the discrete dynamics of fuzzy Petri
nets studied in this paper, the complexity of the system is
considered. It mainly adopts the backward tree reasoning
method, which can quickly find out the faults in the
running system and eliminate them accurately. After
adding the backward reasoning method, we first learn the
learner behavior data in the fuzzy Petri net discrete dy-
namic system and then make all changes of all relevant
data in the database. Finally, repeat the cycle operation. In
the establishment of backward tree, the main condition is
that its database of all input data, China’s membership
function cannot be an empty set, and must be greater than
the basic set value. In this paper, with the help of com-
puter, the fuzzy Petri net is transformed into a backward
tree, and then the behavior sample data of English
learners are input into the fuzzy Petri net discrete dy-
namic system which can automatically diagnose faults.
)e fault rate diagnosis trend chart is obtained, as shown
in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system with backward tree reasoning
method greatly improves the efficiency of fault diagnosis
compared with the ordinary discrete dynamic system
without adding. )rough the addition of backward tree
reasoning, the sample data processing of learners’ behavior
can also deal with the faults. )en, the error of data pro-
cessing in the system is greatly reduced.
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)e above content is to add the ability of fault detection
and fault handling to the system. In addition to the fault
handling ability, it is necessary to optimize the performance
of the whole fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system. In this
paper, the dynamic programming method is used to im-
prove the performance optimization of the whole system,
and the maximum and minimum algebra methods are used
to stimulate the data in the database and construct the
functional relationship [27]. Genetic programming (GP) is
developed on the basis of genetic algorithm. It can combine
structure estimation with parameter estimation and can
establish a system dynamic model by using observation data
without complete model structure information. It solves the
shortcomings of genetic algorithm that cannot describe
hierarchical problems and lacks dynamic variability, and
provides a new idea and method for complex system
modeling. It is more and more widely used in dynamic
system modeling. )e application of genetic programming
in discrete dynamic system modeling is to solve the mod-
eling of the structure and correlation function of discrete
dynamic system. With the use of the two methods, a good
system control theory is added to the study of learners’
writing analysis by Petri net discrete dynamic system, and
the research idea is further expanded. )e constructor
formula of max and min algebraic method is as follows:

ti(n) � 00di000  ti(n − 1) ⊕ 0000dn
″0 ,

T(n) � φ Ti(n − 1) + c(n)( 

c(0) � c0
 .

(8)

In the constructor of Max and min algebra, the purpose
is to make the real-time data change by delaying all data-
bases. Once the data change, the system can be quickly
activated, and then the data will be transferred to the output
database, which greatly enhances the rate of data transfer.
)rough the above maximum and minimum algebraic
methods, the constructor formula can only optimize a small
part of the system, and the dynamic programming method is
also needed to complete the final optimization. )e com-
parison chart of cyclic data processing rate under the two
algorithms is shown in Figure 6.

As can be seen from Figure 7, by adding the above two
algorithms, the delay to the database in the fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system obtains the best effective

performance. In the dynamic programming method, in
order to obtain the cycle optimal solution of the system
studied in this paper, we must first find the performance
index. )e formula of performance index is as follows:

JN � 

N−1

i�1
φ0(t(n), c(n)). (9)

By introducing the formula into the maximum and
minimum algebraic methods, the following formula is
obtained:

JN � φ0(t(0), c(0)) + φ0(t(1), c(1)) + ......

� φ0(t(0), c(0)) + φ0(t(0), C(0), c(1)) + ......
. (10)

From the obtained formula, we can see that JN only
depends on the data behind the data node. Once the node
data of optimal control is obtained, the minimum value of
JN depends on the initial data conditions. )e expression of
the optimal control quantity is as follows:

JN � JN(t(0), C(0), c(1), ..., c(N − 1))

c
∗
N(t(0)) � min

c(0),...,c(N−1)
JN t(0)t, nCq(0), c(1), ..., cN − 1( ( .

(11)

)rough the expressions of the above two algorithms, the
performance of fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic modeling is
systematically optimized. Based on the optimized system,
the performance of the optimized fuzzy Petri net discrete
dynamic system and the ordinary Petri net discrete dynamic
system is compared by adding English behavior sample data,
as shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the data processing
performance and efficiency of the fuzzy Petri net discrete
dynamic system with the addition of the maximum and
minimum algebra method and the dynamic programming
method are high. Although the traditional ordinary Petri net
discrete dynamic system has good processing efficiency, the
system combining the two algorithms can better process the
behavior data of English learners. For the simplification of
complex formulas and customization of balance standards,
better optimization methods may appear, which need fur-
ther research in the future.

4. Analysis of Research Results of English
Learners’ Behavior Data Based on Petri
Discrete Dynamic Modeling Technology

4.1. Analysis of Research Results of SystemModeling Based on
PetriDiscreteDynamic SystemandEnglish Learners’ Behavior
Data. After modeling the fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system, this paper puts the behavior data of English teaching
learners into the fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system. In
this experiment, more than 3000 groups of experimental
sample data with different attributes were prepared. After
adding the learner behavior data, the sample data fuzzizes
the input sample data with different attributes in the system
and then integrates and outputs the fuzzy data. In order to
more clearly see the data processing rate of learner behavior
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Figure 5: Trend chart of fault diagnosis rate.
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sample data in complex discrete dynamic system, the sample
data are also put into three different types of discrete dy-
namic systems, namely ordinary discrete dynamic system,
Petri net discrete dynamic system, and fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system. )rough the result data diagrams
generated by different kinds of complex discrete dynamic
systems, we can better judge whether the fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic modeling technology studied in this paper
is qualified. It can also briefly reflect the ability gap of
different types of complex discrete dynamic systems in
dealing with English learners’ behavior data. )e waveform
change generated by the sample data discrete dynamic
system is shown in Figure 8. )e comparison of data pro-
cessing capabilities of three different types of complex
discrete dynamic systems is shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the waveform change
curve generated by the discrete dynamic system of sample
data is similar to the normalized number curve. Because the
fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic model studied in this paper
is a stable structure, it will not change greatly without
modifying the system. )e internal data of the system
studied in this paper can be “self-learning” and data fuz-
zification, so the data waveform trend is similar to the
standard. It can be seen from Figure 9 that among the three
different types of complex discrete dynamic models, the data
processing capacity of the fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system studied in this paper is high speed and stable. It will

not cause the problems of low data processing efficiency and
unstable processing rate compared with the other two
systems. According to the above conclusions, the fuzzy Petri
net discrete dynamic model has good performance in the
processing of English learners’ sample data.

4.2. Analysis of Fault Detection and Optimization Based on
Petri Discrete Dynamic System. Discrete event dynamic
system is different from continuous variable dynamic sys-
tem, and Petri net is one of the effective means to model and
analyze discrete event dynamic system. Its main purpose is
to analyze the working performance of the system, that is, to
optimize the system under certain conditions, so that the
system can provide services more effectively and provide
theoretical basis for designing new systems or improving
existing systems. )en, the system is driven to work
according to people’s expectations through external input.
Petri net is bounded, so the reachable data identification is
also bounded, which also means that the traversal of the
system exists. In order to avoid the deadlock problem caused
by the detection system in processing sample data, the
deadlock problem is ignored in this experiment. In order to
further verify, two technical performances of fault pro-
cessing and data optimization processing are added to the
fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system. In this experiment,
a large number of learner behavior data with different at-
tributes are processed by the optimized fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system. In order to make the experimental
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Figure 8: Waveform generated by discrete dynamic system with
sample data.
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results more comparable, ordinary discrete dynamic system
and Petri net discrete dynamic system are added to compare
the experimental results. )is paper makes a comparative
study on the processing time of learner behavior data by
three systems through four groups of different data.)e final
experimental results are shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that among the three
complex discrete dynamic systems, the optimized fuzzy Petri
net discrete dynamic system has the least time to process
sample data. )e second is the nonoptimized fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system, and the ordinary discrete dynamic
system has the longest processing time. And in the case of
the rapid growth of data, the optimized fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system still maintains high efficiency and
high quality. )erefore, through the experimental results of
this paper, the optimized fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system is suitable for the analysis of English learners’ be-
havior data in the field of education.

5. Conclusion

)emodeling technology of fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic
system is based on the advantages of concurrency time and
graphical representation in its essence. Based on the research
status of this type at home and abroad, this paper further
studies Petri net discrete dynamic systems. Fuzzy technology
is mainly added to Petri net to further establish the discrete
dynamic model of fuzzy Petri net. )e whole experimental
research is based on fuzzy control technology and then
supported by the theoretical technology in modeling. )e
traditional discrete modeling technology cannot meet the
data synchronous processing under massive data. In order to
achieve the experimental purpose, the minimum and
maximum algebra method and dynamic programming
method are proposed to optimize the data cycle of the
system. It also adds fault diagnosis and processing functions
to the original system by combining the principle of
“backward tree.” )e results show that the fuzzy Petri net
discrete dynamic system with the above functions is easier to
understand and also provides a new research idea for the
optimization of system performance. )e main reason for
the success of this experiment is that it simplifies the
complexity of the system and is easier to be applied in
practice. )e selection of optimization criteria is of great
significance in the optimization process of Petri nets and

complex discrete dynamic systems. )e experimental results
show that the complex discrete dynamic system in this paper
has achieved good experimental results based on the se-
lection of performance indexes under theory. Based on the
combination of the above technologies and systems, the
fuzzy Petri net discrete dynamic system studied in this paper
improves the processing speed of English learners’ behavior
data.
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Cities are gradually developed on the basis of adapting and transforming the natural environment. In a certain urban area, human
activities, natural environment, and other factors and their mutual influence constitute the urban ecological environment.
(erefore, the evaluation of urban ecological environment quality is of great significance to the analysis of urban development.
(is paper takes a city inWestern China as the evaluation object, uses AHP to determine the index weight, reasonably analyzes the
current situation of the urban ecological environment, and further comprehensively evaluates the quality of the urban ecological
environment. (e study shows that from 2013 to 2018, the comprehensive capacity of the city’s ecological environment quality
showed a steady upward trend, except that the natural disasters of floods andmudslides in 2014 had a certain degree of fluctuation.
(e comprehensive index of ecological environment quality has increased from 0.337 in 2013 to 0.412 in 2018. (e overall level is
still low, but the development speed is relatively stable. (e urban ecological environment has been gradually improved, and
society, economy, and nature have maintained a certain degree of sustainable development.

1. Introduction

(e product of the development of human society to a
certain stage has produced cities, so the emergence of cities is
a symbol of human progress. In 1971, UNESCO put forward
the concept of “eco city” in the man and biosphere plan,
emphasizing the realization of a complex natural symbiosis
system and sustainable development of social economy, and
the creation of harmony between man and nature. However,
the harmonious coexistence between man and nature has
not been realized. On the contrary, the greenhouse effect,
global warming, and other phenomena indicate that the
Earth on which civilization depends is suffering damage.(e
current large-scale urbanization and urban modernization
in China are facing severe ecological problems: first, the
natural resources and the environment are severely damaged
[1]. (e city is an artificial system based on the natural
environment. If this artificial system is in the process of
establishment and development, inadequate treatment of
nature and protection of nature can easily cause the original
ecological environment in the urban area to gradually shrink

and trigger a vicious ecological environment effect [2, 3].(e
second is that the living resources are seriously polluted. (e
water pollution caused the shortage of water resources and
air pollution has become a bottleneck in the development of
many cities. (e third is soil heavy metal pollution, which
occupies more and more solid wastes [4–6]. With the
continuous improvement of the output requirements of
agricultural products per unit area, there are more and more
chemical fertilizers and pesticides per unit of land, and more
and more undecomposable substances remain in the soil.
Once the soil is polluted, it is difficult to control because
there are many elements of the urban ecological environ-
ment. An urban ecosystem is an open ecosystem with large
capacity, multiflow, high density, and fast operation. (e
imperfect relationship network of the system and the in-
tensity of various flows in the natural ecosystem make its
decomposition function inadequate and its self-regulation
and self-sustaining ability weak. Besides environmental
pollution factors, many scholars also use the status of natural
resource holdings and biodiversity to reflect the quality of
the urban ecological environment [7, 8]. Broadly speaking,
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the quality of the urban ecological environment is a com-
bination of the quality of the socio-economic environment
and the quality of the city’s natural environment. From this
perspective, the quality of the urban ecological environment
can include several aspects such as air quality, acoustic
environmental quality, solid waste, soil environmental
quality, and water environmental quality [9]. As the concept
of sustainable development gradually gains popularity
among the people, many countries regard sustainable de-
velopment as the most important concept and principle
when evaluating regional ecological quality and put forward
a number of index systems that are conducive to the sus-
tainable development of cities [10–12]. (e so-called sus-
tainable development capacity of the ecological environment
is the dynamic identification of the total capacity of the
regional environment. (e human development of the re-
gion, the utilization of resources, and the transformation of
nature should bemaintained within the allowable capacity of
the environment. In other words, only by maintaining the
quality of the real environment within the allowable bearing
standard can we seek more reasonable development. (e
sustainable development ability is the necessary guarantee
for the smooth implementation of the sustainable devel-
opment strategy. Specifically, sustainable development ca-
pacity involves decision-making, management, economy,
resources, science and technology, human resources, and
other aspects of a certain region. Local governments are the
main force in implementing the sustainable development
strategy. For example, in 1990, the United Nations Orga-
nization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) launched a project to study ecological environment
indicators and adopted the PSR system, which mainly
represents the pressure caused by human activities on the
ecological environment [13–15]. (e United States Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, Washington Development
and Research Office, and other units jointly conducted a
comprehensive evaluation of the ecological health of Atlanta
in the United States. (ey selected 32 indicators as the
evaluation index system, including population per unit area,
rate of population change, human utilization Index, road
density index, annual deposition of nitrogen in a certain
period of time, annual deposition of sulfur in a certain
period of time, annual rate of change of ozone in a certain
period of time, and the ratio of elements such as rivers and
forests in urban areas [16–18].

(e implementation of urban community planning and
design in China inevitably requires saving resources and
harmonious coexistence with nature, and the construction of
ecological civilization is its due meaning. (e basis for
strengthening the construction of ecological civilization is to
systematically understand the evaluation system and risk
warning of ecological civilization construction. Only by
establishing the evaluation system of ecological civilization
construction as soon as possible can it play a due role in the
management department’s formulation of corresponding
supervision strategies, the establishment of its key moni-
toring areas, the improvement of its ecological supervision
efficiency, and the prevention of ecological risks. (is article
is based on ecological theory and sustainable development

theory. (is study takes a city in western China as an ex-
ample and uses the analytic hierarchy process to establish an
urban ecological environment quality evaluation index
system to provide guidance for the analysis and evaluation of
urban ecological environment quality.

(e evaluation of urban ecological environment quality
needs to be considered from both qualitative and quanti-
tative aspects, analyze the factors affecting the urban eco-
logical environment, understand the relationship between
urban ecological environment quality and urban economic
development and social stability, and comprehensively
consider various factors in the evaluation of urban ecological
environment construction, so as to better complete the
evaluation and analysis of urban ecological environment
quality.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. AHP Model. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a
systematic method that takes a complex multiobjective
decision-making problem as a system, decomposes the
objective into multiple objectives or criteria, and then de-
composes it into several levels of multiple indicators (or
criteria and constraints), and calculates the single ranking
(weight) and total ranking of the levels through the quali-
tative index fuzzy quantification method, so as to be the
objective (multiobjective) and multischeme optimization
decision-making. (e basic principle of the analytic hier-
archy process is to divide the basic elements of the scheme
into layers and evaluate each layer separately. Each layer
needs to make a judgment and comparison on the basis of
the upper layer to finally form good calculation elements so
that relevant weights and evaluation criteria can form the
best evaluation scheme, and the derivation of the best
scheme is carried out by means of weighted average.

(e target layer is the comprehensive index of the
ecological environment quality of the city. (e subtarget
layer includes social, economic, and natural indicators. (e
criterion layer includes population factors, social security,
resource allocation, pollution control, industrial structure,
economic income, air quality, acoustic environment quality,
water environment quality, and biological environment
quality [19]. Indicators include natural population growth
rate, urbanization level, number of hospital beds per 10,000
people, education investment as a percentage of GDP, per
capita housing area, urban population registered unem-
ployment rate, industrial wastewater discharge compliance
rate, the comprehensive utilization rate of industrial solid
waste, harmless treatment rate of domestic waste, the pro-
portion of tertiary industry in GDP, GDP growth rate,
annual disposable income per capita, GDP per capita, urban-
rural income ratio, smoke and dust control area coverage,
urban air pollution index API, the average value of the
environmental noise equivalent sound level in the urban
area, the compliance rate of urban drinking water source
water quality, the urban green coverage rate, and the urban
per capita public green area. (e analytic hierarchy process
model is shown in Table 1.
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2.2. Analytic Hierarchy Process Calculation. (e judgment
matrix between the target layer and the subtarget layer is
shown in Table 2.

(e judgment matrix between the subtarget layer and the
criterion layer is shown in Table 3–5.

(e weight of the index system is shown in Table 6.

2.3. Comprehensive Evaluation Calculation. (is article
shows the relevant data of a city in western China from 2013
to 2018. (e analytic hierarchy process is used to calculate
the weight of each indicator, and on this basis, the corre-
sponding indicator values of each level in the city’s urban
ecological environment quality evaluation indicator system
are calculated. Finally, the indicator value of the target layer
is calculated, which is the final evaluation of the compre-
hensive index of urban ecological environment quality in
this city.

2.3.1. Calculation of the Evaluation Index at the Index Level.

When the index value is as large as possible, Di �
Zi

Si
,

When the index value is as small as possible, Di �
Si

Zi
.

(1)

Here,Di is the evaluation index value of the i-th index, Zi
is the data value of the i-th index, and Si is the standard value
of the i-th index.

2.3.2. Calculation of the Criterion-Level Evaluation Index.
(e criterion-level evaluation index is derived from the
arithmetic average value of the evaluation index of the in-
dex-level indicators contained in the level, and its calculation
formula is as follows:

Ci � 
m

i�1

Di

m
. (2)

Here, Ci is the evaluation index value of the i-th index,m
is the number of index-level indexes included in the criterion
level, andDi is the evaluation index value of the i-th index in
the index level.

2.3.3. Calculation of Subtarget Layer Index. (e evaluation
index of the subobjective level is obtained by multiplying the
evaluation index of the criterion level index contained in it
by their respective weights and summing them. (e cal-
culation formula is as follows:

Bi � 
n

i�1
Ci · Wi. (3)

Table 1: (e analytic hierarchy process model of urban ecological environment quality evaluation.

Target layer Subtarget layer Criterion layer Index layer

Comprehensive index of ecological
environment quality, A

Natural indicators,
B3

Biological environment
quality, C10

Per capita public green area, D20
Urban green coverage rate, D19

Water environmental
quality, C9

Drinking water source water quality
compliance rate, D18

Acoustic environmental
quality, C8

Average value of environmental noise
equivalent sound level, D17

Air quality, C7
Air pollution index, D16

Coverage rate of smoke and dust control area,
D15

Economic
indicators, B2

Economic income, C6
Urban-rural income ratio, D14

GDP per capita, D13
Annual disposable income per capita, D12

Industrial structure, C5
GDP growth rate, D11

(e proportion of tertiary industry in GDP,
D10

Social indicators,
B1

Pollution control, C4

Harmless treatment rate of domestic garbage,
D9

Comprehensive utilization rate of industrial
solid waste, D8

Industrial wastewater discharge compliance
rate, D7

Resource allocation, C3
Registered unemployment rate of urban

population, D6
Housing area per capita, D5

Social security, C2

Education investment as a proportion of
GDP, D4

Number of hospital beds per 10,000 people,
D3

Demographic factors, C1 Urbanization level, D2
Natural population growth rate, D1
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Here, Bi is the evaluation index value of the i-th index, n
is the number of criterion level index items included in the
subobjective layer, Ci is the evaluation index value of the i-th
index of the criterion level, and Wi is the weight of the i-th
index of the criterion level.

2.3.4. Calculation of the Target Layer Index. (e compre-
hensive index of the target layer is based on the indexes of
each layer and is added again according to their respective
weights. (e calculation formula is as follows:

A � 
n

i�1
Bi · Wi, (4)

where A is the comprehensive evaluation index value of the
target layer, n is the number of subtarget layer index items
included in the target layer, Bi is the evaluation index value
of the i-th index of the subtarget layer,Wi is weight of the i-
th index of the subtarget layer.

2.4. Evaluation Basis. (e numerical value of the compre-
hensive index calculated according to the calculation does
not actually have any image significance. It is necessary to
classify and define the comprehensive index of urban eco-
logical environment quality. In the grade standard, the
suitability index is equal to 0.65 as the passing line.(e larger
the value, the higher the suitability grade. It also shows that
the quality of the urban ecological environment is better, and
the sustainable development is stronger. Conversely, the
smaller the value, the lower the suitability level, and it also
indicates that the quality of the urban ecological environ-
ment is worse, and the sustainable development is weaker
(Table 7).

3. Result

3.1. Analysis of Comprehensive Index of Ecological Environ-
ment Quality. From 2013 to 2018, the comprehensive ca-
pacity of the city’s ecological environment quality generally
showed a steady increase. Except for the summer floods and

Table 2: Judgment matrix between the target layer and the subtarget layer.

Comprehensive index of ecological environment quality, A Social indicators, B1 Economic indicators, B2 Natural index, B3
Social indicators, B1 1 1 1/3
Economic indicators, B2 1 1 1/3
Natural index, B3 3 3 1
CI: RI< 0.1, with satisfactory consistency.

Table 3: Judgment matrix of three indicators of a social environment.

Social environmental indicators, B1 Demographic factors, C1 Social security, C2 Resource allocation, C3 Pollution control, C4
Demographic factors, C1 1 1/5 1/3 1/5
Social security, C2 5 1 1 1/3
Resource allocation, C3 3 1 1 1/3
Pollution control, C4 5 3 3 1
CI: RI< 0.1, with satisfactory consistency.

Table 4: Judgment matrix of two indicators of the economic environment.

Economic and environmental indicators, B2 Industrial structure, C5 Economic income, C6
Industrial structure, C5 1 1
Economic income, C6 1 1
CI: RI< 0.1, with satisfactory consistency.

Table 5: Judgment matrix of two indicators of the natural environment.

Natural indicators, B3 Air quality,
C7

Acoustic environmental
quality, C8

Water environmental
quality, C9

Biological environment
quality, C10

Air quality, C7 1 3 1/7 1/5
Acoustic environmental
quality, C8 1/3 1 1/9 1/7

Water environmental quality,
C9 7 9 1 1/3

Biological environment
quality, C10 5 7 3 1

CI: RI< 0.1, with satisfactory consistency.
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mudslides in 2014, social indicators, economic indicators,
and natural indicators all fluctuate to varying degrees, as
shown in Figure 1. From the perspective of the compre-
hensive index of ecological environment quality, it has
developed from 0.337 in 2013 to 0.412 in 2018. (e overall
level is still low, but the development speed is relatively
stable. From the perspective of the index classification, the
urban ecological environment has been upgraded from level
4 in 2013 to level 3 in 2018. Most of the indicators have
developed to a certain extent, indicating that the city’s
ecological environmental quality is gradually improving.

In the overall environmental development of the city, the
overall development of the social environment is relatively
stable. (e population growth has been effectively con-
trolled, various social infrastructure construction has been
gradually improved, the unemployment rate has been
drastically reduced, and pollution control has achieved
certain results. (e overall economic environment is de-
veloping slowly. Due to summer floods and mudslides in
2014, the city actively promoted economic system reforms
and industrial restructuring which greatly improved people’s

living standards. (e natural environment has developed
relatively rapidly. Due to the impact of natural disasters, the
natural ecological environment has been severely damaged.
However, with the active advancement of postdisaster re-
construction work, the ecological restoration of the natural
environment has developed rapidly, especially in the
greening construction.

3.2. Analysis of the Comprehensive Index of Social
Environment. During the period from 2013 to 2018, the
overall social and environmental quality index of the city
showed a steady development trend. (e social and envi-
ronmental infrastructure was continuously improved, and
the living standards of the people continued to improve.
However, the overall development of the social environment
was still slow, as shown in Figure 2.

In 2013 and 2018, the city’s natural population growth
rate remained negative, while the population growth rate in
2018 has risen to 1.2%. (e population has increased year by
year, but the overall growth rate is controlled within a

Table 6: Index system weight.

Subtarget layer Criterion layer Index layer
Indicator Weight Indicator Weight Indicator Weight

Natural indicators,
B3 0.6

Biological environment
quality, C10 0.312 Per capita public green area, D20 0.156

Urban green coverage rate, D19 0.156
Water environmental quality,

C9 0.209 Drinking water source water quality compliance rate,
D18 0.209

Acoustic environmental
quality, C8 0.026 Average value of environmental noise equivalent

sound level, D17 0.026

Air quality, C7 0.053 Air pollution index, D16 0.027
Coverage rate of smoke and dust control area, D15 0.027

Economic indicators,
B2 0.2

Economic income, C6 0.1
Urban-rural income ratio, D14 0.018

GDP per capita, D13 0.037
Annual disposable income per capita, D12 0.045

Industrial structure, C5 0.1 GDP growth rate, D11 0.025
(e proportion of tertiary industry in GDP, D10 0.075

Social indicators, B1 0.2

Pollution control, C4 0.102

Harmless treatment rate of domestic garbage, D9 0.034
Comprehensive utilization rate of industrial solid

waste, D8 0.034

Industrial wastewater discharge compliance rate, D7 0.034

Resource allocation, C3 0.039
Registered unemployment rate of urban population,

D6 0.007

Housing area per capita, D5 0.032

Social security, C2 0.045 Education investment as a proportion of GDP, D4 0.034
Number of hospital beds per 10,000 people, D3 0.011

Demographic factors, C1 0.013 Urbanization level, D2 0.002
Natural population growth rate, D1 0.011

Table 7: Classification of a comprehensive index of urban ecological environment quality.

Level Comprehensive index Comments
1 ≥0.8 Strong sustainable development
2 0.65∼0.8 Medium sustainable development
3 0.35∼0.65 Weak sustainable development
4 0.20∼0.35 Sustainable development is hindered
5 ≤0.2 Sustainable development is severely hindered

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 5
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reasonable range. (e level of urbanization is still lower than
the standard value of 70% in moderately developed coun-
tries. (e population is the main body of the urban eco-
logical environment. Too much denseness will cause
pressure on space and the environment [20].

(e social public infrastructure is continuously devel-
oped and improved, but the overall level still has a certain
gap with the standards of the moderately developed coun-
tries. (e proportion of education investment has increased
relatively, but the overall level is still lower than the cor-
responding standard level [21]. In 2018, the city’s per capita
housing area reached 36.1 square meters, far higher than the
standard value of 16 square meters, and the unemployment
rate dropped from 2.4% in 2013 to 0.27% in 2018.(e quality
of life of the people has improved. In recent years, due to the
needs of urban development, the accelerated development of
industrial industries has caused certain damage to the urban
environment. Environmental protection has received more
and more attention. (e city has increased its pollution
control efforts, vigorously rectified environmental pollution
problems, and implemented corresponding measures for
related enterprises. Corrective measures have been taken
and some results have been achieved [22].

3.3. Analysis of Comprehensive Index of Economic
Environment. From 2013 to 2018, the overall economic and
environmental quality index of the city showed a steady and
slow development trend. In 2014, due to the impact of
natural disasters, the overall economic and environmental
level dropped to the level equivalent to two years ago, as
shown in Figure 3. (e impact of natural disasters on the
environment is measured by the following five indicators: (1)
direct economic losses caused by geological disasters; (2)
investment in geological disaster prevention and control; (3)
direct economic loss caused by forest fire; (4) comprehensive
control rate of forest diseases, pests, and rodents; (5) direct
economic loss caused by environmental pollution and de-
struction. With the progress of postdisaster reconstruction,
the economic environment has gradually recovered and
developed, but the overall level has not improved much.

Due to the impact of natural disasters in 2014, the city’s
economic development was hit hard, the overall level
dropped sharply, the city’s industrial structure was severely
damaged, and the GDP growth rate in the same year showed
negative growth. From the analysis of the major natural
disasters that have occurred to human beings, it shows that
the direct loss of natural disasters does not have a significant
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Figure 1: Change curve of a comprehensive index of ecological environment quality.
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Figure 2: (e change curve of the comprehensive index of social environmental quality.
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impact on the national economy. General natural disasters
have an impact in the short term, and it is difficult to
constitute a fundamental disturbance to the huge capital
market of the whole country. Since then, until 2018, various
economic indicators have gradually recovered, but the de-
velopment speed has remained slow. Per capita GDP
exceeded the standard value for the first time in 2017, and
increased significantly in the subsequent period, reaching
48,518 yuan in 2018. In 2017, the annual per capita dis-
posable income reached the relative standard value re-
quirement and exceeded a certain level in 2018. (e
development trend is good, marking the great improvement
and improvement of the quality of life of the people. (ere is
still a certain gap in the urban-rural income ratio, which is
related to the low degree of urbanization and the excessive
density of the rural population [23].

3.4. Analysis of the Comprehensive Index of Natural
Environment. From 2013 to 2018, the city’s natural envi-
ronmental quality comprehensive index showed an upward
trend year by year, as shown in Figure 4. However, due to the
impact of summer floods and mudslides in 2014, the urban
natural environment was severely damaged, the structure of

the ecosystem was changed, and the function of the eco-
system was greatly affected.

Before the floods and mudslide disasters, the city’s
socio-economic development was stable, and the trend
was good. Financial revenue has increased steadily, the
people’s income has increased rapidly, and the quality of
life has improved rapidly. (e industrial economy has
developed rapidly, the scale of investment in the city has
continued to expand, and the overall level of urban prices
has been relatively stable. After the natural disaster, the
social economy was severely damaged, especially the
secondary industry suffered huge losses. (e total agri-
cultural production decreased, and the main crops were
affected by the dual impact of floods and mudslides.
Large-scale collapses, landslides, and corresponding
formation of mud-rock flows and dammed lakes have
been caused in the mountainous area, and the natural
ecological environment has been severely damaged [24].
Animal habitats, rare animals and plants, native vegeta-
tion, and the living environment of wild animals and
plants have all been severely affected, the structure of the
ecosystem has changed, and the function of the ecosystem
has been damaged.
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Figure 3: (e change curve of the comprehensive index of social environmental quality.
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Figure 4: (e change curve of the comprehensive index of natural environmental quality.
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3.5. Urban Development Suggestions. It is necessary to
promote urban ecological environment protection through
scientific and technological innovation, and vigorously re-
search, develop and promote key applicable technologies for
urban environmental protection in the main urban areas.
We should fully publicize environmental awareness to the
public, give full play to the role of news media and social
organizations, strengthen public publicity through various
media, and popularize relevant policies and regulations on
ecological and environmental protection. And, let the
masses imperceptibly contact and accept the correct envi-
ronmental protection awareness and concepts in their daily
life and consciously participate in the actual actions of
environmental protection.

4. Conclusion

Cities are gradually developed on the basis of adapting and
transforming the natural environment. In a certain urban
area, human activities, natural environment, and other
factors and their mutual influence constitute the urban
ecological environment. (erefore, the evaluation of urban
ecological environment quality is of great significance to the
analysis of urban development.

(1) (is paper chooses to use the analytic hierarchy
process to determine the index weights. After cal-
culation, the comprehensive index of the ecological
environment quality of a city in western China has
developed from 0.337 in 2013 to 0.412 in 2018, in-
dicating that the urban ecological environment of
this city has changed from 2013 to 2018. (e current
ecological environment quality of the city is average,
and the economy, society, and environment are not
yet in harmony. From the perspective of index
classification, the ecological environment of the city
has been upgraded from the level 4 standard in 2013
to the level 3 standard in 2018.(e overall level is still
low, but the urban ecological environment is grad-
ually improving, maintaining a certain degree of
sustainability.

(2) During the period from 2013 to 2018, the compre-
hensive capacity of the ecological environment of a
city in western China generally showed a steady
increase, except for the impact of floods and mud-
slides in 2014. (e overall level of the comprehensive
index of ecological environment quality is still low,
but the development speed is relatively stable. (e
overall development of the social environment is
relatively stable, the overall economic environment
develops slowly, and the natural environment de-
velops relatively rapidly. Although affected by the
natural disasters in 2014, due to the active ad-
vancement of postdisaster reconstruction, the eco-
logical restoration of the natural environment has
developed rapidly, and the urban environment has
been improved. [25, 26].
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�is work was to explore the application value of gastrointestinal tumor markers based on gene feature selection model of
principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm and multicolor quantum dots (QDs) immunobiosensor in the detection of
gastrointestinal tumors. Based on the PCA method, the neighborhood rough set algorithm was introduced to improve it, and the
tumor gene feature selection model (OPCA) was established to analyze its classi�cation accuracy and accuracy. Four kinds of
coupled biosensors were fabricated based on QDs, namely, 525 nm Cd Se/Zn S QDs-carbohydrate antigen 125 (QDs525-CA125
McAb), 605 nm Cd Se/Zn S QDs-cancer antigen 19-9 (QDs605-CA19-9 McAb), 645 nm Cd Se/Zn S QDs-anticancer embryonic
antigen (QDs 645-CEA McAb), and 565 nm Cd Se/Zn S QDs-anti-alpha-fetoprotein (QDs565-AFP McAb). �e quantum dot-
antibody conjugates were identi�ed and quanti�ed by �uorescence spectroscopy and ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy. �e
results showed that the classi�cation precision of OPCAmodel in colon tumor and gastric cancer datasets was 99.52% and 99.03%,
respectively, and the classi�cation accuracy was 94.86% and 94.2%, respectively, which were signi�cantly higher than those of
other algorithms. �e �uorescence values of AFP McAb, CEA McAb, CA19-9 McAb, and CA125 McAb reached the maximum
when the conjugation concentrations were 25 µg/mL, 20 µg/mL, 30 µg/mL, and 30 µg/m, respectively. �e highest recovery rate of
AFP was 98.51%, and its �uorescence intensity was 35.78± 2.99, which was signi�cantly higher than that of other antigens
(P< 0.001). In summary, the OPCA model based on PCA algorithm can obtain fewer feature gene sets and improve the accuracy
of sample classi�cation. Intelligent immunobiosensors based on machine learning algorithms and QDs have potential application
value in gastrointestinal gene feature selection and tumor marker detection, which provides a new idea for clinical diagnosis of
gastrointestinal tumors.

1. Introduction

Tumors are caused by abnormal tissue growth caused by
genetic mutations and other factors, and malignant tumors
are often referred to as cancers. �ey invade and destroy
surrounding tissue, can lead to metastasis and abnormal
growth, and, if left untreated, can pose a huge threat to
human health. �e accurate and reliable classi�cation of
tumors is the key to the successful diagnosis and treatment
of cancer [1]. In recent years, with the successful application
of feature selection in bioinformatics, especially in the face of

many high-dimensional data classi�cation tasks, it has
shown ideal performance [2, 3]. However, due to the
complexity and variability of gene expression pro�le datasets
and “dimension disaster” and other problems, tumor
characteristic gene selection algorithms generally have
shortcomings such as high computational complexity and
low classi�cation accuracy [4]. Principal component analysis
(PCA) is an optimal orthogonal transformation based on the
statistical properties of the target. It is the best transfor-
mation because it has important good properties. �e new
components generated after the transformation are
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orthogonal or irrelevant, and some new components rep-
resent the minimum mean square error of the original
vector. After transformation, the vector becomes more
determinate, and the energy is more concentrated, which
makes it very important in feature extraction and data
compression. Some studies have pointed out that PCA
simply reduces the spatial dimension in the process of
feature gene selection without considering the correlation
between features and categories, which is a blind feature
selection method [5] and therefore needs to be further
optimized.

Gastrointestinal tumors mainly include esophageal
cancer, gastric cancer, and colorectal cancer and are one of
the common malignant tumors in humans. 'e global in-
cidence of gastrointestinal tumors accounts for approxi-
mately 20% of all tumors [6], of which 35% of patients with
malignant tumors die because of intestinal tumors, and the
prognosis is poor [7]. In China, the proportion of patients
who died of gastrointestinal tumors ranks among the top five
in malignant tumors [8]. At present, the diagnosis of gas-
trointestinal tumors mainly uses imaging methods such as
endoscopy, air-barium double contrast, computed tomog-
raphy (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 'e
pathological diagnosis result is used as the gold standard, but
there are certain limitations in the diagnosis of early latent
cancer under imaging and pathology [9]. With the con-
tinuous research of molecular biology and tumor molecular
mechanisms in recent years, tumor marker detection has
been used as an effective means of gastrointestinal cancer
diagnosis because of its low cost, noninvasiveness, and
simple operation [10]. Tumor marker detection can effec-
tively identify benign and malignant diseases and tumor
staging and can also detect tumor recurrence and metastasis
[11].

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is a protein complex
rich in polysaccharides. Current research results have found
that, under normal circumstances, CEA in the body can be
metabolized through the gastrointestinal tract. Once a
gastrointestinal tumor occurs, CEA metabolism in the body
will be abnormal, which will lead to a significant increase in
the CEA content in the body [12]. At present, CEA has been
used as a tumor marker for a variety of cancers, such as
colorectal cancer, gastric cancer, lung cancer, and breast
cancer, and it plays an important role in early tumor
screening. Carbohydrate antigen 125 (CA125) is a group of
high-molecular-weight glycoproteins mainly found in the
epithelial cells of the digestive tract, the endothelium of the
pleural oviduct, and the endocervical lining [13]. At present,
CA125 is mainly used in the diagnosis and screening of
ovarian cancer. In recent years, a large number of research
results have pointed out that the levels of CA125 in cancer
patients, such as those with gastric cancer, colorectal cancer,
and breast cancer, have increased to varying degrees [14].
Cancer antigen 19-9 (CA19-9) is a monosialic acid gan-
glioside. A large number of studies have shown that the
levels of CA19-9 in patients with adenocarcinoma, gastric
cancer, and colorectal cancer are significantly increased [15].
At present, CA19-9 is mainly used clinically in the auxiliary
diagnosis and early screening of pancreatic cancer. Alpha-

fetoprotein (AFP) is a glycoprotein whose content is ex-
tremely low in normal bodies, but its content is significantly
higher in cancerous cells. It is currently mainly used in the
auxiliary diagnosis of liver cancer. Studies have pointed out
that the levels of AFP in the serum of cancer patients, such as
gastric cancer, lung cancer, and colorectal cancer patients,
are also significantly increased [16]. Positive rates of tumor
markers CEA, CA125, CA19-9, and AFP in gastrointestinal
tumors have been reported. Studies have pointed out that the
positive rate of CEA in gastrointestinal cancer serum is
approximately 40% [17], the detection rate of CA125
is approximately 15% [18], the positive rate of CA19-9 is
approximately 40% [19], and the positive rate of AFP is
approximately 10% [20]. 'e detection rates of different
tumor markers are different, and the sensitivity and speci-
ficity of a single tumor marker are not high. 'erefore, the
combined determination of multiple markers should be used
to increase the detection rate of tumors.

At present, the clinical detection methods of tumor
markers mainly include ELISA, chemiluminescence im-
munoassays, biochip methods, and microarray methods
[21]. However, these detection methods are costly, time-
consuming, and labor-intensive. Lateral flow immunoassay
(LFIA) is a biosensor made from materials such as cellulose
or nitrocellulose. Because of its good stability, high detection
sensitivity, and fast detection speed, it is widely used in many
fields, such as food safety, water quality detection, and
medical diagnosis [22, 23]. Quantum dots (Ds) are semi-
conductor nanoparticles with a particle size between 1 and
10 nm [24]. QDs have good biocompatibility and lumi-
nescence properties and are widely used in the detection of
microorganisms, proteins, and nucleic acids [25]. Re-
searchers have used QDs in immunochromatographic
techniques and applied them in drug, environmental, food,
and medical testing, and they found that the sensitivity of
QDs to be tested is significantly improved [26]. Multiple
QDs can be excited at the same time, and the emission
spectra do not easily overlap [27], which lays a theoretical
foundation for the combined determination of multiple
markers.

In summary, PCA algorithm has significant advantages
in the process of data feature extraction, but it still has
limitations in gene feature extraction, which needs to be
further optimized. 'erefore, based on PCA calculation, the
gene feature selection model was established by optimizing
it, and the classification accuracy and accuracy of OPCA
model based on PCA algorithm in gene feature selection
were discussed, so as to provide reference for gene feature
selection method selection. In addition, the combined de-
tection of multiple markers is of great significance for tumor
monitoring, and QDs have the advantage of being harnessed
in immunochromatography. In this study, based on the
needs of tumor detection and the advantages of QDs, a
multicolor QD-labeled biofilm sensor was developed to
realize the quantitative detection of multiple tumor markers
and was applied to the detection of GITMs to explore the
application value of QD-based multicolor biosensing films
in the detection of GITMs and provide a new diagnostic
method for the monitoring of gastrointestinal tumors.
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2. Experimental Details

2.1. Establishment of a Tumor Gene Feature Selection Model
Based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). A1, A2, . . .,
Ap are set as p-dimensional random variables, and the
covariance matrix is expressed as follows:

 � σij 
pxp

� E (A − E(X))(A − E(X))
T

 . (1)

A new variable B can be obtained by orthogonal
transformation of variable A, and its expression is as follows:

Yp � l
T
pA � lp1A1 + lp2A2 + · · · + lppAp. (2)

'e principal component analysis covariance matrix is
expressed as follows:

Cov Yi, Yj  � Cov l
T
i A, l

T
j A  � l

T
i A

l
j, j � 1, 2, · · · , p, (3)

where li represents P constant vectors, i � 1, 2, · · · , p.
'e PCA feature selection method has the disadvantage

of weak gene discrimination ability in the process of feature
gene selection, and its gene microarray contains many re-
dundancies. To overcome the above shortcomings, a
neighborhood rough set algorithm was introduced to op-
timize it, and a tumor gene feature selection model was
established, which was named OPCA.

A neighborhood rough set is an iterative process in
neighborhood calculation with high computational time
complexity [28]. It is assumed that a gene dataset contains Z
samples andm genes, and the reduction time consumption is
P. To reduce the iterative operation, the OPCA model used
principal component analysis dimensionality reduction to
construct the low-dimensional feature space and then used a
multineighborhood rough algorithm to screen out the better
feature gene set. For a given n-dimensional feature space Q,
its output covariance matrix H is expressed as shown in (3),
and M represents the sample size of the input space.

H �
1

M
∙ 

M

k�1
xkx

T
k . (4)

If D is the N-order matrix and β is a real number, then
there is the following equation:

DX � βX, (5)

where β is called the eigenvalue ofD and X is the eigenvector
of D.

For a given gene dataset G, the radius parameter and the
lower limit parameter of its attribute domain were calcu-
lated. 'e PCA algorithm was used to calculate the con-
tribution rate of the gene dataset, and the gene dataset with a
contribution rate greater than 1% was selected to initialize
the reduced dataset and calculate the attribute domain value.
'e feature set was used to represent the gene attribute
column in the gene dataset whose contribution rate was
more than 1%.'en, the positive domain of the attribute and
its importance degree were calculated, the positive domain
set of the attribute was obtained, and the importance degree
was judged to be greater than the lower limit parameter.

According to the judgment result, the better characteristic
gene set was finally output. 'e characteristic gene selection
process of OPCA based on PCA is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Validation of the Tumor Gene Feature Selection Model
Based on PCA. Colon tumor (https://featureselection.asu.
edu/datasets.php) and gastric cancer microarray dataset
GSE54129 were selected to verify the OPCA gene feature
selection model. 'ere were 2,000 colon tumor dataset
features. 'e positive and negative sample sizes were 22 and
40, respectively, and the gastric cancer microarray dataset
GSE54129 contained 3894 features and 21 normal and 111
abnormal sample sizes, respectively. 'e experimental en-
vironment was CPU: AMD AthlonTM II X4 645 processor;
memory: 4 G; system: Windows 7; experimental software:
MATLAB-R2010A and Weka-3.9.0. 'e OPCA model
neighborhood parameters ranged from 0 to 2, and the
importance lower limit was 0.01. 'e number of charac-
teristic genes in both the colon tumor and gastric cancer
datasets was 6, and the thresholds were 0.77 and 0.19, re-
spectively. Under the same conditions, the number of
characteristic genes in the OPCA gene feature selection
algorithm established in this study was compared with the
improved genetic algorithm (IGA) [29], PCA [30], and
neighborhood rough set (NRS) [2]. 'e classification pre-
cision and classification accuracy were compared and
analyzed.

2.3. Selection of Multicolor QDs. After chemical modifica-
tion, water-soluble QDs can be covalently combined with
antibodies (Ab) to form stable QD-Ab conjugates. One
microliter of 525 nm, 545 nm, 565 nm, 585 nm, 605 nm,
625 nm, and 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs (Ocean Nanotech,
USA) was dropped onto a nitrocellulose (NC) membrane.
After drying, the emission spectrum was measured at
365 nm using a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan).

2.4. Preparation of QD-Ab Antibody Conjugate. After 35 μL
of 525 nm, 565 nm, 605 nm, and 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs
with a concentration of 8mol/L was added to different
centrifuge tubes, certain amounts of 1-(3-dimethylamino-
propyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride 1-(3-(ethyl-
iminomethylideneamino)-N, N-dimethylpropan-1-amine,
hydrochloride, EDC) (American Sigma-Aldrich company)
and N-hydroxysulfosuccinyl Imine (N-Hydrox-
ysulfosuccinimide, NHS) were added to mix well. Phosphate
buffer with a concentration of 0.01mol/L was added to make
the final concentrations of EDC and NHS in solutions of
0.4mg/mL and 0.2mg/mL, respectively, and shaken for
30min at room temperature for activation. AFP McAb was
added to the activated 565 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs, CEA McAb
was added to the activated 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs, and the
reaction was carried out at room temperature for 2 hours.
After adding 500 μL of 0.5% bull serum albumin (BSA) to
react at room temperature for 1 hour, the mixture was
centrifuged at 12,000 rpm/min for 30 minutes to collect the
precipitate, which was washed with 0.01M phosphate buffer
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3 times. 'e pellet was resuspended in 0.01M phosphate
buffer containing 1% BSA, 0.01% NaN3, and 0.02% Tween-
20 to obtain the QD-Ab antibody conjugate. 'e specific
preparation process of the QD-Ab antibody conjugate is
shown in Figure 2.

2.5. Exploration and Identification of Optimal Preparation
Conditions for QD-Ab Antibody Conjugates. After activa-
tion, 10 μL each of 565 nm and 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs was
added to a certain amount of phosphate buffer to adjust the
pH to 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.4, 8.0, 8.5, and 9.0. 'en, 20 μL
of AFP McAb and CEA McAb at a concentration of 2mg/
mL was added under different pH systems to react for 2 h at
room temperature. 'e fluorescence intensity of the QD-Ab
antibody conjugate prepared under different pH conditions
was measured by a fluorescence spectrophotometer.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of characteristic gene selection based on OPCA.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the preparation of the QD-Ab antibody
conjugate.
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After activation, 10 μL of 565 nm and 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS
QDs was taken and added to 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 g
of AFP McAb and CEA McAb to adjust the pH of the re-
action system to the optimal conditions and then react for 2
hours at room temperature. A fluorescence spectropho-
tometer was adopted to detect the fluorescence spectrum of
each system.

After activation, 565 nm and 645 nm Cd Se/ZnS QDs
were mixed with the optimal amounts of AFP McAb and
CEA McAb, respectively. At the optimal pH, the solution
was allowed to react at room temperature for 30min, 60min,
90min, 120min, 150min, and 180min. 'e reaction
products were collected in a fluorescence spectrophotometer
to detect the fluorescence intensity of the QD-Ab antibody
conjugate under different reaction times.

Fluorescence spectroscopy and UV absorption spec-
troscopy were used to analyze the changes in light ab-
sorption before and after the coupling of Cd Se/ZnS QDs to
identify whether the QD-Ab antibody conjugate was suc-
cessfully prepared.

2.6. Preparation of QDBiosensors. 'e glass fiber membrane
was used as the binding pad, cut into a size of
0.4 cm× 0.7 cm, and immersed in 0.01M phosphate buffer
containing 2% BSA, 1% sucrose, and 0.1% Tween-20 (pH
7.4). After it was dried at 37°C, 10 μL QDs-Ab-AFP McAb
coupling objects, QDs-Ab-CEA McAb coupling objects,
QDs-Ab-CA125 McAb coupling objects, and QDs-Ab-
CA19-9 McAb coupling objects were added dropwise and
dried at 37°C in vacuum. 'e NC membrane was cut into a
size of 0.4 cm× 2.4 cm, and the AFP McAb was diluted with
0.01M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1% sucrose to a
final concentration of 1mg/mL. 'e 2 μL/cm was deter-
mined as the T band, and 0.5mg/mL goat anti-mouse IgG
was used as band C and dried at 4°C for use. 'e sample pad,
bonding pad, NC membrane, and absorbent board were
laminated in sequence and pasted onto a polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) base plate. After drying at 4°C, four different
quantum dot biosensors were obtained.

2.7. Quantitative Detection and Verification of the QD
Biosensor. AFP and CEA were diluted with 0.01M phos-
phate buffered saline (PBS) (pH� 7.4) to 0.25, 0.5, 1, 5, 10,
40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 ng/mL, respectively. 'e prepared
QD biosensor was used to detect the fluorescence values of
AFP and CEA and plotted as a curve. At the same time, the
fluorescence of the QD biosensor at different concentrations
was observed under a microscope in the dark.

AFP was diluted with 0.01M PBS (pH� 7.4) to final
concentrations of 70 ng/mL, 30 ng/mL, and 3 ng/mL. After
80 μL of diluted AFP, the prepared QD biosensor was
adopted to detect the fluorescence value, and the recovery
rate of sample detection was calculated according to the
standard curve.

Based on the methods introduced by Shariatifar et al.
[31], cross-reaction experiments were performed with BSA,
CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP to evaluate whether the test

results between AFP and BSA, CA125, CA-19-9, and CEA
could affect each other.

2.8. QDs Biosensor to Detect CEA, CA125, CA19-9, and AFP.
For simultaneous detection of multiple tumor markers,
QDs-Ab-CEA McAb, QDs-Ab-CA125 McAb, QDs-Ab-
CA19-9McAb, and QDs-Ab-AFPMcAb should be prepared
according to the abovementioned QDs-Ab antibody con-
jugates. 'en, the corresponding antibody was added during
the coating process of the detection tape and the quality
control tape. For other operation steps, refer to the above
steps.

2.9. Statistical Methods. 'e test data were processed using
SPSS 19.0 statistical software, and the data were analyzed by
one-way analysis of variance. 'e measurement data were
expressed as the mean± standard deviation (x ± s), and the
count data were expressed as a percentage (%), using the χ2
test. P< 0.05 indicated that the difference was statistically
significant.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Comparison of Tumor Gene Feature Selection Results with
Different Gene Selection Algorithms. Under the same con-
ditions, the number of feature genes, classification pre-
cision, and classification accuracy of the OPCA gene
feature selection algorithm were compared with those of
the IGA algorithm, PCA algorithm, and neighborhood
rough set (NRS) algorithm. In Figure 3, the number of
selected characteristic genes by the OPCA gene feature
selection algorithm in both the colon tumor and gastric
carcinoma datasets was 6, which was significantly lower
than that of the other algorithms. 'e classification pre-
cision of OPCA in the colon tumor and gastric carcinoma
datasets was 99.52% and 99.03%, and the classification
accuracy was 94.86% and 94.2%, respectively. 'e OPCA
gene feature selection algorithm selected the fewest feature
genes, and its classification precision and accuracy were
higher than those of the current algorithm. 'erefore, the
dataset of the original gene expression profile contained
much redundant information. In the process of feature
gene selection, the OPCA gene feature selection algorithm
effectively removed redundant noise, improved the clas-
sification ability of the feature gene subset, and extracted
fewer feature gene subsets. 'e reason was that PCA re-
duced the dimension of the feature space and the com-
plexity of the neighborhood calculation. Meanwhile, the
multineighborhood rough set algorithm calculated the
neighborhood values of each gene through Euclidean
distance, constructed neighborhood sets to calculate the
approximation, and extracted the subset of feature genes
based on heuristic search. 'e performance of gene feature
extraction was improved by combining the two algo-
rithms. 'e results showed that the OPCA gene feature
selection algorithm was feasible and effective in the process
of tumor gene feature extraction.
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3.2. e Fluorescence Spectrum Detection Results of QDs.
Water-soluble QDs have univariate excitation, and multiple
emission characteristics are the basis for the analysis of
multiple markers [32]. 'e selection principle of multicolor
QDs is that the emission spectra of multiple QDs cannot
overlap [33]. Spectral analysis of QDs in the range of
525∼645 nm (Figure 4) showed that there was obvious
spectral overlap between QDs in the adjacent wavelength
range. 'erefore, wavelengths with a wavelength interval of
40 nm were selected for the experiment in this study; that is,
525 nm, 565 nm, 605 nm, and 645 nm QDs were selected as
fluorescent materials for subsequent experiments. After
excitation by 365 nm excitation light, nonoverlapping
525 nm, 565 nm, 605 nm, and 645 nm QDs were obtained,
indicating that four tumor markers can be quantitatively
detected simultaneously, which improved detection effi-
ciency and reduced detection costs.

3.3. Coupling Conditions Analysis of QDs and Antibody.
When QDs are adopted to label antibodies, the optimal
conditions of the reaction systemmust be analyzed to ensure
the effective activity of the antibodies [34]. 'e fluorescence
intensity of QDs and antibody coupling were analyzed under
different pH conditions (Figure 5). As the pH value in-
creased, the fluorescence intensity of QDs coupled with
antibodies first increased and then decreased, and the op-
timal pH values for coupling of different QDs with anti-
bodies had certain differences. 'e optimal coupling pH of
AFP McAb was 7.5, the optimal coupling pH values of CEA
McAb and CA19-9 McAb were both 7.0, and the optimal
coupling pH of CA125 McAb was 6.5.

'e influence of different antibody concentrations on the
fluorescence intensity of the conjugate was analyzed, and the
results are illustrated in Figure 6. As the antibody con-
centration in the reaction system increased, the fluorescence
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intensity of the conjugate first increased and then stabilized.
'e fluorescence values of AFP McAb, CEA McAb, CA19-9
McAb, and CA125 McAb reached maximum values when
the coupling concentrations were 25 μg/mL, 20 μg/mL,
30 μg/mL, and 30 μg/mL, respectively. Even if the antibody
concentration is increased beyond the maximum value, the
fluorescence value of the conjugate will no longer increase.
'e amount of antibody added has a significant impact on
the performance of the conjugate and the entire biosensor
[35]. If the amount of antibody in the reaction system is
insufficient, it will cause a large number of unreacted sites in
the conjugate, and nonspecific binding is likely to occur

during the sample detection process, which will eventually
lead to a false positive test result. If the amount of antibody
in the reaction system is too high, the remaining antibodies
that are not bound by the conjugate will reduce the sensi-
tivity of sample detection when testing the sample [36].

'e fluorescence intensity of the coupling substance was
detected under different reaction times, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. Different antibodies reacted with the coupling sub-
stance, and the fluorescence intensity of the antibody
coupling substance first increased and then stabilized as the
reaction time increased. When the reaction time of AFP
McAb and CEA McAb was 90min, the fluorescence
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Figure 4: Emission spectra of QDs at different wavelengths.
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intensity reached the maximum, and when the reaction time
of CA19-9 McAb and CA125 McAb was 120min, the
fluorescence intensity reached the maximum.'emaximum
fluorescence intensity indicates that the reaction has reached
saturation at this time. 'e reaction time has a significant
effect on the reaction of the antibody conjugate. If the re-
action time is too short, the reaction between QDs and the
antibody conjugate will be insufficient, resulting in false
positive results [37]; if the reaction time is too long, the
coupling efficiency will decrease.

3.4. Identification of QD-Antibody Conjugates. 'e suc-
cessful combination of QDs and antibody conjugates plays
an important role in the performance of QD biosensing

membranes [38]. 'e fluorescence spectra of different
antibody conjugates were analyzed before and after
coupling with QDs, and the results are given in Figure 8.
'e fluorescence intensities of QDs525-CA125, QDs605-
CA19-9, QDs645-CEA, and QDs565-AFP after binding
antibodies were more enhanced than those of unconju-
gated QDs. It may be that the surface defect of QDs is
modified after the antibody conjugate is combined with
QDs, which increases the prefluorescence intensity of the
QD conjugate. Moreover, there is no fluorescence peak
shift after the QDs at different wavelengths are combined
with the antibody conjugate [39], indicating that the QDs
only bind to the antibody conjugate during the coupling
process, and there is no polymerization reaction between
the QDs.
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Figure 6: 'e effect of antibody concentration on the fluorescence intensity of the coupling reaction system.
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Figure 9 shows the UV absorption spectra of different
antibody conjugates before and after coupling with QDs.'e
UV absorption values of QDs525-CA125, QDs605-CA19-9,
QDs645-CEA, and QDs565-AFP after binding to the anti-
body were all higher than those of unconjugated QDs, and
the maximum absorption wavelength did not shift, indi-
cating that the antibody conjugate and QDs were combined
successfully.

3.5. Analysis of AFP Quantitative Detection Results.
Under the optimal reaction conditions, the method
established in this study was used to detect different
concentrations of AFP standards. During the detection of
AFP standards, the fluorescence intensity in the

fluorescence image increased with increasing AFP con-
centration (Figure 10). 'e QD biosensing membrane was
placed in a fluorescence reader to detect the fluorescence
value of the T-band and C-band, and the AFP standard
curve for multicolor QD biosensor detection was analyzed
(Figure 11). With increasing AFP concentration, the T/C
value of the QD biosensing film increased. 'e linear fitting
equation of the T/C value and AFP concentration was
y � 0.448x− 6.1923 (R2 � 0.9335), showing a good linear
relationship.

Biosensors used in clinical applications need to have
repeatable and reliable test results [40]. 'e actual con-
centration of AFP, multicolor QD biosensor detection
concentration, and recovery rate were further analyzed, as
illustrated in Figure 10.'e actual concentration of AFP was
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Figure 8: Fluorescence spectrum of QDs. (a) Fluorescence spectra of QDs525 and antibody conjugate before and after reaction;
(b) fluorescence spectra of QDs565 and antibody conjugate before and after reaction; (c) fluorescence spectra of QDs605-CA19-9 and antibody
conjugate before and after reaction; (d) fluorescence spectra before and after the reaction between QDs645-CEA and antibody conjugate.
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not much different from the concentration of AFP detected
by the multicolor QD biosensor. 'e recovery rate of AFP
was up to 98.51%. 'e closer the sample recovery rate is to
100% and the closer the detection concentration is to the
actual concentration, the higher the reliability of the bio-
sensor is [41], indicating that the multicolor QD biosensor
has higher repeatability and reliability.

To verify the specificity of the immunemethod of the QD
biosensor for AFP detection, the QD biosensor was adopted
to detect and analyze BSA, CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP
nonspecific antigens (Figure 12(b)). 'e fluorescence in-
tensity of AFP was 35.78± 2.99, which was significantly
higher than those of the other antigens (P< 0.001). Without
labeled AFP, even if the concentration of nonspecific antigen
is high, a strong fluorescence value cannot be detected. 'is
shows that when there is no labeled antigen, nonspecific

antigens will not have an immune response, indicating that
this method has significant specificity for detecting AFP.

3.6. e Results of Quantitative Detection of GITM Using the
Multicolor QD Biosensor. Cross-reactivity is the main pa-
rameter for the specific evaluation of immunoassay methods
[42]. For the detection of multiple tumor markers, it is
necessary to analyze whether there is a cross-reaction be-
tweenmultiple tumormarkers and the biosensor in the same
space [33]. In this study, the results of quantitative detection
of GITMs using a multicolor QD biosensor were analyzed,
and the results are shown in Figure 13. Four independent
proteins CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP were added to the
multicolor QD biosensor, and the multicolor QD biosensor
diluent was used as a blank control. 'en, the detection of
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Figure 9: UV absorption spectrum of QDs. (a) UV absorption spectrum before and after the reaction of QDs525 with antibody conjugate;
(b) UV absorption spectrum before and after reaction of QDs565 with antibody conjugate; (c) UV absorption spectrum before and after
reaction of QDs605-CA19-9 with antibody conjugate; (d) UV absorption spectra before and after the reaction between QDs645-CEA and
the antibody conjugate.
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Figure 10: AFP fluorescence image detected by QDs sensor.
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Figure 12: Analysis of AFP standard test results. (a) Recovery test result of AFP standard product; (b) detection specificity of AFP.
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the four tumor markers showed good specificity, and there
was no interference between them.

'e results of single index detection and simultaneous
multi-indicator detection were compared and analyzed, and

the results are shown in Figure 14. Under different methods,
there was no significant difference in the fluorescence in-
tensity of the four GITMs (P> 0.05), indicating that the
specificity of the mixed detection of the four test samples was
better.

'e fluorescence intensity of the multicolor QD bio-
sensor simultaneously detecting the tumor markers CA125,
CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP was analyzed at different con-
centrations (Figure 15). With increasing concentrations of
the tumor markers CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP, the
fluorescence value of the multicolor QD biosensor also
showed an upward trend. 'is is because as the concen-
tration of tumor markers CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP
increases, more immune complexes Ds525-CA125, QDs605-
CA19-9, QDs645-CEA, and QDs565-AFP are formed, and
the more multicolor QD biosensor T had a higher fluo-
rescence value.

'e detection curve was drawn with the concentration of
GITMs CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP as the abscissa and
the corresponding T/C value as the ordinate. 'e linear
equation and the corresponding detection linear region are
shown in Table 1. When the four tumor markers CA125,
CA-19-9, CEA, and AFP were detected by the multiquantum
dot biosensor multi-index synchronous detection method,
the corresponding tumor marker concentration ranges were
2.0–51.5 ng/mL, 4.5–40.0 ng/mL, 2.0–29.5 ng/mL, and
8.5–36.5 ng/mL, respectively. 'e confidence detection
range was wide and could meet the clinical application.
When the concentration was too low (<0.9 ng/mL), the
detection sensitivity could also decrease [43].

4. Conclusion

Based on the PCA method, the neighborhood rough
set algorithm was introduced to improve it, and the tumor
gene feature selection model (OPCA) was established.
Furthermore, an immunobiosensor based on multicolor
QDs was prepared and applied to the quantitative detection
of potential gastrointestinal tumor markers. 'e results
showed that the OPCA model can obtain fewer feature gene
sets and improve the accuracy of sample classification. In-
telligent immunobiosensors based on OPCA model and
multicolor QDs had high specificity in the detection of
gastrointestinal tumor markers. However, there were still
some shortcomings in this study. In this study, only standard
samples were tested, not clinical samples. In the future work,
clinical samples of patients with gastrointestinal cancer will
be further collected, and the intelligent immunobiosensor
prepared in this study will be used to detect them, so as to
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Figure 13: Quantitative detection of GITM-specific analysis using
a multicolor QD biosensor.
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Figure 14: Analysis of the results of single index detection and
multi-indicator simultaneous detection.
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Figure 15: 'e fluorescence spectra of CA125, CA-19-9, CEA, and
AFP simultaneously detected by the multicolor QD biosensor.

Table 1: Linear area table of simultaneous multi-indicator de-
tection using the multiple QD biosensor.

Tumor
markers Standard curve line Linear working

area (ng/mL) R2

CA125 y� 0.2248x− 3.7298 2.0∼51.5 0.9884
CA-19-9 y� 0.1658x+ 2.4854 4.5∼40.0 0.9756
CEA y� 0.1262x− 3.3665 2.0∼29.5 0.9637
AFP y� 0.1135x+ 6.9125 8.5∼36.5 0.9601
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verify the clinical application value of the intelligent
immunobiosensor based on multicolor QDs. In conclusion,
the intelligent immunobiosensor based on machine learning
algorithm and QDs has potential application value in gas-
trointestinal gene feature selection and tumor marker de-
tection, which provides a new idea for clinical diagnosis of
gastrointestinal tumors.
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In the practice of power line engineering, navigation and positioning technology is often used in the fields of information
collection and analysis, optimized line design, and deformation monitoring. Compared with traditional measurement technology,
it has the characteristics of high precision and high reliability. In order to realize the measurement of abnormal displacement of
power lines, improve the efficiency and quality of monitoring, and reduce the occurrence of faults, firstly, this study introduces the
basic theory of artificial neural network (ANN). The core algorithm of the ANN-BP (back propagation) neural network has been
improved. The improved algorithm is used to improve the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS). The improved and the
unimproved BDS are used to solve the collected related data. The results show that the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP)
values obtained by conventional BDS are small, all within the range of less than 4. After the introduction of the BP neural network
into the system, the geometric space distribution of positioning satellites is improved, the GDOP is reduced, the reliability and
availability of satellite positioning are enhanced, and the accuracy requirements are met. The accuracy of the measured data
positioning results of the two systems has reached the cm level. There is not much difference between the processing results of the
two modes. Among them, the Z direction accuracy has the largest difference, which is 2.5 cm. The introduction of the BP neural
network has improved the spatial combination structure, and the positioning results in the three directions of X, Y, and Z are all
better. From the perspective of root mean square (RMS), the RMS fluctuation of the simulation results obtained by observing the
conventional BDS is large. The RMS value of BDS displacement based on the BP neural network is smaller, and the change is
gentle. With the increase in the number of epochs and the increase in the number of simulations, its value is also more convergent.
These data show that the quality of BDS observations based on the BP neural network is significantly better. These contents will
effectively improve the monitoring accuracy and operational reliability of the system and have important practical significance
and application value.

1. Introduction

The power line is one of the main facilities of the power
system. Its normal and stable operation is the basis for
ensuring the safety and trouble-free of the power system.
Power towers and power transmission and transformation
lines distributed in the wild may experience abnormal
displacement and other phenomena due to the interference
of external factors, resulting in serious accidents. Such ac-
cidents will have very adverse effects on the social economy
and people’s lives. The related research on abnormal dis-
placement monitoring method of power lines has attracted
extensive attention from scholars [1]. The purpose is to

analyze the principle of the BeiDou dual-mode positioning
system in the application of abnormal displacement mon-
itoring of power lines, study the conversion technology of
different reference systems, and unify the two-time systems
and coordinate systems. The main sources of error are
analyzed. Electromagnetic wave delay models for the ion-
osphere and troposphere are established. The satellite and
receiver clock error calculation model eliminates errors
through mathematical models such as double difference and
improves the accuracy of observation data.

At present, there are two main early warning methods
for transmission line status: the first one is the early warning
method based on big data, deep learning, and other
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computer technologies. Hubei Electric Power Co., Ltd.
adopted the icing prediction model based on extreme
learning machine and the icing prediction model based on
support vector machine (SVM) to predict the icing of
transmission lines. The experimental comparison results
show that the prediction model based on SVM is better
[2, 3]. The second is to divide the status level according to
the evaluation result of the transmission line and take
corresponding measures to carry out early warning
according to the status level. The improved fuzzy com-
prehensive evaluation (FCE) is used for early warning of
conductor galloping in transmission lines. Based on the
optimal theory to optimize the weight, a comprehensive
evaluation model is constructed in combination with the
principle of fuzzy mathematics to improve the influence of
the subjective weight of experts in the traditional fuzzy
hierarchical evaluation. The rapid development of smart
grids brings higher maintenance costs and greater scal-
ability of transmission lines. An effective and safe power
line monitoring system has become a bottleneck restricting
the intelligentization of the power grid. In response to this
problem, Fan et al. [4] proposed a new method for intel-
ligent monitoring of power grids based on inspection ro-
bots, wireless sensor networks, and fault-tolerant sensor
networks to achieve low cost, energy-saving, elastic, and
remote monitoring. Through robotic fault-tolerant sensor
networks, smart grids can detect faults in transmission lines
and assess the operating state of the grid. Natural disasters
and physical failures of overhead transmission lines have a
severe impact on the grid, such as mechanical failures,
power losses, line capacity reductions, and voltage drops.
Jeyanthi et al. [5] pointed out that these adverse effects can
be reduced by implementing an appropriate monitoring
system. These methods have achieved certain results in the
application process, but there are still some shortcomings
and deficiencies. How to improve the accuracy of abnormal
displacement monitoring of BeiDou power lines is still an
issue that has been explored and discussed in academic
circles.

In the practice of power line engineering, navigation
and positioning technology is often used in the fields of
information collection and analysis, optimized line design,
and deformation monitoring. Artificial neural network
(ANN) is introduced into BDS. Firstly, the basic theory of
ANN is introduced. The core algorithm of ANN, the back
propagation (BP) neural network, is improved. An im-
proved algorithm is used to improve the BDS. The im-
proved and unimproved BDS are used to solve the
collected correlation data. The innovation lies in the ap-
plication of ANN to the abnormal displacement moni-
toring technology of power BeiDou lines. The improved
and unimproved BDS are used to solve the collected related
data and achieve better monitoring accuracy. These con-
clusions provide a reference for the monitoring of ab-
normal displacement of power lines to realize the
measurement of abnormal displacement of power lines,
improve the efficiency and quality of monitoring, and
reduce the occurrence of faults.

2. Research-Related Theories and
Experimental Design

2.1. Line Abnormal Monitoring. Identification of abnormal
data: the identification range of abnormal data of line status
includes data information related to the line connected to
the big data analysis system.The identified data are identified
as the corresponding data state estimate. Line data identi-
fication should be carried out in two stages, namely, the data
preprocessing stage and the model prediction stage.The data
preprocessing stage is processed with the help of rules to
eliminate abnormal situations caused by problems such as
line connection, data association, and line correspondence.
Such cases are exceptions caused by artificial reasons, and
the abnormal state is constant before modification. The
model prediction stage mainly uses machine learning al-
gorithms to predict whether the line will be abnormal. The
object of its prediction is the data itself, which has nothing to
do with the overall grid [6–8]. The specific identification of
the two stages is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, in the preprocessing stage, the set pre-
processing module is used to process the system’s data to
realize the function of eliminating invalid data. The content
of abnormal data identification includes univariate data
identification and cross-data identification. Univariate data
identification is processed, including incomplete data, in-
valid data, and abnormal data quality. Cross-data identifi-
cation needs to consider the overall network of the circuit,
including the inability of line points to correspond to lines,
the judgment of whether the connection point is floating, the
position of the circuit breaker or knife switch does not
correspond, and the equipment connection point is in-
complete. The relationship is missing, or the filling is in-
correct, etc. The model prediction stage, based on the
machine learning model, predicts the state of the line for a
period, including abnormal or normal. Model prediction
must have a time advance, and a reasonable early warning
time needs to be set to facilitate the staff’s response, pro-
cessing, and repair work. In the process of data mining,
judging whether the data are abnormal can be processed
from the data distribution. For example, the clustering al-
gorithm can be used to judge the samples far from the cluster
center as abnormal data. In a project, anomaly states are
different from purely data-based anomalies in data mining.
The abnormal early warning of the project is to facilitate the
work of monitoring andmaintenance personnel, to deal with
abnormal lines in a timely manner, and to prevent the waste
of manpower and physics caused by abnormal conditions.
Electricity anomaly is used as the criterion for abnormality
judgment. The abnormal situation identification can be
processed by using the three-phase voltage value and the
three-phase current value of electric power, and different
processing can be performed according to the voltage level of
the line. According to China’s national network power data
standard specification, there are some criteria for judging
whether the power equipment is abnormal: for power system
equipment of 35 kV and above, the absolute value of the
positive and negative deviation between the measured data
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value and the rated value shall not exceed 10%.The deviation
between the measured value and the rated value of the power
system equipment data of 10 kV and below shall not exceed
7%. Since the voltage levels of different lines and the same
line at different times will be changed and adjusted, the data
of different voltage levels should be processed separately
during the processing.

Real-time early warning of abnormal state: a high-per-
formance monitoring system should have the function of
early warning in minutes. The alarm frequency of the system
is consistent with the data collection frequency, which is
performed once every minute.The prediction period is set to
30 minutes, that is, to predict whether the line will be ab-
normal after 30 minutes. The reason for being set to 30
minutes comprehensively considers the balance between the
prediction accuracy and the response time and processing
time of the staff after the warning [9]. If the prediction time
is too short, although the accuracy rate can be improved, the
processing time for the staff is short, and the staff may not be
able to take timelymeasures to troubleshoot the fault. On the
other hand, if the setting time is too long, although there is
enough time for processing, the prediction accuracy is low,
and the false-positive rate and coverage rate will be affected.
In addition, it should be possible to set early warning rules,
and for the prediction set with an abnormal prediction
probability greater than the threshold, only the set abnormal
situation is displayed. Based on generalized early warning,
the customization of early warning objects is allowed; that is,
monitoring personnel are allowed to set early warning
conditions [10]. The preliminary conditions are set as shown
in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the first step in setting the preliminary
warning conditions is to allow the blacklist to be set. The
actual use object of the prediction system is the monitoring
staff of various places. They have a better understanding of
the warning line and are more aware of the line maintenance
and stoppage time. So, they are allowed to set a blacklist.
After the prediction results are filtered out of the lines in the
blacklist, other abnormal lines are aggregated and displayed

to the user. The second step is to allow the setting of alert
rules. Unlike a blacklist that is specific to each line, an alert
rule is a collection of several alert conditions. If the warning
condition is more than four times within five minutes, the
warning level is set to A-level warning. If the number of
warnings is greater than two and less than 4, it is set as a
B-level warning.The first warning is set as a C-level warning.
Such warning rules can classify warnings and set higher
levels for more serious warnings, which is convenient for
users to deal with in a timely manner. The third step is to
allow adjustment of the early warning value. The prediction
result of the prediction model is the corresponding ab-
normal probability. For the line whose abnormal probability
is greater than a certain threshold, an early warning is
performed, and the initial value of the early warning value
can be set to the optimal value. Additionally, dynamic ad-
justment of the threshold value is allowed. There is a trade-
off between forecast accuracy and forecast coverage. The
fourth step is graded early warning. Like the second step,
early warning is carried out according to the conditions and
levels of the predicted probability. Like the second step, the
early warning is divided into conditions and levels according
to the predicted probability. The difference is that the second
step allows user-defined rules to be limited. The graded early
warning refers to the predicted abnormal probability value
of the line, and the line with a higher abnormal probability
value should be dealt with first.

Statistical analysis of historical abnormal data: the ab-
normal prediction of line status is classified and archived
according to region and time, which is convenient for data
analysts to conduct statistical analysis.The statistical analysis
of historical data is mainly to compare and analyze the
predicted state of the transmission line in the statistical
period between the measured state value and the corre-
sponding state predicted value [11]. The forecast situation
and the monitoring situation are analyzed. Statistical
analysis results will be displayed in the form of lists, graphs,
curves, etc. The results of classifying the forecast data by
region, equipment type, time period, etc., are shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows (1) a summary analysis by region. In
order to facilitate the comparison between regions, the
forecast should be classified and archived according to the
location of the line, the rational use of the line between
different regions should be analyzed, and the transmission
pattern should be planned and adjusted. Whether the use of
transmission lines is reasonable and whether the losses
caused by abnormality are minimized are closely related to
the cost of transmission lines. A more reasonable situation is

Graded early warning

Allow setting blacklist Allow setting alert rules

Allow adjustment of alerts

Figure 2: Setting of early warning preliminary conditions.

Model prediction stage

Exclude invalid data

Set the warning time

Judging abnormal data

Handling abnormal lines

Preprocessing modules

Data preprocessingPreprocessing stage

Figure 1: Two stages of line data identification.
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to coordinate the transmission cost between each line and
the cost of waste caused by an abnormality. In order to
facilitate optimal planning and processing, abnormal pre-
diction results and actual measurement results should be
classified and archived according to regions to facilitate
future use. (2) Summarize and analyze according to time.
Line anomalies may vary with different time periods of the
day, different days of each week and month, different
months and seasons of each year, etc., which requires the
forecast results to be aggregated by time. A high probability
of anomalies usually accompanies high-power transmission.
Transmission power is usually strongly correlated with time
period, so it is necessary to summarize by time. Combined
with location summary, dispatch to high-consumption areas
when the line is idle, reducing the cost loss caused by line
anomalies caused by high-power transmission. (3) Sum-
marize and analyze according to the equipment type. Dif-
ferent types of equipment are related to the stable operation
state, usage time, usage environment, and abnormal oc-
currence. Summarize according to equipment type to fa-
cilitate statistical analysis of abnormal conditions caused by
a different equipment, and use different types of equipment
under reasonable conditions.

Analysis of the cause of abnormal line status: the
purpose is to provide advanced analysis, diagnosis, and
processing services for abnormal data, so that relevant staff
have time to do corresponding processing in advance and
reduce the loss of manpower and physical costs caused by
abnormal line status. In order to explain the abnormal
situation, the abnormal situation needs to be explained, and
the reason for the abnormal situation of the predicted line
needs to be listed. The reason for this is to facilitate
troubleshooting by staff. From the perspective of model
prediction, not only the prediction accuracy of the model is
required to be high, but also the selection of an algorithm
with strong interpretability [12]. For some models, such as

deep learning, the research results in data prediction are
better, and they do not need to make explicit explanations
and have better applicability.

2.2. Overview of ANN. Simplified neuron mathematical
model: the artificial neuron network is an information
processing system composed of the structure and function of
the physiological real human brain neural network, as well as
some theoretical abstraction, simplification, and simulation
of some basic characteristics. It is an adaptive nonlinear
dynamic system composed of many neurons through ex-
tremely rich and perfect connections.

The brain’s neural network is a network composed of
many highly interconnected neurons. It realizes the pro-
cessing and storage of information through the interaction
between neurons in the network. The brain neural network
imitates the structure and function of the brain neural net-
work and connects artificial neurons into a network according
to certain structures and rules so that the connection weight of
each neuron in the network changes according to certain rules
to realize the learning or recognition of input patterns.

The brain neural network is a network composed of
many highly interconnected neurons with statistical regu-
larity. Due to the difficulty of physical implementation and
the simplicity of calculation, the number of neurons that
make up ANN is far less than that of a brain neural network.
ANN is formed completely according to certain rules. Each
neuron in ANN has the same structure, and in general, the
actions of all neurons are synchronized in time and space.

The topological structure of ANN is generally divided
into two types according to the flow direction of informa-
tion: feedforward type and feedback type. ANN is also di-
vided into a forward network and a feedback network. Some
ANN has the same topology but has different functions and
properties.This is because they have different study rules and

Time

Reasonable use of the line

Planning and adjusting the transmission pattern

Is the transmission line reasonable?

Whether the loss caused by the abnormality is minimized?

Different time of day

Different days of the week

Different months of the year

Stable state of operation of different equipment

Use time of different devices

Different equipment usage environment

Area

Equipment
type

Figure 3: Subtotal summary of forecast data.
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work rules. The learning and working rules are the dynamic
evolution rules of the connection weights between neurons
in the network. In short, two main factors determine the
properties of an ANN: one is the topology of the network;
the other is the learning and working rules of the network.
The formalized structural model of the artificial neuron is
shown in Figure 4 [13].

In Figure 4, x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn are input signals. As-
sumption: there are n neurons interconnected here, and the
first neuron is used as the object. It inputs information to all
other neurons j(j � 1, 2, . . . , n). The connection weight
from the jth neuron to the ith neuron is denoted as ωij.

Taking the quasi-linear unit model in the neuron model
as an example, it uses continuous information as input and
output. The biggest feature of this model is that the output
function f(x) is in the form of

f(x) �
1

1 + exp −x + θi( 
. (1)

The total input μi of this model neuron i is given by

μi � 
n

j�1
ωijxj − θi. (2)

In (2), μi is substituted into (3) as a variable x, and the
output of neuron i can be calculated, as shown in

yi � fi μi( . (3)

The output value yi is also a continuous value. Quasi-
linear unit models are widely used in BP networks [14].

2.3. BP Neural Network. Multi-layer feedforward network,
also known as multi-layer feedforward network or multi-
layer perceptron network, is one of the typical ANNmodels.
It is also the earliest, most researched, and most widely used
type of ANNmodel in pattern recognition and classification.
The multi-layer forward network in which the back prop-
agation algorithm is used for training is called a back
propagation neural network, or BP network for short
[15, 16]. In practical application, the BP network reflects the
essential part of ANN at this stage. The main application
scope of the BP network is shown in Figure 5.

The training process of the BP algorithm is shown in
Figure 6.

Forward propagation of the working signal: the input
signal is transmitted from the input layer to the output layer
through the hidden unit, and a signal is generated at the
output end. This is the forward propagation of the working
signal. The weights of the network are fixed during the
forward transmission of the signal. The state of neurons in
each layer only affects the state of neurons in the next layer.
If the desired output cannot be obtained at the output layer,
the error signal is transferred to back propagation.

Error signal back propagation: the difference between
the actual output and the expected output of the network is
the error signal. The error signal starts from the output and
propagates forward layer by layer. This is the back propa-
gation of the error. During the back propagation of the error

signal, the network weights are adjusted by the error
feedback. The actual output of the network is closer to the
expected output through the constant correction of the
weights [17].

The back propagation process of the error and the
forward propagation process of the signal together consti-
tute the learning process of the BP algorithm. During the
forward propagation of the signal, each neuron of the input
layer is provided with input samples. The net inputs and
outputs of the output layer and each hidden layer are
computed. Further, the prediction result of the neural
network is calculated. If there is a large error between the
calculated prediction result and the expected output, the
back propagation of the error is started. During the back
propagation of the error, the input error is reversed in the
output layer. The errors are back-propagated, and the
weights are updated based on the errors at each layer. During
this process, the weights will be continuously updated and
adjusted. The learning process ends when the learning
process reaches a preset number of cycles or the neural
network output error is less than the specified threshold.

A typical BP network is a three-layer feedforward hi-
erarchical network, that is, an input layer, a hidden layer
(also called an intermediate layer), and an output layer. A
full connection is implemented between each layer, as shown
in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, structurally speaking, the BP network is
divided into an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output
layer. Nodes at the same level are not related, and neurons at
different levels propagate from front to back. Among them,
the BP network corresponding to several nodes in the input
layer can perceive several inputs. The output layer contains
several nodes, and the BP network will have several output
data. The number of nodes in the hidden layer needs to be
adjusted or set according to the actual situation. The more
the nodes in the hidden layer, the higher the accuracy of the
result and the more time required [18]. Let the input layer be
M. That is, there are M input signals, any of which is
represented by m. The hidden layer is J. That is, there are J

Weights

SumWeight sum

x1 x2 x3 x4

w0 w1 w2 w3

Input

Figure 4: Mathematical model of artificial neuron.
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neurons, and any neuron is represented by j. The output
layer is P. That is, there are P output neurons, and any
neuron is represented by p. The synaptic weights of the input
layer and the hidden layer are denoted by Wmj. The synaptic
weights of the hidden layer and the output layer are denoted
by Wjp. The input of the neuron is denoted by u, and the
excitation output is denoted by v. The superscript of u and v

represents the layer, and the subscript represents a neuron in
the layer. It is assumed that the excitation function of all
neurons uses the sigmoid function. The specific function
formula between each layer is as follows:

The output function of the node in the hidden layer is
shown in

br � f 
m

r�1
Wir · ai + Tr

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠(r � 1, 2, . . . , u). (4)

The output function of the node in the output layer is
shown in

cj � f 
u

r�1
Vir · br + θj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠(j � 1, 2, . . . , n). (5)

Among them, the input layer node is ai. The connection
weight between the input layer node and the hidden layer
node bx is Wir. The connection weight between the hidden

layer node bx and the output layer node cj is Vir. Tr is the
threshold of hidden layer nodes. θj is the threshold of the
output layer node. f(·) is the transfer function, and usually
the sigmoid transfer function is selected, as shown in

P � 1 + e
− x

( 
−1

. (6)

The maximum value approaches 1, and the minimum
value approaches 0. Typically, 0.5 is chosen as the threshold.
Variables that are completely correlated are recorded as 1,
and variables that are not correlated are recorded as 0. If the
P value obtained by the operation is greater than 0.5, it
indicates that the variable is highly correlated. If the obtained
P value is less than 0.5, it indicates that the correlation
between variables is low [19].

The specific BP network learning process is as follows:

Step 1 is to randomly assign a smaller value to Wir, Tx,
Vir, and θj.
Step 2 is to perform the following operations for each
pattern (A(k), A(k)) (k � 1, 2, . . . , p):

(1) The value of A(k) is input to the input layer node;
that is, it becomes the input layer node activation
value ai and is calculated forward in turn.

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of BP neural network.

Classification: Classify the predicted
samples by learning the type characteristics

of the samples.

Pattern Recognition: By learning model
features, model-based pattern recognition is

realized in prediction.

Function approximation or interpolation:
through the learning of the input pattern and

the desired target output pattern.

Figure 5: The main application scope of BP network.

Input

Output

Input Gate

Ouput Gate

Forget Gate

Figure 6: The training process of the BP algorithm.
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(2) The error calculation between the output cj of the
output layer node and the expected output value
c

(k)
j is shown in

dj � cj · 1 − cj  · c
(k)
j − cj . (7)

(3) The hidden layer nodes have assigned the error
inversely, as shown in

ex � bx · 1 − bx(  · 
n

j�1
Vrj · dj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (8)

(4) The connection weight Wir between the input layer
and the hidden layer nodes and the threshold Tr of
the hidden layer nodes are adjusted:

Wir � Wir + β · ai · er,

Tr � Tr + β · er(0< β< 1).
(9)

(5) Step 2 is repeated until the error EAV becomes
sufficiently small for j � 1, 2, · · · , n, k � 1, 2, · · · , p.

EAV �
1/2

p

k�1 
n
j�1 c

(k)
j − cj 

2

P
. (10)

Among them, EAV is the training objective function.
After repeated training, the error EAV meets the accuracy
required in the specific problem.

Two serious shortcomings of the BP network algorithm
are the slow convergence speed and the existence of local
minimum points in the objective function. These defi-
ciencies affect the practical application of this network in
many aspects. Therefore, many scholars have conducted
extensive research on the learning algorithm of BP network
and proposed some methods to improve the BP algorithm.
The more common method is to add a momentum term. In
the BP algorithm, the selection of the learning step η is very
important. The larger the value of η, the faster the network
converges, but too fast will cause oscillation. Although the
small value of η can avoid oscillation, the convergence speed
will be slow [20]. The easiest way to resolve this contra-
diction is to add a momentum term, as shown in

Δωmj(n) � aΔωmj(n − 1) + ηδj(t)vm(t). (11)

Adding the momentum term to the BP algorithm can
not only fine-tune the correction of the weights, but also
prevent the learning from falling into a local minimum.
When deriving the BP algorithm, the learning parameter η is
assumed to be constant. In fact, the η corresponding to
different ωmj is different.

3. Design of the Abnormal Displacement
Detection Experiment of the Line

The purpose is to implement a BDS based on BP neural
network. It is used to monitor abnormal displacement
problems in power lines. Geometric dilution of precision
(GDOP) is used to measure the positioning error in the

BeiDou positioning algorithm. The localized error is pro-
portional to the size of the GDOP [21].The BDS based on BP
neural network and the conventional BDS are used to solve
the satellite data. The results of the two solutions are
compared. The main comparison items included are shown
in Figure 8.

The results of the two positioning algorithms are ana-
lyzed by the difference between the positioning solution
value and the actual value. The experiment performs static
differential positioning on the data received by BDS based on
BP neural network. In order to analyze the relative posi-
tioning accuracy of the algorithm more intuitively, the
weighted least squares method is used for parameter esti-
mation in the analysis process. Secondly, the GDOP of BDS
is analyzed, taking the data collected by BeiDou in the Asia-
Pacific region on April 1, 2019, as an example, a total of 160
epochs. The results are compared with the precise coordi-
nates of the International GNSS Service (IGS) stations
provided by the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center
(SOPAC) [22, 23].

The positioning accuracy of the two algorithms is
compared. According to the algorithm flow of conventional
BDS phase relative positioning and BDS phase differential
positioning based on BP neural network, and using the data
collected in the Asia-Pacific region, the epoch interval is set
to 30 s, and the observation time is April 1, 2013., 28800
epochs. The positioning results of the two algorithm systems
are obtained, and the positioning accuracy of the two po-
sitioning systems is analyzed and compared.

Statistical analysis of the accuracy of positioning results:
root mean square (RMS) is the probability statistics of the
deviation between the position of the monitoring point and
its real position obtained by BDS modeling. Its value is not
affected by the observation conditions. Analysis of the RMS
can estimate the positioning accuracy of the positioning
system [24]. RMS is defined as

RMS �

������

V
T
PV

n − k



. (12)

Among them, VT represents the residual size of the
observed value. k is the difference between the total number
of observations and the number of unknowns. P represents
the weight of the observation. When P is determined, the
size of the error is related to the residuals of the obser-
vations. The unit weight error increases as the residual
increases. The RMS can be used to analyze the goodness of
the accuracy of the positioning results. The smaller the
value, the better the quality of the observations and the
higher the accuracy. The time period with better obser-
vation conditions at the Shanghai station is selected, and
the simulation is performed 200 times with a sampling
interval of 1 s. In both modes, the RMS of the positioning
results of the monitoring station in the three directions of
X, Y, and Z is recorded.

Neural network parameter design: the standard input of
the neural network with the standard activation function is
taken. The output data are limited to the range [0, 1]. The
parameters (X, Y) in practical engineering applications
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have very large values and need to be converted into values
in the [0, 1] interval. In addition, the region where the
output is close to 0 or 1 is the saturation region of the
network.Therefore, the output data range can be set to [0.2,
0.8] or [0.1, 0.9] to avoid the saturation region of the
network.

Theoretically, GPS elevation fitting is a mapping from
Rn (n � 2, representing the plane coordinates or geodetic
coordinates of the GPS point) to Rm (m� 1, representing
the abnormal or normal elevation of the GPS point). The
classic BP neural network structure is a three-layer
structure: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer.
Therefore, the ideal BP neural network structure should be
the structure of A ×M ×B. If the input layer takes two and
the output layer takes 1, then the model 2 ×M × 1 is the best
choice. Among them, in the network construction test,M is
first selected as 10. Because ten known points are selected in
this engineering test, ten is selected, the 2×10× l network is
not redundant matching for known data, and ideal results
can be obtained. For this purpose, a 2 ×10 × l network
structure is chosen.

4. Experimental Results

Analysis of positioning results: in the experiment, static
differential positioning is performed using the data collected
by the BDS/GPS dual-mode system receiver developed by
ComNav Technology Ltd. In order to analyze the positioning
accuracy of GPS/BDS dual-mode carrier phase static relative
positioning more intuitively, the weighted least squares
method is used to estimate the parameters in the analysis
process. BDS/GPS dual-mode systems require dual-mode
receivers to have good observation conditions for satellites.
When the number of satellites is less than 5, the dual-mode
positioning solution cannot be performed. When various
factors that affect the observation appear, the number of
visible satellites becomes smaller, which in turn reduces the
positioning accuracy. Assumption: the altitude angle of the
satellite is 15°. In order to minimize the influence of error
sources such as receiver clock error, ionospheric delay, and
tropospheric delay, short baseline data are discussed, with a
baseline length of about 1 km.

Firstly, BDS and GPS satellites are analyzed. On April 1,
2018, from 12:00 to 13:20, the data collected by BDS and GPS
in the Shanghai station in the Asia-Pacific region were taken
as an example, with a total of 160 epochs. The number of
visible satellites of BDS and GPS is similar. BDS is about
7–10, GPS is about 6–10, and GPS has more visible satellites
than BDS. This is because the current BDS satellite launch
volume has not reached the full planned number of GPS

satellites. The GDOP values of the two algorithms are shown
in Figure 9.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the simulated GDOP values
with a different BDS positioning.The GDOP values obtained
by conventional BDS are small, all in the range of less than 4.
The geometric space distribution of positioning satellites is
improved after the introduction of the BP neural network.
The reduction of the GDOP value enhances the reliability
and availability of satellite positioning and meets the ac-
curacy requirements. The BDSGDOP value based on the BP
neural network is smaller than that of the conventional
system, and the positioning accuracy is better.

The solved data results are compared with the exact
coordinates of the IGS station.The localization result of BDS
short baseline vector based on BP neural network is shown
in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, X represents the horizontal displacement
data on the plane in the three-dimensional space, Y represents
the vertical displacement data on the plane, and Z represents
the vertical displacement data. The unit of solution value and
reference value ism, and the unit of difference value is cm.The
BDS displacement monitoring method based on BP neural
network is basically consistent with the coordinate values
obtained by using the IGS integrated track. The effect of the
positioning results is more ideal with the continuous im-
provement of BDS and the further improvement of the
precision of the corresponding precision track products.

Comparison of conventional BDS and improved BDS
positioning accuracy: according to the algorithm flow of
single GPS carrier phase relative positioning and BDS/GPS
dual-mode carrier phase differential positioning, the posi-
tioning programs are written, respectively. Likewise, the data
collected at the Shanghai station in the Asia-Pacific region
are used. The epoch interval is set to 30 s. The observation
time is April 1, 2018, with 2880 epochs throughout the day.
In the navigation and positioning results, the accuracy
statistics obtained by BDS based on BP neural network and
conventional BDS are compared, as shown in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, ROU represents conventional BDS. The
accuracy of the measured data positioning results of the two
systems has reached the cm level. The difference is small
between the processing results of the twomodes. Among them,
the Z direction accuracy has the largest difference, which is
2.5 cm. The introduction of the BP neural network has im-
proved the spatial combination structure, and the positioning
results in the three directions of X, Y, and Z are all better.

In order to better compare and analyze the positioning
accuracy of the two systems, the error variance is obtained by
the mean of the deviation of the positioning results, which is
used as one of the indicators to reflect the accuracy of the

Result analysis Positioning Accuracy
Comparison

Precision Statistical
Analysis

Figure 8: Comparison of the two algorithms.
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positioning results. The numerical statistics results are
shown in Figure 12.

In Figure 12, compared with the conventional BDS, the
variance value of the BDS based on the BP neural network is
smaller, indicating that the phenomenon of poor satellite
geometric distribution is less, the static differential posi-
tioning result obtained by the least squares method has less
fluctuation, jump is small, and the results converge well. The
positioning accuracy of the system is improved compared
with the conventional system.

The RMS of the positioning results of the monitoring
station in the X, Y, and Z directions in the two modes is
shown in Figure 13.

Figures 13(a)–13(c) are the displacement errors of the
coordinates of the monitoring station in the X, Y, and Z
directions when the two systems are used for positioning,
respectively. When the simulation parameters are the same
and the operation is normal, different satellite systems are
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tracked, and the RMS of the positioning result obtained by
observing the conventional BDS fluctuates greatly. The RMS
value of BDS displacement based on the BP neural network
is smaller, and the change is gentle. As the number of epochs
increases, the number of simulations increases, and its value
becomes more convergent. Additionally, the RMS value
obtained by the system operation is smaller than that of the
conventional system, indicating that the BDS observation
quality based on BP neural network is better.

The RMS means of the positioning results of the two
systems is shown in Figure 14.

In Figure 14, the RMS average of the BDS localization
results based on the BP neural network is smaller than that of
the conventional BDS. Among them, the RMS of the po-
sitioning result error of the former is not more than 4 cm,

which reflects that the former has effectively improved the
positioning data processing method of the latter. The po-
sitioning results obtained by this system are more stable and
more reliable. From the point of view of mathematical
statistics, the error fluctuation range of BDS positioning
results based on BP neural network is relatively small, and it
is better in positioning accuracy.

Bao et al. [25] used wavelet analysis theory and proposed
a wavelet threshold filtering method based on empirical
mode decomposition to detect overhead high-voltage
transmission line faults. For overhead high-voltage trans-
mission line faults, it should be noted that there are three
types of noise: Gaussian white noise interference, periodic
narrowband interference, and impulse interference. The
appearance of these noise signals will increase the leakage
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Figure 13: Positioning RMS of the two systems in different directions. (a) RMS in X direction; (b) RMS in Y direction; (c) RMS in Z
direction.
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current error of high-voltage transmission lines, thus in-
terfering with fault detection. Therefore, the interference
noise on-site must be eliminated or suppressed first, and the
positioning result obtained by the system is more stable and
more reliable. From the point of view of mathematical
statistics, the error fluctuation range of BDS positioning
results based on BP neural network is relatively small, and it
is better in positioning accuracy.

5. Conclusion

Power lines are the most important link in the transmission
of electrical energy from power grids to users. In order to
reduce the failure of power lines and ensure the safety of
people’s lives and property, in addition to strengthening
protection measures from personnel management, techni-
cally, it also puts forward higher requirements for abnormal
displacement monitoring of power lines. It is urgent to
develop a reliable and stable abnormal displacement mon-
itoring and positioning system. The satellite positioning
system performs positioning, timing, and monitoring of
users on the Earth through the time, position, speed, and
other signals broadcast by satellites.

BP neural network is used to optimize the BDS. The
improved BDS and the unimproved conventional BDS are
used to solve the collected correlation data. The accuracy of
the solutions of the two systems is compared by designing
experiments. The experimental results show that the GDOP
values obtained by conventional BDS are small, all within the
range of less than 4. After the introduction of the BP neural
network, the geometric space distribution of the positioning
satellites is improved, the GDOP is reduced, the reliability
and availability of the satellite positioning are enhanced, and
the accuracy requirements are met. The accuracy of the
measured data positioning results of the two systems has
reached the cm level. There is not much difference between
the processing results of the two modes. Among them, the Z

direction accuracy has the largest difference, which is 2.5 cm.
The introduction of BP neural network has improved the
spatial combination structure, and the positioning results in
the X, Y, and Z directions are all better. The RMS average of
BDS localization results based on the BP neural network is
smaller than that of conventional BDS, and the RMS of the
former’s localization result error does not exceed 4 cm. This
reflects that the former has effectively improved the posi-
tioning data processing method of the latter. From the
perspective of RMS, the simulation results obtained by
conventional BDS have large fluctuations in RMS. The RMS
value of BDS displacement based on the BP neural network
is smaller, and the change is gentle. With the increase in
simulation times, its value is more convergent, indicating
that the quality of BDS observation based on the BP neural
network is better. Due to limited energy, the study did not
consider the monitoring accuracy of the system under an
abnormal climate. In the future, this aspect will be further
explored.
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Health has always been recognized as the imperative parameter to excel in any �eld whether professional or personal. People with
sound health having regular habit of physical activities show more potential in their professional and personal lives than the
people who do not participate in the physical activities. Many state-of-the-art studies exist in the literature where researchers have
proved the signi�cance of physical activities as supportive treatment for the existing ailments and in improving the overall health
of human beings. Our research aims at accessing the correlation between physical activities carried out by the students and its
impact on the success rate of academic achievements. �e study is using computational techniques to investigate the relevance of
physical activities on the academic achievements of middle school children. �e study employs data mining techniques for
processing the data. �e computational methods are used in a multimodal environment where the surrounding parameters of the
environment are considered before performing computational techniques on the subjects (participants in terms of sample for the
study). In this cross-sectional study, we have considered the data on various physical activities such as aerobic �tness, running,
playing, and participation in extracurricular activities. After collection of data in a real multimodal environment from middle
school students, the data preprocessing is performed to handle the missing values.�en, the computational techniques are applied
in a step-by-step approach using regression and the bootstrap methods to examine the data and predict the outcome. �e
correlation is assessed between academic achievements and physical activities. �e outcome predicts that physical activities
promote the success rate of academic achievements including extra-curricular activities.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background Study. As the focus on academic
achievement has increased in the schools, physical activities
have reduced. Health is the most important criterion,
which impacts the human performance in all �elds. Diet
and physical activities play equally important role in the
overall health of human beings [1]. Childhood obesity is a
dominant threat to public health in the United States,
which has been linked with physical health problems [2]
and poorer academic achievement (AA) [3]. Children’s
health and AA can be improved through physical activity

(PA) and aerobic �tness. To date, however, there is limited
understanding of how indicators (PA, aerobic �tness, and
attention) operate together jointly and separately to in-
�uence AA. Some inconsistencies in researches on the
relationship between PA, aerobic �tness, and AA, which
could be attributed to measure and methodological issues
(e.g., measuring only PA or aerobic �tness and inadequate
control of socio-economic variables); �ndings were either a
positive or a negative association. �e latter is rarely re-
ported [4–6]. �erefore, the purpose of this study was to
investigate the relation between PA and AA among middle
school students.
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1.2. Existing Literature. PA exerts the greatest effect on
middle school and elementary students [7]. Among this
population, active children generally show healthier car-
diovascular features, aerobic fitness, and PA [8].)e effect of
PA on cognitive ability was task dependent and was most
evident in perceptual skills, followed by IQ [9, 10]. Previous
studies have shown that PA has effects on enhancing an-
giogenesis, increasing oxygen saturation and glucose de-
livery, improving cerebral blood flow, and increasing
neurotransmitter levels, which is conducive to children’s
cognitive function [11]. A study of 248 children (aged 8 to 11
years) indicated that PA was associated with VO2 peak, a
measure of aerobic fitness, in both males and females [12].
However, there does not exist any study that correlate the
relationship between PA, aerobic fitness, and AA. In sep-
arate models, the associations between PA and AA have been
evaluated. PA, increasing physical effort, and social en-
gagement can challenge executive functions and academic
achievement. However, it fails to statistically make clear
possible collinearity [13]. Some researchers have found that
there is a lack of a relationship or a negative relationship
between PA and AA. Moreover, the association between PA
and aerobic fitness indicates a mediating effect of AA [14]. In
reference [15], authors state that the influence of PA on AA
may extend through the impact of PA on aerobic fitness.
Aerobic fitness is an indicator of physical performance.
Some studies have illustrated that aerobic fitness can not
only promote hippocampal cerebral blood flow but also
contribute to brain function and structure development [16].
How these measures (PA, aerobic fitness, and cognitive
ability) interact and consequently influence AA is not yet
clearly understood. Attention, as a major part of cognitive
ability, has never been explored in the relationship between
PA and AA. Without higher levels of attention and aerobic
fitness, achieving and sustaining at least a moderate PA level
might be precluded. Furthermore, there has been some
evidence to prove that compared to physical activity, these
physiological features are associated with academic
achievement and cognitive function [17–20].

In reference [21], authors have carried out a survey to
summarize the meta-analyses about the effect of PA on AA
of school-going kids and teenagers. As per their findings, PA
had shown null or small-to-medium positive effects on AA.
Regular PA showed a medium-positive effect on AA, and
rigorous PA did not reveal any benefits. In reference [22],
authors conclude through their study that the PA and
physical fitness are positively correlated with the AA of
teenagers. )ey also conclude that the physical fitness cri-
teria are closely related to the AA was cardio-respiratory
fitness. In reference [23], authors identify two large gaps in
the research carried out to correlate PA and AA: identifying
the level and type of PA needed. )e optimal type of PA to
improve academic outcomes is also unknown. In reference
[24] authors revealed that the overall effect of PA on AA was
tilting towards positive; however, it was smaller than the
total indirect impact through mediators. An indirect impact
is the aggregate of the impact of self-confidence and de-
pression, but the self-esteem factor was found to be the
strongest mediator between PA and AA. )erefore, the

present study aimed to evaluate the relationship between PA
and AA and included attention, aerobic fitness, and other
possible factors as mediators.

1.3. Major Highlights of the Proposed Study

(1) )e cross-sectional study uses computational tech-
niques to investigate the relevance of PA on the AA of
middle school children and employs data mining
techniques for collection of data and processing of data.

(2) )e study is aimed to identify the effect of PA on the
academic performance of the school going kids.

(3) )e study also evaluates the correlation between
MVPA (moderate-to-vigorous PA) and performance
for mathematics scores of the participants

(4) )e study uses multiple regression (MR) analysis and
bootstrap analysis (BA) to conduct the experimental
analysis.

)e next section discusses about the proposed method.

2. Proposed Method

)e proposed study uses regression analysis and BA to
conduct the experimental analysis.)e samples of the school
going kids are collected to prepare the dataset. In order to
evaluate the data, methods such as MRA and BA are applied
as explained further in this section.

2.1. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA). It is an assessment
of MR in statistics. It is an advancement of linear regression
(LR). In statistics, LR is the used to forecast the value of one
variable dependent on another variable. In MR, dependent
variable depends on values of two or more variables.)eMR
analysis (MRA) estimates the information using regression.

2.2. Bootstrap Analysis (BA). )e bootstrap method is a
resampling technique. It is used for the estimating the
statistics on a population by sampling a dataset with re-
placement. It can be used to estimate mean or standard
deviation (summary statistics).

)is study uses MR analysis and BA to conduct the ex-
periment of 176 seventh and eighth-grade students fromUSA
and analyze the relationship between their mathematics
scores and other measurements stated below. )e following
part will specifically introduce the research participants,
measurement, study procedure, and data analysis process.

2.3. Participants or Subjects. About 176 middle school stu-
dents (from the 7th and 8th grade) from the school located in
Salt Lake City, UT, USA are selected as subjects according to
the cluster sampling technique [17–19]. Among them, 93
students were boys and 93 students were girls. An analytical
cross-sectional analysis was performed.)e study procedure
was permitted by the institutional review board and the
district research board. Written informed consent was taken
from parents and students to conduct this research study.
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2.4.Measurement. )e specification of the measurement for
each of our parameters has been explained as follows:

2.4.1. Physical Activity (PA). PA was estimated (maximum
of 7 days per student) with a pedometer (NL-1000). Two PA
measures were used as an independent variable: average
number of steps for 1 week (steps) and average duration of
moderate-to-vigorous PA (MVPA) for 1 week [16].

2.4.2. Body Mass Index (BMI). Height and weight were
measured using a portable scale with an accuracy of 0.1 kg
(BD-590; Tokyo, Japan) and a portable stadiometer with an
accuracy of 0.01m (Seca 213; Hanover, MD, USA), re-
spectively. BMI was calculated (kg/m2) and standardized;
BMI z-score was obtained.

2.4.3. Aerobic Fitness. Using the PACER program, partici-
pants were asked to run as long as possible at a specified
pace.)ey had to run back and forth across a 20 meter space
at a fast pace every minute, with one point being added for
every 20 meters [17].

2.4.4. Selective Attention. Selective attention was measured
using the Stroop test. )e Stroop test in the psychology is a
measure of delay in reaction time. It indicates the flexibility
of cognitive thinking )e Stroop test was intended to
measure selective attention and cognitive flexibility [18]. Our
study followed the guideline according to previous studies:
two types of paper cards were used to measure selective
attention, and each card contained stimuli against a white
background. On card A, every color’s name was printed in
black ink. On card B, serving as an interference card, color
names did not match with ink color (e.g., black word printed
in purple, green, or orange). Participants were asked to read
out the words on card A as quickly as they can. For card B,
they had to indicate the color of the printed word, not the
word itself. )e time taken to complete the task (all errors
were corrected promptly without stopping the stopwatch)
represented selective attention 1 (card A) and selective at-
tention 2 (card B).

2.4.5. Sustained Attention and Alternating Attention.
Sustained attention and alternating attention were measured
through the trail making test (TMT). )e original test was
developed by Partington [19]. )e task involves connecting
25 consecutive targets on a piece of paper or a computer
screen in a way that resembles a “connect-the-dots” puzzle
played by children. )e test has two parts: the first part
(TMTA) is the numbers test, where participants are asked to
identify the numbers sequentially; the second part (TMTB)
is a test, in which the child alternates between numbers and
letters (1, A, 2, B, etc.) [22]. TMTA and TMTB measure
sustained attention and alternating attention, respectively.
Each participant practiced before the test and the test du-
ration was determined. )e examiner corrected errors im-
mediately, without stopping the chronometer. )e shorter

the duration, the better is the sustained attention and al-
ternating attention.

2.4.6. Academic Achievement (AA). AAwas measured based
on the students’ mathematics score. )e New York Test,
which was designed by the New York State Education
Department for testing students’ mathematics level, was
employed. )ere were 30 questions in the grade 7 edition
and 27 in the grade 8 edition.

2.5. Procedure. Information about the study was shared with
the students during their physical education (PE) classes.
Consent forms were sent to the parents through the stu-
dents; the parents had the chance to ask questions before
starting the study. Child assent was completed during PE
classes. During the first week, participants’ height, weight,
and aerobic fitness through a running test (PACER) were
determined. During the second week, the PA test (i.e., steps
and MVPA) was performed; measurement was obtained for
7 consecutive days. Starting from Monday, students started
wearing a pedometer once they arrived at school and were
required to wear the monitor all day until bedtime. )e
attention of the students was also evaluated.)e participants
were asked to complete the Stroop test and TMT; their
mathematics scores were identified during their PE classes.
BMI was calculated using height and weight measurements.

2.6. Data Analysis. All data were analyzed by SPSS 26.0
(IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Variance analysis,
least significant difference t-test, multivariate regression, and
BA were conducted. )ese methods could help us under-
stand the degree of the assumed positive correlation between
PA and AA. We conducted the experiments with a sample
size of 176 students, which was the average number in a
typical public middle school in Utah; our study thus has
sufficient statistical power. )e sample size was also deter-
mined based on the number of schools willing to participate
and their respective student membership size.

MR analysis was used to analyze the relationship be-
tween mathematics scores of grade 7 and 8 students and
MVPA, number of steps, aerobic fitness, selective attention
1, selective attention 2, sustained attention, and alternating
attention; the final regression equation was obtained. Re-
gression analysis was performed by progressive stepwise
regression and expressed as 95% confidence interval.

BA was used for analyzing mediating effects and was
considered appropriate for the expected non-normality of
the sampling distribution of the mediation effect [13]. Based
on the direct and gradual effects between independent,
dependent, and mediating variables, the mediating rela-
tionship was calculated for each variable.

3. Result Outcome

3.1. Descriptive Statistics of Grade 7 and 8 Students.
Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1. About 176
secondary school students enrolled in grades 7 and 8, 52.8%
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were female. Moreover, 52.8% were grade 7 students (48
boys and 45 girls) and 47.2% were grade 8 students (45 boys
and 38 girls).

According to the World Health Organization (WHO)
Growth Reference [17], pupils’ BMI are divided into five
categories: severely thin, thin, normal, overweight, and
obese. )e BMI classification of children aged 13 and 14
years was identified monthly; categories according to the
WHO Growth Reference were used as standards (Table 2).
)e descriptive statistics of the BMI of grade 7 and 8 students
are listed in Table 3.

)e sample characteristics for middle school students in
grades 7 and 8 are listed in Table 1.

)e sample characteristics for middle school students in
grades 7 and 8 are listed in Table 2.

)e distribution of BMI in male and female students in
grades 7 and 8 is listed in Table 3.

3.2. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis of PA and Potential
Mediating Variables and Mathematics Scores. Using exper-
imental research, we have measured the indicators of each
student, which are forming a categorical variable of BMI and
multiple continuous variables. )e forward stepwise regres-
sion method was used for the dependent variable Y: math and
the independent variables X1: MVPA, X2: steps, X3: aerobic
fitness, X4: selective attention 1, X5: selective attention 2, X6:
sustained attention, X7: alternating attention, and X8: BMI.
For BMI, dummy variables were recorded: X8: severe thin-
ness, X8: thinness, X8: normal, X8: overweight, and X8:
obesity. Regression analysis was performed to construct a MR
model to test the interconnection between PA, potential
mediating variables, and total academic scores.

MVPA and steps played a common role among the
seventh and eighth-grade students and always had a positive
effect on mathematics scores. In males, sustained attention
had an effect on mathematics scores; selective attention 1,
selective attention 2, alternating attention, and BMI were
eliminated in the equation.)e final equation of themultiple
LR of the independent and dependent variables of males is
written as follows:

Y � 5.839 + 1.302X1 + 0.004X2 + 0.657X6. (1)

It could explain 47.7% of the total variation of the de-
pendent variable (Table 4). )us, MVPA steps and sustained
attention could predict mathematics score to a certain ex-
tent. MVPA steps and sustained attention had positive ef-
fects on the improvement of mathematics scores in males. In
females, the final equation of the multiple LR is expressed as
follows:

Y � 6.327 + 1.610X1 + 0.005X2. (2)

)is could explain 60.1% of the total variation of the
dependent variable (Table 5). )erefore, MVPA and steps
could predict mathematics score to a certain extent, and
MVPA and steps had positive effects on the improvement of
mathematics scores in females.

)e regression coefficient of the final model of boys’
regression equation is listed in Table 4.

)e regression coefficient of the final model of girls’
regression equation is listed in Table 5.

3.3. Standardized Residual Analysis of the Regression Model.
)e histogram has been plotted for the standardized re-
siduals of the regression equations. )e histograms of
standardized residuals of the regression equations, from
which standardized residuals showed normal distribution,
conform to the hypothesis test condition (Figures 1 and 2).
From the normal P-P graph of normalized residuals, the
scattered point distribution of standardized residuals was
close to the straight line, indicating that normalized residuals
conform to normal distribution and residuals satisfy the
conditions of multivariate LR (Figures 3 and 4).

Figures 5 and 6 show scatter plots of the mathematical
scores and the standardized prediction value of regression,
with the dependent variable on the x axis and ∗ZPRED on
the y axis. )e two variables were in a straight-line trend.

)erefore, step, MVPA, and sustained attention could
predict mathematics score to a certain level. In males, the
lower the average number of steps, the shorter the duration of
MVPA, and the shorter the sustained attention time, the
worse the mathematics score, which is contrary to the as-
sumption. Moreover, the greater the average numbers of steps
and longer the duration of MVPA, the better the total
mathematics score. In females, sustained attention time did
not influence the mathematics score. However, similar to
males, the greater the average numbers of steps and longer the
duration of MVPA, the better the total mathematics score.

Figure 1 shows the standardized residual histogram for
the regression equation of boys.

Figure 2 shows the standardized residual histogram for
the regression equation of boys.

Figure 3 shows regression-normalized residual P-P di-
agram of boys.

Figure 4 shows regression-normalized residual P-P di-
agram of girls.

We plotted the scatter plot of regression-standardized
prediction values for boys and girls as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 depicts scattered plot of regression-standardized
prediction value (boys).

Table 1: BMI classification of students in grades 7 and 8∗.

Variable Boys (n� 93) Girls (n� 83) Total
Height (cm) 163.68 (7.506) 157.84 (6.865) 160.93 (7.761)
Weight (kg) 62.47 (17.145) 62.15 (15.928) 62.32 (16.536)
BMI 23.1591 (5.50100) 24.7992 (5.34419) 23.9326 (5.47407)
Note. Values are shown as mean (standard deviation).
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Figure 6 shows the scatter plot of the regression-stan-
dardized prediction value (girls).

3.4. Test forMediating Effect. We have carried out the BA to
find out the mediating effect of MVPA on the mathematical
achievement of students and the same has been explained as
below.

3.4.1. Analysis of the Mediating Effect of MVPA on the
Mathematical Achievement of Students. Table 6 lists the
result of the mediating effect analysis by the bootstrap
method, where X is the independent variable (MVPA) and Y
is the dependent variable (mathematics achievement). )e
direct effect of MVPA onmathematics achievement in males
and females was significant (95% confidence interval:
1.3906–3.4871 and 1.5650–5.4291, respectively).)e indirect
effect of each mediating variable was not significant; thus,
MVPA has no mediating effect on mathematics
achievement.

3.4.2. Analysis of the Mediating Effect of Step on Mathe-
matical Achievement. Table 7 presents the result of the
mediating effect analysis by the bootstrap method, where X
is the independent variable (step) and Y is the dependent
variable (mathematics achievement).)e direct effect of step
on mathematics achievement of male and female students is
significant (95% confidence interval: 0.0034–0.0059 and
0.0039–0.0065, respectively). However, the indirect effect of
each mediating variable is not significant; thus, step has no
mediating effect on mathematical achievement.

Analysis of the mediating effect of MVPA on mathe-
matical achievements is listed in Table 6.

Analysis of the intermediary effect of step on mathe-
matical achievement is listed in Table 7.

4. Discussion

We have used empirical research to explore the correlation
between PA and AA and it has been found that PA could
affect students’ mathematics performance to a certain extent.
In males, the multiple LR equation has shown that math-
ematics scores were related to MVPA steps and sustained
attention. In females, the multiple LR equation has shown
that mathematics scores were related to MVPA and steps. To
summarize, PA has a direct effect on AA and there are no
mediating effects between PA and three kinds of attention,
namely, selective attention, sustained attention, and alter-
nating attention.

One possible explanation of our findings is that indi-
viduals with more agile bodies have higher flexibility and
achieve greater number of steps. Mathematics requires
higher mental function and coordination between the hands
and brain. )e ability to solve mathematics problems re-
quires using the brain and the using a paper, pen, and tools
for calculations [21].

Moreover, MVPA has an effect on mathematics per-
formance because proper PA could improve blood circu-
lation, thereby fully mobilizing the functions of various
organs of the body, including the brain [22]. PA has a
positive effect on the central nervous system, such as en-
hanced flexibility of the central nervous system and coor-
dination with various systems, improved ability to respond
and keep the balance of the interaction between excitatory
and inhibition processes, and improved regulation of the
central nervous system and muscle activity of the body [23].
)ese effects could in turn make individuals more energetic,
thereby improving learning efficiency [4]. Moreover, PA
could help stabilize students’ emotions, thus enabling stu-
dents withstand greater academic pressure. A team of ex-
perts who studied the significance of PA in school-age
children proved that active children and adolescents are
more encouraged to improve their AA before, during, and
after school because exercising and fitness contributed to the
development of children’s brain structure, function, and
cognitive ability [15]. Moreover, middle school is the golden
age of physical and intellectual development. For students,
the burden of learning is not considered extremely heavy
because they have much spare time. Moreover, the longer
one engages in PA, the more exercise his or her body gets
and their physical condition improves, which in turn pro-
vides sufficient energy and a strong body for learning. Ex-
ercise could also enrich students’ extracurricular activities,
stimulates the release of a variety of chemicals such as
dopamine and endorphin, thus enhancing memory and
intellectual development and promoting happiness. An
optimistic attitude or a positive mental outlook is also
conducive for improving learning ability.

Table 2: Sample characteristics for middle school students in grades 7 and 8.

school Section
Severe thinness )inness Normal Overweight Obesity
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls

7 ≤13.8 ≤13.6 <14.9 <14.9 14.9–21.7 14.9–22.7 >21.7 >22.7 ≥25.8 ≥27.2
8 ≤14.3 ≤14.0 <15.5 <15.4 16.4–22.6 15.5–22.6 >22.6 >23.5 ≥26.9 ≥28.2

Table 3: Distribution of BMI in male and female students in grades
7 and 8.

Gender N Percentage

Boys

Severe thinness 0 0
)inness 1 1.1
Normal 46 49.5

Overweight 24 25.8
Obesity 22 23.7
Aggregate 93 100.0

Girls

Severe thinness 0 0
)inness 2 2.4
Normal 31 37.3

Overweight 23 27.7
Obesity 27 32.5
Aggregate 83 100.0
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BMI and aerobic fitness do not have any effect on
mathematics scores because these obesity indicators have
little effect on the students’ willingness to exercise and ex-
ercise preferences, and the ability to solve mathematical
problems is more related to the understanding and appli-
cation of mathematical knowledge [16]. In this study, sus-
tained attention levels did not show a mediating effect, and
the analysis of sex differences showed contradicting results.
Sustained attention could only be effective in predicting
mathematical performance (direct effect and indirect effect)

under certain conditions [21]. Moreover, sex differences in
terms of persistent attention exist, which may explain the
results of this study to some extent. Moreover, the absence of
the mediating effect of sustained attention could be at-
tributed to the fact that sustained attention is extremely
limited. Even in the most ideal interference-free environ-
ment, an individual’s attention span could only last for
20–22min. )e time required for measuring AA is much
longer than the duration of the individual’s attention; thus,
the effect of sustained attention is extremely limited.

Table 4: Regression coefficient of the final model of boys’ regression equation.

Coefficienta

T Significance
Model

Unnormalized coefficient Normalized coefficient
B Standard error Beta

Boys

Constant 5.839 5.855 0.997 0.321
Step 0.004 0.001 0.535 6.293 0.0001

MVPA 1.302 0.435 0.254 2.993 0.004
Sustained attention 0.657 0.316 0.160 2.078 0.041

Note. aDependent variable: math.

Table 5: Regression coefficient of the final model of girls’ regression equation.

Coefficienta

t Significance
Model

Unnormalized coefficient Normalized coefficient
B Standard error Beta

Girls
Constant 6.327 4.504 1.405 0.164
Step 0.005 0.001 0.594 7.649 0.0001

MVPA 1.610 0.406 0.308 3.963 0.0001
Note. aDependent variable: math.
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Figure 1: Standardized residual histogram for the regression equation of boys. )e regression-standardized residuals show normal
distribution, which means that the data meet the requirements of the regression equation (same is applicable for Figures 2 to 6).
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)erefore, the level of sustained attention did not pro-
duce a prominent effect in this study.

Furthermore, alternating attention was a form of se-
lective switching attention. In our study, the effect of di-
vergent attention on the student’s learning process was not
significant. For students, learning for or taking exams is what
they usually have to face. )e diversion of attention and
demand for attention distribution are not high. )e time for
a person to complete a color test could only reflect his/her

sensitivity to color. )us, Stroop test results are not asso-
ciated with mathematics scores. For selective attention,
selective attention could be correlated with AA to a certain
extent. However, AA could not be predicted with selective
attention, which is consistent with the finding of our study.
Moreover, although selective attention has no direct influ-
ence on AA, it has an indirect effect on working memory
when it is needed, which is used as a mediating variable.
)us, AA could be influenced by the combination of
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Figure 2: Standardized residual histogram for the regression equation of girls. )e regression-standardized residuals show normal
distribution.
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Figure 3: Regression-normalized residual P-P diagram of boys.
)e scattered point distribution of standardized residuals is close to
the straight line.
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Figure 4: Regression-normalized residual P-P diagram of girls.)e
scattered point distribution of standardized residuals is close to the
straight line.
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sustained attention, alternating attention, and selective at-
tention as mediating variables of PA. However, based on the
BA, we found nomediating effects between PA and the three
kinds of attention. Hence, whether selective attention,
sustained attention, and alternating attention have direct or
indirect effects on PA and AA requires further investigation,
and future studies on other mediating variables between the

three kinds of attention and AA are warranted. )ere are
some limitations to this study. First, the sample in our study
involved only one school. )is study would need to be
replicated in other areas in the USA and around the USA for
greater transferability. Moreover, more factors regarding PA
and psychology could be explored and considered for a more
accurate statistical analysis.
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Figure 5: Scatter plot of regression-standardized prediction value (boys). Dependent variable is placed on the x axis and ∗ ZPRED is the y-
axis variable. )e two variables are in a straight-line trend.
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Figure 6: Scatter plot of the regression-standardized prediction value (girls). Dependent variable is placed on the x axis and ∗ ZPRED is the
y-axis variable. )e two variables are in a straight-line trend.
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5. Conclusions

)is research study has carried out the empirical research on
the identified population.)e findings of the paper state that
PA has a direct effect on AA. )ere are no mediating effects
between PA and three kinds of attention, namely, selective
attention, sustained attention, and alternating attention. No
mediating effects are observed between PA and the three
kinds of attention, namely, selective attention, sustained
attention, and alternating attention. In males, the multiple
LR equation has shown that mathematics scores were related
to MVPA and sustained attention. In females, the multiple
LR equation showed that mathematics scores were related to
MVPA and steps. From the above findings, it can be con-
cluded that the short time spent on physical activities during
PE classes and sports related activities impacts positively on
the academic performances of middle school students. It is
found that there is a strong correlation between the physical
activities and overall performance of the participant subjects.
)is is due to the hormones, which are released by the body
during physical activities that relieve stress and increase
concentration levels. )is has resulted into the greater
success in terms of mathematics scores of the middle school
children. )is study is applicable to all the age groups but in
this research study, we are focusing on the school going kids
and the impact of physical activities on the academic per-
formance is remarkable as per the research study. )e study
of biomarkers also show that the relevance of physical ac-
tivities on the overall performance of the students. )e
computational techniques like regression were used in
predicting the performance on the basis of input activity data
of the participants. )e future study will concentrate on
analyzing the impact of physical activities on the participants
by considering the most relevant biomarkers of health
analysis. We will introduce better computational techniques

with different datasets to draw conclusive remarks to analyze
the impact of physical activities on the academics. Fur-
thermore, we will explore more factors related to PA and
psychology in the future.
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Objective. �e potential of neurofeedback to alter the M1-cerebellum connectivity was explored using motor imagery-based rt-
fMRI. �ese regions were chosen due to their importance in motor performance and motor rehabilitation. Methods. Four right-
handed individuals were recruited to examine the potential to change the M1-cerebellum neurofeedback link. �e University of
Glasgow Cognitive Neuroimaging Centre used a 3T MRI scanner from January 2019 to January 2020 to conduct this prospective
study. Everyone participated in each fMRI session, which included six NF training runs. Participants were instructed to imagine
complicated hand motions during the NF training to raise a thermometer bar’s height. To contrast the correlation coe�cients
between the initial and last NF runs, a t-test was performed post hoc. Results. �e neurofeedback connection between M1 and the
cerebellum was strengthened in each participant. Motor imagery strategy was a signi�cant task in training M1-cerebellum
connectivity as participants used it successfully to enhance the activation level between these regions during M1-cerebellum
modulation using real-time fMRI. �e t-test and linear regression, on the other hand, showed this increase to be insigni�cant.
Conclusion. A novel technique to manipulate M1-cerebellum connectivity was discovered using real-time fMRI NF. �is study
showed that each participant’s neurofeedback connectivity betweenM1 and cerebellum was enhanced.�is increase, on the other
hand, was insigni�cant statistically. �e results showed that the connectivity between both areas increased positively.�rough the
integration of fMRI and neurofeedback, M1-cerebellum connectivity can be positively a�ected.

1. Introduction

Cerebellar functions have received a lot of attention over the
previous decades. �e timing and accuracy of skilled mo-
tions rely on the cerebellum [1]. Functional neuroimaging in
humans has revealed that motor learning and performance
are linked to the cerebellum.�e right motor cortex is linked
to the left cerebellar hemisphere. If the left side of the
cerebellum is damaged, the right side will be impacted. �e
cerebellum activation included a range of sensory and motor
activities, according to previous functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) studies. �e cerebellum helps with
several cognitive processes, such as motor imagery [2].
Several functional imaging studies have been conducted on

the cerebellum. �e �rst functional study of the cerebellum
was conducted by Fox and colleagues [3]. �ey discovered
that voluntary �nger movement-activated bilateral lobule
V. During a �nger-tapping exercise, Kuhtz-Buschbeck, and
colleagues [2] saw activity in the anterior cerebellum using
fMRI.

�e cerebellar regions that execute motor activities are
di�erent from those that execute cognitive and non-motor
activities, according to Stoodley and Schmahmann [4].
Motor functions are controlled by the anterior cerebellum,
while the posterior cerebellum controls cognitive functions.
Since it aids in the pathophysiology of motor disorders
linked to the cerebellum, understanding how cortical regions
connect is critical. �e cerebellum and the primary motor
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cortex (M1) were indirectly linked, according to Hoover and
Strick [5], via MRI investigations. Daskalakis et al. [6],
however, have proposed an indirect cross-link via the in-
ferior parietal lobe; thus a direct connection to M1 is un-
likely. Additionally, the cerebellum may be less directly
connected with other cortical regions than that of M1,
according to Manto et al. [7]. Many research such as
functional connectivity in autism [8] and Parkinson’s disease
[9] have been conducted to investigate the link between the
motor cortex and cerebellum. Ramos and colleagues [10]
also utilized resting-state fMRI to investigate alterations in
intrinsic cortico-cerebellar functional linkages in individuals
with typical development. As a result of their research,
Mostofsky and his colleagues examined youngsters with
typical development (TD) and high-functioning autism
(HFA) [11].

As a consequence of this investigation, the contralateral
thalamus, ipsilateral cerebellum, contralateral main sensory
cortex, and SMA were all engaged in motor execution. (e
contralateral thalamus, ipsilateral cerebellum, contralateral
main sensory cortex, and SMA were all engaged in motor
execution. (e study found that the level of engagement
was specific to the movement being executed, for example,
when executing a hand gesture with the left hand, these
regions were more active than when executing the same
hand gesture with the right hand. (is suggests that these
regions are specifically activated during certain tasks or
movements and may be important for their specific
function. Moreover, these processes were demonstrated to
be differentially engaged between TD children and ASD
individuals. As a result of their investigation, Ramos et [10]
suggested: “It might also help in targeting neuroimaging
investigations that new treatment strategies eventually fade
out as older or less potent drugs are substituted for them.”
(e authors further explored the specific areas of distrib-
uted abnormalities that comprised this fMRI activity in
each situation.

Individuals may internally replicate actions or move-
ments using Motor Imagery (MI) technique. Individuals
may imagine about achieving motor things, but no physical
outcomes are allowed in MI [11]. MI comes in two flavors:
visual imagination (VI) and kinaesthetic imagination (KI)
[11]. MI has a significant function since it is often utilized in
motor learning exercises [12]. It may be beneficial to athletes,
skill development, and rehabilitation since it may be used to
improve motor performance over periods [13]. When
physical movement, such as clenching or tapping, was
imagined by participants using MI, the cerebellum was
activated [10]. According to a study by Blefari et al. [12], even
though cerebellar activity was high during motor execution,
it decreased by 30% during MI. Neurofeedback is using
visual or auditory stimuli to assist in self-regulation in a
person [12]. Real-time fMRI (rt-fMRI) systems have been
used for neurofeedback because of their speed and capacity
to supply signal feedback from the brain activity of the
subcortical brain framework. Neurofeedback has been
shown to be an effective treatment for a wide range of
disorders, including depression and anxiety. One potential
mechanism by which neurofeedback may work is by

modulating brain function. Previous studies have shown
that motor imagery-based rt-fMRI connectivity is associated
with cerebellum function. (e current study aim is to de-
termine whether neurofeedback using motor imagery-based
rt-fMRI connectivity is able to modulate M1-cerebellum
connectivity.

(e current research aimed to see whether people’s brain
feedback connections between the primary motor cortex
(M1) and cerebellum might be changed. (ese adjustments
may provide insight into healthy people’s link between the
cerebellum and motor cortex. (e M1-cerebellum coupling
has never been studied in conjunction with rt-fMRI mod-
ulation. Modifying the M1-cerebellum connectivity may
help in illness therapy such as Parkinson’s disease and
autism by improving motor functions [11, 16].

2. Methods

2.1. Participants. (is study included four individuals (three
men and one woman) with normal or corrected vision.
According to the participants, all the material and photos on
the screen were viewable. According to the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory [17], all participants were right-
handed. English was a breeze for all participants, whether
they spoke or wrote it. Participants’ average age was 36 years
old. Each participant completed the Vividness of Movement
Imagery Questionnaire-2 (VMIQ-2) to assess their capacity
to perform the motor imagination tasks. (e VMIQ-2[18,
19] is a 12-question exam that measures an individual’s
ability to generate new motions. (ere are two types of
motor imagery: internal (first person) and external (third
person) visual imagery. As seen in Table 1, the VMIQ-2 has
passed all three types of validity tests: factorial, construct,
and concurrent.

(is study received ethical approval from the College of
Science and Engineering ethics committees at the University
of Glasgow. Each participant approved the experiment.
Before undergoing the MRI scanning, each participant re-
ceived a thorough explanation of the experiment’s complete
technique; all participants completed an MRI safety
checklist.

2.2. Imaging Parameters and Rt-fMRI Neurofeedback
Platform. Between January 2019 and January 2020, the
University of Glasgow Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging
(CCNi) conducted this prospective study using a 3T Siemens
Tim TrioMRI scanner with a 32-channel head coil.(e Echo
Planar Imaging (EPI) technique (TR� 2000ms, 0.3mm gap,
32 axial slices, TE� 30ms) was used to acquire T2 -weighted
functional scans. All participants in this study underwent a
high-resolution anatomical scan (T1 weighted image), six

Table 1: Types of validity tests: factorial, construct, and concurrent.

M1-cerebellum (mean)
Age (years) 36
Handedness 92.5
MI vividness (third-person perspective) 22.75
MI vividness (first-person perspective) 21.5
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NF runs, and a functional localizer run. (e scanner pro-
vided Turbo-BrainVoyager (TVB) software with useful data
over a network connection during NF runs. Preprocessing of
the functional data took place in real-time. (e correlation
between the two regions was calculated using custom
MATLAB code, which was then displayed as a thermometer
bar on the computer. During their NF training, the par-
ticipants were encouraged to imagine complex hand mo-
tions to raise the height of the thermometer bar. For the
motor imagery task, there were no particular hand motions
recommended. Participants were able to test different
mental strategies and actions to raise their thermometer.(e
height of the thermometer bar was determined using the
Pearson correlation coefficient. (e thermometer bar level
was updated and displayed after each NF block using an
intermittent feedback paradigm. During the localizer run, 7
fixation blocks (16 s) intermingled with 6 bimanual hand
clenches (the 30 s). Participants were supposed to count
letters or numbers when “REST” appeared and clench their
fists when “Clench” occurred during functional scanning
(the localizer). (e block labeled “Clench” lasts 30 seconds,
whereas the block labeled “Rest” lasts 16. (e available data
were processed and analyzed online using BrainVoyager.
Each participant’s original space was used to generate the
ROIs.

2.3. Rt-fMRI Neurofeedback. Every participant completed
366-second NF training runs. Every NF training run in-
cluded 32 s blocks. Each cycle consisted of a 14-second break
(twice repeated throughout each cycle since each cycle began
and ended with a rest), an 11-second MI exercise, and four
seconds of feedback signal (Figure 1). During the blocks,
participants were told to perform imagination of compli-
cated motions for 14 seconds to raise the activation level
between the M1-cerebellum connection. After each NF
block, the thermometer bar displayed M1-cerebellum in-
tegration for 4 seconds. Participants were instructed to count

numbers or letters for 14 seconds to keep track of their
baseline activity [17].

2.4. Online Data Analysis. Turbo-BrainVoyager software
and MATLAB were used to analyze and present rt-fMRI
data. A network link was used to transfer the data to Turbo-
BrainVoyager software. In real-time, the available data were
preprocessed. To update and display the feedback signal,
which included an intermittent thermometer, the following
equation was used:

bar height � scale∗ (Corr + 1). (1)

To improve the visibility of the thermometer bar, the
scale is an arbitrary scale value.
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(e mean activation of M1 during a MI block is rep-
resented by x, which is a 14-s time course of M1, and the
mean activation of the cerebellum is represented by y.

2.5. Full Brain Analysis. BrainVoyager QX 2.8.4 (Brain In-
novation, Maastricht, (e Netherlands) was used to manip-
ulate the available data, which was then imported into
MATLAB. Before being normalized to Talairach space, in-
homogeneity was corrected in the anatomical T1 weighted
image. Moreover, all volumes were spatially aligned to the
localizer run’s first volume to eliminate head motion, and the
functional data were slice-time corrected. After that, Brain
Voyager was used to align the fMRI data to T1 weighted image
using anatomical landmark points if necessary. A rigid body
transform and scaling were used to convert the data to
Talairach space. Nonlinear drifts in the time series were
eliminated using a temporal high-pass filter (2 cycles) applied
to linear drifts. A Gaussian kernel with a 6-mm full width at

REST

MI

REST

MI

14 Sec

14 Sec

14 Sec

14 Sec

4 Sec

4 Sec

Figure 1: (e NF training paradigm is constructed using fMRI. When the thermometer bar was shown for 4 seconds, a run lasted 366
seconds and included twelve 14 s fixations (rest) blocks and eleven 14 s NF blocks.
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half maximum was used to smooth the functional data. To
analyze preprocessed functional data with two predictors (fist
clenching and rest) and six head motion parameters, a General
Linear Model (GLM) was utilized for each subject [18]. A
second-level random-effect analysis general linear model
(RFX-GLM) was used to test group data. (e generated sta-
tistical maps were thresholded and corrected for multiple
comparisons using cluster-level thresholding [19]. (e blocks
of the NF were then contrasted to the baseline (p< 0.01 cor-
rected for cluster-level thresholding) in all six NF runs.

2.6. StatisticalAnalysis. A t-test was used as a post hoc test to
examine the correlation between the first and last runs.
Linear regression was also performed using the average
connectivity values of each neurofeedback run in order to
calculate the upregulation over NF runs.

3. Results

(e participants’ cerebellar and M1 activation was observed
during the localizer, owing to hand clenching. Each par-
ticipant completed all six runs successfully. Participants
seemed to upregulate activation between M1 and the cer-
ebellum before dropping at run 4. Figure 2 shows an up-
wards trend in activation levels across runs.

Nonetheless, participants showed a trend for successfully
upregulating based on the linear regression results (Intercept
coefficient� −0.103, R2 � 0.272 and p value� 0.0739). (ese
findings suggested effective modulation due to differences in
activation levels from run 1 to run 6.

According to the paired t-test, the observed increase in
correlation was not statistically significant (p� 0.287). As
result, four participants were not able to upregulated the

neurofeedback connectivity between M1 and the cerebellum
using real-time fMRI.

In addition, participants thought playing music,
knocking on doors, or lifting weights might help them raise
their thermometer bar as shown in Figure 3.

3.1. Whole Brain Analysis. To see if any brain areas were
activated during NF-directed motor imagery, a comprehen-
sive RFX-GLM analysis (p< 0.01 corrected) was performed.
Whole brain analysis shows that activations were seen in the
cerebellum and M1 where the feedback was received. Also,
bilateral parietal lobes, bilateral insula, and caudate body were
all activated. Table 2 and Figure 4 list and illustrate the ac-
tivated areas during this real-time fMRI experiment.

4. Discussion

In a single session of motor imagery of complex body
motions with intermittent feedback signals (represented as
the height of a thermometer bar) using real-time fMRI, we
discovered preliminary evidence that healthy people might
learn to increase their activity level between M1 and cer-
ebellum connectivity. To our knowledge, real-time fMRI
has never been used to investigate the relationship between
cortical motor regions and the cerebellum previously.
Despite this, studies investigating M1-cerebellum con-
nectivity have been conducted using resting-state fMRI [6].
Attempts to conclude the efficacy of modulation between
cortical and cerebellum are hampered by the limited
number of studies that have been conducted [20]. In this
research, participants had the potential to upregulate the
activity level betweenM1-cerebellum connectivity since the
correlation in the last run was stronger than that of the first.

y = 0.0087x - 0.1027
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Figure 2: When comparing the first and last runs, this statistic shows the average BOLD signal change inM1-cerebellum connectivity. (e
standard deviation of the mean represented the error bars.
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A linear regression of average connectivity values was
utilized to measure the upregulation over neurofeedback
runs.

(e results indicate that M1-cerebellar connectivity
seems to be increased by time. However, t-test indicates that
the upregulating is not statistically significant. Furthermore,
through linear regression, the NF group’s mean M1-cere-
bellum activity was not apparent. (is means that there was
no significant relationship between NF and M1-cerebellum
activity. In other words, the findings suggest that being NF
does not seem to have an impact on cerebellum activity.(is
suggests that increased M1-cerebellum connectivity was
likely a product of neurofeedback modulation and not in-
trinsic changes made by participants after putting more
effort to enhance the modulation.

(is study has several implications for clinicians and
scientists who are investigating interactions between brain
function and mental disorders. First, it suggests that further
research is needed in this area before any firm conclusions can
be drawn about whether or not being NF affects cerebellar
function. Second, it highlights the importance of using ap-
propriate methodology when studying these types of rela-
tionships—particularly when looking at M1-cerebellum
activation levels.

A t-test was used as an exploratory examination to
contrast the correlation between the first and final runs.
Despite this, neither test resulted in a statistically significant
result. (is study recruited four participants at a time (four).
(is study’s impact is modest because bigger sample sizes
result in more effects. Motor imagery (MI) is a condition in
which a person performs mental motor tasks but has no
physical motor output [21]. According to several prior
studies, MI seems to activate comparable motor areas as
those engaged in preparation for and actual execution of
actions [22]. Mental tasks in motor imagery have modulated
brain activity in specific areas such asM1 [23] and SMA [24].

(e study by [12, 14] showed that cerebellar activation
and M1 activation resulted from motor imagery tasks. (ese
findings are consistent with those of our research because
they showed cerebellar activation and M1 activation
resulting from the same type of task. (is is an important
finding because it supports the notion that the brain re-
sponds similarly to different types of mental activities. (e
authors note that this could be due to the encoding of
movement representations within cerebellum and muscle
cortex, respectively. (is may allow for improved coordi-
nation or speed during movements downstream from these
areas. Additionally, the increased cortical activity might
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Figure 3:(is graph shows the connectivity betweenM1 and the cerebellum in the first and final runs.(e standard deviation of the mean is
represented by the error bars.

Table 2: Clusters of brain activations seen during the NF modulation.

Cortex X Y Z t P-value Number of voxels
RT parietal lobe, BA 7 21 −58 52 23.923 0.00174 5502
RT insula, BA 13 32 −22 13 109.41 0.00008 14583
RT caudate body 12 7 25 52.201 0.00037 1470
LT parietal lobe, BA 7 −21 −58 34 54.443 0.000337 1278
LT precentral gyrus, BA 4 −33 −19 55 17.8134 0.003137 257
LT insula, BA 13 −33 8 10 92.853 0.000116 3903
LT frontal lobe, BA 9 −39 47 28 47.463 0.000444 2581
LT cerebellum, anterior lobe −32 −58 −23 23.6665 0.00178 646
RT cerebellum, posterior lobe 33 −64 −24 9.0189 0.002878 308
RT medial frontal gyrus, BA 6 15 −7 56 24.7062 0.000145 2221
LT superior frontal gyrus, BA 6 −9 −1 63 7.4269 0.00505 603
RT cerebellum, anterior lobe 21 −59 −23 23.9235 0.00174 5502
LT cerebellum, posterior lobe −12 −59 −14 31.8582 0.00098 520
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account for the subjective experience of imaging motor
actions while performing the experiment.

In this rt-fMRI NF research, the implicit strategy is often
employed in which participants were instructed to search for
a strategy that enhances their activation score during the
experiment [25]. Participants reported that actions such as
lifting weights or playing music increased the thermometer
bar during the neurofeedback experiment. However, the
downside of the implicit strategy is participants may quit
exploring newmental actions if they discover one that boosts
their neural activity level [25].

Whole-brain activity and brain-distributed learning
processes can be monitored and investigated using real-time
fMRI. Regarding most real-time fMRI investigations, the
training effects are mostly seen in the neurofeedback target
region [23]. (is may be because this is where the focus of
attention typically lies during cognitive tasks, such as those
used in neurofeedback training. It has been shown that
repeated exposures to a stimuli or task over time can lead to
an enhanced response within that particular region of the
brain. However, some investigations report increased acti-
vation throughout the whole brain during neurofeedback

RT Z-55 Z-55

Z-55 Z-55Z-55

Z-55

8.00

8.00

4.00

4.00

p < 0.057191

p < 0.057191

Y=-50 Y=-60 Y=-70

Y=35 Y=20 Y=10

Figure 4: For the NF group (coronal images), the results of the NF runs analysis are displayed. At p< 0.01 (uncorrected), these activations
are significant.
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training, which might be due to general enhancements of
cognitive function that result from neurofeedback training
or specific neural changes induced by neurofeedback
stimulation in certain regions. Future research should ex-
plore this question more closely and determine which re-
gions of the brain may benefit from neurofeedback
intervention most specifically. (e influence of self-regu-
lation and learning of self-regulatory strategies on a suc-
cessful connection has been investigated [29]. According to
numerous real-time fMRI NF research, neurofeedback
training affects distinct changes in target region connec-
tivity, predominantly strengthening important connections
while weakening others. Consequently, whole-brain analysis
permits researchers to see how activation and network al-
terations occur in specific regions. (e full-brain exami-
nation was used during the training process to see how the
brain became activated.

Bilateral parietal lobe activation was seen during NF
training. (e processing of visual stimuli could have trig-
gered these areas. Participants got visual feedback from a
thermometer bar to show the activation levels of a motor
imagery task throughout the experiment. (ese feedback
projections may boost parietal lobe recruitment via real-time
neurofeedback [30]. (ere has been a lot of recent research
exploring how different types of imagery (e.g., visual, au-
ditory, olfactory, etc.), and in particular motor imagery, can
influence various aspects of cognitive function.

In a recent study, researchers looked at how motor
imagery might be related to brain activation. (ey hy-
pothesized that using motor imagery (MI) might be linked to
fMRI activation in the left parietal lobe [31, 32]. (e insula
may be activated during NF training because it processes
intentional actions [33]. Furthermore, it’s possible that using
motor imagery (MI) is linked to fMRI activation in the left
parietal lobe.(e insula may be activated during NF training
because it processes intentional movement and awareness
[36]. In addition, activation in the sensorimotor-related
brain regions, such as the insula, may be linked to self-
agency perception during voluntary motor activities [32, 36].
(e insula is also a critical component of the brain, as
Emmert et al. [36] demonstrated during real-time fMRI
neurofeedback.

Real-time fMRI NF may alter M1-cerebellum connec-
tivity, according to current findings. (e complete-brain
analysis’s activation in the whole brain and the cerebellum
bolstered this conclusion. Lindeman and colleagues were
able to modify M1 and the cerebellum using a non-MRI
approach.(ey activated Purkinje neurons using whiskers to
alter the coherence between S1 and M1. We recommend
doing more research with a bigger sample size in the future
because our online and offline findings suggest an impact on
targeted connectivity [37].

5. Conclusion

Neurofeedback is a new and advance method that has been
found to help people with various mental health conditions,
such as anxiety and depression. Neurofeedback is based on
the theory that your brain functions inmuch the same way as

a computer—you can train it to respond in a certain way by
providing feedback to it. By using neurofeedback, patients
can learn how to control their motor, thoughts, and emo-
tions and improve their overall mental health and motor
outcome.

(e cerebellum plays an important role in skilled
movement timing and precision. M1 is critical in addition to
planning and carrying out actions. (e possibility of
changing the M1-cerebellar connection was highlighted
using real-time fMRI. We used this method in our research
and found that each participant’s neurofeedback connection
between M1 and the cerebellum appeared to strengthen.
Nevertheless, this improvement was not statistically sig-
nificant. Further investigation, the recruitment of additional
participants, and forming a control group are advised.
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�e use of an automatic histopathological image identi�cation system is essential for expediting diagnoses and lowering mistake
rates. Although it is of enormous clinical importance, computerized breast cancer multiclassi�cation using histological pictures
has rarely been investigated. A deep learning-based classi�cation strategy is suggested to solve the challenge of automated
categorization of breast cancer pathology pictures. �e attention model that acts on the feature channel is the channel re�nement
model. �e learned channel weight may be used to reduce super�uous features when implementing the feature channel. To
increase classi�cation accuracy, calibration is necessary. To increase the accuracy of channel recalibration �ndings, a multiscale
channel recalibration model is provided, and the msSE-ResNet convolutional neural network is built. �e multiscale properties
�ow through the network’s highest pooling layer. �e channel weights obtained at di�erent scales are delivered into line fusion
and used as input to the next channel recalibration model, which may improve the results of channel recalibration. �e ex-
perimental �ndings reveal that the spatial recalibration model fares poorly on the job of classifying breast cancer pathology
pictures when applied to the semantic segmentation of brain MRI images. �e public BreakHis dataset is used to conduct the
experiment. �e network performs benign/malignant breast pathology picture classi�cation collected at various magni�cations
with a classi�cation accuracy of 88.87 percent, according to experimental data. �e diseased images are also more resilient.
Experiments on pathological pictures at various magni�cations show that msSE-ResNet34 is capable of performing well when
used to classify pathological images at various magni�cations.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women [1], and
the incidence tends to be younger. Pathological detection is
regarded as the “gold standard” in the diagnosis of breast
cancer [2], and pathological detection is determined by
pathology. It is carried out under the microscope, and the

pathological grade is given by the observation of the
pathological section. Due to the large variability in the
pathological images [3], the observer’s experience and
subjective di�erences may a�ect the most the �nal diagnosis.
Benign tumors are noncancerous. �ey will not grow or
invade surrounding tissue. However, when they form near
vital organs, irritate a nerve, or restrict blood �ow, they can
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be highly dangerous.+emajority of benign tumors respond
well to treatment. +e only method to tell for sure is to get
the lump biopsied, even though the fact that tests such as
mammograms, ultrasounds, andMRImight provide hints as
to whether a mass is malignant.

Malignant tumors are carcinogenic tumors. Our bodies
constantly produce new cells to replace worn-out ones.
Occasionally, DNA gets damaged during the process,
resulting in abnormal cell formation. Instead of vanishing,
they continue to expand at a rate that the immunity is unable
to keep up with, leading to a tumor. Cancer cells can travel
from the tumor to other parts of the body via the circulatory
or vascular system.+e location of the underlying tumor and
whether it has spread are only two of the numerous variables
that affect how malignant tumors are treated. Detailed in-
formation about the tumor can be revealed by a pathology
report to aid with treatment planning, which may involve
surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, targeted therapy, and
immunotherapy, commonly known as biological therapy.

Automatic classification algorithms for breast cancer
pathological images can help pathologists make more ac-
curate diagnoses. +e research on breast cancer pathological
image classification has made great progress in recent years,
and the research methods for this task can be divided into
+ere are 2 categories: one is algorithms based on manual
feature descriptors and machine learning, and the other is
algorithms based on deep learning.

Utilizing feature descriptors including binary patterns
(lbp, gray-scale co-occurrence matrices, and classification
techniques) such as random forests and support vector
machines, the BreaKHis breast cancer pathology picture
dataset [4] was produced. Using a majority vote method,
literature [5] integrated the outcomes of each classification
algorithm to get at an 87 percent detection accuracy for the
same dataset. However, high-quality qualities require spe-
cialist knowledge and effort, limiting this technology’s
application.

Deep learning classification beats standard machine
learning classification by adopting a network topology with
the convolution layer as the core.

For the first time, literature [6] employs 11-layer and 13-
layer deep neural networks to indicate the existence of
mitosis in breast cancer histopathology pictures. In total, 14-
layer convolutional neural networks have been utilized in the
literature [7] to categorize breast pathology images as regular
tissue, benign lesions, in situ carcinomas, or invasive ma-
lignancy. Literature [8] compared BreaKHis dataset studies
utilizing AlexNet-based models. Machine learning catego-
rization enhanced performance by 4–6%. Literature [9] used
a magnification-independent deep network to acquire an
83% identification rate; Scheer vector and VGGNet’s clas-
sification model provide an 87% recognition rate. +e work
requires preserving enough sturdiness for pathological
photos at varied enhancements due to the significant dif-
ferences in infected pictures at various magnifications. Deep
network training needs many training examples, yet path-
ological breast cancer pictures are scarce. With the growing
availability and incorporation of many data types, such as
genomics, microarray, and histopathologic data, cancer

therapy is moving toward precisionmedicine. It takes a lot of
time and experience to use and analyze a variety of high-
dimensional data formats for clinical or translational re-
search jobs. Additionally, combining different data kinds
requires more computing power than interpreting each type
separately and calls for modeling algorithms that can absorb
enormous amounts of complex characteristics. Machine
learning algorithms are increasingly being used to automate
these processes to help diagnose and detect cancer. Excit-
ingly, DL models may be able to make use of this complexity
to present insightful information and find pertinent granular
characteristics from a variety of data formats.

To improve the classification model’s effectiveness,
maximize the few available samples. +e channel recali-
bration model [10] focuses on feature channels. It suppresses
superfluous features through learned channel weights and
improves classification model performance. A multichannel
CNN model was constructed and proposed as a solution to
the identified problem using the sensitive lymph node
pathologic imaging datasets for breast cancer. +e model
employs stacked multichannel convolutional units, Internet
of +ings-based CNN modules, skip cross-layer intercon-
nections, a combination of classical and depth-wise sepa-
rable convolution layers, and summation and concatenation
operations. According to the results, the model does a good
job of identifying micrometastases as well as lymph node
metastasis.

+is article is in the channel to enhance CNN feature
utilization. A multiscale channel squeeze-and-excitation
(msSE) model is developed according to the refinement
model. It uses different max-pooling layers to gather mul-
tiscale features; channel recalibration is undertaken on each
scale feature. +e fused channel weights achieve multiscale
channel recalibration for input characteristics. Multiscale
features may improve the network’s feature information,
and channel recalibration can raise the classification model’s
performance. +e network’s training set includes breast
cancer pathology images at four magnifications, guaran-
teeing the classification model is robust to multiple em-
bellishments and meets clinical expectations.

2. Related Work

2.1. Residual Structure. One illustration of a multilayer
neural network’s unstable behavior is the vanishing gradient
problem (VGP). Networks are unable to return gradient
information to the model’s input layers. Gradients for
deeper layers in a multilayer network are calculated as the
sum of many gradients of activation functions. +ese gra-
dients will quickly disappear when they are tiny or zero. On
the other hand, if they are more than one, it may explode. As
a result, updating and computing become quite difficult. +e
partial derivatives for the variables of the NN, which are the
gradient’s constituent elements, grow exponentially tiny in
the VGP, practically negligibly changing the variables with
the gradient.

+e vanishing gradient problem of deep convolution
neural networks makes it difficult to train deeper network
models. +e residual structure proposed literature [11]
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solves this problem and enables deeper convolutional neural
networks to be trained efficiently.+e structure of regression
is shown in Figure 1.

+e calculation process of the residual structure can be
expressed as

y � F(x) + x, (1)

where x is the input feature of the convolutional layer, y is
the output of the residual structure feature, and F(x) is the
result after the convolutional layer mapping.

Suppose the residual structure is expected to fit the
mapping as H(x). Due to the existence of the additional
equivalent mapping, the mapping to be fitted by the
convolutional layer in the residual structure becomes
the mapping with residual (x) � H(x) − x. +is is easier to
learn than the original expected fitting mapping. +e
residual structure does not introduce additional param-
eters and can be trained through backpropagation. +e
residual network with the residual structure as the main
body increases the number of network layers at the
same time, which can avoid the gradient vanishing
problem.

2.2. Channel Recalibration Model. +e attention model
[12, 13] was first applied to natural language processing, by
introducing attention weights to make the network model
“attention” to useful In recent years, attention models have
been applied to the field of computer vision [14, 15], by
suppressing the uninteresting regions in the feature map, the
network’s attention is focused on the region of interest.
Different from focusing on the feature map +e channel
refinement model is a model of attention acting on the
channel domain of the feature map. It is proposed in SENet
[10] designed by the ILSVRC17 competition classification
task champion. +e channel recalibration model weights the
input features by channel, so that the network’s attention is
focused on useful features, and the channel weights can be
learned through training. +e channel recalibration model
can be combined with VGGNet [16], ResNet [11], Goo-
gLeNet [17], and other networks, and the residual structure
and join+e SE residual structure of channel recalibration is
shown in Figure 2.

+e channel recalibration model squeezes the input
feature U in channel order according to:

zc � Fsq uc(  �
1

H × W


H

i�1


W

j�1
uc(i, j), (2)

where zc is the result of squeezing the feature of the first
channel in the input feature; Fsq(∗ ) is the squeeze function;
uc is the feature of the first channel c in the input feature, and
H andW are the height and width, respectively; uc(i, j) is the
value of the feature at uc the spatial position (i, j). +is
process can be regarded as a channel-by-channel global
pooling operation on the input features.

After the extrusion of each channel feature in the input
feature is completed, the weight of each channel is obtained
by exciting the extrusion result by the following formula:

s � Fex(z, W) � σ W2δ W1z( ( , (3)

where s is the weight of the feature channel; Fex(∗ , ∗ ) is the
excitation function; z is the result of extruding the feature;
σ(∗ ) is the sigmoid function; δ(∗ ) is the ReLU function
[18]; W1 andW2 are the weights of the two fully connected
layers FC, respectively.

+e first fully connected layer in the excitation process
converts the number of feature channels depending on c
reduced to c/r, where the compression ratio, and the output
is only retaining values greater than zero after the ReLU
function. +e second fully connected layer restores the
number of feature channels to c, so as to be consistent with
the number of channels of the input feature.+e final weight
is obtained through the sigmoid function and the limit is
0∼1.0:

€xc � Fscale uc, sc(  � scuc. (4)

In the above formula: €xc is the output characteristic of
the channel after the recalibration of the channel feature; is
the weight of the cth channel in the input feature;
Fscale(∗ , ∗ ) is a scaling function, which is used to multiply
the features of a specific channel with the corresponding
channel weight. Equation (4) realizes the recalibration of the
feature channel by multiplying the feature of a specific
channel with the corresponding channel weight, and the
whole process suppresses the features that are useless to the
classification result, thereby improving the classification
accuracy.

3. Proposed Algorithm Description

On the basis of the channel recalibration model, the input of
the channel recalibration model is changed from single-scale
features to multiscale features, and the feature channel
weights learned at each scale are fused to obtain the final
feature channel weights. Add multiscale +e msSE residual
structure of the channel recalibration model is shown in
Figure 3. Convolutional neural networks using multiscale
features are often used in tasks such as target detection and

Convolutional Layer

Convolutional Layer

x

F (x)

F (x) + x

Figure 1: Residual structure.
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recognition [15, 19–21] and image semantic segmentation
[22–24]. Using feature information at multiple scales can
make the final result more accurate. In Figure 3, the mul-
tiscale features are combined with spatial pooling gold.

Pyramid [19] similar structure is obtained: the input
features are sent to the max pooling layer with a pooling
kernel size of 2 × 2 and a pooling stride of 2 to obtain
features of another scale. To obtain more scales, features
can be achieved by changing the number of max pooling
layers and related parameters. +e reason for using max
pooling layers to obtain multiscale features is that the max
pooling operation can retain the most significant feature
information and corresponding spatial information in the
feature map; the maximum. +e pooling layer has no
model parameters that need to be learned and can achieve
multiscale features while ensuring that as little compu-
tation as possible is introduced into the network. In
Figure 3, fusion represents the fusion process of channel
weights. Although channel attention appears to be eco-
nomical in terms of variables and FLOPs overhead, one key
problem is the scaling process, which involves broad-
casting the weighted channel vector and applying by
multiplying it element-wise to the input tensor. +is in-
termediary broadcasted tensor occupies the same di-
mension as the input, resulting in a significant rise in
memory complexity. As a result, the training process
becomes slower and more memory intensive. +e ap-
proach is highly expensive and augments the original
model with a sizable number of parameters and FLOPS.
Although in the big scheme of things, this overhead could
be relatively little, there have been numerous novel ways
that have outperformed SENets in terms of giving network
attention at a very low cost.+e method of maximum value
and splicing fuses the feature channel weights obtained at
different scales.

3.1. Additive Fusion. In Figure 3, the channel weight ob-
tained by the additive fusion method 2 is the element-by-
element addition of the channel weights under the two
feature scales, and then the obtained weights are multiplied
by the input features in the order of the corresponding
channels to achieve multiscale channel recalibration. A
process is as follows:

Ù2way add � Sc0 + Sc1(  Us0. (5)

In the formula Ù2way add for 2 the results of multiscale
channel recalibration using additive fusion at each feature
scale,Us0 is the input feature, and Sc0 is the channel weight of
the input feature, Sc1 is the channel weight at another scale.

3.2. Maximum Fusion. Unlike additive fusion, maximum
fusion selects specific channels 2 the maximum value of the
weight under each scale is used as the weight of the channel.
At this time, the multiscale channel recalibration process is
as follows:

Ù2way max � Sc0, Sc1(  Us0. (6)

In the formula Ù_(2way_max) for 2, the results of
multiscale channel recalibration using maximum fusion at
each feature scale; max(∗ , ∗ ) is the maximum function.

Select 2, respectively, in channel order the maximum
value of the channel weight under each scale is used as the
weight of the channel.

3.3. Splicing Fusion. When there are two scale features, the
splicing fusion method first splices the channel weights at
each scale according to a specific coordinate axis, and then
maps the result to the final channel weight through the
subsequent convolution layer. +e channel weight size is
N × C × 1 × 1, where the batch image size is and the number
of channels of the input feature is C +e specific imple-
mentation of splicing fusion can be divided into the fol-
lowing two types according to the selection of the splicing
coordinate axis.

(a) Take the second coordinate axis (axis1) as the
splicing coordinate axis, denoted as cat1. At this
time, the multiscale channel recalibration process
can be expressed as

Ù2way cat1 � Fconv1 Sc cat1(  Us0, (7)

where Ù2way cat1 is the result of multiscale channel
recalibration achieved by splicing and fusion cat1 at
2 scales, Sc cat1 is the result of splicing the channel
weights obtained according to the second coordinate
axis, size is N × 2C × 1 × 1, F_conv1 (∗ ) for the
convolutional layer conv1 the mapping function, the
size of the convolution kernel is 1 × 1,the number of
input channels is 2C, and the number of output
channels is C.

(b) Take the third coordinate axis (axis2) as the splicing
coordinate axis, denoted as cat2. At this time, the
multiscale channel recalibration process can be
expressed as

Ù2way cat2 � Fconv2 Sc cat2(  Us0, (8)

where Ù2way cat2 is the result of multiscale channel recali-
bration realized by splicing and fusion cat2 at two scales,
Sc cat2 is the result of splicing the channel weights obtained
in the two scales according to the third coordinate axis, size
is N × 2C × 2 × 1, Fconv2(∗ ) is the mapping function of the
convolution layer, where the size of the convolution kernel is
2 × 1, +e number of input and output channels are both C.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Dataset. Experimental dataset: BreaKHis dataset, in-
cludes 7909 breast cancer pathology pictures from 82 in-
dividuals (24 benign and 58 malignant). +e 700460
pathological photos in the dataset have 4 magnifications
(40x, 100x, 200x, 400x). Table 1 shows the dataset’s picture
distribution. Figure 4 shows benign/malignant breast tu-
mors from BreaKHis.
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4.2. Experimental Environment and Settings. +e accuracy
Acc (accuracy), the precision rate Pr (precision), the recall rate
R (recall), and the area under the ROC curve AUC are used as
the measurement indicators of the classification results.

+e formulas for calculating the rate and recall rate are as
follows:

Acc �
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN′
,

Pr �
TP

TP + FP′
,

R �
TP

TP + FN
.

(9)

In the above equation, TP represents the true positive
example, FP represents the false positive example, and TN
represents the true negative example, and FN means false
negative example.

+e dataset was not augmented in the experiment. +e
ratio of the training set to the test set was divided into 85% and
15%, and the images included were randomly selected at the
beginning of the training. All comparative experiments used
official source code or public code, all the network model uses
the same image preprocessing method and training settings,
and the experimental data of each network is obtained by
averaging the results obtained by 5 times of training.

+e training images are preprocessed as follows: (1) +e
image size is adjusted to a fixed 224× 224; (2) +e image is
randomly rotated by 90°; (3) +e brightness, contrast, sat-
uration, and chroma of the image are randomly fine-tuned,
which makes the training. +e network can be more robust
to the staining differences between pathological images; (4)
normalize the images. Different from the training set, the

preprocessing method of the test set images only includes
adjusting the image size to 224× 224 with normalization
chemical processing.

+e initial parameters of all network models in the
experiment are obtained by random initialization, and the
loss function is binary cross entropy, using momentum.
+e weights are updated using the network’s stochastic
gradient (SGD) algorithm. +e momentum value is set to
0.9 and the starting training rate is set at 0.0001. +e
network’s retraining batch image size is 64, whereas the
test batch picture size is 128. Res-Net18-based network
the number of training iterations is 10,600, and the
number of network training iterations based on Res-
Net34 is 21,200. If the test accuracy does not improve after
every 1060 iterations, the learning rate is reduced to 0.1
times before.

Since the multiscale features are obtained by down-
sampling the input features and the convolutional layer in
the network will reduce the feature size, in order to keep the
feature size in a reasonable range, the experiment only se-
lects networks with feature scales of 2 and 3 for experiments.
Select the network with 2 feature scales as msSE-ResNet-
2way, and the network with 3 feature scales as msSE-ResNet-
3way. In splicing fusion, the network that applies the sig-
moid function to the output is added after its name adds
sigma to differentiate.

4.3. Experiments Based on ResNet18. Comparison and
analysis of msSE-ResNet18 and other networks, the ex-
perimental results of each network on the test set are shown
in Table 2, and the ROC curve is shown in Figure 5. In the
figure, FPR is the ratio of false positives, and TPR is true
positives the classification results of breast cancer patho-
logical images of different magnifications in the test set by
each network in the experiment are shown in Table 3. Table 4
shows the comparison of magnification-related classification
results for all networks.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the test accuracy of
ResNet18 is 84.53%, which is higher than the 83.56% of SE-
ResNet18. Literature [16] proposed a spatial channel reca-
libration model (spatial and channel Squeeze-and-Excita-
tion, scSE), which simultaneously performs spatial and
channel recalibration, and use the maximum value of the
weights obtained by the two as the feature channel weight.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Benign and malignant breast tumor images. (a) Benign breast tumor image. (b) Malignant breast tumor image.

Table 1: Distribution of pictures under different magnifications
and categories.

Gain
Number of tumor images

Benign Malignant Total
40 Times 750 1644 2394
100 Times 773 1725 2498
200 Times 748 1668 2416
400 Times 706 1479 2184
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+e accuracy of scSE-ResNet18 is 83.90%. +e accuracy of
msSE-ResNet18-2way reaches 86.81%, and the test of msSE-
ResNet18-3way the accuracy is 86%, which is significantly
improved compared with other networks. +e comparison
of magnification-related classification results for all net-
works is shown in Figure 4.

+e ROC curve in Figure 5 further reflects the classification
performance of each network. +e AUC of msSE-ResNet18
with two scales is above 0.9, achieving better performance than
other networks.

+e experimental findings are shown in Table 3, and they
show that msSE-ResNet18-2way retains strong resilience to
diseased pictures at various magnifications; at magnifica-
tions greater than 40 times, msSE-Res-Net18-3way has the
same performance as msSE-ResNet18-2way comparable
classification performance. Since the task of the experiment
is to classify benign/malignant breast pathological images,
the classification accuracy is more important. +e msSE-
ResNet with multiscale channel recalibration is obtained
under each magnification. +e accuracy rate is higher than
that of other comparison networks, which means that msSE-
ResNet18 can more accurately find the malignant samples in

the test set, achieve a high recall rate under the premise of
ensuring high accuracy, and can find as many positive
samples as possible.

+e above experimental results show that the multiscale
channel recalibration model can recalibrate the input features
more accurately by combining the feature information at
multiple scales and can improve the performance of the
classification model while maintaining robustness to patho-
logical images under different magnifications awesomeness.

Comparison and analysis ofmsSEResNet18 using different
number of feature scales and fusion methods. +e experi-
mental results of msSE-ResNet18 using different number of
feature scales and fusion methods are shown in Table 3.

Shown in the table, Atr is the training accuracy and Ate is
the test accuracy.

It can be seen from Table 5 that the highest test accuracy
under the two scales is relatively close, the channel weights
under the two scales are suitable for fusion by the linear
addition method; the channel weights under the three scales
are suitable for selecting the splicing fusion method. Splicing
the selection of the splicing coordinate axis in the fusion will
affect the accuracy by about 1%. At this time, splicing with
the second coordinate axis (cat1) can achieve higher accu-
racy. In addition, applying the sigmoid function to the
output channel weight of the splicing fusion will significantly
degrade the classification performance, because the sigmoid
function greatly limits the range of values for the channel
weights learned by the convolutional layers.

4.4. Experiments Based on ResNet34

4.4.1. Comparison and Analysis of msSE-ResNet34 and Other
Networks. +e experimental results of each network on the
test set in the experiment are shown in Table 5, and the ROC
curve is shown in Figure 6. As shown in Table 6, all the
networks in the experiment are different from the test set
magnification of pathological images the multiscale channel
recalibration model can make the relationship between
channels more accurately captured. Experiments on path-
ological images of different magnifications prove that msSE-
esNet34 can be effectively applied to pathological images of
different magnifications classification tasks. In Section 4.4.2,

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

ResNet34

SE-RseNet34

scSE-ResNet34

msSE-ResNet34-2way

msSE-ResNet34-3way

Figure 5: Comparison of accuracy between msSE-ResNet34 and other networks.

Table 3: Comparison of magnification-related categorization re-
sults for all networks.

Model Number
ResNet18 1
SE-ResNet18 2
scSE-ResNet18 3
msSE-ResNet18-2way 4
msSE-ResNet18-3way 5

Table 2: Comparison of msSE-ResNet18 and other networks’
categorization outcomes.

Model Acc/% AUC

ResNet18 84.53 0.8878
SE-ResNet18 83.56 0.8791
scSE-ResNet18 83.90 0.8677
msSE-ResNet18-2way 86.81 0.9266
msSE-ResNet18-3way 86.00 0.9107
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comparison and analysis of msSEResNet34 with different
number of feature scales and fusion methods the experi-
mental results of msSE-ResNet34 with different number of
feature scales and fusion methods are shown in Table 7.

From Table 7, it can be observed that the highest test
accuracy of msSE-ResNet under two different scales is only
0.81% different, with two classification results.

As can be seen from Table 5, with the deepening of the
number of ResNet layers, the test accuracy of most networks
in the experiment has been greatly improved. SEResNet34
achieved a test accuracy of 87.36%, which is higher than
86.47% of Res-Net34. Applied to the semantic segmentation
task of brain MRI images, the experimental results show that
the spatial recalibration model does not perform well on the

breast cancer pathological image classification task. +e test
accuracy of msSE-ResNet34-3way rises to the highest
88.87%, 2 the test accuracy of the network at 1 scale is
improved to 88.06%.

Table 4: Comparison of magnification-related classification results for all networks.

Model
40 Times 100 Times 200 Times 400 Times

Acc Pr R Acc Pr R Acc Pr R Acc Pr R

1 0.822 0.845 0.907 0.836 0.836 0.921 0.864 0.868 0.947 0.875 0.864 0.967
2 0.826 0.820 0.956 0.862 0.861 0.953 0.867 0.862 0.962 0.879 0.865 0.973
3 0.805 0.808 0.941 0.836 0.845 0.935 0.870 0.866 0.962 0.824 0.837 0.918
4 0.862 0.890 0.912 0.862 0.884 0.921 0.880 0.887 0.947 0.889 0.889 0.957
5 0.829 0.856 0.902 0.868 0.878 0.940 0.874 0.905 0.913 0.882 0.884 0.951

Table 5: Comparison of categorization results of fusion methods under different number of feature scales.

Number of scales Fusion method Atr% Ate%

2 Add 85.42 85.07
2 Max 83.55 82.13
2 Cat1(sign) 84.10 82.96
2 Cat1 85.38 84.64
2 Cat2(sign) 83.93 82.76
2 Cat2 84.61 82.88
3 Add 85.00 83.71
3 Max 83.45 82.22
3 Cat1(sign) 83.76 82.09
3 Cat1 85.61 84.28
3 Cat2(sign) 83.57 82.39
3 Cat2 84.50 83.25

0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.9 0.92 0.94 0.96

ResNet34

SE-RseNet34

scSE-ResNet34

msSE-ResNet34-2way

msSE-ResNet34-3way

Figure 6: Comparison of AUC between msSE-ResNet34 and other networks.

Table 6: Comparison of categorization results between msSE-
ResNet34 and other networks.

Model Acc% AUC

ResNet34 86.47 0.9135
SE-RseNet34 87.36 0.9097
scSE-ResNet34 83.96 0.8722
msSE-ResNet34-2way 88.06 0.9308
msSE-ResNet34-3way 88.87 0.9541
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Table 6 shows the classification results of all networks
related to magnification. It can be seen that the accuracy
and accuracy of msSE-ResNet34-3way have been greatly
improved at all magnifications, especially at 40 times and
can reach a maximum of 90.1% at 400 times. +e clas-
sification accuracy of msSE-ResNet34-2way has been
steadily improved at various magnifications. In the ex-
periments under all magnifications, msSEResNet34 is
superior to other comparison networks in both precision
and accuracy.

+e aforementioned experiments demonstrate that
msSEResNet34 can best utilize the rich feature details in
the deeper network and that the multiscale channel re-
finement model can enable a more accurate correlation
between channels with the intensifying of the network

layers. Experiments on pathological images with multiple
magnifications demonstrate that msSE-ResNet34 can be
effectively applied to the classification task of pathological
images with different magnifications.

4.4.2. Comparison and Analysis of msSEResNet34.
msSEResNet34 with the different number of feature scales
and fusion methods the experimental results of msSE-
ResNet34 with different number of feature scales and fusion
methods are shown in Table 7.

It can be seen from Table 8 that the highest test accuracy
of msSE-ResNet under two different scales is only 0.81%
different, and the performance of additive fusion under two
scales is better than that under three scales.

Table 7: Comparison of magnification-related classification results for all networks.

Model
40 Times 100 Times 200 Times 400 Times

Acc Pr R Acc Pr R Acc Pr R Acc Pr R

1 0.822 0.845 0.907 0.836 0.836 0.921 0.864 0.868 0.947 0.875 0.864 0.967
2 0.826 0.820 0.956 0.862 0.861 0.953 0.867 0.862 0.962 0.879 0.865 0.973
3 0.805 0.808 0.941 0.836 0.845 0.935 0.870 0.866 0.962 0.824 0.837 0.918
4 0.862 0.890 0.912 0.862 0.884 0.921 0.880 0.887 0.947 0.889 0.889 0.957
5 0.829 0.856 0.902 0.868 0.878 0.940 0.874 0.905 0.913 0.882 0.884 0.951

Table 8: Comparison of classification results of each fusion method under different number of feature scales.

Number of scales Fusion method Atr% Ate%

2 Add 86.28 86.30
2 Max 85.65 85.97
2 Cat1(sign) 84.88 85.01
2 Cat1 86.86 86.28
2 Cat2(sign) 85.29 85.26
2 Cat2 87.40 85.90
3 Add 85.89 85.43
3 Max 86.44 86.87
3 Cat1(sign) 85.89 85.77
3 Cat1 86.59 86.36
3 Cat2(sign) 85.69 86.54
3 Cat2 87.29 87.09
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Figure 7: Comparison of classification results of each fusion method under different number of feature scales.
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+e results obtained in Figure 7, when the network using
maximum fusion and splicing fusion at 3 scales is better than
2 scales in classification accuracy. Similar to the conclusion
obtained in the experiment based on ResNet18, when there
are two scales of features, the addition and fusion of the
performance of the method is better than other nonlinear
fusion methods, and the splicing fusion method or the
maximum fusion method should be preferentially selected
under the three scales. +e results differ by only about 0.5%,
and high classification accuracy can be achieved.

5. Conclusion

+e classification job of breast cancer pathology pictures is
investigated in this research, and a multiscale channel
recalibration model called msSE is proposed, as well as a
convolutional neural network called msSE-Res-Net using
Res-Net as the network architecture. +e fusion of feature
weights learned at different scales may significantly increase
the dependability of the feature channel weight learning
process. Multiscale features can enrich the features in the
network information and improve feature usage. +e
BreaKHis dataset experiments reveal that msSE-ResNet with
multiscale channel recalibration outperforms SE-ResNet
with a single feature scale, as well as the network framework
ResNet and themodel with spatial and channel recalibration.
scSE-ResNet results. +e experimental findings on breast
cancer pathology pictures at various magnifications dem-
onstrate that the developed msSE-ResNet can be utilized for
different magnifications since both the training set and the
test set of the network include breast cancer pathology
images at different magnifications. Breast pathological
pictures with multiples have strong resilience and may be
used to classify breast cancer pathological images more
effectively. Furthermore, further study is needed into the
selection of the compression ratio in the channel recali-
brationmodel, as well as the link betweenmultiscale channel
recalibration and classification accuracy for convolutional
layers at various places in the convolutional neural network.

Various computer vision and machine learning algo-
rithms have been employed for assessing pathological pic-
tures at a microscopic precision as a result of the
development of digital imaging methods over the past ten
years. +ese methods could assist in automating some of the
problematic workflow-related duties in the diagnostic sys-
tem. For application in clinical settings, a reliable and ef-
fective image processing method is required. Regrettably,
conventional methods fall short of expectations. As a result,
we are still a long way from using automated breast cancer
screening based on histological pictures in clinical settings.
+ese methods, despite their great success in medical im-
aging, require a lot of label data, which is still lacking in this
field of applications for a variety of reasons. Most impor-
tantly, annotating a dataset is quite expensive and needs a
great deal of knowledge. Future research can focus on issues
such as cell overlapping and uneven color distribution in
pathological pictures of breast cancer created using various
staining techniques.
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Leukemia cancer is the most common type of cancer that occurs in childhood. �e most common types are acute lymphocytic
leukemia (ALL) and acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) which a�ect children and adults, respectively. Several health issues occur
due to these cancers. Leukemia a�ects the bone marrow or the lymph nodes. Leukemia produces abnormal white blood cells via
the bone marrow system. �e a�ected white blood cells are unable to perform their tasks properly. Detecting leukemia usually
requires taking a blood smear from a patient and working with expert hematologists who analyze the smear with a microscope. In
this paper, a method to detect ALL and AML using a deep learner classi�er is developed and proposed. �e method detects both
types, determines their severity, and creates a message that recommends next steps to patients. �is approach works based on
image segmentation and a convolutional neural network (CNN) tool called AlexNet. �e obtained results from the proposed
approach and using MATLAB reached more than 98% accuracy. �e margin exists because several operations are needed to fully
detect the blood cancer. A dataset of leukemia from the Kaggle site is used to test the developed method and illustrate its
e�ectiveness. �is dataset is C-NMC_Leukemia, and it consists of nearly 10GB worth of 15,000 images. A confusion matrix of
testing images is provided to prove the correctness of the presented approach. Furthermore, a comparative analysis between the
proposed algorithm and some works from the literature is presented. �is analysis compares the method used to extract features,
the classi�er that is utilized, the accuracy, the precision, and the recall. �e obtained results indicate that the proposed method
outperforms other works and produces better results.

1. Introduction

�e World Health Organization (WHO) reported that
around 19 million patients were diagnosed with cancer in
2020 [1–3]. Among them, 10 million patients died. Cancer is
the most common cause of death since it is aggressive, and its
treatments can be complicated and costly [2] [4-5]. Treat-
ment depends on the type of the diagnosed cancer [2–4].

Leukemia is an abnormality that occurs in the blood cells
[2]. Blood is responsible for delivering oxygen and nutrients
to the cells inside the human body. Furthermore, it trans-
ports the produced waste from them [3, 4]. Two types of
leukemia have been detected and identi�ed: acute and
chronic [2, 5–7]. �e �rst type, acute, is the most dangerous
and aggressive since it spreads rapidly, and its symptoms are
more severely painful than the second type [2]. �e most

common types are acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) and
acute myelogenous leukemia (AML) which a�ect children
and adults, respectively. ALL in£uences the white blood cells
[2, 6–8]. �is e�ect creates an unnecessary number of
variations on the white blood cells. ALL occurs in children of
age between 3 and 7 [2], and nearly two-thirds of diagnosed
reported cases have occurred before age of 6 [2]. WHO
claims that leukemia is the primary source of high death
rates from cancer [3]. Chronic leukemia grows slower than
acute leukemia. Acute leukemia occurs when most of the
cells cannot perform their functions, whereas chronic leu-
kemia happens when the normal cells perform their duties
while some cells are immature. �is situation becomes more
threatening as time passes, but there is also a longer window
for detection. In cases of acute leukemia, quick detection is
critically important.
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Blood is composed of red blood cells, white blood cells,
and platelets. )e red cells carry oxygen to supply the entire
organ system, while the white cells protect the body from
infections that occur from viruses or bacteria. )e platelets
support the blood clot process. When leukemia occurs, the
body generates more white cells that affect other organs.

)ese blood abnormalities are detected via a blood smear
or sample analyzed with a microscopic machine. Hema-
tologists are key in identifying and classifying leukemia since
this process depends on their experience [2, 7–10]. Nu-
merous methods and technologies have been developed and
proposed to assist those physicians in detecting and clas-
sifying both forms of leukemia. Among these approaches,
pattern recognition is widely used in computer-aided sys-
tems along with image processing [2]. )e time-consuming
morphological process is critical in classifying blood cells,
and undertaking it requires special skills. Figure 1 illustrates
normal blood cells versus leukemia blood cells.

Segmentation of blood cells is vital to indicating whether
blood is healthy or not [5]. Leukemia refers to diseases where
some cells are divided without control and cause harm to
other tissues [5, 8–11]. Hematologists focus on white blood
cells since numerous infections are distinguished by those
cells [5–12]. Hematologists classify leukemia as the unusual
development of white platelets as depicted in Figure 1 [5].
Diagnosis of leukemia is performed as particular symptoms
and signs develop in a patient, which may include frequent
infections, losing unplanned weight, and weakness [5]. In
addition, fever, pain in the bones, vomiting, and night sweats
are symptoms of leukemia, and patients need to pay at-
tention if one or more of these signs occur.

Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), acute myelogenous
leukemia (AML), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), and
chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) are the main four
types of leukemia determined and identified by physicians
and researchers. ALL starts in the bone marrow, and it is the
most common type in children. AML is the most common
type in adults. Since ALL and AML are the most common
types, this research herein focuses on implementing a fast
and reliable algorithm to detect them accurately and
precisely.

Researchers and physical physicians have tried to de-
termine the real cause of leukemia with no luck. Numerous
factors can trigger leukemia, including radiation exposure
and family history of the disease.

Physicians and other healthcare providers can be noti-
fied about a possible diagnosis of leukemia by the results of
routine blood tests, but additional procedures may be re-
quired to have an accurate diagnosis including physical
exams, complete blood count (CBC) tests, spinal taps, bone
marrow biopsies, and imaging tests, such as CTs and MRIs.
Once a patient is diagnosed with leukemia, then their
healthcare providers or physicians perform treatments.
)ese treatments may include chemotherapy, radiation,
surgery, and biological therapy.

Researchers have developed and proposed numerous
systems and approaches to assist physicians and hematol-
ogists in diagnosis to achieve higher accuracy [5, 11, 14].
)ese systems can be used to speed up the diagnosis of

leukemia [6]. )e highly efficient method to diagnose leu-
kemia uses convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [5–7].
CNNs are difficult to deploy since they are associated with a
high computational cost [19, 20].

)is paper proposes a method to detect AAL and AML
efficiently. It develops and proposes a feasible and reliable
method to detect leukemia in real time while maintaining
high accuracy. )is approach detects AAL and AML based
on the convolutional neural network (CNN) and image
segmentation using MATLAB.

)e remainder of this paper is organized as follows: a
literature review is presented in Section 2, and Section 3
provides details about the developing approach. Discussion
and results are provided in Section 4, and the conclusion is
given in Section 5.

Mondal et al. in [1] used CNNs to automate the detection
of AAL from microscopic images. )e authors recom-
mended a classifier based on the weighted ensemble of
different deep CNNs. Accuracy, F1-score, and kappa values
were the performance metrics that were evaluated according
to the weighted ensemble method. )e obtained accuracy
was nearly 86%, and the F1-score was approximately 89%. In
this paper, for comparison, the achieved accuracy is nearly
94% and it can detect both types of leukemia at an early
stage.

Oliveira and Dantas in [2] proposed a simple alteration
to standard neural network (NN) construction to reach
higher performance in the classification problem of the
malignant leukocyte. )ree constructions were tested to
verify the proposed approach. In addition, around 93% of
the F1-score was achieved when tested on the three con-
structions. Several metrics were evaluated, namely, accuracy,
precision, sensitivity, specificity, and F1-score. In this pro-
posed method, accuracy, the number of defected blood cells,
and the percentage of cancer are the metrics that are con-
sidered. )e developed approach can also detect ALL and
AML with accuracy over 97%. Interested readers can find
more information in [2].

In [3], Shaheen et al. developed a model to classify and
detect AML in microscopic images based on the AlexNet
approach.)e authors claimed that their model reached 89%
accuracy and nearly 88% precision on a dataset that con-
tained 4 thousand blood smears. A comparison study be-
tween AlexNet and LeNet was conducted, and it showed that
there was a slight difference between both models in which
AlexNet performed better than LeNet. More information
can be found in [3]. Herein, the proposed approach reaches
almost 98% of accuracy for AAL and AML, while themethod
in [3] could only identify AML.

Sashank et al. in [6] proposed two different classification
methods to detect AAL using deep learning techniques. An
ALL-IDB2 dataset was utilized, and it containedmicroscopic
images of blood samples. )e authors used AlexNet and a
machine learning model to detect ALL. CNNs, SVM, KNN,
XGBoost, and decision tree were utilized as well. )e ob-
tained results from the second approach were better than
those from the first approach, and the highest obtained
accuracy was 100% in classification as reported by the au-
thors. )e used dataset contained 760 lymphocyte images,
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and from these, 570 images were used for training while the
rest were used for testing. Readers can get more information
in [6].

Claro et al. in [7] presented a CNN architecture to
differentiate blood slides that contained ALL, AML, and
healthy blood slides (HBS). In [7], 16 datasets were utilized
to conduct several experiments. )ese datasets contained
2415 images, and the method obtained 97% accuracy and
precision. )e authors performed a comparison experiment
with numerous methods that used CNNs only. More in-
formation in [7] can be obtained for interested readers.

In [9], Dasariraju et al. presented a method to detect and
classify AML using a machine learning model based on
analyzing immature leukocytes. )e authors obtained their
dataset from the Cancer Imaging Archive, which contained
data from AML patients and healthy patients. )e authors
used image format conversion, multi-Otsu threshold, and
morphological process. In addition, 16 features were
extracted from every image. A random forest algorithm
(RFA) was used to train the dataset, and it produced nearly
93% of accuracy in detection and almost 94% in

LeukemiaNormal Blood

Erythrocytes Neutrophil Lymphocyte Monocyte Platelets

Figure 1: Normal blood vs leukemia blood cells.

Extracting features Apply several
operations 

Detect and classify
leukemia cellsSVM classifier

CNN algorithm

Finding dark circle
objects and draw lines

around them

Image segmentation

Preprocessing

Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 3: )e original sample of AAL.

Figure 4: )e original sample of AML.
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classification. However, the obtained precision only reached
65%, far less than the model in this paper. )e developed
model in this paper also detects AAL and AML with an
accuracy over of 98% exceeding the presented model in [9].

Pallegama et al. in [10] proposed a method to detect ALL
cells using CNNs. )e authors claimed that their approach
could reduce the time needed for analyzing the blood
samples and the cost for microscopic observations. Over 100

Figure 5: Sample outputs from the developed method.

Figure 6: Detected white blood cells.
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blood smears were used to train the method to detect ALL
cells. )ese blood samples were diagnosed ALL by a cancer
hospital. )e proposed approach herein detects ALL and
AML, so it is better than method that was presented in [10].

Loey et al. in [11] presented two automation methods
based on a transfer learning approach to detect leukemia. In
the first method, a pretrained AlexNet was used to extract

features from blood microscopic images. In the second
method, fine-tuning was performed for all extracted features
to detect leukemia. Both methods were tested on a dataset
that contained around 3000 images. )e second approach
performed better than the first one in classification and
claims 100% accuracy. Interested readers can refer to [11] for
more information.

Figure 7: )e obtained outputs of AML leukemia.

Figure 8: Obtained results for detecting white blood cells affected by ALL.
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Bhandari et al. in [21] performed a comprehensive
analysis of the state-of-the-art methods to detect cancer
utilizing genetic algorithms. )e authors made a deep
analysis to identify the future challenges in the development
of such techniques. )is analysis was related to various types
of cancer such as bladder, breast, ovarian, and leukemia. )e
authors focused on the type of cancer, functions being used,
the main purpose of the methods, and the type of data being
tested and verified. Additional information can be in [21].

In [22], Hamza et al. implemented a method to detect and
classify ALL using an optimal deep transfer learning method.
Blood smear images were utilized for detection and classifi-
cation purposes. A filter was used to remove noise, and the fuzzy
c-means method was involved to segment the inputs. Features
were extracted using the competitive swarm optimization and
NetB0 approaches. )e authors measured several performance
metrics including accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, and
F-score.)e authors claimed that their algorithm achieved 96%,
95.715%, and 96.51% accuracy, precision, and recall, respec-
tively. Even so, our approach detects and classifies ALL and
AML with higher accuracy, precision, and recall. )ese results
indicate that the proposed algorithm herein outperforms the
implemented method in [22].

Abir et al. in [23] developed a method to detect ALL
using a transfer learning model. )is method achieved
nearly 98.3% of accuracy, while our presented algorithm
achieves nearly over 99% of accuracy. Four different types of
models were utilized. However, these four models detected
only ALL, while our algorithm detects and classifies ALL and
AML as well. Additional information is found in [23].

2. Materials and Methods

)e proposed approach began with a patient who suffered
greatly from leukemia. He was diagnosed with leukemia
when he was 6 years old. Initially, his physician diagnosed

him with an infection, and the leukemia was only detected
later. Due to his advanced condition, he had to go through a
complex treatment, but the cost was too high. It became
critical to consider a new method for leukemia detection.
)e proposed method detects ALL and AML since both
types occur more than others. )is paper uses an 8-layer
CNN called AlexNet. All images used are 227× 227 pixels in
size. MATLAB is used as a programming platform and a
simulation tool to train the developed approach. )e pro-
posed algorithm contains several processes as depicted in
Figure 2.

)e proposed approach is illustrated in the following
Algorithm 1:

AlexNet is involved to extract features of the white blood
cells to determine healthy and infected cells. )e presented
algorithm learns itself regularly according to the obtained
results. )e extracted features include mean squared error
(MSE), histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), and local
binary pattern (LBP). In addition, other features are
extracted and utilized as well.

One dataset was used to train, validate, and test the
proposed algorithm. In addition, some metrics are evaluated
during the simulation including the following:

(1) True Positive (TP): it measures a total number of
correctly identified blood samples to detect leukemia
ALL and AML.

(2) False Positive (FP): it refers to incorrectly identified
samples.

(3) True Negative (TN): it defines a number of total
negative samples that were detected and classified
correctly by the algorithm.

(4) False Negative (FN): it provides an indication of a
total number of the negative samples that were in-
correctly classified and detected.

Figure 9: )e obtained results of ALL leukemia detection.
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(5) Precision (PRE): this metric measures a fraction of
the true samples that are identified correctly over the
same samples as well as the samples that are classified
incorrectly as shown in

PRE �
TP

(TP + FP)
. (1)

(6) Recall (REC): it indicates the fraction of the truly
identified samples over the summation of true
samples plus the number of negative samples that are
classified incorrectly as depicted in

REC �
TP

(TP + FN)
. (2)

(7) Accuracy: this metric shows the percentage of the
summation of the true samples and the negative ones

that are detected and classified correctly over the
total number of samples as depicted in

Accuracy �
(TP + FN)

(TP + TN + FN + FP)
. (3)

As stated earlier, the proposed method uses one dataset
in which around 10,500 blood samples, 70% of the dataset,
are assigned for the training purpose. )e remaining 30% of
the dataset is divided into two groups: 15% for testing and
15% for validating the results. For the validation, there are
2,250 images of blood samples. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the
original images of ALL and AML, respectively. In the
training stage, the samples are either healthy or infected. For
every input or sequence of inputs, the presented algorithm
extracts feature from healthy samples and infected samples
as well. )ese features are deeply analyzed in order for the
implemented model to be able to determine and classify ALL
and AML accurately.

Figure 5 illustrates the obtained outputs from the pre-
sented approach in which white and red blood cells detected
in a random blood sample are surrounded by green and red

(i) Input: an image to read.
(ii) Output: the detection and classification of leukemia: AAL or AML.
(1) Read an image from a file and display it.
(2) In the preprocessing phase: separate foreground and background.
(3) Transform the resultant image into gray image.
(4) Extract values of RGB from the original image.
(5) Image segmentation: mapping between foreground values and RGB values is performed to increase the contrast.
(6) Compute the radius of every blood cell in the corresponding gray image and save results in a matrix radi.
(7) Determine black cells and estimate their radius as well.
(8) Draw a red line around every dark cell, determine their numbers, and save results in a variable x.
(9) Detect white blood cells and draw green rectangle around them.
(10) Determine number of white and red blood cells.
(11) Calculate a threshold of every detected infected cell using Otsu’s approach to minimize the variance between the white and

black cells in the gray image and save the results in a variable thre.
(12) Convert the gray image into the binary image using the threshold to locate the potential areas of all detected infected cells.
(13) Label all infected cells and mark them on the original image as well.
(14) Remove all unwanted, healthy blood cells using the erosion function.
(15) Segment all contiguous regions of interest into distinct objects using a built-in function.
(16) Determine the location of infected cells and their corners using the Harris–Stephens method.
(17) Extract features from infected cells using AlexNet, CNN, technique.
(18) For i� 1: number of infected blood cells.
(19) Apply SVM to classify every infected blood cell whether it is AAL or AML.
(20) Determine the percentage of leukemia and save result in a variable y.
(21) Determine the status of leukemia.
(22) Display a message to patients.
(23) End
(24) End of algorithm.

ALGORITHM 1: Leukemia detection and classification.

Table 1: Evaluated performance metrics.

Number of testing images: 2,500.
Metric Evaluated value
TP 1981
FP 14
TN 494
FN 11
PRE 99.30%
REC 99.45%
Accuracy 99%

Table 2: Confusion matrix of the testing dataset.

Predicted Class

True class
ALL AML

ALL 953� (98.55%) 14� (1.45%)
AML 11� (1.08) 1002� (98.92%)
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rectangles, respectively. )e upper left image shows the
original image, the upper right picture represents the re-
sultant image of the detected white cells, while the bottom
left picture denotes the detected red blood cells of the sample
image.

)e proposed algorithm identifies the white and the red
blood cells in the input images as shown in Figure 5. )e
white blood cells are counted and surrounded by green
rectangles, while red rectangles are drawn around every red
cell, as illustrated in Figure 5. )ese results are utilized later
in the deep learning and classification phases.

3. Results and Discussion

MATLAB is used to conduct several experiments to process
images of blood samples that are either healthy or infected.
)e infected samples are infected by ALL and AML. To
detect and classify AML or ALL using the presented algo-
rithm, 10,500 images of blood smears are used to train the
algorithm in detection and classification, while 2,500 images
are utilized for validation. )e remaining images are used
and utilized for testing. Support vector machine (SVM)
performs the classification operation. )e 2,500 of testing
images are also used to evaluate accuracy, precision, and
recall.

Example 1. Leukemia: AML cells.
Figure 6 displays the detected white blood cells of AML

type. )ese cells are surrounded by the green rectangles.
Figure 7 illustrates the obtained results of the detection and
classification operations.

Figure 7(a) represents the original image, 7(b) shows the
original image after removing noises, while 7(d) highlights
the detected AML cancerous cells in white color.

Example 2. Leukemia: ALL cells.
Figure 8 shows the detected white blood cells of ALL

enclosed by the green rectangles, and Figure 9 demonstrates
the obtained results along with a message to the patient.

Table 1 lists the values of all mentioned metrics that were
determined by the developed approach.

)e proposed approach detects both types of leukemia
with an accuracy of over 98% as shown in Table 1. Table 2
depicts the confusion results on the testing dataset repre-
sented in a confusion matrix.)e corrected identified results
are distinguished in green, while red boxes refer to the

inaccurate detection and classification of ALL and AML,
respectively.

)e comparison study between the presented algorithm
and other developed approaches in the literature is con-
ducted and shown in Table 3. )is comparison evaluates
three-performance metrics which are precision, recall, and
accuracy. All results are given in Table 3. )is table lists the
works that were developed with their references’ numbers,
the methodologies used to extract features, their classifiers,
and the three-performance metrics for comparison. )e
values for all metrics are the overall obtained results.

Table 3 shows that the proposed algorithm herein
outperforms and outstands most of the developed and
implemented approaches in the literature.)is indicates that
the developed approach in this research produces promising
results.

4. Conclusions

)e proposed method has the capability to detect and
classify ALL and AML cancer with high precision and ac-
curacy as proved by the conducted experiments. Hence, it
can be used in hospitals and healthcare centers to support
and assist hematologists and laboratory technicians in their
tasks. In addition, the developed algorithm reaches an ac-
curacy of nearly 99% in detection and classification.
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Table 3: Comparison of three-performance metrics.

Developed method Method to extract features Classifier name Accuracy Precision Recall (%)
Mondal et al., 2021 [1] CNN CNN 86.2% 88.7% 88.8
Oliveira and Dantas, 2021 [2] CNN CNN 91.49% 89.61% 93.90
Shaheen et al., 2021 [3] CNN AlexNet 98.58% 87.4% 88.9
Sashank et al., 2021 [6] CNN SVM, KNN, decision trees 95.05% 95.25 96.75
Claro et al., 2020 [7] CNN CNN 97.18% 97.23% 97.18
Dasariraji et al., 2020 [9] Random forest Random forest 92.99% 91.23% 95.41
Loey et al., 2020 [11] CNN FC 99.04 99.64% 98.44
)e proposed method CNN (AlexNet) + SVM SVM 99.30% 99.45% 99
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Current educational resources do not maximize energy e�ciency, and scienti�c and proven teaching methods are necessary for
today’s university education to help achieve the integration of teaching resources and improve teaching quality. �is study
discusses the application of arti�cial intelligence and thinking visualization technology in college education and teaching, �rstly
introduces the advantageous role of genetic algorithm in arti�cial intelligence and the energy e�ciency of thinking visualization
technology, then conducts a research analysis, introduces genetic algorithm as technical support in teaching and learning, uses
thinking visualization technology as a tool, aims to study the application of thinking visualization technology in college teaching,
and expects to use genetic algorithm and thinking visualization techniques to improve teaching e�ectiveness. �e experimental
results show that genetic algorithm and thinking visualization technology can e�ectively optimize the co-giving of educational
services, reduce the workload of teachers, while reducing the cost of learning, enhance the learning e�ect and experience, and
improve students’ e�cient thinking.

1. Introduction

With the continuous improvement of the economic level,
the curriculum is constantly changing in order to adapt to
the current development, from the initial subject education
to quality education. In the development process of the
overall quality education, vocal music occupies an important
position, and the educational nature of music is becoming
more andmore prominent. Vocal music teaching is themain
content of music teaching. With the continuous exchange of
Chinese and foreign cultures, we found that there are many
excellent musical skills that deserve attention. Looking at the
current music market, there are many outstanding music
representatives, but there are still many de�ciencies. For
example, when teachers are teaching, they focus on singing
songs, ignoring the understanding of the lyrics and songs
themselves. �eir grasp of lyrics and music remains on the
surface, and they cannot grasp the core things. �is study
aims to study the application of thinking visualization
technology in vocal music teaching by integrating and
improving genetic algorithm, and expects to use genetic

algorithm and thinking visualization technology to improve
the e�ect of vocal music teaching.

In the development of the 21st century, we are no longer
limited only by the economy. Vocal music education also
adds color to the world. Vocal music teaching has far-
reaching signi�cance for the development of music educa-
tion in the future. It is necessary to change the traditional
concept of education, strengthen the comprehensive quality
education of students, and provide a good employment
orientation for future employment. �e combination of
vocal music teaching and thinking vision can improve the
tacit understanding between teachers and students. �is
improves the overall level of vocal music teaching and
singing and makes vocal music teaching systematic and
scienti�c.

�ere is not a lot of intersection between the two dis-
ciplines of computing and music. But it is still a relatively
new point of view in vocal music teaching. Combining the
two provides a new research direction. In this study, vocal
music education is intuitive and systematized, so that the
learning of vocal music classroom is more abundant.
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2. Related Work

Genetic algorithm has a very great application prospect at
present. To understand a brief understanding of its appli-
cation direction, Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. proposed a
genetic algorithm (GA) for the redundancy assignment
problem of series-parallel systems. Experiments show that
genetic algorithm is an effective method to solve this kind of
problem. Finally, he presents computational results for
typical scenarios and discusses the robustness of the pro-
posed algorithm [1]. Dawid and Kopel used the idea of
artificial adaptive agents in economic theory. He used a
genetic algorithm (GA) to simulate the learning behavior in
the system. )e striking differences between the results of
different setups are explained. Finally, he explained the
relationship between the encoding and convergence prop-
erties of GA [2]. Volkanovski proposed a new method to
optimize the maintenance scheduling of power system
generator sets. )e maintenance plan minimizes the risk by
minimizing the annual value of the expected loss of load. He
also compared the results gained with those obtained by
approximate methods. )e results show that the mainte-
nance schedule obtained with the new method improves the
reliability of the power system compared to the results of the
approximate method [3]. Long and Wu studied a global
optimization method combining genetic algorithm and the
Hooke–Jeeves method to solve a class of constrained opti-
mization problems. He introduces the method of the second
penalty factor and the law of precise penalty factor. When
dealing with constrained optimization problems, a common
approach is to add constraints as penalty terms to the ob-
jective function. “Punishment” is a very vivid name, which
means that when the optimization process iterates beyond
the constraints, it is punished, or negative feedback. )en,
the genetic algos were combined with the Hooke–Jeeves
approach to tackle the conversion followed by the post-
optimization process. )is methodology greatly reduces the
genetic model’s accuracy and its speed of convergence [4].
Yoshitomi et al. extended genetic algorithms to uncertain
environments. )e method was applied to the stochastic
optimal assignment problem. He proved that the solution of
GAUCE agrees well with the solution [5]. To solve the linear
and U-shaped pipeline balance problem, Alavidoost et al.
proposed an improved genetic algorithm. He selected one
out of five rules of failure in the algorithm to enhance the
performance of the hereditary method. Furthermore, he
selected fuzzy controllers under pressure for better imple-
mentation of one out of five success rules in genetic algo-
rithms. )e outcome demonstrates the outstanding quality
of his presented algorithm [6]. Metawa et al. proposed an
intelligent genetic algorithm (GA)-based model. It is used to
constrain bank borrowing and lending decision making. It
seeks dynamic lending decisions by minimizing bank profit
and also bank default probability. It allows banks to reduce
their loan screening time by 12–50% [7]. Gong et al. pro-
posed an ensemble-based genetic algorithm. He defined an
ensemble-based Pareto dominance relation to modify the
fast nondominated sorting method in NSGA-II. Numerical
results demonstrate the superiority of the method [8].

Fetouh and Zaky proposed a new method for coordinating
the stability of power systems. )e proposed method is
designed to minimize the computation time, reduce the
storage capacity required for optimization problems, and
improve the stability performance of the power system [9].
Rajeswari and Neduncheliyan have proposed a fault-tolerant
technology based on clumps which uses genuine arithmetic.
)e genetic algorithm is used to select a set of standby knots
based on sponsorship coverage and residual energy pa-
rameters. Simulation results show that his proposed tech-
nique minimizes energy loss and overhead [10]. Prichard’s
aim was to examine the effectiveness of music teaching
among teachers enrolled in introductory music education
courses. He used a sequential explanatory mixed methods
design and divided it into two parts. Mixed methods analysis
revealed that music education majors had higher beliefs
about music teaching efficacy [11]. Steele Royston examined
the significance of human connections within the context of
the lesson and offered tips for proactive faculty to better their
connections. Connecting with students as a musical teacher
leads them to understand a whole lot with the arts of playing
music. It also teaches them something about the skill of what
it means to be a sympathetic and loving person [12]. )e
introduction of genetic algorithm and vocal music teaching
in these researches is in place, but the practicability is not
high due to the strong professionalism.

3. Methods

3.1. Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm refers to the
population of solution sets, and the population is composed
of several individuals encoded by genes. In essence, a genetic
algorithm is an optimization algorithm, which is a random
search algorithm that uses the idea of natural selection and
biological evolution to search for the optimal solution in the
search space. In the process of vocal music teaching, the
genetic algorithm can integrate the characteristics of stu-
dents, optimize the vocal music teaching method, improve
the students’ vocal musicmastery ability, and better serve the
vocal music classroom.

Evolutionary computing is a stochastic optimization
method that simulates the genetic mechanism of the animal
kingdom, with the idea of “survival of the fittest.” )erefore,
genetic manipulation and natural selection become an
important part when using evolutionary thinking to solve
target optimization problems. Evolutionary algorithms it-
eratively generate multiple solutions to each problem during
the optimization process and continue to generate better
solutions. )e optimization function is called the fitness
function. Each solution is called an individual, and all in-
dividuals in each generation form a group. )e fitness value
of individuals in each group is different. With iteration, it
obtains better individuals through certain evolutionary
strategies, such as crossover and mutation. When the al-
gorithm terminates, the individual with the best fitness value
in the entire population is selected as the solution to the
problem [13]. It is shown in Figure 1.

Evolutionary algorithms are random search methods.
Compared with other enumeration techniques and heuristic
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search techniques, the global optimal solution probability of
this problem is high. )e evaluation information of the
objective function is used to make it actionable and
general. It can be operated with massively parallel com-
puters and can be easily combined with other methods. At
present, evolutionary computing mainly includes genetic
algorithm, evolutionary strategy, and evolutionary plan-
ning. In the process of vocal music teaching, the evolu-
tionary algorithm can be combined to find the most
suitable teaching method and improve the teaching effi-
ciency and effect.

min g(a)|a ∈Q . (1)

Formula (1) represents the function expression of the
function optimization model, where a represents the deci-
sion variable, g(a) represents the objective function, and Q

represents the spatial subset.

ming(a).st
∗
p(a)≥ 0. (2)

Formula (2) represents the decision variable inequality.

Q � a ∈W
s

 |p(a)≥ 0}. (3)

Formula (3) represents the feasible region of the decision
solution, which is the set of all solutions in layman’s terms.

In order to get the optimal solution for the region, we
need to optimize the model.

∀a ∈ Q∩ a ∈W
s
|

�����������

 a1 − a
∗

( 
2



<α . (4)

When formula (4) satisfies g(a∗)≤g(a), we say that the
model has an optimal solution. Figure 2 shows the basic flow
chart of the algorithm.

Various encoding methods have emerged today. )e
most commonly used genetic algorithm is binary coding. In
binary, all symbols consist of “0” and “1.”

β �
Tmax − Tmin

2p
− 1

. (5)

Formula (5) represents the precision of binary encoding,
where T represents the range of values and p represents the
symbol length of the encoding.

k � Tmin + 

p

o�1
wo ∗ 2

o− 2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠∗
Tmax − Tmin

2p
− 1

. (6)

Formula (6) represents the decoding function expression
when the encoded length is k.

fp � wp,

fp � wp+1 ⊕wp.

⎧⎨

⎩ (7)

wp � fp,

wp � wp+1 ⊕fp.
 (8)
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Figure 1: Basic framework of genetic algorithm.
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Formulas (7) and (8) represent binary codes under
different Gray codes.

In the genetic algorithm, we usually use the fitness
function to judge the situation of the individual. )e fitness
function satisfies the generality, so the calculation steps can
be reduced in the actual use process.

Fitness(g(a)) � g(a). (9)

Formula (9) represents the functional expression of the
maximal optimization problem.

Fitness(g(a)) � −g(a). (10)

Formula (10) represents the functional expression for the
minimal optimization problem.

For multi-objective optimization problems, researchers
have proposed different evolutionary multi-objective re-
search algorithms. In the process of solving the problem, we
have two goals to achieve. First, the frontier of the ap-
proximate Pareto optimal solution set should be as close as
possible to the frontier of the true Pareto optimal solution
set. )e closeness of the two fronts reflects the convergence
of the algorithm. Second, the target vectors corresponding to
the Pareto optimal solution set should be distributed as
widely and evenly as possible, which reflects the diversity of
the knowledge set. Multi-objective optimization can be
described by the following formula:

maxG(i) � g1(i)g2(i), · · · , gx(i)( y,

s.y. i ∈ θ.
 (11)

If the Pareto boundary resolution system is able to fulfill
the condition, it means that it is practicable for the algorithm
to address the MOP issue.

minθ � G(i)

� g1(i), g2(i), · · · , gn(i)y

sy.pt(i)≤ 0, t � 1, 2 · · · z

te(i) � 0, e � 1, 2 · · · , q

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

In the formula, i � (i1，i2, · · · , in) represents the n-di-
mensional decision vector, and g(i)is the objective function.

pt(i)≤ 0, t � 1, 2 · · ·z defines the inequality constraint for z,
and te(i) � 0, e � 1, 2 · · · , q defines the equality constraint
function for q.

As can be seen from the above formula, the MOP
problem is difficult to determine a unique solution, which is
different from a single objective. In addition, the solution
process of this algorithm is very complicated and difficult
due to many constraints.

Standard genetic algorithms are optimization algorithms
for individual objectives. )e fitness function of an individual
is usually the objective function of optimization. )e result of
the genetic algorithm is to obtain the individual with the best
fitness. In reality, many problems are multi-objective prob-
lems, that is, multiple values of the problem solution need to
be optimized simultaneously. For multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems, a solution may be better for one objective and
worse for others.)e two keys tomulti-objective optimization
using genetic algorithms are: (1) How to carry out fitness value
distribution and individual selection, so that individuals in the
population converge to the nondominated solution set; (2)
How to keep the population multiple and avoid premature
stock convergence, so that the individuals in the population
are evenly distributed on the Pareto frontier. Around these
two problems, researchers have proposed different types of
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms.

minf
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Formula (13) represents the Chebyshev function ex-
pression, in order to avoid the case of division by zero, when
cx � 0, cx � 10− 6.
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)e above 3 function expressions belong to the boundary
intersection method, where Subject to a ∈ β.

Fitness(g(a)) �
g(a) + Ymin,

0.
 (15)

Among them, Ymin belongs to the set minimum value,
and usually its value range is g(a) + Ymin > 0.

Fitness(g(a)) �
Ymax − g(a),

0.
 (16)

Among them, Ymax belongs to the set maximum value,
and usually its value range is Ymax − g(a)> 0.

Fitness(g(a)) �
1

1 + k − g(a)
. (17)

Formula (17) represents the maximum optimization
problem function expression, where k − g(a)≥ 0.
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Figure 2: Model algorithm flow demonstration.
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Fitness(g(a)) �
1

1 + k + g(a)
. (18)

Formula (18) represents the minimum optimization
problem function expression, where k + g(a)≥ 0.

According to the algorithm of the objective optimization
problem, we can use it in the vocal music teaching class-
room. We regard the different characteristics of students as
different optimization objectives. Using multi-objective
optimization, we can find a teaching algorithm suitable for
all students, so that the results of acoustic teaching can be
achieved.

3.2.VocalMusicTeaching. As an ancient art, vocal music is a
combination of music and language. Since the human voice
is added to the process of vocal music performance, the
performance effect of vocal music is more moving [14].
Vocal music teaching practice activities are social, and
teaching methods are unique, cooperative, and practical.
Articulation is the most important thing during a vocal
performance. It directly determines the effect of the per-
formance to some extent. In related works, it has been
described as “the clearness of the word is one must; the
purity of the cavity is the second; the board is the three”.
“Banzheng” refers to the need of pronouncing clearly. It
should first be the correct character, so that the audience can
clearly hear what is being sung. )is also shows the im-
portance of language in vocal music. However, according to
the current market situation, it is not difficult to find that it is
still a problem that many singers need to face. )is problem
is mainly caused by the lack of basic vocal skills, the lack of
research on the standardization of Chinese pinyin, and the
failure to connect the sound of the word and the melody line
of the music. In response to these problems, relevant
scholars believe that they can be solved from the aspects of
phoneme and word orthography. Figure 3 shows the
structure of audio data processing.

Breathing is the foundation and motivation of singing
and vocalization. From a professional level, the breath
directly affects the performance of the performance. Ex-
halation is the expulsion of air out of the body. Inhalation
means taking air into the body. )ese two actions are
opposite and happen in succession at the same time. If
there is excessive breathing during singing, it will reduce
the integrity of the work. In order to improve the level of
the work, it is necessary to train the breathingmethod when
singing. In general, it is necessary to consciously control the
breathing rate according to the length of the phrase to
prevent the organ from becoming rigid [15]. Figure 4 shows
a training diagram of the vocal pronunciation system
structure.

If vocal skills are directly transmitted in language, it will
be very obscure and difficult to understand. If it can be
combined with visual thinking when explaining, it will make
the skills more vivid, arouse students’ interest, and make
students master more accurately. )erefore, combining
teaching with visual thinking is one of the most effective
teaching methods.

3.3. Visual*inking. )inking refers to thought or thinking,
which is a high-level physiological phenomenon. It belongs
to the biochemical reaction in the brain and is a high-level
stage of human cognitive process. In the process of vocal
music singing, it is also necessary to carry out thinking
activities, and it is necessary to use thinking to lead one’s
own consciousness and complete the work. In vocal singing,
there are action thinking, image thinking, convergent
thinking, and divergent thinking. In the practice of singing
training, action thinking and image thinking play an im-
portant auxiliary role in the improvement of our vocal music
practice. For some specific song singing behavior, the singer
needs to analyze it with the help of thinking. For example, we
need to use hearing to judge the beauty of sound. )is is the
most important part of thinking. For beginners in vocal
music, it is necessary to strengthen them. )is makes it
gradually form a correct sound image thinking, which lays a
good foundation for future learning. Figure 5 shows the
simple vocal practice structure.

Visualization is a means of processing images and data
using computer means. It is a way to display information
more intuitively. )e technology was first used in the
computer field. In terms of how it works, visualization is the
process of turning information into images. )inking vi-
sualization is the reflection of invisible ways of thinking
through images. In fact, we often use its methods in daily life.
)inking visualization refers to presenting thinkingmethods
and thinking paths that were otherwise invisible using a
series of graphic techniques to make them clearly visible. In
fact, we often use its methods in our daily life. For example,
we often say we can do it by bending the calf, but we do not
know which way to bend it. At this time, if someone makes a
demonstration, it can be displayed intuitively. )is is a
process of thinking visualization. )is method is also very
common in vocal music teaching. Figure 6 shows the basic
structure diagram of visualization technology.

4. Application Experiment

Vocal Learning Data Collection: in order to investigate the
current state of vocal music learning, we first need to
conduct a critical survey of student learning. In this ex-
periment, we used a questionnaire survey to investigate the
vocal music students in place A. )e details are as follows:

In order to analyze the students’ situation, we have
investigated the students’ comprehensive quality of vocal
music. According to the actual situation of students, their
comprehensive quality is divided into four grades.
According to the data in Table 1, there are 37 students with
good overall quality, accounting for 27.6% of the total
number of respondents. )ere are 31 students with average
comprehensive quality, accounting for 23.1% of the total
number of respondents. )ere are 46 students who have
passed the comprehensive quality, accounting for 34.3% of
the total number of respondents. )ere are 20 students with
unqualified comprehensive quality, accounting for 15% of
the total number of respondents. According to the survey
data, there is a big gap in the comprehensive quality of
students. Generally speaking, the level is relatively average,
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the students’ cultural background is not very high, and the
cultural background and accomplishment are relatively
weak.

According to the data in Table 2, we have investigated
and analyzed the students’ vocal music foundation and
mastery of skills. According to the data, there are 6 people

with the ability to teach acoustics, accounting for 4.5% of the
total number of respondents. )ere are 23 people with
singing experience, accounting for 17.2% of the total number
of respondents. )ere are 39 people who can master the
knowledge and skills proficiently, accounting for 29.1% of
the total surveyed. 66 people have basic knowledge and skills,
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Figure 3: Audio data processing structure.
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accounting for 49.3% of the total surveyed. According to the
data, the proportion of students with basic mastery is the
highest, and the proportion of students with vocal music
teaching ability is the lowest. It can be seen from this that
students generally lack practical experience and have fewer
opportunities for vocal music activities. According to the
actual situation, most of the students pay attention to the
learning skills, lack the perception of the works, and have a
low degree of completion.

Experimental Data: the theme of this study is to improve
the effect of vocal music teaching with the help of a genetic
algorithm. In order to investigate the effect of genetic al-
gorithm, we conduct a brief data analysis of the results of
different calculation methods of genetic algorithm. )e
details are as follows:

From the experimental data in Table 3, we can see that
although the algorithm NSGA-II is stronger than the al-
gorithm USMOEA in terms of breadth, the original in-
tention of the experimental design is to obtain a
nondominated solution set that is closer to the Pareto front
and more uniformly distributed. )en from the data in the
table, the expected solution goal has been basically achieved.
)e algorithm can obtain a nondominated solution.

From the experimental data in Table 4, we can see that
the values of ZDT1, ZDT2, and ZDT3 are compared.
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Power
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Figure 6: Basic structure of the visualization technique.

Table 1: Analysis of students’ comprehensive quality survey.

Category Number of people Proportion
Good 37 27.6
Moderate 31 23.1
Pass 46 34.3
Not passing 20 15

Table 2: Analysis of the mastery of basic vocal knowledge and basic
skills.

Category Number of people Proportion
Ability to teach vocal music 6 4.5
Experience in singing 23 17.2
Proficiency in 39 29.1
Basic mastery 66 49.3

Table 3: Algorithm NSGA-II and algorithm USMOEA on the M-
measure of the test function.

M-measure Group ZDT1 ZDT2 ZDT3 ZDT4 ZDT6

USMOEA
BEST 1.2984 1.0320 1.7543 1.2198 0.7816
MEAN 1.0569 0.0599 1.5328 0.6692 0.7569
WORST 0.8149 0.8174 1.0542 0.5473 0.6736

NSGA-II
BEST 1.4159 1.3298 2.3029 1.3036 0.8851
MEAN 1.2578 1.0798 1.7319 0.8132 0.8269
WORST 0.9899 0.9638 1.2978 0.7056 0.7025

Table 4: Algorithm NSGA-II and algorithm UCMOEA on the S-
measure of the test function.

S-measure Group ZDT1 ZDT2 ZDT3 ZDT4 ZDT6

UCMOEA
BEST 0.0027 0.0021 0.0099 0.0163 0.0011
MEAN 0.0214 0.0031 0.0196 0.0196 0.0039
WORST 0.0299 0.0135 0.0213 0.0235 0.0047

NSGA-II
BEST 0.0036 0.0040 0.0100 0.0048 0.0016
MEAN 0.0319 0.0075 0.0236 0.0089 0.0035
WORST 0.0736 0.0120 0.0639 0.0132 0.0048
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Algorithm NSGA-II is weaker than algorithm UCMOEA in
terms of worst data, mean, or best data. According to the
data obtained by ZDT4, we can see that the algorithm
NSGA-II is stronger, and the algorithm UCMOEA is rela-
tively weak. For the experimental data of ZDT6, we can see
that the algorithm NSGA-II is better than the algorithm
UCMOEA in the mean and worst cases, but the algorithm
UCMOEA is stronger than the algorithm NSGA-II in the
optimal data.

Attitudes of Students toward Vocal Music Courses: with
the continuous progress of national education, the education
curriculum has become more and more perfect, and the
requirements for comprehensive quality have become
more and more strict. In addition to the strict require-
ments for subject education, we also pay more and more
attention to art courses, incorporating the comprehensive
development of students into the educational require-
ments. In order to explore students’ attitudes toward vocal
music courses, we conducted a brief analysis of students’
attitudes toward vocal music courses in place A.)e details
are as follows:

To explore why students take vocal lessons, we have
grouped them into four broad categories. According to the
data in Figure 7, there are 22 people who choose vocal music
courses purely for learning needs, accounting for 16% of the
total number of respondents. 19 people chose vocal music
courses because of their personal hobbies, accounting for
14% of the total surveyed. )ere are 31 people who choose
vocal music courses to pave the way for later work, ac-
counting for 23% of the total surveyed. )ere are 63 people
who choose vocal music courses to learn music knowledge
and vocal skills, accounting for 47% of the total surveyed.
According to this data, most students choose vocal music
classes to learn vocal skills. )is shows the importance of
vocal skills in vocal music courses.

To understand the school’s vocal learning climate, we
surveyed students’ personal perceptions. According to the
survey data, 76 people believe that the atmosphere for
learning vocal music in schools is very good, accounting
for 57% of the total number of respondents. 19 people
think that the atmosphere of learning vocal music in
schools is average, accounting for 36% of the total number
of respondents. 14 people think that the atmosphere for
learning vocal music in schools is relatively poor, ac-
counting for 11% of the total number of respondents.
)ere are also 6 people who do not know about the school’s
vocal music atmosphere, accounting for 5% of the total
number of respondents. According to the survey data,
most students believe that the learning atmosphere is
good, indicating that students are generally more serious
about the course.

In order to improve the teaching effect, we use different
genetic algorithms to optimize the design. As can be seen
from the data in Figure 8, from the perspective of breadth,
the effect of the algorithm UCMOEA is not particularly
good. But the original intention of the experiment is to
obtain a nondominated solution set that is close to the Pareto
front and has a more uniform distribution. )e data in
Table 4 show that the expected solution goal has been

achieved. Algorithm UCMOEA can obtain the non-
dominated solution set with a more uniform distribution
and closer to the Pareto front.

By testing several functions with different properties, the
results show that both the algorithm UCMOEA and the
algorithm USMOEA have good search ability compared
with NSGA-II. )e set of nondominated solutions obtained
by the algorithm designed in this study is closer to the Pareto
boundary, and the distribution of nondominated solutions is
more uniform. It can be seen that in the actual vocal music
teaching process, teachers can adopt this algorithm to im-
prove the teaching effect.

Survey and Analysis of Vocal Music Course Content:
reasonable arrangement of the course content will help
students to concentrate in class, improve classroom effi-
ciency, and master theoretical knowledge and skills more
accurately. In order to understand the arrangement of vocal
music courses in place A, we conducted a random survey of
students. )e investigation is as follows:

According to the arrangement of the course, we divide it
into four levels. According to the data in Figure 9, there are
27 people who think the course arrangement is very rea-
sonable, accounting for 20% of the total number of re-
spondents. )ere were 31 people who thought the course
arrangement was more reasonable, accounting for 23% of
the total number of respondents. )ere were 19 people who
thought that the course arrangement was very general, which
accounted for 14% of the total number of respondents.)ere
were 58 people who thought the course arrangement was
very unreasonable, which accounted for 43% of the total
surveyed. According to the data, the number of people who
do not agree with the curriculum arrangement is the highest.
It can be seen that students generally believe that the school’s
curriculum needs to be adjusted.

In addition to the classroom arrangement, the teaching
content of the vocal music classroom is also very important.
In order to understand the content of local vocal music
teaching, we conducted a brief survey of it. According to the
survey data, there are 45 people who think that songs should
be appreciated in the classroom, accounting for 34% of the
total number of respondents. )ere were 28 people who
thought that song training should be carried out in the
classroom, accounting for 21% of the total number of re-
spondents. )ere were 52 people who thought that the
classroom should be tested, accounting for 39% of the total
number of respondents. Eight other students indicated that
other methods could be taken. From these data, it can be
seen that most people generally hope that they can carry out
actual testing and training in the classroom to correct their
deficiencies in time.

Investigation and Analysis of Classroom Teaching
Content Types: vocal music classes need to appreciate and
train music in the classroom. To understand student atti-
tudes toward classroom instruction, we surveyed the types of
music students would like to see in the classroom.)e details
are as follows:

According to the data in Figure 10, students want
teachers to choose a variety of different types of music mixed
teaching in the classroom, accounting for 76% of the total
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number of respondents. 16 students indicated that they can
use children’s repertoire properly in the classroom, ac-
counting for 12% of the total surveyed. 9 students hope that
teachers can choose popular songs as training repertoires in
the classroom, accounting for 7% of the total number of
respondents. 6 students hope that teachers can choose
popular and folk songs as training repertoires in the
classroom, accounting for 5% of the total number of re-
spondents. According to these data, most students hope that
the training repertoire in the classroom can be diversified.

Vocal practice is the basic learning of vocal music. When
we surveyed vocal practice, we found that 94 students thought
vocal practice was very necessary, accounting for 70% of the
total surveyed. Twenty-five students considered vocal practice
necessary, accounting for 19% of the total surveyed. Twelve
students considered vocal practice to be optional. )ree other
students felt that vocal training was unnecessary. According
to the data, most students attach great importance to vocal
practice. However, there are still some students with cognitive
biases that need to be corrected.
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5. Conclusion

)is study discusses the current deficiencies in the field of
vocal music education and uses genetic algorithms and visual
thinking technology to combine vocal music teaching, so that
the teaching methods are in line with the characteristics of
students and improve teaching efficiency. Vocal music
teaching is an important part of music art, and improving
vocal skills is of great help to music singing. In the existing
market, although various singing methods emerge in an
endless stream, there are still many problems in the singing of
songs. For example, unsteady breathing.)is study points out
that, in the process of vocal music teaching, attention should
be paid to the teaching atmosphere, teachers’ teaching
methods, and teaching content, especially the students’ at-
titude toward vocal music teaching, so as to correct the
problem ideologically. By combining genetic algorithm and
visual thinking with vocal music teaching, the existing
teaching method is improved, so that the teaching method is
consistent with the actual situation, which is conducive to the
intuitive display of vocal music skills. )is method provides a
reference for future vocal music teaching methods, which is
conducive to improving teaching results and improving vocal
music skills. Although this study discusses vocal music
teaching to a certain extent, it still has shortcomings: due to
the lack of personal experience, many studies are only su-
perficial research, just a simple overview of singing skills.
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�e traditional methods deal with large sample data sets of architectural engineering drawings and they have high time complexity
and space complexity as well. �eir searching time is long and sometimes the results are unsatisfactory. �erefore, this paper
proposes an optimization method designed for architectural engineering drawing parameters to overcome the limitations of the
traditional methods. It is based on the improved chaotic algorithm. �e algorithm proposes the optimization model of ar-
chitectural engineering drawing (AED) parameters in the �rst phase. In the second phase, an improved chaos algorithm is used to
optimize the parameters of architectural engineering drawing, and the modeling strategy of visual parameter optimization
environment is constructed. Finally, the visualization parameter optimization process of architectural engineering drawing is
completed. �rough experiments, it is evidently observed that the method presented in this paper can e�ectively reduce the
optimization time, improve the lighting illumination of buildings, and improve the optimization precision of architectural
engineering drawing parameters. �e proposed method considers multiple parameters and it has greater application ability in the
�eld of architectural designs.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background Study. In recent 20 years, the parametric
design of building engineering has gradually become a new
topic in the �eld of design. Parametric design transforms
the concern of architectural design result into the concern
of design process and control. Parametric design gets rid of
the traditional modeling methods of sketch initiation or
pattern reproduction, but controls the establishment of
design schemes through the modeling and optimization of
parametric models [1]. �e process of parametric design
can be divided into site investigation, form-�nding, design
evolution, structural system, and structural logic [2]. �e
parametric design process and scheme generation are
characterized by complexity and nonlinearity. Parametric
design focuses on the information carried by architectural
elements and follows certain norms and rules to create
architecture from the bottom up [3]. Parametric design
techniques impart advantages for architecture design
processes. Architects apply these methods in their creation

of design suggesting solutions at an earlier stage of the
process to speed up the design process and enhance the
accuracy [4].

1.2. Existing Literature. In [4], the authors propose a process
based on parametric design creation. It combines archi-
tectural design with parametric modeling methods. �is
makes the design objectives more comprehensive and also
supports the designers in �nding architectural solutions. In
[5], the authors propose an optimization algorithm for ar-
chitectural engineering drawing parameters based on Spark
parallel SVM. �e Spark cluster was used to broadcast the
training set of architectural engineering drawing parameters
to each Executor in the form of variables. �e parameter
optimization process of parallel SVM is carried out. Task
parallelism is applied in order to speed up the optimization
speed. In [6], the researchers put forward building cover day
feed parameters based on the �re�y algorithm of intelligent
optimization method. It improves the HATA experience
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model covering the simulation of the building. It shows good
processing precision. In [7], the authors propose an algo-
rithm study based on the adaptive determination of
DBSCAN algorithm parameters. It generates candidate EPS
and other parameters using the distribution characteristics
of the data set itself. )e algorithm can realize the full au-
tomation of clustering process and can choose reasonable
EPS and other parameters. It shows high clustering accuracy.
In [8], the authors state that the parametric optimization of
an architectural object is an important design task. )ey also
state that improvement is needed in the area of quality of a
design solution. Also, there is a need to take care of energy
efficiency in design. )e authors compare the calculated
compactness ratios of the external envelope for different
storeyed buildings. In [9], the authors describe different
approaches for the parameterization in architecture. )ey
also provide the comparison of these approaches. )ey map
the design process to parametric data flow in each of the
approaches. In [10], the authors propose two approaches for
parametric design creation (1) Creating models in archi-
tectural design and (2) Using various tools of applied
mathematics. )ey state that both the approaches need
optimization for the purpose of modeling in architectural
design. Authors use an interdisciplinary approach for
identifying the role of optimization in architectural design.

1.3. Contributions of the Paper. From the existing literature,
it can be concluded that though there is a lot of research in
the field of Parameters Optimization Model for Architec-
tural Engineering Drawing, they have the problem of poor
prediction accuracy. Some of the methods show good ac-
curacy but have high processing time. )is paper proposes
an optimization technique of architectural engineering
drawing parameters based on an improved chaotic algo-
rithm. Our aim is to design a Parameter OptimizationModel
for Architectural Engineering Drawing which is accurate
and faster as compared to the previous methods.

1.4. *e Major Highlights Are as Follows:

(1) Proposing parametric optimization model which is
novel in idea.

(2) Visual parameter optimization condition design is
presented.

(3) Parameter optimization process is devised.
(4) Proposing the optimization method of building

engineering drawing parameters using an improved
chaos algorithm.

)e following sections explain the proposed work.

2. Construction of Parameters Optimization
Model forArchitecturalEngineeringDrawing

)is is a three phase process in which, first of all, find a set of
optimal parameter values. In the next phase, that is, visual
parameter optimization condition design, parameters that
satisfy the specific conditions are chosen. )ese conditions

have been mentioned in detail in Section 2.2. In the final
phase, Parameter optimization process is explained.

2.1. Parametric Optimization Model. Parametric optimiza-
tion is to find a set of optimal parameter values α∗ ∈ α in the
feasible region of the design vector α � [T1, T2, T3, ...,

Tn− 1, Tn]T, so that the objective function J � f(α∗ ) takes
the minimum (or maximum) value. For the parameter
optimization problem [7], if the design variable α is a set of
parameters, then the design problem in r dimensional space
can be discussed as in equation (1).

α′ � T1, T2, T3, ..., Tr 
T
. (1)

It is clear that at this point α′ is a fixed point in the
Euclidean vector space Er (design space) composed of α,
which can be expressed as α ∈ Er. When the design variable
is a parameter, the objective function can be described as in .

J � f(α) � f T1, T2, T3, ..., Tr( . (2)

According to equations (1) and (2), the general form of
the parametric optimization mathematical model can be
expressed by equation (3).

min
α∈D

f (α), (3)

where the objective function f(α) is a real-valued function,
and D is the domain of f(α). Equation (3) can also be
written in a more general form as the following:

min
α∈D

f(α)′

s.t. d(α) � 0

h(α)≤ 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (4)

where α′ � [T1, T2, T3, ..., Tr]
T is an r dimensional design

vector, d(α) � [d1(α), d2(α), ..., dp(α)]T is a p dimensional
equality constraint, and h(α) � [h1(α), h2(α), ..., hq(α)]T is a
q dimensional inequality constraint.

In equation (3), since the design variable is uncon-
strained to take all the values in the domain D, it belongs to
the unconstrained extremum problem. In equation (4),
α ∈ D is constrained by equations (5) and (6), that is,

di(α) � 0, i � 1, 2, .., p, (5)

hj(α)≤ 0, j � 1, 2, .., q. (6)

)erefore, equation (4) is the constraint extremum
condition.

2.2. Visual Parameter Optimization Condition Design. For
the optimization of visual parameters, the following con-
ditions should be defined:

(a) One of the key problems in optimizing the visual
parameters of the mathematical model and graphical
transformation of the system is in what form the
mathematical model can be graphically or visually
transformed [11]. In fact, the equation constraint of
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optimization problems, such as differential equation,
difference equation, transfer function, equation of
state, and other forms, is visualized by graphical
display technology according to the modular mod-
eling idea.

(b) )e feasible region is the set of points in the design
space that satisfy all the constraints.

(c) Excitation function of the system includes instruc-
tion function and interference function. In order to
facilitate the comparison of dynamic characteristics
of the system, some typical signal functions are
generally selected as instruction signals, such as step
function, impulse function, and random signal [12,
13].

(d) For example, the initial time t0 of the end and
terminal conditions, the terminal time tf, the initial
state x(t0), and the terminal state x(tf) are either
given or arbitrarily valued according to the task
conditions.

(e) For visual parameter optimization problems, the
objective function is generally shown in equation (2).

2.3. Parameter Optimization Process. After the designers
analyze and calculate a variety of architectural form design
schemes, the final form scheme is obtained. From the
perspective of natural lighting and ventilation, the position
and size of the internal atrium of the building are further
optimized [14]. )e actual parameter optimization problem
is usually solved by numerical iteration method [15].

For general (multi-objective) optimization problems, the
algorithm flow is as follows:

In the first step, initial design vector α0 was selected. In
the second step, feasible direction s0 was found. In the third
step, step size factor l0 is selected along the feasible direction,
and the new design vector is obtained from s0 and l0 as the
following equation (7).

α1 � α0 + l0s0. (7)

)e fourth step is to find a new design direction s1 and
step length l1 from α1. Iterate one step forward from point α1
to point α2, and so on, many iterations. )e iteration form
from step k to step (k + 1) is shown in equation (8).

αk+1 � αk + lkS, (8)

f αk+1( < � f αk( , k � 0, 1, 2, .... (9)

)e fifth step is to check whether the preset accuracy is
reached at each iteration step. If it is, the minimum point is
considered to have been found; otherwise, the iterative
calculation should be continued. In this paper, equation (9)
is taken as the criterion for the termination of iteration as
shown in equation (10)

αk+1 − αk

����
����

αk

����
����
≤X, (10)

where X is the given precision.

3. Optimization Technology of Building
Engineering Drawing Parameters Based on
Improved Chaotic Optimization Algorithm

)e parameter optimization technique is applied for engi-
neering drawing parameters. )e steps are as follows:

(1) Proposing an Optimization method of building
engineering drawing parameters

(2) Identifying the modeling strategy of visual parameter
optimization environment.

(3) Proposing the visualization of parameter optimiza-
tion process, that is, identifying the optimal
parameters.

(4) Applying the chaos algorithm for verifying the op-
timization effect of this method on the parameters of
architectural engineering drawing

(5) Comparing the results with existing algorithms like
SPARK SVM, firefly algorithm, and DBSCAN
algorithm

In the design of visual parameter optimization envi-
ronment, the following is chosen.

3.1. Optimization Method of Building Engineering Drawing
Parameters. Chaos is a common phenomenon existing in
nonlinear systems, and its motion is characterized by er-
godic, randomness, and regularity [15]. Logistic mapping is a
successful example of chaos research in nonlinear equations.
It was originally used to describe the generation change rule
of insect numbers. Logistic mapping is shown in equation
(11).

xn+1 � μxn 1 − xn(  n � 0, 1, 2 . . . , (11)

where μ is the control parameter, and n is a normal number.
When 3.544090≤ μ≤ 4, a chaotic trajectory can be iterated
from any initial value x0 ∈ (0, 1), which is traversed within
the range of (0,1). )e chaos optimization algorithm takes
advantage of this traversal feature, and the basic steps are as
follows:

One, in formulas (1) and (13), vector xn is, respectively,
endowed with m initial values with slight differences (not
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75), and m is the number of parameters to be
optimized. After k iterations, m different chaotic variables
xi(k) i � 1, 2, ..., m can be obtained.

Two, by mapping the chaotic variable xi(k) to the search
space of the optimization variable, Xi(k) can be obtained:

Xi(k) � ci + dixi(k), (12)

where, ci and di are constants related to the variable search
space [a, b], ci � a, di � b − a. For the first chaotic optimi-
zation search (rough search), the optimization index is
minf(Xi). Let f∗ be the current optimal solution, and X∗
be the corresponding parameter combination.
f(Xi(k))<f∗ , Substitute Xi(k) into the calculation op-
timization index f(Xi(k)) successively, f(Xi(k))<f∗ ,
then equation (13) is obtained.
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f∗ � f Xi(k)( , X∗ � Xi(k). (13)

Otherwise, Xi(k) is discarded. Until f∗ star stays the
same for some number of steps.

For the second chaotic optimization search (fine search),
according to equation (14), a new chaotic variable Xi(k′) is
generated, and ai is the control variable less than 1.

Xi k′(  � X
∗
i + αi xi k′(  − 0.5( . (14)

)ree, put Xi(k′) in order to calculate the optimization
index f(Xi(k′)). If f(Xi(k′))<f∗ , then X∗ � Xi(k′),
f∗ � f(Xi(k′)). Otherwise, give up Xi(k′). Until f∗
remains unchanged for several steps, the result is output.

3.2. Modeling Strategy of Visual Parameter Optimization
Environment. In the design of visual parameter optimiza-
tion environments, MATLAB 5.2 is utilized as the numerical
calculation engine of optimization operation, and uses
SIMuLink K 2.2 as the visual modeling support environment
of nonlinear parameter optimization systems. )e modeling
idea is based on the separability of the system, that is, the
large-scale system can be divided into several subsystems,
and the subsystems can be decomposed into more primitive
subsystems. Subsystem itself is defined as a visual compo-
nent or module with independent operation function, which
generally includes several input and output ports and is
connected with each other through data flow channel; its
function is to transform the incoming data or signal.)eway
to construct the visual optimization model is to establish the
overall optimization simulation model by connecting the
component models (submodels or modules) that constitute
the system model. If the component model itself is con-
structed from a more primitive component model, it can
form a hierarchical or hierarchical structure of the visual
model. )erefore, the visual module (component) graphic
modeling system based on SIMULINK is an important part
of the advanced visual parameter optimization environment.
It can provide users with a flexible, fast, and easy to expand
high-level visual integrated information processing platform
[16].

One, the graphical modeling components of SIMU-
LINK are directly connected with each other, and the
interfaces with the submodules of each layer of the
model are retained in the visual environment.
Two, for the complex nonlinear parameter optimiza-
tion model, the separation system technology is used to
decompose the complex model into several subsystems
at the next level according to the function. For the large
subsystem, it can be further decomposed into sub-
systems at the next level. For this reason, the top-down
hierarchical structure of simulation is established by
analogy.
)ree, it enhances the ability of human-computer in-
teraction in the process of optimization, enables the
user to pause or terminate the iteration at any time in

the process of optimization, and reprocesses the data
after optimization.
Four, it allows users to modify the hierarchical struc-
ture, parameters, and iteration initial values of the
optimization model at any time, and allows users to run
and test the subsystems of each layer, respectively,
which is convenient for users to optimize and locate the
errors of the subsystems of each layer.
Five, subsystem reuse technology allows users to design
(subsystem) or document can be reused many times.
Six, users can customize, modify, or expand the opti-
mization model library and algorithm library. )e six
considerations can ensure that the optimization system
has clear structure, is easy to modify independently, is
easy to debug and maintain, and has good scalability.
)e visual optimization environment is mainly com-
posed of the following six parts through seamless links:

(a) )e model library provides a visual modeling
platform and auxiliary graphic modeling tools
through graphical mode. )e model component is
composed of model library function modules in
SIMuLinK 2.2, which is used to complete the
connection, conversion, calculation, and result
output of system simulation optimization model.

(b) By calling MATLAB optimization toolbox, the
optimization algorithm library can provide users
with a variety of optimization algorithms for
solving such problems as parameter optimization,
unconstrained optimization, quasi Newton reali-
zation, least square optimization, nonlinear least
square realization, constrained optimization, SQP
realization, and multi-objective optimization. )e
optimization algorithm can also be designed and
developed by users themselves.

(c) Model management optimization model manage-
ment includes simulation layer management and
application layer management. Simulation layer
management is used to create, modify, open and
access system models, and define and modify
submodel blocks, including parameters, types, and
attributes; application layer management is used to
manage the files of the models according to the
optimization tasks, M-file and MDL-file are used to
share resources between models or platforms

(d) Optimization database management takes MAT-
LAB language as host language to help users
manage, access, retrieve, and analyze the data in the
optimization process. It can also dynamically an-
alyze the optimization process, dynamically modify
model parameters with optimization data, and
compare the results of system optimization under
different conditions.

(e) )e optimization environment settings are mainly
used to set foreground, foreground and relation
types (line type, line width, color, etc.) in the visual
modeling area, as well as the running environment
settings
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(f ) )e virtual oscilloscope technology is applied in
real-time monitoring, which can monitor and
analyze the waveform of any number of ports
(input or output) of the optimization model at any
stage and any moment of the optimization process.

3.3. Visualization of Parameter Optimization Process. As
mentioned in Section 3.2, the modeling and simulation
strategy of SIMuLinK can be adopted to establish the
visual parameter optimization environment of general
nonlinear system, and the basic optimization process is
as follows:

)e first step is to determine the design variables,
objective functions, and constraints of the optimization
mathematical model; )e second step is to build a visual
optimization simulation diagram or signal flow diagram
based on the system mathematical model; )e third step
is to build the optimization simulation diagram from the
SIMULINK model library by calling the basic module or
model component in second steps; )e fourth step is to
write the optimization M-file, specify the optimization
algorithm, and call the MATLAB optimization toolbox
subroutine; In the fifth step, the optimization operation
is performed, and the results of each iteration are vi-
sualized and stored in the optimization database; )e
sixth step is to find the optimal parameters of the system
automatically; )e seventh step is the post-processing of
the experimental data.

Flowchart of parameter optimization in architectural
engineering drawing has been shown in Figure 1.

According to the process mentioned in Section 3.3, the
optimization of architectural engineering drawing param-
eters is realized, and the performance of the building is
improved.

4. Experimental Results

In order to verify the optimization effect of this method
on the parameters of architectural engineering drawing,
the optimization algorithm of architectural engineering
drawing parameters based on spark parallel SVM (ref-
erence [5] method), the intelligent optimization method
of building coverage antenna parameters based on firefly
algorithm (reference [6] method), the algorithm based
on adaptive determination of DBSCAN algorithm pa-
rameters (reference [7] method), and the algorithm
based on improved chaos algorithm are adopted )e
optimization method of architectural engineering
drawing parameters (this method) carries out compar-
ative experiments on the optimization precision of ar-
chitectural engineering drawing parameters,
architectural lighting, and optimization time of archi-
tectural engineering drawing parameters, and carries out
experimental analysis.

After identifying the optimization effect of the proposed
method on the parameters of architectural engineering
drawing, the results are compared with the adopted algo-
rithm, that is, chaos algorithm in terms of accuracy,

architectural daylighting intensity, and time. It has been
found that our proposed model outperforms as compared
with the methods proposed in research [5–7].

)e Comparison of different parameters has been
explained in detail as follows:

4.1. Comparison of Parameter Optimization Accuracy in
Architectural Engineering Drawing. In order to verify the
optimization efficiency of architectural engineering drawing
parameters, the methods of literature [5], literature [6],

Start

Building parameter 
optimization model

Design variables and 
parameter constraints

Write the M-file callback 
optimization function

Optimization operation

End

Solve the optimal 
parameters

Output the optimal 
parameters of architectural 

engineering drawing

Y

N

Figure 1: Flow chart of parameter optimization in architectural
engineering drawing.
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literature [7], and this paper (proposed method) are used to
verify the optimization accuracy of architectural engineering
drawing parameters, and the results are shown in Table 1.
Comparison of optimization accuracy of architectural en-
gineering drawing parameters has been shown in Table 1.

According to the analysis of Table 1, the optimization
accuracy of architectural engineering drawing parameters is
different under different methods. When the building area is
100m2, the optimization precision of the method in refer-
ence [5] is 68%, the method in reference [6] is 58%, the
method in reference [7] is 62%, and the method in this paper
is 99.8%. When the building area is 600m2, the optimization
accuracy of the method in reference [5] is 74%, that in
reference [6] is 65%, that in reference [7] is 65%, and that in
this paper is 99.2%. )e average values of the optimization
accuracy of the parameters in the architectural engineering
drawing of the methods of literature [5], literature [6], lit-
erature [7], and this paper are 69.1%, 65.2%, 65.7%, and

98.2%, respectively. )is method always has the highest
optimization accuracy of the parameters in the architectural
engineering drawing, which shows that this method can
realize the effective optimization of the parameters in the
architectural engineering drawing.

4.2. Comparison of Architectural Daylighting. In order to
verify the optimization effect of architectural engineering
drawing parameters, the actual intensity of architectural
lighting under the method of literature [5], literature [6],
literature [7], and the method of this paper is compared, and
the specific results are shown in Table 2. )e architectural
daylighting intensity under different methods has been
shown in Table 2.

According to Table 2, the daylighting intensity of
buildings is different under different methods. When the
distance between the two sides of the building is 1m, the

Table 1: Comparison of optimization accuracy of architectural engineering drawing parameters.

Area of structure (m2)
Optimization precision of architectural engineering drawing parameters (%)

Method in literature [5] Method in literature [6] Method in literature [7] Proposed method
50 67 45 65 99
100 68 58 62 99.8
150 65 65 75 95.8
200 58 68 65 99.6
250 53 65 73 97.4
300 63 56 65 97.8
350 68 66 68 98.9
400 72 66 70 97.3
450 78 76 57 98.4
500 74 65 59 97.8
550 73 68 64 95.4
600 74 65 65 99.2
650 79 71 67 99.5
700 76 79 65 98.4
Mean value 69.1 65.2 65.7 98.2

Table 2: Architectural daylighting intensity under different methods.

Distance in the building (m)
Daylighting intensity of buildings (lux)

Methods in literature [5] Methods in literature [6] Methods in literature [7] Proposed method
1 370 287 353 500
2 230 221 330 487
3 120 112 310 476
4 90 92 276 468
5 50 68 254 456
6 32 45 214 439
7 27 28 187 410
8 12 23 165 387
9 9 12 128 362
10 7 9.4 87 321
11 5 6 33 286
12 3 3.5 26 265
13 2 1.5 21 253
14 1 0.7 8 220
15 0.5 0.6 5.2 165
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daylighting intensity of reference [5] is 370 lux, the day-
lighting intensity of reference [6] is 287 lux, the daylighting
intensity of reference [7] is 353 lux, and the daylighting in-
tensity of the proposed method is 500 lux. When the distance
between buildings increases to 10m, the daylighting intensity
of reference [5] is 7 lux, that of reference [6] is 9.4 lux, that of
reference [7] is 87 lux, and that of proposedmethod is 321 lux.
)is method has higher building daylighting intensity, which
shows that the building has higher building daylighting in-
tensity and better daylighting effect.

4.3. Comparison of Optimization Time of Construction En-
gineering Drawing Parameters. In order to verify the opti-
mization efficiency of architectural engineering drawing
parameters, the methods of literature [5], literature [6],
literature [7], and this paper are used to detect the opti-
mization time of architectural engineering drawing pa-
rameters, and the results are shown in Figure 2.

Analysis of Figure 2 shows that the optimization time of
construction engineering drawing parameters is different
under different building areas. When the building area is
50m2, the optimization time of the method in reference [5]
is 24 s, that in reference [6] is 13 s, that in reference [7] is 5 s,
and that in this paper is only 1s. When the building area is
400m2, the optimization time of building engineering
drawing parameters of reference [5] method is 27 s, the
optimization time of building engineering drawing pa-
rameters of reference [6] method is 21 s, the optimization
time of building engineering drawing parameters of refer-
ence [7] method is 30 s, and the optimization time of
building engineering drawing parameters of the proposed
method is only 5 S. When the building area is 600m2, the
optimization time of the method in reference [5] is 31 s, that
in reference [6] is 43 S, that in reference [7] is 40 s, and that in
this paper is only 8 s.)is method has low optimization time
and high optimization efficiency.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, an optimization method of construction en-
gineering drawing parameters based on an improved chaos
algorithm is proposed. )e optimization model of con-
struction engineering drawing parameters is constructed.
)e optimization process of construction engineering
drawing parameters is designed. )e optimization of con-
struction engineering drawing parameters is realized by
using an improved chaos algorithm. )e modeling strategy
of visual parameter optimization environment is con-
structed. After applying the proposed work to the existing
data, it is concluded that proposed method always has the
highest optimization accuracy of architectural engineering
drawing parameters. )e average optimization accuracy of
architectural engineering drawing parameters of this
method can reach 98.2%. )is indicates the efficiency of
proposed method in realizing the effective optimization of
architectural engineering drawing parameters. Secondly,
higher daylighting intensity and better daylighting effect in
the buildings are achieved. )e daylighting intensity of this
method can reach 321 lux when the distance is 10m. )e
proposed method shows low optimization time and high
optimization efficiency. When the building area is 600m2,
the optimization time is only 8 s. It can be concluded that the
proposed improved chaos algorithm outperforms the
existing work in terms of accuracy, achieving higher day-
lighting intensity effect in the buildings as well as reduction
in time.
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(e purpose of this study was to assess e-learning during Corona epidemic regarding advantages, limitations, and their rec-
ommendations for managing learning during the epidemic. Based on a case study, this study used qualitative research. Sixteen
students from King Saud University’s College of Education were invited to take part. (ese students receive their online lectures
via the “Zoom” application. A 20-minute WhatsApp one-on-one semiorganized interview was likewise utilized. To guarantee the
reliability, iCloud was utilized to record gatherings and meetings for direct record (adaptability, constancy, confirmability, and
validity). Results were presented in three themes: advantages of employing distance education, limitations of usages, and
recommendations for improvements. Analyzing the feedbacks collected from students by the four interviewers, important
characteristics of distance education emerged. (ey were student-centered learning, which included: comfortable, self-directed
learning, asynchronous learning, and flexibility. (e most common limitations associated with distance education, in general,
included inefficiency, that is, lack of student feedback, and lack of attentiveness. As for recommendations for improvements the
most obvious characteristics that became evident in students’ responses were teaching and assessment and quality enhancement.

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of 2020, the world has witnessed ex-
ceptional circumstances associated with the prevalence of the
new Corona virus or Covid-19 [1]. Educational institutions
have been affected by these decisions, and it is no longer
possible to continue the educational process in its traditional
form, and millions of students and their teachers at all edu-
cational stages have been kept in their homes.(e form of the
spread of this virus or the Corona epidemic is a major crisis
that all countries of theworld facedwithout exception, and the
countries of the world rushed to search for alternative
methods to prevent the educational process from stopping,
and not all countries were at the same level in dealingwith this
emergency situation. Different experiences emerged to deal
with this emergency, and this was followed by the emergence.
(e term emergency remote education is along with the term

e-learning, and UN institutions such as UNESCO [2] and
other institutions have intervened to follow this emergency
matter and provide a helping hand to various countries of the
world, given that this epidemic has formed a common de-
nominator for the suffering of millions of people worldwide,
andpart of that suffering isdue.To the fears associatedwith the
spreadof the epidemic and thenumberof daily deaths, and the
denial of the practice of normal humanitarian activity.

1.1. Saudi Arabia Experiences in Applying E-Learning during
Corona Epidemic. (e Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has a rich
experience in managing crises facing the educational pro-
cess. (is appeared at the southern border. In 2016, a dis-
tance education program was signed, in cooperation
between the Ministry of Education and the Education De-
velopment Company, and the Minister of Education stated
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at the time that providing this quality service in the edu-
cational field is a duty to enable students to continue their
learning under any circumstances and that the Education
Development Company has prepared for this program and
has the capabilities to fully implement it to help provide
education and service at this time, especially for those af-
fected by crises, indicating that the Ministry of Education
provided educational alternatives in the southern border and
benefited from developing electronic programs and
broadcasting some programs through TV channels prepared
for this purpose, and he confirmed the Ministry’s readiness
to provide assistance at any time in all circumstances [3, 4].

As for the management of the crisis that resulted from
the Corona epidemic, the Saudi Ministry of Education
announced the closure of various educational institutions
since the eighth of March in accordance with the Noble
Decree No. (42874), and a specialized committee was
formed in the Ministry of Education to follow up the de-
velopments of the spread of the Corona epidemic, and the
Ministry took the initiative to define a variety of packages.

As per the Saudi Ministry of Education, e-learning stages
for public and private schooling have been actuated, not-
withstanding the accompanying critical measures.

(e virtual school building was finished in multi week,
during which the school’s central command and satellite
telecom were outfitted, 20 savvy sheets were provided and
introduced, and the school personnel was prepared to photo
educational clasps.

With the assistance of 276 educators and 73 bosses,
everyday examples were ready to make sense of the edu-
cational program. 3368 examples weremade sense of, adding
up to 1684 hours of educating time.

In addition to the curriculum review lessons, 123
teachers and 73 supervisors participated. 1107 lessons were
reviewed, totaling 554 hours of teaching time.

(e Ministry carried out distance education involving
the techniques for synchronous collaboration and non-
concurrent communication as follows.

Concurrent connection was accomplished through the
virtual school application, which incorporated the bound
together education framework, the eye entryway, the door
representing things to come, and the virtual kindergarten
application. Nonconcurrent connection was utilized by
means of Ain satellite stations and Lessons Ain stations on
YouTube. (e past stations and stages gave numerous
choices to male and female students to proceed with edu-
cation and advancing from a distance, by means of the
Internet or through satellite stations, for the people who do
not approach the Internet, and these stations saw a ton of
collaborations among male and female students and con-
tributed extraordinarily to the fruitful continuation of the
educational cycle. Following is a short outline of these
channels.

Future Gate is a coordinated e-learning stage for stu-
dents, all things considered. It has received over 20 million
visits, and its services have benefited over 700,000 students.

Ain Satellite Channels are an assortment of 20 satellite
stations that cover every single educational level. (e
channels are functional 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Ain Channels on YouTube: (ese are live YouTube
channels with more than 60 million perspectives.

Ain (National Education Portal): (e gateway offers
advanced content that incorporates more than 45,000 virtual
educational materials and north of 2000 computerized
books.

Virtual Kindergarten is a thorough educational frame-
work for the youth stage.

(e framework contains advanced educational illustra-
tions and exercises in an intelligent educational climate
between the educator and the understudy. (e Ain stage
gives day-to-day clarifications of the educational plans for
every educational stage, and the Kingdom’s choice to enact
the “Board” framework came following the spread of the
Corona infection, and the framework gives many advantages
to instructors, including the following:

Keeping track of student attendance and absences.
Students can be given assignments, tests, and courses.
Create virtual lessons.
Make educational ways for a select gathering of
students.
Answer understudy requests sent through educator
rooms.

(e brought-together education framework site has
become one of the most noticeable arrangements that
anyone could hope to find for distance education in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to speak with students, and it
remembers all administrations connected with education for
Saudi Arabia for all male and female students. (is short
show of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s experience shows
that there are numerous choices accessible to male and
female students in the Kingdom to follow the educational
cycle and to furnish distance education with various options
through the Internet or satellite stations, as well as the
Ministry of Education’s nearby drive to go to the vital
lengths and not stop educational administrations for all
degrees of education. (e Saudi experience concurred with
its partner in the United Arab Emirates, as the UAE has
broad experience and mastery in the field of involving in-
novation in education, and this experience varied from past
encounters, which saw a stoppage in the use of distance
education methods or a more prominent accentuation on
the utilization of the Internet around here.

(e Saudi Ministry of Education’s drive to manage the
Corona plague, and the danger it postures to the educational
cycle can be made sense of considering the Kingdom’s past
involvement with overseeing educational emergencies, as
the Saudi Ministry of Education had past rich involvement
with giving distance education administrations to male and
female students on the Kingdom’s southern lines, and the
arrangement included distance education administrations. It
safeguarded the understudy’s principal privileges to edu-
cation by placing him in direct contact with his educators
through the school twinning venture. Other electronic ed-
ucational options, for example, the “illustrations” educa-
tional stations and the “AAli” satellite station, were likewise
enacted, with the stages of online education benefiting.
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2. Objective

(e goal of this study was to evaluate e-learning during
Corona epidemic regarding advantages, limitations, and
their recommendations for managing learning during the
epidemic.

3. Method

3.1. Design. (is study utilized qualitative case study re-
search, in which the scientist examines a reality, contem-
porary limited framework or various limited frameworks
over the long run by social event definite, top to bottom data
and detailing case subjects and case depictions [5].

3.2. Participants andProcedures. Sixteen students from King
Saud University’s College of Education were invited to take
part. (ese students received their online lectures via the
“Zoom” application. Furthermore, a 20-minute WhatsApp
one-on-one semiorganized interview was utilized [6]. To
guarantee dependability, iCloud was utilized to record
gatherings and meetings for direct record (transferability,
dependability, confirmability, and credibility). Four inter-
viewers; the author besides three other lecturers, conducted
the interviews. (e data were thematically analyzed: com-
piling, disassembling, reassembling, and interpretation by all
the interviewers each on his own, and then the data were
corroborated to ensure analytical accuracy [5].

4. Results

4.1. Presentation of Findings. Results were presented in three
themes: Advantages of employing distance education, lim-
itations of usages, and recommendations for improvements.

,eme 1. Advantages of employing distance education.
Analyzing the feedbacks collected from students by the four
interviewers, an important characteristic of distance edu-
cation emerged. It is student-centered learning, which in-
cludes comfortable, self-directed learning, asynchronous
learning, and flexibility. For example, the majority of the
students agreed with Student 18, who stated, “It is easy and
more comfortable for me now to listen to the lecture while
sitting in my bedroom, or anywhere that I get used to and feel
comfortable” [7]. (is new learning climate focused on
electronic organizations has empowered college students to
get individualized help along with learning plans that are
more reasonable to them and separate from other students.
Obviously, e-learning can empower students at higher ed-
ucational levels to get their education while likewise seeking
after their own objectives and keeping up with their own
professions, without sticking to an inflexible timetable [8].

As for Self-directed Learning, a large portion of the
understudies concurred with Student 3 who placed, “I think
Distance Education is making good students more active and
self-learner, that is, it helps them in becoming engaged with
growing experiences like securing data, arranging, and
assessing learning exercises.” All in all, independent students
ordinarily take part more effectively in learning errands, for

example, perusing web-based learning material, finishing
homeroom assignments, and arranging and assessing
learning achievements [9]. An independent student effec-
tively takes part in growing experiences like data securing,
arranging, and assessing learning exercises. Dynamic
learning systems can help understudy investment while
additionally further developing learning and execution
[10, 11].

Concerning asynchronous learning, a large portion of
the understudies concurred with Student 7 who set, “One
can download lectures at any time. It is easy for us to go back
and go through the whole video for revision.” Asynchronous
learning, in other words, assists in making learning self-
paced, independent, and, most importantly, student-cen-
tered [12]. Accordingly, this sort of learning is probably
going to framework students’ earlier information with new
ideas [13], it allows for peer group discussions, and it
promotes decisive reasoning and profound learning [14].

As for flexibility, the majority of the students agreed with
Student 18, who proposed, “Although we are away from our
university, and cannot attend lectures, however, distant
learning during COVID 19 enables us to continue our edu-
cation and have all our lectures without discontinuity.” As
such, students have more opportunity in choosing when,
how, and with what content and exercises they take part in
web-based learning situations [15]. (is versatility requires
students checking and changing their way of behaving and
activities comparable to the particular learning setting
(Zimmerman, 2000).

,eme 2. Limitations of usages. Analyzing the feedbacks
collected from students by the four interviewers, students
reported some Limitations of usages, concerning distance
learning. (e most obvious characteristic that became evi-
dent in student’s responses was inefficiency, which included
lack of student feedback and lack of attentiveness. Con-
cerning lack of student feedback, the vast majority of the
understudies concurred with Student 2 who set, “the pro-
fessor does not know for sure whether his students are getting
the point or not. ,at is, he does not care much of getting
students feedback.He only gives the lecture as if it were a chore
to do.” In other words, due to the epidemic, higher insti-
tutions in every corner of the world, including my country as
well, are compelled to suspend up close and personal classes.
(at is, they have rushed to remote teaching and online
classes, posing unprecedented challenges in terms of
learning new technologies and gaining access to necessary
facilities such as laboratories [16].

Concerning lack of attentiveness the majority of the
understudies concurred with Student 15 who set, “I think
that type to instruction has some limitations such as lacking
students attention . why? Students know that they will get the
recordings at any time, so they might not listen the lecture
properly.” In other words, in a real-world classroom, a
teacher easily captures students’ attention and adapts lessons
accordingly to maximise student interest and participation
[17]. However, in distance education, students feel free to
attend or not attend to the lecturer, as they think they will get
the recordings at any time.
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,eme 3. Recommendations for improvements. Analyzing
the feedbacks collected from students by the four inter-
viewers, students reported some recommendations for
improvements, concerning distance learning. (e most
obvious characteristics that became evident in students
responses were teaching and assessment and quality en-
hancement. Teaching and assessment included online ex-
amination. As for online examination, the majority of the
understudies concurred with Student 6 who set, “online
examination helps university teachers to reach remote stu-
dents.” Another student (Student 3) proposed that “the
online examination may result in an equal level of student
performance.” Another student (Student 17) stated that
“online examination helps to boost students’ results.” As such,
students favor electronic appraisals since they have more
control, easy to use points of interaction, and tests that look
like learning conditions and sporting exercises. When
contrasted with paper tests, e-appraisal gives quick criticism,
which supports the improvement of learning levels. (is is
consistent with the findings of [18–20].

As for quality enhancement, majority of the students
agreed with Student 1 who stated, “Being out of sight of their
instructors, will allow students to collaborate together, thus
writing the same assignments from the same source. I think,
there should be plagiarism software to check assignment.”
Some researchers blame the Internet for the increased
“opportunities” for cheating [21], while others believe the
increased incidence of cheating is due, at least in part, to the
use of Internet [22].

5. Discussion

(e goal of this study was to evaluate e-learning during the
Corona epidemic regarding advantages, limitations, and
their recommendations for managing learning during the
epidemic. Results were presented in three themes: advan-
tages of employing distance education, aimitations of usages,
and recommendations for improvements. Analyzing the
feedbacks collected from students by the four interviewers,
important characteristics of distance education emerged.
(ey were Student-centered learning, which included:
comfortable, self-directed learning, asynchronous learning,
and flexibility. (is is consistent with findings, which de-
termined that flexible learning, defined as a learner-centered
approach to learning, provided students with different
learning options, which in turn helps to make learning
outcomes useful and exciting [23–26]. During the COVID-
19 pandemic, we require enough time to extend and sustain
online education.

(e most common limitations associated with distance
education in general included the inefficiency, that is, lack of
student feedback and lack of attentiveness. In the traditional
classroom, students meet each other in the space; exchange
ideas, information, and knowledge; ask the professor; in-
teract with them; and receive feedback from colleagues and
teachers, while sharing ideas, knowledge, and information in
real time in the virtual environment, i.e., in distance
learning, is considered missing to a large extent. Concerning
reported limitations, this result, in the same line, indicates it

is absurd to teach students through distance learning
without preparing the climate, environment, and students
for this type of learning [27]. Teachers should be skilled, on
one hand, and students should be prepared for this, on the
other hand.

With the advent of social media, students now have
instant access to a wealth of information. Internet search
results are also electronic, and students can easily copy and
paste the information into assignments, papers, and other
documents [28].

6. Conclusion

(is paper points to assess e-learning during the Corona
epidemic regarding advantages, limitations, and their rec-
ommendations for managing learning during the epidemic.
Results were presented in three themes: advantages of
employing distance education, limitations of usages, and
recommendations for improvements. Analyzing the feed-
backs collected from students by the four interviewers,
important characteristics of distance education emerged.
(ey were Student-centered learning, which included
comfortable, self-directed learning, asynchronous learning,
and flexibility, inefficiency, which included ack of student
feedback, and lack of attentiveness, and teaching and as-
sessment and quality enhancement. Teaching and assess-
ment included online examination and Quality
enhancement.
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a complicated collection of neurodevelopmental illnesses characterized by a variety of
developmental defects. It is a binary classi�cation system that cannot cope with reality. Furthermore, ASD, data label noise, high
dimension, and data distribution imbalance have all hampered the existing classi�cation algorithms. As a result, a new ASD was
proposed. �is strategy employs label distribution learning (LDL) to deal with label noise and uses support vector regression
(SVR) to deal with sample imbalance.�e experimental results show that the proposedmethod balances the e�ects of majority and
minority classes on outcomes. It can e�ectively deal with imbalanced data in ASD diagnosis, and it can help with ASD diagnosis.
�is study presents a cost-sensitive approach to correct sample imbalance and uses a support vector regression (SVR)-based
method to remove label noise. �e label distribution learning approach overcomes high-dimensional feature classi�cation issues
by mapping samples to the feature space and then diagnosing multiclass ASD. �is technique outperforms previous methods in
terms of classi�cation performance and accuracy, as well as resolving the issue of unbalanced data in ASD diagnosis.

1. Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a series of complex
neurodevelopmental disorders, and its clinical manifesta-
tions are mainly social interaction disorders, verbal com-
munication disorders, and stereotyped repetitivemovements
[1, 2]. Statistics from the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention show that the prevalence of autism in American
children is as high as 1 : 59.�is shows that autismhasbecome
a rather serious health problem and there is an urgent need to
develop an e�ective method for timely diagnosis. However,
because the physiological cause of autism is not clear,medical
diagnosis can only be based on the patient’s symptoms and

feedback, qualitative/quantitative testing information, and
the physician’s personal experience, which has great uncer-
tainty [3]. �erefore, it is of great signi�cance to use com-
puters to assist in the diagnosis of autism.

Studies have shown that autism spectrum disorders are
related to the abnormal brain function in patients and resting-
state functional magnetic resonance imaging, which re�ects
functional changes such as brain metabolic activity in patients
under a resting state, is re�ected using blood oxygen-de-
pendent levels [4, 5]. Resonance image (resting-state func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging, rs-fMRI) has become a
powerful tool for quantifying neural activity in the brain and
has gradually become one of the important means for the
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study of brain diseases such as ASD [6, 7]. Based on this
diagnosis, researchers have proposed a variety of computer-
aided autism diagnosis algorithms [8, 9]. For example, the
authors used high-order functional connectivity matrix for
auxiliary diagnosis of autism. He proposed multivariate graph
learning for auxiliary diagnosis of autism, the authors ex-
plored the relationship between brain regions through deep
learning and Correlation for auxiliary diagnosis of autism and
so on [10]. However, these methods can only deal with di-
chotomous problems, and in clinical practice, autism spec-
trum disorder includes several disorders related to
developmental disorders, such as autism [11] and Asperger’s
syndrome (Asperger’s disorder), nonspecific general devel-
opmental disorders (pervasive developmental disorder not
otherwise specified, PDD-NOS), and so on. Most of the
existing auxiliary diagnosis models for autism can only solve
the problem of binary classification and cannot distinguish
several related diseases of ASD at the same time. In addition,
these methods also do not deal with label noise in a targeted
manner [12]. Labeling noise is a challenge involved in the
auxiliary diagnosis of multiclass ASD and has serious adverse
effects on classifier performance [13]. Label noise refers to the
deviation between the target label of the training sample and
the true label of the corresponding instance. )ere are many
factors in the generation of labeling noise, such as the sub-
jectivity of the labeling process, the low recognizability of the
samples to be labeled, and communication/coding problems.
Labeling noise is prevalent in autism diagnosis scenarios.
Subjectivity in the diagnostic process, inconsistent diagnostic
criteria, and blurring of the boundaries of ASD subcategories
contribute to labeling noise [14].

)e class imbalance problem under high-dimensional
features is another challenge involved in the auxiliary diag-
nosis of multiclass ASD [15]. )e neuroimaging data usually
used for the auxiliary diagnosis of ASD often have hundreds
or thousands of features, and the number of training samples
is very limited, which may easily lead to overfitting problems
during classifier training. Moreover, the samples used to
construct the ASD classifier have the problem of class im-
balance, which causes the classification prediction results to
be biased towards the majority class [16, 17]. )is paper
proposes a cost-sensitive label distribution support vector
regression learning for auxiliary diagnosis of ASD [18]. First
of all, multiclass ASD auxiliary diagnosis is faced with the
problem of label noise, and the unique label form of label
distribution can better overcome the influence of label noise
on the classifier through the description of the same sample by
different labels to accurately express the difference between
labels. )e degree of correlation makes the learning process
contain richer semantic information, can better distinguish
the relative importance of multiple markers, and has better
pertinence to the problem of marker noise in the auxiliary
diagnosis of ASD [19, 20]. )e kernel approach is introduced
at the same time as the support vector regression.)e linearly
inseparable data in the original input spacemay be transferred
into a linearly separable feature space using the kernel
method’s nonlinear mapping, offering additional discrimi-
native information. Finally, a cost-sensitive technique is de-
vised to address the issue of category imbalance. )e

algorithmmay adjust to the demands of actual applications to
some degree and treat a limited number of individuals eq-
uitably by introducing the imbalance of misjudgment costs of
various categories in reality.

Label distribution learning (LDL) is designed to cope with
label noise in this technique, while support vector regression
(SVR) is also used to handle the sample imbalance. According
to the results of the trials, the proposed technique optimizes
the effects of majority and minority classes on outcomes. It
can handle skewed data in ASD diagnosis and can assist with
ASD diagnosis.)is study provided a cost-sensitive technique
for correcting sample imbalance using a support vector re-
gression (SVR)-based method to reduce label noise. )e label
distribution learning approach addresses high-dimensional
feature classification challenges by mapping data to the fea-
ture space and then diagnosing multiclass ASD. In terms of
classification performance and accuracy, our proposed
strategy outperforms earlier methods, as well as eliminates the
challenge of unbalanced data in ASD diagnosis.

However, the improved model is still biased towards the
majority class to some extent, and the imbalanced data
problem should be improved further as a future study.
Researchers can further try to improve the data sampling
method or use the synthetic minority sample method as
future prespective

1.1. Organization. )e paper is framed into several sections
where Section 1 states about the Introduction followed by
related work section in Section 2. Section 3 states about cost-
sensitive marker distribution learning for ASD-aided di-
agnosis, followed by Section 4 that describes the evaluation
of proposedmethodology.)e final section is the concluding
section numbered 5 that discusses the results obtained in the
study.

2. Related Work

2.1. Labeled Distribution Learning. Label distribution
learning (LDL) is a machine learning method that has
emerged in recent years [21]. It introduces the concept of label
distribution on the basis of single-label and multilabel
learning [22, 23]. In a multimarket scenario, if a sample is
related to multiple markers, the importance of these markers
to the sample will generally be different, and the marker
distribution is a marker form that describes the importance of
different markers to the same sample. Label distribution
learning is a machine learning method that takes label dis-
tribution as the learning target and has been applied in many
fields. Author proposed a deep label distribution learning
algorithm combining convolutional neural network and label
distribution learning to estimate age by face, and Author uses
wheel of emotions to automatically identify the user’s emo-
tional state from the text. Author proposed an algorithm
based on multivariate label distribution to detect head pose
[24, 25]. However, it has not yet been reported for the
auxiliary diagnosis of brain diseases. )is study aimed to
identify particular qualities that aid in the automation of the
diagnostics, as well as evaluating and contrasting various
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machine learning techniques [26]. )e functional connec-
tivity structure acquired from resting-state MRI that was
being used to construct the auto-encoder that is semi-su-
pervised for autism diagnosis in this research is proposed [27].

2.2. Marker Enhancements. Label distribution learning re-
quires that the training data contain label distribution in-
formation. However, in real life, people often label samples in
the form of single-label or multilabel, making it difficult to
directly obtain label distribution information. Nonetheless,
the labels of these data still contain relevant information about
the distribution of the labels. Marker enhancement enhances
the supervised information of samples through the implicit
correlation between different sample markers, thereby
achieving better results in marker distribution learning [28].
For example, the authors proposed tag augmentation as an
auxiliary algorithm for tag distribution learning, which is used
to mine the implied tag importance information in the
training set, promote the original logical tag to tag distri-
bution, and assist tag distribution learning. )e authors
proposed label-enhanced multilabel learning to reconstruct
latent label importance information from logical labels to
improve the performance of label distribution learning [29].

3. Cost-Sensitive Marker Distribution
Learning for ASD-Aided Diagnosis

3.1. Symbolic Representation. )e main symbols in this
paper are expressed as follows: Use xi ∈Rq to represent the ith

sample, where q represents the dimension of the feature
vector; X� [x1, x2, · · ·, xN] ∈Rq×N; li � [l1i , l2i , . . . . . . , lKi , ]T

represents the logical token corresponding to xi, where K
represents the number of possible tokens; and l

j
i ∈ {0, 1}.

Similarly, di � [d1
i , d, . . . . . . , dK

i , ]T ∈RK represents the label
distribution of the ith sample, where d

j
i ∈ [0, 1] represents the

jth value of the label distribution of the ith sample, satisfying


K
j�1 d

j

i � 1,D� [d1,d2,· · ·,dN] ∈RK×N.

3.2. Proposed Methodology. )e label distribution learning
algorithm for multiclass autism auxiliary diagnosis proposed
in this paper is shown in Figure 1. First, the rs-fMRI images
are preprocessed, and the functional connectivity matrix is
constructed on this basis, and the functional connectivity
feature vector of each sample is obtained based on the
functional connectivity matrix. At the same time, combining
the logical marker data and functional connectivity features
for marker enhancement, the marker distribution form of
the sample is obtained. Finally, a cost-sensitive label dis-
tribution learning model is carried out to obtain a multi
classification model for the auxiliary diagnosis of autism.

3.3. Marker Distribution Mechanism. Label distribution
learning describes the degree of correlation between each
label and sample by introducing a descriptive degree, so it
can obtain richer semantic information from the data than
multilabel and more accurately express the relative im-
portance difference of multiple labels of the same sample.
However, the basic requirement of labeled distribution
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Figure 1: Proposed label distribution support vector regression for cost sensitivity.
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learning is to have labeled distributed datasets, which is often
difficult to meet in reality. )e marker distribution data can
be obtained by transforming a given multimarket form
sample by a marker enhancement method. )e label en-
hancement method based on FCM (fuzzy C-means) and
fuzzy operation is adopted [30]. )e basic idea is as follows:

(1) Use FCM to divide N samples into p fuzzy clusters,
and find the center of each cluster, so that the sum of
the weighted distances from all training samples to
the cluster center is the smallest. Equation (1) lists the
specific weighted distance formula:

m
k
xi

�
1


P
j�1 Dist xi, μk( /Dist xi, μj  

1/β− 1. (1)

Among them, mk
xi
represents the membership degree

of the ith sample to the kth cluster center, μk repre-
sents the kth cluster center, β is a fuzzy factor greater
than 1, Dist (∗, ∗) represents the distance measure,
and each sample the membership degree represents
the strength of the association between the sample
and the cluster. )e clustering result of traditional
FCM is greatly affected by the initial value and
cannot ensure convergence to the global optimal
solution, but in label enhancement, the clustering
result of FCM is only used as a transitional bridge.
Although the clustering result fluctuates, however, it
has little effect on the results of label enhancement,
and the gaps between the Chebyshev distance and
the KL divergence (Kullback–Leibler divergence) of
the results of multiple label enhancements are both
below 10−6.

(2) Construct an association matrix A between markers
and clusters. )e elements in the matrix represent
the degree of association between markers and
clusters. )e calculation method of the association
matrix is as follows:

Aj � Aj + m
k
xi

, if l
j
i � 1. (2)

In the formula,Aj is the jth row of the matrix andAj is
the sum of the membership degree vectors of the

samples of the jth class. After the rows are normal-
ized, the association matrix A can be regarded as a
fuzzy relationship matrix of clustering and labeling.

(3) According to the fuzzy logic reasoning mechanism,
the fuzzy synthesis operation is performed on the
association matrix and the membership degree, and
the membership degree of the sample to the label is
obtained [31]. After normalization, it is the label
distribution.

)e marker enhancement based on FCM and fuzzy
operation introduces cluster analysis as a bridge. )rough
the compound operation between the membership degree of
the sample to the cluster and the membership degree of the
cluster to the marker, the membership degree of the sample
to the marker, that is, the marker, is obtained distributed. In
this process, the topological relationship of the sample space
is mined through fuzzy clustering, and this relationship is
projected to the label space through the association matrix,
so that the simple logical labeling generates richer semantic
information and transforms it into a label distribution.

4. Evaluation of Proposed Methodology

4.1. Evaluation Metrics. )is paper uses both the evaluation
metric of the label distributionand the evaluationmetric of the
multiclassification task for algorithm evaluation. All evalua-
tion indicators and calculation formulas are shown in Table 1.
)e first six are evaluation indicators for labeled distribution
learning, and the last two are evaluation indicators for mul-
ticlassification tasks. “↑” after the index name means that the
larger the value, the better the algorithm effect; with “↓,” the
smaller the value, the better the algorithm effect.

In Table 1, Pj is the precision of the jth class, xnor is the
XOR calculation, Dis is the distance, Sim is the similarity,
and mAP is the macro-averaging precision.

4.2.DatasetUsed. All rs-fMRIdatasets used in this paperwere
obtained fromtheABIDEwebsite (AutismBrain ImagingData
Exchange, http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/abide/).
Table 2 shows the composition of each type of sample in each
dataset. Taking the NYU (New York University) dataset as an

Table 1: Evaluation measures.

Index Formula

Mark distribution metrics

Chebyshev↓ Dis1 � max
j∈[1,K]

|d
j
i − d

j

i |

KL↓ Dis2 � 
K
j�1 d

j
i ln d

j
i /d

j

i

Clark↓ Dis3 �

���������������������


K
j�1 (d

j

i − d
j

i )
2/(d

j

i + d
j

i )
2



Canberra↓ Dis4 � 
K
j�1 |d

j
i − d

j

i |/|d
j
i | + |d

j

i |

Intersection↑ Sim1 � 
K
j�1 min(d

j

i ,
d

j

i )

Cosine↑ Sim2 � di · di/|di| · |di|

Multiclass metrics Precision P � 1/N 
N
i�1 xnor(li,

li)

mAB mAB � 1/N 
N
i�1 pj
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example, the data collection institution of the NYU dataset is
New York University. During the collection process, the
subjects remained in a still state and did not perform any
actions. )e specific parameters are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, UM stands for the University of Michigan,
KKI for the Kennedy Krieger Institute, Leuven for the
University of Leuven, and UCLA for the University of
California, Los Angeles.

Although brain regions are spatially isolated from each
other, the neural activity between them influences each
other. )is paper uses the brain functional connectivity
matrix between brain regions as a classification feature [32].
)e calculation step (preprocessing step) of the functional
connectivity matrix is as follows:

(1) According to the resting-state functional magnetic
resonance imaging data, use the DPARSF (data pro-
cessing assistant for resting-state fMRI) tool to extract
the average time-series signals of each brain region,
calculate the Pearson coefficient between the brain
regions, and obtain the functional connectivitymatrix

(2) Take each row of the functional connectivity matrix
as the feature description of each brain region, take
the upper triangular matrix of the functional con-
nectivity matrix, and connect the rows in series to
obtain the corresponding eigenvectors

4.3. Proposed Algorithm. )e proposed CSLDSVRmethod is
compared with six existing LDL algorithms and two multi-
classification algorithms. Two multiclassification algorithms
are decision tree and K-nearest neighbor (KNN), both of
which are classic multiclassification algorithms [33, 34]. )e
six existing LDL algorithms are PT-SVM, PT-BAYES, AA-
KNN, AA-BP (back propagation), SA-IIS (improved iterative
scaling), and LDSVR, where “PT” stands for problem

transformation, “AA” for algorithm adaptation, and “SA” for
specialized algorithm [35, 36]. )e specific description of the
comparison algorithm is shown in Table 3.

)e CSLDSVR algorithm proposed in this paper has four
parameters, namely, the weight coefficient C, the type of
kernel function, the size of the insensitive region ε, and the
kernel bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel. )e specific range
of parameters is shown in Table 4. )e results were calcu-
lated using ten-fold cross-validation. )e specific operation
steps are as follows: Randomly divide the dataset into 10
equal parts in each fold cross validation, and take 1 part as
the test set and the remaining 9 parts as the training set.
Repeat the above process 10 times, and take the average of
the 10 results as the evaluation index.

4.4. Comparison of Mark Distribution Algorithms. Table 5
summarizes the experimental results of six labeled distri-
bution learning algorithms and CSLDSVR on five different
datasets, and the experimental results are recorded in the
form of mean± standard deviation. Among them, the bold is
the best value of each indicator in different methods on the
current dataset. Clearly, in comparison with the label dis-
tribution learning algorithm, CSLDSVR has shown excellent
results in most cases, and it is more obvious on the UM,
UCLA, and KKI datasets. Among the indicators of the

Table 3: Comparison algorithms.

Comparison algorithm
name Description of the comparison algorithm

PT-SVM Based on the problem-transformed SVM
PT-BAYES BAYES-based gauss distribution
AA-KNN )e algorithm-based KNN
AA-BP )e algorithm-based BP neural network uses the softmax activation output as the predicted label distribution

SA-IIS IIS based on dedicated algorithm uses an improved iterative scaling algorithm to optimize the objective
function

LDSVR LDSVR based on a dedicated algorithm
Decision tree An instance-based inductive learning method
KNN An instance-based classification method

Table 2: Statistics of datasets.

Dataset Number of samples Normal Autism Asperger’s syndrome
NYU 175 104 56 24
UM 140 73 54 16
KKI 52 37 7 8
Leuven 104 64 23 17
UCLA 83 51 18 14

Table 4: Range of parameters.

Parameter name Parameter range
Weight factor 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000

Type of kernel function Linear kernel, polynomial kernel,
Gaussian kernel

Insensitive area size 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1
)e kernel bandwidth of the
Gaussian kernel 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100
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labeled distribution, KL divergence is an indicator de-
scribing the difference between the two distributions, and
the LDL algorithm used as a comparison uses KL divergence
as the objective function. )e KL divergence of the pre-
diction result of CSLDSVR can be minimized. It shows that
the label distribution predicted by the new algorithm is the
closest to the real data distribution on the whole, which is
better than the comparison algorithm.

Figure 2 summarizes the results of CSLDSVR and the
marker distribution algorithm multiclass metrics precision
and mAP; from the two most important multiclass metrics,
CSLDSVR performs better. Some algorithms have a high
accuracy rate but a low macro average because these algo-
rithms do not consider the class imbalance problem, and the
model classification is biased towards the majority class.
CSLDSVR uses the kernel trick to solve the problem in a
more discriminative feature space, and CSLDSVR considers
the size of each class, which effectively solves the problem
caused by class imbalance.

To verify the performance improvement of the cost-sensitive
mechanism, the algorithm in this paper is compared with the

Table 5: Comparative performance evaluation of CSLDSVR and LDL algorithms.

Evaluation metrics Algorithm NYU UM Leuven UCLA KKI

Chebyshev↓

AA-BP 0.223 7± 0.035 6 0.218 4± 0.045 8 0.248 0± 0.044 6 0.250 6± 0.053 5 0.254 7± 0.052 9
AA-KNN 0.144 1± 0.011 6 0.154 0± 0.021 1 0.157 9± 0.026 5 0.142 6± 0.031 3 0.157 2± 0.029 5
LDSVR 0.150 1± 0.024 3 0.140 0± 0.012 8 0.162 9± 0.034 4 0.169 4± 0.053 4 0.160 2± 0.057 0
SA-IIS 0.147 8± 0.011 8 0.153 5± 0.023 7 0.174 8± 0.021 4 0.145 8± 0.032 9 0.162 7± 0.049 5

PT-BAYES 0.381 8± 0.111 9 0.205 7± 0.009 5 0.206 9± 0.007 8 0.213 5± 0.009 9 0.215 4± 0.008 1
PT-SVM 0.200 5± 0.041 2 0.188 5± 0.042 3 0.183 1± 0.040 1 0.195 8± 0.033 0 0.182 2± 0.058 9
CSLDSVR 0.141 3± 0.016 2 0.135 2± 0.023 6 0.140 2± 0.024 4 0.138 6± 0.038 4 0.126 7± 0.034 9

Cosine↑

AA-BP 0.873 1± 0.034 4 0.881 8± 0.035 6 0.862 2± 0.049 8 0.839 9± 0.057 8 0.843 7± 0.058 6
AA-KNN 0.935 4± 0.009 6 0.928 6± 0.017 3 0.927 4± 0.020 8 0.929 7± 0.022 4 0.913 0± 0.024 4
LDSVR 0.937 7± 0.019 1 0.944 8± 0.013 3 0.932 5± 0.029 2 0.928 5± 0.052 0 0.932 6± 0.047 4
SA-IIS 0.940 7± 0.009 3 0.934 4± 0.016 7 0.920 5± 0.016 0 0.939 5± 0.020 3 0.924 6± 0.042 5

PT-BAYES 0.798 5± 0.071 3 0.915 6± 0.006 2 0.915 1± 0.005 3 0.910 4± 0.006 9 0.909 2± 0.005 7
PT-SVM 0.898 7± 0.038 5 0.904 3± 0.042 8 0.914 5± 0.030 9 0.897 4± 0.036 5 0.906 8± 0.045 8
CSLDSVR 0.940 5± 0.012 1 0.947 3± 0.018 3 0.923 4± 0.025 5 0.942 8± 0.036 8 0.936 3± 0.029 4

Clark↓

AA-BP 0.468 1± 0.064 8 0.461 3± 0.099 0 0.517 0± 0.083 8 0.537 1± 0.110 1 0.542 7± 0.104 6
AA-KNN 0.263 1± 0.020 3 0.282 2± 0.036 7 0.287 3± 0.047 3 0.261 3± 0.053 5 0.283 2± 0.053 9
LDSVR 0.272 9± 0.036 4 0.255 7± 0.021 8 0.287 2± 0.062 6 0.295 6± 0.092 0 0.281 9± 0.100 8
SA-IIS 0.266 3± 0.019 1 0.278 8± 0.039 7 0.311 3± 0.033 6 0.262 3± 0.055 5 0.293 9± 0.088 0

PT-BAYES 0.893 6± 0.359 8 0.352 0± 0.014 5 0.352 3± 0.012 7 0.363 6± 0.016 2 0.366 3± 0.013 3
PT-SVM 0.358 0± 0.070 2 0.348 1± 0.075 8 0.325 3± 0.065 5 0.350 5± 0.056 1 0.328 7± 0.098 1
CSLDSVR 0.261 6± 0.032 1 0.246 3± 0.037 6 0.253 9± 0.041 8 0.248 4± 0.062 6 0.233 4± 0.061 8

Intersection↑

AA-BP 0.776 3± 0.035 6 0.781 6± 0.045 8 0.752 0± 0.044 6 0.749 4± 0.053 5 0.745 3± 0.052 9
AA-KNN 0.855 9± 0.011 6 0.846 0± 0.021 1 0.842 1± 0.026 5 0.857 4± 0.031 3 0.842 8± 0.029 5
LDSVR 0.849 9± 0.024 3 0.860 0± 0.012 8 0.837 1± 0.034 4 0.830 6± 0.053 4 0.839 8± 0.057 0
SA-IIS 0.852 2± 0.011 8 0.846 5± 0.023 7 0.825 2± 0.021 4 0.854 2± 0.032 9 0.837 3± 0.049 5

PT-BAYES 0.618 2± 0.111 9 0.794 3± 0.009 5 0.793 1± 0.007 8 0.786 5± 0.009 9 0.784 6± 0.008 1
PT-SVM 0.799 5± 0.041 2 0.811 5± 0.042 3 0.816 9± 0.040 1 0.804 2± 0.033 0 0.817 8± 0.058 9
CSLDSVR 0.858 7± 0.041 5 0.864 8± 0.023 6 0.859 8± 0.024 4 0.861 4± 0.038 4 0.873 3± 0.034 9

KL↑

AA-BP 0.166 7± 0.042 9 0.161 2± 0.051 7 0.192 0± 0.069 3 0.222 2± 0.089 8 0.227 9± 0.076 4
AA-KNN 0.068 5± 0.010 1 0.076 0± 0.018 4 0.076 6± 0.022 1 0.074 6± 0.023 2 0.093 2± 0.026 6
LDSVR 0.066 5± 0.019 9 0.059 3± 0.014 6 0.070 3± 0.032 3 0.074 9± 0.062 5 0.071 1± 0.049 8
SA-IIS 0.063 9± 0.009 3 0.069 8± 0.017 8 0.083 7± 0.016 6 0.063 9± 0.021 0 0.080 0± 0.044 1

PT-BAYES 0.492 9± 0.251 0 0.087 9± 0.006 7 0.088 0± 0.006 1 0.093 5± 0.008 0 0.094 8± 0.006 6
PT-SVM 0.108 1± 0.041 2 0.105 5± 0.047 6 0.090 6± 0.032 9 0.110 4± 0.040 5 0.100 3± 0.048 1
CSLDSVR 0.060 3± 0.041 5 0.056 7± 0.019 5 0.069 9± 0.024 0 0.060 1± 0.046 1 0.068 2± 0.030 1
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Figure 2: Comparative performance evaluation of CSLDSVR and
label distribution algorithm.
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LDSVR without the cost-sensitive mechanism. As shown in
Table 5, in most cases, the learning effect of the algorithm
CSLDSVR in this paper is better; in addition, the standard
deviation of the results is basically maintained at a low level, that
is, the stability of the algorithm is improved. However, LDSVR
does not introduce a cost-sensitivemechanism, and the standard
deviation of the results obtained by the algorithm is large and

fluctuating. For example, the standard deviation of the Canberra
indicators in UCLA and KKI exceeds 0.1.

4.5. Multiclass Comparison Experiment. Table 6 shows the
comparison results of precision and mAP metrics of
CSLDSVR and two classical multiclassification algorithms,

Table 6: Performance evaluation for multiclassification algorithms.

Dataset
Decision tree KNN CSLDSVR

Precision mAP Precision mAP Precision mAP
NYU 0.548 8± 0.1423 0.409 3± 0.0703 0.614 4± 0.1525 0.364 7± 0.0527 0.655 4± 0.0571 0.451 7± 0.0398
UM 0.576 7± 0.1325 0.385 9± 0.0872 0.528 5± 0.1214 0.374 0± 0.0861 0.701 4± 0.0708 0.497 1± 0.1250
Leuven 0.617 1± 0.2261 0.424 2± 0.2086 0.608 5± 0 0.333 3± 0 0.617 6± 0.0725 0.448 2± 0.0861
UCLA 0.605 2± 0.1833 0.442 0± 0.2086 0.654 3± 0 0.333 3± 0 0.665 2± 0.1504 0.443 4± 0.1659
KKI 0.559 8± 0.2567 0.395 4± 0.2941 0.646 5± 0 0.333 3± 0 0.687 5± 0.1237 0.447 6± 0.1016
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Figure 3: Changes of evaluation indicators. (a) Impact of C on precision, (b) impact of ε on precision, (c) impact of C on KL, and (d) impact
of ε on KL.
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decision tree and KNN, on five datasets. Among them, the
bold is the best value of the corresponding indicator in
different methods on the current dataset. Observing the
experimental results of the KNN method, it can be found
that the mAP of the KNNmethod appears 0.333 3 times, this
is because KNN is too biased towards the majority class, and
there is an extreme case of classifying all samples into the
majority class. In the case of high-dimensional imbalance of
autism neuroimaging data, traditional multiclassification
algorithms are prone to fall into the dimensional trap or bias
towards the majority class. )e algorithm CSLDSVR in this
paper solves the above problems by using kernel skills and
cost-sensitive mechanisms and achieves better results. Good
classification model. )e cost-sensitive mechanism reduces
the overall misclassification cost by increasing the mis-
classification cost of the minority class and reducing the
misclassification cost of the majority class and makes the
model avoid leaning towards the majority class. In other
words, the cost-sensitive mechanism is based on the original
standard cost loss function, adding some constraints and
weight constraints, so that the final model is biased towards
another minority class that is more concerned in practical
applications. )is paper achieves the purpose of different
misjudgment costs for different categories by introducing
1Nj. In theory, this can avoid the tendency of the algorithm
model to the majority class and improve the prediction
accuracy for the minority class [37]. In the experiment, the
experimental results in Table 6 also verify this theory, and in
most cases, the stability of the algorithm has also been
improved, and the standard deviation of the experimental
results is small.

4.6. Effect of Parameters. In this section, we study the effect
of parameter changes on the performance of the algorithm
CSLDSVR. Figure 3 shows the changes of the evaluation
indicators precision and KL divergence when the parameters
C and ε take different values on five different datasets.
Comparing and studying two graphs of the same parameter
and different indicators, such as Figures 3(a) and 3(c), it can
be found that the curve trend of the same dataset is basically
opposite, and the point where precision takes the maximum
value is generally the same as the KL divergence is the
minimum value, which also corresponds to the previous
analysis of KL divergence, indicating that when the KL
divergence is small, the label distributions of the two are
more similar, and the classification results aremore accurate.

It is found that for different datasets, the parameter
values for obtaining the optimal solution are not the same,
which also shows that in the diagnosis of autism, the data
distribution of different data centers is different, and the
parameters for building the model should also be different.
Moreover, it is found that for a dataset with fewer samples,
the result is more sensitive to the change of the parameters,
such as for the KKI dataset with only 48 samples, the
fluctuation is the largest when the parameter value changes.

It can be seen that the parameters of the CSLDSVR
algorithm should be based on the characteristics of the
dataset, and the corresponding parameter values should be

set to build a model. If the parameter settings are reasonable,
CSLDSVR can overcome the high dimensionality and cat-
egory imbalance of the autism dataset. )us, the whole
section contains the strategy of how ASD detection is done
by evaluating several strategies such as SVR and LDL by
considering certain parameters. )erefore, the label distri-
bution learning approach overcomes high-dimensional
feature classification issues by mapping samples to the
feature space and then diagnosing multiclass ASD. )is
technique outperforms previous methods in terms of clas-
sification performance and accuracy, as well as resolving the
issue of unbalanced data in ASD diagnosis.

5. Conclusion

)is research presents a cost-sensitive marker distribution to
enable an ASD-aided diagnostic approach for vector re-
gression based on functional connectivity characteristics
collected from rs-fMRI. Since ASD patients’ brain function
differs from that of healthy persons,so rs-fMRI is a useful
method for capturing brain activity. In this study, re-
searchers have introduced the label distribution learning
that solves the label noise problem in multiclassification
ASD diagnosis. Furthermore, the new technique have been
implemented, which provides class balancing and in addi-
tion balances the effect of the majority and minority classes
on the objective function using the labeled distribution
support vector regression method. )e new method
employed in this study effectively solves the imbalanced data
problem in ASD diagnosis by overcoming the imbalance of
the influence of the majority and minority classes on the
results obtained in the paper. Besides, it presents a cost-
sensitive approach to correct sample imbalance and uses a
support vector regression (SVR)-based method to remove
label noise. )e label distribution learning approach over-
comes high-dimensional feature classification issues by
mapping samples to the feature space and then diagnosing
multiclass ASD.)e overall result obtained in this technique
outperforms previous methods in terms of classification
performance and accuracy, as well as resolves the issue of
unbalanced data in ASD diagnosis. However, the improved
model is still biased towards the majority class to some
extent, and the imbalanced data problem should be im-
proved further as a future study. Researchers can further try
to improve the data sampling method or use the synthetic
minority sample method, etc. as future prespective. How-
ever, relatively high-level distances must also be introduced,
which necessitates more prior knowledge. Since prior
knowledge is no longer used, the Euclidean distance is used
instead. Other advanced distances have their set of benefits
that will be refined in future research.
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�e improper and excessive growth of brain cells may lead to the formation of a brain tumor. Brain tumors are the major cause of
death from cancer. As a direct consequence of this, it is becoming more challenging to identify a treatment that is e�ective for a
speci�c kind of brain tumor. �e brain may be imaged in three dimensions using a standard MRI scan. Its primary function is to
examine, identify, diagnose, and classify a variety of neurological conditions. Radiation therapy is employed in the treatment of
tumors, and MRI segmentation is used to guide treatment. Because of this, we are able to assess whether or not a piece that was
spotted by an MRI is a tumor. Using MRI scans, this study proposes a machine learning and medically assisted multimodal
approach to segmenting and classifying brain tumors. MRI pictures contain noise. �e geometric mean �lter is utilized during
picture preprocessing to facilitate the removal of noise. Fuzzy c-means algorithms are responsible for segmenting an image into
smaller parts. �e identi�cation of a region of interest is facilitated by segmentation. �e GLCM Grey-level co-occurrence matrix
is utilized in order to carry out the process of dimension reduction. �e GLCM algorithm is used to extract features from
photographs. �e photos are then categorized using various machine learning methods, including SVM, RBF, ANN, and
AdaBoost. �e performance of the SVM RBF algorithm is superior when it comes to the classi�cation and detection of
brain tumors.

1. Introduction

�e improper and excessive growth of brain cells may lead to
the formation of a brain tumor. Brain tumors are the major
cause of death from cancer in those under the age of 19,
accounting for 24 percent of all deaths caused by cancer.

�ere are around 120 very di�erent types of brain tumors. As
a direct consequence of this, it is becoming more challenging
to identify a treatment that is e�ective for a speci�c kind of
brain tumor. For the purposes of categorization, brain tu-
mors may be broken down into two primary subtypes:
benign and malignant. Benign brain tumors are less
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dangerous than their malignant counterparts. When dis-
cussing themany kinds of cancer, the term “benign” refers to
a tumor that does not metastasize, or spread, to other regions
of the body. )is kind of cancer is less likely to be fatal.
Excision surgery is the standard treatment for benign tu-
mors, which can be cured in most cases. Tumors that are
cancerous have a high risk of spreading to other areas of the
body and are notoriously difficult to remove [1, 2].

However, if the patient has any kind of brain tumor,
whether it be malignant or benign, the patient is in danger
and may even pass away. )is is due to the fact that benign
brain tumors may not invade the surrounding tissue, but as
they get bigger, they place additional pressure on neigh-
boring brain cells that are essential for normal brain
function. )is can cause brain damage. Brain tumors may
originate in the tissue of the brain itself, or they might be
brought there by cancer cells that have traveled to the brain
from another part of the body. )e process by which tumor
cells from one source go to another organ and infiltrate the
tissue of that new place is referred to as “metastasis,” and this
is the meaning of the word “metastasis” [3, 4].

Using a regular MRI scan, a three-dimensional image of
the human brain is possible to obtain. )e major purpose of
this organization is to investigate, recognize, diagnose, and
categorize a wide range of neurological diseases. Radiation
therapy is typically used in the treatment of cancers, and
MRI segmentation is frequently utilized to direct radiation
therapy. As a result of this, we are in the position to de-
termine whether or not a fragment that was detected by an
MRI is a tumor. )ese treatments do not involve the use of
ionizing radiation and are instead used for diagnosis, the
identification of disease stages, and subsequent monitoring.
)e most common setting in which these treatments are
used is within hospitals. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
one of the most beneficial modalities that are presently
available, is used to diagnose more advanced stages of brain
tumors [5].

When looking for potentially hazardous areas in medical
images, segmentation is an essential step that must be taken.
)ere is potential for tremendous use and precision in the
use of automated identification for the early diagnosis of
brain tumors by MRI. )e MRI of the brain tumor is shown
in Figure 1.

)e field of artificial intelligence encompasses a wide
range of subfields, including machine learning and com-
putational theory, searching and probability, as well as
neuroscience [6]. To begin, it is fairly excellent at obtaining
homogenous data from a big number of data, and it is able to
learn from any form of data, whether it be numeric, visual, or
video data. In addition, it can learn from any amount of data.
Getting familiar with a dataset might provide you an ad-
vantage in the research and data extraction work you are
doing. At the moment, those working in the field of med-
icine are having trouble diagnosing human diseases at an
early stage so effective medicines may be created to assist
patients in living longer lives. )e identification of diabetic
retinopathy, breast cancer, and lung cancer and the detec-
tion and diagnosis of brain tumors using MRI are some of
the medical applications that make use of prescreening. It is

very necessary tomake use of image processing methods that
facilitate automatic learning and the extraction of infor-
mation. AI strategies have the potential to assist addressing a
larger variety of complicated problems in a more timely and
efficient manner [7, 8].

)e literature review section contains a survey of existing
techniques for brain tumor detection. )e methodology
section describes how to use MRI scans to segment and
classify brain tumors using machine learning and medically
enabled multimodal. Noise is seen in MRI pictures. )e
geometric mean filter is used in picture preprocessing to
eliminate noise. FCM (fuzzy c-means) algorithms split
images into parts. )e identification of an area of interest is
aided by segmentation.)eGLCMGrey-level co-occurrence
matrix is used to reduce the dimensions. GLCM is a program
that extracts characteristics from photos. Finally, machine
learning methods such as SVM RBF, ANN, and AdaBoost
are used to classify pictures. )e result section presents
results achieved by various machine learning and feature
extraction techniques. )e conclusion section contains
major contributions of the article to brain tumor detection.

2. Literature Survey

)is section presents a literature survey of image pre-
processing, feature extraction, segmentation, and classifi-
cation techniques in the context of brain tumor detection.

2.1. Literature Survey of Image Preprocessing Techniques.
)e process of denoising MRI images was the focus of re-
search that Agrawal and Sahu conducted [9]. Denoising an
MRI picture was accomplished by the author via the use of
the discrete wavelet transform (DWT).Wavelet analysis may
be used to address discontinuities in higher derivatives,
breakdown points, and other self-similarities that are
overlooked by standard signal analysis approaches. It is able

Figure 1: MRI image of brain tumor.
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to denoise and compress a signal without compromising the
signal’s quality. )e discrete wavelet transform not only
creates an image that is free of unnecessary redundancies,
but also provides additional spectral and spatial information.
When compared to the information offered by the Gaussian
or Laplacian pyramid, the information that it delivers is
richer and more detailed. In the DWTmethod, low and high
pass filters are responsible for the creation of approximation
and detail coefficients. DWT may also be used to do the
technique in reverse, which will restore the original signal in
its entirety with no degradation.

An article on methods for improving medical image
processing was authored by Bedi and Rati Khandelwal [10],
and it was titled “Medical Image Processing Improvement
Approaches.” )e likes of medical pictures, aerial photog-
raphy, and other sorts of imaging all suffer from issues with
poor contrast and noisy signal. Increasing an image’s
contrast and sharpness and minimizing blurriness and
making an image more obvious to the naked eye are some of
the methods that may be used to improve picture quality.
)e spatial and frequency domain techniques are the two
categories of strategies that may be used to enhance images.
)e quality of the image was enhanced by the use of spatial
domain techniques including negative transforms, power-
log transformations, piecewise slicing, and histograms. In
order to produce smooth pictures in the frequency domain,
Fourier transformations of an existing picture are used.
)ese changes reduce the intensity of a predetermined range
of frequency components.

Mathen and George are the ones who created a method
for improving and denoising medical images [11]. )e
technique that was proposed consisted of three stages:
preprocessing, enhancing the contrast, and denoising the
image. )e authors used the median filter in order to lessen
the amount of noise and increase the level of clarity towards
the margins. In the second phase, the histogram equalization
method is used in order to increase the contrast of the image.
To ensure that the grayscale values are distributed consis-
tently over the picture, a preprocessing technique called as
histogram equalization is used. )e contrast of a picture that
seems natural is improved by doing this. )e histogram of a
picture should be stretched in order to achieve the purpose
of histogram equalization, which is to make the histogram as
flat as possible. In an image of the brain taken with anMRI, it
improves the contrast between the grey matter, the white
matter, and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). At the very end of
the procedure, the images were denoised by using a nonlocal
means filter. It was able to reduce noise while maintaining
the quality of the small details. )e developer of the nonlocal
means filter had the opinion that the image had a high degree
of likeness to itself in the context of this situation.

2.2. Literature Survey of Image Segmentation Techniques.
Dina et al. [12] demonstrated how a modified image seg-
mentation approachmight be used to analyzeMR images for
the purpose of locating brain tumors. )eir learning vector
quantization (LVQ)-based modified probabilistic neural
network (PNN) model surpassed all others in training,

classification with a hundred percent accuracy, and a de-
crease in compute time of seventy-nine percent in the
processing of images and data. It has been shown and
researched how linear and Gaussian filters work, in addition
to techniques of augmentation and smoothing. )e Canny
edge detection technique was also used in the research on
edge detection at various points.

Leela and Veenakumari [13] developed a computer-
aided detection method for aberrant tissue growth with the
purpose of improving medical diagnosis. )is method in-
volves the processing of MR images with the highest possible
accuracy and speed. Additionally, they have improved the
image quality by cutting down on the amount of noise that
was there. )e images of brain tumors, as well as mor-
phological processing and segmentation procedures, have all
been explored for their qualities of discontinuous or com-
parable intensity values.

In their 2014 study, Rohini Paul et al. [14] suggested
using the K-means clustering approach to separate the data
obtained from brain MRI scans. In order to prevent the
formation of clustered areas during the segmentation of
brain MRI images for the purpose of diagnosing tumors,
morphological filtering is an absolute need.

)is is the first time that Hamoud et al. have offered [15]
a complete evaluation of the technique and methods that
were used. Motifs and edges wrap up with a perceptive
summary that paves the way for further study on brain
picture segmentation, thresholding, and noise reduction, as
well as cancer diagnostics.

Using photographs of brain tumors, Siva Sankari et al.
developed a technique for segmenting the images and
extracting information from them [16]. )e K-means
clustering method was used so that this could be accom-
plished. Reddy et al. [17] have devised a method for esti-
mating the volume of a tumor by making use of the data
frommulti-parametric MR images, in addition to coming up
with the novel concept of a confidence surface to assist in
segmentation. In order to train the classifier and the seg-
mentation approach, contrast-weighted image information
and texture information were both used.

Using quantitative methodologies for automated feature
identification based on the identity of each pixel in the
picture, Megha et al. [18] demonstrated how to improve
visual discrimination between scene features and replace
visual analysis of image data with quantitative methods.
Additionally, they demonstrated how to increase visual
discrimination between scene features. Extraction of data via
the use of digital image processing has also been considered.

Researchers Hemlatha et al. [19] discovered that it was
possible to automatically establish the location of a tumor in
the brain as well as its size by using MRI technology. )ey
have shown how to do this via the use of digital picture
processing.

2.3. Literature Survey of Feature Extraction Techniques.
Mohanaiah et al. proposed a technique for image processing
that retrieves textural information from a picture [20]. )e
Grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) approach was
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used in order to extract textural properties. Image analysis
would not be complete without the use of texture analysis in
the picture-sorting process. )e GLCM algorithm may be
used to extract textural properties from grayscale photo-
graphs. Ailments may be categorized as either normal or
abnormal by applying these factors in the software used in
medicine. )is statistical method allows for the extraction of
features. )e author used this matrix technique in order to
evaluate the properties of image movements. In order to
evaluate properties such as angular second moment (en-
ergy), correlation, and entropy, anMRI image was used.)is
approach is more efficient in terms of time consumption
when compared to the discrete wavelet transform.

In an article, Ping Tian and colleagues [21] proposed a
method for extracting color image attributes. )is method
was included in the work. In RGB color photographs, a
pixel’s color is considered a property, but in greyscale
photos, the texture is considered a property of an entire
group of pixels. Images and the domains they belong to are
used in order to obtain the statistical or pixel structure of a
texture. )is study looks at two different kinds of charac-
teristics: local and global. Both of these are analyzed in this
research. )e LBP, Gabor wavelet, and histogram methods
are used in this study to extract the characteristics of color
images. )e histogram method may be used in order to
extract global features from an image. On the other hand, the
Gabor wavelet and the Sobel shape detector can be utilized in
order to extract local features from an image. When making
the image portrayal, these considerations were taken into
account; thus, the result is accurate.

An algorithm for the identification of brain tumors was
suggested by Kourosh Jafari [22]. )is approach makes use
of high-resolution (HR) images with various degrees of
contrast. )e majority of the time, these low-contrast
photographs are upsampled with high-contrast images to
produce higher resolution versions of the original photos.
)e algorithm that is being presented uses an approach that
is based on patches.)e intensity of one pixel is compared to
the intensity of all of the other pixels in the image to generate
a similarity map using this approach. In this particular
investigation, the authors obtained edge information by
using a Gaussian filter.

2.4. Literature Survey of Classification Techniques.
Unsupervised learning-based neural networks were pro-
posed by Goswami and Bhaiya [23] for the categorization of
brain tumors. )e first step of the brain tumor diagnosis
technique is picture preprocessing, and the second phase is
the extraction of tumors from MR images. Equalization of
histograms, edge detection, noise filtering, and thresholding
were all used in the picture preprocessing procedure. In-
dependent component analysis was used to extract the brain
feature (ICA). )e self-organized map is used in the third
phase to diagnose brain cancers (SOM). )e brain scans
were segmented using the K-means technique. Classification
based on unsupervised learning was shown to be promising
in the segmentation of brain tumor pictures in the afore-
mentioned investigation.

Brain cancers may be detected using an automated
approach [24]. A multi-stage tumor extraction procedure
was used to identify the brain tumor automatically. )e MR
scans of the brain have the noise reduced. Features were then
retrieved from noise-free brain scans, as seen in the figure. It
was based on the extracted characteristic that classified the
brain tumors. Brain tumors were classified using ensemble-
based SVM. With the SVM-based classification approach, it
was able to attain a 99 percent accuracy rate. )e classifi-
cation method uses multi-step segmentation techniques to
identify the tumor in the brain MR images. For example,
after removing the skull, FCM clustering methods were used
to retrieve the afflicted region’s brain tumors for inclusion in
the algorithm.

)e SOM clustering provided by Vaishnavee and
Amshakala [25] was used to segment the brain pictures.
Before the pictures are segmented, histogram equalization is
used to extract the features. For the selection of features and
to increase the accuracy of the classifiers, principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) was utilized. Proximal support vector
machines (PSVM) classifiers were also developed, which
were more successful than the SVM classifiers. According to
our findings, the SVM classifier is a powerful classifier for
extracting features from digital photos and other visual data.

3. Methodology

Using MRI images, this part presents machine learning and
medically enabled multimodal for the segmentation and
classification of brain tumors. MRI pictures contain noise.
)e geometric mean filter is utilized during picture pre-
processing to facilitate the removal of noise. Fuzzy c-means
algorithms are responsible for segmenting an image into
smaller parts. )e identification of a region of interest is
facilitated by segmentation.)e GLCM is utilized in order to
carry out the process of dimension reduction. )e GLCM
algorithm is used to extract features from photographs. )e
photos are then categorized using various machine learning
methods, including SVM, RBF, ANN, and AdaBoost. )is
model is shown in Figure 2.

Image preprocessing makes it feasible for illnesses seen
in photographs to be classified in a more specific manner.
Noise is the most prevalent type of picture artefact that can
be observed in MRI scans; nevertheless, there is a broad
range of image artefacts that can be noticed. Utilizing a
number of distinct image filtering methods makes it possible
to eliminate these artefacts from the image. In order to
reduce the amount of noise present in the input photo-
graphs, a filter based on the geometric mean is applied to
each of the images [26].

Clustering is a method that groups together patterns that
are similar in order to discover the underlying connections
that exist between individual pixels in an image. )e process
of putting things into groups or clusters based on the
characteristics they have in common is what the term
“clustering” refers to. When using the FCM methodology,
the data items are sorted into groups according to the
membership values of each category. Before splitting the
final data, it is crucial to use the least squares strategy in
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order to maximize the effectiveness of the object function
[27].

Using a method known as feature extraction, which is
part of the field of image processing, it is possible to exclude
dimensions from a collection of feature subsets that are
thought of as being unnecessary or unimportant. When
texture properties need to be restored and links between
pixels need to be maintained, the GLCM technique is called
for. One way to go about doing this is by computing the co-
occurrence values of the various grey levels. In order to
construct the general linear model (GLM), conditional
probability density functions known as pIj|d and ş are
utilized. After the GLM has been constructed, it is tested
using distances d that range from one to five times the given
direction (ş � 0, 45, 90, or 135). In order to accomplish this
goal, the GLCM algorithm is used. According to the illus-
tration, the probability that two pixels with the same grey
level (I and/or j) as well as the inter-sample distance (d and ş)
are spatially connected may be determined by applying the
formula p(i, j|d, and ş). )is formula also provides infor-
mation about the distance between the samples (d). Con-
trast, correlation, entropy, and homogeneity are some of the
most essential features of the general linear correspondence
model (GLCM) [28].

)is method, which is also known as AdaBoost, may be
implemented to increase the accuracy of classification results
produced by classifiers that are not all that great. )is
technique, known as AdaBoost, is used in the process of
allocating initial weights to each observation. After a few
iterations, incorrect categorizations will be given greater
weight, while proper categorizations will be given less weight

as the results are iterated over. )e weights that are given to
each observation are determined by the classification to
which it belongs. )is was done so that the performance of
the classifier might be improved. Because of this, the pos-
sibility of incorrect categorization is reduced. A large
number of kids who are having difficulty academically are
progressively fitted in an adjustable fashion using the process
known as “boosting.” In each consecutive model [29] in the
series of models, there is a greater emphasis on information
that had been ignored in earlier models.

In the realm of medicine, artificial neural networks
(ANNs) are often used for the purpose of classifying medical
images in order to arrive at a diagnosis. In many respects,
including the manner in which it performs its duties, the
ANN is comparable to the human brain. It is feasible to get
the information required to make an informed guess about
the category that an image belongs to by looking at a col-
lection of photos that have already been categorized. )is
may be accomplished by looking at a collection of photo-
graphs that have been categorized. )is may be accom-
plished by searching through a database of photos that have
been arranged into a variety of different classifications. Every
picture in this collection belongs to one of the categories that
are listed above. ANNs are constructed by artificial neurons,
each of which is programmed to perform in a manner that is
analogous to the biological neurons found in the human
brain. Connections allow for communication to take place
between neurons that are located outside of the body.
During the course of the learning process, weights may be
given to neurons and edges, and those weights can be
changed at any time according to the requirements of the
task at hand. )e standard structure of an artificial neural
network consists of three layers: an input layer, a hidden
layer, and an output layer that is responsible for signal
generation. )e majority of buildings will have this par-
ticular architectural style. Although the most typical to-
pologies for artificial neural networks consist of input,
hidden, and final layers, it is possible to configure the
network in a variety of other ways. In theory, there may just
be one hidden layer, there may be many hidden levels, or
there may not be any hidden levels at all. It is within one’s
power to bring any one of these possibilities into fruition and
make it a reality. In the event that it is required, the weights
on a lower layer may be adjusted until the desired outcome is
attained [30].

When it comes to the design of symbols, support vector
machines provide a method that can discern the difference
between the conceptions of measurement held by youngsters
and those held by adults [31]. )e following is a concise
summary of the grouping issues faced by SVMs: (a) a
nondirect translation of the information space to the higher
measuring gimmick space, and (b) the construction of the
distinguishing hyperplane that has the greatest distance
from the purposes that are most closely related to the
training set. Due to the direct distinct information, the SVM
works toward locating, among all hyperplanes that minimize
the preparation lapse, the particular case that distinguishes
the preparation information with the greatest extreme
separation from their nearest points of separation. )is is

Brain MRI Data Set

Image Processing Geometric Mean Filter

Image Segmentation-
FCM

Feature Extraction GLCM Algorithm

Classification-SVM-RBF, ANN, Adaboost 

Brain Tumor
Prediction 

Figure 2: Machine learning and medically enabled multimodal for
segmentation and classification of brain tumor using MRI images.
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done in an effort to minimize the amount of time that is lost
during the preparation process.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

For the purpose of this investigation, one hundred pictures
were chosen at random from Ref. [32]. Only 25 of the photos
have tumors, while the other 75 are healthy and unaffected.
In order to train the model, 80 photographs are used, and
then 20 of those images are used for testing. )e geometric
mean filter is utilized during picture preprocessing to fa-
cilitate the removal of noise. Fuzzy c-means algorithms are
responsible for segmenting an image into smaller parts. )e
identification of a region of interest is facilitated by seg-
mentation. )e GLCM is utilized in order to carry out the
process of dimension reduction. )e GLCM algorithm is
used to extract features from photographs. )e photos are
then categorized using various machine learning methods,
including SVM, RBF, ANN, and AdaBoost.

Within the scope of this investigation, a wide variety of
algorithmic approaches are dissected and contrasted in
terms of the degrees to which they exhibit accuracy, sen-
sitivity, and specificity. Figures 3, 4, and 5 present the results
of the classification performed by the algorithm. When it
comes to the classification of brain tumors, the SVM RBF
algorithm possesses an unrivaled level of accuracy and
specificity that cannot be matched by any other method.

5. Conclusion

)e abnormal and uncontrolled multiplication of brain
cells may sometimes result in the development of a brain
tumor. )e majority of people who pass away from cancer
do so because of brain tumors. As a direct result of this, it
is becoming more difficult to pinpoint a therapy that is
beneficial for a particular kind of brain tumor. Using a
regular MRI scan, a three-dimensional picture of the
human brain is possible to get. )e major purpose of this
organization is to investigate, recognize, diagnose, and
categorize a wide range of neurological diseases. Radiation
therapy is often used in the treatment of cancers, and MRI
segmentation is frequently used in order to direct radi-
ation therapy. As a result of this, we are in a position to
determine whether or not a fragment that was detected by
an MRI is a tumor. Using MRI scans, this study offers a
machine learning and medically enabled multimodal for
segmentation and classification of brain tumors. MRI
images contain noise. )e geometric mean filter is used
during picture preprocessing to facilitate the removal of
noise. Fuzzy c-means algorithms are responsible for
segmenting an image into smaller parts. )e identification
of an area of interest is facilitated by segmentation. )e
GLCM is used in order to carry out the process of di-
mension reduction. )e GLCM algorithm is used to ex-
tract features from photographs. )e photos are then
categorized using several machine learning methods,
including SVM, RBF, ANN, and AdaBoost. VM with RBF
kernel is better for brain tumor detection using MRI
images.
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Figure 3: Accuracy comparison of classifiers for brain tumor
detection.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity comparison of classifiers for brain tumor
detection.
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Figure 5: Specificity comparison of classifiers for brain tumor
detection.
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As the second lifeline of human body, the abnormal development of its morphological structure has a great impact on people’s
physical andmental health. Due to bad living habits and learning pressure, the morphological and structural development of spine
in adolescents and children is abnormal to a certain extent, which can be improved by sports intervention. +erefore, this article
puts forward the research on the influence of Wushu on the spinal morphological structure based on the optimization algorithm
and integrates the optimization ant colony algorithm on the basis of the traditional spinal CT image segmentation method. +e
experimental results show that the improved CT image segmentation method based on the optimized ant colony algorithm can
solve the sensitive problem of the number of clusters, improve the segmentation efficiency and quality, and provide more accurate
data for the subsequent comparative experiments. At the same time, the comparative test results show that Wuqinxi Wushu can
better improve the abnormal dry tilt angle, abnormal kyphosis angle, and body balance angle of teenagers, improve the activity of
teenagers’ spine, and help teenagers enhance the overall health of spine.

1. Introduction

Spine is the second lifeline of human body, and its abnormal
development has a negative impact on human life. +e key
period of spinal development is in human adolescence,
which is also the golden period of physical development of
adolescents and children. With the growth of age, the height
and weight of teenagers will continue to increase. If there are
nutritional imbalance and lack of exercise at this time,
coupled with the low content of inorganic salts in the bones
of teenagers and children, under the condition of relatively
low bone hardness, teenagers’ spine is easy to be deformed
under the influence of bad living habits or gravity com-
pression of the external environment, resulting in abnormal
spine development [1]. With the development of informa-
tion technology, while the academic pressure of teenagers
has been increasing in recent years, the homework and

curriculum tasks completed through the information net-
work are also increasing. Many teenagers’ spine has been
deformed due to long-time desk writing, poor sitting pos-
ture, long-term bow, and heavy schoolbag pressure, even
some teenagers and children have spinal lesions, and the
prevalence of spine is increasing every year [2]. +erefore,
scientific and effective intervention research on spinal de-
velopment of adolescents and children has become a hot
spot in the society.

In the past, relevant experts focused more on the
abnormal spinal morphology of adults and the elderly and
paid less attention to the abnormal spinal morphology and
structure of adolescents and children [3]. However, with
the increasing incidence rate of spine and younger age of
onset, the spine research is deepening and attention is
being paid to the development of spinal column in young
children. According to relevant research experience,
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sports is the simplest means to correct spine shape. Some
scholars use Yoga treatment to treat female college stu-
dents with scoliosis [4]. +e quality results show that Yoga
treatment has significantly improved scoliosis and
shoulder balance, and the mobility of spine in all aspects
has also been improved; it shows that Yoga treatment has
an effect on spinal correction [5]. Some scholars con-
ducted comprehensive intervention on middle school
students with abnormal spinal development for two
months, and through the comparison of spinal mor-
phology measurement results before and after the ex-
periment, it is concluded that the degree of spinal
abnormality has been greatly reduced, and more than half
of the students’ spinal posture can return to the normal
state, which has a significant improvement effect on spinal
abnormality [6]. Other scholars used Taijiquan to treat the
middle-aged and elderly patients with lumbar pain
symptoms for six months [7]. +e chronic low back pain
symptoms of the experimental subjects were relieved, and
the lumbar spine function was improved [8]. Based on
this, some scholars have proposed to effectively intervene
the spine morphological development of adolescents and
children through martial arts science, so as to help
teenagers and children maintain and improve the healthy
state of spinal development [9].

However, at present, there is relatively little research on
the impact of martial arts on spinal morphological de-
velopment [10]. +erefore, this paper proposes the impact
of martial arts on spinal morphological structure based on
the optimized ant colony algorithm [11]. +rough the
improved CT image segmentation method of the optimized
ant colony algorithm, this paper analyzes all aspects of the
experimental object’s spinal CT images before and after the
experiment [12]. +is paper is mainly divided into three
parts [13]. +e first part expounds the influencing factors of
spinal morphological structure development and the harm
of abnormal development; the second part is the con-
struction of the spine development evaluation model based
on optimized ant colony; the third part is the experimental
results and analysis of the influence of spine shape and
structure of Wushu team based on the optimized ant
colony algorithm [14].

+e innovation of the research lies in the integration of
the optimized ant colony algorithm on the basis of tradi-
tional spine CT image segmentation methods. +is algo-
rithm can solve the sensitive problem of clustering number,
improve the efficiency and quality of segmentation, and
provide more accurate data for subsequent comparative
experiments. Compared with the traditional fuzzy c-means
classification method, the improved CT image segmentation
method based on the optimized ant colony algorithm solves
the problem of being sensitive to the number of clusters and
improves the segmentation efficiency while ensuring the
quality of image segmentation. Based on the optimization
algorithm, the influence of Wushu on the spine shape and
structure was analyzed. It can improve the abnormal de-
velopment of teenagers’ spine and help teenagers improve
their overall health.

2. Factors Affecting the Development of Spinal
Morphology and Structure and the Harm of
Abnormal Development

+e human spine is located in the middle of the back of the
human body and is the backbone of the human body [15].
+e spine has a central axial bone structure, which plays a
role of lever and supporting weight-bearing in the human
body [16]. +e physiological bending of the spine can im-
prove the elasticity of the spine and buffer and disperse the
gravity and impact on the intracranial central nerve [17].+e
flattening of the intervertebral disc in the spine can help the
spine to achieve movement and complete complex move-
ments and expand the range of motion of the spine [18]. As
can be seen, spine has a very important impact on human
activities [19]. Abnormal spinal morphological development
has a serious adverse impact on the life and learning of
teenagers and children [20]. Figure 1 shows a comprehensive
view of the spine.

+ere are three main influencing factors in the devel-
opment of spine, namely, genetic factors, lifestyle and habits,
and exercise factors [21]. Common spinal diseases such as
mandatory spondylitis and adolescent idiopathic scoliosis
are affected by genetic genes. Although genetic gene is a very
important factor in the development of spine in adolescents
and children, it is not a decisive factor. +e acquired de-
velopment of spine is also affected by the living habits and
styles of adolescents and children, including positive and
negative effects [22]. According to the relevant research
results, the quality and manner of teenagers’ backpacks will
affect the development of their spine morphology, that is, the
heavier the backpack is, the more obvious the morphological
changes of teenagers’ spine will be, which improves the
possibility of spine damage [23]. At the same time, teenagers’
bad habits such as unilateral backpacking and long-term
incorrect sitting posture will increase the burden on the
spine, affect the activity and development health of different
parts of the spine, and improve the probability of spinal
disease. In addition, according to relevant studies, reason-
able and appropriate exercise will have a positive impact on
the development and morphological structure of teenagers’
spine, while different exercise modes and mild exercise have
different effects on the spine. +erefore, in the process of
helping teenagers and children maintain and improve spinal
development and morphological structure, we should find
appropriate sport methods.

Abnormal development of spinal morphology and
structure will not only bring physical harm to teenagers and
children but also have a negative impact on their psychology.
According to relevant statistical data, the number of Chinese
teenagers suffering from scoliosis of different degrees ac-
counts for 20% of the total number of teenagers and chil-
dren. More than 80% of teenagers have poor physical
posture, of which the most common and serious problem is
poor sitting posture, neck probing, and chest hunchback
when walking [24]. Such a situation is not only conducive to
physical and mental health in the process of teenagers’
growth but also has a serious impact on their behavior in
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future study and life. +e abnormal development of spinal
morphology and structure is very harmful to the health of
adolescents. For example, when the most common scoliosis
is in a serious state, it will damage lung function, produce
waist and back pain, and affect the biological stress balance
of spine [25]. If we cannot take effective measures to in-
tervene and treat in time, it will not only aggravate the
condition but also increase the difficulty of treatment.

3. Construction of Spine Development
Evaluation Model Based on Optimized Ant
Colony Algorithm

Due to the gradual aging of the lumbar spine in the middle-
aged and elderly, scoliosis can be found in the frontal view.
From the lateral position, the disappearance of physiological
protrusion may occur, and the disappearance of cervical
physiological protrusion may occur in the cervical spine, or
spinal deformity is caused by degenerative diseases such as
cervical spondylosis. Adolescent spinal deformities, such as
scoliosis, can be divided into idiopathic scoliosis, congenital
scoliosis, and scoliosis secondary to the muscular nervous
system. With the development of science and technology
and computer technology, the medical means of analyzing
the abnormal development and disease causes of human
spine are also constantly developing and updating. Among
them, biological realistic model is a method that can present
the true state of spine, which integrates computer graphics,
digital image processing, medical image knowledge, and
other disciplines. It mainly carries out three-dimensional
reconstruction of the biological realistic model based on
spinal CT images. It is one of the methods to judge the

morphological structure of spinal development. Image
segmentation is an important part of image 3D recon-
struction. +e quality of image segmentation is directly
related to the accuracy of image analysis, understanding, and
3D reconstruction. Medical image segmentation is to seg-
ment the required regions in the image according to the
differences between regions and the similarity within re-
gions. At the same time, it should ensure that there is no
overlap between the regions of the segmented image. Let all
the region sets of the image be represented as R, and
nonempty region segmented by it be represented as
R1, R2, . . . , Rn. +ere are four conditions to be met. +e first
one is shown in the following formula:

R � ∪ n
i�1Ri. (1)

Second, the two random subregions need to meet the
conditions, as shown in the following formula:

Ri ∩Rj � ∅, (2)

in which i≠ j. +ird, all subregions are nonempty, that is,
Ri � ∅, i � 1, 2, . . . , n; fourth, all subregions are connected
regions.

3.1. CT Image SegmentationMethod Based on Fuzzy C-Means
Clustering. Fuzzy C-means clustering method is a clustering
algorithm that uses the membership function to determine
the clustering degree of pixels. Its core idea is to divide the
objects with the greatest similarity into the same cluster, and
the similarity between different clusters is the smallest. Let
the vector be expressed as Xi and i � 1, 2, . . . , n, and its
number is n. Divide it into fuzzy subsets with the number of
c and 2≤ c≤ n. +e membership degree of sample points is
expressed as μik, and the classification results can be
expressed by fuzzy membership degree matrix, as shown in
the following formula:

U � μik , (3)

in which μik ∈ (0, 1). +e membership degree is normalized
to obtain the following formula:



c

i�1
μik � 1, (4)

in which k ∈ [1, n].
+e value function expression of fuzzy c-means clus-

tering is shown in the following formula:

Jm(U, V: X) � 
c

i�1


n

k�1
μik( 

m
Xk − Xi






2
A

, (5)

where the strength matrix is expressed as U, the positive
definite matrix is expressed as A, the central point set of
clustering fuzzy subset is expressed as V � (v1, v2, . . . , vc),
and the weighted index is expressed as m ∈ [1,∞). In order
to solve the optimization of formula (5), formula (6) is
obtained by constructing Lagrange functional, as follows:

Figure 1: Comprehensive view of spine.
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J(U, V: X) � J(U, V: X) + 

n

j�1
λi 

c

i�1
μik − 1(  � 

c

i�1


n

k�1
μik( 

m
Xk − Xi






2
A

+ 

n

j�1
λi 

c

i�1
μik − 1⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (6)

where the Lagrange multiplier is expressed as λi,
i � 1, 2, . . . , n. Calculate the partial derivative of all func-
tional variables used in formula (6) to achieve the minimum
necessary condition for realizing the optimal solution, as
shown in the following formulas:

ci �


n
j�1 μ

m
ij xj


n
j�1 μ

m
ij

, (7)

μij �
1


n
K�1 dij/dkj 

2/(m− 1)
, (8)

where the Euclidean distance between the j point and the i

cluster center is expressed as dij.

3.2. Improved CT Image Segmentation Method Based on
Optimized Ant Colony Algorithm. +e image segmentation
by the fuzzy c-means clusteringmethod has good quality and
retains the complete information of the required region, but
the segmentation time is relatively long. In order to reduce
the number of iterations and improve the efficiency of
segmentation, this paper introduces the optimal ant colony
clustering algorithm.

Ant individuals are very simple social insects, but when
they carry out group activities, they can complete extremely
complex behaviors through the cooperation between indi-
viduals, showing the intelligence in their social tasks. An ant
colony can find the shortest path between the nest and food
when looking for food and can make corresponding ad-
justments in a short time when the external environment
changes. Ant colony can complete these behaviors, which
mainly rely on information hormone, which can transmit
the signal to be expressed by individual ants to the latter, so
as to affect the behavior of the latter. In addition, if there are
obstacles on the way of ant colony foraging, the individual
ant choosing the shortest path will release information
hormone and affect the behavior of the following ants. With
the higher content of information hormone, as shown in
Figure 2.

+e optimized ant colony image segmentation algorithm
mainly includes the characteristics of systematicity, dis-
tributed computing, self-organization, and positive feed-
back. As shown in Figure 3, it is an improved CT image
segmentation flow chart integrating the optimized ant
colony algorithm. +e ant colony clustering algorithm is
used to extract the initial cluster center of the image to be
segmented, and then the fuzzy c-means algorithm is used to
segment the image based on the initial cluster center.

Let the image be expressed as X, the pixel Xi in the image
is regarded as an ant individual, and each ant has three
directional vectors of gradient, gray, and domain features.
+e distance between the pixel and the cluster center is

expressed as dij, which is calculated by Euclidean distance, as
shown in the following formula:

dij �

���������������



m

k�1
pk Xik − Cjk 

2




. (9)

+e basic characteristic dimensions of ants are m and
m � 3, and the weighted silver of each dimension is pk.

+e amount of information contained in the area is
expressed as phij, the influence range of ant individuals on
the amount of information in the surrounding local area is
expressed as r, and the influence degree is shown in the
following formula:

phij �
1, dij ≤ r;

0, otherwise.
 (10)

When the ant individual makes path selection, let the
attraction factor from the current pixel to the cluster center
at the t iteration be expressed as pk

ij(t), and its expression is
shown in the following formula:

p
k
ijt �

p
k
ijt 

α
ηijt 

β

s�allowedk
p

k
ijt 

α
ηijt 

β, if j ∈ allowedk;

0, or other

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

+e residual information factor is α, the heuristic in-
formation factor is β, and the set of ant feasible paths is
allowedk, as shown in the following formula:

allowedk ∈ Xs|dsj ≤ r, s � 1, 2, . . . , N . (12)

+e heuristic function is expressed as ηij(t), and its
formula is as follows:

ηijt �
r

dij

�
r

�����������������


m
k�1 pk Xik − Cjk 

2
 .

(13)

As can be seen from formula (13), the heuristic function
increases with the increase of cluster radius, that is, the
probability of selecting the corresponding cluster center
increases. In addition, the heuristic function decreases with
the increase of the distance between the pixel and the cluster
center, that is, the probability of ant individuals selecting the
corresponding cluster for merging decreases.

+emain judgment basis for whether a pixel belongs to a
cluster center is shown in the following formula:

p
k
ij(t)>p0. (14)

If formula (14) is not met, the pixels are not merged into
the cluster.

After one iteration, all ants need to update the cluster
center and intraclass dissimilarity. As shown in formulas
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(15) and (16), it is a new calculation method of cluster center
and dissimilarity.

Cj �
1
j



j

k�0
xk( , (15)

where k ∈ (1, 2, . . . , j); the new cluster center is expressed as
Cj.

ε � 
k

j�1


j

k�1

�������������



m

i�1
Xki − Cji 

2




. (16)

+e new dissimilarity is expressed as ε.

4. Experimental Results of the Influence of
Martial Arts on Spine Shape and Structure
Based on Optimized Ant Colony Algorithm

In order to better test the improved CT image segmentation
method based on the optimized ant colony algorithm, the
segmentation time and iteration times are compared with

the traditional fuzzy c-means classification method. First,
the fuzzy rules are determined. Enter the corresponding
parameters and activate some fuzzy rules. Only the rules
whose membership degree is not 0 can be activated. +e
conclusion is obtained by comparing the membership de-
gree, but the conclusion is not certain at this time. Finally,
the conclusion is used to determine the actual output as
shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from the results in the figure that the
time and iteration times of the two image segmentation
methods increase with the increase of the number of
clusters. Compared with the traditional fuzzy c-means
classification method, the improved CT image segmen-
tation method based on optimized ant colony algorithm is
less sensitive to the number of clusters, and the increase of
time and algorithm iteration is much less than the tra-
ditional fuzzy c-means classification algorithm. +is
shows that the improved CT image segmentation method
based on optimized ant colony algorithm effectively
overcomes the sensitivity of traditional methods to the
number of clusters, improves the quality and efficiency of
segmentation, and can provide more accurate information

food

obstacle

small losses

(a)

food

small losses

obstacle

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of ant colony foraging behavior in natural biosphere.
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for the study of the impact of Wushu on the morphological
structure of spine.

Huatuo Wuqinxi is an integral part of Chinese martial
arts qigong, and it is also one of the national intangible
heritages in Chinese traditional sports culture. +e long-
term development of HuatuoWuqinxi is mainly because its
movements are simple and easy to learn, suitable for all
ages, and have a good mass foundation. Compared with
other martial arts content, it can be more accepted and
recognized by people. In this paper, 45 students with ab-
normal spinal morphology and structure in a primary
school were selected as the experimental objects and
randomly assigned to the experimental group and the
control group. In the experimental group, eight subjects
were patients with abnormal trunk inclination, fifteen
subjects were patients with abnormal kyphosis angle, and

two of them were patients with abnormal two conditions at
the same time. In the control group, eight subjects had
abnormal trunk inclination, fourteen subjects had abnor-
mal kyphosis angle, and one of the subjects had abnormal
two conditions at the same time.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of trunk tilt angle
measurement results of experimental subjects before and
after the experiment between experimental group and
control group. Before the experiment, there was no signif-
icant difference in trunk tilt angle between the experimental
group and the control group, while after the experiment,
there was no significant change in trunk tilt angle between
the two groups, P> 0.05, that is, there was no significant
difference. +e comparison P< 0.01 between the experi-
mental group before and after the intervention shows that
the trunk tilt angle of the experimental group is better than

Whether the
clustering error is

satisfied

Calculate
clustering error

Process all data

Merge to initial
cluster center

Output initial
clustering

Initial cluster center,
number of clusters

Calculate membership
matrix

Cluster center

Update cluster
center

Whether the
clustering error is

satisfied

Defuzzification

Output image

end

Calculate the
attraction factor

Parameter
initialization

Start

Figure 3: Improved CT image segmentation flowchart with optimized ant colony algorithm.
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that before the intervention of Wuqinxi, and there is a
significant difference.

As shown in Figure 6, the results of kyphosis angle of
subjects in the experimental group and the control group

before and after the experiment are compared. It can be seen
from the figure that before the intervention of Wuqinxi,
there was no obvious difference in the kyphosis angle be-
tween the experimental group and the control group, that is,
P> 0.05, while after the intervention of Wuqinxi, the ky-
phosis angle of the experimental group was significantly
improved, forming a very obvious difference with the
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Figure 4: +e traditional fuzzy c-means classification method is based on the improved CT image segmentation method of optimized ant
colony algorithm.
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Figure 5: Comparison of trunk tilt angle measurement results
between experimental group and control group before and after
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Figure 6: Comparison of kyphosis angle between experimental
group and control group before and after experiment.
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control group.+e kyphosis angle of the experimental group
was significantly improved than that before the intervention
of Wuqinxi, and there was significant difference between the
two.

As shown in Figure 7, the comparison of spinal activity
measurement results of subjects in the experimental group

and the control group is shown. It can be seen from the
figure that there is no significant difference in spinal activity
between the experimental group and the control group
before the intervention ofWuqinxi. After the intervention of
Wuqinxi, the cervical spine activity and thoracic spine ac-
tivity of the experimental group were better than those of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of measurement results of spinal mobility between experimental group and control group.
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Figure 8: Comparison of body balance results between experimental group and control group.
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control group. +ere was no significant difference in lumbar
spine activity between the experimental group and the
control group. In addition, compared with before the in-
tervention of Wuqinxi, the subjects in the experimental
group improved their mobility in three directions: coronal,
sagittal, and horizontal. +e angle of motion of thoracic
vertebrae was significantly improved in coronal and hori-
zontal directions, and there were significant differences. +e
improvement of lumbar mobility in three directions is
different, among which the improvement of lumbar mobility
in sagittal plane is the most obvious and effective, with very
significant difference. Second, there is a certain improve-
ment in the activity of coronal plane, with significant dif-
ference. Finally, the activity of lumbar spine in the horizontal
plane has a certain improvement trend, but there is no
obvious difference.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of body balance results
between the experimental group and the control group. It
can be seen from the figure that before the intervention
experiment of Wuqinxi, there was no significant difference
in body balance between the two groups. After the inter-
vention of Wuqinxi, there was a very significant difference
between the experimental group and the control group. +e
measurement results of the experimental group were better
than those of the control group. At the same time, the
shoulder horizontal line of the experimental group was
significantly improved compared with that before the in-
tervention ofWuqinxi and showed a very obvious difference,
namely, P< 0.01. +e horizontal line of the posterior sa-
croiliac spine of the experimental group was also improved
compared with the previous, with obvious differences.

In conclusion, the intervention of Huatuo Wuqinxi
martial arts can improve the abnormal trunk tilt angle,
kyphosis angle, and body balance angle of teenagers, and the
effect is good. At the same time, Huatuo Wuqinxi can also
improve the activity of teenagers’ cervical spine and thoracic
spine, showing obvious differences. +ere is also a certain
improvement effect on the lumbar mobility. +e improve-
ment of the lumbar mobility in three aspects is different. +e
lumbar mobility is improved in the coronal plane and
sagittal plane, showing a significant difference, but the
improvement effect on the lumbar mobility in the horizontal
plane is not obvious. +erefore, Huatuo Wuqinxi can im-
prove the health status of teenagers’ spine and improve the
abnormal development of spine morphology and structure.

5. Conclusion

Adolescence and childhood are not only the golden periods
for the development of human spine morphology and
structure but also the key period for the physical develop-
ment of adolescents and children. +erefore, adolescents’
and children’s spines are prone to abnormal development
due to internal and external environment. At the same time,
the bad living habits and learning pressure of teenagers have
caused a certain pressure on the developing spine, which
promotes its abnormal development. Most teenagers have
slight spinal dysplasia such as chest hump and back com-
pression, which can be improved through exercise

intervention. In Chinese traditional sports culture, Wuqinxi
is one of the national intangible cultural heritages, which has
always had good results in health preservation. +erefore,
this paper puts forward the research on the influence of
martial arts on the spinal morphological structure based on
the optimized ant colony algorithm. By optimizing the ant
colony algorithm, we can improve the segmentation method
of spinal CT image, improve the quality and efficiency of
image segmentation, and providemore effective information
and data for the later analysis of spinal morphological
structure. Experiments show that compared with the tra-
ditional fuzzy c-means classification method, the improved
CT image segmentation method based on optimized ant
colony algorithm solves the problem of being sensitive to the
number of clusters and improves the segmentation efficiency
while ensuring the image segmentation quality. +e com-
parison of the experimental results between the experi-
mental group and the control group shows that the
intervention of Wuqinxi Wushu can improve the abnormal
trunk tilt angle and kyphosis angle of teenagers and achieve
better results. In terms of adolescent spinal mobility,
Wuqinxi has a good effect on the mobility of cervical spine
and thoracic spine in three directions and has a significant
effect on the mobility of lumbar spine in coronal plane and
sagittal plane, but it has no obvious improvement on the
mobility of lumbar spine in horizontal plane. +erefore,
Huatuo Wuqinxi Wushu can improve the abnormal de-
velopment of teenagers’ spine and help teenagers improve
their overall health. However, the study still has some
limitations. +e number of subjects is too small, so whether
it can improve the health of adolescent spine is still con-
troversial. Whether it is representative to improve the ab-
normal development of spinal morphology and structure
remains to be discussed.
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Moyamoya disease is a medical condition that shows the typical characteristics like continuous and chronic thickening of the walls and
the contraction of the internal carotid artery; as a result, the internal diameter of the artery gets narrowed. �ere are six phases of the
disease ranging from I to VI (moyamoya vessels completely disappear, followed by the complete blockage of the arteries). Surgery is a
commonly recommended treatment for themoyamoya disease. Our research study identi�es the e�ect of autologous bonemarrow stem
cell therapy (ABMSCT) on the levels of in�ammatory factors and Conexin43 (Cx43) protein in patients su�ering from moyamoya. In
our study, we have selected 52 moyamoya patients admitted to our hospital from 30 July 2019 to 10 February 2020. �e control group
(CG) was treated with super�cial temporal artery to a middle cerebral artery (STA-MCA) bypass+ encephalo-duro-myosinangiosis
(EDMS). �e experimental group (Exp. Grp) was treated with ABMSC. �e cerebral vascular tissue of the patients was treated with
hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining. Immunohistochemical staining was used to identify the levels of Cx43 protein.�e concentrations of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), in�ammatory factor interleukin-6 (IL6), interleukin-1β (IL1β), tumor necrosis factor
(TNFα), and anti-in�ammatory factor interleukin-1β (IL1β) were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). We
have found that after treatment of the expression of Cx43 protein, the proportions of grade IV (7.7%), grade III (311.5%), and grade II
(3.8%) patients in the Exp. Grp were lower than those in the CG. �e proportion of grade I patients in the Exp. Grp (77%) was higher
than that in the CG (38.5%). After treatment, the in�ammatory factors IL6 (0.97± 0.82pg/mL), IL1β (8.33±1.21 pg/mL), and TNFα
(1.73± 0.71 pg/mL) in the Exp. Grp were lower than those in the CG.�e anti-in�ammatory factor IL1β (15.09±4.72 pg/mL) increased
in the Exp. Grp compared with the CG (11.25±3.48pg/mL) post treatment. Intracranial infection, hydrocephalus, hemiplegia, and
transient neurological dysfunction in the Exp. Grp were lower than those in the CG, with statistical di�erences (P< 0.05). Our study
suggests that the treatment of autologous bone marrow stem cells (ABMSC) was bene�cial to balance the in�ammatory response of
disorders, reduce the damage of vascular tissue in the brain, and regulate tissue repair by co-acting with various in�ammatory factors as
compared to traditional surgery.We conclude that the involvement of Cx43 in the occurrence and development of moyamoya.We also
have found that the risk factors of intracranial infection after ABMSCT were less as compared to those after conventional surgery.

1. Introduction

Moyamoya is a disease that comes in the rare category. It is
related to the brain and its blood vessels with an unknown
cause and a high mortality and disability rate. �e incidence

is about 4%, of which about 1.5% all have a family history
[1, 2]. �e main symptoms are narrowing or occlusion of
bilateral internal arteries in the brain. Patients often have
headaches, dizziness, epilepsy, aphasia, dyskinesia, and other
uncomfortable symptoms, and the symptoms of some
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patients are not particularly obvious [3, 4]. With the im-
provement in modern medical levels, moyamoya can be
treated early and gradually. However, due to the defects of
repeated attacks and the long duration of moyamoya, the
occurrence may cause patients to suffer from temporary or
permanent neurological damage, cognitive impairment, and
other major diseases, and in more severe cases, death [5, 6].
It seriously affects the daily life and economy of patients and
their families, making them suffer from psychological tor-
ture. )erefore, early detection and effective treatment can
greatly improve the prognosis of patients and it is of great
significance.

In Reference [7], the authors present a medical eval-
uation of MMS and moyamoya. )ey assess the epide-
miological, pathological, and historical background of
moyamoya )ey also present the clinical and radio-
graphical outcomes and investigative imaging modalities.
)ey highlight the efficacy of medical and surgical treat-
ment and discuss the problems associated with surgical
treatment. In Reference [8], the authors focus on the
vasculopathy related to MYH11 mutations. )ey also state
the effect of MYH11 mutations on cerebral arteriopathy. It
is recommended that MYH11 testing could be thought of
in the case of children suffering from moyamoya. In
Reference [1], the authors state that the bone-marrow stem
mobilization after revascularization in sufferers of moya-
moya can make the recovery process faster and encourage
the development of new blood vessels. It is able to lessen
infection and improve patients’ overall quality of life. In
Reference [9], the authors study the clinical performance of
multipoint cranium drilling and the usage of simvastatin as
the remedy for moyamoya. Treating moyamoya by this
method is safe and efficient, as it may assist in healing of
nervous functions and it also improves patients’ everyday
life skills and quality of lifestyle. In Reference [10], the
authors investigate if moyamoya can be caused due to
mechanical stress caused by the blood flow that opposes the
vulnerable intracranial vasculature. )ey also additionally
look at the possibility that the angle between the supra-
clionoid segments and cavernous can be the cause of the
disorder. )e moyamoya ailment may result from me-
chanical factors acting at the ICA bifurcation. According to
the research study, the angle may get increased because of
blood vessel wall factors. In Reference [11], the authors
point out the efficacy of surgical revascularization in
heading off stroke in moyamoya. Surgical revascularization
consists of augmenting the intracranial blood flow with the
use of an external carotid system by use of direct bypass.
)e pial synangiosis can also be used. In Reference [12], the
authors state that the moyamoya disease is found more
amongst the younger patients. )e patients are vulnerable
to perioperative ischemic complications. )ey also state
that the recognition of moyamoya might also contribute to
the better surgical results obtained through perioperative
management based on suitable surgical risk stratification.
In References [13, 14], the authors try to identify whether
or not extracranial-intracranial bypass can enhance patient
prognosis and lessen the prevalence of rebleeding. )ey
conclude that direct bypass lessens the danger of frequently

happening hemorrhages in moyamoya. In Reference [15],
the Kaplan–Meier analysis is performed to reveal the
difference between the nonsurgical and surgical groups. It
also suggested the preventive effect of bypass on
rebleeding.

In this research study, we look into the results of au-
tologous bone-marrow stem cell therapy (ABMST) on the
levels of inflammatory factors and Conexin43 (Cx43) pro-
tein in patients suffering with moyamoya. )is research will
serve as a guideline for the treatment of the disease.

)e highlights of the research are given below:

(1) Identification of the population for the study
(2) Proposing the ABMSC treatment for moyamoya
(3) Determining the concentrations of VEGF, inflam-

matory factors IL6, IL1β, TNFα, and anti-inflam-
matory factor IL1β in the serum

(4) Cx43 immunohistochemical determination
(5) Statistical analysis is performed using the χ2 test. For

statistical processing, the t-test was used

)e next sections of the paper elaborate the proposed
work and results.

2. Materials and Methodology

)e flow of the methodology is as follows:

(1) Information gathering: we gathered the information
from the selected group.)e inclusion and exclusion
criteria have been mentioned in the section given
below.

(2) )e treatment: the CG (control group) was treated on
the basis of conventional drug therapy, and the Exp.
Grp was treated with ABMSC.

(3) Staining: HE staining and Immunohistochemical
staining was performed in order to observe the cell
level detailing.

(4) ELISA: It was used for the binding of antibodies to
antigens. Cerebral vascular tissue samples were
dissolved to determine the concentrations of VEGF,
inflammatory factors IL6, IL1β, TNFα, and anti-
inflammatory factor IL1β in the serum.

(5) Cx43 immunohistochemical positive determination:
Immunohistochemical staining is utilized to find out
the levels of Cx43 protein.

(6) Analytical study: In this study, SPSS13.0 was used for
the analysis.

2.1. Basic Information and Grouping. 52 cases of patients
from our hospital from 30 July 2019 to 10 February 2020
were selected, including 24males, 28 females, 8 children, and
44 adults, with an average age of 42.56± 11.78. Among them,
9 patients had a history of hypertension and heart disease; 14
presented with intracerebral hemorrhage; and 38 presented
with ischemic symptoms. Suzuki staging: 29 cases in phase 3,
23 cases in phase 4.
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2.1.1. Inclusion Criteria. )e inclusion criteria were as
follows:

(i) Patients with ages ranging from 18–65 yrs
(ii) Patients diagnosed with moyamoya disease/syn-

drome, and all patients were confirmed by DSA
angiography

(iii) Initial symptoms presented as cerebral ischemia
symptoms, such as transient ischemic attacks (TIA),
limb numbness, visual defect, intermittent head-
ache, dizziness, asymptomatic, or stroke (older than
3 months)

(iv) )e admission’s NIHSS score was less than 2
(v) )e results of ECG and pulmonary function testing

showed normal

2.1.2. Exclusion Criteria. )e exclusion criteria were as
follows:

(i) DSA showed that moyamoya was complicated with
other cerebrovascular ailments such as arteriove-
nous malformation (AVM), aneurysm, and poste-
rior-circulation vascular disease.

(ii) Patients had a previous history of cerebral paren-
chyma hemorrhage, subarachnoid, and intraven-
tricular hemorrhage.

(iii) Patients suffering from metabolic and endocrine
system disorders.

52 moyamoya patients were divided into the CG and the
Exp. Grp, each with 26 cases. )e CG received conventional
intracerebral and extracerebral vascular bypass surgery,
while the Exp. Grp received the ABMSC.

2.2.)eTreatment. In the CG, on the basis of conventional
drug therapy, all patients underwent a combined revas-
cularization procedure which included indirect flow
augmentation by EDMS and direct bypass through the
STA-MCA bypass as previously described elsewhere (Peter
book). Prior to performing the anastomosis, all patients
underwent indocyanine green (ICG) and FLOW800
analysis to ensure the anastomosis side was in a low
perfusion area in correlation with the radiological findings
[16, 17]. We decided to perform STA-MCA bypass in
relation to the hypoperfusion extension. )e blood vessels
cut from the anastomotic site were used as samples. )e
Exp. Grp was treated with ABMSC on the basis of the CG.
After surgery, 2.5 μg/kg recombinant human granulocyte
colony and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factors were alternately injected subcutaneously every
three days for 21 consecutive days.

2.3. HE Staining. )e frozen cerebral vascular tissue was
fixed with a 10% solution of formalin. Gradient dehydration
was carried out with ethanol from a low to a high degree.
Paraffin embedding was performed for 4 μm sections. )e
sections were routinely stained with HE, dewaxed with

xylene, washed with ethanol at all levels, and then the
staining was done for 10min using hematoxylin and then
rinsed out with tap water. After it was stained in eosin for
2min, conventional ethanol was dehydrated, xylene was
transparently sealed and fixed with neutral resin, and his-
topathological changes were examined by light microscopy.
)e nuclei were dark blue, and the cytoplasm and fibrous
tissues were red in varying shades. )e sections with better
staining were photographed and analyzed.

2.4. Immunohistochemical Staining. Immunohistochemical
staining is a widely used technique used to identify the
antigens present in biological tissue samples [18]. )e
vascular tissue in the brain was removed, and the sections
were embedded by dehydration. )en, immunohisto-
chemical staining was performed. )e section was dehy-
drated and hydrated first. Antigen repair was performed to
block endogenous peroxidase. It was washed with phos-
phoric acid buffer (PBS), and then goat serum blocking
solution was added. Diluted primary antibody and bio-
tinylated secondary antibody against goat anti-rabbit IgG
antibody were added. )e slides were washed for three times
for 5mins each, using PBS. )en, diaminobenzidine (DAB)
was added for color development, the nuclei were re-stained
with hematoxylin for 4min, the cells were dehydrated with
gradient ethanol, and the tablets were sealed with xylene
transparent neutral resin. It was shot under a microscope to
observe the vascular smooth muscle cell cytoplasmic ex-
pression of α-SMA. )e positive color was tan, and the
nuclei were re-stained light blue. )e results of Cx43 im-
munohistochemical staining showed that the tan color was
positive.

2.5. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA).
ELISA is used to measure antibodies, antigens, proteins, and
glycoproteins in biological samples [19]. Cerebral vascular
tissue samples were dissolved to determine the concentra-
tions of VEGF, inflammatory factors IL6, IL1β, TNFα, and
anti-inflammatory factor IL1β in the serum. )e samples
were incubated with the standard in the reaction well, and
then a biotin-labeled primary antibody was added and it was
incubated at room temperature for 2 h. After the reaction,
the product was washed with buffer solution many times.
)e color solution 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)
was then added to each of the wells and it was incubated (at
room temperature) away from the light. After the termi-
nation solution was added, the value of optical density (OD)
was determined by an enzyme marker at a wavelength of
540 nm. )e sample concentration was identified in ac-
cordance with the standard curve of the sample, and the
actual concentration of the sample was obtained by multi-
plying the dilution factor.

2.6. Cx43 Immunohistochemical Positive Determination.
Conexin43 (Cx43) is the intercellular gap junction protein. It
is responsible for the normal function of arteries. It also
plays an important role in the development of cardiovascular
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ailments. According to the positive cell percentage in the
immunohistochemical results in the same kind of cells and
the staining intensity of positive cells, the section results can
be classified into grades I–IV by semiquantitative scoring. At
the IV level, the positive cells accounted for more than 50%,
and the positive cells were tan in color. At the III level, the
positive cell percentage was 25%–50%, and the positive cells
were brownish. At the II level, the positive cell percentage
was 10%–25%, and the positive cells were yellowish in color.
At the I level, the positive cell’s percentage was less than 10%,
and they were not stained.

2.7. Statistical Analysis. In this study, SPSS13.0 was used to
analyze and process all experimental data.)e counting data
was represented by a percentage (%). A χ2 test was per-
formed. )e data were expressed as mean± standard devi-
ation (X± s), and the t test was used for statistical processing.
P< 0.05 indicated the differences that were statistically
significant.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Age of Study Subjects. )emean age of the
patients in theCG and the Exp. Grp and the ages of less than 19,
20–30, 31–40, 41–50, and more than 51 were compared and
analyzed, as shown in Figure 1. )e average age of the CG was
33.11± 10.02, and that of the Exp. Grp was 28.76± 11.8. )e
proportions of patients in the CG and the Exp. Grp aged less
than 19, 20–30, 31–40, 41–50, and over 51 were (7.7%, 23.1%,
26.9%, 38.5%, and 3.8%) and (11.5%, 19.2%, 15.4%, 42.3%, and
11.5%), respectively. A statistical difference (stat. difference)
was not found in the mean age and proportion of each age
group between the CG and the Exp. Grp (P> 0.05). )e
following figure (Figure 1) shows the comparison of the average
age of the patients and the proportion of the population in each
age group in the CG and the experimental control.

3.2. MMD Diagnosed by DSA (Digital Subtraction
Angiography). A DSA was performed on two moyamoya
patients, and the results are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a)
shows a 9-year-old child, female.)e DSA image of the child
showed bilateral middle cerebral arteries, occlusion of the
anterior cerebral artery, and multiple tortuous collateral
circulation vessels inside the skull. Figure 2(b) shows the
DSA image of a 35-years-old, male adult suffering from
moyamoya who showed a sudden cerebral infarction. )e
DSA showed occlusion of the middle cerebral artery and left
internal carotid artery. It also shows the multiple localized
stenosis of the right middle cerebral artery. )e following
figure (Figure 2) shows the DSA images obtained in two
moyamoya patients.

3.3. HE Staining of Cerebral Blood Vessels in Moyamoya
Patients. HE staining of cerebral blood vessels in moyamoya
patients in the Exp. Grp and the CG are shown in Figure 3.
)e inner and middle membranes were thickened to dif-
ferent degrees. Figure 3(a) depicts severe thickening of the

vascular intima with cells passing through the elastic
membrane rupture. Figure 3(a) depicts moderate thickening
of the intima, thinning of the medium-membrane, and
interconnections between the intima and medium-mem-
brane cells. Figure 3 shows the HE staining of cerebral blood
vessels in moyamoya patients.

3.4. Cx43 Protein Expression and Immunohistochemical
Staining Results. Immunohistochemical results of the Cx43
protein expression in the CG and the Exp. Grp after
treatment are shown in Figure 4. In the CG, Cx43 protein in
the cerebral blood vessels was mainly strongly positive or
positively expressed, and the color was dark brown. Cx43
protein was not expressed or was only weakly positive in the
Exp. Grp, and the color was light yellow. Figure 4 shows the
immunohistochemical staining of the Cx43 protein
expression.

)e expression of Cx43 protein in the CG (26 cases) and
the Exp. Grp (26 cases) after treatment were analyzed as
shown in Figure 5. )e Cx43 positive grading index showed
that the proportion of grade IV patients (2 cases were 7.7%),
grade III patients (3 cases were 11.5%), and grade II patients
(1 case was 3.8%) in the Exp. Grp was lower than that of
grade IV patients (6 cases were 23.1%), grade III patients (7
cases were 26.9%), and grade II patients (3 cases were 11.5%)
in the CG.)e proportion of grade I patients in the Exp. Grp
(77% in 20 cases) was higher than that in the CG (38.5% in 10
cases), and there was a statistical difference between the two
groups (P< 0.05). Figure 5 shows the Cx43 protein ex-
pression in CG and Exp. Grp after treatment.

3.5. ELISA Results of VEGF in CG (Control Group) and Exp.
Grp. )e results of VEGF ELISA before and after treatment
in the CG and the Exp. Grp were compared and analyzed as
shown in Figure 6. )ere was no significant difference in
VEGF (3.44± 1.97 pg/mL) between the Exp. Grp and the CG
(3.57± 2.09 pg/mL) (P> 0.05) before treatment. After
treatment, the Exp. Grp (2.46± 2.11 pg/mL) was less than the
CG (3.01± 1.54 pg/mL), and there was a stat. difference
(P< 0.05). Figure 6 shows the ELISA results’ comparison of
VEGF before and after treatment between the CG and the
Exp. Grp.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the average age of the patients and the
proportion of the population in each age group in the CG and the
experimental control.
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3.6.)eELISAResultsObtained from theCGand theExp.Grp.
)e ELISA results of inflammatory factors IL6, IL1β, and
TNFα were compared before and after treatment in the CG
and the Exp. Grp. As shown in Figures 7(a)–7(c), the in-
flammatory factors IL6, IL1β, and TNFα in the Exp. Grp
before treatment showed no ST as compared with the CG
(P> 0.05). After treatment, the inflammatory factor IL6
(0.97± 0.82 pg/mL) in the Exp. Grp was lower than that in

the CG (1.24± 0.45 pg/mL), and the inflammatory factor
IL1β in the Exp. Grp (8.33± 1.21 pg/mL) was lower than that
in the CG (10.13± 1.54 pg/mL), and the inflammatory factor
TNFα (1.73± 0.71 pg/mL) in the Exp. Grp was lower than
that in the CG (2.01± 1.03 pg/mL). After treatment, the
inflammatory factors IL6, IL1β, and TNFα in the Exp. Grp
were statistically (ST) different from those in the CG
(P< 0.05).

a1 a2

(a)

b1 b2

(b)

Figure 2: DSA images obtained in two moyamoya patients (a) a 9-year-old, female and (b) an adult, 35 years old male; the blue arrow
pointed to the lesion area.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: HE staining of cerebral blood vessels in moyamoya patients. (a) CG (control group) and (b) Exp. Grp.)e blue arrows point to the
inner and middle membranes of the vessels.
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)e ELISA results of the anti-inflammatory factor IL1β
before and after treatment were compared between the CG
and the Exp. Grp. As shown in Figure 7(d), there was no ST
in the anti-inflammatory factor IL1β (5.58± 1.34 pg/mL) in
the Exp. Grp compared with the CG (5.62± 1.01 pg/mL)
before treatment (P> 0.05). After treatment, the anti-in-
flammatory factor IL1β (15.09± 4.72 pg/mL) increased in the
Exp. Grp compared with the CG (11.25± 3.48 pg/mL),
showing an STwith P< 0.05. )e following figure (Figure 6)
shows the ELISA results of related inflammatory factors in

the control group (CG) and the experimental group (EG)
before and after treatment (A-IL6, B-IL1β, C-TNFα, and
D-IL1β)

3.7. Complications after Treatment in theCGand theExp.Grp.
Complications such as intracranial infection, hydrocephalus,
hemiplegia, and transient neurological dysfunction were
analyzed in the CG and the Exp. Grp after treatment as
shown in Figure 8. After treatment, intracranial infection (1
case 3.8%), hydrocephalus (0 cases), hemiplegia (0 cases),
and transient neurological dysfunction (1 case 3.8%) were
lower in the Exp. Grp than in the CG with intracranial
infection (4 cases 15.4%), hydrocephalus (3 cases 11.5%),
hemiplegia (2 cases 7.7%), and transient neurological dys-
function (1 case 3.8%). )ere was a ST between the two
(P< 0.05).

4. Discussion

Moyamoya seriously affects themental as well as the physical
health of children and adolescents and is the main cause of
cerebrovascular accidents in this population. In recent years,
it has gradually attracted the attention of scholars from all
over the world, but there is no effective method to control
the occurrence and development of Moyamoya. In this
study, 52 cases of moyamoya patients were selected for
relevant research. Histopathological examination of the
patient’s intracranial blood vessels revealed rupture of the
internal elastic membrane and uneven thickening of the
vascular intima. It was found that there were endometrial
cells and mesenchymal cells in the rupture of the internal
elastic membrane, and the mesenchymal membrane was
significantly thinner, which was consistent with mmd-re-
lated pathological changes and consistent with domestic and
foreign literature. By comparing the expression of Cx43
protein in the CG and the Exp. Grp after treatment, the
immunohistochemical results showed the proportions of
grade IV patients (7.7%), grade III patients (311.5%), and
grade II patients (3.8%) in the Exp. Grp were lower than that
of grade IV patients (23.1%), grade III patients (26.9%), and
grade II patients (11.5%) in the CG. )e proportion of grade
I patients in the Exp. Grp (77%) was higher than that in the
CG (38.5%), and there was a statistical difference between
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Figure 6: )e ELISA results’ comparison of VEGF before and after
treatment between the CG and the Exp. Grp. ∗indicates that after
treatment, there was a ST between the CG and the Exp. Grp,
P< 0.05. (a) before treatment and (b) after treatment.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Immunohistochemical staining of the Cx43 protein expression. (a) Positive expression (Positive Exp.) of grade II Cx43 cells;
(b) positive Exp. of grade III Cx43 cells; and (c) positive Exp. of grade IV Cx43 cells.
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Figure 5: Cx43 protein expression in the CG and the Exp. Grp after
treatment. ∗indicated that there was a statistical difference between
the groups P< 0.05.
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the experimented groups (P< 0.05). Cx43 protein was not
expressed or weakly positive in the middle and inner
membranes of the blood vessels in the Exp. Grp, while Cx43
protein was strongly or positively expressed in the middle
and inner membranes of the blood vessels in the CG. It was
speculated that the Cx43 protein was involved in the mi-
gration as well as the proliferation of moyamoya in smooth
muscle cells. VSMC or phenotypic transformation of VSMC;
therefore, the Cx43 protein may be the cause of the de-
velopment of moyamoya.

In this study, ELISA results of VEGF, inflammatory
factors IL6, IL1β, TNFα, and anti-inflammatory factor IL1β
were compared before and after treatment in the CG and the

Exp. Grp. After treatment, the Exp. Grp (2.46± 2.11 pg/mL)
was lower than the CG (3.01± 1.54 pg/mL), showing a
statistical difference (ST) with P< 0.05. In the pathological
state, VEGF stimulated the formation and growth of tumor
blood vessels and caused tissue edema in the inflammatory
state. )e increase of VEGF was also related to vascular
diseases and played a certain role in the formation of
moyamoya reticular blood vessels, which was in tandem
with the results of Jeon [18]. After treatment, the inflam-
matory factors IL6 (0.97± 0.82 pg/mL), IL1β (8.33± 1.21 pg/
mL), and TNFα (1.73± 0.71 pg/mL) in the Exp. Grp were
lower than those in the CG. After treatment, the anti-in-
flammatory factor IL1β (15.09± 4.72 pg/mL) in the Exp. Grp
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Figure 7: )e ELISA results of related inflammatory factors in CG and the Exp. Grp before and after treatment ((a) IL6, (b) IL1β, (c) TNFα,
and (d) IL1β). ∗indicates that after treatment, there was a ST between the CG and the Exp. Grp, P< 0.05 (a) before treatment and (b) after
treatment.
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increased compared with that in the CG(11.25± 3.48 pg/
mL), and the difference was statistically significant
(P< 0.05). After ABMSCT in moyamoya patients, the in-
flammatory factors IL6, IL1β, and TNFα in plasma can be
reduced, and the anti-inflammatory factor IL1β can be in-
creased. It indicated that ABMSC has an intervention effect
on the secretion of various inflammatory factors of moya-
moya, thus providing a repairable microenvironment for the
vascular tissues in the brain and playing a protective role on
the tissues [17].

)e analysis of the prognostic complications showed that
the intracranial infection, hydrocephalus, hemiplegia, and
transient neurological dysfunction after treatment in the
Exp. Grp were lower than those in the CG, and there was a
statistical difference between the two (P< 0.05), which in-
dicated that the prognosis of ABMSC for moyamoya was
better, and the physiological indicators of the patients have
been significantly improved, and the adverse reactions of the
patients have not been increased.

5. Conclusion

In our study, the effects of ABMSCT on the levels of in-
flammatory factors and Cx43 protein in patients with
moyamoya have been analyzed. )e results show the basic
pathological changes of moyamoya patients resulted in an
uneven thickening of the cerebral vascular intima. It is
concluded that the involvement of Cx43 in the occurrence
and development of moyamoya is significant. It can also be
summarized that the treatment of ABMSC is beneficial to
balance the inflammatory response of the disorder, reduce
the damage of vascular tissue in the brain, and regulate the
tissue repair by co-acting with various inflammatory factors,
which provided certain guidelines for the clinical treatment
of moyamoya. It also investigated the risk factors of intra-
cranial infection after autologous bone-marrow stem cell

therapy. It has been found that the rates of intracranial
infection, hydrocephalus, hemiplegia, and transient neuro-
logical dysfunction after treatment in the patients treated
with ABMSC are lower than in those patients who were
treated on the basis of conventional drug therapy. Our future
progress will include follow-up analysis of the prognosis of
patients after autologous bone marrow stem cell treatment,
which can be further confirmed by the data.
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In order to improve the accuracy of electrical equipment failure diagnosis and keep electrical equipment operating safely and
efficiently, this paper proposes to design an electrical equipment failure diagnosis system based on a neural network, analyze the
faults of electrical equipment and their causes, and establish knowledge base according to relevant data and expert judgment. ,e
fault knowledge base was introduced into the neural network operation structure, and the fault diagnosis results were classified
step by step through multiple subnetworks. In data preprocessing, in order to avoid the redundancy of primary fault information
features, the principal component heuristic attribute reduction algorithm was used to select the fault data samples optimally. ,e
neural network learning algorithm is used to calculate the forward direction and error rate of the initial error data, and the
reliability function is used to optimize the initial weight threshold of the neural network, propagating the error backwards and
high. Experimental results show that adding attribute reduction improves error classification performance, avoids the problem of
local minima through neural network operation, and has fewer iteration steps, lower average error, and higher accuracy of fault
diagnosis, reaching 95.6%.

1. Introduction

In power system, electrical equipment is an important core
to ensure power operation and transmission. In actual
operation, the fault ratio of electrical equipment is high [1].
At present, the fault inspection andmaintenance of electrical
equipment mostly depend on the experience and judgment
of the staff. It can no longer meet the operational require-
ments of modern energy systems [2]. ,erefore, it is very
important in practice to continue working on failure di-
agnosis technology for electrical equipment. In recent years,
some scientists have been studying in this direction. Ref-
erence [3] proposes a framework for electrical equipment
failure diagnosis systems based on MultiAgent technology.
For monitoring individual electrical equipment, ODS is used
to access Power Big Data which improves the access effi-
ciency of Power Big Data. Management and control agent,
analysis and diagnosis agent, and information-aware agent
are used to realize the intelligentization of the fault diagnosis

system. Under the environment of cooperative working
mechanism, the specific tasks of agents are determined. ,e
multiagent system is established to realize intelligent diag-
nosis of multiple electrical devices, but this method does not
consider the fault diagnosis associated with multiple elec-
trical devices, which has certain limitations. In reference [4],
it is proposed to analyze the dissolved gas content in oil in
electrical equipment by gas chromatograph to judge the
hidden faults in electrical equipment. Taking a transformer
as an example, the acetylene content in the oil chromato-
graphic data of the pressure side oil tank exceeds the
standard, and the opening inspection of the pressure side oil
tank shows that the last screen lead-out line of the con-
necting flange is loose, resulting in discharge, which shows
the effectiveness of the oil chromatographic data analysis
method. However, this method is only suitable for the
hidden faults in oil-filled electrical equipment, and its scope
of application is limited. In reference [5], a hierarchical
Bayesian fault diagnosis method based on kernel is
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proposed. ,e kernel method is introduced into the hier-
archical Bayesian model, optimized by kernel principal
component analysis, and a calculation model with simplified
parameters is obtained by expectation maximization algo-
rithm. Multiclass predictive diagnosis of circuit breaker
faults is realized by combining fault tree, but the calculation
process of this method is complex and the calculation re-
dundancy is high. ,ere are other inspection methods in
Japan and abroad. B.Wavelet-based information filtering for
fault diagnosis of electric propulsion systems on electric
ships studies the faults of electric drives in electrical systems,
filters rich information by using two-dimensional wavelet
transform of sensor data, reduces the computational com-
plexity of classifiers, and realizes fault diagnosis in electric
drive sensors of electric ships [6]. ,ere is also research on
failure diagnosis based on electrical signature analysis for
predictive maintenance of synchronous generators in large
electrical systems. By applying the electrical characteristic
analysis technology to the condition monitoring research of
static var generator in large power system, the faults of stator
electrical imbalance and mechanical dislocation are de-
tected, and the electrical characteristics of wound rotor static
synchronous generator are also discussed, including signal
analysis suggestions, how to identify rotor faults according
to fault modes, and the characteristics of bipolar static
synchronous generator [7]. In addition, the traditional
methods mentioned above are not standardized in obtaining
fault data, and it is difficult to obtain useful information.
Moreover, they rely on a comprehensive case base and
expert experience, which brings great difficulties for accurate
fault diagnosis.

Electrical equipment has complex structure and various
fault modes, and the core of its diagnosis is fault classifi-
cation [8]. ,e structure of neural network is simple, which
is suitable for solving the problem of complex internal
mechanism. It can approach any nonlinear function with
arbitrary precision and adjust the threshold of network
weights repeatedly through reverse learning, so as to min-
imize the difference between actual and expected output.
,erefore, this paper proposes to design electrical equip-
ment fault diagnosis system based on neural network. By
consulting relevant literature and expert research data, the
knowledge base of historical fault information diagnosis of
electrical equipment is constructed to provide data support
for the fault diagnosis system. ,e neural network archi-
tecture of electrical equipment fault diagnosis is constructed
[9]. In order to improve the speed of fault diagnosis and
classification, fault data are processed by multiple subneural
networks, and data are transmitted in parallel and fused. In
the neural network operation, the heuristic reduction al-
gorithm of attribute principal component is used to con-
struct the component function of attribute on the basis of
difference matrix, which simplifies the original sample set
and improves the training efficiency. Forward and error
calculations of error data are performed by neural network.
Based on this, the confidence function is used to optimize the
initial weights and thresholds of the neural network, and the
optimized results are captured and trained in the neural
network. ,is provides reverse error transmission. It not

only gives full play to the mapping ability of neural network
generalization but also avoids the local minimum problem
and improves the diagnosis accuracy. ,e effectiveness of
this method in fault diagnosis of electrical equipment is
verified by experiments.

2. Electrical Equipment Fault Diagnosis
Knowledge Base Construction

,e operation of electrical equipment needs the cooperation
of various electrical components, and the fault is usually
caused by the loss of control of electric energy or control
information in the process of transmission, distribution, and
conversion [10]. Common faults of electrical equipment
include open circuit, short circuit, abnormal grounding,
electric leakage, damage of electrical components, output
error of electronic equipment due to electromagnetic in-
terference, and accidental failure of control system com-
ponents [11]. Electrical equipment failure may lead to
extensive loss of personnel and property. ,erefore, it is of
great significance for fault diagnosis to collect the phe-
nomena and causes of electrical equipment faults with high
probability. ,e electrical equipment fault diagnosis
knowledge base is constructed, and the electrical equipment
fault characterization and fault causes are collected which
includes basic facts, rules, and other relevant information
[12, 13]. ,e information in the knowledge base comes from
consulting a large number of literature studies and many
domain experts, which is the key to determine the inference
ability of the system. Some diagnostic knowledge is shown in
Table 1.

In the system, the expression form of knowledge base is
production rules, each rule corresponds to a conclusion, and
the premises are represented by “AND”. For example, IF
winding is overheated AND fuse is blown, THEN coil is
heated.

3. Design of Fault Diagnosis Structure of
Electrical Equipment Based on
Neural Network

Neural network is a mathematical model derived from the
human nervous system, which is an algorithm model for
distributed parallel information processing [14]. ,is model
processes information through a large number of neurons
with nonlinear mapping ability. In the network, neurons are
organized in the form of hierarchical structure [15–18], and
the processing units on each layer are connected with
neurons on other layers in a weighted way. Using error back
propagation, a three-layer forward neural network model is
obtained, with the specific structure as shown in Figure 1.

By studying many typical fault samples in the knowledge
base, we can recall the flaws’ associated characteristics.
When a case is entered, the neural network will use asso-
ciative memory to find the closest fault and then realize fault
diagnosis. However, when diagnosing multiple fault modes,
the neural network will have too many nodes, resulting in
huge structure, redundant information, and slow processing
speed [19]. ,erefore, this paper designs and uses several
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subneural networks to diagnose faults from different sides,
and then fuses the diagnosis results of the subnetworks, thus
reducing the uncertainty of fault diagnosis and improving
the recognition rate.

,e neural network for fault diagnosis of electrical
equipment designed in this paper is composed of three layers
of networks connected in series [20, 21], which has the
characteristics of fast data transmission rate in series
structure.,e specific structure is shown in Figure 2. In layer
2, each subnetwork is connected in parallel so as to avoid the
phenomenon that information is not transmitted if a certain
network fails in the series structure.

,e fault diagnosis steps of electrical equipment mainly
include following[22–24]:

(1) collecting fault information and converting it into an
input mode of a neural network

(2) associating the fault knowledge base and outputting
information classification results through forward
calculation in each subneural network

(3) ,e classification results are transmitted to the de-
cision fusion network, and the accurate fault diag-
nosis results are obtained by global fusion calculation

4. Fault Diagnosis Algorithm of Electrical
Equipment Based on Neural Network

4.1. Data Preprocessing. ,e electrical equipment fault data
samples collected by each sensor are transmitted to the
neural network, and after being associated with the fault
knowledge base [25, 26].

Because of the redundancy between data, the spatial
vector model is established by selecting feature words, and
the original data are processed by the heuristic attribute
reduction algorithm of principal components [27, 28], and
the optimal selection is made to complete the data pre-
processing. First, we need to extract fault feature words from
fault statements, and the calculation formula is as follows:

A �
h 

n
i�1 xit

δ
. (1)

In the formula, A represents fault feature words, h

represents fault feature word space vector, t represents
correlation degree with fault knowledge base, δ represents
fault feature word selection operator, and xi(i � 1, 2, . . . , n)

represents fitness at the i fault data acquisition node. Chi-
square test theory is used to select features, which can ef-
fectively measure the correlation between feature items and
categories. ,e calculation formula is as follows:

B �
|t − p|

α

I − Acota
. (2)

In the formula, p represents the fault probability of
electrical equipment, α is the fitness population, I is the
imaginary number of the fault itemset in the corresponding
fault knowledge base, and a is the constant.

,rough the word frequency-inverse file frequency, the
corresponding weight is calculated based on the selected
characteristic frequency [25], and the conversion from
words to vector space is completed. ,e calculation formula
is as follows:

Table 1: Knowledge base for fault diagnosis of electrical equipment.

Fault symptom Cause of failure
,e two-phase insulation resistance of the motor is too low, the
insulation of the wire skin is damaged, the coil is hot, and the
vibration sound of the unit is loud

Winding overheating, winding insulation breakdown, fuse burning,
and improper stator offline

,e insulation resistance between stator winding conductor and
iron core is too low, and the motor is overheated

,e end of insulation aging winding touches the end cover, the power
supply voltage is three-phase asymmetric, the voltage is too high, and

the stator winding is short-circuited
Active and reactive loads of the unit decrease Transmitter misoperation and feedback sensor failure

Hidden layers Output layerInput layer

Figure 1: Structure diagram of neural network.
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Figure 2: Structure diagram of neural network for fault diagnosis
of electrical equipment.
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C � T

��������
B − Icota

πp
2



. (3)

In the formula, T represents the frequency of fault
feature words in the text.

In this way, the primary selection of electrical equipment
fault characteristics is completed. But at this time, redun-
dancy and compatibility exist among fault features, which
will make the calculation of neural network complicated
[26]. ,e principal component heuristic attribute reduction
algorithm is used for reduction. ,e attribute weights of
initial features are discretized by clustering. ,e number of
clusters is l, and the calculation formula is as follows:

D � 
n

i�1
pwi +

c
��
d

√

Cl
. (4)

In the formula, wi represents the component function of
a certain attribute, c is the conditional attribute, and d is the
decision attribute.

,rough the principal component heuristic algorithm,
the component values of each attribute are calculated by
using the difference matrix, and the reduced fault charac-
teristics are obtained. ,e calculation formula is as follows:

E � D
[

��
f


− X]

[cf + d]
2 . (5)

In the formula, X � (uij) represents the difference
matrix, uij represents the elements of the i row and j column
in the difference matrix, and f represents the specific value
of the fault data on the conditional attribute.

After reduction, the features of fault decision are greatly
reduced, the number of input nodes of neural network is
reduced, the structure of neural network is simplified, the
redundancy between fault data is removed, and the oper-
ation cost is reduced.

4.2. Subneural Network Learning Operation. ,e number of
neurons in the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer is
L, M, and N. yLM and yMN are the thresholds for the input
and hidden layers, and the hidden and output layers, re-
spectively. ,e activation functions of hidden layer and
output layer are g(m) and g(n), respectively. β and c

represent the input and output of neurons, respectively. ,e
sample set of fault data is sk � (s1, s2, . . . , sk), k � 1, 2, . . . , L.
,e expected output is dk � (d1, d2, . . . , dk), k � 1, 2, . . . , N.
,e hidden layer output is as follows:

cM � Eg(m) 
L

k�1
sk +  yLM. (6)

,e output of the network is as follows:

cN � Eg(n) 
N

k�1
dk +  yMN. (7)

,e forward calculation of the subneural network is
finished at this point.

,e second neuron’s output error in the output layer is as
follows:

ok � dk − cM − cN( . (8)

,e sum of error energies of all neurons in the output
layer is as follows:

W �
1
N



N

k�1
o
2
k. (9)

,e reliability function is introduced into the subneural
network structure to identify the possible faults in electrical
equipment and the reliability of fault judgment according to
certain judgment rules [27]. According to the output error
obtained above, adjust the subneural network’s weight
threshold. ,e following formula is used to calculate the
weighting factor between the output layer and the concealed
layer:

K � |W|
2

−
2
θ
. (10)

In the formula, θ indicates credibility.
,e adjusted weight threshold is transferred back to the

input layer, and the weight coefficient between the input
layer and the hidden layer is adjusted as follows:

Q � (η + ϕ)K. (11)

In the formula, η represents the numerical gain coeffi-
cient and ϕ represents the inertia coefficient. ,e learning
convergence speed is adjusted by these two coefficients,
which are usually between [0,1]. ,e fault feature of the
subneural network is recalculated, and the reverse trans-
mission of error is realized.

4.3. Neural Network Decision Fusion. After completing the
fault feature output of the subneural network, the feature
vectors are fused, combined with random disturbance vector
φ(k) � (φ1(k),φ2(k),φi(k))T, after normalization, and the
calculation formula is as follows:

R � oNφkcos
2π
W

  cM + cN( 
2
. (12)

By adding random disturbance value, enlarging the
weight adjustment amount, speeding up the training speed
of the network, and avoiding the parameter adjustment from
entering the saturation state when the network parameters
enter the saturation region, the neural network will jump out
of the local minimum when fusing, ensuring that the net-
work parameter adjustment will continue to keep the overall
error convergence direction and complete the design of the
failure diagnosis system for electrical equipment based on
neural networks.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

To test the application performance of the developed neural
network-based electrical equipment malfunction diagnosis
system, simulation experiments are needed. ,e neural
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network is trained by MATLAB simulation platform, the
training function is trainlm, the learning rate is 0.1, the target
error is 10−5, and the maximum number of iterations is 1000.
,e number of initial failure populations is 40, the selection
parameter is 0.08, the crossover operator is 0.75, and the
mutation probability is 0.01. Six kinds of fault voltage
samples output by an electrical equipment are selected as test
samples, and the reliability of fault diagnosis is tested by this
method. ,e results are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from the table that the reliability of this
method in the fault diagnosis output of electrical equipment
is higher, always above 0.97, which shows that the fault
diagnosed is effective. ,e method of distributed electrical
equipment fault diagnosis system based on multiagent
technology in document [3], the application research
method of oil chromatography analysis in oil-filled electrical
equipment fault diagnosis in document [4], and the method
of hierarchical Bayesian circuit breaker fault diagnosis based
on kernel in document [5] is compared with the method in
this paper. To comprehensively evaluate the performance of
your design method, the number of convergence steps, the
average absolute error of test samples, the maximum ab-
solute error of test samples, and the accuracy rate are used to
judge. ,e training error is shown in Figure 3.

From the figure, we can see that the method in this paper
converged after 24 iterations, while the convergence itera-
tion times of the methods in reference [3], reference [4], and
reference [5] are 42, 65, and 80, respectively. By analyzing
Figure 3, it can be seen that the method in this paper has

reduced the error quickly with fewer iterations, while the
error reduction rate of other methods is slow and fluctuates
greatly. ,is is because this method preprocesses the fault
data by using the heuristic reduction algorithm of attribute
principal component, which greatly reduces the redundancy
of calculation and can get the fault data processing result by
using fewer iterations.,e average absolute error, maximum
absolute error, and accuracy of test samples are shown in
Table 3.

After adding attribute reduction algorithm, the average
absolute error is 4.73%, the accuracy rate is 95.6%, the
average absolute error is 6.84%, the accuracy rate is 88.6%,
the average absolute error is 8.4%, the accuracy rate is 90.5%,
and the average absolute error is 10.35%.,e accuracy of this
method is far superior to other methods, and both the
average absolute error and the maximum absolute error are
far less than other methods, which show that the attribute
reduction algorithm weakens the compatibility between
fault data and is effective in classifying the original data.

In order to verify the anti-interference performance of
the system designed in this paper, under different inter-
ference signal-to-noise ratios, the fault diagnosis speed of
this method is compared with that of literature [3], literature
[4], and literature [5], and the comparison results are shown
in Table 4.

According to Table 4, when the interference signal-to-
noise ratio is 48 dB, the fault diagnosis rate of this method is
the longest, which is 5.86ms, and the shortest, which is
4.32ms, when the interference signal-to-noise ratio is 56 dB.

Table 2: Reliability results of electrical equipment fault diagnosis.

State code Fault sample Credibility
1 Failure 1 0.99
2 Failure 2 0.98
3 Failure 3 0.98
4 Failure 4 0.97
5 Failure 5 0.98
6 Failure 6 0.98
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Figure 3: Comparison results of neural network error curves.
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,e method in reference [3] has the longest fault diagnosis
rate of 34.75ms and the lowest rate of 28.34ms under the
interference signal-to-noise ratio of 56 dB. ,e method in
reference [4] has the longest fault diagnosis rate of 29.35ms
and the lowest rate of 24.94ms under the interference signal-
to-noise ratio of 79 dB. ,e method in reference [5] has the
longest fault diagnosis rate of 22.47ms and the lowest rate of
19.54ms under the interference signal-to-noise ratio of
79 dB. Comparing the fault diagnosis time of the four
methods, it can be seen that the electrical equipment fault
diagnosis rate of this method is the highest and the diagnosis
efficiency is the best, which shows that the electrical
equipment fault diagnosis system based on the neural
network designed in this paper has better performance and
can realize the electrical equipment fault diagnosis effectively
and accurately.

6. Conclusion

With the continuous development of industrial enterprises,
electrical equipment has been widely used. However, due to
its frequent failures and diversified causes, its diagnosis has
become a difficult point. In order to diagnose faults in
electrical equipment efficiently and accurately, this paper
proposes to design a fault detection system for electrical
equipment based on neural network. Based on the estab-
lishment of electrical equipment fault knowledge base,
several subneural networks are used to transfer the fault data
so as to reduce the operation time and improve the efficiency
of fault diagnosis. ,e attribute reduction algorithm is used
to preprocess the fault data, eliminate the redundant in-
formation in the fault data, reduce the dimension of the fault
information, extract the main characteristic parameters,
optimize the original fault data, and effectively improve the
operation speed and fault classification ability. Considering
the elimination of diagnostic errors and deviations, the
reliability function is introduced to optimize the initial
weights and thresholds of the neural network when the
neural network is used for the forward calculation and error

calculation of fault data, and the reverse transmission
training of errors is carried out to avoid the problem of local
minima. Experiments show that the fault diagnosis system of
electrical equipment based on neural network designed in
this paper can effectively diagnose faults, with high reli-
ability, less iteration steps, low average error, and fault di-
agnosis accuracy of 95.6%, which can provide theoretical
support for fault diagnosis of electrical equipment and lay a
foundation for practical application.
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Objective. is study aimed to investigate the mechanism of action of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction against lung cancer through
network pharmacology.Methods. e chemical composition and targets of all the drugs in the Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction were
obtained through the Database and Systematic Analysis Platform of Traditional Chinese Medicine Pharmacology, the Integrated
Database of Traditional Chinese Medicine, and by screening lung cancer targets with the gene map and OMIM database. e
targets were then imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2 to build a target network of active ingredients and imported into the STRING
database to build a protein-protein interaction network. e BisoGenet plug-in in Cytoscape 3.7.2 was used for network topology
analysis. Genetic ontology (GO) enrichment analysis and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis
were performed on potential targets of the Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction for lung cancer using the R-language Bioconductor
platform, and results were imported from Cytoscape 3.7.2 to obtain the KEGG network connection diagram via the Autodock
molecular docking software. Results. A total of 238 chemical components and 694 disease targets were obtained, including 133
intersecting targets. e key targets included TP53, AKT1, and MYC, and the GO functional analysis was mainly related to
oxidative and cellular oxidative stress, apoptotic signaling, and antibiotic response. e results showed that the key target with the
best binding performance was TP53. Conclusion. e treatment of lung cancer with blood-supplementing, qi-transforming, and
phlegm-transforming soups works through multiple components and targets. e active ingredients include quercetin, luteolin,
naringenin, and baicalein. Among them, the core proteins of PPI protein interaction mainly include TP53, AKT1, MYC, EGRF,
CCNB1, and ESR1.e enrichment analysis results show that the TNF signal pathway, PI3K-Akt signal pathway, AGE-RAGE, IL-
17, etc., are the main signal pathways of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction in treating lung cancer. is lays the foundation for further
study of its mechanism.

1. Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common and fatal malignant
tumors in China [1], and the ¥ve-year survival rate of pa-
tients with lung cancer is only 19% [2]. According to sta-
tistics, in 2018, more than 2.9 million new cases of lung
cancer were reported worldwide, and the death toll from
lung cancer reached more than 1.76 million. e incidence
of lung cancer in men is higher than that in women, and it is
higher in urban areas than in rural areas; therefore, the
incidence and mortality rates have signi¥cant regional dif-
ferences [3]. e surgical resection and chemotherapy are

often used for the clinical treatment of lung cancer; however,
the quality of life of the patient becomes low after these.
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) treatment based on
syndrome di§erentiation plays an important role in the
management of precancerous lesions and the prevention of
tumor metastasis and multidrug resistance [4].

Network pharmacology explains the occurrence and
development of diseases from the perspectives of system
biology and biological network balance, recognizes the in-
teractions between drugs, and guides the discovery of new
drugs to improve or restore balance to the biological net-
work of the body. In recent years, an increasing number of
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researchers have explored the relationship between com-
posite multielement targets and diseases from the per-
spective of system biology, thereby providing a new
direction for modern TCM research [5]. .erefore, in this
study, the pharmacology of the network was used as a
breakthrough to analyze the target action of Buxue Liqi
Huatan decoction in the treatment of lung cancer and
predict the possible mechanisms underlying its use.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Screening of Target Components of Buxue Liqi Huatan
Decoction. .e active chemical components of Chinese
medicines (Rhizoma Pinelliae, Rhizoma Arisaematis, Tian-
long, Scorpio, Pericarpium Citri Reticulate, Endothelium
Corneum Gigeriae Galli, and Radix Glycyrrhizae Preparata)
in the Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction were searched through
TCM system pharmacology platforms: Traditional Chinese
Medicine Pharmacology (TCMSP) and the Integrated Da-
tabase of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCMID). TCMSP
was selected based on these settings: oral biologics (OB)
≥30% and drug dependence (DL) ≥0.18 [5]. TCMID was
screened using SwissADME. .e screening conditions were
as follows: a high gastrointestinal (GI) absorption rate
(pharmacokinetics) and more than two “yes” in drug-like-
ness. Ineffective components were removed, and the active
components of Chinese medicine in the Buxue Liqi Huatan
decoction were obtained. Potential proteins were obtained
through the Swiss forecast of the objectives database with a
screening condition of a probability ≥0.1, and the screened
protein targets were converted to standardized gene names
in the UniProt database.

2.2. Screening of Lung Cancer Disease-Related Targets.
Lung cancer-related target genes were obtained using
“gastric cancer” as the search term in the OMIM and
GeneCards databases. .ere were too many targets retrieved
from the GeneCards database, and the number of targets was
filtered based on score values. A larger score value indicated
that the target had a stronger correlation with the disease.
Based on the assumption that a target with a score value
greater than the median was the potential target for the
disease, genes with scores greater than 5 that were left behind
in the GeneCards database were merged and deduplicated in
the OMIM database, that is, the target genes that were re-
lated to lung cancer disease.

2.3. Acquisition of Effective Targets and Venn Diagram. A
Venn diagram was used to determine the intersection of the
target of the Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction and the target of
lung cancer to obtain the intersection target of the two,
which was the effective target of Buxue Liqi Huatan de-
coction in the treatment of lung cancer.

2.4. Analysis of Active Ingredient-Effective Target Network
Construction Analysis. Drug active components and effec-
tive target genes were imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2

software for networking and visual analysis [6], and a drug
active components-target network diagram was obtained.
.e importance of the drug active components and their
action targets was evaluated by analyzing network topology
parameters, such as the degree value.

2.5. Protein Network Construction. .e effective targets of
Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction and lung cancer were im-
ported into the STRING database to create a protein in-
teraction network, and data with a reliability ≥0.900 were
selected. Results were imported into Cytoscape 3.7.2 soft-
ware for visual analysis in the tsv format. Protein-protein
interaction (PPI) data were imported using R software to
learn the connection points of core genes [6], and a his-
togram showing the top 30 core genes was obtained.

2.6. Enrichment Analysis of Target Function and Pathway.
.e software R (https://www.r-project.org/) and its base
database were used to obtain the genetic ID (entrezid) of the
potential action point. Other programs such as DOS, Cluster
Profiler, and others were used as well. .e Pathview (bio-
conductor) software package was used to analyze the GO
function of these potential targets, including biological
process (BP), cell component (CC), and molecular function
(MF) analyses. .e p value cutoff was 0, and the q-value
cutoff was 0.05. GO concentration analysis was divided into
three categories: BP, MF, and CC. Each category was clas-
sified according to the degree of importance, and the first 10
rich items are presented in a histogram and bubble chart.

2.7. Main Active Components-Target Molecular Docking of
Buxue Liqi Huatan Decoction. .e targets of Buxue Liqi
Huatan decoction on lung cancer were searched in the
protein data bank (PDB) database and saved in PDB format.
.e ligands were stored in the mol2 format as the top 2
compounds by degree after topological analysis. .e po-
tential targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction on lung
cancer were molecularly docked with the main compounds
in Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction using AutoDockTools 1.5.6.

3. Results

3.1. Acquisition of Active Components and Related Objectives
of theBuxueLiqiHuatanDecoction. In TCMSP and TCMID,
238 active components in Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction were
obtained using OB ≥30% andDL ≥0.18, a high GI absorption
(pharmacokinetics), and more than two “yes” in drug-
likeness as the screening conditions. .e active components
are shown in the supporting file (Table S1, supporting in-
formation). A total of 654 Chinese medicine targets were
retrieved through TCMSP and TCMID.

3.2. Acquisition of Lung Cancer-Related Targets. Disease
genes were obtained from GeneCards and OMIM databases.
Based on experience, targets with scores greater than the
median were set as potential disease targets, and the related
targets retrieved from the OMIM database were combined,
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followed by the deletion of duplicate values. Finally, 694 lung
cancer-related targets were obtained.

3.3. Venn Drawing. .e Venn tool in TBtools was used to
intersect the targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction with
those of lung cancer, and 133 intersecting targets of the two
were obtained, with the result shown in Figure 1.

3.4. Construction of Network Diagram of Active Components-
Effective Targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan Decoction. .e active
components and effective target network of Buxue Liqi
Huatan decoction were constructed using Cytoscape 3.7.2,
as shown in Figure 2. .e topological parameters of the
network of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction for the treatment of
lung cancer were calculated using the software, to assess the
importance of active components and action objectives.
Results showed that the active components, such as quer-
cetin, luteolin, and naringenin, could act on multiple targets,
and these components might be the main active components
of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction in the treatment of lung
cancer.

3.5. ProteinNetworkConstruction. .eVenn tool in TBtools
was used to intersect the target of Buxue Liqi Huatan de-
coction with the target of lung cancer, as shown in Figure 1.
.e intersected target was uploaded to the STRING data-
base, and the setting credibility of ≥0.9 was used to obtain a
target PPI network diagram. Data were imported into
Cytoscape 3.7.2 to draw a protein network diagram. Larger
degree values correspond to larger nodes..e location in the
network was determined based on the degree value.
According to Figure 3, the targets in the network center were
TP53, AKT1, and MYC, which were presumed to be im-
portant targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction for the
treatment of lung cancer.

3.6. Results of Enrichment Analysis of Target Function and
Pathway. Using R to perform GO annotation analysis on
effective targets, we selected the top 10 results from BP, CC,
and MF and found that BP was primarily involved in oxi-
dative stress, cell oxidative stress, apoptosis signal, antibiotic
response, and other aspects. MF is primarily involved in
ubiquitination protein ligase binding, cytokine corre-
sponding binding, phosphorylation site binding, etc. CC is
primarily associated with nuclear chromatin, membrane
rafts, transcription factor complexes, and the microfiltration
zone. .e results are shown in Figure 4(a). After KEGG
enrichment analysis, 154 pathways were identified, includ-
ing the AGE-RAGE, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), P13K-
Akt, and IL-17 pathways..e first 20 pathways were selected
and visualized, and the results are shown in Figure 4(b).

3.7. Molecular Docking Results of the Active Components in
Buxue Liqi Huatan Decoction. AutoDockTools 1.5.6 was
used to conduct molecular coupling between potential
targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction on lung cancer and

the main compounds after topology analysis and calculation.
.e more stable the structure of receptors and receptor
combinations, the higher the possibility of occurrence. .e
top 2 targets were selected according to the degree value,
namely, AKT1 and TP53 tumor protein. AutoDock Vina was
used for molecular docking of the components, and a
binding energy <−4.25 kcal/mol indicated that there was a
certain binding activity between the small ligand molecule
and the receptor protein. Binding energy <−5.0 kcal/mol
indicated that there was good binding activity between them.
Binding energy <−7.0 kcal/mol indicated that the ligand had
a strong binding activity with the receptor [6]. .e binding
energies of quercetin core targets were −6.7 kcal/mol and
−7.7 kcal/mol, indicating that the drug had a strong binding
activity with the target paper..e specific docking results are
shown in Figure 5.

4. Discussion

In this study, 238 active components were screened using
network pharmacology, corresponding to 654 active com-
ponent action targets, which were intersected with 915 gene
targets. A total of 133 common targets were obtained, among
which the active components included quercetin, luteolin,
naringenin, and baicalein. .e screened compounds were
consistent with the results of existing studies, indicating that
the screening results had a good reference value.

Quercetin has been proven to reduce oxidative stress,
interfere with the renin-angiotensin system, and down-
regulate the reactive oxygen downstream signaling pathway
to exert antioxidant, antitumor, anti-inflammatory, anti-
bacterial, and cardiovascular protection as well as other
pharmacological effects [7]. Studies have shown that luteolin
has multitarget, multipathway, and multilink antitumor
activities. Its mechanism of action includes inhibition of
tumor cell proliferation, induction of tumor cell apoptosis,
and inhibition of tumor metastasis [8]. A helmet can en-
hance the killing activity of natural killer cells on cancer cells,
prevent the growth and migration of cancer cells, lead to the
death of cancer cells, and hinder the glucose metabolism of
cancer cells [9]. Baicalein can inhibit cell cycle progression
and thus inhibit the proliferation of tumor cells by regulating
the levels of different types of cyclins and cell cycle-de-
pendent kinases [10]. In this study, we found that quercetin,
luteolin, and baicalein could be connected to more protein

782 133 521

DrugDisease

Figure 1: Venn diagram of the intersection target of Buxue Liqi
Huatan decoction and lung cancer.
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Figure 3: PPI network diagram of intersection targets. (a) PPI network diagram, (b) core gene map, and (c) protein mutual mapping.

Figure 2: Network diagram of active components and effective targets of Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction.
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targets and had good docking activity with the core targets,
suggesting that they have potential anticancer activity.
Among them, the core proteins for PPI were TP53, AKT1,
MYC, eGFR, CCNB1, and ESR1. TP53 is a tumor suppressor
gene, which is responsible for regulating the proliferation of
tumor cells. .e TP53 gene is an important anticancer gene,
and its wild type can cause cancer cell apoptosis, thus
preventing cancer, and it also has the function of helping cell
genes repair defects [11, 12]. As an oncogene, AKT1 ex-
pression is upregulated in lung cancer. A study has revealed

that the expression of AKT1 protein is related to the dif-
ferentiation degree of lung cancer, lymph node metastasis,
and TNM stage. A higher expression indicates that the lung
cancer has a lower differentiation degree, a higher malig-
nancy degree, and a worse prognosis, indicating that it is
related to the procancer effect in the development of lung
cancer [13]. Luteolin has a good binding ability to AKT1, can
inhibit the proliferation, invasion, and migration of non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) A549 cells, and can induce
apoptosis [14]. By regulating the expression of troponin and
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Figure 4: Analysis of enrichment of lung cancer treated with Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction. (a) GO enrichment analysis and (b) KEGG
enrichment analysis circle.
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shrinking the cytoskeleton to reverse epithelial-mesenchy-
mal transition (EMT), baicalein can inhibit the growth of
lung cancer cells through the targeted Src/Id1 pathway. In
addition, it can enhance the toxicity of cisplatin and enhance
the sensitivity to chemotherapy, which may be related to
EMT inhibition by blocking the intracellular Akt/NF-κB
signaling pathway [15]. .e Myc gene was found in Burkitt
lymphoma for the first time and can be activated by
chromosome translocation [16]. Overexpression of myc is
found in various tumors, such as lung cancer, stomach
cancer, breast cancer, colon cancer, cervical cancer, some
neuroblastomas, granulocytic leukemia, retinoblastoma,
osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, chordoma, liposarcoma,
rhabdomyosarcoma, Hodgkin’s disease, and head tumors.
All of them have amplification or overexpression of the myc
gene. At least three Myc genes have been found, including
C-myc, N-myc, and L-myc [17, 18].

.e KEGG pathway enrichment analysis showed that
TNF, PI3K-Akt, AGE-RAGE, and IL-17 signaling pathways
were the main signaling pathways of Buxue Liqi Huatan
decoction in the treatment of lung cancer. Among them, the
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway plays an important role in
tumor diseases [19, 20]. Overactivation of the PI3K/Akt
signaling pathway leads to a decrease in the expression of
tumor suppressor protein p53, which promotes the synthesis
of protein, the proliferation of tumor cells, and inhibition of
cell apoptosis [19]. Studies have found that the AGE/RAGE
signaling pathway plays a role in the activation of EMT in
cancer cells, and it can affect the dryness of cancer cells by
regulating EMT. In addition, the PI3K/Akt signaling
pathway can be used as the pathway between AGE/RAGE
and EMT [21]. IL-17-mediated tumor angiogenesis is in-
volved in the activation of the Stat3/GIV signaling pathway
and subsequent upregulation of vascular endothelial growth

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Molecular docking mode diagram. (a) Docking diagram of quercetin and AKT1 and (b) docking diagram of quercetin and TP53.
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factor production in NSCLC cells. .is may be the mech-
anism underlying the correlation between IL-17, poor
prognosis, and angiogenesis. .erapies targeting IL-17 and
GIV can be developed as potential treatments to inhibit lung
cancer [22, 23].

TNF is a central proinflammatory cytokine that is in-
volved in a variety of inflammatory states, including auto-
immunity. In 1975, Carswell et al. found that after BCG-
vaccinated mice were injected with bacterial lipopolysac-
charide, a substance appeared in the serum that could cause
hemorrhagic necrosis of various tumors, and it was named
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) [24]. TNF can kill some tumor
cells in vivo and in vitro or inhibit proliferation. .e sen-
sitivity of tumor cell lines to TNF-α is very different, and
TNF-α can even stimulate a few tumor cells [25, 26].
Treating tumor cells (such as mouse fibroblast L929) with
actinomycin D, mitomycin C, and cycloheximide can ob-
viously increase the killing activity of TNF-α on tumor cells.
.e response of tumors to TNF-α in vivo is also very dif-
ferent, which is not parallel to the sensitivity of tumor cell
lines to TNF-α in vitro. .ere may be sensitive and resistant
strains such as L929-S and L929-R in the same cell line. In
addition, the expression of endogenous TNF in target cells
may make cells resist the cytotoxic effect of exogenous TNF,
so the sensitivity of cells to exogenous TNF can be changed
by inducing or inhibiting the expression of endogenous TNF
[27, 28]. Macrophage-binding TNF may be involved in
killing target cells. TNF can affect various effector factors of
immune monitoring and cause enhanced activity of natural
killer cells and cytotoxic T lymphocytes [29]. TNF can also
directly affect tumors and drive cells to respond to apoptosis,
necrosis, survival, inflammation, or growth promotion.
TNFR1 and TNFR2 are associated with various intracellular
signaling pathways. TNFR1 can induce the expression of
genes related to inflammation, survival, and proliferation by
activating kinase signals and finally activating the nuclear
factor NF-kB [30–32].

In summary, based on network pharmacology, we
preliminarily explored the possible mechanisms underly-
ing Buxue Liqi Huatan decoction in the treatment of lung
cancer. .e predicted action targets in this study are
consistent with those of existing studies on Buxue Liqi
Huatan decoction in the treatment of lung cancer,
therefore reflecting the accuracy of target prediction. In
addition, this study revealed that Buxue Liqi Huatan de-
coction treated lung cancer based on its multicomponent,
multitarget, and multipathway activities and further pro-
vided the basis for experimental verification and clinical
research. .is study had some limitations. .e targets
obtained from different databases were not identical, so
there might be discrepancies. Different screening criteria
were adopted for data processing. .erefore, further ex-
perimental studies are required to verify and supplement
the results of this study.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a degenerative disease that a�ects 2.8 million people worldwide. It is a central nervous system disease
(CNS), in which the myelin sheath covering the brain and spinal cord neurons is attacked. If the myelin sheath is damaged, a
person can su�er permanent damage to the nerves. �ere are a number of factors that can increase a person’s risk of developing
MS, such as obesity, smoking, vitamin D de�ciency, certain tissue types (HLADRB1∗ 15 : 01) and infection with the Epstein–Barr
virus (EBV). �e latter virus can cause infectious mononucleosis, which can, in turn, result in lifelong infection in the host. To
establish the relationship betweenMS and EBV, the author conducted a study on 1176MS patients admitted to Saudi Arabia King
Abdulaziz City centers.�e researcher determined that MS occurred twice as much in females as it did in males, and also that EBV
was much more widespread in MS female patients than MS male patients (27 :1). Age was not a factor in the occurrence of EBV.
�ere were limitations on data completeness and availability. Other trials using larger cohorts of patients are needed.

1. Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic in�ammatory disease
impacting the central nervous system (CNS) and one of the
leading causes of neurological disability in adults. It is caused
by the immune cells that attack CNS-self cells as if they were
foreign bodies, which causes demyelination and neuro-
degeneration in the CNS. �e damage leads to a gradual
deterioration of sensory, motor, and cognitive functions
[1, 2]. Although there are various forms of MS, the disease
typically takes the form of relapsing-remitting (RR) cycles of
disease activity. In rare cases, primary-progressive (PP)
disease occurs. It is common for RRMS to progress over time
and become a secondary-progressive (SP) disease [3]. Not
everyone is susceptible to MS; the host must be genetically
susceptible in the HLA-II locus after interaction with en-
vironmental factors [4]. MS arises from interactions between
an individual’s genetic susceptibility and environmental
factors. One of the most MS-associated susceptibility alleles
is HLA DRB1∗ 1501 [5]. Moreover, there are several

environmental risk factors that can increase a person’s risk
of developing MS, such as exposure to sunlight/high vitamin
D levels, smoking, and infectious agents [1]. One of the most
common infectious agents that causes the condition is the
Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), a human DNA herpes virus that
has a strong connection with MS [6, 7].

Research shows that EBV is one of the world’s most well-
developed human viruses. It is usually spread through saliva.
In most infected people, EBV creates an asymptomatic,
lifelong infection which is carried as an infection of
B lymphocytes for the duration of one’s life. �e virus,
however, is controlled by the host’s immune system. It
can–very rarely though–cause infectious mononucleosis and
human tumor malignancies, such as lymphomas and na-
sopharyngeal carcinoma [8]. �e rare occasions detailed
earlier are due to a virus-host imbalance, one that brings
about the pathogenic potential of EBV [9, 10].

Two studies conducted in Gulf Cooperation Council
countries, as well as one study in Kuwait and a further study,
have examined the relationship between EBV and MS. used
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data obtained from US military recruits over a period of 20
years between 1993 and 2013 [11]. 'e studies had con-
flicting reports. One study in Kuwait was epidemiological
and did not establish an association between EBV and MS,
while the other one in Kuwait was a serological study that
showed a strong link between EBV and MS [12]. What’s
more, [11] found the risk of developing MS is largely in-
creased by contracting EBV infection. Moreover, it was
found that this virus often precedes the onset of MS, which
further supports the belief that it may play a role in MS
pathogenesis. 'e study involved over 10 million young
adults working for the US army. Risks of MS increased 32-
fold post-EBV infection, but not other viruses of similar
infection method, such as the cytomegalovirus. 'e findings
showed that, after EBV seroconversion occurred, there was
an increase in the serum levels of the neurofilament light
chain, which is a critical indicator of neuroaxonal degen-
eration. Other than the presented studies, a number of large-
scale epidemiological and serological studies in Western
countries showed that EBV is strongly associated with MS
[13], evidence being virtually 100% EBV seroprevalence in
adult MS, and higher anti-EBV antibody titers, specifically
for EBNA1 IgG in MS patients [7, 14], and an increased risk
of developing MS after infectious mononucleosis [15–17].
Infectious mononucleosis, a feature of EBV pathology, more
than doubles the risk of MS.

In EBV-infected individuals, the immune reactivity to-
ward the virus is higher in people with MS, indicating in-
adequate control of the virus [15]. Meanwhile, evidence from
neuropathological and immunological studies indicates that
continual EBV infection in the central nervous system can
generate an immunopathological CD8 T-cell response in
order to eliminate the virus. However, this ultimately results
in bystander CNS injury [18]. We searched for EBV-specific
CD8 T cells in MS brain tissue. 'e latter researchers ex-
amined the postmortem brain samples of 12 donors who had
progressive MS and had been diagnosed with the HLA class
1 genotype [19].'eir work concluded that the expression of
CD8 cytotoxic T cells was detected toward the expression of
proteins in the latent and lytic phases of the EBV life cycle. In
addition, they determined that these immune cells were

detected in the white matter lesions and/or meninges of
11–12 MS donors. 'e T cells were also found to be adhered
to EBV-infected cells. 'e median value of CD8 T cells
recognizing individual EBV epitotes fell in the range of 0.5 to
2.5% of CNS-infiltrating CD8 T cells. CNS-infiltrating EBV-
specific CD8 T cells showed a cytotoxic phenotype as they
were CD107a positive. Additionally, the relationship between
EBV-related immune responses and CNS-related inflam-
mation that causes MS pathology is supported by the
presence of local EBV dysregulation and selective enrichment
of EBV-specific CD8 Tcells in the brains of MS sufferers. the
prevalence of MS has increased in Saudi Arabia, and there is
no study in Saudi Arabia evaluating the correlation between
EBV and MS. 'erefore, the aim of the study is to assess the
association between EBV and MS patients in King Abdulaziz
medical centers from 2015 to 2022.

2. Methods

A descriptive cross-sectional study was carried out among
1176 MS patients whose electronic medical records were
kept in King Abdulaziz City Centers for the admittance years
of 2015 to 2022. 'e data were obtained by the BEST Care
system. Data were coded for entry and analysis using SPSS
statistical software (version 22.0). 'e research earned the
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approval of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) from King
Abdullah International Medical Research (KAIMRC). IRB#
NRC22R/102/02. 'e demographic characteristics included
frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation. For
nonparametric risk factors, such as gender and symptoms,
chi-square test was utilized. A one sample t-test was used to
test the significance of the mean of interval and ratio var-
iables, such as age as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

3. Results

Multiple sclerosis was as twice in the female population as in
the male cohort in the sample. 'ere was no statistically
significant difference between males and females regarding
the distribution of the disease by age group (P � 0.432). 'e
mean age of female was 32.95 ± 10.762 and the mean age of
males was 33.12 ± 10.791 as shown in Table 1.

In a subsample of 44 patients, the percentage of detected
Epstein–Barr virus was 63 percent.

'ere was a statistically significant difference between
males and females regarding the number of detected cases of
EBV. 'e virus was detected in all women (100%) while it
was only detected in 5.9% of males as shown in Table 2.

Epstein–Barr virus IgM was detected in more than one
third of the subsample (35.7%). EBV-IgG was detected in

28.6% while Epstein–Barr virus PCR (Quantitative) was only
detected in 3.6% of the sample. 'e average for EDSS score
was 4.02 for the subgroups. 'e EDSS scale ranges from 0 to
10 in 0.5 unit increments that represent higher levels of
disability. 'e EDSS scale varies between 0 and 10 in 0.5 unit
increments, each of which denotes a higher level of disability
as shown in Table 3.

4. Discussion

'e author conducted this study by using electronic medical
records in King Abdulaziz City for the years 2015–2022 on
the number of MS patients and the cases of EBV detected.
'ere were 1176MS patients with females comprising 66.7%
of the sample (P � 0.432), twice as much as the male cohort.
Genetic factors are most likely to blame for the female
preponderance of MS. 'e mean age of the female cohort
(32.95 ± 10.762) overlapped with that of the male cohort
(33.12 ± 10.791). In a sample of 44MS patients who were on
disease-modifying therapies (DMTs), EBV was detected in
28 of them. Only 1male had EBVwhile the rest of the sample
consisted only of females. In these 28 cases, IgM was de-
tected in 35.7% of the samples while EBV PCR was only
detected in 3.6% of the samples. EBV is known for its latent
course of infection. About 95% of the population gets this

Table 1: Comparison between gender age of the sample of MS patients (n� 1176).

Variables Number Percent Number Percent
Gender

Male Female
392 33.3 784 66.7

Age
20 or less
21–30
31–40
41–50
51–60
61–70
71–80

36
149
126
55
18
7
1

9.2
38.0
32.1
14.0
4.6
1.8
0.3

71
299
235
11454
9
2

9.1
38.1
30.0
14.5
6.9
1.1
0.3

Mean sd 32.95 ± 10.762 33.12 ± 10.791
Independent T test F� 0.681 df� 1174 P � 0.432

Table 2: Comparison between Male and Female in the MS-EBV cohort (n� 28).

Male Female
Chi square value P

Number Percent Number Percent
Detected 1 5.9 27 100 39.933 0.001Not detected 16 94.1 0 0

Table 3: Type of test used for detected cases (n� 28).

Test type Frequency Percent
EBNA antigen IgG 6 21.4
EBV-IgG 8 28.6
Epstein–Barr virus IgM 10 35.7
Epstein–Barr virus nuclear antigen IgG antibody 3 10.7
Epstein–Barr virus polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (quantitative) 1 3.6
Total 28 100.0
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virus during childhood [20]. Seroconversion from negative
to positive for EBV antibodies increases with age. 'e in-
cidence peaks early in childhood and again around puberty,
especially for females. 'is is coincident with the female
predominance in MS [21,22]. However, it is possible for the
virus to reactivate in some instances. 'is is not always
accompanied by symptoms. However, symptoms are more
likely to develop in individuals with compromised immune
systems (i.e., those with MS).

'e primary limitation of the current study is that the
study population only included patients admitted to NGHA,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
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Alzheimer is a disease that causes the brain to deteriorate over time. It starts o� mild, but over the course of time, it becomes
increasingly more severe. Alzheimer’s disease causes damage to brain cells as well as the death of those cells. Memory in humans is
especially susceptible to this. Memory loss is the �rst indication of Alzheimer’s disease, but as the disease progresses and more
brain cells die, additional symptoms arise. Medical image processing entails developing a visual portrayal of the inside of a body
using a range of imaging technologies in order to discover and cure problems. �is paper presents machine learning-based
multimodel computing for medical imaging for classi�cation and detection of Alzheimer disease. Images are acquired �rst. MRI
images contain noise and contrast problem. Images are preprocessed using CLAHE algorithm. It improves image quality. CLAHE
is better to other methods in its capacity to enhance the look of mammography in minute places. A white background makes the
lesions more obvious to the naked eye. In spite of the fact that this method makes it simpler to di�erentiate between signal and
noise, the images still include a signi�cant amount of graininess. Images are segmented using the k-means algorithm. �is results
in the segmentation of images and identi�cation of region of interest. Useful features are extracted using PCA algorithm. Finally,
images are classi�ed using machine learning algorithms.

1. Introduction

A single image is capable of communicating more than just
one single word. When making a decision, the information
that is represented visually is always given the most im-
portance, regardless of the other information that may be
accessible. �e importance of image processing and the
applications it has fostered over the course of the last several
decades has skyrocketed in a number of di�erent academic
sub�elds. �e proliferation of di�erent imaging techniques
has been a driving force behind the expansion of image
processing as a �eld. �e �eld of digital image processing is

branching out into a variety of new sub�elds of research, one
of which being medical image processing. It is a sub�eld of
radiology in which information collected from a patient’s
medical imaging is analyzed in order to establish whether or
not the individual in question is su�ering from a disease.
Inside of a person’s body is where the vast majority of
diseases manifest themselves in people. Some examples of
these diseases are brain tumors, Alzheimer’s disease, breast
cancer, lung cancer, and cardiovascular disease. �e ability
to easily diagnose and treat these conditions is made possible
by medical image processing [1]. Multimodel computing is
e�cient in Alzheimer disease detection. Multimodel
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computing is useful in many medical applications like lung
cancer detection, breast cancer detection, and medical image
classification and detection.

Alzheimer’s disease is now the primary research interest
(AD). Alzheimer’s disease is an example of a kind of brain
disorder. Some of the most common types of medical im-
aging are positron emission tomography (PET), positron
X-ray tomography (X-ray), computed tomography (CT),
ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). (e
circumstances of the patient are what guide the selection of
the appropriate imaging technique. When diagnosing a
patient with a bone problem, it is a common practice to take
x-rays of the affected area of the patient’s body. (e diag-
nosis of Alzheimer’s disease is the focus of the research being
conducted right now, which makes use of the magnetic
resonance image processing [2].

(e medical needs of almost every person in this nation
are met by the healthcare system provided by the phar-
maceutical sector. (e great majority of conditions that
affect the human health are due to dysfunctions that occur
inside the body’s organs and tissues. Medical image pro-
cessing entails developing a visual portrayal of the inside of a
body using a range of imaging technologies in order to
discover and cure problems [3].(is may be done via the use
of computer software. (e discipline of medical image
processing, which is a subfield of image processing that
contributes to the improvement of public health, has a
number of challenges.

(e magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique is a
noninvasive medical imaging method that works by pro-
ducing the images of inside organs, bones, and other human
tissues via the use of high magnetic fields and radio waves.
(e proton magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner
makes use of a strong magnetic field in order to arrange the
hydrogen atoms’ protons within the body. After that, radio
waves are used to spin the protons. After the radio waves
have been turned off, the protons will realign themselves by
producing new radio waves on their own. (is piece of
equipment is capable of picking up radio waves and pro-
ducing an image of them. Magnetic resonance imaging,
more often known as MRI, is the technique of choice for
situations in which high-resolution images are needed, such
as when abnormalities of the brain are being diagnosed.
Using this strategy, one may be able to prevent exposure to
radiation with a high energy level [4].

By altering the order in which the radio waves are re-
ceived, various images may be produced.(e repetition time
refers to the amount of time that has passed between the two
successive radio wave sequences that have been applied to
the same slice (TR). It is possible to differentiate between the
various tissues by using their respective relaxation times.
Both T1 and T2 relate to relaxation times in the longitudinal
and transverse axes, respectively, as well as relaxation du-
rations in spin lattice and spin-spin lattices. Additionally, T1
and T2 refer to relaxation periods in spin-spin lattices. (e
time constant T1 determines the pace at which the stimu-
lated protons return to their original state of equilibrium. T2
is the most important variable to consider when attempting
to compute the rate at which the protons approach

equilibrium or become out of phase with each other. MRI
images may also be classified according to their sequences
using terms such as T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI. It is
possible to differentiate between T1- and T2-weighted
photographs by using the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) that is
found in the brain. (e cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) appears
black in T1-weighted imaging, but it appears bright in T2-
weighted pictures. Figure 1 displays an image that is
weighted T1 as well as a photo that is weighted T2 [5].

Dr. Alois Alzheimer was the one who first recognized the
symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in 1906. Each year,
more than twomillion people inWorld are given a diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s disease [6]. It is a disease that causes the brain
to deteriorate over time. It starts offmild, but over the course
of time, it becomes increasingly more severe. Alzheimer’s
disease causes damage to brain cells as well as the death of
those cells. Memory in humans is especially susceptible to
this. Memory loss is the first indication of Alzheimer’s
disease, but as the disease progresses and more brain cells
die, additional symptoms arise. (ese include shifts in mood
and behavior, difficulties communicating, and problems
remembering the names of known people, places, or recent
events. People who have Alzheimer’s disease may eventually
reach a point when they are unable to do the tasks required
of them on their own.(ey put their whole well-being in the
hands of another person. (is is due to the fact that brain
changes that accompany normal ageing may bring about
memory loss. To put a stop to the progression of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), however, it is essential to diagnose the con-
dition at an early stage. Even though there is currently no
cure for Alzheimer’s disease, early discovery of the condition
might potentially reduce or stop the progression of the
illness.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized largely by the
death of nerve cells and tissues in the brain, which ultimately
leads to a reduction in brain volume. (e brain is both an
essential component of the nervous system as well as one of
its most intricate components. (e human brain is made up
of three different parts: the cerebrum, the brainstem, and the
cerebellum. (e largest and most complex part of the
neurological system, the cerebrum is located at the front of
the skull.(is part of the brain is involved in a broad range of
mental functions, such as memory, reasoning, problem
solving, emotional regulation, and the perception of sound
and light. (ere are two hemispheres of brain in the cere-
brum: left and right. (e grey matter of the cerebral cortex,
the outermost layer of the cerebrum, dominates this region.
In the brain’s cortex, which is made up of several layers,
there are billions of nerve cells. “White matter” is a lengthy
nerve fibre that connects the different parts of the brain
together and is often referred to as such. One of the early
warning signs of Alzheimer’s disease is a reduction in grey
matter in the cerebral cortex. (e hippocampus and basal
ganglia are only two examples of the many subcortical
structures found inside the cerebrum. (e four lobes of the
cerebrum are the frontal lobe, temporal lobe, occipital lobe,
and parietal lobe. As Alzheimer’s disease progresses, the
temporal lobe of the brain is most often afflicted. Other brain
areas will also begin to degenerate as the illness progresses.
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Both movement coordination and the maintenance of
balance are crucial functions of the cerebellum, which re-
sides immediately below the cerebrum. Several of the body’s
autonomic processes, including digestion, respiration, heart
rate, and temperature, are controlled by the brainstem,
which lies underneath the cerebral cortex and directly in
front of the cerebellum.(e cerebrum, which is positioned at
the top of the skull, is the primary target of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) [7].

(e magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique is
helpful for providing a dynamic diagnostic of the
structure and volume of the brain. In order to make an
accurate diagnosis, it is essential to have the capability of
recognizing quick changes in the brain utilizing dynamic
analysis. Magnetic resonance imaging, sometimes known
as an MRI, is a technique that is frequently used for the
purpose of precisely diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease in its
initial stages. Changes in the hippocampus and ento-
rhinal cortex will be seen in the reports generated by
MRIs performed on people with Alzheimer’s disease.
Because of the possibility of mistakes and inaccuracies
introduced by the involvement of humans in the process,
it is necessary to use more efficient alternatives such as
automated systems. MRI features and machine learning
algorithms are used to make an automatic diagnosis of
Alzheimer’s disease.

Literature review section contains a review of modern
techniques for Alzheimer disease detection. Methodology
section presents machine learning-based multimodel com-
puting formedical imaging for classification and detection of
Alzheimer disease. Images are acquired first. MRI images
contain noise and contrast problem. Images are pre-
processed using CLAHE algorithm. It improves image
quality. Images are segmented using the k-means algorithm.
(is results in the segmentation of images and identification
of region of interest. Useful features are extracted using PCA
algorithm. Finally, images are classified using machine
learning algorithms. Result section contains details related to
input data set and results obtained by various machine

learning algorithms. Conclusion section contains major
contributions of the research article.

1.1. Medical Image Processing. (e phases of medical image
processing are image preprocessing, image segmentation,
and feature extraction and classification.

1.2. Preprocessing. Preprocessing, often known as aug-
mentation, is the first step in the medical image pro-
cessing workflow [8]. Image enhancement, often known
as preprocessing, is the process of improving an image’s
quality before it is utilized in following processing steps.
(is allows the image to be put to better use. (is method
is used to improve the picture quality since it is possible
that an inaccurate diagnosis might result from an inac-
curate image. Before they can be used in the diagnostic
process, medical images often need some kind of update.
(e removal of noise, improvement of contrast, and
“skull stripping” are three of the most common MRI
image modifications.

(ere will always be some level of noise in an image,
regardless of themethod used to shoot the picture or the gear
that was used. (e process of reducing unwanted noise from
an image is referred to as noise reduction. Noise may be
reduced using a number of filtering techniques, many of
which are available via digital image processing.

(e process of boosting the dynamic range of an image’s
intensity values is referred to as “contrast enhancement,”
and it is one of many methods that can be used to improve
the contrast of an image. (e image’s primary components
become more distinguishable from the background when
the contrast has been increased.

In a brain MRI, it is possible to view tissues that are not
part of the brain, such as the skull, skin, fat, muscle, and the
neck. (e existence of these non-brain tissues makes it
difficult to do further study on those tissues. Skull stripping
[3] is the process that is utilized to remove non-brain
material prior to continuing the examination of the patient.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) T1-weighted MRI, (b) T2-weighted MRI.
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In this study, skull stripping was accomplished by the use of
entropy-based thresholding in conjunction with several
morphological methods.

1.3. Segmentation. In the field of medical image processing,
segmentation [9] is a technique that is used to separate the
diseased region from the rest of the image. It does this by
using aspects like as intensity or texture to separate an image
into discrete pieces depending on how similar they are to one
another. It is possible to make use of the divided region of
interest in order to readily extract crucial information for the
purpose of sickness detection.

Using approaches that are based on a threshold, images
may be segmented. It is a translation from binary to pictures.
In this method, every pixel in the image is either completely
black or completely white. In a digital picture, the intensity
of a pixel is compared to a threshold, which is a constant
value denoted by the letter “T.” Based on this value, the pixel
is either replaced with a white or a black pixel.

If you use the strategy of region-based segmentation, you
may be able to find regions that have certain qualities in
common with one another. It does this by slicing the image
up into distinct subregions, none of which can share the
same characteristics with one another. It is possible to divide
it into two groups, namely, the expansion of regions and the
division and combination of regions. In the method for
growing regions, a seed point is utilized, and the area grows
outward from that point by connecting pixels that are near to
the seed and have properties with the seed itself. (e starting
point might be one or many seed points, depending on the
situation. Using the Split and Merge method, first some
random bits are divided into, and then they may be com-
bined and/or split in an attempt to generate unique regions
in the image that are of a similar nature to one another.

Edge-based segmentation software often uses this
method, which involves dividing an image into sections
depending on the edges or boundaries that it has.(e field of
image processing provides a wide number of options for
finding edges. Methods for locating edges often focus on
identifying discontinuities or changes in intensity. (e in-
tensity levels of an image item rapidly change as they get
closer to the picture’s borders.

K-means clustering is the method that is used the ma-
jority of the time in the process of medical image seg-
mentation. During the clustering technique, the image is cut
up into distinct groups or clusters that do not overlap with
one another. In this image, there are a few different clusters,
and each of these clusters has its own unique set of reference
points to which each pixel is assigned. (e k-means clus-
tering method utilizes k reference points and results in k
distinct groups.

1.4. Feature Extraction. In order to facilitate the process of
sickness diagnosis, a technique known as feature extraction
is used to glean important and pertinent information from a
sectioned off region of interest.(e recovered characteristics
have a direct bearing on the level of accuracy that may be
achieved while diagnosing a disease. If the traits that are

produced from the classification are employed appropri-
ately, it is possible that more informed judgments may
result. When it comes to the processing of medical images,
shape and size are the most crucial components. Because
Alzheimer’s disease changes the size and shape of the brain,
the classification results of brain MRIs performed to diag-
nose Alzheimer’s disease may be affected as a result.

1.5. Classification. Image processing often continues with
categorization as the next step after the extraction of fea-
tures. Both the classifier that was applied to the image in
order to classify it and the recovered features from the image
itself are directly responsible for the result of the classifi-
cation. When the class of an image cannot be determined,
the classifier will give the picture a label. In this instance, the
classification for the class might be either normal or ab-
normal (with disease). In the field of medical image pro-
cessing, two of the classifiers that are used most often are the
k-nearest neighbor and the support vector machine [10].

For the purpose of data classification, a strategy known
as the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is used. In the
k-NN classification system, the majority of an image’s
neighbors decide whether or not an image should be con-
sidered normal or abnormal. (e image gets filed away in a
particular classification according to which of its k imme-
diate neighbors it has the most characteristics with. A
positive integer that goes by the name k is one of the
numbers that comes up most often.

A binary classifier is a technique that is recognized by the
acronym SVM (which stands for support vector machine). It
is possible to predict the class of each feature vector by
utilizing a feature vector as the input. (e approach in
question creates two categories, which are referred to as
normal and abnormal, and places a significant gap between
them. Based on the data that is at hand, it is clear that the
SVM classifier generates very good results when it is coupled
with an appropriate kernel. (e equation for the hyperplane
of the linear SVM is as follows:

ww.ll + bb � 00, (1)

where, b� real number, w � normal vector to the hyper-
plane, l� feature vector.

Artificial neural networks, also known as ANNs, are
often used in the process of classifying medical pictures for
the purpose of disease diagnosis. (e functioning of the
ANN is quite similar to that of the human brain. By looking
at a collection of pictures that have already been labelled, it is
able to acquire the knowledge necessary to make an accurate
estimate about the category that an image belongs to. Ar-
tificial neurons, which are the building blocks of an ANN,
are designed to mimic their natural counterparts in the
human brain. Neurons are connected to one another along
their edges. Weights may be assigned to neurons and edges,
and these can be altered at any point throughout the learning
process. (e majority of artificial neural networks are
constructed with three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer,
and a final layer that is responsible for outputting the signal.
It is possible that there is only one hidden layer, that there
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are numerous hidden levels, or that there are none at all.
Weights are adjusted inside a layer that is concealed from
view until the desired result is obtained.

1.6. Literature Survey

1.6.1. Literature Review of Image Preprocessing Algorithms.
Priyanka and Balwinder [11] proposed the possibility of
using a method known as the Median Filter in order to get
rid of salt and pepper noise as well as Poisson noise in
photographs. For instance, the output intensity value of the
pixel that is to be processed is made by sliding a window
across the image. (is value is then determined by using the
median intensity of the pixels that are included inside the
window to calculate the value. In addition, the median filter
maintains the borders of a picture while simultaneously
minimizing the amount of random noise.(e values of every
pixel are permanently set to the median of the values of the
pixels that are immediately around them. After that, it is put
to use to get rid of these noises, and after that, the bounding
box approach is carried out to find the tumor.

Yousuf and Nobi [12] state that the research into the
creation of order statistics filters has resulted in the in-
vention of a simple solution that is both efficient and ef-
fective for cutting down on the amount of noise present in
medical images. As can be seen in the above illustration, the
median and mean filters are used in order to get the pixel
value of a picture that is free of noise. In addition, it may be
used to lessen the appearance of visual artefacts such as
Rician noise.

Jaya et al. [13] came up with the idea for the weighted
median filter. (e use of a weighted median filter for
denoising allows for the reduction of high frequency
components as well as the removal of salt and pepper noise
from images without causing the edges to become distorted.
Additionally, it may be used to extract each pixel from a
window of pixels that is 3 by 3, and then analyze the mean
value of the foreground and background pixels, as well as the
contrast value. (e background noise in a picture may be
removed using an anisotropic filter that was created by
Ramalakshmi and Chandran [14].

Comparisons were then made between the wavelet
denoising and the Gaussian smoothing techniques [15]. In
the steps leading up to the reconstruction of MR images, a
wavelet-domain Wiener-filtering technique was used [16].
However, because of the underlying wavelet structure, the
wavelet-based techniques that are often utilized have the
potential to result in considerable artefacts being introduced
into the processed images. One of the most prevalent ap-
proaches to denoising that is now accessible is called a
maximum posteriori estimate methodology. Rician noise is
taken into consideration in these approaches by the use of
both a data probability term and a spatial smoothing prior
[17]. Empirical Bayes was used by Awate and Whitaker [18]
for the MRI denoising process. (e Markov Probability
Density Function (PDF), which is used as a prior in Bayesian
estimation, is used to do an analysis of the distortions that
are present in the data.

1.6.2. Literature Review of Feature Extraction Algorithms.
Either image segmentation or the registration of a brain
Atlas over the imagemay be used to count the voxel values in
important anatomical locations. (is can be done either
manually or automatically. In spite of these challenges, the
structural parcellation of the brain may not be able to adjust
to the effects of the illness.

To begin, Khajehnejad et al. [19] employed voxel mor-
phometry analysis to extract from actual MRI volumes and
Gray Matter (GM) segmentation volumes some of the most
likely AD-relevant elements of brain imagery.(ese volumes
were segmented based on grey matter. (e characteristics
that set a healthy brain from one afflicted by Alzheimer’s
disease must be included into the characteristics of the
features. After that, a dimension reduction using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is carried out on the collected
features in order to conduct an analysis that is not only
quicker but also more accurate. In order to make use of the
returned features, a hybrid manifold learning framework has
been proposed here. (is framework brings feature vectors
into a subspace.

Assessment of the cortical thickness that is quick, ac-
curate, and completely automated has been created by
Querbes et al. [20]. (ere may be a connection between the
existence of histopathological validated anomalies and the
progression of cortical atrophy, which is evaluated by the
cortical thickness. It is possible to make adjustments to the
volume in this way by utilizing the estimated total brain
volume by Cuingnet et al. [21]. Cortical thickness testing
provides the chance for results that are less dependent on the
operator, in contrast to hippocampal volume measurement,
which is highly dependent on the individual doing the test by
Higdon et al. [22]. (ose with higher levels of education and
more severe brain damage have a greater propensity to
conceal indications of dementia due to their cognitive re-
serve. (is may be perplexing to people who are not
acquainted with the condition since it occurs less often in
people with a higher levels of education.

Using ROI-based techniques, one or more essential
components of the brain, such as the cingulum, the corpus
callosum, and similar structures, may be characterized.
Studies have indicated that the development of neuro-
degeneration in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) affects the regions
of the brain that are situated in the limbic and neocortical
areas, as well as the temporal and temporal lobes of the brain.
Additionally, the temporal and temporal lobes of the brain
are affected. (e atrophy of the medial temporal region, and
in particular the atrophy of the hippocampi, is generally
recognized as a sensitive biomarker of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) [23]. As a consequence of this, hippocampi have been
employed in a number of studies as a biomarker for early-
onset Alzheimer’s disease.

In addition, Sakthivel et al. [24] incorporated not just the
information that can be found in text and photographs, but
also the direct input from the doctor. It is possible for a
feature to have coefficients that match up to an image
spectral transform, such as Fourier or Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) coefficients, statistics on picture gradients,
and other such things. Two characteristics that are utilized to
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characterize the brain images are called Local Binary Pat-
terns (LBPs) and Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT).

Researchers have successfully extracted three separate
features from theMR scans of the brain for the very first time
by combining the grey matter volume, the Gray-Level Co-
Occurrence Matrix (GLCM), and the Gabor feature. (is
achievement marks a first. (e results of the experiments
indicate that a greater performance may be accomplished by
the multifeature fusion of these characteristics, which may
gather both 2D and 3D information on brains. (is can be
accomplished by combining the features of many brain
scans. (e researchers Agarwal and Mostafa [25] employed
visual image similarity as a tool to assist in the early
identification of Alzheimer’s disease. It displays how well the
brain images may be categorized depending on the infor-
mation provided by the user. Calculations of Circular
Harmonic Functions and Scale Invariant Features Trans-
form (SIFT) descriptors are performed close to the hippo-
campus, same as in a prior work [26]. After that, a number of
classification schemes are used in order to make compari-
sons between the photographs.

1.6.3. Literature Review of Classification Methods. Because
there are so many voxels in the brain, the qualities that may
be deduced from the combination of voxels are quite specific
and precise. LDA is a well-known method for reducing the
dimensions of a problem; another name for this method is
the Fisher linear discriminant (FLD). As an example, linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) makes use of a linear dis-
criminant function to locate low-dimensional linear com-
binations of variables that provide the most accurate
description of the data. In order to do this, the between-class
scatter matrix is made larger while the within-class scatter
matrix is made smaller [27].

A technique based on machine learning that was de-
veloped by Long et al. can differentiate between patients
suffering from moderate cognitive impairment (MCI) and
healthy older persons. It is also possible to use this method to
forecast whether or not a patient diagnosed with MCI would
eventually develop Alzheimer’s disease (AD). After this
phase, a symmetric diffeomorphic registration, an embed-
ding approach, and a learning method for determining the
distance between the subjects are available. (ese results
were obtained when the amygdala and/or hippocampus
were used as the area of interest (ROI): 96.5 percent for mild
AD identification, 91.74 percent for progressive MCI dif-
ferentiation, and 88.99 percent for classification of the two
types of MCI. By using the macroscopically distinct shapes
that occur in each pair, this technique has maximized its
differentiation potential.

Zhao et al. [28] invented the Iterative Trace Ratio (iITR)
to address the TR-LDA (Trace Ratio Linear Discriminant
Analysis) issue for dementia diagnosis. iITR outperformed
PCA, LPP, and the Maximum Margin Criterion in terms of
outcomes. [Reference required] (MMC). Image features
used to distinguish between AD and FTD in LDA were
compressed using the Partial Least Squares (PLS) approach
by Horn et al. [29]. (e accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity

of the SPECT pictures obtained by the researchers were all
over 84%.

(ose classifiers that come from the Nave Bayes
theorem are in the same family as other probabilistic
classifiers since they make the assumption of feature in-
dependence. Decision models for Alzheimer’s disease
(AD), moderate cognitive impairment (MCI), and neu-
rological dementia (NC) were developed by Seixas et al.
[30]. In the end, they concluded that the Bayesian network
decision model outperformed several well-known clas-
sifiers, including the naive Bayes, the logistic regression
model, the multilayer perceptron ANN, and the decision
table. Liu and Shen [31] multifold Bayesian Kernelization
approach is better at distinguishing between Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) and non-converter (NC) MCI, but it is less
accurate at identifying MCI-converter (MCIc) and non-
converter (MCIn).

SVMs allow for the construction of hyperplanes with
high or indeterminate dimensions, which may then be
utilized for a variety of applications, including classification
and regression. Because SVMs have a lower generalization
error compared to other classifiers, they are frequently used
to solve pattern-classification problems with limited sample
sizes [32]. (ere are a total of 120 subjects, with 40 ADs, 40
MCIs, and 40NCs allocated to each of the three categories,
respectively. In the beginning, each subject was subjected to
filtering and normalization, and after that, K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) or Support Vector Machine was used in
order to extract a total of twelve features (SVM). It was
determined that several permutations and combinations of
each feature should be tried in order to uncover the best
characteristics for categorizing the data. (is was done with
the intention of finding out which ones were the most
accurate. For a random selection of test data using SVM and
KNN, the results showed an accuracy of 95.833 percent on
average, with SVM polynomial order three yielding the
highest accuracy at 97.92 percent, and KNN with K= 6 and
K= 7 yielding the lowest accuracy at 95.83 percent. It was
shown that there was a high level of accuracy in classifi-
cation across all three clinical groupings. (e Master
Characteristics of the images were extracted with the use of
a quick discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and then the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was utilized to
conduct additional research on the distinguishing charac-
teristics that were discovered (PCA). (ere are a total of five
distinct decision models that are each given a unique subset
of the key feature vectors. Models such as the J48 decision
tree and KNN, Random Forest (RF), and LS-SVM with
polynomials and radial basis kernels are used as part of the
classification models.

(e covariance method was used to study several feature
correlation technologies and enhance the SVM-RFE algo-
rithm by means of the covariance technique. (is was ac-
complished via the usage of the covariance approach. (e
recently devised strategy seems to be beneficial, based on the
results of analyses conducted on the publicly available ADNI
database. It also suggests that using a combination of nu-
merous features is preferable than making use of a single
trait on its own.
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It is possible to estimate for approximation functions
that are dependent on a large number of unknown inputs by
using models that are based on artificial neural networks
(ANNs), which are a subset of models that are impacted by
biological neural networks. (ey have taken the place of
rule-based programming as the go-to solution for a broad
variety of complicated issues, and with good reason. Stan-
dard discriminant function analysis was shown to have
lower sensitivity and accuracy compared to employing an
artificial neural network (ANN) for MRI-based dementia
classification.

Luo et al. [33] presented a deep learning system that was
built on 3D brain MRI as a way for automatically identifying
the Alzheimer’s disease. (is system was stated as being able
to do so. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is used in
order to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease (AD). One of the most
important distinctions is that in the identification of AD, the
three-dimensional structure of the brain is regarded to be
complete, making it possible to make an accurate diagnosis.
(e Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that was used in
this investigation contains three consecutive sets of pro-
cessing layers, two levels that are totally connected, and a
classification layer. Each of the three different groups has a
structure that consists of a convolutional layer, a pooling
layer, and a normalizing layer. All three layers are included.

2. Methodology

(is section presents machine learning-based multimodel
computing for medical imaging for classification and de-
tection of Alzheimer disease. Images are acquired first. MRI
images contain noise and contrast problem. Images are
preprocessed using CLAHE algorithm. It improves image
quality. Images are segmented using the k-means algorithm.
(is results in segmentation of images and identification of
region of interest. Useful features are extracted using PCA
algorithm. Finally, images are classified using machine
learning algorithms. Block diagram of the model is shown in
Figure 2.

In order for an image to be accurately recognized, the
process of background extraction has to be able to adapt to
the one-of-a-kind characteristics of the particular photo-
graph being used. Within CLAHE, the histogram is only
constructed for the pixels that are immediately next to it. By
imposing a “clip level” on the height of the local histogram
and, therefore, the maximum contrast enhancement factor,
CLAHE limits the amount of contrast alteration that may be
performed. Because of this, there is noticeably less noise in
the final image. CLAHE is better to other methods in its
capacity to enhance the look of mammography in minute
places. A white background makes the lesions more obvious
to the naked eye. In spite of the fact that this methodmakes it
simpler to differentiate between signal and noise, the images
still include a significant amount of graininess [34].

Segmentation is a method that is employed in the area
of medical image processing. Its purpose is to separate the
diseased portion of an image from the healthy parts of the
picture. It accomplishes this goal by segmenting a picture
into distinct parts based on how closely those pieces

resemble one another. (is is done using image char-
acteristics such as intensity and texture. It is feasible to
make use of the segmented area of interest in order to
quickly extract important information for the aim of
diagnosing a disease. In the process of medical picture
segmentation, the technique known as k-means clus-
tering is the one that is used the vast majority of the time.
During the clustering process, the picture is divided into a
number of unique groups, also known as clusters, which
do not overlap with one another. (is picture has a few
distinct clusters, and each of these clusters has its own
one-of-a-kind set of reference points to which each pixel
is allotted. (e k-means clustering technique divides the
data into k different groups using the k reference points
that are provided in the process [35].

(e approach known as Principal component analysis
(PCA) is used in the process of feature extraction [36].
(e method of principal component analysis (PCA) to
reducing linear dimensions might be helpful in data
analysis and compression [37]. Using this method, which
involves finding orthogonal linear combinations of the
attributes of the initial data set, it is possible to combine
qualities that are not connected with one another.

MRI Images Acquisition

Image Segmentation – K Means

Feature Extraction using Principal Component
Analysis 

Classification
SVM RBF, ANN, ID3 

Detection of
Alzheimer Disease 

Image Preprocessing using CLAHE

Figure 2: Machine learning-based multimodel computing for
medical imaging for classification and detection of Alzheimer
disease.
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A binary classifier is a technique that is recognized by the
acronym SVM (which stands for support vector machine). It
is possible to predict the class of each feature vector by
utilizing a feature vector as the input. (e approach in
question creates two categories, which are referred to as
normal and abnormal, and places a significant gap between
them. Based on the data that is at hand, it is clear that the
SVM classifier generates very good results when it is coupled
with an appropriate kernel [37]. SVMworks better with RBF
function. (e equation for the hyperplane of the linear SVM
is as follows:

ww.ll + bb � 00, (2)

where, b� real number, w � normal vector to the hyper-
plane, l� feature vector.

(e process of categorizing medical images for the
goal of illness detection often makes use of artificial
neural networks, which are sometimes referred to by their
acronym, ANNs. (e way in which the ANN works is
quite comparable to the way in which the human brain
does. It is possible to learn the information essential to
make an accurate guess about the category that an image
belongs to by looking at a collection of photographs that
have previously been labelled. (is collection of pictures
has already been classified. Artificial neurons, which are
the fundamental components of an ANN, are intended to
function in a manner similar to that of their natural
counterparts in the human brain. Along the margins of
their bodies, neurons are linked to one another. It is
possible to provide weights to neurons and edges, and
these weights may be changed at any time in the course of
the learning process. (e majority of artificial neural
networks are built with three layers: an input layer, a
hidden layer, and a final layer that is in charge of out-
putting the signal. (e majority of artificial neural net-
works are built with three layers: an input layer, a hidden
layer, and a final layer. It is conceivable that there is only
one hidden layer, that there are several hidden layers, or
that there are none at all. All of these outcomes are
feasible. Adjustments are made to the weights that are
contained inside a layer that is hidden from view until the
outcome that is sought is achieved [38].

J. Ross Quinlan is the one who came up with the ID-3
technique, which is also referred to as the Iterative
otomiser-3. (is was the first strategy to use a dynamic
decision tree as its foundation. (is technique utilises a
measure of information gain in addition to entropy as its
primary metric. Beginning with a nodule is the first step
in an iterative process that establishes an entropy value
for each of the functional qualities. Under the strictest
sense, data sets that have the lowest error rates are

referred to be “split attributes” in the theories of entropy
and “information gain” (entropy). Since there is no de-
finitive categorization of the target classes, the algorithm
must repeat through its own stages for each individual
subset of data. (e nonterminal nodes that make up a
branch’s terminal nodes are what are referred to as that
branch’s terminal nodes. (e split attribute may be uti-
lized to determine whether nodes inside a tree structure
are not terminal since these nodes do exist [39].

3. Result, Analysis, and Discussion

(is experiment makes use of the data gathering that was
performed by OASIS [40]. In all, this dataset has 416
different samples. Machine learning strategies such as
SVM-RBF, ANN, and ID3 are used while classifying the
data. All forms of Alzheimer’s disease, including mild
Alzheimer’s disease, huntington disease, and even normal
MRI scans, are grouped together under the umbrella term
Alzheimer’s disease. (e fifty pictures that make up each
category were selected at random from a pool of two
hundred images.

Five parameters such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision, and recall are used in this study to compare the
performance of different algorithms.

Accuracy �
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
,

Sensitivity �
TP

(TP + FN)
,

Specificity �
TN

(TN + FP)
,

Precision �
TP

(TP + FP)
,

Recall �
TP

(TP + FN)
,

(3)

where, TP�True Positive. TN�True Negative. FP� False
Positive. FN� False Negative.

As can be shown in Figures 3–7, the SVM-RBF classifier
offers the highest level of accuracy out of all of the available
options for diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease. ANN and
Random ID3 come up at second and third place, respec-
tively, when it comes to sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and
recall. (e ANN algorithm’s sensitivity and recall are much
higher than those of the other classifiers. SVM-RBF is su-
perior to the other classifiers in terms of its level of
specificity.
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Figure 3: Accuracy comparison of machine learning algorithms.
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Figure 5: Specificity comparison of machine learning algorithms.
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4. Conclusion

Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive deterioration of brain
function that happens over time. It begins off not being very
serious, but as time passes, it quickly escalates into a much
more serious condition. Alzheimer’s disease is a degener-
ative neurological condition that leads to both the damage
and death of brain cells. Memory in humans is particularly
prone to being affected by this. (e initial sign of Alz-
heimer’s disease is memory loss, but as the illness advances
and more brain cells die, more symptoms emerge. Alz-
heimer’s disease is characterized by a progressive loss of
brain cells. In the field of medicine, “medical image pro-
cessing” refers to the process of creating a visual repre-
sentation of the internal workings of a body by using a
variety of imaging technologies in order to diagnose and
treat illnesses. In this study, we describe a machine learning-
basedmultimodel computing approach for medical imaging,
with the goals of classifying patients and locating Alz-
heimer’s disease. (e process begins by acquiring images.
MRI imaging has noise and contrast issue. (e CLAHE
algorithm is used as a preprocessor for the images. It results
in a higher overall picture quality. (e k-means technique is
used in order to separate the images. (is leads to the
segmentation of the pictures as well as the detection of the

area of interest. Utilizing the PCA technique, useful char-
acteristics are retrieved. In the last step, photos are cate-
gorized with the help of machine learning algorithms. SVM-
RBF classifier offers the highest level of accuracy out of all of
the available options for diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease.
ANN and Random ID3 come up at second and third place,
respectively, when it comes to sensitivity, specificity, accu-
racy, and recall. (e ANN algorithm’s sensitivity and recall
are much higher than those of the other classifiers. SVM-
RBF is superior to the other classifiers in terms of its level of
specificity.
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(3) Discrepancies between the availability of data and

the research described
(4) Inappropriate citations
(5) Incoherent, meaningless and/or irrelevant content

included in the article
(6) Peer-review manipulation

Te presence of these indicators undermines our con-
fdence in the integrity of the article’s content and we cannot,
therefore, vouch for its reliability. Please note that this notice
is intended solely to alert readers that the content of this
article is unreliable. We have not investigated whether au-
thors were aware of or involved in the systematic manip-
ulation of the publication process.

In addition, our investigation has also shown that one or
more of the following human-subject reporting re-
quirements has not been met in this article: ethical approval
by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) committee or
equivalent, patient/participant consent to participate, and/or
agreement to publish patient/participant details (where
relevant).

Wiley and Hindawi regrets that the usual quality checks
did not identify these issues before publication and have
since put additional measures in place to safeguard research
integrity.

We wish to credit our own Research Integrity and Re-
search Publishing teams and anonymous and named ex-
ternal researchers and research integrity experts for
contributing to this investigation.

Te corresponding author, as the representative of all
authors, has been given the opportunity to register their
agreement or disagreement to this retraction. We have kept
a record of any response received.
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(ere has been an upsurge in signs of gloom, tension, dietary problems, and other dysfunctional behaviors in undergrad populaces
lately. At the same time, the need for advisory services is constantly increasing. Some have interpreted these patterns as mental
health emergencies that require immediate investigation and the development of possible treatments to meet the needs of
students. Later, other studies have linked the observed increase in side effects to shape individual shape enhancement, especially
the widespread use of web-based entertainment, and the time spent on such development is clearly a decrease in psychological
well-being. Showed to be related while the use of personalized computing innovations has drastically changed the scene in which
undergrads interact with one another and appears to have a significant impact on emotional wellness. Similar advances also offer
various opportunities for psychological well-being improvement and dysfunctional behaviour treatment. In this segment, we
examine the hardships and open doors for undergrad psychological wellness that PC gadgets give. We accentuate potential for
extra examination in this field, as well as ways for people and associations to draw in more benefits with these advances in valuable
and health-advancing ways.

1. Introduction

When it comes to mental health and health practices, the
college years are crucial. Almost 70% of Americans sign-up
for school not long after secondary school [1], and about 3/4
of all lifetime instances of mental issues start before the age
of 24 [2]. (ere has been an upsurge in revealed side effects
of mental sicknesses in understudied populations as of late.
A major epidemiological investigation has discovered that
psychological well-being analysis expanded from 22% to
36% among undergrad respondents during the last ten years
[3]. In excess of 95% of school prompting center bosses said
that the number of students with major mental issues was
creating stress on their grounds in a survey [4–5].(e nation
over, a rising number of understudies seems, by all accounts,
to be in trouble. Some have alluded to the announced ascent

in mental sickness side effects and interest in administra-
tions as a “grounds emotional well-being emergency” [6–8].
Many individuals have started to theorize on the reasons for
this supposed emergency. A piece of these increments could
be credited to psychological well-being support given before
school, which has helped understudies in acquiring ad-
mission to school [9], as well as decreases in emotional well-
being shame, which might bring about understudies being
more willing to disclose and seek help for psychological
wellness issues [10–12].

Individualized computing innovations, for example, cell
phones, present various issues and potential for undergrad
psychological well-being. We are living in a time of ex-
traordinary social networking and instructive asset acces-
sibility. Some might guarantee that we are living in an
unrivaled time of social prohibition mindfulness and data
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overload. (is is confirmed by the production of “feelings of
dread toward passing up on a major opportunity,” or FoMO,
which was at first depicted by an advertising tactician
[13–15] and has hence been the subject of numerous exact
investigations on psychological wellness and online enter-
tainment use [16–18].

Some information recommends, for instance, that
Facebook use is simply dangerous to emotional well-being at
the point at which it includes inactive watching of others’
posts [19–23] as opposed to more dynamic commitment in
friendly associations (see Table 1 for an audit of these
discoveries).

It is clear that the expanded use of individualized
computing gadgets has altogether altered the scene in which
understudies connect with each other. While abuse seems to
meaningfully affect psychological well-being, similar ad-
vancements offer an assortment of choices for working on
emotional well-being and treating mental illness. Balance is
fundamental in pretty much every propensity. It would be
silly to assume that cell phone and virtual entertainment use
are naturally destructive, in light of the fact that they go
about as conductors for individuals to interact with their
current social encouraging groups of people and channels
for individuals to shape new friendly encouraging groups of
people. For sure, virtual entertainment stages like Facebook
and Instagram are progressively being seen as spots for
individual revelations as well as the establishment and
maintenance of social connections.

1.1. College Students’ Experience of Technology and Social
Media. Technological and social media advancements
proceed apace, with little comprehension of the broader
influence on our well-being. Because of the rapid progress of
technology, the majority of the current writing is essentially
a couple of years old; the writing is presently not current or
valuable. For instance, Apple Inc. released its original iPhone
in 2007. Somewhere in the range of 2007 and 2014, there
were eight significant models of iPhones (Apple Inc. History,
2015). (at compares to roughly one update consistently.
Each update brings more data, associations, and general
innovative headways [24–27].

1.2.DigitalNatives and InternetAbuse. What can you expect
to see on a normal college campus? It is usual to see students
hooked into some type of electronics, whether on the bus or
in line in dining halls. In her book Alone Together, Sherry
Turkey describes the ascent of innovative use (2011). As per
Turkle (2011), the expected objective of innovation is to
associate with others through different means. In any case, as
per a few investigations, we have never been more isolated
[28–31]. Digital Natives are the individuals who cannot
remember a period before intuitive digital media, for ex-
ample, PCs, cells, and, specifically, PDAs with Internet
availability [32]. Computerized natives make up most of the
present undergrad understudy populaces. As per Otey,
Digital natives experience issues recognizing themselves on
the web and disconnected lives (2013). Born between 1980
and 2000, this human era is known as millennials. Since

innovation has generally been a current piece of every
thousand years’ life, it is oftentimes viewed as a “funda-
mental and pivotal extremity” [33, 34]. (e present un-
derstudies are the substance of Digital natives, getting a few
advantages from their use of advancements, especially web-
based entertainment.

Morgan noticed that the Internet and innovation per-
mitted them to keep in contact with family members and
companions back home. Understudies speak with their folks
13 times each week by and large [35]. Specialists and un-
derstudies concur that without innovation, understudies
may not convey such a strong sensation of help and security
due to the straightforward affiliation with home [37]. (e
accessibility of data basically anywhere helps understudy
efficiency and further develops the learning system [36]. As
far as educational devices, teachers are presently getting on
and empowering understudies to message them late at night.
Innovation is utilized to provide assistance, connect people,
and promote education.

2. Literature Review

It reviews that today’s college students have grown up in a
society where virtual entertainment is the standard. Since the
regular understudy is a digital native who has never known a
period before innovation, utilizing online entertainment and
innovation in guidance appears to be legit because of its
inescapability in understudies’ life. As an instructive ap-
paratus, virtual entertainment and other innovation enhance
the growth opportunity by permitting understudies and
educators to trade thoughts, encourage coordinated effort
and conversation, and draw in and interact through arising
social stages [37]. Lately, there has been an increase in web
dependence and misuse. Scientists gauge that up to 25% of
the overall U.S. populace is dependent on the Internet [38].
Youthful directed a writing study on Internet maltreatment
among undergrads. Youthful anticipated the contributing
components of Internet maltreatment among undergrads
in view of her survey of accessible writing. Web access is
limitless and free. Libraries, PC labs, free Wi-Fi, and other
such resources work on it to keep a predictable Internet
affiliation. Students also have long stretches of unstruc-
tured time, which is comparable to a large portion of their
unstructured time. To the extent that it has improved,
school is habitually the student’s first time away from
parental as shown in Figures 1 and 2. (is newfound
versatility could increase the student’s yearning to con-
tribute a huge amount of energy to the Internet. Without
the parent’s or another screen’s cautious eye, the under-
study is bound to invest energy uncensoredly investigating
the Internet. Youthful likewise perceived a component of
social terrorizing and distance in Internet misuse. With the
rising size of school grounds, one in every five undergrads
began utilizing a PC between the ages of 5 and 7. (Flatt,
2013). As a rule, dangerous Internet use proceeds in a cycle
and ought to be considered a maladaptive survival tech-
nique for individuals who as of now show these qualities.
Sadly, for understudies looking for comfort from
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forlornness, stress, uneasiness, or sorrow, risky Internet use
can exasperate or even demolish the side effects as opposed
to reducing them [39].

2.1. Research Methodology. While literature is scarce, the
blended technique, subjective methodology in the pilot
research stage and quantitative methodology in the as-
sessment stage are more useful [40]. We at first coordinated
an Internet-based video conversation meeting (online center
gathering conversation (OFGD)) among data innovation
(IT) working with undergrads, basically from metropolitan
areas, to all the more likely get their view of the current “e-
Learning laugh hysterically” and “feeling of dread toward
scholarly year misfortune.” Participants were drawn from an
assortment of schools and classes.(e age range was 15 to 18

years of age, and both young men and young ladies partook
all alone. (e investment in the conversation meeting was
totally willful, in light of an earlier greeting by mobile. (e
OFGDmeeting lasted 1 hour and 20minutes.(e discussion
evoked various dissipated remarks. We found enormous
variations in admittance to e-learning among metropolitan
and rural regions. (e blended technique approach was
subsequently the review’s systemic strength, as we en-
deavored all through to recognize discernments according to
numerous viewpoints to improve and build the effect of “e-
Learning laugh out loud” and “Anxiety toward scholastic
year misfortune.” In such a manner, subjective OFGD in-
formation has been consolidated to foster a more profound
understanding of the recently proposed developments [41].

(is technique was utilized to make the objective pop-
ulace’s comprehension simpler. (e survey was divided into
two segments: section A contains a few segment subtleties,
for example, their medication utilization propensities and a
background marked by private tension; and Section B
contains different development items for assessing the
recommended model. Members were studied between June
6 and June 30, 2020. (e information was assembled in two
phases. To start with, we sent 700 solicitations and got 372
reactions in about fourteen days. In the subsequent stage, we
got 63 reactions following a delicate update (inciting). An
aggregate of 435 answers were received, addressing a 62

Table 1: Review of findings.

Negative effects Positive effects Enabled interventions

(i) Fear of missing out (i) Active engagement with
peers (i) Online support groups and message boards

(ii) Peer hyperconnectivity (ii) Expanded social
networks

(ii) Module-based web interventions (e.g., MoodGYNI, beating
the blues)

(iii) Companion comparison Venues for personal
disclosures

Skill building apps for resilience, coping skills, andmindfulness
(headspace, pacifica, etc.)

(iv) Decreased face-to-face social
interaction

Peers can serve as
“gatekeepers”

(v) Impaired development of social skills (iii) Access to mental health
intervention programs

(vi) Decreased suppression of antisocial
behavior

0
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Rho-A Composite
Reliability

AVECronbach’s
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E-learning crack up

Fear of academic year loss
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Figure 1: Validity analysis.
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Figure 2: R square and Q-square value.
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percent reaction rate. T-Statistics and P values were used in
the final judgment to make supportive judgments at a 95
percent significant level.

2.2. Hypothesis

H1: there is a huge solid connection between “e-
Learning laugh out loud” discernment and ’under-
study’s mental health.
H2: e-Learning laugh hysterically impressively affects
the understudy’s feeling of dread toward scholarly
misfortune with regards to mental health.
H3: there is a huge effect of understudy’s “Appre-
hension about scholarly year misfortune” on under-
study’s mental health.

3. Data Analysis

3.1. Normality Test. To determine the univariate frequency
of each variable, the scene-kurtosis approach was utilized
(Alalwan et al., 2017, Byrne, 2013). Individuals’ dedication to
achievement was used to track results [12].

3.2. Measurement Modal. (is research focused on factor
stacking, ’Cronbach’s Alpha, composite constancy (CR),
ordinary change isolated (AVE), and discriminant au-
thenticity for both the Fornell-Larcker and Heterotrait-
Monotrait Ratio (HTMT) criterion (Hair, Howard, and
Nitzl, 2020). Model endorsement has taken into account two
constraints (Standardized Root Mean Square Residual
(SRMR) and Normed Fit Index (NFI)), as recommended by
(Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt, 2015). To avoid model
misspecification, SRMR values of 0.08 or 0.10 (Hu and
Bentler, 1998), and NFI should be more important than 0.95.
Regardless, with SRMR� 0.092 and NFI� 0.954, our model
fits the data quite well. Cronbach’s alpha was used to resolve
the internal unrelenting character of the creators, where
values should be greater than 0.50. (Hu and Bentler, 1998).
Furthermore, composite constancy values greater than 0.70
are recommended for evaluating the foster consistent quality
(Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Finally, the ordinary distinction
isolated AVE remains unresolved. As much as possible
should outperform 0.50 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981), im-
plying a humbler assessment blunder than the observed
change in development. Table 2 displays Cronbach’s Alpha,
rho A, composite reliability, and AVE. (e factor loadings
depicted in “Addendum A” are significant. Furthermore, to
demonstrate discriminant authenticity, the square under-
pinning of AVE should be greater than the form’s internal
relationship (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Table 3 shows the
great models of this audit’s differentiated authenticity. Fi-
nally, for each construction arrangement, we enlisted an
additional method known as Heterotrait-Monotrait extent
(HTMT) model to confirm twofold outwardly debilitated
discriminate authenticity (Hasan et al., 2019 and Henseler
et al., 2015). Considering HTMT0.90 or HTMT inference,
the components demonstrated discriminant authenticity
(Table 2).

3.3. Structural Model. We continued to test the underlying
model after the estimation model yielded critical outcomes.
Table 4 portrays the immediate, backhanded, and all out
outcomes of e-Learning disturbances and scholastic year
misfortune on understudies’ mental health. How to use the
coefficients (), t-statistics, and p values to decide whether to
accept or reject the guess provided, is also mentioned. Ta-
ble 4 obviously shows that ‘e-Learning laugh out loud’
fundamentally affects mental uneasiness (�0.963;
T� 285.369), supporting the H1. Essentially, an expansion in
e-Learning impacts dread of scholarly year misfortune
(�0.970; T�15.856), supporting H2. Furthermore, the dread
of academic year loss has an effect on psychological suffering
(�0.026; T�15.326). As a result, our entire set of hypotheses
has been validated.

Nonetheless, it is critical to remember that even in the
absence of probability values, the intensity course of the
singular way coefficients can’t be translated and analyzed.
Besides, in view of correlation, the model demonstrates that
feelings of dread toward academic years’ misfortune account
for 43 percent of the variation, and psychological discomfort
accounts for 99 percent of the variance, implying that mental
stress accounts for a considerable amount of the variance.
Finally, the model’s prediction significance was evaluated
using Q-square (Q2). Greater than zero Q2 scores imply
excellent forecast significance [12]. Table 5 shows that our
model achieved Q2� 0.349 and Q2� 0.756 for “fear of losing
grade” and “mental distress,” showing a good agreement.
Tables 4 and 5 show additional data about the discovery.

4. Result and Discussion

(is study’s findings validated the theory that mental distress
was connected with the view of e-Learning laugh out loud
and the stress of academic year misfortune. All the more
significantly, the review found a connection between
“Anxiety toward Academic Year Loss” and “Mental Dis-
tress.” [9].

(e discoveries upheld Hypothesis 1, showing that
impressions of the e-Learning crackdown among Bangla-
deshi understudies were associated with mental anguish.
With regards to the objective, this study examines under-
studies’ mental uneasiness all through the pandemic and
researches the components that impact their concern. With
the discovery of internet-based class enrollment methods, a
small framework for implementation evaluation, one-way
teacher sponsorship, and the cost of e-learning content are
fundamental interrelated factors for more serious mental
health problems. It became clear that this finding is linked to
previous studies that found huge costs hindered the con-
venience of e-learning (Wu, Tennyson, and Hsia, 2010).

(eory 2 was comparatively upheld, showing that the
impression of e-Learning laugh out loud is unequivocally
associated with stress of the academic year misfortune.
Apprehension about academic year misfortune is consid-
erably associated with how hard it is to get a handle on the
course (r� 0.643∗∗) and login frameworks (enlistment
methodology, r� 0.631∗∗). O’regan concurred with these
enthusiastic discoveries (2003). During COVID-19,
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undergrads’ nervousness could be connected to the reper-
cussions of wasteful review projects and expert development.
(e kids’ stress, on the other hand, could be set off by the
quarantine’s steadily expanding distance from different un-
derstudies and instructors. Problems are known to happen
and deteriorate without any relational connections [1].

At last, the study focused on showed that apprehension about
academic year misfortune intervened in the relationship between
e-learning laugh out loud and understudies mental health, which
upheld Hypothesis 3. In view of asset inconsistencies, only a few
children can realize all illustrations continuously. Notwith-
standing, most of them don’t get online classes immediately.
Many individuals who just approach the Internet once every
seven days can’t satisfactorily get directions. Furthermore, in-
structors don’t commit extra time to general guidance. Subse-
quently, students actually hurt and demolish their mental pain.

As per our theory, e-learning stressors are related to
scholarly defers that adversely impact understudies’ psycho-
logical prosperity and are well connected with the nervousness
side effects of Bangladeshi undergrads during the lockdown.

Over the long haul, the pandemic will seriously affect people
and families. In Bangladesh, the public authorities have carried
out endeavors to mitigate the pandemic, which in the end
disturb and cause concern, for example, travel limitations and
school terminations. All schools and universities have been
shut and courses have been deferred until March 2020; or
remote learning strategies have been used. (ese actions will
without a doubt significantly affect understudy training and
mental development.

5. Conclusion

(is empirical investigation shows that understudies are
encountering mental distress because of unfortunate
e-learning frameworks and the concern of losing an aca-
demic year. (is examination likewise gives captivating
elective bits of knowledge into the improvement of un-
derstudies’ psychological well-being. At the same time, the
writing of e-learning is a subsequent explanation of why
undergraduates need to worry about the lack of insightful
years and how the peculiarities of e-learning make them
laugh.

Data Availability

Data are available on request from the corresponding
author.

Table 3: Discriminate validity analysis.

Fornell larker criterion Heterograft Monetarist ratio (HTMT)
e- learning
crack-up

Fear of academic
year loss

Psychological
distress

e-learning
crack-up

Fear of academic
year loss

Psychological
distress

e-learning crack-up 0.998 — — — — —
Fear of academic
year loss 0.814 0.865 — 0.658 — —

Psychological
distress 01.653 0.632 0.858 0.965 0.756 —

Table 4: Path analysis of psychological distress.

Effect Path Β T-statistics P values Se Bias corrected
2.5% 97.5%

Direct effect e-learning crackdown -> fear of losing a year of learning 0.632 16.235 0.0000 0.00126 0.526 0.896
e-learning crack–up -> psychological distress 0.963 285.369 0.001 0.00198 0.152 0.752

Fear of academic year loss -> psychological distress 0.625 15.620 0.001 0.00156 0.612 0.523

Indirect effect Fear of academic year loss due to e-learning
failure -> psychological distress 1.965 12.650 0.001 0.00452 0.152 0.726

Total effect e-learning crack –up-> fear of academic year loss 0.970 15.856 0.001 0.00563 0.369 0.732
e-learning crack–up -> psychological distress 0.621 5632.23 0.001 0.00126 0.321 0.930

Fear of academic year loss -> psychological distress 0.026 15.326 0.001 0.00132 0.260 0.916

Table 5: Predictive relevance analyses.

Construct R-square Q-square
Fear of losing school year 0.522 0.349
Mental stress 0.868 0.756

Table 2: Convergent validity analyses.

Cornbrash’s alpha Rho-A Composite reliability AVE
e-learning is hilarious 1.956 1.965 1.936 1.926
Fear of losing an year of research 0.820 0.800 0.903 0.860
Psychological anxiety 0.962 0.852 0.956 0.825
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*e electrocardiogram, also known as an electrocardiogram (ECG), is considered to be one of themost significant sources of data regarding
the structure and function of the heart. In order to obtain an electrocardiogram, the contractions and relaxations of the heart are first
captured in the proper recording medium. Due to the fact that irregularities in the functioning of the heart are reflected in the ECG
indications, it is possible to use these indications to diagnose cardiac issues. Arrhythmia is themedical term for the abnormalities thatmight
occur in the regular functioning of the heart (rhythm disorder). Environmental and genetic variables can both play a role in the de-
velopment of arrhythmias. Arrhythmias are reflected on the ECG sign, which depicts the same region regardless of where in the heart they
occur; thus, theymay be seen in ECG signals.*is is how arrhythmias can be detected. Due to the time limits of this study, the ECG signals
of individuals who were healthy, as well as those who suffered from arrhythmias were divided into 10-minute segments. *e arithmetic
mean approach is one of the fundamental statistical factors. It is used to construct the feature vectors of each receivedwave and interval, and
these vectors offer information regarding arrhythmias in accordance with the agreed-upon temporal restrictions. In order to identify the
heart arrhythmias, the obtained feature vectors are fed into a classifier that is based on a multilayer perceptron neural network. In
conclusion, ROC analysis and contrastmatrix are utilised in order to evaluate the overall correct classification result produced by the ECG-
based classifier. Because of this, it has been demonstrated that the method that was recommended has high classification accuracy when
attempting to diagnose arrhythmia based on ECG indications. *is research makes use of a variety of diagnostic terminologies, including
ECG signal, multilayer perceptron neural network, signal processing, disease diagnosis, and arrhythmia diagnosis.

1. Introduction

*e heart, one of the most sensitive organs of the human
body, has a critical role in the functioning of the body. *e
heart is responsible for pumping the blood necessary for the
functioning of tissues and organs. When we look at our
circulatory system, there are two types of circulation. *ese
are the small circulation and the large circulation. *e small
circulation carries low-oxygen blood to the lungs and returns
it to the heart after the blood’s oxygen content is increased.
*e great circulation carries blood from the heart to other
parts of the body. Although it is a closed system in both

circuits, it starts and ends in the heart. *e heart consists of
three layers, from the outer part to the inner part, as Peri-
cardium,Myocardium, and Endocardium [1].*emuscles in
the myocardium, which makes up most of the heart’s weight,
are the layer where contractions take place. *e muscle cells
of the myocardium are in layers and completely surround the
blood chambers. When the walls of a blood chamber con-
tract, they contract and pressure is applied to the blood in the
chamber. About 1% of the cells in the heart is not involved in
contraction and are specialized for stimulating the heart.
*ese cells form a network constituting the heart’s con-
duction system and electrically communicate with the heart
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muscles through their gap junctions. *e heart is rich in
sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve fibers. *e effects of
the autonomic nervous system on the heart are regulating,
that is, it increases or slows the heart rate and is not necessary
for the formation of heartbeats [2]. *e heart, which is the
basis of our circulatory system, due to its function, the
slightest malfunction in its functioning affects the whole body
negatively. Disorders in the functioning of the heart are
generally called Arrhythmia (Rhythmia Disorder) [3]. *e
arrhythmia word meaning is the absence of rhythm, but it is
used in the sense of deviation from the sinus rhythm, which is
called a healthy rhythm. It can be defined as a rhythm ar-
rhythmia caused by the formation of normal or abnormal
stimuli, the transmission of abnormal stimuli, or a combi-
nation of both. Arrhythmias can be grouped into four main
classes: sinus node abnormalities, supraventricular arrhyth-
mias, ventricular arrhythmias, and blocks [4]. Rhythm dis-
orders in the heart also form the basis of some circulatory
system-based diseases that will directly affect blood pressure.
*ese irregular changes in blood pressure can cause paralysis,
stroke, and even death. Rhythm disorders related to heart
rate can be examined in two classes in general. *ese are
tachycardia and barycardia. Tachycardias occur when the
heart rate is greater than 100 beats per minute. Barycardia is
the name given to rhythm disorders observed in cases where
the heart rate is less than 60 beats per minute [5]. In general,
cardiac arrhythmias are abnormalities or disturbances in the
electrical behavior of the heart. *ese disorders cause ar-
rhythmia in abnormalities in the heart rate and rhythm.
Considering the role of the heart on the circulatory system,
the time between two heartbeats during the blood’s arrival
and exit from the heart is important for the diagnosis and
diagnosis of rhythm disorder. In simpler terms, the duration
of contraction and relaxation of the heart should be close to
each other in people who do not have a rhythm disorder. *e
absence of periodic intervals or the fact that the start and end
times are longer or shorter than certain values are signs of
arrhythmia [6]. In ECG measurements, such arrhythmias
manifest spontaneously as deformations or irregularities in
the observed waveform. Rhythm disorders generally occur
for three reasons: psychiatric causes, physical and emotional
stress-related causes, and cardiac causes [5, 6]. Considering
these factors, diagnosis, and classification of rhythm disor-
ders are important for the treatment of the disease.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are computer systems
that can learn from the features of the nervous system, derive
new information using the new information learned, and
work similarly to decision-making structure [7, 8]. ANN has
emerged as a result of mathematical modeling of the learning
process by taking the human brain as an example. It started
with the modeling of neurons, which are the biological units
that make up the brain, and continued with its application in
computer systems, and later on, it became used in many
areas depending on the development of computer tech-
nologies. *ese systems, which are inspired by the working
principle of the human brain, have many features according
to their usage areas.

Some of them can perform machine learning since they
consist of many cells, they can perform complex functions by

working simultaneously, they can produce meaningful in-
formation from the numerical information used during
training, they can learn by using examples, they can be used
in perception-oriented events, and they have features such as
pattern association and classification. Artificial nerve cells
are similar in structure to biological nerve cells. Artificial
neurons form artificial neural networks by connecting be-
tween them just like our real nervous system. An artificial
neuron consists of five parts: inputs, weights, summation
function, activation function, and outputs. Activation
functions are functions that process the input value to the
ANN cell and calculate the output that the cell will produce
in response to this input.*e “Sigmoid function” is generally
used as the activation function in the “Multi-layer percep-
tron” model, which is widely used today. In the study of in
the classification of ECG arrhythmias using the Class
modular CGY, it was tried to automatically detect ar-
rhythmic signal anomalies that could help in the diagnosis.
Multilayer Back Propagation Algorithm (WGY), one of the
learning techniques based on neural networks, and Class-
Module concept were applied to two ECG datasets. By using
the Class-Module concept with class-based feature selection,
it is aimed to obtain durable modules that also provide size
reduction, and the RELIEF technique is used for this. *e
performance of learning techniques has been tried to be
increased by using feature selection (Decision Trees, SVM-
Cyclic Feature Reduction) and feature expansion (Principal
Component Analysis) dimension reduction techniques.
Decision Trees and Support Vector Machines have been
tested on arrhythmia datasets for comparison purposes.
WGY gives approximate results with SVM, better than
decision trees on both ECG datasets. It has been observed
that the classroom-modular WGY, though slightly less
successful, has additional advantages over WGY [9].

In our study, ECG signals were divided into segments,
waves, and intervals based on temporal boundaries, and the
feature vector of each segment was obtained with the help of
the arithmetic mean, which is one of the basic statistical
parameters. Arrhythmias occurring in the heart were de-
termined by using these obtained feature vectors as an input
to the MPNN model. For this purpose, ECG signals are
divided into 10-minute segments of equal length. *ese
sections are divided into sub-sections (segments, waves, and
intervals) that provide information about arrhythmias
according to the temporal limitations accepted for each
segment and wave interval, and the arithmetic mean of each
interval is used as an input to the MPNN model for ar-
rhythmia detection. As a result, it has been shown that the
proposed approach achieves high classification accuracy in
detecting arrhythmia from ECG signs.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. ECG Sign Used. *e “physio net ECG databases” da-
tabase was used as an ECG signal. “MIT-BIH Normal Sinus
Rhytm Database” [10] was used for healthy ECG sign and
“MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database” for arrhythmia sign.
Normal Sinus database obtained at Boston’s Beth Israel
Hospital Arrhythmia Laboratories includes 18 long-term
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ECG recordings. Measured from 5 men aged 26 to 45 and 13
women aged 20–50. *e arrhythmia database was randomly
selected from over 4000 records measured at Boston’s Beth
Israel hospital between 2010 and 2015.

2.1.1. Temporal Limits of ECG Signal. *e ECG signature is
characterized by a repetitive wave sequence of P, QRS, and T
waves associated with each heartbeat. *e QRS complex
formed by ventricular depolarization and atrial repolariza-
tion is the most striking. As soon as the positions of the QRS
complexes are found, P, T waves and QT, ST segments all
appear. *e locations of other waves of the ECG, such as the
ECG, are determined by the position of the QRS complexes.
*e intervals in the ECG signs have some temporal char-
acteristics [11]:

P wave: Normally, the amplitude of the P wave is less
than 2.5mm and the width is less than 0.12 s in all leads.
PR interval: In adults, the PR interval of 0.12–0.20
seconds is considered the normal value.
QRS complex: *e duration of the Q wave is shorter
than 0.04 sec and cannot exceed 25% of the total QRS
duration. *e duration of the QRS complex is a
maximum of 0.11 s.
ST segment: ST segment duration varies inversely with
the heart rate and ranges from 0 to 0.15 sec.
T wave: It shows the repolarization of the ventricles.
*e duration of the normal T wave in adults is
0.10–0.25 sec.
RR interval: It is the distance between two R points.
QT interval: *e heart rate corrected QT interval is
expressed as QTc. QTc is calculated by dividing the QT
duration by the square root of the RR duration (Bazett
Formula) [12]. *e upper limit of the corrected QT
interval (QTc_B) calculated according to Bazett’s for-
mula is 0.44 sec and is calculated with equation as
follows [10]:

QTB �
QT
���
RR

√ . (1)

Here, QTcB indicates the corrected QT interval calcu-
lated using Bazett’s formula.

2.1.2. Feature Extraction Based on Calculation of Temporal
Intervals from ECG Signals

(1) R Point Detection with Pan-Tompkins Algorithm. In this
study, arithmetic mean-based feature vectors of P, PR, QRS,
QT, ST, T, and RR intervals of ECG signals were calculated
using the temporal distance from R point. Pan-Tompkins
algorithm was used to detect the R point in the ECG signal.
*e Pan-Tompkins algorithm consists of five steps: band-
pass filter, derivative, squarer, sliding window integration,
and threshold adjustment. *e first step of the Pan-
Tompkins algorithm is to apply a band-pass filter to filter out
the noise in the ECG signals. *e band-pass filter used in the

Pan-Tompkins algorithm is obtained with low-pass and
high-pass filters. For the high-pass filter, the sampling fre-
quency is 200Hz, the cutoff frequency is 11Hz, and the shift
amount is 5 samples, i.e., 25msec. *e cutoff frequency of
the high-pass filter is 200Hz, the sampling frequency is 5Hz,
the shift amount is 16 samples, that is, 80msec [13].

In the derivation stage, the filtered ECG signal was
applied to the derivative receiver to make the QRS clear, and
the low-frequency components were suppressed, and the
ECG signal free from the low-frequency components was
obtained. Finally, the smoothing process is performed with
the integration of the squarer and the sliding window. In this
study, after the R points in the QRS segment were deter-
mined, signal groups were formed according to the temporal
intervals of the waves in the ECG signal and the averages of
the temporal distances to the detected R points were
calculated.

(2) Calculation of Temporal Intervals of ECG Signal

Step 1. Deviation in RR intervals: *e mean (RRort) of all
RR points in the sign is calculated, how much the distance of
each RR block differs from the calculated mean. *e low
difference indicates that the R points continue periodically.
If the difference is large, it means that the R points are not
formed at regular time intervals.*emean of the RR interval
deviations is calculated by equation below.

RRdeviation � 

RREnd

i�1

|RRi − RRort|
RRnumber

. (2)

RRort represents the mean of all RR intervals in the sign,
RRnumber represents the number of all RR intervals, and
RRdeviation is the mean of the difference of all RR intervals
to the calculated RRort value.

Step 2. QRS interval: *e Q interval cannot exceed 25% of
the total QRS and the total duration of the QRS cannot
exceed 0.11 sec. Also, Q should be <0.04 sec.

Assuming the R point is the middle of the QRS block,
QRShalf: 0.11/2� 0.055.

Q: 0.11/4� 0.0275. (It also complies with condition
Q< 0.04). Rhalf: QRShalf–Q then Rhalf � 0.055–0.0275� 0.0275
R� 2Rhalf: 0.055 and S: QRS–S–R if S� 0.0275.

Step 3. *e temporal distances of the intervals to the point R:
*e temporal distances of the P, PR, Q, S, T, and QT

intervals to the R point are determined.

(i) Pstart: *e temporal distance of the P wave origin
from the R point.

(ii) Pbitis:*e distance from the Pwave end point to the
R point.

(iii) PRstart: *e temporal distance from the PR interval
starts point to the R point.

(iv) PRend:*e temporal distance of the PR interval end
point from the R point. Qstart: *e temporal dis-
tance of theQ interval start point from the R point.

Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience 3
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Stop: *e temporal distance of the S interval end
point from the R point.

(v) STstart: *e temporal distance of the ST segment
origin from the R point.

(vi) STend:*e temporal distance of the STsegment end
point to the R point. T-origin: *e temporal dis-
tance of the T-wave origin from the R point. Tend:
*e temporal distance of the T wave end point to
the R point.

(vii) QTcstart: the temporal distance from the corrected
QT interval start point to the R point.

(viii) QTcend: *e temporal distance of the corrected QT
interval endpoint to the R point.

(ix) Rhalf: *e R wave is half the width in time.

Step 4. P interval: *e calculation of the distance of the P
interval from the R point.

(i) If Pstart �PR+QR then 0.2 + 0.055� 0.255 sec.
(ii) Pend � Pstart − 0.10� 0.155 sec.

Step 5. PR interval: the intervals in calculating the PR in-
terval are expressed.

(i) PRstart � Pstart.
(ii) PRend �PRstart − 0.2� 0.055 sec.

Step 6. QRS interval: Qstart � 0.55 sec
Stop� 0.55 sec.

Step 7. ST segment length: the intervals in calculating the
length of the ST segment.

(i) STstart � Stop.
(ii) If STend � STstart + 0.15.
(iii) STend � 0.205 sec.

Step 8. T interval: the intervals in the calculation of the T
wave.

(i) Tstart � STend.
(ii) If Tend �Tstart + 0.25 then Tend� 0.455 sec.

Step 9. QTc interval: the QTc interval is calculated according
to Bazett’s formula.

(i) QTcstart�Qstart.

(ii) QTcfinish�QTc−Rhalf.

*e averages of all waves and intervals were calculated
according to the steps shown above as an example. In the
calculation, 90 arrhythmias and 90 normal sinus rhythms, a
total of 180 sign segments were used.

2.2. Artificial Neural Network Model. Who studied how the
brain learns, laid the foundations of today’s neural network

theory. He studied the relations of nerve cells with each other
and developed the neural network theory on this basis.
Although it is not known exactly how the brain works, this
model, which has been developed, does not fully show the
learning structure of the brain. However, there are many
neural network models with success rates of 99%. Artificial
neural network (ANN) is a model that tries to transfer the
layered and parallel structure of the human brain’s nerve
cells to the digital environment, and it comes together from
more than one nerve cell, just like the human nervous
system. Biological and artificial nerve cells are seen in
Figure 1 [14]. ANN has both hardware and software models,
but the inflexibility of hardware models have highlighted the
use of software models.

*e biological nerve cell generally consists of four parts:

(i) Dendrite: its function is to transmit signals trans-
mitted from other nerve cells to the nucleus of the
nerve cell.

(ii) Soma: it is the centre that collects all transmitted
signals.

(iii) Axon: it is responsible for transmitting the infor-
mation it receives to the next nerve cell nucleus.

(iv) Synapsis: after processing the total information
from the axon, it transmits it to the dendrites of
other nerve cells.

As seen in Figure 1 (b), in the artificial neuron, X carries
the input signals and W carries the weight coefficient of that
signal. A weighted sum of all input signals is obtained in the
kernel. All these total sign is denoted by Yin. Yin is sent to
the synapse as an input to the thresholding function. *e
result produced by the thresholding function in the synapse
is expressed as Y and directed to enter the other cell.

Like the real nervous system, ANN can perform oper-
ations such as learning, memorizing, and revealing the re-
lationship between data. It transfers the data from the
dendrites to the synapses by passing them through threshold
functions. *ere are three types of threshold functions
commonly used in ANN models [15]:

(i) Hard limiter function
(ii) *reshold function
(iii) Sigmoid function.

2.2.1. Arrhythmia Detection withMultilayer Neural Network.
Artificial neural networks can be single-layered or multi-
layered, depending on their intended use. Interlayers used in
multi-layer networks can increase the capability of the
network and negatively affect the uptime [16–19]. Multilayer
networks are divided into layers as input layer, middle layer,
and output layer. *e input layer takes the input values
coming from the outside to the neural network and directs
them to the middleware. *ere is no information processing
in this layer. As there may be more than one input, each
incoming input information is sent directly to the next layer.
Each processing element in the input layer depends on the
elements in the next layer. *e middle layers process the
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input information from the input layer, which is the upper
layer, and send the outputs to the next layer. *ere may be
more than one intermediate layer in a Perceptron Neural
network, or it may consist of more than one nerve cell in
each layer. Each cell in the middle layer is connected to all
other cells in the next layer. *e output layer processes the
data from the middleware and sends the outputs produced
by the network to the neural network outputs. Each element
has an output. Multilayer Perceptron Neural (MPN) net-
works work with the teacher-learning method. Well, both
input values and output values corresponding to these inputs
are shown to these networks during training. *e task of the
network is to produce the output corresponding to that
input for each given input. It is a generalization of Delta
learning rule based on least squares learning as a learning
rule. *e generalized “Delta rule” consists of two phases:
forward calculation and backward calculation. In order for
the network to learn, it needs a set of examples called a
training set. MPN’s working system; collecting samples,
determining the topological structure of the network,
choosing the learning parameters, entering the initial value
of the weights, selecting the samples from the learning set
and showing them to the network, making forward calcu-
lations during learning, comparing the actual output with
the expected output, and changing the weights [20–22]. As
seen in Figure 2 7 feature vectors, namely, Port, PRort,
QRSort, STort, Tort, QTort, and RRort, were used as input
values to the MPNN model, which has 10 neurons in the
hidden layer, for arrhythmia detection from ECG signals.

*e classifier model, whose tangent-hyperbolic activa-
tion function was chosen as the activation function, was
trained with the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) back propa-
gation algorithm. *e MPNN Classifier model was run 100
times and the final result was calculated by averaging the
classification successes obtained. For training, feature vec-
tors of 90 healthy signs and feature vectors of 90 arrhythmia
signs were applied to the classifier model. Table 1 shows
sample input values used in MPNN.

*e average values obtained from the normal and ar-
rhythmic signs as a result of the calculations are shown in
Figure 3.

A 10-piece cross-validation criterion based on random
sample selection was used to measure the generalized
success of the classifier. In this method, the obtained

feature vectors are randomly distributed into three groups
as training, validity, and test data. *e training data was
chosen to contain 70% of all data (126 samples), while the
validity and test data included 15% (54 samples) (Table 2).
When the success of the model in the validity data reached
the highest level, the training was stopped. *e classifi-
cation success of the model was evaluated with the help of
statistical criteria.

2.3. Evaluation of ResultswithROCAnalysis. *e ROC curve
is calculated as the ratio of sensitivity to precision and is used
in binary classification systems where the discrimination
threshold differs. In simpler terms, ROC can also be defined
as the ratio of true positives to false positives. In the ROC
curve, the criteria generally used in the evaluation are
sensitivity, general accuracy, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value. By using Figure 4, the
limit values of the tests for these criteria can be determined
[23–28].

Sensitivity (%): It shows what percentage of people
known to have the disease can be diagnosed with the
recommended method. *e sensitivity formula is given
in equation below.

Nucleus
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(a) (b)
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Figure 1: (a) Biological nerve cell structure and (b) artificial neuron structure.
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Figure 2: Multilayer perceptron neural network (MPNN) class
model.
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S1

S1 + S3
�

TP
TP + FN

. (3)

Specificity (%) (specificity): It shows what percentage of
those who do not have the disease (who are healthy) can
be recognized. *e specificity formula is given as

S4

S2 + FP
�

TN
TN + FP

. (4)

Plus, interpretation power (%) (+ predictive value): it
indicates how much disease is detected by the positive
findings (conformity to the known method). In (5), the
plus interpretation power formula is given.

S1

S1 + S2
�

TP
TP + FP

. (5)

Negative power of interpretation (%) (– predictive
value): it indicates how much the negative findings
indicate the absence of disease. *e negative inter-
pretation power formula is given as.

S4

S3 + S1
�

TN
TN + FN

. (6)

General accuracy (%) (accuracy): it shows what per-
centage of sick and healthy people can be recognized.
*e general accuracy formula is given as

S1 + S4

S1 + S2 + S3 + S4
�

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

. (7)

Statistical criteria were used on the final correct classi-
fication success test data of the MPNN model we used. *e
most basic criteria for this assessment are specificity, sen-
sitivity, and overall classification accuracy.

Confusion matrix and ROC curve analysis are used in
order to evaluate success in case the distribution of sample
data on the basis of class is very different and success is high
[29–34]. *e confusion matrix obtained as a result of the
proposed model’s classification of ECG signals is shown in
Figure 3.

As it can be seen from Figure 3, although misclassifi-
cation is not made for the diagnosis of arrhythmia in the
proposed approach, misclassification can be made for a
healthy individual without arrhythmia, albeit very low.
Using equations (3)–(5), a specificity rate of 93.3%, a sen-
sitivity rate of 100%, and a TDS rate of 96.3% were calcu-
lated. *is shows that the classifier has high success rates.
Figure 4 shows the ROC analysis curve of the classification
experiment performed to diagnose arrhythmia from ECG
signals.

Based on the ROC curve analysis as shown in Figures 4
and 5 the proposed approach has acceptable classification
capability in diagnosing arrhythmia. Accordingly, large
areas under the ROC curves indicate that it is a classifier
model with high specificity and sensitivity.

3. Results and Discussion

For arrhythmia detection in ECG signals, high classifica-
tion success rates have been achieved when feature vectors
obtained with the help of an arithmetic mean from signals
segmented into temporal segments and waves are used as
an input to a MPNN model. Since the lengths of the signals
are different in the data sets used, the signals were divided
into equal-length pieces before processing. In addition to
the intervals used in the arrhythmia diagnosis studies in the
literature, all wave segments and intervals formed during
the contraction and relaxation of the heart were used as
inputs in MPNN. It has been shown that the segment and
wave intervals of the 10-minute segments of the ECG
signals are important feature vector in arrhythmia

Table 1: Example input values used in MPNN.

−0.32439 −0.31479 0.047868 −0.23542 −0.40862 −0.27346 0.027801 1 0
−0.31515 −0.30804 0.073892 −0.23052 −0.38382 −0.26372 0.423111 1 0
−0.31038 −0.30561 0.068777 −0.22866 −0.38145 −0.26014 0.421215 1 0
−0.30523 −0.33142 0.012525 −0.17322 −0.39915 −0.10686 0.030321 1 0
−0.29537 −0.32213 0.00847 −0.19931 −0.39377 −0.18664 0.446077 1 0
−0.29879 −0.31608 −0.0471 −0.20281 −0.38134 −0.18024 0.451827 1 0
−0.22591 −0.23854 0.200567 −0.21593 −0.48883 −0.25299 0.033917 1 0
−0.24436 −0.25376 0.137639 −0.22789 −0.46865 −0.24487 0.363481 1 0
−0.22831 −0.24922 0.07375 −0.22680 −0.46672 −0.22632 0.317504 1 0
−0.26414 −0.21274 0.107591 −0.07347 −0.36917 0.07149 0.131064 1 0
−0.14564 −0.13468 0.333994 −0.03551 −0.22433 −0.11605 0.054218 0 1
−0.13861 −0.12987 0.378555 −0.02868 −0.20941 −0.08673 0.392148 0 1
−0.13971 −0.13435 0.383486 −0.04665 −0.18899 −0.13101 0.354666 0 1
−0.1408 −0.13496 0.380989 −0.04530 −0.18077 −0.13068 0.359025 0 1
−0.14555 −0.13962 0.395855 −0.04032 −0.1741 −0.13047 0.368294 0 1
−0.17153 −0.1633 0.418286 −0.03743 −0.14792 −0.14097 0.375346 0 1
−0.16082 −0.15058 0.368256 −0.02273 −0.16884 −0.09294 0.325423 0 1
−0.1637 −0.15382 0.382274 −0.02667 −0.15914 −0.10595 0.363618 0 1
−0.16178 −0.15104 0.37407 −0.0304 −0.16452 −0.10913 0.357767 0 1
−0.16122 −0.15004 0.395915 −0.03601 −0.15363 −0.13164 0.399601 0 1
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Figure 3: Average values obtained from normal and arrhythmic signs ((a) Port values; (b) PRort values; (c) QRSort; (d) STort; (e)Tort values; (f )
QTort, and RRort values obtained from healthy and arrhythmia signals).
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detection. *e obtained results were evaluated using ROC
analysis, and as a result, it was seen that high classification
accuracy rates were obtained by applying the statistical
properties of the wave intervals of the segmented ECG
signals to an ANN-based classifier model. It is an important
finding that an ANN model using the temporal limits of
segment waves and intervals of ECG signals achieves high
success in detecting arrhythmia. In future studies, a system
that can diagnose arrhythmias according to the given
criteria, can select among arrhythmia types, can be de-
veloped, and specialized arrhythmia detection can be
carried out. Segment waves and intervals in the heart can be
used to classify arrhythmias. *e expert system model can
be added to the artificial intelligence model currently used.
With the hybrid system obtained, a model can be created
that can learn and decide on itself for the diagnosis of the
disease, learn the past signs, and detect possible symptoms

that may develop in the future. Our study can be arranged
to be integrated into mobile devices, and a tracking system
can be developed for the use in the health sector and in
daily life. In this way, a system that can instantly learn the
conditions of critical patients and make decisions without
losing time for intervention can be obtained and early
intervention can be provided. It is possible to use these
systems, which are mentioned in future studies, not only
during the diagnosis of the disease, but also during the use
of drugs and treatment.

4. Conclusion

*e classification performance of various feature sets used
in ECG signal separation can vary. As a result, the Pan-
Tompkins algorithm is recommended in this study for
selecting the appropriate feature set for the signal. *e
selection pool was made up of features extracted from
different wavelet types. *e results also showed that the
genetic algorithm method can detect features that improve
classification accuracy, and that the feature set derived
from coefficients selected at various levels of different types
of wavelets improves ECG arrhythmia classification per-
formance when compared to the coefficients derived from
the standard uniform wavelet. In future research, it is
hoped to test more parameters in order to improve the
Pan-Tompkins algorithm’s performance by including
features obtained from various methods in the feature
selection set.
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Table 2: Criteria used in the evaluation of diagnostic and screening tests.

Test result Arrhythmia patient Healthy samples Total(Positive) (Negative)
Test (+) S 1(TP) S 2 (FP) S 1 + S2
Test (−) S 3 (FN) S 3 (TN) S 3 + S4
Total S 1 + S3 S 2 + S4 S 1 + S2 + S3 + S4
TP: True positive; FP: False positive; FN: False negative;TN: True negative.
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Table tennis is China ’s national game and the proudest sport in China’s sports �eld. During the research and technology service
work of the Chinese table tennis team for many years, it has accumulated a large amount of valuable data on the analysis of skills
and tactics of training and matches, match video, training monitoring, and so on. �is paper discusses the relevant theory of
swarm intelligence algorithm processing big data on the table tennis training competition knowledge interaction platform system,
as well as the technical support of Nginx and Tomcat, and determines the technical basis of the table tennis training competition
knowledge interaction platform.�rough the establishment of the �re�y algorithmmodel, the resource search ability is enhanced,
and the traditional �re�y algorithm is improved. From the results of the system performance test, it can be found that the
improved swarm intelligence algorithm adopted in this paper improves the global convergence, and the load balancing degree
gradually decreases with the increase of time.�e improved �re�y algorithm shows good performance when the bandwidth is low,
and the resource occupancy rate is greatly reduced. When the bandwidth is 20, it is reduced by 12.55%. It solves the shortcomings
of long time and low success rate, so as to verify the convenience of the system operation and the power of functions and make the
platform more intelligent and e�cient.

1. Introduction

For more than half a century, the Chinese table tennis team
has gone through hardships and struggled tenaciously,
winning the world table tennis championship time and time
again, creating the miracle of Chinese table tennis, occu-
pying a core position in the hearts of the Chinese. It is the
pride of the Chinese. �is is an aperiodic exercise based on
speed, power and �exibility, and aerobic metabolism. It is an
organic combination of skill, physical �tness, and intelli-
gence and is characterized by fast speed, many turns, and
great strength. Athletes must possess a wide range of
physical qualities, including speed, dexterity and coordi-
nation, quick re�exes, and explosiveness. Since the 1950s,
researchers have proposed many novel intelligent algo-
rithms. For example, the arti�cial neural network algorithm
that abstracts the human brain neuron network from the

perspective of information processing, the ant colony al-
gorithm derived from the behavior of ants searching for food
to generate a path, and the particle swarm algorithm that
iteratively seeks the optimal solution by imitating a swarm of
birds or �sh are widely used in processing a deeper study of
big data analysis and algorithm theory.

Sports teams and research groups collect vast amounts of
data during daily training and competition, including game
data, training tracking data, sports injury data, physiological
and biochemical tests, technical and tactical analysis, and
other types of information. �e cloud data center is re-
sponsible for transmitting these data, and the e�ciency and
reliability of data transmission will directly a�ect the per-
formance of the cloud data center. A data migration strategy
is the basic requirement for data migration, and it is also a
solid guarantee for a stable and e�cient system in the future.
A good migration strategy can not only reduce migration
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costs, but also improve cloud data center maintenance and
management. Currently, there is no uniform and efficient
way to manage this information. How to make full use of
these data to provide a platform for coaches and athletes to
acquire knowledge and process information and help ath-
letes improve their training levels and achieve good results in
various competitions is a problem that needs to be solved.

*e focus of this research is on the construction of an
interactive platform for table tennis team practice and
competition, integrating data in various formats, such as
video, image, file, and chart formats. It can provide a simple
and efficient interactive interface for table tennis coaches,
athletes, scientific researchers, medical staff, managers, etc.,
to facilitate their acquisition of relevant information, so that
all aspects of training management can be refined and
improved, and better services are provided for athletes’
training and competition.*e platform canmanage all kinds
of team information in a unified way and provide more
scientific and reasonable monitoring, evaluation, and de-
cision-making assistance for coaches and athletes’ training
and competition, so as to help athletes achieve better results.

2. Related Work

As things stand, table tennis can be said to be unsurpassed by
any sport in China. An essential factor affecting the system
design of table tennis robot for automatic detection of table
tennis skill and metrics is the spin condition, path, and
bouncing power of table tennis. However, the common
prediction algorithms could not cope with the data of time
sequence and the corresponding spinning state. Zhang
researched the methodology of compensated vague neural
network-based trajectory prediction for table tennis tech-
nical and tactical index automatic detection. Test results
showed that the convergence time of the compensated fuzzy
neural network was shortened, the training time was
shortened, and the prediction accuracy was improved [1].

Deep mining plays an increasingly important role in the
formulation of tactics and rules of sports events. Based on
the data mining platform, Choi analyzed the correlation
between the dynamic score of table tennis and the game
performance. Data mining techniques can extract a superset
of information from a variety of data sources and then
combine this information, so that some patterns and internal
relationships can be found. *e results showed that the
proportion of score reversals gradually decreased as the table
tennis game progressed.*is was mainly due to physical and
psychological factors. *rough the analysis of big data, the
imbalance between the total score and the game result was
explored. *erefore, athletes should carry out targeted
combination exercises to reduce the lack of adaptation in the
game [2].

Along with the application of computer large data, sports
large scale data profiling offers scientific reference for the
improvement of athletes’ training mode. Based on big data
analysis, Zheng analyzed the significance and usage of
mental element coaching for table tennis education. In the
actual game, psychological quality has become an important
foundation for athletes’ ability and skills. *e usage of the

mental factor training in table tennis should make students
pay attention to their own characteristics and exercise
mental quality on this basis. At the same time, competitive
motivation is the main factor affecting the formation of
personal emotional changes. Teachers should help players
establish correct table tennis motivation [3].

Yilmaz et al.’s study aimed to investigate the effects of the
interactive memory system (TMS) and interactive deck in
collaborative computer-supported learning (CSCL) on
learners’ perception of having a social existence and ability
to self-regulate. *e perceived social presence and self-
regulation skills of students in collaborative groups were
compared while constructing knowledge on wiki, blog,
podcast, and Facebook platforms during CSCL within the
scope of the study. When examining the effect of interactive
platforms and TMS on self-regulation in terms of self-
regulation skills, it was observed that, despite the significant
effect of interactive platforms, the effect of the combination
of TMS individually and interactive platforms TMS was not
significant [4].

With the development of time, data and video infor-
mation about table tennis training and competitions are
increasing day by day. As is known to all, scientific material
selection, scientific training, and scientific management are
closely related to the improvement of competitive sports
level. *e fast evolution of technologies in science needs to
push the pace of scientific management of sports, for which
some research work on swarm intelligence algorithms has
been collected.

Recently, group intelligence-based algorithms have be-
come an emerging area of research. Of these, effective so-
lutions to different complex problems have been found with
two superheuristic algorithms that were developed recently,
that is, the Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) and the Firefly
Algorithm (FA). Bhattacharjee and Sarmah attempted to use
them to solve combinatorial problems, especially the 01
Knapsack Problem (KP) and the Multidimensional Knap-
sack Problem (MKP), while in the improved FA, a variable
distance shift of the repair operator based on local search
and adversarial learning mechanism was used to verify the
effectiveness of the algorithm [5].

Ma et al. discussed the algorithm equity of Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) and a variety of additional
newer SI algorithms. Under certain conditions, the primitive
releases of SFLA, GSO, FA, ABC, and GSA were identical to
the PSO algorithm. Substantiation indicated that the ad-
vanced version of ABC performed best on continuous
benchmark functions, while the enhanced versions of SFLA
and GSA performed best on combined problems with
nesting [6].

Ntouni et al. optimized the inspection and testing
procedures of spread-based molecular communicative
processes by using weighting and detectors that had suitable
power transfer values. For this purpose, they proposed a
robust iterative optimization algorithm based on standard
particle swarm optimization (PSO) techniques, called
accelerated-assisted PSO (a-APSO). *ey implemented the
a-APSO operator to estimate the determiner weighing to
minimize the error probability in a closed form
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representation. *e results of the study showed that the
margin of error outperformed when using A-APSO weights
rather than when using weight values available in the lit-
erature or when using weights evaluated by standard PSO
algorithms [7].

Mashwani et al. proposed a multi-intelligence algorithm
(MSIA) for dealing with bounded constrained functions.*e
performance of the algorithm was evaluated by using a
benchmark function with 30 bounded constraints. *e al-
gorithm had good convergence and diversity preservation,
approximating promising solutions [8].

To verify the data enhancement results of the charac-
teristic choice alcohol system, which is based on the group
smart algorithm, Chen et al. conducted experiments in six
classes with similar conditions in the first middle school of
the city. *e experiments showed that, under the feature
selection algorithm, students’ academic performance was
approximately 30% greater than the other methods of
teaching, and the sense of cooperation among students
reached 0.8. *e contradiction between popularity and
improvement was solved, and the problem of differentiation
and transformation of late-comers was solved [9].

Gao et al. studied the population smart algorithm for the
extraction of spatial facial features and hybrid image element
breakdown of hyper-spectral distant images. Firstly, two
different spatial spectral feature extraction methods were
introduced, then linear and nonlinear spectral hybrid
models were studied, and then the end element extraction
approach based on hybrid quantum cluster of particle op-
timization algorithm was investigated. *e result of ex-
periments showed that the algorithm improved the
population based intelligent algorithm for cluster pixel
decomposition. *e accuracy of the suggested 3DLBP space
spectral features for classification was 94.22%. *ese swarm
intelligence algorithms play a great role in solving multi-
variate data problems and global optimization, but their
practicability is not strong [10]. *e above research swarm
intelligence algorithm and related content of table tennis are
analyzed in detail. It is undeniable that these studies have
greatly promoted the development of the corresponding
fields. Much can be learned from methodology and data
analysis. However, there are relatively few studies on table
tennis motion by swarm intelligence algorithms, and it is
necessary to fully apply these algorithms to the research in
this field. *e approaches offer a few points of reference for
this study, but because of the brief duration and low sample
volume of the associated research, this investigation has not
yet gained public acceptance.

3. Algorithm and Integration

3.1. Knowledge Interaction Platform for Table Tennis Training
and Competition. With the vigorous development of
modern sports, the data about table tennis training and
competitions is increasing rapidly, and it is impossible to
comprehensively obtain beneficial experience for coaches
and athletes only by manually collecting and analyzing the
data of previous competitions. In view of the characteristics
of table tennis knowledge interaction platform with complex

data volume, many user types, and large number of users,
role-based access control (RBAC) has been introduced [11].
Its basic idea is to assign access rights to roles and then assign
roles to users, and users can only get appropriate access
rights through roles. A user can have multiple roles, and the
same role can be assigned to multiple users, so there is a
many-to-many relationship between users and roles. Users
can dynamically activate the roles they own according to
their own needs, so they have all the rights to activate the
corresponding roles [12]. In RBAC, a user’s authority is
granted and revoked by assigning and revoking roles, which
makes the user’s authority and access logically separated,
which greatly simplifies authority management [13]. Fig-
ure 1 shows the relationship among users, roles, and per-
missions in the basic principles of RBAC.

Table tennis knowledge interaction platform is a com-
prehensive management platform. On the one hand, it needs
to manage a large amount of data, and on the other hand, it
needs to provide a friendly interface for specific users.
*erefore, it is divided into two systems: one is a front-end
system presented to coaches, athletes, and researchers in the
form of a website, providing various data query, professional
analysis, retrieval, management, and other functions [14].
And the other is a data input system that provides various
data, providing functions such as input, deletion, and
management of various data.*e data entry system provides
functions such as inserting, deleting, and managing various
data. *e architecture adopts two modes of browser/server
(B/S) and client/server (C/S), leverages the strengths of both
architectures to deliver coaching, athletes, and researchers
with a simple and friendly interface, and ensures the security
of the back-end data input system [15]. *is is illustrated in
Figure 2.

According to the current situation of national table
tennis team training, competition and team management,
the platform is divided into 6 subcolumns: athlete database,
event database, monitoring database, business learning
database, team database, and user management, as shown in
Figure 3. *e tracking database is the core part of the
platform and is divided into 5 subsections of training, fitness,
form and function, education, and competition monitoring.

User 1

User 3

User 2

User 4

Authority 1

Authority 3

Authority 2

Authority 4

Role 1

Role 3

Role 2

Figure 1: RBAC fundamentals.
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By monitoring the technical and tactical training level of
athletes in routine training or competition training, it is
convenient to understand the development trend of athletes’
training level.

*e Business Learning Library provides literature,
videos, and PPTmaterial for technical and tactical analysis.

Table tennis literature is divided into many categories, with
distinct themes and various forms, including many game
videos provided by major domestic and foreign video or-
ganizations such as the International Table Tennis Federa-
tion and China Network Television, as well as PPT data on
the national table tennis team’s skill and strategy analysis of
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Figure 2: Platform structure design diagram.
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Figure 3: Functional diagram of table tennis team training and competition knowledge interaction platform.
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domestic and international players during the tournament.
A knowledge search engine and video library about table
tennis was established for the first time. *e scientific in-
formation contained in this module is important for im-
proving the cognitive culture and coaching skills of coaches,
as well as the coaching skills and athletic performance of
players.

3.2. Swarm Intelligence Algorithm. Swarm intelligence orig-
inates from the research on the group behavior of social
insects represented by ants and bees. Swarm intelligence al-
gorithm is a computing technology that evolves according to
group behavior. *ere are many examples of swarm intelli-
gence in nature, such as bird migration, ant colony foraging,
fish gathering, and bacterial growth. *ese gregarious or-
ganisms with low individual intelligence behavior gather in
ecosystems and adapt to transforming natural environment.
Taking ants as an example, Figure 4 shows the foraging be-
havior of ants. It can be seen that the ants show amazing
intelligent behavior in the process of foraging. A is the ant
cave, D is the food source, and EF is the obstacle. As shown in
Figure 4(b), after a period of time, the information volume of
the path BEC is 1/2 of the BFC. After another period of time,
20 ants go from points B, F, and C to food source D, as shown
in Figure 4(c). In the following time, more and more ants will
choose BFC, and eventually all ants will select BFC. *e
closest routes among ant burrows and food sources are found
by means of ant colonial optimization.

*e behavioral norms that should be followed in the
swarm intelligence system include several principles: the
principle of adaptability, the principle of neighbors, the
principle of response diversity, the principle of quality, and
the principle of stability. *e principle of stability expresses
that a group should not change its behavior every time the
environment changes.*at is to say, individuals should have
the ability to adapt to the environment, and when the ex-
ternal environment changes, they should adjust their be-
havior as soon as possible; individuals should carry out
simple information exchange and transmission; group ac-
tivities should show diversity. *ere are quality factors that
influence each other.

*ere is no central control in the swarm intelligence
algorithm, so when one or several individuals perform
poorly, it will not affect the solution of the problem to the
entire group. *e advantages of swarm intelligence are one
of the major reasons why it has become a research hotspot. It
has gradually developed into as one of the top priority re-
search topics in the field of Smart Computing. As the re-
search progresses, more and more swarm intelligence
algorithms are proposed and applied to more fields; espe-
cially the ant colonies intelligence theory of swarm opti-
mization algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm,
firefly optimization algorithm, etc. have been successfully
applied to many fields.

*is paper proposed a method, that is, firefly algorithm
of improved bandwidth (IB-FA), based on the Firefly al-
gorithm to solve the data migration problem in the cloud
computing environment. *e IB-FA algorithm adopts a

heuristic location selection and placement strategy for the
multiobjective constrained optimization problem to realize
the data migration problem. In the firefly algorithm process
of IB-FA, each server is used to generate a population in the
form of firefly individuals, and an objective function that can
describe the resource utilization, migration cost, and net-
work bandwidth in the cloud computing environment is
designed as the fitness function of the firefly algorithm
process in IB-FA, which is used to calculate the absolute
brightness of the individual in the firefly algorithm. An
individual with a large absolute brightness value can attract
an individual with a small absolute brightness value to move
to it, and the convergence of the optimal solution can be
achieved by an iterative method. However, in the later stage
of the classical firefly algorithm, many individuals with
relatively small fitness function values will gather near
fireflies with better fitness function values, and the distance
between individuals gradually shrinks, so the local search
ability is weakened accordingly. In response to this problem,
the IB-FA algorithm introduces adaptive inertia weights to
avoid individual fireflies falling into local optimum. IB-FA
obtains the global best problem, which is the final solution
when the iteration counts reach the maximum. *e im-
proved firefly algorithm can save the bandwidth of the cloud
computing data center, improve the load situation of the
data center, and, at the same time, help improve the user
experience and better realize the optimal location selection
strategy for data migration.

3.3. Mathematical Description and Analysis of IB-FA.
Construct p feasible solutions x1, x2, x3, . . . , xp in the so-
lution space to represent m target data center nodes to be
selected, and then, the parameters involved are as follows:
the number of fireflies is p, rij is the distance between fireflies
i and j, the absorption coefficient is λ, the absolute brightness
is Ii of firefly i, and the attractiveness is αij.

(1) *e initial population Xg � X
g
1 , X

g
2 , . . . , X

g
p  of

fireflies is initialized, where X
g
p represents the

position of the ith firefly in the g-th generation,
i ∈ [1, m].

(2) *e relationship between the absolute brightness Ii

of firefly i and the objective function value is
established. Usually, the objective function is used to
describe the absolute brightness. *e better the
objective function is, the larger the absolute
brightness value is; that is,

Ii � h X
g
i( . (1)

h(X
g
i ) is defined as

h X
g
i(  � acrDCi − υi

j. (2)

acrDCi represents the available resources of the ith
server, υi

j represents the migration cost from server i
to server j, μ represents the migration cost per
minute, ti

j represents the time required for migra-
tion, and υi

j is defined as
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υi
j � μ × t

i
j. (3)

(3) Since the traditional attraction calculation only
considers the distance between fireflies and the
maximum attraction, it does not take into account
the absolute brightness of fireflies, which is incon-
sistent with the actual situation. *e method of at-
traction αij is defined. αij is defined with regards to
the difference between the two fireflies and the of-
ficial brilliance of the fireflies. If Ii > Ij, then the
attraction between two fireflies is defined as

αij � Ii × exp −λR
2
ij . (4)

(4) Update the position of fireflies according to the
attraction among fireflies. Firefly j is drawn to firefly i
and travels toward firefly i. *en, the equation for
updating the position of firefly j is defined as

Xj(T + 1) � ωXj(T) + βij Xi(T) − Xj(T) 

+ β rand −
1
2

 .

(5)

Among them, Xi(T) represents the spatial position of
firefly i in iterations T. β represents the step factor, which is a
constant in [0, 1]. In order to avoid the fireflies oscillating
back and forth at or near the local extreme point, an adaptive

inertia weight ω is added, which decreases linearly with the
increase of the number of iterations and the objective
function, which is beneficial to local search. So, the definition
of ω is as follows:

ω(T) � f X
g
i(  × exp(−T). (6)

3.4. Formalization of the IB-FA Algorithm. *e problem can
be formalized as the problem of migrating q pieces of data to
p servers in a cloud data center. *e solution can be rep-
resented as an n-dimensional vector, where each element
value represents the location of the destination server node
of the data to be migrated. Assuming that each server node
will dynamically change its state according to the load, the
impact of different location migration strategies on the data
center network bandwidth is also different. A quad is defined
as follows:

X � Di,DC, B,BS . (7)

Di represents the set of q data to bemigrated in the ith server,
denoted as

Di(n, c) � Di1,Di2, . . . , Diq , i ∈ [1, m]. (8)

c indicates the time point, and Dij indicates the j th data to
be migrated in the ith server. DC represents the set of p
available server nodes, denoted as
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Figure 4: Intelligent behavior of ants during foraging. (a) *e two paths selected by A–D. (b) Variation of pheromones in two paths.
(c) Final path selection.
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DC(m, c) � DC1,DC2, . . . ,DCp . (9)

B(m, c) represents the network available bandwidth of m
servers at c time, denoted as

B(m, c) � B1, B2, . . . , Bp . (10)

*e primary goal of solving the problem in this paper is
to find a set of candidate server locations that maximize
performance and minimize migration cost, denoted as

BS Dij,DCm, υj
m, c , (i≠m). (11)

*en, the location node that saves the most bandwidth in
the entire data center is selected. S represents the sum of the
sizes of q data to be migrated, denoted as

S � 

q

i�1
S Dij . (12)

T represents the time required for data transmission, and
the calculation formula is defined as

T �
S

Bandwidth
. (13)

η indicates the bandwidth usage of the current server, de-
fined as

η �
Tw

Tw + sin θTb

× 100%. (14)

Since the execution of the background data of each
server is constantly changing, the corresponding execution
time is also constantly changing. sin θ in formula (14) is used
to simulate the variation factor θ ∈ (0, π) of this background
data. It can be seen from formula (14) that if the value of η is
smaller, the server bandwidth occupancy rate is smaller;
then, for the bandwidth of the entire data center, there is
more bandwidth that can be used to process other trans-
actions, which is conducive to improving the bandwidth
utilization of the entire data center.

Niche is a widespread phenomenon in the evolution
theory of nature. Biological individuals usually tend to live in
the same environment as individuals similar to themselves.
It is precisely because of this that nature is full of vitality.
Niche originates from the biological idea of a niche, where
organisms of the same species live together to create small
habitats that, in turn, allow different types of individuals to
inhabit them. Applying this idea to computational science
means that data with the same trait will be grouped, and data
with different traits will be separated, thereby avoiding large
datasets around local optimum points and increasing
population diversity.*emain goal of a niche algorithm is to
establish and maintain a stable, diverse subpopulation that
can perform parallel evolutionary searches in different re-
search fields, thus solving the problem of optimizing mul-
tiple peaks and targets.

Like other smart algorithms, the standard firefly algo-
rithm tends to converge on perfect sites and mature pre-
maturely, improves the efficiency of stereo mapping by using
stereo mapping to obtain initialized firefly populations, and

provides a basis for population diversity. It uses random
momentumweights to change the position update pattern of
individual fireflies, striking a better balance between in-
vestigative and useable. *e timely implementation of niche
technologies can not only eliminate the phenomenon of
falling into local extremes, but also increase the diversity of
populations. *e firefly algorithm suffers from falling into
local extremes and reducing population diversity at the end
of the iteration, so the advantages of the niche technique are
used to offset the shortcomings of the basic firefly algorithm.

In general, the initial distribution of individual firefly
positions is random, which can lead to an uneven distri-
bution of firefly positions. *erefore, this chapter introduces
a chaotic representation with normal and ergodic features to
obtain a chaotic initialized population, which not only
prevents the algorithm from falling into local optima, but
also increases the diversity of the population. Due to the
better sequence homogeneity, the cube representation was
chosen. *e phases of chaos initialization are as follows:

(1) *e first individual is obtained. *e first firefly is
represented by a randomly generatedD-dimensional
vector, R � r1, r2, . . . , rd, where ri ∈ [−1, 1], 1≤ i≤d.

(2) *e remaining N− 1 individuals are obtained. Per-
form N− 1 iterations for each dimension equation of
R:

r(n − 1) � 4r(n)
3

− 3r(n). (15)

Among them, −1≤ r(n)≤ 1, n � 0, 1, 2, . . ..
(3) *e chaotic variables are mapped to the solution

space with the following formula:

xid � Od + 1 + rid( 
Rd − Od( 

2
. (16)

Among them, xid represents the dth dimension coor-
dinate of the ith firefly in the solution space; Od represents
the lower limit of the dth dimension of the solution space; rid

represents the dth dimension of the ith individual obtained
by formula (16); Rd represents the upper limit of the dth
dimension of the solution space.

If an individual is closer to the optimal individual, a
smaller weight will be generated, thereby speeding up the
convergence; if a larger value is generated, a larger fitness
function value will be obtained, which is worse than the
optimal value; these weights are eliminated. Likewise, the
situation is basically the same when the individual is far from
the optimal solution. *erefore, in this paper, random in-
ertia weights are introduced into the position update for-
mula, which is

xi(t + 1) � v∗xi(t) + β xi(t) − xi(t)(  + αθi,

v � μmin + μmax − μmin(  × rand + λ × randn.
(17)

μmin and μmax are the minimum and maximum weights,
respectively; rand are the uniformly spread random numbers
in the region [0, 1]. λ is the measure of the deviation level
between v and its mean, which is used to correct the weight
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error of the obtained values to make the weight change
towards the ideal weight because, in general, the error of the
experimental results follows a normal distribution. randn is a
normally distributed random number.

At the beginning of the iteration, the basic firefly al-
gorithm performs a global search, and there is no need to
introduce the niche technology. When firefly populations
are highly aggregated, this is an opportune time to in-
troduce niche technologies. When individuals are grouped,
it can be seen that the fitness function values of most in-
dividuals are relatively close, so the degree of grouping
between individuals should be expressed by defining var-
iables, as shown in

ϕ2 � −

p

i�1

fi − favg

f
 

2

. (18)

Here, p is the number of individuals, fi is the value of the
fitness function for the ith individual, and favg is the current
average fitness of the firefly population.*ere is a sufficiently
small threshold T; when ϕ2 <T, firefly populations are highly
aggregated, which is an appropriate time to introduce niche
technology. *is in turn leads to the exclusion of unsuitable
individuals, thereby maintaining population diversity.

3.5. Design of Knowledge Interaction Platform for Table Tennis
Training and Competition. *e knowledge interaction
platform system for table tennis training and competition
uses the Java language and adopts the J2EE architecture of
JDK1.8. *e page development uses the powerful EasyUi
framework, and the background is built with the
SpringMVC framework. *e development tool used in this
system is Myeclipse2014 or Myeclipse2010. *e software
development environment is the software required for the
development system and its version requirements. *e
configuration details are shown in Table 1.

Online interactive system has been relatively stable in
technology and is in a high development stage. At the same
time of development, it also develops a variety of platform
technologies. *e online platform architecture that is widely
accepted and adopted by various user units is the B/S three-
tier architecture, as shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, a general online system has three layers:
front-end server tier, implementation server tier, and da-
tabase tier.*e front-end server tier is to deliver a web-based
interface for users. As a learning portal, the main use method
is that users log into the front-end web server with a browser,
and the server will provide services to users in the form of
web pages. *e application server layer is the layer that
provides the data server layer operation interface for the
front-end server layer. *e data server layer is the core of
providing data services for the entire system. When a user
accesses the online learning system through a personal
computer or mobile device and performs various operations,
the front-end server layer first parses and decomposes the
user’s operation and then distributes it to the application
server. According to the user request forwarded by the front-
end server, the application server layer calls the data server

layer for service, obtains the read or write information
requested by the user, and feeds back the result to the user.
*e advantages of establishing an online learning system for
users in this way are that a common architecture platform
can be used, the technology is relatively mature, and an
appropriate content platform can be designed according to
their own conditions.

Tomcat is one of the most popular web application
servers in the world and is well respected by developers and
Java developers. Tomcat servers can be unstable and
sometimes fail to run due to heavy network traffic, while
Nginx can handle large numbers of requests and large
amounts of data consistently and efficiently with low
resources.

Nginx is a high-performance HTTP server and reverse
proxy, which can manage static resources well on multiple
high-load websites, separate dynamic and static pages
according to programming rules, and use URL hashing,
iphash, polling, etc. to balance the load of internal servers.
Figure 6 shows the dynamic and static architecture of the
combination of Tomcat and Nginx. Nginx is placed in front
of Tomcat as a reverse proxy, so that Nginx can provide static
resources such as pictures, js, css, and html.

4. Table Tennis Training Competition
Knowledge Interactive Platform
Simulation Experiment

*e main purpose of system performance testing is to test
the load capacity and responsiveness of the network and to
check the compatibility of the platform’s function with the
design requirements. *e content of performance testing
includes the following:

(1) Response speed when many users concurrently have
access.

(2) Resources of the system in case of concurrent access
by a large group of users.

(3) Network transmission efficiency and stability during
concurrent visits by many users.

Figure 7 shows the convergence curves of the model
Firefly algorithm and the improved algorithm. From Fig-
ure 7, the improved algorithm has better convergence
performance. Table 2 shows the comparison between the
firefly algorithm and the improved firefly algorithm. Based
on the performance comparison data in Table 2, it can be
concluded that the improved hybrid algorithm has better
performance in all aspects and shortens the running time of
the algorithm.

To validate the efficiency of the improved Firefly algo-
rithm for target location selection policy load balancing of
migrated data during cloud data center operation and to
compare the bandwidth usage, data values were collected
every two weeks for a testing period of 10 weeks. As shown in
Figure 8, as the cloud data center operation time increases,
the load balancing degree of the two migration strategies
gradually decreases. *e improved firefly algorithm reduces
the load balancing degree of the firefly algorithm. *e firefly
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Figure 6: Dynamic and static separation architecture of Tomcat combined with Nginx.
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Figure 5: B/S three-layer structure of a project.

Table 1: Software development environment.

Environment Configuration requirements Environment Configuration requirements
Operating system Windows 10 Browser IE9 and above or Firefox, Google
Database server Sql server 2008 or above Java development environment Jude v6.1
Application server Tomcat 8.0 UML modeling tools Jude v6.1
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Table 2: Comparison of the firefly algorithm and the modified firefly algorithm.

Performance indicators Firefly algorithm Improved firefly algorithm
Running time 46.31 s 33.52 s
Average value 2.4121e− 7 5.3247e− 9
Optimal value 3.5214e− 7 1.2457e− 9
Worst value 6.6485e− 6 2.6458e− 8
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policy finds the migration location expeditiously. *ough it
relieves the pressure of burden on the data location pending
migratory data, it does not consider the load capacity of the
target location in detail, which results in sometimes good
load effect and sometimes bad effect. As the bandwidth
gradually increases, the ability to process each service be-
comes stronger and stronger, and the corresponding
bandwidth occupancy rate gradually decreases. *e firefly
policy has considered the resource occupation of the des-
tination position, and the chosen destination position can
achieve improved mobility and ensure smoothness. How-
ever, compared with the improved firefly algorithm, the
effect is not very ideal. *e improved firefly algorithm has a
higher bandwidth. When the bandwidth is low, it shows
good performance, and the resource occupancy rate is
greatly reduced. When the bandwidth is 20, it is reduced by
12.55%. Experiments showed that the improved Firefly
migration strategy performed better in terms of bandwidth
usage and allowed more available bandwidth to serve ad-
ditional services to other servers in the data center in the
cloud due to less bandwidth usage.

*e system performance test findings for this platform
are presented in Figure 9. Table 3 shows the total latency for
different number of tasks.

From Figure 9, when the system load reaches 50,000
users, it can still respond normally, fully meeting the per-
formance requirements of the system. *e improved firefly
algorithm can reduce the total delay of the system to a
certain extent under different tasks.

System Function Test: training and game monitoring
library is extremely important. From 2018 to 2020, 120

matches between the top 35 men in the world rankings
(based on the ranking in April 2020) and 130 matches
between the 21 women’s athletes were selected. Among
them, there are 70 competitions for Chinese men’s athletes
and 50 competitions for men’s athletes from other countries;
55 competitions for Chinese women’s athletes and 75
competitions for women’s athletes from other countries.*e
technical effectiveness (TE value) of the one-three-beat, two-
four-beat, and stalemate ball in each game is calculated, and
the percentile method is used to build a technical perfor-
mance evaluation model for excellent table tennis players.
TE≥ 70% is excellent, and TE< 30% is bad.

After inspection, the data of the athletes’ technical
performance TE values are all in a normal distribution.
According to the technical performance TE value evaluation
method, the evaluation grade standards for the technical
performance TE values of outstanding male and female table
tennis players have been obtained, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 9: System performance test results.

Table 3: Total latency under different number of tasks.

Number
of
tasks

Firefly algorithm of
improved bandwidth Improved firefly algorithm

20 985 976
40 1252 1112
60 1520 1441
80 1630 1530
100 2840 2006
120 3001 2541
140 3060 2733
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5. Conclusion

Table tennis is one of China’s competitive sports advantages.
As China’s national team, table tennis has reached the peak
of the international sports world again and again, leading the
healthy and vigorous development of China’s sports in-
dustry. *is paper designs and implements a knowledge
exchange platform for the training and competition of the
Chinese table tennis team based on the current situation of
information system applications in the field of sports and the
needs of training and competition and team management of
the Chinese table tennis team. *rough the swarm intelli-
gence algorithm, the game data, game videos, technical and
tactical analysis data, training plans within the team, and
other data are managed more efficiently and safely, which is
a great saving in human and financial effort and helps the
team train and play. In the system performance test, when
the system load reached 50,000 users, it could still respond
normally, fully meeting the performance requirements of the
system. And it built a knowledge search engine and video
search database based on table tennis, providing a novel
knowledge acquisition channel and a personalized com-
munication environment for coaches, athletes, scientific
researchers, medical staff, and managers.
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Nowadays, so many people are living in world. If so many people are living, then the diseases are also increasing day by day due to
adulterated and chemical content food. �e people may su�er either from a small disease such as cold and cough or from a big
disease such as cancer. In this work, we have discussed on the encephalon tumor or cancer which is a big problem nowadays. If we
will consider about the whole world, then there are de�ciency of clinical experts or doctors as compared to the encephalon tumor
a�ected person. So, here, we have used an automatic classi�cation of tumor by the help of particle swarm optimization (PSO)-
based extreme learning machine (ELM) technique with the segmentation process by the help of improved fast and robust fuzzy C
mean (IFRFCM) algorithm and most commonly feature reduction method used gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) that
may helpful to the clinical experts. Here, we have used the BraTs (“Multimodal Brain Tumor Segmentation Challenge 2020”)
dataset for both the training and testing purpose. It has been monitored that our system has given better classi�cation accuracy as
an approximation of 99.47% which can be observed as a good outcome.

1. Introduction

Whenever we are going to do some investigation work, then
�rst of all, we have to �nd out actually what is our motive.
Here, our basic motivation is from magnetic resonance
image (MRI), the pictures will segment �rst, the features or
characteristics will remove, and �nally that will be catego-
rized whether it is cancerous or noncancerous.

To carry out the above issue, we have to use or apply
some technique or tool which can all be corelated to each
other. Initially, if we will discuss about the magnetic reso-
nance image, then it is a leading technique to scan the whole

brain and monitor the disease such as tumor. As our study is
related to the neural network, it will explore the pictures and
integrate them into 3-dimensional which can be used for
better forecasting [1]. Next, the above processes have been
used to help the clinical experts for detection of cancerous
encephalon tumor in an e�ective manner. Onemore thing to
be discussed here is that if the encephalon tumor spread
steadily, some irregular activities have shown to the patients
such as “vision problem and vomiting” which can cause a
great problem if early investigation has not taken by the
clinical experts [2]. If the physical examination has carried
out from MRI, then it may be very heavy or time taking task
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for the clinical practitioners due to composite shape of
cancer area as well as some dotted spots inside the MRI
picture. In this paper, some systematic work has been
conducted that can determine that this is fully automatic and
it may help the clinical experts. Initially, when somebody
feels like drowsiness [3], memory problems, and some severe
headache problem, there may be a chance for growing a
tumor inside the brain [4–6]. So, that particular person has
to visit the nearest hospital for scanning the brain. Regarding
the scanning process, MRI is the best method to find out the
clear picture of the brain as well as it has been built by some
advance technologies [7]. For better understanding of MRI,
we can use functional MRI due to the different types of
activities that can be detected by changing with the blood
vessels [8, 9]. After scanning, it needs to divide the pictures
as some dotted or some odd pictures will present. For
segmentation purpose, we have used the improved fast and
robust fuzzy C mean technique as it can remove the noisy
images [10]. After segmentation, some characteristics or
features have to be removed from the input data so that the
precision may be improved. For this purpose, we have used
the frequently used technique gray level co-occurrence
matrix. After removing some attributes, they will be
nutrified as input to the particle swarm optimization based
extreme learning machine for the categorization point of
view which can be further divided into cancerous or non-
cancerous cells. 'is technique has been utilized to maxi-
mize the input and hidden layers that can be computed for
tumor classification [11] as well as the bias along with
weights. After successfully applied all the above techniques,
it is the time for implementation process. Regarding this, we
have used BraTs (“Brain Tumor Segmentation Challenges”)
for both the training as well as testing purpose.

'e rest of this investigation work has been formulated
in the following manner: Section 2 describes related work,
Section 3 describes methodology, Section 4 describes result
and discussion, and Section 5 describes conclusion followed
by future work.

2. Related Work

Here, the authors mainly focused into segmentation and
feature removal followed by categorization. Previously, some
authors have worked in the above processes and we are going
to discuss some of them as follows:

'e authors in [12] have developed a compound fore-
casting model for perception and segmentation of brain
tumor. In this work, they have used the hierarchical
K-means clustering method with super rule tree for the
above prediction process. Here, the FCM method has been
used for the segmentation method which gives as an ap-
proximation of 88.9% of accuracy as well as they have
concluded that their model can be used for multifaceted
resection process also. Hua et al. [13] proposed the image
segmentation method by a novel approach such as the
improved multiview FCM clustering method. In their in-
vestigation work, they have also compared with the several
clustering algorithms and their proposed model gives best
accuracy. For implementation purpose, they have used the

Simulated Brain Database but for the high-dimensional
multiview function, their proposed model may give some
less accuracy. Hu et al. [14] has been investigated the en-
cephalon disease forecasting process by the help of fuzzy
system. Here, they have forecasted the image segregation
regarding encephalon tumor process by “Hybrid Pyramid
U-Net” model. 'ey have also compared their proposed
model with “local density clustering FCM and adaptive
FCM” for their experimental purpose.'eir model has given
better classification accuracy but for the shape and texture
characteristics, it has given some less accuracy.

Kumar et al. [11] has been proposed an automatic
forecasting model for encephalon tumor identification and
categorization. Here, they have examined a lot of things
regarding the above process, but our main intention in this
survey is to only the feature extraction process. In this
work, they have used the mostly common method, gray
level co-occurrence matrix, for feature reduction and it
gives an awesome performance. 'ey have again suggested
that if some texture and shape features can be used in
addition to GLCM, and then it may give best accuracy.
Sathi and Islam [15] classified the encephalon tumor by
ANN and extracted the features by some hybrid methods
such as “Gabor filter and discrete wavelet based as well as
GLCM” where they have used 6 characteristics by which the
features has been extracted. Again, they have indicated that
after the features have been extracted, it has given an
awesome performance to detect the brain tumor. Mall et al.
[16] extracted all the features from an X-ray image. Here,
they have also used the GLCM technique for the above
purpose. In their work, they have classified bone fracture
instead of encephalon tumor detection. 'ey have used 12
characteristics for the extraction purpose and have noticed
a good result.

Velmurugan and Velmurugan [17] proposed the en-
cephalon tumor classification process by the particle swarm
intelligence method. By their investigation method, axial as
well as coronal plane also detected. 'eir model has also
given better accuracy rate, and some more machine learning
approaches can be used for sagittal plane which can dis-
sociate into sections from the left and right side of en-
cephalon then it may give more accuracy rate. Khan et al.
[18] has classified the encephalon cancer process by the
extreme learningmethod with the association of correntropy
via the mutual learning process. In their work, they have also
used the BraTs dataset for experimental purpose and their
outcomes are immovable. Ayane et al. [19] proposed the
classification of encephalon tumor by the PSO-ELM tech-
nique and executed across the embedded system. 'ey have
used here the dataset “Harvard Medical School” for both the
training as well as testing purpose. According to the re-
searchers, their work has produced great achievement for
finding the outcome and it may be helpful to the clinical
experts for classifying the encephalon tumor as cancerous or
noncancerous [20, 21].

From the above survey, it has been observed that for
detection and classification of encephalon tumor not only
the feature removal or classification are required but also
some extra attributes such as texture characteristics and
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coronal as well as sagittal suture are also used which we are
going to implement in our work.

3. Methodology

In this work, mainly the researchers have focused into
noncancerous tissues which may be found from segmen-
tation [22] as well as the feature reduction method via
magnetic resonance image [23]. 'is investigation work has
flaunted in Figure 1.

'is above diagram has been expanded through the
following steps:

(i) Initially, the image has possessed by MRI [24].
(ii) 'en, this image has been segmented by our

IFRFCM technique [25].

(iii) Next, some features have removed by the most
common method GLCM. [26].

(iv) After successful removal of features, the data then
processed and proceeded for validation.

(v) 'e next process is classification which can be es-
timated by PSO-ELM. [27].

(vi) Finally, the tumor has been detected as cancerous or
noncancerous.

3.1. Proposed IFRFCM for Image Segmentation. If the tumor
is going to be detected from MRI, some noise has to be
removed from those images. As described by the author [2],
the above technique has the ability to remove the noise. As
this technique supports “Wiener Filter” that has the ability to

Detection of Tumor Process

Possession of Image from MRI

Segmentation of Image by IFRFCM

Feature Removal by GLCM

Processing and Validation of Data

Classification of Image by PSO-ELM

Cancerous Non-Cancerous

Figure 1: Workflow diagram of planned methodology.
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observe the noisy images, here the objective function must
be required. Now, the objective function as per FCM is
[28, 29]

J0 � 
N

p�1


C

q�1
σv

qpxp − p
2
q + 

N

p�1


C

q�1
Gpq, (1)

where Gpq � fuzzy factor and it is defined as

Gpq � 

r∈Np

p!�r

1
dpr + 1

1 − σqr 
v
xr − p

2
q,

(2)

where

xp, xr � pixels
dpr � spatial Euclidian distance between xp and xr
Np � set of neighbors
σqp � Fuzzy membership of pth pixel with respect to q
σqr � neighbor of σqp
N� total number of pixels in image
C� cluster centre
V� fuzziness of significant division

With the diminish of analytical intricacy, the fuzzy di-
vision matrix is defined as

Gpq
′ � 

r∈Np

p!�r

log(μ)
α

exp dpr  + 1
σqr 

v
xr − p

2
q,

(3)

where

μ� gray value of image
α� precision variable between 0 and 1

As we have to extract the marked objects from image, so
some additional operations such as dilation and erosion are
required which belongs to morphological reconstruction.
Now, this type of image is indicated as czand it is described
as [30–32].

cz � R
c
d (f), (4)

where

Rc
d =morphological closing reconstruction

f= original image

Now, by the help of morphological closing recon-
struction, the above objective function may be adjusted as
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where σqz � degree of membership of gray value z in cluster q
Now, here, the fuzzy factor may be adjusted as
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v
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2
q.

(6)

Now, the membership partition matrix appeared as S
and it can be described as

S � σqr 
c∗ h

. (7)

As we have discussed above, the Wiener Filter has the
ability to observe the noisy image [20], so the new mem-
bership partition matrix S’ can be described as

S′ � Wiener[S]. (8)

3.2. ProposedGLCMTechnique for FeatureRemoval. As MRI
consists of so many pictures that has to be captured, so for
reduction of large number of pictures to the noisy picture,
there is a removal technique is used [33, 34]. 'is is called as
feature extraction process [35]. In this work, we have used
the GLCM technique for feature extraction where it collects
superior stage of facts of a picture such as structure, size, and
color etcetera [36].

'e previous researchers have used either only the
GLCM technique or at max one of the feature like text
characteristics or coronal or sagittal suture may be used [37].
However, here we have used all the above three features have
been used for feature removal. All the process has described
below:

(i) In texture features, initially, by the help of image
processing technique, the images are combined to
find the best outcome. Finally, the GLCM technique
calculates the gray image and some texture features
have been removed [38].

(ii) In coronal plane, the MRI images have been divided
into front and back where the images are clearly
visible and easy for removal [39].

(iii) In sagittal suture, the MRI images have divided into
left from right so that the actual contusions are
clearly visible [40].

From the above processes, it comes to know that GLCM
with some characteristics have the ability to remove the
features.

3.3. Proposed PSO-ELM Technique for Image Classification.
Here, we have used one of the new techniques for classifying
the tumor as cancerous or noncancerous, i.e., PSO-ELM. As
PSO is an optimization technique, it has the ability to op-
timize the ELM parameters like weight and bias as well as the
hidden neurons. From those hidden neurons, the above
technique can find the good accuracy [41]. Here, the au-
tomatic categorization of encephalon tumor accomplished
through our suggested PSO-ELM model [42]. Here, the
weights are updated by the PSO technique [43] for finding
each particle’s best position by calculating the mean, so that
it can upgrade to high competence.

It is a very useful as well as proficient training algorithm.
Now, the output of ELM, Y, is determined as
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Y � 
H

i�1
vibi(x) � 

H

i�1
vib wi × xJ + ki , J � 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, (9)

where H� number of hidden units, N� number of training
samples, w �weight vector between input and hidden layer,
v �weight vector between hidden and output layer,
b� activation function, k� bias vector, and x� input vector.

Now, if we will assume beta matrix as special matrix, the
output Y will be considered as

Y � Z∗ β, (10)

where z� hidden layer output matrix and it can be described as

Z �
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Now, equation (11) is a linear system which may be
solved by

β � z†d, (12)

where z†�Moore-Penrose Generalized Inverse of Matrix z
and
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3.3.1. Weight Optimization by PSO. As we know that par-
ticle swarm optimization is an optimization technique [44],
which can optimize a problem by repeatedly testing to
enhance a candidate solution with relation to a given
measure of quality [45]. Basically, the design process is based
on the manner of birds, so that they can exchange the in-
formation by swarming behavior [46, 47].

Previously, we have suggested that by the help of PSO,
the best position [48] can be estimated by improvement of
the weights. So, weights must be optimized in case of PSO.
Here, each particle has factors such as position vector pk as
well as velocity vector wk [49, 50] and these [51] are
expressed in

w
n+1
k � w

n
k + βδ1 g

∗
− p

n
k  + cδ2 p

∗
k − p

n
k , (14)

where δ1 and δ2 � random vectors between 0 and 1 [52].

g∗ � global best position

β and c � learning parameters

In a typical PSO algorithm, if an inertia function ɸ (n) is
used, wn

k has been replaced by ɸ (n) wn·w
k [53]. Now, this can

be expressed as

w
n+1
k � Φw

n
k + βδ1 g

∗
− p

n
k  + cδ2 p

∗
k − p

n
k , (15)

where Φ € (0, 1).
Now, the weights are previously mentioned in Figure 2

as w � [wi0 + wi1x1 + · · · · · · + wijxj].
Furthermore, the weights are updated by using

w
n+1
i � (1 − c)w

n
i + cg

∗
+ βδn. (16)

4. Result and Discussion

Here, we have used the BraTs 2020 dataset where it has used
278 MRI samples has been taken for both training and
testing. In this work, 47 patient’s data have been recorded in
which 29 images for testing as well as 18 images for testing.
All the exploratory analysis has been done with the python
language with Google Co-lab in front end along with tensor
flow tool in back end. Now, for the image segmentation by
our planned method, IFRFCM has been presented in
Figure 2.

Now for estimating the accomplishment of classification,
we have taken one new technique that encompasses some
additional things. It is purely based uponmedical calculation
and it is statistical software. Here, some new technical terms
have been used and these are listed below:

For the diseased group, let

Test Positive � M,

Test Negavtive � N.
(17)

For the nondiseased group, let

Test Positive � P,

Test Negavtive � Q.
(18)

Disease prevalence: it is a statistical method which
permits either the clinical experts or the researchers to es-
timate a person’s chances of contracting a disease.

Sensitivity �
M

M + N
,

Specificity �
Q

P + Q
.

(19)

Positive predicted value (PPV): if the test case is positive,
the probability for that particular disease is present and it is
described as

PPV �
Sensitivity × Prevalence

Sensitivity × Prevalence +(1 − Specificity) ×(1 − Prevalence)
. (20)
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Negative predicted value (NPV): if the test case is
negative, the probability for that particular disease is not
present and it is described as

NPV �
Specificity ×(1 − Prevalence)

(1 − Sensitivity) × Prevalence + Specificity ×(1 − Prevalence)
, (21)

Accuracy � Sensitivity × Prevalence + Specificity ×(1 − Prevalence). (22)

By the above descriptions and from the BraTs dataset, the
accomplishments of various classification methods are es-
timated in Table 1.

From Figure 2, it has been monitored that the IFRFCM
segmentation technique has the ability to detect the noisy
image as well as the clear cancer region [54]. By the help of

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Segmentation outcome. (a) Original image. (b) Noisy image. (c) IFRFCM outcome.

Table 1: Estimation of various classification accomplishments.

Techniques Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy
PSO 0.91 0.84 96.23 93.35 95.61
SCA 0.93 0.86 96.38 93.42 98.01
ASCA 0.94 0.88 96.47 9351 98.32
ELM 0.97 0.91 97.82 94.73 98.88
PSO-based ELM 0.99 1.0 98.35 95.69 99.47

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy

Pa
ra

m
et

er
s

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1000
Iterations

PSO based ELM
ELM
ASCA

SCA
PSO

Figure 3: MSE of different techniques.
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different parameters and number of iterations depicted in
Figure 3, it has been observed that PSO-based ELM gives
better classification accuracy as compared to the other
classification models.

5. Conclusion

'is research work has suggested 4 methods for the en-
cephalon tumor detection process. Initially, the tumor re-
gion has been captured by MRI, all the images were divided,
and the noisy images have been clearly found out by using
the IFRFCM algorithm. After that, the features have been
removed by the most commonly method, the GLCM
method. Finally, the categorization or classification for
finding out whether the tumor is cancerous or noncancerous
has been investigated by the PSO-based ELM technique
which gives an average classification accuracy rate of 99.47.
Again, this proposed method can give better accomplish-
ments if some deep characteristics have been applied.
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Pneumonia is a disease that spreads quickly and poses a serious risk to the health and well-being of its victims. An accurate
biomedical diagnosis of pneumonia necessitates the use of various diagnostic tools and the evaluation of various clinical features,
all of which are hindered by the lack of available experts and tools. According to the research presented here, a mobile app that uses
deep learning techniques to classify whether or not a patient has pneumonia is being developed. It was hoped that a mobile
application prototype for detecting pneumonia using neural networks would be developed as part of this study.�e use of a high-
level tool such as Create ML makes this process easier and eliminates issues such as how many layers a neural network has,
initializing the model parameters, or which algorithms to use. �e model can now be accessed by anyone, anywhere, via a mobile
application. �e dataset of more than 5,000 real images was used to train an image classi�cation model using Create ML, a tool
with a graphical interface, and there was no need for specialized knowledge.

1. Introduction

In health services in Iraq, respiratory infections represent
between 50 and 70% of consultations and between 30 and
60% of hospitalizations [1]. Among adults su�ering from
pneumonia, it is estimated that between 22 and 42% require
hospitalization and between 5 and 10% need an intensive
care unit, and the lethality varies between 5 and 50%
depending on the severity of the condition, which is higher
in the elderly and immunosuppressed patients [2–4].

�e diagnosis of pneumonia requires a review of chest
radiography (CXR) by a highly quali�ed specialist, laboratory
tests, vital signs, and clinical history, whichmakes its detection
a di�cult task. It normally presents as an area of increased
opacity within the CXR. Even so, the identi�cation of the
diagnosis of pneumonia is complex due to other pulmonary
conditions such as hemorrhages, lung cancer, postsurgical
changes, pulmonary edema, atelectasis, or collapse. �e

comparison of CRX performed at di�erent times and the re-
lationship with the clinical history is essential for diagnosis.

Taking advantage of the large number of images gen-
erated by digital processing [3], some studies [5–9] focus on
methods based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) to
de�ne whether a patient has pneumonia or not since they
learn and select functions automatically. Other works
[10–13] highlight the analysis of cracks using arti�cial neural
networks, hidden Markov model, modeling of Gaussian
mixtures (Gaussian Mixture Models, GMM), and algorithm
K-NN (K-Nearest Neighbors). Although the models that
currently exist have achieved performances that rival expert
doctors [14–16], these proposals mostly remain in algo-
rithms or platforms and do not develop useful tools. Due to
advances in machine learning and greater power in
smartphones, some authors leave open the possibility of
incorporating these algorithms, which in turn can generate a
great demand for this type of tool [4].
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*is work seeks to design a mobile application for the
automatic detection of pneumonia, which may be appro-
priate in regions where health professionals do not arrive or
as support when defining a diagnosis to reduce the mortality
rate associated with Pneumonia [17–20].

In this article, we present a prototype application for the
support of medical personnel in the diagnosis of pneumonia
through radiographic images of the patient’s chest through
the use of neural networks.

2. Theory

In this work, we present an application prototype to support
medical personnel in the diagnosis of pneumonia through
radiographic images of the patient’s chest through the use of
neural networks.

2.1. Pneumonia. Pneumonia is a form of acute respiratory
infection that impacts the lungs, which are composed of
alveoli that are small sacs. When healthy people breathe,
their lungs should be allowed to fill with air [21]. People who
have pneumonia have alveoli that fill with pus and fluid,
which makes breathing painful and limits the amount of
oxygen that can be absorbed. Pneumonia is the single most
important contributor to infant mortality around the world.

2.2. Diagnosis of Pneumonia. It is detected from an inter-
rogation or physical examination, where the doctor listens to
the lungs with the help of a stethoscope to identify crackling,
bubbling, whistling, and rumbling sounds when inhaling
and exhaling.

To make an accurate diagnosis, it is recommended to
carry out some tests, which can be chest X-ray, pleural fluid
culture, pulse oximetry, blood oxygen measurement, and
bronchoscopy.

2.3. Machine Learning. Automatic learning (Machine
Learning) seeks to create techniques or systems that learn
automatically, and through patterns, it analyzes and treats
information. Once the patterns are identified, they are able
to predict behaviors and continuously improve.

A task in machine learning known as supervised learning
involves inferring a function from training data that has
been labeled. In order to solve a problem that involves this
learning, the following steps need to be followed in the
correct order: determine the type of training example, as-
semble a training set, determine the input features, deter-
mine the structure of the learned function and the
corresponding learning algorithm, finish the design, and
evaluate the accuracy of the learned function.

Finding a hidden structure in data that does not have
labels is the goal of unsupervised learning, which occurs
when there is neither an error signal nor a reward with which
to evaluate a potential solution. Methods such as clustering
and latent variable models (including the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm, method of moments, and

blind signal separation techniques) are examples of ap-
proaches to unsupervised learning. [22–25].

2.4. Artificial Neural Network (ANN). *ey are computer
systems [26–29] that try to emulate some of the functions of
living organisms. *is means that they are made up of el-
ements that mimic (in basic functions) the behavior and
organization of the organism. *e human brain can learn
from experience and generalize from previous input to
completely new input to predict an outcome. A neural
network gains experience by analyzing data (Training) to
determine behavior rules [30–32], based on which it can
make predictions about new cases.

2.5. Deep Learning. It is an area within the field of machine
learning that brings together a set of algorithms and tech-
niques; with this method, learning is sought through ex-
amples, obtaining patterns from large amounts of data [20].
In this technique, the artificial network of neurons is
composed of several layers of processing in a hierarchical
manner, each one from a lower level of abstraction to a
higher one (inspired by the biological behavior of the brain
by the interconnections between neurons), and each one of
them with a task. Specifically, various architectures organize
the connections of different layers to determine the direction
and propagation of data. Convolutional networks, in par-
ticular, have quickly become a methodology of choice for
image analysis.

2.6. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). It is a type of
neural network specialized in the classification of images,
videos, sounds, or text; its structure is similar to the visual
cortex of a biological brain, so they are especially useful in
locating patterns in images, recognizing objects, faces and
scenes, and are widely used in the field of artificial division.

2.7. Review of the Literature. In 2018, Jakovljevic carried out
a study on the tools to help diagnose pneumonia, where the
focus is given on the analysis of the signals coming from the
human body based on audio: cough, breathing, and speech,
for the said signals. Starting from the commonmethod, such
as auscultation, the generated signal is processed with digital
treatment techniques to be displayed, stored, and repro-
duced. *is information must be processed to filter and
eliminate noise and distortion so that it can be used as a
training database. Among the studies, the analysis of crackles
(discontinuous sounds of short duration) stands out using
artificial neural networks, the Hidden Markov Model,
Gaussian Mixture Modeling (GMM), and K-NN Algorithm
(K-Nearest Neighbors), where it is concluded that neural
networks and the K-NN algorithm give the best results in
terms of monitoring respiratory sounds. It leaves open the
possibility of introducing algorithms in increasingly pow-
erful smartphones [33].

By 2019, Medrano Roldán using Apache Spark analyzed
data as a framework in memory based on distributed pro-
cessing and establishes how to implement a convolutional
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neural network to automatically classify radiographs of
patients with pneumonia as the database that is stored in-
creases. *e analyzes concluded that the database contains
“x-rays of patients with pneumonia regardless of whether it
is due to viruses or bacteria, and patients with a normal
diagnosis where it is finally reduced to two classes, with and
without pneumonia.” She divided into 10 data sets, reduced
the total number of images from 5,856 to 3,166 to avoid an
imbalance, and normalized the images by training and
evaluating the network with each data set [12, 13].

Also, in 2019, Samir Yadav and Shivajirao Jadhav [14]
compared studies where images are used to diagnose dis-
eases, where they highlighted the implementation of deep
neural networks (DNN), especially convolutional neural
networks (CNN), and achieved significant performance
since 2012. *ey show that some investigations on the
classification of medical images by CNN have managed to
rival human experts. Where they give us an example
CheXNet, a CNN with 121 layers trained with more than
100,000 frontal view chest X-rays, obtained better perfor-
mance than the average performance of four radiologists. He
further states that Kermany proposes a transfer learning
system to classify images where the weighted average error is
equal to the average of 6 human experts.

Abate (2019) et al. [15] mentioned significant achieve-
ments of CNNs in large amounts of data sets, but for cases
where the data set is small, it sometimes fails if proper care is
not taken. *ey propose a transfer learning approach using
pretrained architectures to obtain the same result between
small and large ensembles.*ey used five pretrained models,
where they took the combination of them to form a large
ensemble architecture and achieved promising results.

From the previous works, we can conclude that the
approach that has been given by different researchers over
time has been aimed at establishing algorithms that can
select the characteristics automatically and evaluations to
reduce false positives when classifying the diagnosis of
pneumonia, but none has made an application on a mobile
device as a support tool for the detection of pneumonia.

3. Methodology Implementation

*e project is developed under the CRISP-DMmethodology
[16] used for development projects in the area of Data
Analytics; it describes the common activities that must be
carried out for the completion of a project of this nature; it
consists of the next six phases.

3.1. Business Understanding. In this phase, the business
objectives and current needs are determined. For this, it is
necessary to carry out a review of the current technologies in
the diagnosis of pneumonia, the actors, time, and availability
not only for medical personnel but for the general public;
with this information, the development is proposed and
limited to the project.

3.2. Understanding the Data. *e data collection process is
carried out by searching different sources of information.

*e data used for the creation of our model was
obtained from http://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-
8674(18)30154-5. *ese contain images of chest radio-
graphs in patients with pneumonia of different causes and
healthy patients.

3.3. Preparation of ExistingData. To carry out the training, it
is necessary to have a data set organized and classified in
these two categories; it is also important to have a group of
data for training and another set for tests. It is not rec-
ommended to use training data to carry out tests, but it is
recommended to use 80% of data for training and 20% for
testing. At least 10 images are required for each category
(NORMAL and PNEUMONIA). *e more data there is, the
better the accuracy of the model; the number of images in
each category must be balanced as far as possible; 10 images
cannot be used in the NORMAL category and 1,000 images
in the PNEUMONIA category.

*e images can be in any jpeg, png, or other formats
(Figure 1); the images do not have to be the same size or have
a specific size. However, it is better to use images of at least
299× 299 pixels.

3.4.Modeling. For modeling, Create ML is used. For several
years, Apple has been venturing into the world of machine
learning and also offering tools so that developers can easily
integrate these features into applications. In this way, at
WWDC, I present the Create ML, an application to build,
train, and implement machine learning models directly from
a Mac, without the need for Internet and advanced
knowledge in machine learning [17–21].

Create ML (Figure 2) is a new way to train custom
machine learning models that offers a simple and intuitive
interface generating an extremely simplified experience; you
can train models to perform tasks such as recognizing
images, extracting meaning from text, or finding relation-
ships between numerical values, all it requires is a sufficient
amount of data for training.

Create ML Takes advantage of the machine learning
infrastructure integrated into Apple products such as Photos
and Siri, among other frameworks that come directly with
the device; this makes some models smaller, more efficient,
and require much less training time.

Currently, there are other very popular tools for creating
custom models, such as Tensorflow and Caffe, but these
require a large amount of code and do not have a friendly
interface, and often require command of a programming
language such as Python and some libraries. *ere are also
other cloud-focused tools like Google Cloud AutoML and
IBM AutoAI, but these require a constant Internet con-
nection for data loading and training.

In the case of Google Cloud AutoML and Create ML, the
difference between the accuracy of the models obtained
using these two tools is not significant; both tools are good
enough, and the decision on which to choose depends on
personal preferences, availability of Internet, equipment,
and storage space.
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Create ML accepts various input types available for
creating models images, sound, text, and number tables. In
this case, a model will be used that uses an image as input
and classifies it into two categories according to its content,
NORMAL and PNEUMONIA.

3.4.1. Model Type Selection. To train a model using Create
ML, it is necessary to create a project based on the different
model templates; these are grouped according to the type of
input of the model that we want to train.

After selecting “Image Classifier, “Select” Next”, and we
put some complementary data such as the name of the
project, license, description of the model, and location of the
project. *en the main interface is shown, which is quite
simple and intuitive; you can train multiple versions of the
same model using different datasets simultaneously. In the
left panel, the different resources of the model are shown,
and in the right panel, the data flow goes from left to right
with the steps required to perform in the training, from
inputting data to finishing with the output of the trained
model (Figure 3(a)).

3.4.2. Entry. *e input data for model training is divided
into three groups:

(1) Training: classified data that the model will use to
learn

(2) Validation: data that the model will use to verify the
learning in each iteration, the application allows to
take them randomly from the training set

(3) Tests: for the data that the application will use to
verify themodel’s efficiency, it is important that none
of these images are in the training set

To select the data, it is only necessary to drag and drop
the folder with the images in the corresponding section.

Additionally, some options are allowed to be configured,
such as the maximum number of iterations for the training
and some filters that will be applied to each image to increase
the amount of data when there is not a good number of data,
and you want to improve model accuracy.

3.4.3. Training. Once the different data sets have been se-
lected and the parameters configured, you can start training
the model; you only need to press the “Training” button
located on the toolbar (Figure 3(b)), and you can see the
progress live as the model learns from the training images.

*e model learning process is iterative; in each iteration,
the model learns according to the characteristics of the
training data set and verifies the accuracy with the validation
data set because the validation data is generated randomly.
*e model may vary each time the model is trained.

*e training time depends on factors such as the amount
of data, number of iterations, filters applied to each image,
and the team’s capabilities.

3.4.4. Assessing Model Accuracy. Once the training is
complete, you will be able to see different metrics of this
process; creating ML shows the precision values with the
training and validation data; this gives us information on
how well the model is trained and allows us to make
decisions.

*e accuracy value for the training dataset is always close
to 100% because the model has trained on these images. In
our case, the model correctly identified 97% of the validation
images and 86% of the test images.

*e application also shows additional information on the
training progress in each iteration, such as the number of
elements in each category, precision, number of iterations,
and total training time (Figure 4(a)).

Create ML to check the efficiency of the trained model
against the test dataset, which contains images that the
model has never seen before.

*emodel classifies all the images, and the app compares
them to the correct category and presents the overall ac-
curacy. For the first training, a general accuracy of 86% was
obtained, and the accuracy for each category NORMAL
(Healthy) 90% and PNEUMONIA 84% can also be observed;
this indicates how good the model is to hit in each category
(Figure 4(b)).

Suppose the performance of the model is very low, in
that case, another training can be carried out with different
parameters, increasing the number of iterations or with
another more varied set of data, for example, images with
different light exposures. *is process can be carried out as
many times as necessary to obtain the expected results.
Create ML allows multiple training sessions to be carried out
on the same model with different configurations and to
compare the results of each of them in the same project. In
this case, it can be seen that the performance can worsen
depending on the parameterization (Figure 5(a)).

Figure 1: Data structure.

Create ML Core ML model

MLMODEL

Figure 2: Creating ML from Apple (https://developer.apple.com/
documentation/createml).
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3.4.5. Exporting the Model. In the “output” section, the
application allows testing with multiple images and shows
the results of the classification (Figure 5(b)). When it is
determined that the model works well enough, you can save
the trained model to use; it is only necessary to drag and
drop the model outside the application. It generates a file
with the.mlmodel format, which is ready to be used in any
application in the Apple ecosystem (iOS, iPadOS, macOS).
One of the benefits of using Create ML to build models is
how extremely small they are, and in this case, the model is
only 17KB.

3.5. Evaluation. Validation is performed according to expert
judgment using the graphs obtained from the model ac-
curacy training process to the group of test and validation

images. At this point, it was possible to determine that the
model is useful according to the needs of the business and
meets the objectives to continue with the application
prototype.

3.6. Implementation. Building the classification model by
itself is not useful if it is not integrated into some application
or service that uses it. *is is why it is determined that a
simple way to implement the model is through a mobile
application; interested people can easily access it and use the
device to capture or upload radiographic images for the
model to make the prediction. *e SCRUM methodology
[34] is used to develop the application prototype.

Integrating pneumonia.mlmodel model in an iOS ap-
plication is quite simple since the entire Apple ecosystem

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Training results; (b) model tests.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) Retraining results with different parameters, (b) training result and tests with the model.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Configuring input data for model training and (b) model training.
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provides the tools to make this process as simple as possible;
it can be used with a few lines of code.

Xcode is the integrated development environment offered
by Apple for building applications. To use themodel, it is only
necessary to drag the model to a project in Xcode. Once the
model is part of the project, Xcode displays the model in-
formation, type, description, size, input, and output data.

*anks to the different frameworks included in Xcode,
such as Core ML and Vision, classes are automatically
created for the use of the model; other frameworks such as
AVFoundation and PhotoKit allow us to obtain the images
that are used as input for the model, whether they are from
the device’s camera or the photo library. Only a few lines are
required to use the model in code, with which classification
and a confidence percentage of this prediction are obtained
from an image.

3.7.Functioningof theApplicationPrototype. *e application
consists of a few simple steps; the user can use the camera to
take a photo or import a certain image from the photo
gallery for analysis; once the user selects the image, the
application processes it and displays the result with the

prediction and the percentage of confidence offered by that
result.*e following are screenshots of the app on an iPhone
11 emulator, as shown in (Figure 6).

4. Results and Discussion

Data is the most important part of the project, and having a
sufficient and reliable data set is the key to success. Per-
forming the training of an image classifier model through
the CreateML application is simple; unlike other tools, it
abstracts the entire process in a simple interface, which
means that great knowledge is not required to carry out the
said process. *e application allows the configuration of
parameters and multiple workouts with different configu-
rations; it generates graphs that allow us to make decisions,
as shown in (Figure 7).

*e classification models are composed of multiple
layers in charge of carrying out simple processes and
communicating these results to other layers to classify an
image.*e first layers are responsible for taking the raw pixel
values and generating high-level abstract ideas such as “it’s
white” or “it’s an animal” as you move between layers, and
more specific details of the images are obtained until you can

Figure 6: Application operation in an iPhone 11 emulator.
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distinguish between NORMAL and PNEUMONIA (Fig-
ure 8). *ere are also different ways to organize and com-
municate the different layers and there are different
architectures to organize these layers depending on the type
of problem to be solved. Still, all this process is internal,
thanks to CreateML.

After carrying out several training processes with dif-
ferent configurations and variations in the parameters, it was
possible to obtain a model with an accuracy of ∼85% in-
tegrated into an iPhone application that is very easy to use
and distribute.

Since the model was trained with a set of data closed to
two categories, NORMAL (Healthy) and PNEUMONIA,
any image passed as input to the model will be categorized
into one of these two groups since, during the training
process.

If the image of a cat is sent, the model will respond
incorrectly with the label PNEUMONIA. To solve this
problem, you can choose to create another category of
training data called OTHERS. It contains various images of
things or objects that the user could pass as input to the
model to improve the user experience.

It was also possible to show that factors such as lighting,
contrast, blur, shooting angle, background, and different
distortions present in the input image can affect the model’s
accuracy because within the training group, they are not
being considered. Example images are those with these
factors so that the model learns these characteristics with
these variations. It is enough to include images of this type in
the different data sets to solve this problem. *e images
present in the training process should be as close as possible
to what is expected as input to the model, that is, how the
end-user is expected to take the images.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1. Conclusions. *e objective of this research work was to
propose a mobile application prototype for the detection of
pneumonia from a chest X-ray image through the use of
neural networks. *e model was created using Create ML, a
high-level tool that simplifies this process and eliminates
challenges, such as choosing how many layers a neural
network has, initializing the model parameters, or what
algorithms to use. *e implementation of the model in a
mobile application offers its use to anyone; the source code
of the application is available on Github.

It was possible to establish through the review of the state
of the art that there are various investigations to address the

diagnosis of pneumonia using the field of artificial intelli-
gence; some of them use radiographic image analysis and
others stand out for analysing lung sounds. Many of these
research projects focus on enhancing the efficiency of the
models and end with their training. No research was found
that uses the potential of mobile devices for the deployment
of these models, although some authors leave this possibility
open. *is research offers an approach to the said processes
to fill this existing gap.

Although artificial intelligence has been talked about since
the middle of the last century, the most important advances
have been made in recent years with the improvement of
technique and technology; these improvements have inten-
sified its use in different fields such as image recognition,
voice, stock prediction, text generation, language translation,
fraud prevention, autonomous driving, genetic analysis, and
disease prognosis, being in the field of medicine one of the
most interesting as it can help both medical staff and patients
to make quick and accurate decisions, thus being able to save
lives by offering early treatment. Using the existing data, it
was possible to train several models with different configu-
rations whose accuracies vary between ∼78% and ∼85%; we
can conclude that the model’s capabilities can be expanded if
sufficient training data is available.

*e model that obtained the best results was imple-
mented in a mobile application prototype. *e device’s
camera or photo gallery can be used for the application to
process and generate a forecast. Its use is quite simple and
generates a good user experience, the size of the application
is only 4.8MB, and the response time using the model is less
than 1 second.

Future work can use a richer and more varied data set to
classify different types of lung diseases. It is also possible to
analyze other types of images such asMRIs or mammograms
to predict whether a patient is likely to develop cancer.

5.2. Recommendations. For future projects related to image
analysis and classification, we recommended the following:

(1) *e data groups must be balanced in all the cate-
gories you want to classify

(2) *ey must have the most examples for each category
(3) *e training data must fit the expected data as input

to the model
(4) Different environmental conditions, such as lighting,

can affect the model results, so it is important to have
images in different conditions in the training data

Entry Feature extraction Classification

Pneumonia

Healthy

Figure 8: Classifier model training flow.
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Personalized push service is one of the more popular research and application �elds, which has received more andmore attention.
Its application prospects are also more and more extensive. �is research mainly designs and implements personalized push
services through feature extraction and pattern recognition. In this study, the Chinese texts of user-visited pages are classi�ed
according to keywords, so as to obtain the user’s interest characteristic data. �en, according to the frequency of each feature
category, the weight of the user’s interest feature is calculated, and the user’s interest �eld is predicted and identi�ed. After that,
resources that match the user’s interest �eld are pushed to it. In order to verify the e�ectiveness of the improved model, this study
carried out experiments and comparisons on the precision rate, recall rate, and comprehensive classi�cation rate of the original
model and the improved model on the implemented personalized push service system. In the research, the error between the
interest results under each interest topic in the test set and the results obtained by the statistical analysis of the training set is within
a reasonable range, the maximum of which is about 5%.�e accuracy of interest degree prediction in di�erent scenarios can reach
more than 90%, which directly con�rms the good applicability and e�ectiveness of the analysis and calculation method and the
constructed model for user interest in this study. �e personalized push service framework proposed in this study has good
application value in the �eld of time-sensitive information services.

1. Introduction

�e personalized push service can analyze and extract the
user’s interest from the collected user-related information in
order to further understand the user. In addition, user be-
havior analysis can explore the behavior characteristics and
information needs of users. In this way, resource information
that matches user interests can be discovered, and it can be
actively pushed to users to meet their di�erentiated needs of
users. Personalized push service is the concrete embodiment
of information personalized service. With the rapid devel-
opment of computer technology, computers with large
memory and fast and accurate computing have appeared in
our real life, which makes people’s ways of obtaining in-
formation resources develop towards diversi�cation. �e
user’s basic information, interests, usage behavior, and other
information are continuously collected by the computer, and
di�erent databases are established for di�erent users, thereby

truly providing di�erent personalized push services for
di�erent users. With the development of network technol-
ogy, users can also have di�erent personalized page cus-
tomization when using the personalized push system. Users
can also choose di�erent types of services such as resources
they need according to their actual situation.

According to the di�erent needs of di�erent users, it is
very necessary to provide personalized push services, change
passive services into active services, and assist users to �lter
out accurate and useful information from a large amount of
data. Wohllebe et al. believed that push noti�cations are the
core function of mobile applications [1]. Lyu et al. proposed
a new model called deep matching to ranking (DMR) [2].
Xiao-Long et al. proposed a task-oriented multicollaborative
�ltering algorithm [3]. Wang et al. proposed a collaborative
�ltering algorithm recommendation system based on de-
vice-edge-cloud federated learning [4]. Ting proposed two
data dissemination models: a data pull model in which
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mobile users acquire data from data providers [5]. *eir
research precision on personalized push services is not very
high. *erefore, this paper reviews relevant materials and
decides to use feature extraction pattern recognition to
optimize personalized push services.

Most of the current systems obtain their personal in-
formation through the way of user submission and lack the
ability to track user behavior and actively analyze their
behavior and extract user features to extract pattern rec-
ognition, so the personalized information inside the system
is static. Jenke et al. believed that emotion recognition can
assess the user’s state [6]. Borges et al. proposed a method
aimed at extracting features to obtain disturbance infor-
mation related to power quality [7]. Matthew et al. used
micro-Doppler signals collected by multistatic radar to
detect and distinguish hovering and flying micro-UAVs
carrying different payloads [8]. Pei et al. proposed a SAR
ATR feature extraction method based on two-dimensional
principal component analysis [9]. In order to reduce the cost
of labeling samples, Liu et al. proposed a new semisupervised
algorithm (SNC) with neighborhood constraints [10]. Using
feature extraction pattern recognition, it is necessary to
establish feature constraints based on user attributes and
user interest-based feature constraints. *e feature extrac-
tion pattern recognition will be further explored in the
following sections.

*e identification of information features mainly re-
quires users to actively submit real data that can reflect their
preferences to the system. *e data provided by the user
mainly includes the user’s personal attribute information, as
well as the subjective display score and text evaluation made
by the user. *is paper analyzes and constructs the push
service architecture. It also designs each module of the ar-
chitecture separately, including five modules: log file pre-
processing, user behavior feature analysis, literature resource
feature analysis, information push, and real-time data up-
date. Instances are verified for the personalized push service
architecture. *at is, taking a user as an example and an-
alyzing the user’s behavior log, interest features are
extracted. *en, information resources consistent with their
interest features are pushed. *is proves the rationality and
feasibility of the architecture. Both push service and web
page advertisement push need to analyze user behavior and
extract users’ interest characteristics, so as to predict their
areas of interest and push relevant information resources to
them. When the number of neighbors is greater than 28, the
recommendation accuracy of the feature extraction pattern
recognition model in this study is the highest. When the
number of neighbors is less than 28, in terms of recom-
mendation accuracy, the recommendation accuracy of the
feature extraction pattern recognition model proposed in
this study is better than the recommendation accuracy of the
K-means algorithm and Pearson correlation.

2. Design and Implementation of Personalized
Push Service

2.1. Personalized Push Service. Personalized push service
actively sends information resources matching their interest

characteristic data to users in a purposeful and timely
manner according to user needs. A personalized push service
is suitable for all kinds of users, and it can push continuously
updated information resources to users. *e personalized
push service has the following characteristics:

(1) Differences According to Users. *e personalized
push service is user-centric. On the basis of fully
mining and researching the user’s browsing habits,
search, borrowing records, and other information,
according to the user’s personal needs, it will dis-
cover the resource information that matches the
user’s information needs and actively push the in-
formation to users in order to meet the needs of
different users [11].

(2) Initiative. Initiative is the most fundamental char-
acteristic of personalized push service. Personalized
push service has changed the previous mode of
passively providing information to users. Instead, the
digital library actively pushes information resources
to users. When new users or new resources appear,
or when user behavior logs are updated, the library
will analyze the characteristic attributes of relevant
information resources for users to consult anytime,
anywhere.

(3) Efficiency. *rough personalized push service, users
can obtain the information resources they need from
massive information resources, which helps to im-
prove the efficiency of user resource acquisition. In
addition, when the information resources are
updated, the resources will be analyzed and actively
pushed to the users in need, thus avoiding the waste
of user time.

Digital resource integration is an important aspect of
personalized push services. Resource integration can inte-
grate not only various types of resources, cluster, or classify
resources but also related data resources together, so as to
provide users with the appropriate information, shortening
the time for users to search for information resources, which
provides users with efficient and personalized services.
*rough the matching of users and resources, the most
interesting information can be recommended to user groups
with similar interests [12].

2.2. Feature Extraction Pattern Recognition. *e foundation
of the user’s interest model is the extraction of data features,
and the recommendation system uses these data features as
the basis for extracting user interests. *e key to building a
model is the representation method and structural feature
information of the model, which directly relate to the
availability and computability of the model. *is research
adopts the method of feature extraction pattern recognition
to develop personalized push service and also constructs the
key points of user portrait and personalized extraction.

*e simplest Boolean expression is equality, which tests
whether one value is the same as another. *e Boolean
weight (binary) is based on whether the feature word appears
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in the text as the basis for weight assignment, and its formula
is expressed as

Wij �
1, TFij > 0

0, TFij ≤ 0
⎧⎨

⎩ , (1)

where Wij represents the weight of feature word i in text j,
and TFij represents the number of times feature word i
appears in text j [13].

TF/IDF is used to evaluate the importance of a word to a
text in the training set. Among them, TF represents the
frequency of a certain word in the text, that is, the word
frequency. *e idea of the TF weight calculation method is
that the frequency of feature words appearing in the text is
proportional to its importance. *at is, the higher the fre-
quency of occurrence is, the more important the feature
word will be in the text, and the greater its weight will be. Its
calculation formula is as follows:

Wij � TFij. (2)

*e calculation method of the membership degree of the
text to be classified in each category is as follows:

score di, Cj  � 
k

i,j�1
sim di, dj y di, Cj , (3)

where y(di, Cj) is the classification value of the text pair
category in the training set, and its value range is {0, 1}
[14].

Given the mother wavelet function ψ(t), on the con-
tinuous (a, b), the wavelet transform basis function can be
defined in the time-frequency space as

Ψab(t) �
1
��
a

√ Ψ
t − b

a
 ↔ϕab(Ω) �

��
a

√
ϕ(aΩ)e− jbΩ

. (4)

*e inverse transform of the wavelet transform of the
signal can be defined as

f(t) �
1

CΨ


+∞

− ∞


+∞

0

dadb

a
2 W

f
a0(a, b)Ψab(t). (5)

*e scale function also satisfies the orthogonal condition
when the scale parameters are equal [15].



ϕmn(t)ϕms(t)dt � δn− s. (6)

*e set of scaling functions can be defined as [16]

ϕmn(t)  � 2− (m/2)ϕ 2− m
t − n( . (7)

In CRP, the local compactness of a sample is charac-
terized by the following minimization problem [17]:

min
P



n

i�1
P

T
xi − 

n

j�1
sj,iP

T
xj � tr P

T
SLP . (8)

On the other hand, the maximization of the sample
population divergence can be expressed as [18]

max
P



n

i�1
P

T
xi − P

T
m

2
2 � tr P

T
StP , (9)

where m is the population mean of all samples [19].
*e formula for the predicted score is as follows [20]:

Pu,k � Rk +
i∈Isim(k, i) Ru,i − Ri 

i∈I(|sim(k, i)|)
, (10)

where Pu,k represents the predicted score of user U for item k.
*e calculation formula of the weighted slope one al-

gorithm is as follows:

Pw(u)j �
i∈Rj

devj,i + uj card Sj,i 

i∈Rj
card Sj,i 

, (11)

where Pw(u)j represents the predicted rating of item j by
target user u.

According to the Euclidean distance, the attribute
similarity of i and j can be calculated, and the calculation
formula is as follows:

simi(i, j) �
1

1 + d(i, j)
. (12)

*rough the attribute similarity between items, the
weighted sum method is used to calculate the user’s pre-
dicted score for the item.*e weighted average is to multiply
each value by the corresponding weight, then add and sum
to get the overall value, and finally divide by the total number
of units. *e specific calculation formula is as follows:

ui �


n
j�1 uj ∗ sims(i, j)


n
j�1 sims(i, j)

. (13)

Manhattan distance represents the nonlinear distance
between two data objects. *e formula is as follows:

d xi, xj  � 
m

k�1
xik − xjk



. (14)

*e variance weighted distance is as follows:

d xi, xj  � 
m

k�1

xik − xjk 
2

s2k

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

1/2

. (15)

Euclidean distance formula is as follows:

d xi, xj  � 
m

k�1

xik − xjk 
2

s
2
k

. (16)

*e information entropy formula of information source
X is as follows:

H(X) � 
n

i�1
pilog2

1
pi

, (17)

where n indicates that there are n categories in the sample set
X, and p(ai) indicates the frequency of the i-th category in
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the sample set X. *e formula of the weighted information
entropy of user Um and user Un is as follows:

JWDE Um, Un(  � −
2n

N1 + N2


N

i�1
p di( log2 p di( (  × di


.

(18)

According to the similarity between user m and its
nearest neighbors, the classical nearest neighbor prediction
method is used to predict the score of m on unknown items
as follows:

Pm,J � Rm +
i∈NBSSim(m, i) RI,J − RI 

i∈NBS|Sim(m, i)|
. (19)

2.3. PersonalizedPush ServiceArchitecture. *e architectural
design of the personalized push service is shown in Figure 1.
First, the behavior data (log files) generated is preprocessed
during the user’s use. *en, the content of the resource page
accessed by the user is captured by the web crawling
technology, and the Chinese text word segmentation is
performed on the page. *en, the weight of each feature
word is calculated, so as to extract the weighted keywords.
According to the keywords, the Chinese texts of the pages
visited by the users are classified in order to obtain the user’s
interest characteristic data. Next, according to the frequency
of occurrence of each feature category, the weight of the
user’s interest feature is calculated. *e user’s interest field is
predicted, and then, resources that match the user’s interest
field can be pushed to it.

2.3.1. Design of Web Service Architecture. Web service is a
distributed computing technology, also known as a plat-
form-independent technology, which is used to integrate
and connect applications on various platforms. When the
mobile terminal needs to call the service, it needs to find out
which server can provide such service on UDDI. UDDI is a
technology for describing, discovering, and integrating web
service, which is an important part of the web service
protocol stack. After finding the server, the mobile terminal
asks for the specific calling method, and the server needs to
provide the specific method interface of the service
according to the method. *at is, it returns an XML doc-
ument described in WSDL format, which describes the
interface and its parameters and return type. *e mobile
terminal uses SOAP to encapsulate the content according to
the interface description and sends an HTTP request. *en,
the server returns a SOAP packet. In this way, requests and
responses at both the server and the mobile end can be
unblocked. When the ESB (the full name of ESB is enterprise
service bus, which generally refers to enterprise service bus)
receives the request message, it first looks up the requested
service in the internal service registry and converts the
transmission protocol and message format in the request
message according to the service needs. *en, it delivers the
message to the service provider according to the service path.
After obtaining the returned result, the ESB will again

convert the message format or transmission protocol to the
type supported by the service requester, finally sending the
result to the service requester.

2.3.2. User Login Interface Settings. *e user needs to enter
the personalized push system through the user interface of
the login system, which is the foreground program for the
user to perform various operations. *rough the research
and analysis of the personalized push service objects, the
user authentication module of the system is designed
according to the level of service required by users. Different
levels of users have different needs for services. High-level
users may need some highly targeted services, while low-
level users may only need some simple and rudimentary
services. When designing the landing module, different
landing page settings should be made according to the
different needs of users. In the system, when the user logs in,
a window for whether to customize the service will appear,
and the user can choose after authentication. If customized
information is required, the system will automatically ex-
tract the user’s registration information from the user’s
information database and then match it according to the
user’s preferences. *en, the user is taken to a page with
customized information. If the user does not need to cus-
tomize the information, the system will automatically enter a
relatively simple personalized service interface.

2.3.3. Information Push Interface Design. Personalized push
service is a service method with strong initiative and indi-
viduality. *e information push interface is an important
part of the system.*is personalized push method is realized
by using the relevant theories and technologies of complex
networks. *e establishment of the user model is dynamic,
and the user’s information base can be updated in real time
with the change in readers’ interests. *erefore, the accuracy
of the information push is greatly improved. *e service
quality of the information push is also improved. *e
specific information push is shown in Figure 2. *e infor-
mation resources to be pushed are clustered according to
different subject words.*e resources with the same point of
interest are divided into one group, and the information
resources of different points of interest are divided into
different groups. After clustering, several information re-
source groups with common points of interest within groups
and different points of interest among groups are formed.

2.3.4. Data Storage and Interface Design. *e services layer
is added to the infrastructure to interact directly with the
database while reducing the frequency of the controller
accessing the model directly, which can reduce coupling and
facilitate expansion. In addition, how to choose a good data
storage method is very important for an application that
needs to display data frequently. Meanwhile, for the inter-
face that frequently displays data, memory management is
very important. In addition to using the ARC technology
recommended by iOS, the timing of data acquisition and
interface refresh, the reuse of cells, and the addition and
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deletion of subviews must be carefully grasped. Cell array
integrates related data of different types into a single vari-
able, making it easy and convenient to reference and process
a large amount of related data.

2.3.5. Design and Implementation of Application Push
Module. *e data source of the push module mainly con-
sists of three parts: user personal information, application
basic information, and user usage of the application. Col-
lection and processing of user personal information refer
that user personal information is obtained through telecom’s
CRM management system, mainly including the user’s
name, age, and gender. Large-scale customer relationship
management system (CRM) is a computer management
system for business processing, operation management, and
customer service by telecom key customer management
departments. *e push module will store this information in
a database for later use. *e basic information of the ap-
plication is obtained in the applicationmanagementmodule,
including the name, category, trigger action, and application
icon of the application. In this system, three attributes of
application category, delivery time, and trigger action are
selected as the characteristics of the project. According to
these three attributes, the item attribute matrix is established
to calculate the similarity. In terms of measuring user usage

of the application, this paper focuses on how users interact
with the application through the application’s user interface.
According to the RFD model, the user’s score for the ap-
plication is obtained as shown in the following formula:

scoreu,i � αSR + βSF + cSD, (20)

where scoreu,i represents the user’s score for an application
(i.e., the user’s preference for the application). SR represents
the time difference between the user’s last use of the app and
the current time. SF is the number of times the user clicked
the app. SD represents the total time the user interacts with
the application.

2.3.6. Design and Implementation of Client Software. *e
application package receiver is mainly responsible for
monitoring whether the user has installed or uninstalled an
application. User behavior monitors are used to record the
number and duration of user interactions with the appli-
cation. *e user behavior information uploader will upload
the user behavior records to the server at regular intervals.
Requests for downloading applications and uploading data
are placed in the request queue, and the task executor
processes these tasks by issuing HTTP requests to the server.
*en, the application converts into the state running in the
foreground. If the user starts another application, the current

User generated
behavior logs

Information push
module

Chinese text
classification

Key field
interception

Unique User
Identification

Figure 1: Architecture design of personalized push service.
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application loses focus and converts into the background
running state. Once the user presses the navigation button or
the screen unlock key, the application returns to the fore-
ground running state. When it is terminated by the user or
terminated by the android operating system (such as re-
source recycling), the application will return to the stopped
state. If some service center applications may always run in
the background, their status will directly change from the
stopped state to the background running state.

*e personalized push service architecture designed in
this paper includes data storage module, information push
module, and user login module. *e data source of the push
module mainly includes three parts: user personal infor-
mation, application basic information, and user usage of the
application. *is article focuses on how users interact with
an application through the application’s user interface.

3. Personalized Push Service Design Results

Data operations such as RSS information storage, user in-
terest model storage, user interest model update storage, and
recommendation information storage must be completed by
the database. According to the functional requirements of
the system, the main database relationships designed using
SQL Server 2005 database tools are shown in Table 1.

After receiving the request, the public open platform
sends the information to the distribution module. *en, the
distribution module will store the information in Table 4-
luser__device_token database table. It mainly contains 8
fields, of which the primary key is the unique identifier of the
user’s device. *e user ID is the user’s ID information. *e
application ID is the application ID number applied by the
merchant in the management console. *e device token is
the unique device identifier of the app user’s mobile phone.
*e device type is the operating system type of the user’s
mobile phone. User extension information is the informa-
tion customized by the merchant, such as avatar and
nickname which is in json format. Creation time is the
creation time of this record, and the update time is the
update time of this field. *e basic information of users is
shown in Table 2.

According to user access characteristics, all users can be
divided into four types: (1) users with stable interests and
narrow interests; (2) users with stable interests and wide
interests; (3) users with unstable interests and narrow in-
terests; (4) users whose interests are unstable and wide-
ranging. Representative users A, B, C, and D are selected
from the four different user types for testing, and the number
of users A, B, C, and D using the recommended function is
10. *e total amount of information obtained is the same.
*e test results of the four types of users using the original
model are shown in Table 3.

*e statistics of interest degree prediction are shown in
Figure 3. During the weekdays, the first user was most in-
terested in clothing and digital goods, while on weekends his
interest turned to shoes and food. *e second user stopped
paying too much attention to digital at the weekend, and his
interest in home appliances increased greatly. *e third user
became more interested in food at the weekend and began to

pay attention to digital goods at the same time. *erefore,
the user’s interest level is often closely related to the situ-
ation. By analyzing the situation, the user’s interest can be
more accurately grasped, which is also more conducive to
the precise marketing of service providers. *e error be-
tween the interest results under each interest topic in the test
set and the results obtained from the previous statistical
analysis of the training set is within a reasonable range, and
the maximum is about 5%. *e accuracy of interest degree
prediction in different scenarios can reach more than 90%,
which directly confirms the good applicability and effec-
tiveness of the analysis and calculation method and the
constructed model of user interest in this paper.

For users with unstable interests, the recall rate is not
high; for users with wide interests, the precision rate is not
high (the recall rate is shown in Figure 4(a)). *e improved
model can improve the recall rate and precision rate of the
four types of users, and the comprehensive classification rate
of the four types of users is also improved, especially for
users with unstable interests and wide interests. *is shows
that the improved method of the user interest model pro-
posed in the study is feasible (the precision rate is shown in
Figure 4(b)).

*e common push agent stores the crawled news web
pages in the local directory corresponding to the source
website. *en, the specific web page analysis process ana-
lyzes the structure and content of the web page and extracts
the news title, text, time, category, and other information.
*en, it stores them in the corresponding fields of the news
table in the local database. *e processing of all web pages
relies on a specific analysis of a given web page. *e specific

Table 1: Main database relationships designed using SQL Server
2005 database tools.

Serial number Column name Illustrate
1 Id ID number of the RSS feed
2 Name *e name of the RSS feed
3 Ur *e address of the RSS feed

Table 2: User basic information.

Frequency Field name Type
1 id int
2 user_id int
3 app_id varchar (200)
4 device_token varchar (200)

Table 3: Test results of four types of users using the original model.

Frequency
Number of

information bodies of
interest to users

*e number of candidates
for the number of
information bodies

recommended by the system
1 6 8
2 5 9
3 7 9
4 3 3
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judgment of the news category is carried out when the news
information is stored in the database. *e MetaNews rela-
tional model is shown in Table 4.

*e fixed type contains the least user knowledge and has
the lowest weight.*e user’s direct selection canmost clearly
reflect the user’s tendency and has the highest weight. *e
weight values of various types of information are shown in
Table 5. *e reliability coefficient of each field is calculated.
When the reliability coefficient of a field exceeds or falls
below a certain threshold, the degree of user attention in this
field will be changed. For example, when the reliability
coefficient of a user’s interest field is lower than 0, the field
will become the user’s uninteresting field.

*e smaller the value of MAE is, the better the rec-
ommendation effect of the system will be. *e user’s unrated
items are predicted on the test set, so that the number of
nearest neighbors gradually increases with a stride of 5
(Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation are shown in
Figure 5(a)). Figure 5 shows the MAE values of the four

methods of Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation (it is a
nonparametric measure of the dependence of two variables,
which uses a monotonic equation to evaluate the correlation
of two statistical variables), cosine similarity, and person-
alized recommendation on different number of neighbors.
Among them, the selection of the number of nearest
neighbors is 13 cases such as 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45,
50, 55, 60, and 65 (cosine similarity and personalized rec-
ommendation are shown in Figure 5(b)). In the improved
algorithm (personalized recommendation), when the
number of neighbors is 40, the value of MAE tends to be
stable, and the value of MAE is always smaller than that of
the other three similarity measures. *e personalized rec-
ommendation method proposed in this paper can signifi-
cantly reduce MAE and improve the recommendation effect
of the recommendation system. In subsequent experiments,
the number of nearest neighbors k is chosen to be 45.

Except that the result calculated by the recommendation
algorithm in the column of accuracy rate is not optimal, the
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Figure 4: Comparison of using the original model and the improved model. (a) Recall ratio. (b) Precision ratio.
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other two evaluation indicators are optimal. Compared with
other similarity measurement methods, it has a relatively
obvious improvement (precision and recall rates are shown
in Figure 6(a)). *e accuracy of the recommendation al-
gorithm is less than one-thousandth lower than the optimal
value. *erefore, the recommendation algorithm has a good
recommendation effect on the whole (F evaluation is shown
in Figure 6(b)).

When the number of neighbors is less than 20, the
MAE value of the improved algorithm in this study is
smaller than the MAE value obtained by the k-means
algorithm and Pearson correlation. When it is greater
than 20, the MAE value of the improved algorithm is also
greater than that obtained by SVD-based collaborative
filtering. In other words, when it is less than 20, the
improved algorithm in this study is better than the k-
means algorithm and the Pearson-related collaborative
filtering recommendation algorithm. When it is greater

than 20, the performance of the improved algorithm in
this study is optimal (K-means and Pearson are shown in
Figure 7(a)). When the number of neighbors is greater
than 28, the improved algorithm in this study has the
highest recommendation accuracy among the above four
algorithms. When the number of neighbors is lower than
28, in terms of recommendation accuracy, the recom-
mendation accuracy of the improved algorithm is better
than that of the K-means algorithm and Pearson-related
recommendation, which is slightly lower than the rec-
ommendation based on SVD (SVD is singular value de-
composition. Its full name is singular value
decomposition), but the overall recommendation effect is
greater than 80%. It can be seen from the experiments that
the bipartite k-means collaborative filtering algorithm
based on SVD data dimensionality reduction proposed in
this study improves the recommendation effect. More-
over, the good scalability of the algorithm is also
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Figure 5: MAE values under each similarity measure. (a) Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation. (b) Cosine similarity and
personalized recommendation.

Table 5: Various information weight values.

Source Weights Certainty
Fixed type 1 1
Simple documentation feedback 3 2
Result documentation feedback 2 2
Direct selection 4 1

Table 4: MetaNews relational model.

Frequency Field name Field type Notes
1 SiteNO int Site ID, also a keyword
2 SiteName char (100) Website name
3 IndexURL char (200) *e address of the website is often also the URL of the news category index page
4 LocalDir char (200) *e local storage path of the website page
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preserved. Meanwhile, the problem of local optima
generated by the algorithm is alleviated as much as
possible (SVD and proposed are shown in Figure 7(b)).

*e test for new users and nonnew users is shown in
Figure 8. Some classmates and friends are invited to test the
recommendation function of the platform offline. By sim-
ulating user registration and logging in to the platform, and
entering personal information, accessing part of the website
for scoring and other behaviors, the user’s personal attri-
butes and historical scoring records are formed in the
system. Collection and counting user feedback on the rec-
ommended content refers to getting a list of recommended
content after logging in to the platform multiple times, as
well as testing whether the user is interested in the content in

the list. *e test content is aimed at testing the recom-
mendation accuracy of the two recommendation strategies
in the combined recommendation algorithm. *e test user
objects are divided into two cases: new users and nonnew
users. A “new user” is a user who does not have any scoring
behavior after registering and logging in. “Nonnew users”
are users who have generated 20 content rating actions.

In order to compare the performance of hybrid push
technology based on interest degree and traditional col-
laborative filtering technology, the following experimental
methods are used in this paper: 10 users are randomly se-
lected as experimental samples, and then, the interest data of
80% of the interest topics of these 10 users are used as the
known data of the samples. *e interest degree of the
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Figure 7: Comparison of precision values for different number of neighbors. (a) K-means and Pearson. (b) SVD and proposed.
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Figure 6: Comparison of recommendation quality of different similarity methods. (a) Precision and recall ratio. (b) F evaluation.
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remaining interest topics is predicted by the hybrid push
technology based on interest degree and the traditional
collaborative filtering technology. Finally, the predicted
interest degree is compared with the real interest degree data
of the other 20% of interest topics. *e comparison of the
mean absolute deviation MAE is used to verify the pros and
cons of the two push technologies. MAE (the full name of
MAE is mean absolute error, that is, the mean absolute value

error, which represents the average value of the absolute
error between the predicted value and the observed value)
values of the sample users are averaged in each experiment.
*e MAE value comparison results are shown in Figure 9.
*e mean absolute deviation MAE directly reflects the level
of recommendation accuracy.*e experimental results show
that the hybrid push technology based on interest degree is
better than the traditional collaborative filtering technology
in terms of the MAE index, which improves the overall push
quality to a certain extent.

*e comparison of the experimental results of the three
algorithms under the hit rate index is shown in Figure 10.
*e node data are the mean of the recommendation ac-
curacy of all test users. *e hit rate in this paper refers to the
ratio between the number of actual “hit” user interests in the
content list recommended by the system to the user and the
length of the recommended content list. In this experiment,
each of the three algorithms recommends 100 pieces of
content to each test user (there are more than 9,000 pieces of
content in the content dataset). *e percentage displayed on
the abscissa refers to the proportion of the training set (e.g.,
80% means that 80% of the sample data of movie reviews are
used for training and 20% is used for testing). In the case of a
large number of training samples, the reason for the low hit
rate of the three algorithms is that the total number of valid
evaluations for a single user is limited (about 100). When the
number of training samples is large, the number of test
samples is very small, so the number of hit test sets is small.
*erefore, when the number of recommended contents
remains unchanged (the convention is 100), the hit rate will
increase with the reduction of training data. However, in
general, the feature extraction pattern recognition content
recommendation algorithm based on real-time feedback of
user interests proposed in this paper is superior to the
traditional mainstream item-based collaborative filtering
algorithm (the collaborative filtering algorithm discovers the
user’s preference based on the mining of the user’s historical
behavior data. It can predict the products that the user may
like to recommend) and user historical behavior-based
content recommendation algorithm under different training
sets, which is especially obvious when the training samples
are few; that is, the data are sparse.

4. Conclusion

Generally speaking, data features are the source of analyzing
interest models, which mainly refer to a series of data related
to the characteristics and preferences of users. In this paper,
a new user interest model is established on the basis of user
interest feature information mining, including the user’s
personal interest set and feature extraction algorithm, so that
the personal push agent has the ability to learn and track user
interest. *e personalized push service system designed in
this paper can provide information delivery methods such as
e-mail and short messages according to user needs and can
be set by users according to their own conditions. *e whole
system has a common push agent, which is mainly re-
sponsible for the operation of various functions at the system
level, and interacts, collaborates, and shares knowledge with
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the user’s personal push agent to jointly complete the task of
personalized information push. Due to the limited time,
there are still some areas in the research that need to be
further studied and improved. *e setting of some pa-
rameters in the user interest model needs to be further
studied, such as the setting of the similarity threshold and
the setting of the sliding window size.*ese parameters have
a great influence on the results and should have better
adaptability. With the continuous operation of the system,
the database will continue to increase. How to better or-
ganize and manage information data and optimize the user
interest model is the work that needs to be further improved.
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�is work aims to improve the feature recognition eciency of painting images, optimize the style transfer e�ect of painting
images, and save the cost of computer work. First, the theoretical knowledge of painting image recognition and painting style
transfer is discussed. �en, lightweight deep learning techniques and their application principles are introduced. Finally, faster
convolutional neural network (Faster-CNN) image feature recognition and style transfer models are designed based on a
lightweight deep learning model. �e model performance is comprehensively evaluated. �e research results show that the
designed Faster-CNN model has the highest average recognition eciency of about 28ms and the lowest of 17.5ms in terms of
feature recognition of painting images. �e accuracy of the Faster-CNN model for image feature recognition is about 97% at the
highest and 95% at the lowest. Finally, the designed Faster-CNN model can perform style recognition transfer on a variety of
painting images. In terms of style recognition transfer eciency, the highest recognition transfer rate of the designed Faster-CNN
model is about 79%, and the lowest is about 77%. �is work not only provides an important technical reference for feature
recognition and style transfer of painting images but also contributes to the development of lightweight deep learning techniques.

1. Introduction

With the development of network technology, computer
technology has become the mainstay of various industries in
the development of human society. As relatively compre-
hensive computer technology, machine learning, including
deep learning technology, is also the focus of current social
research. �erefore, deep learning technology has been
comprehensively developed in many industries [1]. As an
important project in the �eld of art, painting images have
become a research hotspot for image feature recognition and
style transfer [2]. �e innovation lies in the feature recog-
nition and style transfer research of painting images through
lightweight deep learning technology. Although this iden-
ti�cation and migration work is not yet mature, many
studies have provided technical support.

Shen et al. [3] pointed out that, with the development of
computer technology, professional computer technology has
gradually emerged and played an important role in the �eld of
image recognition. �erefore, image recognition technology

based on deep learning has been developed to improve image
recognition accuracy and has become one of the main tech-
nologies that people apply in real life. However, the current
network image recognition technology has many shortcom-
ings, includinghighcomputational cost, large storage capacity,
and unstable algorithms. Maqsood et al. [4] proposed a
lightweight image recognition and segmentation technique
using depthwise separable convolutions. Its main idea is to
realize image distribution recognition through image seg-
mentation.�en, the technique fuses thedistributed featuresof
the image. Finally, the comprehensive features of the images
are aggregated to improve image recognition eciency.
Ibrahim et al. [5] proposed an improved backpropagation
neural network (BPNN) for image feature recognition and
learning algorithm and gave the adjustment method of mo-
mentum coecient and learning rate. After research, the
accuracy of each index output by the neural network has been
signi�cantly improved, and the average recognition accuracy
of the microphone image features has reached 92.7%. �e
recognition speed also meets the requirements of online real-
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time detection. Hollandi et al. [6] proposed a concept of image
segmentation to realize the conversion of different styles of
images.(rough image segmentation, the applicationof image
transfer algorithms and style transfer was realized. (is
method can make the image transfer style according to the
need to perform the synchronous transfer of different parts,
increase the accuracy of image style transfer, and realize the
lightweight optimization of image style transfer. Currently,
computers are used to realize image feature recognition and
style transfer are relatively advanced methods. However, the
implementation of this technology is too much work.
(erefore, it is light-provisioned to achieve lightweight
technology.(erefore, lightweight deep learning technology is
used to realize feature recognitionand style transfer of painting
images, which is a better method at present.

To sum up, first, the theoretical knowledge of painting
image recognition and style transfer is discussed. (en,
lightweight deep learning techniques and their application
principles are introduced. Finally, through a lightweight
deep learning model, faster-convolutional neural network
(Faster-CNN) image feature recognition and style transfer
models are designed.(e innovation is that it can change the
traditional method of painting image feature recognition
and style transfer and realize the accurate image feature
recognition and painting style transfer process under the
lightweight deep learning technology. (is study not only
provides a technical reference for feature recognition and
style transfer of painting images but also contributes to the
development of lightweight deep learning techniques.

2. Research Theories and Methods

2.1. Feature Recognition of Painting Images. At present, all
kinds of science and technology have become the main
support point of human life. (erefore, the use of science
and technology to transform various fields has become the
main driving force for human development [7]. As a
common form of information transmission in human life,
image acquisition has become one of the mainstream
technologies in society. (e information image contained in
the image can fill some of the shortcomings of human in-
formation acquisition technology.(erefore, the importance
of image information is self-evident. However, how to ac-
curately obtain the information in the image through science
and technology is the main problem at present [8].

As an art form that plays an important role in human
development, painting carries the development history of a
nation. Additionally, it also reflects the life characteristics of a
nation. (erefore, painting is an important part of a national
culture [9]. It not only reflects the cultural appearance and
aesthetic characteristics of the nation in various forms but also
reflects the development process of the nation. It is a unique
and important way for human beings to observe and express
the world [10]. In the long history of human development,
countless paintings and images have been produced.(e study
of these paintings can not only have a more comprehensive
understanding of the development process but also com-
prehensively understand the development of human civili-
zation and promote the development of human beings [11].

In the long-term process of painting feature recognition,
human beings rely the most on digital image recognition
technology. (is technique can only identify a single feature
of an image by its face. As human beings continue to
generate comprehensive needs for image features, a single
image feature recognition method can no longer meet
people’s needs [12]. People need more comprehensive image
feature recognition technology to explore more compre-
hensive image information and obtain various information
contained in images more comprehensively and accurately
[13]. As a relatively mature machine learning technology,
deep learning technology can comprehensively extract and
recognize image features through deep learning and com-
putational analysis and has become the main technology in
image recognition [14]. (e specific principles of image
recognition technology under different technologies are
shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the traditional image recognition technology
that relies on digital technology can only recognize a single
image feature and cannot recognize other elements in a
complex image. Deep learning technology can recognize all
the features in the image in all aspects and can compre-
hensively analyze the complex elements in the image, which
has made an important contribution to the development of
human image recognition [15].

2.2. Image Style Transfer. Style transfer is the transformation
of an ordinary image into another style. Transfer generally
includes two types of methods, namely, simulation-based
rendering techniques and learning-based rendering tech-
niques.(e technology based on simulation drawing focuses
on imitating the real painting process and is more suitable
for hand-drawn paintings, such as oil paintings or sketches
[16]. Learning-based rendering techniques focus on learning
the texture features of images and are used in a wider range.
(e art style is a relatively stable overall artistic feature
presented by the interaction between the artist’s creative
personality and the language and situation of the artwork. In
the history of human painting, each drawing may present a
different artistic style. As nonart majors, everyone has their
own opinions on style. How to change the style of one image
to another is even more difficult to define. For programmers,
especially machine learning programmers, how to turn an
inexplicable thing into an executable program is a problem
that plagues many researchers in image style transfer [17].
(e specific principle of image style transfer is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2(a) is the style transfer for fruit painting;
Figure 2(b) is the style transfer for train images. Different
styles will change the basic form of the image, and the field to
which the basic style of the image is applied will also change.
(erefore, to meet people’s needs for different styles of
images, the original images are style-transferred to make
certain changes according to different style standards to
meet different application needs. In the long-term devel-
opment of deep learning technology, through image rec-
ognition and image feature extraction, according to the
image style template, the technology of image-oriented style
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transfer has become the current mainstream technology
after long-term development. (erefore, the study of image
style transfer through deep learning technology can not only
meet the needs of human beings for different styles of images
but also comprehensively promote the development and
application of deep learning technology [18].

2.3. Lightweight Deep Learning Technology. Since the end of
the twentieth century, artificial neural network (ANN)
technology has been greatly developed due to its unique
properties. (e design of this technology mainly refers to the
human nervous system. (at is, a neural network layer with
different properties is constructed through many neurons.
(en, a huge neural network system is built from these
network layers. Finally, the constructed neural network
system can simulate the analysis properties of the human
neural network system to a great extent. (erefore, the style
exhibited by ANN when dealing with tasks is very human-
friendly [19]. (e basic structure of neural network tech-
nology includes input, hidden, and output layers. Among
them, the hidden layer is the main computing level of neural
network technology, and its network structure is very deep.

Among neural network technologies, convolutional
neural network (CNN) technology is a neural network that
focuses on processing images. (e technology has evolved
considerably since its original design. (erefore, CNN has
made an important contribution to humans in the process of
processing image information. However, the computa-
tionally heavy process of this technology also limits its
application in various fields. (erefore, reducing the com-
putational cost of CNN and shortening the computation
time, comprehensively optimizing the technology, and

highlighting its contribution to image recognition tech-
nology are the main research purposes in the current image
recognition field [20].

CNN is a kind of neural network that imitates the visual
structure of biology, and it is an efficient recognition al-
gorithm. (is recognition algorithm mainly includes con-
volutional, pooling, and fully connected layers. (e
convolution operation of the convolutional layer is one of
the main operations of CNN.(e convolution calculation of
continuous functions is shown as follows:

s(t) �  x(a)w(t − a)da. (1)

In (1), x and w represent integrable functions; a and t
represent different computational elements; d represents the
convolution operation. (e convolution calculation of dis-
crete functions is shown as follows:

s(n) � 
m
r(m)v(n − m). (2)

In (2), r and v denote discrete functions;m and n denote
calculation elements [21]. In computer vision tasks, con-
volution can be regarded as a filtering operation. Usually, a
two-dimensional image is used as input data. A two-di-
mensional discrete convolution is used during convolution
as follows:

I(x, y)∗ k(x, y) � 
m

s�0


n

t�0
k(s, t)I(x − s, y − t). (3)

In (3), I represents the output feature; k represents the
convolution kernel;m and n represent the dimensions of the
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Figure 1: (e specific principles of image recognition technology under different technologies. (a) Traditional image recognition. (b) Deep
learning technology image recognition.
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Figure 2: (e transfer principle of image style. (a) Fruit. (b) Training.
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convolution kernel; x and y represent the point of feature
output; s and t represent the feature extraction point. (e
functions of the pooling and the fully connected layer are to
pool the image and output the result, respectively. (e com-
putation of the CNN model includes forward and backward
propagation. Forward propagation is a series of computing
operations such as image recognition and image feature ex-
traction through input data, and the results are integrated and
output. Backpropagation refers to the input of the calculation
results to calculate the error as the basic reference information
formodel optimization.(rough continuous iterative training
and updating, the parameters learned by the network are
optimized, and the training is terminated when the artificially
set conditions are reached [22]. Among them, the calculation
process of backpropagation is to forward the input sample
(x, y) to calculate the output value of L1, L2, . . . ,Ln and the
error of the output layer as follows:

δ ni( )
i � − y − a ni( )  · f′ z ni( )

i . (4)

(e error calculation of each layer is shown as follows:

δ(l)
� W(l)

 
T
δ(l+1)

 f′ z(l)
 . (5)

(e partial derivatives of weights and biases are calcu-
lated as follows:

∇w(l)J(W, b; x, y) � δ(l+1) a(l)
 

T
, (6)

∇b(l)J(W, b; x, y) � δ(l+1)
. (7)

(e updated weight parameters are as follows:

W′ � Wl
− μ∇W(j)J(W, b; x, y), (8)

b′ � bl
− μ∇b(i)J(W, b; x, y). (9)

δ represents the difference between the true and the predicted
value of the network; W represents the weight; b represents
the bias of the neuron; z represents the input of the neuron; a
represents the output of the neuron; f′(z(l)) represents the
activation function; μ represents the learning rate; l represents
the level of neurons; i represents neurons; T represents a
constant.(e loss function of a sample is calculated as follows:

J(W, b; x, y) �
1
2
y − hW′,b(x)

����
����
2
. (10)

(e staggered computation of neurons is shown as
follows:

δ nl( )
i �

z

zz nl( )
i

1
2
y − hw,b(x)

����
����
2

� − yi − a ni( )
i  · f′ z nf( )

i ,

(11)

hw,b(x) � a nl( )
i � f z nl( )

i . (12)

Toreduce storage space andcomputational consumption,
the CNN model v is compressed. Here, the compression

processing method is a matrix decomposition method. (is
method incorporates the singular value decomposition
(SVD) algorithm. (e SVD algorithm is a very important
model compression method. Its connotation is to represent
the original matrix by extracting key features; that is, a
complexmatrix is approximated bymultiplying several small
matrices representing key features in the originalmatrix [23].
SVD is an algorithm widely used in the field of machine
learning. It can be used not only for feature decomposition in
dimensionality reduction algorithms, but also for recom-
mendation systems and natural language processing. It is the
cornerstone of many machine learning algorithms. As a very
basic algorithm, SVD has its presence in many machine
learning algorithms. In the current era of big data, SVD has a
wide range of applications due to its parallelization. (e
disadvantage of SVD is that the decomposed matrix is not
interpretable, but this disadvantage does not affect its use.
Singular value decomposition is an algorithm that can be
applied to anymatrix decomposition; for example, let thedata
input to the fully connected layer be of size u × v and the
weight matrix beW. (e calculation of the output data of the
fully connected layer is shown as follows:

y � Wx. (13)

W is used to perform SVD, and the decomposition ofW
is replaced by the first t important eigenvalues after de-
composition as follows:

W � UVT ≈ U
t
VT

. (14)

U represents a u × t-dimensional orthogonal matrix; 

represents a diagonal matrix; V represents a v × t-dimen-
sional orthogonal matrix. (erefore, the representation of
SVD is as follows:

y � Wx ≈ U · 
t
VT⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · x � U · z. (15)

(e SVD algorithm can decompose the CNN technol-
ogy, which greatly reduces the computational load of the
network. (is method is not only simple but also achieves
better results. Another method is the low-rank decompo-
sition (LRD) algorithm. (is algorithm is an optimization
algorithm for the SVD. (e SVD algorithm cannot solve the
simpler computational operations of images, and the LRD
algorithm can solve this problem well [24]. (e definition of
its output feature map is shown as follows:

Fn(x, y) � 

C

i�1


X

x′�1



Y

y′�1

Zc x′, y′( Wc
n x − x′, y − y′( . (16)

W represents the channel, n represents the filter, and C
represents the channel’s position. (e main purpose is to
find an approximation of W, W as follows:

W
c
n � 

K

k�1
Hk

n Vc
k( 

T
. (17)
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K represents the hyperparameter that controls the rank;
H represents the horizontal filter; V is the vertical filter.
However, LRD also has certain disadvantages. (at is, al-
though LRD has achieved good results for model compres-
sion and acceleration, the implementation of this method is
not easy. (ere are decomposition operations with high
computational costs. Since different layers contain different
information, it is not possible to use a global variable to
implement LRD, and it is necessary to perform low-rank
approximation (LRA) layer by layer. Moreover, after being
decomposed, a lot of fine-tuning training is required tomake
the network converge to achieve the optimal effect [25].

2.4. Optimized Lightweight Faster-CNN Algorithm.
Machine learning has developed for a long time since its
inception, and it has accumulated many shortcomings.
Traditional machine learning techniques require continuous
design by humans to gradually improve their own learning
process.(erefore, in the calculation process, its dependence
is particularly large, and the basic technical ability of the
operator is relatively high. (e development of machine
learning has also been greatly limited. Meanwhile, the al-
gorithm’s accuracy for image recognition is very low, and it
cannot quickly achieve accurate image recognition [26].
Among them, the most important is that the traditional
machine learning technology cannot accurately identify
various factors in the image, which usually causes large
errors in the application. (e most serious is that machine
learning cannot classify the main part and background part
of the image and cannot identify the main information
contained in the image [27]. (e optimized deep learning
technology solves the shortcomings of traditional machine
learning technology in image recognition. If deep learning
image recognition technology needs to be pushed to a wider
field, it is necessary to optimize its calculation process to
reduce its computational cost and improve its computa-
tional efficiency. (erefore, by optimizing the CNN tech-
nology and generating the Faster-CNN model, the model
calculation process is simpler, and the calculation effect is
also improved to a certain extent. (e basic idea of the
designed lightweight Faster-CNN model is shown in
Figure 3.

In Figure 3, when the Faster-CNN model is used for
image feature recognition, it can not only greatly reduce the
process of image feature recognition and improve the effi-
ciency of image feature recognition but also optimize the
recognition effect of the model and better help people to
complete the style transfer of painting images. (e approach
adopted when optimizing the Faster-CNN model is the
region proposal network. It adjusts and optimizes the image
recognition area of the Faster-CNN model through anchor
points as follows:

x � watx + xa, (18)

y � haty + ya, (19)

w � wa tw( , (20)

h � ha th( . (21)

xa, ya,wa, and ha, respectively, represent the abscissa and
ordinate of the center point of the anchor point and the
width and height of the anchor point. x, y,w, and h represent
the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the center selected
by the model, as well as the selected width and height, re-
spectively. t represents the corrected value.

2.5. Description of Study Data. Public datasets are used to
train the model comprehensively. (e comprehensive per-
formance of the model is evaluated. Here, the adopted
dataset includes the Mixed National Institute of Standards
and Technology (MNIST) dataset. (e MNISTdataset is one
of the most popular deep learning datasets. It is a dataset of
handwritten digits containing a training set of 60,000 ex-
amples and a test set of 10,000 examples. (is is a great
database for trying out learning techniques and deeply
identifying patterns in real data that can spend minimal time
and effort in data preprocessing.(e open images dataset is a
dataset of nearly nine million images of uniform resource
locations (URLs). (ese images span thousands of class
image-level label bounds and are annotated. (e dataset
contains a training set of 9,011,219 images, a validation set of
41,260 images, and a test set of 125,436 images. (e Ca-
nadian Institute For Advanced Research-10 (CIFAR-10)
dataset is another dataset for image classification. It consists
of 60,000 images of 10 classes (each class is represented as a
row in the image above). (ere are 50,000 training and
10,000 test images in total. (e dataset is divided into six
parts: five training batches and one testing batch. Each batch
has 10,000 images. (e ImageNet dataset is an image dataset
organized based on the WordNet hierarchy. WordNet
contains about 100,000 phrases, and ImageNet provides an
average of about 1000 images to illustrate each phrase. (e

Lightweight Faster-CNN Real Zoom

Image featuresMigration target
style

Image style transfer

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

Style 4

Image Feature
Analysis

Data output

Image feature
extraction

Figure 3: (e basic idea of the lightweight Faster-CNN model.
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total number of images is about 1,500,000. Each image has
multiple bounding boxes and corresponding class labels.

3. Drawing Image Feature Recognition and
Evaluation of Style Transfer

3.1. Identification and Evaluation of Image Features. To
improve the computing efficiency and save computing costs
and storage space of the deep learning technology, the
lightweight deep learning model can be optimized to meet
the demand for image feature recognition using the light-
weight deep learning model. (e average rate of image
recognition of the designed model is shown in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, in the image recognition rate evaluation of
the lightweight deep learning model, the designed Faster-

CNN model has little difference between the image rec-
ognition rates of the SVD and LRD algorithms. (e
designed Faster-CNN model has the highest average rec-
ognition time of about 28ms in the four datasets, and the
lowest is about 17.5ms. (e average image recognition time
of the SVD algorithm is around 31ms at the highest and
around 18ms at the lowest. (e average image recognition
time of the LRD algorithm is around 30ms at the highest
and around 20ms at the lowest.(e designed model still has
advantages over SVD and LRD algorithms. While focusing
on the recognition efficiency of the model, it is generally
necessary to evaluate the accuracy of the model to deter-
mine its comprehensive advantages.(e results of the image
recognition accuracy evaluation of the model are shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 4: (e lightweight deep learning model for image recognition rate. (a) MNIST dataset. (b) Open images dataset. (c) CIFAR-10
dataset. (d) ImageNet dataset.
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In Figure 5, the image recognition accuracy of the
designed Faster-CNN model is around 97% at the highest
and around 95% at the lowest. (e image recognition rate of
the SVD algorithm is around 97% at the highest and around
93% at the lowest. (e image recognition rate of LRD is
around 95% at the highest and around 92% at the lowest.(e
Faster-CNN model has great advantages in image recog-
nition accuracy.

3.2. Transfer Evaluation of Painting Image Styles. With the
development of science and technology, the style transfer of
painting images has become a technology that can be
generally realized. However, its efficiency and accuracy also
need to be improved to a certain extent to achieve an efficient

transfer of painting image styles. (e results of images being
transferred with different styles are shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the Faster-CNN model can identify and
transfer styles of various painting images, so that the styles of
the images are transformed into images of other styles. (e
designed model also has great advantages in the transfer
efficiency of image style recognition. (e evaluation results
of the transfer efficiency of painting image recognition of the
Faster-CNN model are shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, the Faster-CNNmodel has a great advantage
in transferring painting image style recognition. Among the
five groups of image style recognition migration, the rec-
ognition migration rate of the Faster-CNN model is the
highest at around 79% and the lowest at around 77%. (e
SVD algorithm recognizes that the highest mobility rate is
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Figure 5: (e image recognition accuracy of lightweight deep learning models. (a) MNISTdataset. (b) Open images dataset. (c) CIFAR-10
dataset. (d) ImageNet dataset.
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around 74%, and the lowest is around 71%. (e LRD al-
gorithm recognizes that the highest mobility is around 74%,
and the lowest is around 70%. (e designed Faster-CNN
model still has a strong advantage in the style transfer of
painting images.

4. Conclusion

With the development of science and technology, deep
learning technology has become a relatively advanced
computer technology. (e lightweight deep learning model
has been greatly optimized in terms of storage and com-
putation based on inheriting the deep learning model
technology. First, the theoretical knowledge of painting
image recognition and style transfer is discussed. (en,
lightweight deep learning techniques and their application
principles are introduced. Finally, based on the lightweight
deep learning model, Faster-CNN image feature recognition
and style transfer models are designed. Model performance
is comprehensively evaluated. Studies showed that the
designed Faster-CNN model has the highest average rec-
ognition time of about 28ms and the lowest of about 17.5ms
in feature recognition of painting images. (e accuracy of

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: (e transfer results of the recognition style of the painting image of the lightweight deep learning model. (a) Stone tools. (b)
Architecture and landscape. (c) Landscape. (d) Pure architecture. Image source is the network.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of transfer efficiency for style recognition in
painting images.
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the Faster-CNN model for image feature recognition is
about 97% at the highest and 95% at the lowest. Finally, the
designed Faster-CNN model can perform style recognition
transfer on various painting images. In terms of style rec-
ognition transfer efficiency, the highest recognition transfer
rate of the designed Faster-CNN model is about 79%, and
the lowest is about 77%. (e innovation lies in transforming
traditional image feature recognition and style transfer
methods and realizing painting image feature recognition
and style transfer technology under the lightweight deep
learning technology. (is study designs a model with
painting image recognition and style transfer, but the
shortcomings of the model have not been comprehensively
studied. (erefore, future research will strengthen the de-
velopment of model defects to optimize and improve the
model performance continuously.
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